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Ansrn,lcr

Part One of this thesis develops the "form-substance" analytical framework proposed

by Atiyatr and Summers to contrast English and US law generally, comparing also New

Zealand and especially Japanese law. From this perspective, it argues that both US and

Japanese law prefer distinctly more substantive reasoning, whereas both English and

New Zealand law maintain a more formal orientation. Part Two focuses on three areas

of contract law, and the development of contract law theory, arguing that the framework

helps explain diftering approaches adopted in these jurisdictions. Closer attention to the

"law in action" as well as the "law in books", however, results in refineme,nts to their

analytical framework. It also suggests that "neo-proceduralist" models of law generally,

and private law in particular, may be becoming increasingly important in both

explaining and justiffing developments in all four legal systems. Part Three infroduces

several of these models, which go beyond "form-substance" dichotomies without

necessarily being inconsistent with them. This thesis therefore aims to offer new

perspggtiye_s ln tlgqq disciplines: goqPaxaqvt l"g4 lgdtes, conlract law, atd_eener_{

legal theory.
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FoRnwonn

This work is the culnination of more than a decade of research, teaching, and practice

focused on New Zealarld and Japanese lawo especially confiact law, conducted primarily
in New Zealand and Japan. It is a revised version of my work submitted on 2 September

1999 to Victoria University of Wellington, and retumed to me with the invitation to
revise some poitions within one year. This opporhmity for further reflection has

reinforced my conviction that the thesis offers a timely contribution to comparative law
methodology, conFact law theory, and general legal theory, especially for a New
Zealand audience.

New vantage points presented by fellowships in Europe and Canadq and a new
appointnent in Austdia, have helped refine ttre core argument that legal reasoning and

institutions in New Zealand and England retain a stong formal orientation, while those

in Japan and the United States remain distinctly more substantive. Further reflection,
and emerging debates especially in New Zealmd, have highlighted the difficulty
particularly in deciding which of England and New Zealarrd remains mote wedded to

formal reasoning and institutions. A converse problem remains in positioning Japan in
relation to the US. But I remain all the more convinced that a significant gutf still
separates both pairs of countries, raising doubts about ready convergence especially on

US models, and more generally on a staightforward globalisation of law, including
contract law. I also remain of the view that new processes and forums may be emerging
in all four countries that are broadly similar. Yet the fact that these areprocesses make it
likely ftxf imFortant divergences in outcome may still result.

Such conclusions and the analysis presented in this thesis relate directly to

recent debates on certainty in New Zealand law,t and on New Zealand's "legal method"
(especially judicial method), discussed in a Legal Research Foundation conference held

in Auckland on 2 March 2001.' Following the retirement of Lord Cooke of Thorndon

as President of the Court of Appeal, and more recently from judicial office in England,

the main proponent of more substantive reasoning has bee,lr Justice Thomas,' who
retired from the Court in September 2001. Justice Fisher has also drawn on an analytical

framework similar to tbat developed in Part One of this thesis, to argue that New
Zealand law (especially judge-made law) is moving towards more substantive
jsassning.a However, Justice Fisher accepts that the situation remains very different to
the US, and also notes indications of change in England. He is also more circumspect

than Justice Thomas about the desirability of this tend. Clear opponents to Justice

Thomas include Jim Evanss and Peter Watts6, who draw on tendencies towards more

I See for example the Syrryosium Issue of the Otago Law Review (Volume 9 Issue 4) publishcd

in late 2000.2 See R Bigwood (ed) New kalanil Legal Method @utterworths, Wellington, fsrthssYning

2001).3 E Thomas "A Critical Examination of thc Doctine of Prccedent'' in R Bigwood (ed) I*gal
Method in Nevu Zealand: Essays a,nd Commenlanes @utterworths, Wellington, forthcoming 2001).
I R Fishcr 'tlew Zealand Legal Method: Inlluences and Consegucnces" in R Bigwood (ed)

Legal Method in New kaland: Essays and Commenlan'ar @utterworths, Wellinglon" forthcoming 2001).
5 - J Evans "Questio"i"g the Dogmas of Realism" in R Bigwood (ed) Legal Method in Neu'

Zealand: Essays and Commentaries (Butterworths, V/ellington, forthcoming 2001; also forthcoming in

[2001] NZLRev).6 - p Watts "The Judge as Casual Law-Maker" in R Bigwood (ed) Legal Method in New Zealand:



formal reasoning arguably exhibited by other members of New Zealand's judiciary.'
Other scholars and judges have now started to articulate a range of perspectives and

interrnediate norrtative positions. o

In parallel, a lively debate has emerged in New Zealand about the direction in
which its contact law is and should be heading. One major interest concerns principles
of confiact interpretation. David Mclauchlan has waged a vigorous campaign to move
New Zealand in the direction taken by some English judges and commentators, drawing
also on mainsteam US contract law. For instance, he argues that formal reasoning

focused ou literal interpretation and inadmissibitty of extinsic evidence is illogical and

unprincipled, and broadly counter to the move towards more substantive lsassning in
New Zealand conhact law.e He has found a shong ally in Justice Thomas.lo But others,
such as Watts, have protested stongly that there is still no such tend in New Zealand
case law, or that it would be undesirable in any eve,nt.ll More ge,nerally, with the
benefit of a deep appreciation of movements in Austalian law, Rick Bigwood has

questioned whether contract law in New Zealand has experienced great change, and

argued for a more cautious refonnulation rooted in contemporary liberal philosophy.''
Wattsl3 and John Smilliela appear to go even further, building on the self-professed
formalism still vigorously advocated by Brian Coote.''

Normatively, my own sympathies lie more with Justice Thomas and David
Mclauchlan. Objectively, on a resolutely comparative analysis which looks beyond the
world consisting mainly of appellate court judgments, while taking seriously their
nomrative implications, I agree with the perceptions that New Zealand law as whole and

its contract law in particular have not moved towards more substantive reasoning to the
extent advocated by Mclauchlan anil Justice Thomas. Further, I believe that both
formal and substantive reasoning patterns and legal institutions are starting to be

transcended by a new paradigm focused on distinctive processes, or at least that this
should be a normative ideal for a complex iudustalised democracy like New Zealand.

I am grateful therefore for this timely opportunity to add this work to emerging
debates, especially in New Zealand.In particular, I record my thanks to the reviewers of
my origrnal work for their constructive comments. I also appreciate enormously the
encourageme,lrt and help extended to me by those in the three institutions I have been

Essays and Commmtan'es (Butterworths, Wellin$on' forthco'ning 200 1).t S"" 1'os examfrle I McKay "Interpreting Statutes - A Judgc's Vieu/' (2000) Otago L Rev 755.t S"e for exarrFle A Tipping "A View From the Trenches: A Commentary on the Essays by
Justice Thomas and Professor Watts" in R Bigwood (ed) Legal Method in New kaland: Essays and
Commentaries @utterworths, Wellingtou, fsrthgsming 200 l)'t S"e for ex'-Fle D Mclauchlan "A Contact Contradiction" (1999) 30 WIWLR 175.r0 See for sxamFle Yoshimon v Canterbury Golf Int'l Ltd l2OOl) 1 NZLR 523. See also

Electricity Corporation of IfZ v Fletcher Challenge Energt Ltd (lO October 2001) Court of Appcal, CA
l32l}O,Richardson P, Thomas, Keith, Blanchard and McGrath J (Thomas J dissenting).tl Abovc n 6.tz R Bigwood "Conscience and the Liberal Conception of Contract Obsewing Basic

Distinctions" Part One (2000) 16 JCL l; Part Two (2000) 16 JCL l9l't3 Compare for exeyrrFle P Watts 'The Role of Conscience: A Commentary on Bigwood
Conscience and the Liberal Conception of Contracf'(2000) 6 NBLQ 64'14 Sce for example I Smillie "Certainty and Civil Obligation" (2000) 9 Otago L Rev 633.15 See for examplc B Coote "Contact - An Undervicw" in B. Brown (ed\ Contract - An
(Indemiew: A Son'enir of a Yaledictory Lecture (Legal Research Foundation, AucHan4 1995) 13; B
Cootc "security of Contract and the New Zealand Contract Statutes" (2000) 16 Ig'37.
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associated with over the last year, especially Christian Joerges at the European

University Lrstitute in Florence, Bill Neilson at the University of Victoria in Canad4
and colleagues at the University of Sydney: John Carter, Patick Parkinson, Elizabeth
Peden, Petra Schmidt, Greg Tolhurst, Alex Ziegert, and especially David Harland. For
extremely helpful comments on large portions of various versions of this thesis, I thank
Rick Bigwood, who also generously provided (in August 2001)-the manuscripts of his
forthcoming edited collection on N*+, Zealand Legal Method.r6 I am also grateful to
Don Holborow, David Campbell, David Nelken, and Leon Wolff for advice and

encouragement over the last year.

Many other people have helped in earlier stages of the planning, research and

writing of this thesis. I acknowledge a number of them in footrotes in the thesis, but I
particularly tha* the following. I am geatly indebted to Tony Angelo for sparking and

sustaining my interest in Japanese law and comparative law generally, when an all too
impressionable student at Victoria University of Wellington; and for his scrupulous
reviews of earlier drafts of this thesis. Frank Holmes kindly took me on to assist in the
Instinrte of Policy Studies' project on New Zealand's economic relations with East Asia,
encouraging me to maintain a broader perspective on Japan. Andrew Ladley inspired
me to delve deeper into legal theory. He also planted the seed of the notion of turning
the award of a Japanese Ministry of Education post-graduate scholarship, in 1990, into a

first step towards a PtrD thesis. Later, as colleagues, their encoruagement was crucial in
making me persevere in that. Others, especially David Mclauchlan, Bob Dugan, and

Paul Walker (now back in practice in London), gently brought me back to the ground in
my teaching and research in Wellington. Geoff Mclay provided welcome
encouragement, and help with elusive citations. Jonathan Crawford, and other New
Zealand lawyers I have worked witb, provided in parallel an intensely rewarding
exposnre to commercial law and practices in New Zealand, and especially Japan.

I am also greatly indebted to Zentaro Kitagaw4 who welcomed me as a
Monbusho scholar to Kyoto University for what turned into four instead of two years'

research. His seminars and guidance intoduced to me not just the different world of
Japanese contract law, but equally the different worlds of German and US contract law.

Combined with exposure to the work of Atiyatr and Summers, stessing major
differences between US and English law, this helped me develop the core insight for the

research brought together in this thesis. Kitagawa-sensei encouraged me to begrn

exploring this insigbt for my LLM thesis at Kyoto University. I have been greatly

assisted in fleshing this ou! over the years, from the theoretical paradigms and

empfical results from comparative sociology of law first intoduced to me by Takao

Tanase. Kitagawa-sensei's former assistant, Kenji Yamamoto, wd also particularly

helpful during my time at Kyoto University. All the more so, as a colleague from April
1997 to March 2000 at Kyushu University. Other colleagues there whom I must single

out for special thanks include Mark Fenwiclg Tom Ginsburg (now at the University of
Illinois), Shiro Kawastrim4 Nanrfumi Kadomatsu, Toshimitsu Kitagaw4 Hiroo Sono,

Dimitri Vanoverbeke (now at the Catholic University of Leuven), and Yoshitaka Wada
Over the last decade or so, I have also leamed and benefited greatly from work with
lawyers in Japan, especially Toshio Iimura" Keijiro Kimur4 and Hamo Okada, and the

Above n l.
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staff and legal advisors of Mitsui & Co Ltd and its subsidiaries in New Zealand and

Austa1ia.
Many others in Japan, New Zealand, and around the world, have provided

much assistance and encouragement. Througb collaboration in co-authored works,
Harald Baum and the late Christian Wollschliiger helped me to look at Japanese law in a
broad contextn with more Teutonic rigour. Hans Leser provided much encowagement

during the writing of this thesis. Veronica Taylor has long been a source of inspiration
and friendly advice. That began with her suggestion to study under Kitagawa-sensei

back in 1989, and included making me an "honorary Australian" fot an impoftant Asian
Law colloquium held at the Austalian National University in 1995. Mark Ramseyer

kindly commented on a first draft of Chapter One and other parts of the original thesis.

Many others are acknowledged specifically in footrotes, along with foundations and

institutions which provided firnding for associated research. I am also grateful for the

cooperation of several generations of students at Victoria University and LLM stude,lrts

at Kyushu University, as well as my class of Conhact Law students at the University of
Sydney over the last sernester, for enduring tbe infliction of some of the ideas which
have now found final form in this thesis. Finally,I thatrk long-suffering library staffand
administrative assistants at the various institutions I have been honoured to be part of
over the last decade, &d Roy Maslen for technical assistance with word-processi.g

softrvare.
My most heartfelt thanks must go to my immediate familS especially to Hisae

Kobayashi, Moana" Erica, and a third child expected in early November 2001, for their
enormous patience.
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Norn ON STYLE

- In general, this thesis follows the style reconmended in K Evans, G Mclay and H
Schwartz I/ictoria University of Wellington La'w Reviqv Style Guide (1999).

- Because there are so many, footrotes are numbered consecutively for each of: the
General Infroduction, the Inhoduction to Part One, Chapter One, the Introduction to
Part T\vo, Chapter 1lvo, Chapter Three, Chapter Four, and the Introduction to Part
Three combi:ned with Chapter Five.

- Througbout, the United States of America is referred to at'ithe US".

- All spelling has been changed to British spelling, evem when the original uses- 
American spelling.

- All translations are mine, unless otherurise mentioned.
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GE-TERAL NTRODUCTION

GBxrnlr.INrnopucnon

Medio tutissimus ibil

This thesis aims to contribute to three main areas of contemporary debate: comparative

law, contact law, and general legal theory. A major concem is to locate Japanese law

within a broader comparative context. The Introduction to Part One begins by
questioning some persistent views of Japanese law as unique, or at least fundamentally

different ro*p*rd with 'Westem" law.l Acknowledglng the "interpretive turn" in
comparative legal studies, which argues that observers' perceptions are framed by
personal experiences and milieu,z this section sketches how views of Japan may have

been influenced by fluctuating economic and political relations betwee,n Japan and the

US or Europe. It suggests that different patterns of encounters betwee,lr Japan and New

Zealandma-y create space for a new perspective. A more general methodological point

is made too, namely that perceptions of difference are more likely to arise whe'lr only
two legal systems are compared, whereas multiple points of comparison may offer a

better vantage point 6sl asssrtaining significant similarities as well as differences.

Chapter One then extends an analytical framework developed by Atiyah and

Summers,3 which set out important distinctions even within the "common law

tradition". Ilrtroducing more evidence from empirical research, it shows how Japanese

law generally shares some important similarities with US law. Both are oriented towards

"substantive" legal reasoning directed towards "moral, economic, pofitical,

institutional, or other social consideration[s]'/ - and key legal institutions support that

orientation. The English law tradition, including New Zealand law, is arguably much

' .You will go most safely by thc middle way": Ovid (438C - AD17) Metamorphoses Book 3,

I.466, banslated in APartington (ed) @ord Dictionary of Quotartfons (4th new ed, Oxford UP, Oxfor4
t992r.| ' 

See for example U Mattei "Three Pattems of Law: Taxonomy and Change in the World's

Legal Systems' (1997) +S .C.fCf 5, 28, 3640; K Zweigert and H KoeE (T Weir tarrs) Introduction to

Cimpaiattue Law (3 d Clarendon Press, Oxfonil" 1998) 295-302; M Ctiba "Japan" in P-L Tan (eQ

Asian Legal Systens @uttcrworths, Sydney, 1997) 82.
2 - 

See for examplc V Taylor "spectes of Comparison: Japanese Law Through Multiple L€nses"

in T Ginsburg, L Nottagc and H Sono (eds) The Multple Worlds of Japanese.Law (University of Victoria,

victoria200l) 15,15:
Whea we teach or research or practice that knowledge we call 'Japanese law' we are entering a

field that is largely one of our own creation. 'Japanese law' exists in our minds and our writings,

but it maps very imperfectly the worlds ofjurisprudence and legal practice, as they exist in Japan.
,Japanesi law' is not a neutal label; it comes with builrin inferences, drawn from our own locale

and from tbose of colleagues with whom we share fre 'field'.
Such an approach can invitc comparative law scholars to declare their developmental background" present

uritbg environment, and intended audience. Comparc for examplc K Aaderson 'I(ent's World: A
penoil Approach to tbc Various Worlds of Japanese Lad' inT Ginsburg, L Nottage and H Sono (cds)

fte Multipii Worlits of Japanese.law (Univcrsity of Victoria, Victolia 2001) 36. For what_itis wortlq the

present *ti6t *". born aud lived in England for two years; in New Zealan4 for a lotal of sixteen years;

L thr US, for one and halfyears; in Japan, for a total ofabout seven years; and other countries, for the

remaining scven. He has practiscd as well as taught law in New Zealand and (more sporadically) Japaq

ovcr thJ hst decade; and writcs for audiences consisting of academics and (to a lesser extenQ

practitiongrs in a range of cor:ntries.3 p S Atiyah and R S Summers Form and Substance in Anglo-American Law: A Comparative

Sndy of Legal Reasoning, Legat Theory, and Legal Institutions (Clarendon Press, Oxfor4 1987).
n Atiyah and Summers, above n 3, l.



GENERAL INTRODUCflON

more "formal". These provide the for:r main points of comparison in this thesis,

although some mention is made of developments especially in Germany, Australia and

transnational law, to further demonstrate the explanatory potential of the analytical

framework. Thus, the analysis challenges some conventional categorisations of
Japanese law by proposing a different ta,ronomy more sensitive to context, inspired by

th; interpretive- turn in comparative law but eschewing thorough-going

post-modenrism.t
Part Two contends that the contrast between more substantive Japanese and

US law, on the one hand, and more forrral English and New Zealand law, on the other,

can also be uncovered in a wide range of contract law settings. Those involve differing
pattems in the historical development of contract law theory (Part Two Introduction);
the role of formal requirements in conhact formation (Chapter Two); contractual

unfairness (Chapter Three); and the main doctrines elaborated to deal with changed

circumstances (Chapter Four). As in the broader examination attempted in Chapter

One, it is difficult to locate precisely the position taken by the more fonnal legal

systems with respect to each other, and by the more substantive ones with respect to

each other. New Zealand law appears more substantive than Englistr law regarding

formal requirements, but more formal in its contract law theory development, in dealing

with contactual unfairness (especially in view of the slowly growing influence of
European law on English law), and possibty in applyrng its doctrine of frustration

(although case law is sparse). Japanese law appears more substantive than US law in its

contract law theory development, its approach to formal requirements, and in dealing

with changed circumstances, but more formal (at least until recently) in regulating

contractuJ unfairness. Overall, New Zealand contract law might be viewed as more

formal than English law, at one end of a spectrum, ild Japanese law as more

substantive than US law, at the other. This differs somewhat from the overall assessment

of each legal system attempted in Chapter One, in which English law generally

appears more formal than New Zealand law (albeit moving more strongly towards a

substantive approach in recent years), while US law appears more substantive than

Japanese law. However, it is worth recalling the saying that "a foolish consistency is the

hobgoblin of small minds".6 Moreover, the precise relative positioning is not crucial to

, Tb*, in terms of one recent overview of the freld of coanparative legal studies, the thesis

challenges mainstream "categories" scholarship and bears closest affinity with "contexf' scholarship,

distingriished by a broader viJw of the sources of cornparison an{ f91er personal cornmitnent to foreigu

law ai an object of comparison, It differs from "discourse" scholarship, which hrrns away from methods

of2Oth 
""ottry 

legal and social science scholarship in favour ofliterary theory and cultural shrdies. One

extension of tlis approach is Riles' suggestion, inspired by the way in which Wignore collected and

exhibited stiking artifacts related to different legal systems (inch'ring Japan), that comparative law

should synply juxtapose a rich variety of legal phenomena and leave observers to draw their owu

conclusions. Sei e nl"s'lil'igmore's Treasure Bs1; QsmFarative Law in the Era of lmagination" (1999)

40 Han, J Int'l L 221. WbiF this may be useful in prompting bterest in a field of shrdy, it means

2lsndsning key tenets of modern law and social science, and ipores pervasive evidelce of the beirefits

of .tnental-maiping". Corryare G Blasi "lilhat Lawyers l(now: Lawyering Expertise, Cognitivc Scieuce,

and the Fuactions Jf Theory' (1995) 45 J Legal Educ 313; A Peters and H Scbwe'nke "Cornparative Law

Beyond post-Modenrism'1lOOO1 49 ICLQ 800; and L Nottage, T Ginsburg and H Sono '"fhe Worlds,

Vicissitudes and Futrucs of J"p*" Law" in T Ginsburg, L Nottage and H Sono (eds) The Muhiple

Worlds of Japanese Law (University of Victoria, Victoria 2001) l' 2-E'
o ' g W Thonas .'1, Criti""t lynminati6a of the Doctine of Precedent'' in R Bigwood (ed) /{ar
kaland Legal Method @utterworths, Wellington, forthcoming), citing - at the outset - Ralph Waldo



GE.{ERAL INTRODUCTION

this thesis. The key argument is that both New Zealand and English law remain

distinctly more formal than both Japanese and US law, in general as well as in important

conhactual settings.
This thesis makes no stong claims about how representative or important

contract law is for each of these four legal systems overall. It contends only that conhact

law is significant enough in each for the dichotomy identified in this area to reinforce

that identified in Chapter One through ovendews of the legal systems overall.

Consistently with the comparative law approach adopted, the latter more general

analysis is also important to keep in broader context the contract law elaborated by
courts, legislatures, and the parties in their everyday dealings. Further, the decision to

deal with contract law, as well as the selection of particular topics, are driven by the

goal of contributing to ongoing debates in confract law theory. Thus, the topics

discussed are necessarily selective, but they address key aspects of the classical and

neoclassical models of contact law. These have long been the subject of critical
attention in the US and Jap"n, engendering more recent debates first in England and

then in New Zealand (Part Ttvo Introduction). In particular, both models focus on the

parties' initial agreement, and exhibit a reluctance (especially in the classical variant) to
find that binding legal relations have been entered into (the focus of Chapter Two), to
add obligations not sourced in the parties' specific agteement (Chaqter Three), and to

allow conhactual obligations to be altered over time (Chapter Five).'
Lessons from comparative law and evolving trends in contact law theory also

dictate the methodology adopted in this thesis, incorporating consideration of tbe "law
in action" as well uJ ttr" 'iaw in books" (especiif .*J lu* and legislation).8 In
addition, an expansive view of law can be justified in terms of the "neo-proceduralist"
paradigm explored in Part Three. This paradigm goes beyond distinctions based on

form and substance like those developed by Atiyah and Summers, but it is not
necessarily inconsistent with them. Chapter Five describes two important variants of
the paradigm developgd by legal theorists recently: the systems-theoretic approach

proposed by Luhmanne and elaborated by Teubner,'u and Habermas' discourse theory

Emersou "Self Reliance" in Emerson 3 Essays (1980) 57.
t S.e for examFle P S Atiyah An Introduction to lhe Law of Contact (5 e4 Clarendon Press,

Oxfor4 1995) ?-15; Gilmore The Death of Contract (Ohio State UP, Columbus (Ohio), 1974) 14-15; I
Macneil "The Many Futures of Contracf' (1974\ 60 S Cal L Rev 691; T Uchida "The New Development

of Contract Law and General Clauses - A Japanese Perspective -' in ICCLP (ed) Japanese and Dutch

Laws Comparad (ICCLP, Tokyo, 1993) 119. Compare also R J Mooney "An AnericanView of New

Zealand Contract Law" (1991) 2l VUWLR 69; L A DMatteo "Equrty's Modification of Contract: An
Analysis of the Twentieth Century's Equitable Reformation of Contact Lad' (1999) 33 New England L
Rev 265,266-267.t These two pbrases are used extensively in R Pound In troduction to the Philosophy of Lmt (te,t

e4 Yale UP, New Haven, 1955).e See for exaryle N Luhmann Rechtssoziologie [Sociologt of LmJ (Rowohlt Reinbek, 1972\;

N Luhmam "Communication About Law in Interaction Systems' in K Knon-Cetina and A V Cicourel

(eds) Advances in Social Theory and Methodologt: Towud an Integration of Micto- and

i[acro-Sociolagr'es @outledge & Kegan Paul, Boston, l98l) 234; N Luhmann "The Unity of the Legal

System" in G fzubner (ed) Autopoietic Law: A New Approach to Lau' and Society (de Gruyter, Berlin'

tilgg) t; N Luhmann "Quod Omnes Tangit Remarks on Juergcn Haberuas's Legal Theory" (1996) 17

Cardozo L Rev 883.to See for exanple G Teubner Recht ab Autopoietisches System [Lw as an Auapoietic SystemJ

(Suhrkarrp, Frankfirrt am Maio, 1989); G Teubnet "substantive and Reflexive Elements in Modem LaC'
(f g3g) t{t- * Soc'y Rev 240;G Teubnq'TIow The Law Thinls: Toward a Constructivist Epistemology
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of law.ll Teubner argues that law should be conceived as a social sub-system involving
"diverse communicative processes that observe social action under the binary code of
legaVillegal".l2 Such processes guide adjudication by courts, but they also can be

implicated in fora lgyona highly institutionalised settings involving the coercive powers

of the nation-state.tt Habermas accepts the key insight of systems theory, namely that

social sub-systems increasingly differentiate themselves from one another, but sees

more scope for revitalising general "communicative action" oriented towards mufual
understanding. This involves mediating law's "facticity", its existence as sanctioned

governmentul for"., and its "validity" or foundation in "rationally motivated beliefs",l4
tbrough institutionalisation at various levels. His key interest lies in strictly
institutionalised fora such as courts (generating a "discourse of application" to
authoritatively resolve disputes), and legislative bodies (involving a "discourse of
justification" among participants of equal standing). However, Habennas' theory allows

for similar mediation between facticity and validity in other contexts, includin_g

arguabty the contractual arrangements elaborated by parties in the shadow of state law."
Thus, the theories elaborated in Part Three add a jurisprudential and sociological basis

for the thesis' focus not only on case law (given due weight particularly in Chapter
Two) and legislation (discussed especially in Chapter Three); but also the practices

and norms in long-term contracting, revealed by some empirical research (Chapter

of Law" (1989) 23L & Soc Rcv 727'tr JHabermas(WRehg t:ans)BetweenFactsandNorms (MITPress,CambridgeMass, 1996).
t2 G Teubner "Tbe Two Faces of Janus: Rethinking Legal Pluralism" (1992) 13 Cardozo L Rev

1443,1,451.13 Coryare also B Tamahnna "[ Non-Essentialist Version of Version of Legal Pluralism" (2000)

27 J L & Soc'y 296, 306-313. Tamahana is even more radical in identifying law simply as whatever

people identiff and teat througb their social practices as "law". However, this inhibits adequate

Lonsideration of stnrcture in social systems, a key advantage of the approach taken by Luhmann and

Teubner, as Habermas concedes. See below Chapter Five Part tr.B.
14 R Cotterrell ..Law and community: A New Relationship?" (1998) 5l CLP 367,372.
15 Compare for example J Habermas'A Sbort Reply" (1999) 12 Ratio Juris 445, 448. It can be

argued, for instancc, that the public arena extends beyond the legislanue to include'"the work of the local

school govemance committee, the community policing beat organisation, and their analogues in areas

suchas the provisions of services to firms or to distressed families": J Cohen 'Reflections on Habemns

on Derrocracy" (1999) 12 Ratio Juris 385, 414. This expanded public sphere, moreover, can generate a

"constitutionalisation" of private law elaborated uot just tbrough courts, but also tbrough a range of
'lrivate governance regimes" such as technical standardisation, production of nrles for professionals, and

contractual networks. Consequently, for instance:

Especially in the practice of general clauses (such as good faith or reasonableness), the Privae
law courts would insist on the tbreshold weight of abstract constihrtional principles as provisional

interpretive fix-points, while at the same time granting leeway to highly decentaliscd'
participatory and context-sensitive forms of experimentation with standards.

See O Gerstenberg "Justification (and Justifiability) of Private Law in a Poycontexhral World" (2000) 9

Social and Legal Studies 419, 424. Such arguments conthue to evolve from longstanding debates about

Habermas' thJories. See also for example t( Jamarnols "Keiyaht Kosho Kankei no Hoteki Kochilu ni
tsuite no lchi Kosatsu [A Perspective on the Legal Stnrcture of Conbact Negotiation Relationships]"
(1989) 100 Minsho Zasshi 245. However; it remains sn open question whether they, and other

iefmemenb or insights, can or should bc vicwed as 'beo-Habermasian" or rather as substituting a Dew

general theory. Compare for example K Avio "scarcity, Discourses of Implementation, and Habermasian

Law and Democracy'' (2000) 13 Ratio Juris 148 with K Ladeur, Can Habermas' Discarsive Ethics

Support a Theory of the Constitution? @UI Working Paper LAW No 9914, European University Institutc,

Florence, 1999).
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Four).16
The latter research also provides some support for the emergence of

neo-proceduralist tendencies in contracting involving Japan and New Zealand,

suggesting new interpretations of empirical studies into contracting in England and the

US.ri Chapter Five goes on to indicate how these theories can also be applied to
several developments in Japanese law. The attempt is one of the first of its kind in the

English language,rE and is the most tentative part of the thesis. However, it links up tg
similar recent attempts to apply such theories in other jurisdictions, notably England."
The analysis therefore indicates the possibility for broader convergence in processes of
legal development in legal systems oriented towards formal, as well as substantive,

reasoning. Nonetheless, the outcomes from these processes are likely to diverge,
perhaps especially because of the contast in underlying reasoning patterns and related

legal institutions. Like other other theorists comparing legal systems generally, and

contract law itself, this thesis is therefore sceptical about claims of a rapid globalisation
of law (especially involving convergence on US models). " Nonetheless, it
acknowledges indications of some important transfomrations and harmonising

tendencies, and suggests in passing a number of promising avsnues for firrthur inquiries
into the nature of globalisation.

In sum, the core of this thesis is directed at the advancement of conhact'law
theory, but in a broader comparative context which also seeks to go beyond

post-modernism in methodological approach, ultimately t1nrtg these issues to
contemporary debates in general legal theory.

l5 As Cotterrell and Habermas point ou! philosophy and normative legal theory or reconstnrction

must proceed in tandem with sociological and empirical research: Cottenell, above n 14,373'375.
t7 Corryare for example !f Qsllins and C Scott '"[Jnited Kingdom'' in G Brueggcrmeier (ed)

Rechtsproblemi ,on Qualinasmanagementvereingbat'ungen und EG-Binnenmarld [Legal Problems of
Qrot ty Assur.ance Agreements and the EIJ Internal MarlsetJ (Nomos, Baden-Badcn' 1998) 239; J Esser

';Institutjonalising Industry: The Changing Forrns of Contract''(1996) 2lL & Soc Inq 593'
18 See also T Ginsburg "system Changc? A New Perspective on Japan's Administative
Procedure Lad' in T Ginsburg, L Nottage and H Sono (eds) The Muhiple Worlds of Japanese Lmv
(Univcrsity of Victoria, Victoria 2001) 107.re See for example J Black'?roceduralising Rcgulation: Part I' (2000) OJLS 598.
20 See gcnerally L Nottage "Convergence, Divergence and the Middle Way in Uniffing or
Harmonising Private Lan/', EUI Working Papcr in Law No 2001/1 (Eruopean University Institute,

Florence, 200 l, available freely through <www.iue.it/LAW/publicat.btm>).



PART ONE / ]NTRODUCTION

PaNr ONB: POSTTIOIYING JA,PINNSB LlW

Ixrnooucrron

For some in New Zealand, a thesis comparing Japanese law and especially Japanese

confract law may seem exotic or even oxymoronic. After all, it was a comparative

lawyer at Victoria University of Wellington who in 1976 translated into English

Yoshiyuki Noda's inlluential textbook on Japanese law, which proclaimed boldly: "ttre

Japanlse do not like law".l A translation of a work by Noda's colleague at Tokyo

University, Takeyoshi Kawashim4 also published around that time, asserted equally

strikingly that:'

In Japanese contracb, the parties not oniy do not stipulate in a detailed mtnner tle rights and

duties under the contac! but also think that even the rigbts and duties provided for in the written

agreement are tentative rather than definite.

Such views, suggesting the marginality of law or at least a ve,!y different attitude

towards the law in Japan, found a ready audience in the West during the era of cultural
relativism which followed the Vietnam War, the disintegration of pax americana, and

post-Oil Shock economic decline in industrialised Westem economies.' They have

lontributed to an ingrained "legal orientalism", stressing differences rather than possible

similarities, with res=pect to Japanese law and Asian law more generally.a

A recent exarrple of this is the assertion by an Italian comparative law
professor, widely known in the US, that Japan and China both are distinguished by "the

rule of traditional law", rather than "the rule of professional law" characteristic of
English, German or US law.s Likewise, in the recently translated thfd edition of their
widely read textbook on comparative law, Konrad Zweigefi and Hein Kdtz persist in
grouping Japan with the People's Republic of China in a generic "Far Eastem Legal

Family", supposedly distinguished by a common tradition rooted in Confucian

ideology.6 They suggest that Hiroshi Oda is right to object to this grouping in earlier

editions; but are not convinced of his view "that Japanese law is part of the

I Y Noda (A Angelo trans) Introduction to Japanese Law (Tokyo UP, Tokyo, 1976) 106. See

also for exaryle C Kim and C Lawson "Law of the Subtle Mind: The Traditional Japanese Conception of
Japanese Lad'(1979) 26ICLQ 491.
2 - T Kawashima (C Stevens tans) 'The Legal Consciousness of Contact in Japan" (1974) 7 L in
Japan l, 17. See also for exarrple Y Noda "La conception du contrat des iaponas [The Japanese

Conception of Contractl" (1979) No Special - I RIDC 411.3 - 
L Nottage "Trade Law Harmonisation in the Asia-Pacific Region: A Realist's View from New

Zealand - and a Way Forward?" [1995] Nn J 295-{ V Taylor'Beyond Legal Orientalism" in V Taylor (ed) Asian Lmts Through Awtralian Eyes

(Law Book Company, SydneY, 1997') 47.3 U Mattei 'Tbree Pattems of Law: Taxonomy and Change in the World's Legal Systems"

(lgg7) 45 AJCL 5, 28, 3640 (althougb conceding that Japan may tend a little towards "the rule of
professional law", wheleas Ctina tends towards "the nrle of political lav/').
6 K Zweigert and H KoeE (T Weir tans) Introduction b Comparative Law (3 ed Clarcndon

Press, Oxfor{ 1998) 295-302. For more legal orientalism from a noted German comparative lawyer,

albeit in the contcxt of a methodology which gives great weight to difference and cultllle morc generally,

see B Grossfeld Kernfragm der RechEvergleichung [Key Issues in Comparative IawJ (Mohr, Tirebtngcn,

1996) 8.
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Romano-Germanic family of law, with some elements of American 1aw".7 While
conceding that his views show "that the doctrine of legal farnilies should not be taken
too seriously, for it can often lead to simplifications which do violence to the facts",
Zweigerl and Kcitz retain the grouping in their third edition. It seems that they perceive

as still significant a "traditional distaste for written rules of law and litigation" and'that
for a long time the many codes on the European model which were enacted in Japan had
very little inJluence on the realities of legal life there", although they concede that these

t'wo factors may be waning.s Nonetheless, rather than carefully investigating not only
the extent of socio-legal change in Japan, and new theoretical frameworks proposed to

analyse them over the last few decades, they and Mattei revert to the broad-brush legal

orientalism still prevalent among "mainshe-am" comparative lawyers, as well as many
casual commentators in Europe and the US.e

Probably as a result of this unwillingness to go beyond generalisations and

stereotypes, European and especially American observers have appraised supposed

differences rather disparately over the decades. In part, the appraisals appear to track
fluctuating comparative economic perfonnance and trade policy responses. Ir the 1950s

and 1960s, for instance, they called for more modemisation and democratisation of the

Japanese legal and constitutional system. By the 1970s and early 1980s, perceptions of
more consensual means of dispute resolution and cooperative long-tenn contracting il
Japan instead came to be held up as models for emulation in jurisdictions like the US.'u

By the end of the 1980s, however, persistent and growing hade surpluses in Japan's

favow helped reinforce a shift back towards a critical or "revisionist" attifude:
fundament"l diff"r"nces in govemance structures in Japan had to be changed instead.ll
At first, those were seen as primarily dictated by entrenched 'tureaucratic
informalism".l2 More recently, Japanese politicians have been urged increasingly to rise
above their immediate personal or party interests to lead Japan into a brave new era.

This may parallel new perqpectives developed by observers of Japanese law and politics
over the last docade, especially Mark Ramseyer's thesis that politicians from the Liberal
Democratic Parfy (LDP) have been able to exert indirect control over the bureaucracy
because of LDP domination of Japan's parliamentary dernocracy for more than four
decades.l3 Calls for Japan to reform itsell rather than for the rest of the world to

' Zneigert and KoeE, above n 6, 299 (citing H Oda Japanese law (Butterwortbs, London, 1992),

Q. Compare H Leser Einfuehrtng in die Rechtsvergleichung pntroduction to Comparative I'awl
(FemUenivaersitae! Hagen, 1999) 26, who also prefers to locate Japan in a'Tourth continental European

legal family".t Zneigert and Koetz, above n 6, 66.t S"e also F Upham'oThe Place of Japanese Legal Studies in American Comparative Lad'
(1997) Utah L Rev 689; P de Cruz Comparative Law in a Changing World (3 ed, Cavendis\ London,

1999) 207-211; D Watts The Times Guide n Japaz (Times Bools, London, 1993) 55-67.
r0 Z Kitagawa "Kolusai Masatsu no Nalu no Nihonho [Japanese Law in thc Midst of
Internatioual Frictionl" (1990) 500 NBL 27.It K van Wolferen The Enigma of Japanese Power: People and Politics in a Stateless Nation (l
e4 Macmillan, London, 1989).12 F Upham Law and Social Change in Post-War Japan (Harvard UP, Cambridge, Mass, 1987)

often has been rcad this way: sec for exanryle Y Matsuura 'T-aw and Brueaucracy in Modem Japan"

(1989) 4l Sanford Law Rev 1627. But see F Upham'?rivatized Regulatiou: Japanese Regulatory Style

in comparative and Inrcraational Perspective" (1997) l$ feldhem Int'l L J 396.t3 Beginning with M Ramseycr and F M Rosenbluth Japan's Political Marketplace (Harvard UP,

Cambridgc (Mass), I 989).
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emulate Japan, ssrtainly have become louder as Japan's reiative economic perfonnance
has worsened tbroughout the 1990s.

New Zealand, by contrast, has not witnessed such swings in economic and
political relations with Japan since World War tr. It is also a small country which
emerged only slowly, through the 20th century, from the shadow of the British Empire,
both economically and in terms of its legal system. New Zealand therefore has hardly
been in a strong position to tell other jurisdictions in what directions they should be
heading.la

New Zealanders also tend to be rather pragmatic, judging things by particular
experiences ratber than overarching theory.ls It is probably very significant, then, that
growing economic relations with Japan after World War tr have resulted in a range of
legal disputes or encounters which do not accord with generalisations about Japanese

attitudes towards law, and in relation to contracts.'o Following rapid increases in enerry
prices in the late 1970s, for instance, it was the New Zealand side (the Muldoon
govemment) which attempted to renegotiate the fixed price at which electricity from the
Manapouri power scheme had been supplied to the Bluff aluminium smelter, a joint
venture operated by the Comalco multinational but with very considerable Japanese
participation." This can be contasted with the infamous "Sugar Case" around the same

time, in which the Japanese parties to a long-term supply contact attempted to
renegotiate an agreed fixed price with their Australian suppliers after the market moved
against them. Among Australians, apparently, this generated enduring stereotlpical
views of Japanese attitudes towards contract and the law.'o The prominence of the

14 L Notiage "Contact Law and Practice in Japan: Au Antipodean Perspective" ia H Baum (ed)

Japan: Economic Succass and Legal System (de Gruyter, Berlin, 199'1) 197 (updated and expanded in L
Nottage "Contract Law and Practice in Japan: An Antipodean Perspective - Revisited" (1997) 3l
Hikatcuho Zasshi [Comparative L Rev] 55). A good recent slamnle of self-restaint or even
self-effacement is the keynote address given by Susan Glazebrook, partner in a large New Zealand law
firm and departing president of the Inter-Pacific Bar Associatioq at its conference in Bangkok in 1999: D
McNamara "The Rule of Law and Econonic Recovery in Asia" (1999) 521 Lawtalk 13.t5 See R Sutton "Lord Cooke and the Academy: A View from the Law Schools" in P Rishworth
(ed) Stntgglefor Simplicity: Essaysfor Lord Cooke of Thorndon @utterwortbs, Wellington" L997) 13,23.
He quotes Lord Cooke as defining New Zealand's "national identity" to includc "egalitarianisrn, a love of
practical fairness, and a suspicion of anything too theoretically or abstactly reasoned"; but adds that it
"would be interesting to probe [such] views, and the assumptions which lie behind them, more closely".
See also below Part Two Intoduction Part W. Compare M Smith "Australian Perspectives on Asian Law:
Directions for the Next Decade" in V Taylor (ed) Asian Laws Through Australian Eyes (Law Book
Company, Sydney, 1997) 3 (making similar zuggestions about Austalians); and J Braitbwaite
"Cornmunity Values and Australian Jurisprudence" (1995) 17 Syd L Rev 351. See also L Wolff
"Japanese Law as 'Other' Law: A Reflective Essay on 100 Years of Austalasian Scholarsbip on Japanese

Law", Proce6dings of the Austalasian Law Teachers Associatiou conferencg Wellington, 4-7 July 1999,

Vol 2 (showing lcss wildty fluctuating and more pragmatic approaches towards Japanese law from
Australian and some New Zealand scholars ovEr the last cennrry).16 See for example KawashirnA, above n 2.t7 For a concise overyiew of thc dispute, see H Templetot AII Honourable Men: htside the

Muldoon Cabinet, 1975-84 (Auckland UP, Auckland" 1995') 72-78. For detailed background information
on the scheme, sec N Peat Manapouri Savedl (Longacre Press, Dunedin, 1994). In the mid-1980s,
moreover, fiuther zuggestions of renegotiations led to the government being sued tn'ice by the smeltcr
joint venture: sel- Comalco Power M) Ltd v A-G (19 Decembcr 1986) unreporte4 Higb Court
Wellington Regrstry, CP 404/86, Heron I; ard Comalco Powq (I{Z) Ltd v Douglas & Anor (28 March
1987) u:rreporte4 High Court Wellington Registry, Q 128187, Greig J.It See generally R M March The Japanese Negotiator: Subtlety and Strategt Beyond Western
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Manapouri sag4 perceived- by some as the birth of a nation-wide environmentalist

movement in New Zealand.,re may have encouraged quite a number of New Zealanders

to see Japanese companies instead as rather tough or inllexible contracting parties.

A similar view may have emerged among those involved in contract or
commercial litigation with Japanese parties in New Zealau;rd courts throughout the 1980s

and 1990s. Searching legal databases maintained by the Wellinglon District Law
Society Library, for instance, quickly uncovers one category of cases involving
Japanese residents or Japanese companies incorporated in New Zealand, albeit not all
necessarily with majority Japanese shareholding.'u However, there is evidence from
other jurisdictions that Japanese affiliates overseas tend to adapt to their local legal

environment. The proverb, "do in Rome as the Romans", also has a Japanese

equivalent: go ni ite wa go ni shitagau. So perhaps not too much should be read into
these cases.

A second category, lhoogh, involves businesqpeople resident in Japan or
companies incorporated there.'r Of course, even combined, these cases cannot justiff a

stereotype of Japanese as litigious, since absolute numbers are small and these

individuals or companies may be unrepresentative, having embarked on international as

opposed to domestic commercial dealings. But they suggest that a significant body of
New Zealand lawyers and judges, businesspeople and others involved in the cases, and

some academic commentators (not just specialists in Japanese or comparative law)
would likely question the stereotype of the non-litigious Japanese which continues to

capture the imagination of many in the US and Europe. Recent exarnples illusfrating the

continued atfaction of this stereotlpe include writings in the US on Japanese

contracting, product liability, arbitration, and cyber-law."

.logrc (Kodansha, Tolcyo, 1988), 97-107. See also below Chapter Four Part Itr.B.It V Taylor " Continuing Tra:rsactions and Persisteut Myths: Contracts in Contempora4r Japan"

(1993) 19 Melboume University L Rev 352. For Canadians, the Quintette Coal dispute may have had a

similar impac! because there too it was the Japanese side which atternpted to renegotiate prices in a

long-term supply contract. See W Neilson "Price Adjustuents in Long-Term Snpply Contracts: The Saga

of the Quintette Coal Arbitation" (1991) l8 Canatlian Bus LJ 76.re P K Wells "The Conservation Regime: Manapouri Revisited" (1999) Proceedings of the

Australasian Law Teachers Association confetence, Wellington" July zl-7 1999, Vol 2.
20 See Appendix A at the end of this thesis. Databases searched included LINX, Briefcase, CCH

Company Law Cases, and New T.rualand Court of Appeal cases.2t See Appeudix B at the snd sf this thesis'u See, reqpectively, A J Bolla "The (Im)Probablc Futrue in Japancse Charter Parties: The

Language of Law" (1998) 29 J Mar L & Comm 107, and P McConnaughay "Rethinking the Role of Law
and Contracts in Esst-West Commercial Relationships" (2001) Va J Int'l L 427 (cornpare Part Fotu

Chapter Four below); A Bernstein and P Fanning "'Weightier than a Mountain': Duty, Hierarchy, and the

Consuner in Japan" (1996) 29 Vanderbilt J of Transnational Law 45 (comparc L Nottagc and Y Wada

"Japa1's New Product Liability ADR Centers: Bureaucratic, Industy, or Consumer Informalism?" (1998)

6 ZJapanR 40; L Nottage and M Kato '?roduct Liability" in M Matsushita (exec ed), Japan Business Laut
Guide (looselea{ Sydney, CCH Austalira: fust instalnent published in Deccmbcr 1999, second

instalmcut in June 2000); McConnaugbay, citcd in this footnote, 452-3 (compare L Nottage 'Bducatiag
Transnational Commercial Lawyers for thc 21st Century: Towards 6e Vis Arbitral Moot in 2000 and

Beyond" (1999) 66 Hosei Kenkyu Fl; and L Notiage "Thc Vicissitudes of Transnational Commercial

Arbitration and the La Mercatoia: A View from the Periphery" (2000) 16 A$ Int'l 73); D Rosen

"Surfing thc Sento" (1ee7) 12 Berkeley Toch LJ
<http:i/www.law.berkeley.edu/journals/btljiarticleVl2-1/rosen.htmF (compare L Nottage "Cybcrspace
and the Future of Law, Legal Education, and Practice in Japan" (1998) 5 Web C Curre,nt Leg Iszues
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Searches of New Zealand legal databases also uncover many other instances in
which New Zealanders have encountered the reality of cornmercial law and practice in
Japan, in cases even where no Japanese individual or company is actually parly to
iitigation.23 More diligent efforts, including searches of newspaper or other databases to

capture reports of disputes -b.efore 
these get to court or of major commercial transactions

involving Japanese parties,'* undoubtedly would uncover an even broader array.

Such encounters - combinea witl less of a "colonising impulse'ts stemming

from New Zealand's own colonial history, peripheral position in world affairs, and

stable economic relations with Japan since World War tr - suggest that a perspective

incorporating New Zealand may prove valuable in revisiting the received wisdom about

Japanese law and contracting. Now is a good time to do so, as Jap33 through the 1990s

has continued to undergo significant socio-economic restnrcturing,'o often prompted by
trade liberalisation and calls for deregulation stressing more contract-based govemance

structures.27 A comprehensive reissessment also has become more feasible, thanks to

the exponential increase in Japanese law related literature made available in Westem

tanguages over the last few decades, especially over the internet in recent years.28

Adding one more point of reference to a comparison, moreover, should assist in
locating and evaluating more precisely areas of difference and similarity. A flaw in

<http://webjcli.ncl.ac.uk/1998/issue5/nottage5.hml>). In this literahre, it seems little has changed since it
was uoted a decade ago that "In comparative work on Japanese law, 'culture' is king" (J M Rarnseyer

and M Nakazato "The Rational Litigant: Settlement Amounts and Verdict Rates in Japan" (1989) 17 J of
Leg Studies 262,263).
L3 - Many involve used cars. See generally D Nottingham Car Wars: The True Story of the

Otlometer l(inding Scandal (Howling at the Moon Pullishing, Auckland" 1998) 9l-111, and for example

I(ilson (for Motor Yehicle Dealers Institute) v Interim Finance Ltd & Ors (23 October 1998) unreported,

Higb durt, Auckland Registry, AP 141/98, Giles J (contract for sale of used cars, later imported into

NeIw Zealan4 held to have been effected in Japan, by Interim Finance Ltd as agent for purchasers and

Japanese exporters). Sce also fsl gxanrFle Macleanv Arklow Investments Ltdll998) 3 NZLR 681,712
pei thomuJ J (documentary evidence "indicate the enormous difficulty and cornplexity in obtaining a

Lommitment from a major participant [Japanese company, Kanematsu, for a forest purchase proposed by

Maclean] naturally inclined to protect its own interests'); European Pacific Bandng Corporation Ltd v

Televisiin Nav Zealand Ltd U994) 3 NZLR 43 (Japanese banks also were involved in European Pacific

transactions generating tax credit certificates iszucd by the Cook Islands authoritics).
21 pot sxamfle, the NZ$l billion purchase of shares in Lion Nathan Ltd by Kirin Brewery

Company: sce Simpson Grierson Lrur, 1998 Reviev,(Auckland 1999) 8-9; 'Nippon Suisan Gains

control ofNew zealandFish Processor" Tbe Nikkci weekly, 2 March 2001, 3.
2s Compare J Gessner '?raesumptio similiturtinls? A Critique of Comparativc LaC' (1995) 2
prssssdings of tbe tggs Annual Meeting of the RSCL (Intemational Sociological Association), Tokyo,

l-4 August 1995, Section Meetings Supplement 2, 41.
26 See generally L Nottage "Top Ten Changes and Continuities in Japanese Law and Society -

1997. (1998) NZACT" Ycarbook 3: L997 611; and L Nottage "JapaD" in Doing Susizess in Asia
(looseleaf, CCII Asia Ptc Ltd, $ingapore, updates 4l and 42,2000).
i7 See generally for exaqle V Taylor "Con$mer Contact Governance in a De'tegulating Japas"

(lgg7) 27 VUWLR 99; V Taylor 'T.e-Regulating Japanese Transactions: The Competition Iaw
ii-o*ioo" (2000) 3,n IccLP Review 16 (availablc tbrough
<http ://www j.u-tokyo. ac jpl-icclp/Rcvicw3 -2'pdD)'2t M K Scheer Japanese Law in Western Languages 1974-1989: A Bibliography

(German-Japanese Lawycrs Association, Ilambrug, 1992); H Baum and L Nottage Japaruse Bnsiness

Law in Wesiern Languages: An Annotated Selective Bibliography (Fred B f,ethmnn, Littletou (Colorado)'

1998); L Nottage "Japanese Business Law in Cyberspace: pssliminary Usage Patterns for the Japanese

Law Links Webpage" (2000) I Aust J Asian L 91.
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much of the literature in English on Japanese law, and especially contact is that it has

involved contasting just two counties: in particular, Japan and the US." When only
two systems are compared, it is very likely that differences will tend to stand out.

Adding more dimensions to the comparison can reveal that instead those two systems in
fact bear a number of important similarities, with the additional systems compared

showing the more significant differences. This thesis therefore compares not only
Japanese and US law, but also English and New Zealand law. From this broader

perspective, it coutends that differences between Japanese and US law have indeed been

exaggerated. Much more pronounced differences appear between those legal systems,

on the one hand, and the English law tradition, which still includes New Zealand law, on

the other.
For instance, English and especially New Zealandjuri:ls still do not recognise

a general duty of good faith even in contractual performance.'" Further, both English

and New Zealand law adopt a distinctly more restrictive approach towards the

prerequisites for, and effects oi the doctrine of frustation. Both US and Japanese law
do recognise a general duty of good faith, and have moved in some similar directions

with respect to doctrines abp[ing in the event of extreme change in circumstances.3l

Such commonalties become less surprising when it is realised that the latter two legal

2e This is true even of J O Haley Authoity without Power: Law and the Japanese Parsdox
(Oxford U P, New York, 1991) l The author begins by noting that while Japan may appear to exhibit

more aversion to legal ordering than in the West, 'Trom an East Asian perspective, the bonds of family
are weaker in Japan thau those of territorial or corporate communities and of cotrtract. Japan is also a

more litigious, legalistic sociegr, one in which the claims of rule by and of law seeem quite relevant in
comparisbn to other East Asiau societies". However, the implicit or explicit comparison in the rest of the

book is overwhelmingly the US. See also T Uchida Keiyaht no Jidai: Nihon Shal<ai to Keiyahtho [The
Contract Era: Japanese Society and LawJ (Iwanami Shoten, Tokyo, 2000) 165-167, persuasively

criticising the contast drawn alnost exclusively between Japan and the US, in T Tanase "Kanksiteki

Keiyalatron to Hochitsujo,tcn [Relational Contact Theory and Perceptions of Legal Order" in T Tanase

(ed) Keiyaht Hori to Keiyaht Kanlo [Contract Law and Contract PracticesJ (Kobundo,Tokyo, 1999) l].
In discussing thc requirement of good faith in contractual negotiations, McConnaughay (above n 22, 469)

at least notes that the principle is found in "a few civil law jurisdictions, most notably the Netherlands".

Disappoiutingly, however, he concludes simply that "presumably, 'good faith' in the Dutch regime does

not -apture all of the values aud circumstances to which law and contacts might be subordinate in
nou-Western commercial traditions" (above n 22, 470), igloring the fact that most 'hon-'Western"
jurisdictions discussed (like Japan) make good faith part of their legal tradition-

Another problem has been the tendeircy to compaxe Japanese businesspeople or business

practices, with US lawyers and law: sce W Gray "Tbe Use and Non-Use of Contract Iaw in Japan: A
fteUmlnary Study" (1984) 17 L in Japan 98; T Uchida "The New Development of Contract Law and

General Clauses - A Japanese Perspective -" in ICCLP (ed) Japanese and Dutch Lcvvs Compared

GCCLP, Tokyo, 1993) 119. Comipare fts s6mparative empirical study bclow Chapter Fow Part ltr.

'0 As explained below (Chapter Three Part IV.B)" English jurists have been driven increasingly to

exploring this notion tbrough the growing importancc of European Union law, in particular. A burgeo'ing
litirange in England attests to this. By contasl the only sustained analysis of coutractual good faith in a

New Zealand law joumal appears to be one by this writcr, L Nottage 'Torm and Substancc in US, English,

New Zealand and Japanese Law: A Framework for Bctter Comparisons of Dwelopments in the Law of
Unfair Contracts" (1996) 26 WIWLR 247,3r See, respectively, below Chapter Three and Ctapter Four Part g. gimilarly showing tbe

benefits of comparing multipte legal systems, a French scholar's doctoral thesis has recently

demonstrated how Germau law has beeu the boldest in developing a generalised duty of good faith; how

French law has been the most reticent; and how Japanese law has adopted an intemrediate position' See B
Jazulot La bonnefoi dans les contrats: inde comparative de droitfrangais, allemand etiaponais [Good
Faith in Contract: A Comparative Sudy of French, German and Japanese LawJ (Dalloa Paris' 2001).
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systems drew heavily on German private law jurisprudence and theory from before
World War tr. In the US, this came through key figures like Karl Llewelllrn, the

architect of the Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) and a leading legal realist, whose

visits to Gennany explosed him to legal sociology and civil law methodology in
Europe.32 In Japan, inIluential scholars such as Izutaro Suehiro drew on early American
legal realism as well as the ideas of Eugen Ehrlich to focus on practices and custom,

along with the actual results reached by judges, as opposed to legal doctrines and

rules.33 This thesis cannot explore in detail such crossovers in legal history, nor those

32 For his contribution to legal realism, see especially W Twining Karl Llevvelly and the Realist

Movement (U Oklahoma Press, Norman, 1973); N E H Hull Roscoe Pound and Karl Lletvellyt ()
Chicago Press, Chicago/London, 1997),223-77. On German inlluences compare also P Gewirtz "Editot's
Intodnction' in K Llewellyn (M Ansaldi trans) (ed) The Case Law System in America (U Chicago Press,

Chicago/Londou, 1989), xi-xiii, with U Drobnig "Llewellyn and Gerrrany" in IJ Drobnig and M
Rehbinder (eds) Rechxrealismus, multihtlnrelle Gesellschaft und Handelsrecht: Karl N Llewellyt und

seine Beclantung heute [Legal Realism, Multi-culnral Society, and Commerical Law: Karl Llewellyt and

his Signifuance Todayl (Duncker & Humblot, Berlin, 1994) L7,35-39. On possible borowing of German

contrict law tbeory in developing UCC provisions relating to cornmercial impracticability (below Chapter

Fogr Part II), see J Wladis 'Trnpracticability as Risk Allocation: The Effect of Changed Circumstances

upon Contract Obligations for the Sale of Goods" (1988) 22 Georgia L Rev 503. For Llewelllm's
svsrwfuslming influence on promoting the UCC generally, see also below Part Two lntroduction Part I.
33 G Rah Rechtsdenken und Rechtsaufassung in Japan[Legal Thought and Conceptions of Law
in JapanJ (CH Beck, Municb, 1990), 143-148; D Kettler and C Tackney "Light From a Dead Sun: The

Japanese Lifetime Employment System and Weimar Labor Law" (1997) 19 Comp Lab L & Pol'y J 1; A
Bartels-Ishikawa Theodor Sternberg - Einer der Begruender des Freirechts in Dea*chland und Japan

(Duncker & Humblo! Berlin, 1998). See also generally K Yoshida "Riarizumu Hogalcu to Rieki

Kyoryoron ni lcansuru 'Kisoriron' teki Kosatsu [A View fiom the Perqpective of 'Basic Legal Theory' on

Llgal Realism and Balancing of Interests Methodologyl" in N Segawa (ed) Slilogaht no Sailachiht

[The Reconstruction of Private Law TheoryJ (Sapporo Daiga}u Tosho Kankokai, Sap'poro, 1999) 81.

Another siguificant figrre in pre-World War tr legal scholarship in Japau was Eiichi Makino, a forernost

advocate of "free law" theory along Gerrran lines as well as primarily responsible for dcveloping the

doctrine of good faith (RahD cited in this footnote, L4t-142' J O Haley The Spirit of Japanese Law (U
Georgia Press, Athens/London, 1998) 49, 163). Perhaps even more important for private law was Hideo

Hatoyama, who tried to take the doctrine of good faith beyond German theory stessing its links with
"natural reason 0br0: Rahn, ibi4 148-150. The latter concept had some longstanding antecedents in
Japanese law, and was ev€n recognised as a subsidiary source oflaw between 1875 and 1896: W Roehl

"Rechtsgeschichtliches zu joi [The Legal History of "Jori"]" (1996) I ZJapanR 67. See also Jazulot,

above n 31, 50-8. See also generally below Part Two Intoduction Parts I and IL
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between the US and England,34 or between England and New Zealand.3s Instead,

Chapter One begins by expanding on Atiyah and Summers' "form-substance" analytical
framework to map and compare cental features of the contemporary legal landscape - a

range of dimensiea5 i!,legal reasoning, and key legal institutions or actors - in each of
the four jurisdictions.'o Overall, US and Japanese legal systems reserable each other

significantly, at least compared to both English and New Zealand legal systems. This

overall conclusion also emerges from application of the framework to. a range of
contractual settings in Part Two of this thesis, reinforcing the need to go beyond some

enduring stereotypes of Japanese law and contracting.

31 See for example R A Cosgrove Our Lady The Common Law: An Anglo-American Legal

Community, 1870-1930 (New YorkUP, New York, 1987).35 See generally P Spiller, I Finn and R Boast I New Zealand Legal History @rookers,
rilfetlington, 1995).36 The United States consists of several jurisdictions, of course, namely the various states, the

District of Columbiq and the federal jurisdiction (Zweigert and KoeE, above 6, 238-255). Nonetheless,

this thesis will usually refer generically to "IJS law", and to the US as one "jurisdiction". This is partly for
convenicnce. It is also because several aspects of the legal system compared are reasonably corrrron to

various states, at least when compared to Anglo-New Zealand or Japanese law (see below Chapter Two,

Part II.C). Unifying in{luences in US law overall arise primarily from (i) federal legislation and case law

development; (ii) thc conception of an overarching Common Law, cspecially as inculcated by the lading
law schools and jouaals; (iii) national bar associations; (iv) the National Conference of Commissioners

on Uniform State Laws (NCCLJSL); (v) the American Law Institrte (ALI); and consequent (vi)
bonowing by state legislators and judges, as well as academics, from other parts of the US. Points (i)-(v)
were stessed as long ago as 1948 by Hessel Yntema. Forly years later, his colleague Whiurore Gray

asked why nonetheless "diversity in private law was still the norm and uniformity the exception in the

United States today?": W Gray "E Pluribus unum? A Bice,ntennial Report on Unification of Law in the

United States" (198O 50 RabelsZ I11, 112.

A recent analysis concludes thag although the question of progress towards uniformity is like
asking whether a glass is half empty or half full: 'Trom the perspective of persons trained in a different

legal iulture, Professor Yntema paints a more accurate picture. Despite the diversity in private law noted

by Professor Gray and the relatively limited application of federal legislation, the legal system - losluding

not just formsl legal rules, but also the participants, procedutes and institutions that support and apply

thesl niles - incorporates significant common assumptions and practices": P Winship 'unification of
Law in the United States: An Updated Sketch" [9964] Uniform L Rev 633, 635-636. This thesis'

comparison of key arcas of US confirms significant inter-state borrowing in case lav development (below

Chapter Two Part tr.C); and (below Chapter Threg and Ctapter Four Part II) draws on the important

Uniform Commercial Code (developed by NCCUSL) and inlluential Ratatements of Conffact
(promulgated by thc ALI). On the role of Restatements, see generally J Gordley "Etuopean Codes and

.a,metican Restatements: Somc Difficultics" (1982) 81 Colum L Rsr' 140, Sec also generally J Priestley

"A Guide to the Cornparison of Australian and United States Contract Law" (1989) t2 LINSWLR 4'
This thesis also follows P S Atiyah and R S Summers Form and Substance in Anglo-American

Lmt A Comparative Sndy of Legal Reasoning, Legal Theory, and Legal Institutions (Clarendon Press,

Oxfor4 l98t 53-54 in discussing almost exclusively England and English law. This is because Sootland,

at leas! has retained a distinctive legal system in many resp€cts, both generally (T B Smith "The
Preservation of thc Civilian Tradition in 'Mixcd Jurisdictions"' io A Yainnopoulos (cd) OUI Lcvv in the

Modern World (Lovrsiana Statc U P, Kingsport Tenn, 1965) 3) and in iB coutract law (W M McBryde

"Promises in Scob Law''(1993) 42ICLQ 48).

r3
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Cnlprnn ONs: Foruu arp SunsrANcE rN JAPANpsn, US, Encr,rsu .lxn Nnw
Zp.lr,aNn L.lw Gnxrn lr,r,y

I The Challeuges of Atiyah and Summers' "Form-Substance" Framework
tr Fomr and Substance in Legal Reasoning and Legal Institutions

tr.A Authoritative Formality: Constitutions, Legislation, Courts, and Lawyers
ILB Content Formality: Determining Rules by Fiat and Under- or Over-Iaclusiveness
tr.C Mandatory and Interpretive Fomrality: 'Tlard and Fast Rules"
ILD Enforcement Forrnality and Trutl Forrrality: Two Varieties of Formality

m Conclusions

I The Challenges of Atiyah and Summers'"Form-Substance" Framework

Ruiwa tomo o atsumaru'

Atiyah and Summers developed their "form-substance" dichotomy to argue that legal
lsssening and legal institutions were consistently more formal in England compared to
the US. Their study athacted generally favourable reviews, with John Bell suggesting

for instance that it would become:'

required reading for anyone who studies both English and American law and ... a classic of legal
scholarshiF. Never before have two scholars of such sminsags in their own jurisdictions sat down
to write together a work which znalyses the nature of their legal systems in such depth and with
such care. Of course, two people will inevitably be selective '..

Atiyah and Summers themselves concluded by suggesting that more research should be

undertaken with respect to their theses, acknowledgrng that "no pair of scholars can

hope to be fully conversant with the whole of one ryitem of law, let alone two".2 They
invited scholars to identify and evaluate any further counter-examples in each of their
two legal systems; to explore possible further dimensions in legal reasoning and

institutional structure, and the ways in which they relate with each other; and to develop
specific hlpotheses to test from a social scientific perqpective, rather than the
broader-brush qualitative approach adopted in their work.' Researchers writing in
diverse fields, from a range of methodological standpoints, have risen to these

challenges to varying degrees. Many have been inspired to explore differing orie'ntations

in areas of English and US law which Atiyah and Summers alluded to in much less

detail, or not at all.a Others have considered more recent developments in areas which

' "Like athacts like" (Japanese proverb).I J Bell "Book Review" (1993) 22 Anglo-Am L Rev 126, 126'2 P Atiyah and R Summers Form and Substance in Anglo-Ameican law: A Comparative Sudy
of Legal Reasoning, Legal Theory, and Legal Institutions (Clarendon Press, Oxfor{ 1987) 428.
3 Aboven2,429.t See for ex"rryle K N Hylton'Tee-Shifting and the Predictability of LaC' (1995) 71 Chi-Kent
LRcv427;CConrad"scapegoatingtheJury"(1997)TConrellJL&PubPol'y7;RJKrotos4mski
"Autonomy, Conmunity, and the Traditions of Liberty: Thc Contrast of British and American Privacy

Law" (1990) Duke L J 1398; R I Krotosz5rnski"Bind & Rust v Sulltvan: Free Speech and thc Limits of a
Written Constinrtion" (1994) 22 Fla St U L Rev l; D Partlett 'From Victorian Opera to Rock and Rap:

Induccment to Brcach of Contact in the Music Industry" (1992) 66 TUI L Rev 7?1; D Partlett'T-egal Hot
Zones" (1996) 56 La L Rev 781; D F Partlett "Tort Liability and the American Way: Reflcctions on

Liability for Emotional Distress" (1997) 45 AJCL l7l; G R Shrevc "Symrnehies of Acccss in Civil
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they examined quite closely.s In the inaugural Clarendon Law Lectures delivered at

Oxford University in 1995, Judge Richard Posner attempted to develop and test
empirically several hlpotheses contrasting English and US legal systems.6 More
generally, in the forty'ninth series of Ha:nlyn Lectures delivered in late 1997, Roy
Goode drew on the "trail-blazing worK'by Atiyah and Summers to reiterate that, to this
day, 'othe emphasis in English law is very much on formal reasoning and in American
law on substantive reasoning".' These studies overwhelmingly support their claims of
significant and entenched differences in legal reasoning and institutional stnrcture. Part
tr of this Chapter argues that such differences remein prominent in contemporary
English and US law generally, and help to uncover and explain differences in three
major areas of contact law discussed in Part Two of this thesis.

Another question, however, is whether these two legal systems may be

converging. David Partlett, in his favourable review essay, suggests that Atiyah and

Summers nonetheless may have underestimated a growing sross-fertilisation of English
law from Commonwr"ttl i*iraicfions as well as the US.8 A few years later, in a

lecture in Sydney in1992, Atiyah himself suggested that the growing significance of the
law of the EEC (now the European Union or ELI) may be:'

leading English law down a number of paths which plainly point to an increase in unpredictability
in law, and a decrease in legal formality. In some ways these changes may suggest a gre ter
convergence between the English and American taditions.

Yet Atiyah and Summers seem to have been right in implying that such convergence

becomes more problematic in the light of the interlocking and often intemally consistent

aspects of the respective legal systems:10

a legal system consists of so many interlocking parts - including not only the substantive law, but
also the conventions and customs goyerning the personnel of the law - that changes in one part

Rights Litigation" (1990) 66 Indiana L J 1; W S Jordan 'T-egislative History and Statutory Interpretation:
The Relevance of Euglish Practice" (1994) 29 U San Fran L Rev 1; K Teeven "A History of Legislative
Reform of the Common Law of Contact" (1994?) 26 U Tol L Rev 35; S Dow "The Doctrine of Price v
NeaI inEnglish and American Forgery Law" (1998) 6 Tul J Int'l & Comp L 113; M Cloud '?ragmatisrn,
Positivism, and Principles in Fourth Amendment Theory" (1993) 41 UCL-A. L Rev 199; M Cloud "The
Fourth Amendment During the Lochner Era: Privacy, Propergr, and Liberty in Constitutional Theory"
(1996) 48 StaD L Rev 555; D T Coenen "Prioritics in Accounts: The Crazy Quilt of Current Law and a

Proposal for Reform" (1992) 45 Vand L Rcv 106l; C R Sunstein'?roblems with Rules" (1995) 83 Calif
L Rev 953; A Phang '?ositivism and the English Law of Contract" (1992) 55 MLR 102. See also below
in Part Two ef this thesis.t S"e for examFle P D Carrington 'Butterfly Effects: The Possibilitics of Law Teaching in a
Democracy" (1992) Duke L J 741; M Schwarzschild "Class, National Chatacter, and tbc Bar Reforms in
Britain: Will There Always Be A:r England?" (1994) 9 Conn J Int'l L 185; J Friesen "lilhen Comon
Law Courts Interpret Civil Codes" (199q 15 Wisc Int'l L J 1. See also below in Part tr of this Cbaptcr.
5 R Posmcr Lav, and Legal Theory in England and Ameica (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1990.
Ironically, for a fore,nost proponent of the economic analysis of law, hc was led to various speculations as

to broader differcnces in'bational legal culhrre".7 R Goode Commercial Law in the Nst Millennium (Swcet & Maxwe[ London, 1998) 25.
8 D Partlett "The Cornmon Law as Cricket" (1990) 43 Vand L Rev 1401.e P S Atiyah "Justice and Predictability in the Common La#'(1992) 15 UNSWLI 448, 461. See

generally also B Markesinis (ed) The Gradual Convergence: Foreign ldeas, Foreign In/Iuences and
European Law on the Eve of the 2lst Cenury (Clarendon Press, Oxfor4 1993).ro Abovc n,2,431.
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must be expected to have rippling ramifications elsewhere. But it will often take time for the other
parts of the legal system to realigp the"'"elves with changes of this character.

The rest of this Chapter and Part Two of this thesis demonstate the enduring

significance of some key differencss in legal reasoning and legal institutions - broadly

defined - in England and the US. That conclusion should not be too surprising in the

light of general legal theory suggesting the coherence of legal systems," or its relative

",itooo*y 
vis i vis other social sub-systems.l2 Theories of relative autonomy do not

necessarily foreclose the possibility of change, as described in Part Three of this thesis.

Yet they highlight the problematic nature of legal evolution even amidst globalisation of
economic, political and social relations. This helps explain the gradual transformations
described in this Chapter.l3

The coherence of legal systems, however, is anotherpoint on which Atiyah and

Summers invited broader comparative research. Indeed, they re,marked:t"

Japan (as well as various ottrer nations) has borrowed large segments of its legal system

(including whole codes) from foreign couuties. Co'npared with England and America, is tbere, in
these borrowing countries, a relative lack offi (or a significantly lower level of fit) between the

degree of formality of legal reasoning, and other pieces that go into the mosaic?

This thesis concludes that contemporary Japanese law also exhibits a stong degree of
coherence, similar to that in the US. Despite some counter-tende,ncies, the same holds
for New Zealand law, except that its orientation remains instead quite resolutely formal
along the dimensions suggested by Atiyatr and Summers, following the English law
tradiion.r5

The latter conclusion finds broad support from a paper prepared for a major
conference hosted by the Legal Research Foundation on 2 March 2001. Fisher J draws

heavily on the work of Attyah and Summers to bring out contrasts still between legal
institutions and patterns in legal reasoning (especially judicial reasoning) in New
Zealand and the US.l6 His Honour argues that until two or three decades ago, New

tt S"e for example RDworkin Law's Empire (Fontana, London, 1986).tz See especially below Chapter Five Part tr.8.1.13 Compare for example K Keith "Governance, Sovereignty and Globalisation" (1998) NZACL
Ycarbook 3:1997 477.r' Above n2,430 (original emphasis).15 This Chaptcr thus provides an analytical framework to deal with a crucial issue left open by E

W Thomas "Faimess and Certainty in Adjudication: Formalism vs Substantivism" (1999) 9 Otago L Rev

459, 487 ("[ can give ho guidance why formalism persists both within the lcgal profession and the

judiciary [in New Zealand] ...').
It also answers affirmatively thc question put by J Stcyn'Does Legal Formalism Hold Sway in

England?" (1990 49 CLP 43. Lord Stelm beliwes that "in the last twenty-fivc ycars thcre has been a

gradual shift away from using aclwtvely formalist tecbniques", and ftat "in a modern Ub€ral democtary
the shift should generally bc away from formalism" (Step, cited in this footnote, at pages 46'47,

emphasis added). He generously concedes that his article cannot 'lrove these assertions. A magnum opu
by an academic lawyer would be Decessary to do justice to the topic (at pages 4748). The prescnt author

does not pretend to provide a mzgnum opus definitely settling tlris question, but argues tbat a rigorous and

broad-based cornparative approach shows the difficulties involved in trying to movc away from formal
reasoning pattcrns and supporting institutions. For further discussion of the variant of 'Tormalism"
discussed by Lord Stey& see below Part tr.C (especially "interpretive formality").16 R Fisher 'New Zealand Legal Method: Influences and Consequences" in R Bigwood (cQ

l6
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Zealand law was characterised by the following features:

- reception of English law and institutions, resulting in the pragmatism shared by
many other common law jurisdictions;

- reliance on English sources of law, but heigbtened prominence given to local
judgments;

- less time pressure on judges compared to the US;
- "case specific reasoning" (attention to facts and dicta of individual precedents,

rather than uniffing principles and general propositions which are the starting
point for legal analysis in the US);

- formalism (notably in deferring to precedent and preferring literal meanings in
statutory interpretation) ;

- judicial restraint; and
- politicalneutrality.

However, forces for change are said to have come from:

- growing resort to New Zealand courts (although only superior courts are
mentionedl?;, due for instance to the population becoming more diverse, and
Parliament referring more contoversial questions to Courts or enacting more
broadly worded legislation;

- less influence from England, as it becomes increasingly linked with continental
Europe and New Zealard looks further afield, assisted by New Zealand
academics who also increasingly look beyond black-letter law, and especially as

domestic legislation has burgeoned; and
- improved access to legal source material.

Nonetheless, Fisher J notes that significant differences to the US remain arnong all
defining features of the legal method which he perceives as having emerged in New
Zealand:

- intemationaleclecticism;
- "case specific reasoning";
- respect for legislative intent andprecedent;
- "passive fonnalism" ("passive" because focusing still on considerations

motivating the original legislator or judge, "formalist" in focusing on legd
pedigree and mode of articulation);

- "creative formalism" (resolving new issues 'by doctinalism, extrapolation
from literalist constuctions, and drawing on factual analogies from non-binding
precede,lrts');

- rudimentary policy andysis (eqpecia[y among younger practitioners, ild
noticeable in New Zealand legal textbooks);

- sustained political neutality; and

Legal Method in New, Zealand: Essays and Commenranles @utterworths, Welliugton, forthcoming 2001).t7 Compare L Nottagc and C Wollschlacger'What Do Courc Do?" p9961 NZLJ 369 (adding
data for Distict Courts and population grovrlh to show that overall civil litigation ratcs have been guitc
stable since the 1970s, in contrast to many industialised countries).
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- retention of a right of appeal to a court in another country (the Judicial
Committee of the Privy Council).

This Chapter covers many of these points to reinforce the general conclusion
that New Zealand's legal system as a whole has not moved sharply towards US-style
substantive reasoning and supporting institutions. However, it builds more carefully on
the various dimensions proposed by Atiyatr and Summers, to bring out further contasts
and to provide a basis for the analysis of contract law in Part Two of the thesis. It also

goes further than Fisher J's analysis, which contrasts the US and some shifts in New
Zealand and only notes in passing some transfonnations fs1 instance in England, by
comparing four legal systems. Such a comparison does complicate the analysis, perhaps

explaining why even comparing three legal systems has not yet been attempted
systematically by others.'o Nonetheless, examining various dimensions of legal
reasoning and legal institutions generally, in the rest of this Chapter, suggests a
spectrum along the lines set out in Figure 2 below (at the end of Part Itr of this Chapter).
Comparing three areas of contract law suggests an array along the lines of Figure 3

below (in the Introduction to Part Tlvo of the thesis). The precise positioning of English
law vis i vis New Zealand law on the one hand, and US and Japanese law on the other,
remains debatable. Yet clear differences emerge between the two pairs of legal systems,

revealing considerable coherence in orientation both at the level of the general legal
system, and in a broad area of law such as contract law. That serves to counter
stereotypes and over-generalisations about certain alleged peculiarities of Japanese law
(discussed in the Inhoduction to this Part). It also demonstrates that the analytical
framework developed by Atiyatr and Summers retains broader importance for
comparative legal studies. t e

It This is despite another invitation by Atiyab in his 1992 lectue. He remarkid that Austalian
law may lie "somewhere between" English and US law (above n 9, 454); and also that Austalian law
may be moving in similar directions to English law under the influence of EEC law - but leavitg "oth€rs
to explore that possibility" (above n 9, 461). Another reason why no-one sesms to have taken up that
further challenge is the enomrous diffrculty in one researcher getting a good enough feel for three legal
systems - let alone four - to be ablc to compare tbern convincingly (cornpare Bell, above n l). Perhaps

this explains why subsequent broader coryarative research projects directed by Suamers have involved
large teams of researchers: see especially D N MacCormick and R S Summers (eds\ Interyreting Stautes:
A Comparative Srudy (Darmouth, Aldershot, 1993); D N MacCormick and R S Sunrmers Interpreting
Precedents: A Comparative Study @arbnouth, Aldershot 1997). This approach, however, has involved
the sacrifice of focus and analytical rigour. As a resulg some criticise too ready over-generalisations from
&e comparative reports, useful thougb these are in themselves: see for exanryle M Adam'oThe Rhetoric
of Precedent and Comparative Legal Research" (1999) 62 MLR464.re See also B Grossfeld Kernfragen der Rechtsvergleichung [Key Issues in Comparative IawJ
(Mobr, Tuebingen, l99O 6. Cornparc K Zweigcrt and H Koce (IVeir, Tony t:arrs) Introduction to
Comparative Law (3 ed, Clarendon Press, Orfor{ 1998) 73. Qorsgding that drawing distinctions among

legal systems will depend on one's aims, thcy sbte: "Thus for [Atiyah and Summem] the character of a
legal system depends very much on whether 'fom' or 'substance' predominates in its judicial reasoning,

its interpretatiou of statrtcs or its court procedues. After analysing and comparing thc case-law, the

legislative tecbniques, the role of judgc and advocate, and the naturc of lcgal t'aining in Eugland and the

United States, they conclude that the two legal systems are really very different so different indeed that
mrny a reader will think tlat English law, with its tendency towards more fonnal argrrmcnt is closcr to
the continelrtal legal systems that to that of the United States ...". Nonethcless, in Part II of thcir work
comparing specific legal doctrines (especially in contract law), Zweigert and Koetz often run together

"Anglo-American lau/' or at least descnlbc differences without linlong them to broader diffcrcnces qdthin

tt
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II Form and Substance in Legal Reasoning and Legal Institutions

Atiyah and Summers argue that analytically it is possible and useful to distinguish
between two types of reasons. A "substantive reason is a moral, economic, political,
institutional or other consideration", whereas :20

a formal reason is a legally authoritative reason on which judges and others are empowered or
required to base an action or decision, and such a reason usually excludes from consideration,
overrides, or at least diminishes the weight of, any ssuDlslv3iling substantive retuon arising at the
point of decision or action. For example, it is a formal reason for making a decision tlrzt there is a
valid legal rule that, in the given circumstances, D ought to pay damages to P. Unlike a

substantive reason, a forrnal reason necessarily presupposes a valid law or other valid legal
phenomenon, such as a contract or a verdict. Indeed, the very existence ofthis law or other legal
phenomenon, as interprete4 is a formal reason or generates a formal reason for deciding an issue.

Thus, authoritativeness is an essential attnbute of a formal reasion. A formal reason is also
ordinarily in some degree mandatory, tbat is, it normally prevails over 8ny contary zubstantive
reasons in the application of the law.

This higblights immediately two aspects of fonnal reasoning: "authoritative fonnality"
(discussed below, Part tr.A) and n'mandatory formality" CPart tr.C). Atiyah and

Summers refixe these furttrer along with two other dimensions of legal reasoning:

"content formality" (Part tr.B) and "interpretive formality" (Part tr.C). They also argue

that English law, and its supporting institutional framework (court system, legislative
process, legal profession, and so on), prefer or foster more formal reasoning compared

to US law. Atiyah and Summers add that US law generates more'truth fonnality" and
n'enforcement formality" (Part II.D), two varieties of forrrality which reinforce a more
formal orientation overall, even if not bpes of formal lssssning in themselves. Their
further definitions of these two varieties of formality, along with the four dimensions of
legal reasoning just mentioned, are developed and explored below in conjunction urith
the institutional framework in New Zealand and Japanese law as well.

IIJ. Authoritative X'ormality: Constitutions, Legislation, Courts, and Lawyers

Authoritative fonnality always arises, Atiyah and Summers suggest, because'nrules or
other phenomena (such as contacts or verdicts) which generate reasons must be

recognised as legally authoritative".'' This type of fonnality in legal reasoning varies

along two sub-dimensions. First, it may involve low or high 'lalidity formalil/',
depending on whether legal standards by which the validity of legal phenome,na is
determined are "content-oriented" (inviting inquiry into substance) as opposed to
"source-oriented" (requiring inquiry into the mode of origin to determine validity). One
example given of a source-orieoted standard, generating high validity formality and

hence more authoritative formality and more formal reasoning generally, is a standard

thc two legal systems. By developing Atiyah and Summers' frarnework in a more sustained manner, the
present ftesis ximr to revisit stereotypes about Japan; reexanine contract law and practice in broader
cornparative perspectivc (in Part Two of the thesis); and ultimately - clearly not an aim of Zweigert and

Koetz - 6 link comparative legal studics with gcncral legal theory @art Three)'m Atiyah snd gn'"'''€xs, above n 2,2 (original emphasis).2r Above 12, 12.

t9
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which says simply that "a duly enacted statute is law".22 English and New Zealand law,
which retain quite sfrict docftines of. parliamentary sovereignty, can be seen as

favouring this type of fonnal approach.'" US law, and to a lesser extent Japanese law,
undermine such a strict doctrine by allowing judicial review based on codified
constitutions with the status of supreme law, containing very broadly phrased
"content-oriented" standards of validity (for example, freedom of expression).24 The
resultant authority and central constitutional role of the US courts stands in stark
conhast to the position of courts in England and New Zealand.zs A related distinctive
feature of US law is the centrality of its constitutional documents, which Roger
Cotterell believes have reinforced direct "popular sovereignty", and shielded the latter
from the dominance of parliamentary sovereignty which became so prevalent in
England.26

22 Above n2,72,23 Above n.2,4647. For New Zealand, see generally M McDowell and D Webb The New
Zealand Legal System @utterworths, Wellington, 1995) 113-117; K Upston-Hooper "Slaying the
Leviathan: Critical Jurispnrdence and the Treaty of Waitangi" (1998) 28 VLJWLR 683; R Boast
"Customary Law and Legal Anthropology" in R Boast, A Enreti, D McPhail and N Smith (eds) Maori
Land Law (Butterworths, Wellington, 1999) 1.21 Atiyah and Summers, above n 2, 75-76. Compare L W Beer 'Treedom of Expression: The
Continuing Revolution" in P Luney and K Takahashi (eds) Japanese Constitutional Law (Tokyo UP,
Tokyo, 1993) 220; R KrotoszrTnski "The Cbrysanthemum, the Sword, and the First Amendment:
Disentangling Culture, Community, and Freedom of Expressiou" (1998) Wisc L Rev 905. Some
provisions are more tightly drafted in Japan's 1946 Constitution. A good example is art 31, with uarrower
scope than the due process clauses in US law. Seemingly this was because progressives in the Occupation
forces did not want the newly created Supreme Court to strike down legislation on the basis of breach of
substantive due process, in the way the US Supreme Court did for some New Deal legislation. See Y
OkudaLa 'Forty Years of the Constitution and ie Various Influences: Japanese, American, and
European" in P Luney and K Takahashi (eds) Japanese Constitutional law (Tokyo UP, Tokyo, 1993) 1,

13-16. Ou the drafting of the Constitution, see generally K Inoue Macarthur's Japanese Constitution: A
Linguistic and Cultural Study of i* Making (U Chicago hess, Chicago, 1991); C Kades "The American
Role in Revising Japan's lmperial Constitution" (1989) 104 Pol Sci Q 21525 For a critique mre amotrg {J$ csmmentators, see M T\rsbnet Taking the Constitution Away
From the Courts (Princeton UP, Priuceton, 1999). Jeremy Waldron (Lattt and Disagreemenl, Oxford UP,
New York, 1999) also advocates according more priority to the legislature. However, in a review essay
suggesting that Waldron goes too fil in rcstr3ining judicial review, Richard Posner (now Chief Judge of
the US Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit), begins by noting:

Jeremy Waldron, law professor and political philosopher, is a New T,r"alander educated there and
in England and, although he has lived and worked in [the US] for rnany years, he brings to the
study of American constitutional theory the valuable perspective of an outsider.

R Posner "Review of Jeremy Waldron, Law and Disagreemenf'(2000) 100 Columbia L Rev 582, 582. A
recent illustation of the still dominant and largely accepted rolc of the courts in the US constitutional
system is Euslr v Gore: compare F Goorlman '?reface" (2001) 574 Annals of The American Academy of
Political and Social Science 9, 13-16; R Posner 'Tlorida 2000: A Legal and Statistical Analysis of the
Election Deadlock and the Enzuing Litigation" [2000] Sup C't Rw l.26 R Coftenell 'Thc Symbolism of Constitutions: Some Anglo-Americm Constihrtions' in I
Loveland A Special Relationship? American InJluences on Public Lmv in the UK (Clarendon Press,
Oxford 1995) 25, 39 (original emphasis):

A fundamental difference between the British and American contexts ... is that ia the former no
doctine of popular sovereignty - no i-age of "the people'n as an active law-making collectivity -
was available to become attacbed to the contents of a spccific docament as fimdarnental
constitutional law and bccome an enduring reference point in constitutionsl thought. Tbus, the
common law tradition subsumed specific en4ctmsns within itself as exemplifications of comrnon
law principle while validating the processes of parliamenary legislation.
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A second sub-dimension of authoritative formatty is "rank fonnality". This
will be higher if formal reasons are assigned a clear rank depending on strict rules of
priority.2T In the present author's view, this depends in turn partly on how many
different sources exist, since this calls for more complicated rules of priority. Partly, it
should depend on the nature of those rules, which may be themselves more or less

formal along all the dimensions and sub-dimensions of formal reasoning identified by
Atiyatr and Summers. As.they point out, US law contains the following plethora of
sources of law, stemming in part from constitutional vetting of legislation and further
complicated by a federal structure, namely:28

- The federal Constitution;
- Federal legislation;
- Federal administative rules and regulations;
- Treaties duly entered into by the President and ratified by the US Senate;
- Federal judicial decisions;

State constitutions;
State legislation;
State administrative rules and regulations; and

State judicial decisions

Further complications are how "self-executing" treaties,2e and customary international
law,30 fit into this normative sfructure of US law. "Conflict of law" rules to resolve such
problems, as well as US rules of private international law determining whether foreign
law should be applied, also exhibit remarkably low rank formality." Rank formality is
further undennined by a more flexible approach to stare^ 9ecisis, due in part to the
complex stnrcture of federal and multiple state courts." Conflicting decisions or
differing approaches invite courts to examine other US jurisdictions' judgments for the
quality of their lsasoning (also adding to content-oriented authoritative formality), even
though not strictly bound (the more source-oriented approach, following from a stricter
doctrine of stare decisis)." At least some courts, moreover, appear quite open to
drawing from jurisdictions overseas.34 This tendency may have been boosted by the

27 Atiyah and Summers, above n2,43.2t Above n2,55,2e K Baghdadi 'Apples and Oranges - The Supremacy Clause and the Determination of
Self-Executing Treaties" (1997) 20 Hastings Int'l & Comp L Rev 701; C M Vasquez "The Four
Doctrines of Self-Executing Treaties" (1995) 43 AJCL 695.30 G Kelly'Does Customary International Law Supersede a Federal Statute?" (1999) 37 Colum J
Tran L 507.3r Atiyah and Surnmers, above n 2, 5669. Compare also for example F luenger *TVo European
Conllicts Conventions" (1998) 28 VttWLR 527, 530-531, 536.12 Atiyah and Summers, above n 2, 128-130. See also H Jacob'Courts and Politics in the United
States" in H Jacob and others (eds) Cozrls, Law and Politics in.Comparative Perspective (Yale UP, New
Havenllondon, 1996) 16, 2l-23, 28-29, 65-66.33 See for exarrple below, Chapter Two, Part ILC. See also generally I Hardisty "The Effect of
Future Orientation on the American Reformulation of English Judicial Method" (1979) 30 Hastings LJ
523, 532 (less bound by precedent). For a radical proposal, by American standards, see for exarnple M
Paulsen "Abrogating Stare Decisis by Statute: Can Congress Rcmove the Precedential Effect of .Roe and
Case1t?" (2000) 109 Yale LJ 1535,3 Especially New Yorks courts (II von Freyhold "Ctoss-Border Legal Interactions in New York
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influx of immigrant academics, especially from Germany before and during World War
II, reinforcing also the influence of academic commentators in US law generally.3s

In Japan, article 94 of the Constitution included a new power: "local
governments may ... enact ordinances 's,'ithin the limits of the laf'. The Local
Government Law further specified this grant of authority, and added the police power to
local functions. These grants are generous relative to many other unitary states, although
distinctly less so than in the US and other federal systems. Central government has also

tended to guard its authority jealously, challenging (in and especially out of court)
disliked local government policies as not "within the limits of the law". Nonetheless,
local governments have blen active in areas such as pollution confro1.36 A major
practical limit to decentalising authoriff has b.een the increasing dependence of
prefectures on cental government budget funding." However, legislatiogpassed on 8
July 1999 reconfigured relations between cental and local govemment.'" While it is
too early to ascertain long-term implications, already there are signs of local authorities
trying io wrest more Jontol oi finances away from the cenhal government,3e
potentially reinforcing their powers as laid out in legislation.

In sharp conhast to the US, the lapanese court system is unitary and highly
centralised. This should heighten rank formality, but it has been complicated or reduced
in many other respects. Although perhaps to a declining exte,nt, Japanese courts draw
quite extensively - but rarely expressly - on legal principles and sometimes even
findings from foreign jurisdictions.tu This may follow from the continued inlluence of
legal academics.ar Many maintain a strong interest in comparative law dating back to

Courts" in V Gessner (ed) Foreign Courts: Civil Litigation in Foreign Legal Cultures (Dartnouth,
Aldershot et al 1996) 43. See also below Chapter Two Pad tr.C.I. But see S Miner "Reception of
Forcign Law in the US Federal Courts" (1995) 43 AJCL 581; P M McFadden "hovincialism in United
States Courts" (1995) 81 Cornell L Rev 4.35 See for example M Reimann "A Career in Iself: The German Professoriate as a Model for
America Legal Academica" in M Reimann (ed) The Reception of Continental ldeas in the Common Law
World (Duncker & Humblo! Berlin" 1993) 166. See also generally W P LaPiana Logic and Experience:
The Origin of Modern American Legal Educafibn (Oxford UP, New York, 199a).36 S R Reed Japanese Prefecnres and Policy-Makirg N Pittsburgh Press, Pittsburgb, 1987),

24-5, 63-87; S Kawashima 'iA, Sr:n'ey of Envtonmental Law and Policy in Japan" (1995) 20 North
Carolina J of Int L and Comnercial Regulation 231, 259-26t.37 K E Calder Crisis and Compensation: Public Poliqt and Political Stability in Japan (Princeton

U P, 1987) 274-3L1. See generally F Horie "Intcrgovernmental Relations in Japan: Historical and Legal
Patterns of Power Distribution Between Cental and Local Governments' in J Jun and D Wright (eds)

Globalization and Decentralization: Institutional Contexts, Policy Issras, and Intergovernmental
Relations in Japan and the United States (Georgetown UP, Washington DC, 1996) 48; M Muramatsu
Local Powq in the Japanese State (U California Press, Berkeley ct al, 1997); Y Sugimoto ln
Introduction to Japanese Society (Cambridge UP, Cambridge, 1997) 208-210.3t Compare for example 'Editorial: Rethink Organisational Framework", The Daily Yomiuri,
Tokyo, 12 June 1999 (available through LE)flS in tbe ALLASI library).3e L Nottage "Tax Policy in Japan for the 2lst Ccntury: Decentralisation and Digitalisation"
(Scptember 2000) 44 CCII Asiawatch Newslcttcr 6.40 ZKitagawa Raqtion und Fortildung des Europaischen Ziilrechts in Japan [Reception and
Development of European Ciil Law in Japanl (Alfred Metzner Verlag, Franl&{ 1970); E Hoshino (J O

Haley tans) "The Contemporary Contract" (1972) 5 L in Japan l.4r T Isomrua "Nihonho no Tenkai (4) - Galatsetsu no Hatashita Yahwari [Developments in
Japanese Law (4): The Role Played by Academic Thcoryl" in T Hironaka and E Hoshino (eds') Minpoten
no Hyahtnen (I) [One Hundred Years of the Cilut'I Code (1)J (Yuhikaku, Tolqyo, l99E) 505.
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the Meiji era.o' More importantly, following the civil law tadition, Japanese judges are

not bound by stare decisis,"' although a cenhally directed and bureaucratic career
judiciary along with crowded dockets create pressure towards unifonnity. Rank
formality is also complicated by the way in which the supremacy of constitutional
review has emerged. The Supreme Court's power to undertake judicial review of
legislation enacted by the Diet, under the Constitution, was confinned in 1948. It took
until 1952 to establish the power of lower courts to rule on claims of
unconstitutionality.4 Subsequently, courts have been quite reluctant to extend judicial
review principles to adminiskative proceedings, although this may now be changing.
Even today, the Supreme Court in particular tries to decide cases narrowly. It often
restricts even a finding of unconstitutionality to particular facts, or bases its decision
more on statutory interpretation than a discussion of broad constitutional principles.as
Of course, some have pointed out that even the US Supreme Court tends narrowly to
decide constitutional issues, "one case at a time".*o The Japanese Supreme Court does
remain comparatively reticent in finding enacted legislation to be unconstitutional. Even
when it does reach such a conclusion, it does not always provide an effective remedy, in
part because its power is limited to referring the matter back to the legislature for
attention.*' Overall, however, Japanese law is left with more possible sources for
authoritative norns, vying for priority in quite an opaque fashion. This can be seen in
the question of incorporation of internati,onal law nonns into donaestic law,a8 most
notably recently in a District Court decision recognising the northern Ainu minority as

an indigenous people.oe In consequence, rank formality is generally quite low in Japan.

42 Y Noda "Comparative Jurisprudence in Japan: Its Past and Present" (1975) 8 L in Japau 1;

(1976) 9 L in Japan 4.43 J O Haley The Spirit of Japanese Law (J Georgia Press, Athens/London, 1998) 92-97, lL4-22.
See also generally J Merryman, D Clark and J O Haley The Civil Law Tradition: Europe, Latin Amertca
and East Asia (Michie, Charlottesville (Va), 1994).44 Respectively, 8 July 1948, Supreme Court (4 Keishu 801); 8 October 1952, Supreme Court.15 Okudaira, above n 24, 16-23,
'16 C Sunstein One Case at a Time: Judicial Minimalism on the Supreme Coun (Haward IJP,
Cambridge (Mass), 1999). This may be an accelerating tend: see d llgllman "The Shrunken Docket of
the Rehnquist Court'' tl996l Sup Court Rev 403. Pressure in this direction also may be very stong in
highest courts with powers of constitutional review. See for example D Beatty n'Constitutional Rights:
Japan and Canada" (1993) 41 AJCL 535; D Beatty'T-aw and Politics" (1996) 44 AJCL 131.17 As Okudaira points out (above n 24, 19-20), the malapportionvnent cases - finding elections
unconstitutional but ns1 ysiding them - had additional statutory complications. Coryare W Bailey
"Reducing Malapportionment in Japan's Electoral Districts: The Supreme Court Must Act" (1997) 6 Pac

RimL&Pol'yJ167.4t S Ago "The ILO's Supervision and Japan" (1995) J Ann Int'lL 3; Y lwasawa "hplementation
of International Trade Agreements in Japan" in M Hilf and U Petersmann (eds) Nafibttal Constitutions
and International Economic Law (Kluwer, BostoD, l99L) 299; H K Park "Japan v Kim Sun-Kf' (1998)
92 AJIL 3OI.

See also K Watanabe "Joyaht no Teiletsu to Kohtnaiho SeiDr' - Iwalnnt Joshi Sabetsu Haishi
Joyaht Hijunji no Giron o Tegakai to shite [Adjust'ng Domestic Law and Qsnsluding Treaties: The
Debate on Ratifring the So-Called Convention Abolishing Discrimination Against Women]" in M
Nakamura and H Maeda (eds) Rippolcatei no KenlEu - Rippo ni okeru Seifu no Yald{wai [Studies in
Legislative Process: The Roles of the Government in Eaacting LN'sl (Shinzansha, Tokyo, 1997\ 1321'

K Port "The Japanese Intenrational Law "Revolution": Intemational Human Rights Law and its rmFact in
Japan" (1991) 28 Stan J Int'l L 139.{e T Sonohara '"Iowards a Genuine Redress for an Unjust Pasg The Nibuani Dam Case" (1997)

University Electronic Journal of
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Rank formality is further complicated by the phenomenon of "administative
guidance", involving actions by public officials to persuade a private entity to
voluntarily cooperate in a purpose they see as desirable.'" It became hotly discussed

first within Japan in the 1960s and especially the 1970s, after the Ministy of
Intemational Trade and Industry (MITD took informal measures to deal with Oil Shock
disruptions to petoleum markets. Criticisms mounted especially from outside Japan in
the 1980s and early 1990s, in response to tade friction and calls for greater
tansparency in Japanese markets and public administration.St The Administrative
Procedure Law 1993 may formalise and restrict administrative guidance, for instance by
allowing regulatees to request it to be made in writing. Yet it is still unclear how much
such provisions are being invoked, and what changes have directly ensued in practice.52

<http://www.murdoch.edu.ar:./eladissues/v4n2lsonoha42.htnl>; M Levin "Essential Commodities and

Racial Justice: Using Constitutional Protection of Japau's Indigenous People to Infomt go6srstan,lings of
the United States and Japan" (2001) 33 I{YIJ J Int'l L & Pol 419. On the Ainu, see generally T
Kitakamae "Ainu Concepts of Social Order and the Law of Japau" (1987) 2 Law and Anthropology 239;
R Siddle "Ainu: Japan's Indigeneous People" in M Weiner (ed) Japan's Minorities: The lllusion of
Homogeneity (Routledge, Loudon, 1998) 17; Sugimoto, above n 27,184-189 (also stessing, contary to
received wisdom, that Japan has a comparative high proportion of ethnic minsritiss).

The Enrperor was a further and very imFortant source of legal authority under the Meiji
Constitution, and some revival of this in some form is not totally inconceivable. That, however, would
reguire an exceptionally bold interpretation of Art I of the present Constitution, under which the Emperor
is a qmbol of Japan, the state and the unity of the Japauese people. In practice, moreover, the impetus for
zuch a move seerns highly improbable. Even the well-publicised spectacles around the time of Hirohito's
last days in 1989 seem to have been the result ofcanny calculations by business and political interests, at

a particular juncture. See O Watanabe "The Sociology of Jishulat md. Kicho; The Death of the Showa
Tenno as a Reflection of the Stucture of Contemporary Japanese Society" (1989) I JapanForum 275.

Similarly, Crowu prerogative powers in the UK are now very limited. See Atiyah and Summers above n 2,

54; C Vincenzi Crown Powers, Subjects and Citizens @inter, London/Washington, 1994) l'34. The same

appears to hold in New Zealanil even after the complication of changing the electoral system to
proportioual representation (compare G Palmer and M Palmet Bridled Power: Nets kaland Government
under MMP (Oxford UP, Aucklan4 1997) 43-48; A Quentin-Baxter "rmFlications for the

Governor-General" in A Siynpson (ed) The Constittttional Implications of MMP (VIIil School of
Political Science and Intemational Relations, We'llington, 1998) 9Q, due the careful restraint exercised by
the incumbent Governor-General (M Hardie-Boys "Continuity and Ctange: The 1996 Election and the
Role of the Governor-General" in A Simpson (ed) The Constitutional Implications of MMP (VWf
School of Political Science and International Relations, Wellington" 1998) 78).50 T Nakagawa 'iA,dministrative Guidance: A Tentative Model of How Japanese Lawyers
Undentand lt'' (1998) 32 Kobe University L Rev 1. See generally M Young "Judicial Review of
Adrninistative Guidance: Governmentally Encouraged Consensual Dispute Resolution in Japan" (1984)

84 ColumLRw924.sr M Young "stuctural Adjushent of Matrue Industies in Japan: Legal Institutions, Industy
Associations aud Bargainiqg" in S Wilks and M Wright (eds) The Promotion and Regulation of Industry
in Japan (Macnillaq Hampshirellondoq 1991) 135; F Upham l'Privstizing Regulation: Tbe
Implementation of the Large-Scale Retail Stores Law' iD G Allinsbn and Y Sone (eds) Political
Dynmics in Contemporary Japan (Comell UP, Ithacq 1993) 264; conparc H Ohke 'llsvising the
Interpretation of the Japanese Economy: Political Intervention and Market Coryetition in the
Distribution System" in M Muramatsu and F Naschold (eds) State and Administration in Japan and
Germany (de Gnryter, Berlin, 1997) 305.52 K Duck 'Now that the Fog has Lifted: The Iryact of Japan's ddministative Procedr:res Law
on the Regulation of Iudustry and Market Governanc€" (1990 19 Fordham Int'l IJ 1686. Generally on
thc Law, see also L Koedderitzsch "Japan's New Administrativc Procedruc Law" (1991) 2l L in Japan

r05.
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The enactment in 1999 of official information legislation seems likely to prove much
more significant in controlling bureaucratic discretion,"

Japanese courts have played quite an active role in setting norrrative confines
within which adminishative guidance is permissible, but those con-fines depend ou the
context. The courts have been sticter with respect to an agency's requests for
cooperation with its extra-statutory standards (for examplen in waste disposal).sa But
they have been more lenient towards an agency intervening in private conllicts (for
example, among developers and local residents, by delaying issuance of a permit).
Intervention is pennitted, thus promoting negotiations, until regulatees make it clear that
they will not negotiate any longer or until the underlying dispute has been resolved.ss

Courts also have been lenient when the agency _acts to deal with unexpected
emergencies (as wift MITI after the Oil Shoc$. to AII three categories involve
extra-stafutory pu{poses, not part of 'nstafutory progranrmes"." fiie more lenient
attitude of the courts at least in the latter two categories therefore lessens rank formality
in Japan, by expanding the possibility for justifiable autonomous executive action.
Authoritative forrrality also is lessened bydelimiting the scope ofjustified conduct only
in broad, more content-oriented terms. to However, instances- of 'Jawboning" by
bureaucrats in similar situations can be found in the US as well.t' Moreover, in other

53 See generally "Tsukaikonasu Chilmra o Yashinau fFostering the Stength to Make It Work]"
Asahi Shimbun, Tokyo, 8 May 7999,5; N Kadomatsu "The New Administrative lnfomration Disclosure
Law in Japan" (1999) 8 Zeitschrift fiir Japanisches Recht 34. The Law has only been in effect since I
April 2001.54' Nakagawa, above n 92, 10. J M Ramseyer "Rethinking Administrative Guidance" in M Aoki
and G Saxonhouse (eds) Finance, Governance and Competition in Japan (Oxford UP, Londou, 1999)

199 points out that these instances of more active court control involve local governments, not cenEal
government. He also argues that this supports his longstanding contention (above n 24) that the post-War
Japanese judiciary has followed the preferences of thc sling LDP.r) Nakagawa, above n 50, ll-12. J[s lffiding case a Supreme Court judgment of 16 Iuly 1985

(Nakatani [Nakayal v TolEo-To, partially translated in Y Yanagida and others law and Investment in
Japan: Cases and Materials (Hanrard UP, Cambridge (Mass), 1994), 133-136).56 Above n 50, 13-14. See also J Ramseyer "The Costs of the Conseirsual Myth: Antitrust
Enforcement and Institutional Barriers to Litigation in Japan" (1985) Yale LJ 605; T Mito
"Business-Government Relations in Japan: MITI and the Petoleum Industy During the High Economic
Growth Era" (1998) 9 Research Bulletin of the Intemational Student Center Kyushu Univenity) 147.57 Nakagawa, above n 50.58 hterestingly, Nakagawa (above n 50, 6) characterises as "substantive informality" these three
tlpes of administrative guidance. See also T Nakegawa 'i{dnrinistativc Informality in Japan" (2000) 52
fidrnin L Rev 175.5e Indeed, in Eastern Airline Inc v McDonnell Douglas Corp (1976) 532FZd 957 (sth Cir), the
US Court of Appeals held that compliance with the government's "jawboni"g" wss sufficicnt to excuse

McDonnell Douglas from its conFachral obligation to supply jetliners to Eastern. $imilsx promotion of
deferral to inforrral govenrment pressure may also have underpinned the decision in the same Circuit a

decade later. InJvrssho lwai Ltd v Occidental Cntde Sales Inc729 F 2d 1530 (5th Cir 1984), the appellant
(a Japanese corporation, no less!) zuccessfully claimed that Occidentd should not be cxcused from its
obligation to supply oil becaue the latter had not negotiated enough with the Libyan government which
ended up intcmrpting oil flow. Granted some empirical studies have noted more consensual informal
relations between private parties and regulators in Japan (see for example J L Badaracco Loading the

Dice: A Five Country Sndy of Tinyl Chloide Regulation (Harvard Business School Press, Bostono
1985),K Aoki and J W Cioffi "Snme Wine in Different Bottlcs: A Case Study of Waste Management
Regulation in the United States and Japan" (1997) Paper presented at the Annual MeetinB of the Law and

Society Associaiton, Aspen, 30 May 1999 ), compared to the "adversarial lcgalism" said to be rarryant in
the US (R Kagan "Should Europe Worry about Adversarial Legalism?" (1998) 17 OJLS 165; but sce J
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contexts in Japan, administrative guidance can be seen as involving informal
implementation, but in pursuit of statutory policy goals or progranxnes rather than
extra-statutory purposes. This is less disruptive of rank formality. Overall, their, the
Japanese legal system should not be seen as radically more substantive in i1s lsassning
in this respect.

Unlike US and Japanese law, English and New Zealand law still recognise
more limited sources of law and draw much clearer rules of priority among them.
Atiyah and Summers suggest that English law really just involves two sources:
legislation (with primary legislation trumping secondary legislation) and case law.60

They did note the rapid expansigT ofjudicial review in England since the 1970s, a hend
which has been maintained. o' Their point about judicial review's not really
undermining the authority of the legislature, however, is still well taken. After all,
finding secondary legislation to be ulha vires means fuding it to be beyond powers
granted by -^Parliarnent in the enabling statute, which reinforces Parliament's
sovereignty. " $tiking down regulations more directly, for unreasonableness, has
remained rare.o' Superior courts in England have been particularly reluctant to go
beyond the enforcement of legitimate procedural expectations, to protect legitimate
expectations of substantive benefit, after engaging in a wide-ranging balancing of public
authorities' objectives and reasoning as opposed to the reasonableness of the applicant's

Rees 'Development of Communiwian Regulation in the Chemical Industry" (1997) 19 L & Pol'y 477; J
O Haley'Mission to Manage: The US Forest Service as a 'Japanese' Bureaucracy" in K Hayashi (ed) The
US-Japanese Economic Relationship: Can It Be Improved? (Simon Schuster, New Yorlc, 1989) 196).
More empirical studies, in various areas, should be conducted in those counties, as well as the UK where
informal relations also seem more prevalent (J Braithwaite and V Braithwaite "The Politics of Legalism:
Rules versus Standards in Nursing-Home Regulation" (1995) 4 Soc & Leg Stud 307). The point here is
simply tbat instances of bureacratic infonnalism and "administrative guidance" can be found in the US,
sometisres even validated by the courts, as well as in Japan. This therefore complicates rank formality in
both jurisdictions. (It may also reflect and reinforce the development of neo-proceduralist or reflexive
rationality in modem law: see below Chapter Five Part tr.B.1 and U.8.3.)60 A very reccnt illustation is the Court of Appeal's about-face n Awwad v Gerarhty & Co (a

firm) 120001 1 All ER 608 (noted by N Andrews [2000] CLJ 265). This makes it clear 164 Fnglish
coulmon law will not pennit contingency fees beyond those permitted by statute law development over
the 1990s. More generally, however, there are recent suggestions that the English constitution may
increasingly eDgage with a growing variety of less rigidly ranked normative sources. See for example N
W Barber "Sovereigaty Re-examined: The Courts, Parliament and Statutes" (2000) 20 OJLS 131; and N
Walker'Beyond tle Unitary Conccption of the United Kingdom Conception?" [2000] Public L384.6r , Atiyah and Summers, above t2,464'7,55; H KriEer "Courts, Justice and Politics in England'
in H Jacob and others (eds) Cozrla Law and Politics in Comparative Perspective (Yale UP, New
Haven/London, l99O 81, 157 (citing tbree shrdies by Maurice Sunkin).62 This is so even for cases such as R v Secretary of State for Social Security, a p Joint Council

for the Welfare of Immigrans [99Q 4 All ER 385 (CA). There the Court of Appeal stnrck down
regulations issued under the Social Security (Contntutions and Benefir) Act 1992, denyrng benefits to
those who sought asylum after entering thc UK (rather than on eatry), as inconsistcnt with rights under
the Asylum and Irnmigrations Appeals Act 1993. Parliament's sovereignty remains the focus, although
the case demonstrates perhaps more daring by courb in determining what was intended. Note also that
even this result led to Parliament restoring the disallowed regulations in the Asylum 6ad Immigration Act
1998. See also for exarryle M Elliott'"The Ulta Vires Doctine in a Constitutional Setting: Still the
Central Principle of Administative Law" (1999) 58 CLJ 129. But see some.contary views brought
together in C Forsyth (ed) Judicial Rwiettt and the Constitution (Harg Oxfor4 2000); and A Halpin'"The
Theoretical Contoversy Conceming Judicial Review" (2001) 64 MLR 500.63 See A Carroll Constitutional and Administrative Lmv (Financial Times, London, 1998)276.
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expectations.@ The broader US notion of substantive due process has not emerged,
having been subsumed in doctrines of the rule of law, Parliamentary sovereiguty and the
concept of jurisdiction, This also is related to English courts having developed due
process doctrines incrementally out of the Common Law, with no constitutional
codification.o' In other areas of law with potentially broader political implications,
appellate courts in England also appear to remain very deferential towards Parliament.66

Another possible complication, noted by Atiyah and Summers but only briefly,
was the potential for EU law to become a major new source of law in England. That
possibility has become more real since they wrote;o' but limits remain apparent.
English courts do appear increasingly willing to refer questions on EU law to the
European Court of Justice. Yet average referrals remain low compared to other major
EU member states. oo Further, referrals remain a roundabout means of promoting EU
law. 'Direct effect" of rigbts under EU featies, regulations, and even Directives, has

64 But see M Roberts '?ublic Law Representations and Substantive Legitimate Expectations"
(2001) 64 MLR ll2 (noting differences among recent case law from the Court of Appeal, made up of
different judges); R Best "Legitimate Expectation of Substantive Benefit" [2000] NZLJ 307 (noting that
R v North and East Devon Health Authority, u p Coughlan [2000] 2 WLR 622 (CA) may sig"al a move
towards the latter approac\ with implications for New Zealand law). There are parallels with the focus of
Anglo-New Zealand courts on procedural impropriety, rather than substantive unfaimess (as in the US
and especially Japan), in contact law: see below Part Two Chapter Three).65 D Galligan Due Process and Fair Procedures: A Sudy of Administrative Procedures
(Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1996) 187-192. The open-ended standards set out in the Administrative
Procedures Act, enacted in the US in 1946, parallel those in its main constitutional documents. See T
Hayes "Judicial Review and Codifrcation" 20 Legal Stud 517, 522-524 (contasting Austalia's morc
tightly drafted Administrative Decisious (Judicial Review Act 1977); and below Part tr.D.66 See generally R J Martineau Appellate Justice in England and the US: A Comparative Analysis
(William S Hein, Buffalo OIY), 1990). See for example C (A Minor) v DPP; sub nom Curry v DPP
[995] 2 WLR 383 (HL, upholding old rule restricting children's criminal liabili$; Fiapatrickv Sterling
Housing Association Ltd (1\e Independent 29 July 1997) (CA, refirsing to extend tenancy law rights to
those in stable same-sex relationships). Comparc Airedale M/,S v Bland ll993l AC 789 (IIL, upholding
the right to end the life of a vegetative accident vict'm).Posner (above n 6, lll) sit6s rhis case as

evidence that "English judges are flexing their muscles to a degree nnFrecedented since before World
War I". In that case, thougb, the Court had no option but to make a decision one way or the other, while
several Law Lords stessed that in general important social and moral issues should be settled in and by
Parliarrent (C Elliott and F Quinn English Legal System (2 ed, Addison Wcsley Longman, Harlow, 1998),
16). But see KriEer, above n 61, 156 (arguing that "English courts are increasingly a,,illing to tell the
g_overnment oflicials, at both national and local levels, that their action is wrong').ot Atiyah and Sumrners, above t2,54, See also Atiyah, above n 9; KriEer, above n 61, 166-173.
For a comparison of EU with New Zealanrd constitutional law, see generally C Callahan
"Constitutionalisation of Treaties by thc Courts: The Treaty of Waitangi and thc Treaty of Rome
Compared" (1999) 18 NZLTLR 334.6t See for example R v International Stock Exchange u parte Etse [1993] QB 534 (Cd per
Bingbam MR). Some notable recsnt cases, however, have not made referrals: M Horspool "Statutory
Interpretation of European Community Law by English Courts" in M Freeman (ed) Legislation and the
Courts @artnrout\ Aldershot 1997) 95, 109-11. Kritzer (abovc n 61, 168) indicated that annuel refcrals
were low corrpared with France and Germany. A more recent data set confirrns that over 1958-1998 UK
courts made fewer annual referrals (only 10.13) than Germany (31.67), France (16.18),Ihly (13.59), the
Netherlands (12.35), and Belgium (12.26). However, the UK's referral ratc has grown consistently since
the 1980s, reaching an average of 18.7 over 1992-7, cornpared to 49.5 for Germann 30.7 forltaly, 17.2
for Belgium, and 15.E for France. See A S Sweet & T L Bnrnell "The European Court, National Judges
and Legal lutegration" (2000) 6 European LI ll7,l20 (Figure 2 and Tablc 1; the data set is available
through <http:/iwww.iue.itlRSCr>). Compare CLenz & G GriU "The Preliminary Ruling and thc United
Kingdom" (1996) 19 Fordham Int'l LJ 844.
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become more important following the Factortame litigation. Mostly, however, this has

been subsumed within the doctrine of parliarnentary sovereignty.ue To be sure, in
certain areas such as sex discrimination, EU law has had a major impact in practice.To A
further normative influence has come from the European Convention on Human Rights.
Yet this too has only come indirectly, until very recently. Its express incorporation now
into domestic English law, through the Human Rights Act 1998, may expand this
influence. However, the process of incorporation itself can be seen as a reinforcing of
parliamentary sovereignty. The reshicted form of incorporation, notably in terms of
courts' powers to strike down contary legislation," also suggests a reluctance to
recognise fully a new source of law fuotentially reducing rank fonnality), as well as

hesitation with regard to the Convention's very source-oriented standards of validity
(further potentially diminishing authoritative fonnality). This forms an undercurrent to
the pressing but unresolved issue of the possible 'horizontal effect" of the Human
Rights Act, making Convcntion rights directly enforceable against private parties, as

well as public authorities.'' A related issue is the evolving approach of English courts
and commentators with respect to important norms of intemational law."

6e See for example D Nicol "The Legal Constitution: United Kingdom Parliamcnt and European
Court of Justice" (1999) 5/1 JLegisl Studies 135; C BochEC Lawinthe UK @earsonEducationLtd
Harlow, 2000) 27-36: Caroll, above n 63, 88:

the attitude of English judges to the relationship between English statute and Euopear
Community law remai"s founded on an interpretation of Parliament's will as expressed in the
EEC Act 1972, s 2(4). Hence, in constnring legislation in accordance with Corununity law and, in
the event of conflic! giving primacy to the sane, judges claim to be doing Do more then was

intended and authorised by the sovereign body. That is much different than (and falls sbort of)
recognising Community law as part of a superior constitutional and legal order to which the
legislative sovereipty of the United Kingdom has been sublinrated for so long as tbe Community
remains in being. According to this English view of things, therefore, it remains possible for
Parliament to reass€rt its sovereign power, eveir in relation to directly effective Cornmunity law,
providing its intention to do so is clear and unequivocal.

But compare for example P P Craig "Sovereignty of the United Kingdom Parliament Aftet Factortame"
(1991) l1 Yearbook of Eruopean Law 227.70 See for exaryle R v Secretary of State for Employment ex pane Equal Opportunities
Commission [995] 1 AC 1; C E Epp The Rights Revolution: Lawyers, Activists, and Supreme Courts in
Comparative Perspective (U ChicagoPress, Chicago, 1998) 139-140, 149-153. Compare also Sweet &
Bnrnell, above n 68, L26 (noting an above average referral rate to the European Court of Justice from the
UK for this category of case).7r Sec K D Ewing "The Human Rights Act and Parliamentary Democracy" (1999) 62 MLR 79.

Munay Hunt contends that the important role granted to Parliament in the Act implies a communitarian
rather than liberal scheme of rights protection; but is concerned that e,ntenched defercnce to
parliamentary sovereignty will reinforce formal l6sesning of English courts when asked to interpret the
Act See M Hunt "The Human Rights Act and Legal Culture: The Judiciary and thc Legal Profession"
(1999) J L & Soc'y 86, 90-94. Note also that s 2(1) of the Act only requires English courts interpreting
Convention rights to take the decisions of the Er:ropcan Court of Justice into accotrnt, rather than
requiring thern to apply it. See C McCnrdden "A Common Law of Human Rigbb? Tranmational Judicial
Conversations on Constitutional Rights" (2000) 20 OJLS 499, 503-504. See also J Limbach 'The
Concept of the Supremacy of the Constitution" (2001) 64 MLR L,6-7. Compare N Walker "Setting
English Judges to Rights" (1999) 19 OJLS 133; B \dilfts5inis (ed) The Impact of the Human Rights Bill
on English.Law (Oxford UP, London, 1998).72 Sce for exarnple N Bamforth "Tbe Tnrc 'Horizontal Effcct' of the Human Rights Act 1998'
(200r) lr7 LQR 34.73 Sec generally R Gardiner 'Tnterpretation in the English Courts Siace Fothergill v Monarch
Airlines (19E0)" (1995) 44 ICLQ 620; R Gardiner "Treaties and Treaty Materials: Role, Relevance, and
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It is too soon to gauge precisely the effects of incorporation of the
Convention, ?a or other constitutional reforms that were initiated by the Blair
government soon into its first term of ofEce.75 Devolution of more law-making power
to Scotland and Wales appears relatively limited.T6 Unlike Japan and especially the US,
where local authorities have powers unless specifically excluded, the Scotland Act 1998
grants powers only for specified areas of law-making, thus excludi.g all others. It also
expressly recognises the Westninster Parliament's rigbt to override legislation passed

bythe Scottish Parliament even in those areas.77 In conhast to recent developments in
Japan, moreover, the process of devolution in England has involved central government
retaining very strict control over finances.'o Accordingly, a high level of authoritative
fonnality will probably be maintained in England. Nonetheless, its recent 'tolling
pro$aulme of devolution" has finally released political forcgg which may eventually
propel English law towards more substantive reasoning. '' Further complicating
authoritative formality, "devolution statutes" like the Scotland Act appoint the Judicial
Committee of the Privy Council - not the House of Lords - as the final court of appeal
for overturning legislation enacted by the devolved legislatures which is incompatible
with the European Convention on Human Rights. In the cases decided since October
2000, moreover, two Scots Law Lords have safon the Committee.s0

On the other hand, despite remarkable growth in legislative activity over the
20th century, development of English law through the courts remains very importan!
They have been adept in preserving the core of the Common Law as judge-made law.o'

Accessibility' (1997) 46 ICLQ 643. See also Fisher v Minister of Public Safety and Immigration (No 2)

[2000] 1 AC 434 (PC, upholding R v Secretary of State for the Home Departrnent, ex p Brind [199U I
AC 696 (IIL), refusing to give direct effect to a teaty not incorporated into domestic law); followed in
Higgs v Minister of National Security [2000] 2 AC 228 (PC). But see now Lavis v Attorney-General of
Jamaica [2000] 3 WLR 1785 (PC, allowing unincorporated teaty norms to be considered in determining
natr:ral justice). This most recent twist in the saga of the rights of death-row prisoners in American island
states is roundly applauded by E W Thomas "A Critical Examination of the Doctrine of Precedent'' in R
Bigwood (ed) Legal Method in New Zealand: Essays and Cotnmettlaries @utterworths, Wellington,
forthcorning 2001).71 One commentator suggests that the Act simply cements into place a tend for English courb to
refer to the Convention anyway, and is pessimistic about its likely funue impact because of additional
issues regarding standing, levels of damages awarded, and so on. Sec L Clements "The Human Rights
Act - A New Equity or a New Opiate: Reinventing Justice or Repactci',g State Control?' (1999) J L &
Soc'y 72.75 See generally R Brazier'New Labour, New Constitution?" (1998) 49 NILQ 1; V Bogdanor
'T-abour and tbe Constihrtion - Part 1: The Record" in B Brivati and T Bale (eds) Neu, Labour in Power:
Precedents and Prospecat (Routledge, Londou, 1997) 1ll.75 See generally R Brazier 'uThe Scotland Bill as Constitutional legislation" (1998) 19 Stat L Rev
l2; J McFadden'"The Scottish Parliarnent: Provisions for Dispute Resolution" (1998) Jurid Rev 221.71 See for sxemple P Craig and M Walters n'The Courts, Devolution and Judicial Review" (1998)
P\bL272.78 Compare Nottage, dbove n 29, with R Hazell & R Cornes "Financing Devolution: The Centre
Rerains Contol" in R Hazcll (ed) Constitutional Futures: A History of the Nut Ten Years (Oxford IJP,
Oxford, 1999) 196.xe Compare R Hazell & B O'Leary "A Rolling Programme of Devolution: Slippery Slope or
Safeguard of the Union?' iD R Hazell (ed) Consrrutional Futures: A History of the Nat Ten Years
(OxfordUP, Oxford, 1999) 21.to A O'Ncill'Judicial Politics and the ludicial Comittee: The Devolution Jurispnrdence of the
Privy Council" (2001) 64 MLR 603, 606.tr S Hedley 'TIow Has the Common Law Survived the 20th Century?" (2000) 50 Northem
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This heightens the importance of questions such as how English judges interpret prior
case law, how they view and apply docnines of precedent, and how this may complicate
patterns of normative authority. Of particular interest is the degree to which they may
draw on content-oriented standards of validity, such as broad principles upon which the
Common Law is supposedly based, which could undermine rank formality by creating a

new source of formal validity. Despite some judges advocating and applying such an

approactr, overall the English courts appear to maintain a strong commitment to
authoritative formality, at least compared to the US.

Thus, although the Cowt of Appeal technically is not bound by its own
precedents, in practice it departs from them very rarely. The same applies to the House

of Lords, despite its Practice Statement of 1966.o' Some have suggested that the
Statement, allowing the House to depart from its own precedents, was prompted by the
attraction of reasoning developed by courts in other Commonwealth jurisdictions. The
House of Lords' shift back to more limited scope for recognising tort liability for pure
economic loss, in the early 1990s, likewise may have been encouraged by the approach

of the High Court of Aushalia.s3 However, few other examples of the "centrifugal
force"84 of Commonwealth jurisprudence on English courts spring to ^mind. Similarly,
although some judges are more interested in comparqlve law generally,o' so far this has

had little effect on results reached in particular cases.oo

The Practice Statement of 1966 was also inlluenced by Lord Denning's plea in
1959 for the House to take responsibility for developing the law and dispensing justice.

Lord Reid later made efforts to address this concern, notably in a work published in
1972.87 Noting statements of Lord Lowry recently, however, Neil MacCormick and

Ireland LQ 283.82 R Youngs English, French and German Comparative Law (Cavendisb, London, 1998) 55.

Thomas J (above n 73) notes that since 1966, the House has ovemrled its own decisions in only eight
cases, and declined to do so in twelve. Atiyah and Summers observe that betwecn 1966 and 1980, the US

Supreme Court overuled 55 of its own decisions, to which figrre should be added ovemrling by state

supreme courts: Atiyah and Summers, above n 2, 139.E3 M Smith "The Use and Abuse of Foreseeability: Some Observations on Judicial Law Making
in the Common Law System" in H Leser and T Isomtra (eds) Wege zum Japanischen Recllts ' F.S

Kitagawa @erlin, 1992) 523.E4 J Beatson'TIas the Common Law a Future?" (1997) 56 CLI 291,292, See also Partlett above

n 8. Compare for example the unwillingness of English corrts to develop the doctine of unconscionable

bargains to control contractual unfaimess (below Chapter Three Part tr.8.1), despite its retention in
almost all Commonwealth jurisdictions (including New Zealand, at least in theory: see below Part tr.C.l
ef this Cbapter).t5 Lord Gofr "The Fuhre of thc Common Law" (1997) 46 ICLQ 745;T Binqham "Tbere is a
World Elsewhere: The Changing Perspectives of English Law" (1992) 41 ICLQ 513; J Step '"Ihe RoIe

of Good Faith and fai1 pealing in Contract Law: A Hair Shirt Philoso,phy?" [1991] Deoning LJ 131.
t5 Compare for exaryle the judgment sf lingham LI in Interfoto Library Ltd v Stiletto Ltd

tl989l QB 433 (below Chapter Three Part m.B.l) and especially The Super Sentant l1rc (below Chapter

Four Part tr.A); and Stcyn J ii Star Steamship Society v Beogradska Plovidra [1988J 2 Lloyd's LR
583(The Junior K). See also for example the approach preferred by the House of Lords n White v Jones

tl995l I AU ER 691. But see B Markesinis "Five Days in the House of I-ords: Some Comparative

Reflections otWhitevJones" (1995) 3 TortLJ 169.87 See, respectively, Lord Denning From Precedent to Precedent (Clarendon Press, Oxfor4
1959); Lord Reid *The Judge as Law Maket'' (1972) 12 I Soc Public Teachers of Law 22. Lord Step
also singles out these two developmeqts as critical; but notes that although Lord Reid made it clear "that
in a situation of choice a judge may be guided by cotrlmon sense, legal principlcs, his sense of justice, and

...potcy factors [, that] position was perfecfly consistent with Lord Reid's unswerrri'g loyalty to thc
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others have concluded that "British judges remain cautious and reluctant shamelessly to
assume the law makers' mantle".88 Thus, since the 1960s there does appear to have
been a gradual movement away from according authority to precedents on the ("natural
law" or "law-as-custom') theory that they are evidence of the law to be uncovered by
judges of practical wisdom and legal learning, or the (positivist) theory that judges can

make law "interstitially'' where legislation or precedents ca:rnot be found. Rather, "the
modern stress ... is on law as grounded in principles partly emergent from practice and

custom, partly constructed out of moral or ideological elemenls^ that bring together
practice and contemporary values in a coherent order...".o'Nonetheless, after
considering institutional considerations like those just mentioned, MacCormick and

others cotrilud- that:eo

If we are all - up to a point - realists about precedent, there remains a variety of reasons to do

with tradition, stability, predictability and deference to parliamentary authority that are probably
sufficient to preserve the relative rigidity and formality within the common law world of the

British model of precedent.

New Zealand law, statutory and judge-made, 4l1se 1smains formal along most of
these dimensions. This is apparent, first, in the even more attenuated form in which a
Bill of Rights was eventually enacted: the New Zealand Bill of Rights Act 1990.

hritially, courts did interpret the legislation quite broadly, putting at risk traditional
doctrines of parliarnentary sovereignty.'' Since the mid-1990s, however, they appear to
be taking i airtit rtly more reitrictive approach. e2 Secondly, judicial review in

supremacy of Parbament": see J Steyn, above n 15, 48.tt Z Baukowski, D N MacConnick & G Marshall "Precedent in the United Kingdom" in D N
MacCormick and R S Summers Interpreting Precedents: A Comparative Srudy (DarUnout\ Aldershot,
1997) 315, 352 (also citing C (a Minor) v DPP,The Times, l7 March 1995, where Lord Lowry zuggested

caution where Parliament had not legislated on the poin! where social policy was in dispute, fundamental
legal doctrines were involved, or finality and cedainty could not be guaranteed by judicial change). Lord
Stela (above n 15) expressly adopr Lord Reid's devotion to Parliamentary sovereignty.8e Bankowski and otbers, above n 88, 330, 352.eo Aboven 88,332;,el M Principe "fhe Demise of Parliamentary Sovereignty? Canadian and Americatr Influc,nces

Upon the New Zealand Judiciary's Interpretation of the Bill of Rights Act 1990" (1993) Loyola LA Int'l
& Cory LI 167.ez H Schwartr '"The Short and Happy Life and Tragic Death of the New Zealand Bill of Rights
Act'' (1998) NZ L Rev 233. Compare also A Butler'The Bill of Rights Debate" (1997) 16 OJLS 323; A
Butler "sbengthcning the Bill of Rights" (2000) 31 VTIWLR I29l A Butler "Judicial Indications of
Inconsistency - A New rileapon in the Bill of Rights Armoury?" [2000] I NZ L Rcv 58; A Butler
'Declaration of incompatr'bility or interpretation consistent with human rigbts in New Zealand" [2001]
Public L 28. James Farmer has also raised doubts receutly about the Couxt of Aprpeal's ongoing
commitment to a vital role in the public law arena more generally, noting the Priqy Council's ovemrling
of the Court in Macary Energt Ltd v EC/,IZ [1994] 2 NZLR 385 (iudicial rcview of a state-owDcd

enterprise); Treaty I?ibes Coalition v Urban Maori Authoitia [997] I NZLR 513 and Phipps v Royal
Autrolasian College of Surgeons [2000] 2 NZLR 513 (both cases involving natural justice). He also

notes that the Court of Appeal is reluctant to draw on US casc law. See J Farmsr "The Ncw Zealand Court
of Appcat Mainaining auafity After the Privy Council" in R Bigrvood (ed) Legal Method in Na't
Zealand: Essrys and hmmentaries @utterworths, Wellington, forthcoming 2001); and coryare I
Loveland "Intoduction: Should Tire Take Lessons from America?" in 1, 1G23 (contrasting the extensive

usc of US law in the highest cour8 in Canada, India and AusFalia" with signs of faltering interest iD US

law on the part of English zuperior courts).
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administative law has grown, as in England; but remains bounded by similar
principles.e3 Thirdly, New Zealand courts, like their English counterparts, have been

reluctant to develop case law by analogy to developments in statute law more
generally.ea Fourthly, without the likes of EU Law, creating at least partial breaches in
the tower of parliarnentary sovereignty in England, New Zealand courts face even

greater difficulties in bringing into consideration norms of international law which are

not specifically incorpoiated into domestic legislation. e5 Indeed, in Boscawen

e3 P Joseph "Delegated Legislation in New Zealand" (1997) l8 Stat L Rev 85. Thomas J's recent
suggestions that the grounds for judicial review should be broadened are not generally supported: H
Hancock "Waitakere Unreasonableness" [1998] NZLJ 187. Compare also J Hodder "'krationality': A
Synonym Too Far?" in New Zealatd Law Society (eds) Public Law: Update on Administrative Law and
Judicial Review (NZ Law Society, Wellington" 1998) 29.e'l Opponents of aualogical use of statutes include P S Atiyah "Cornrnon Law and Statute Law"
(1985) 48 MLR l; and T Allan Law, Liberty and Justice (Clarendon, Oxfor4 1993). However, in tle
Chatham Lecture delivered on 30 October 1998, a senior Law Lord suggested that in English courb
"regard should be paid to the policy inherent in any relevantly analogous statute": T Bineham The

Business of Jutlging: Selected Essays and Speeches (Oxford UP, Oxford, 2000) 387. More recently, a

former Law Commissioner notes examples in which English courts nonetheless have used statutes

directly, such as Photo Production Ltd v Secuicor Trattsport Ltd ll980l AC 827 (encouraged to uphold
an exemption clause after the Unfair Contact Terms Act 1977 was enacted to cover other situations) and

Wong Mee Wan v Kwan Kin Travel Semice [996] I WLR 38 (PC, considering regulations to decide

what temrs were reasonable to imply into a package holiday contact). He argues that such developments

should be encouraged, in view for instance ofthe increasing legislation derived from the EU and changes

in methods of interpreting statutes. However, concems include Sir Guenter Treitel's suggcstion that new
legislation on contracts for the benefit of third parties should have no indirect impact on common law
cases outside its scope. See J Beatson "The Role of Statute in Corrmon Law Dockine" (2001) I l7 LQR
247,253,255,267-269

In South Pacific Manufacuring Co Ltd v NZ Secuity Consultants and Investigators Ltd [1992]
2 NZLR 282, 297-298, Cooke P approved the approach rn Photo Production. One scholar io New
Zealand has since urged the analogical use of statutes: G Gunasekara "Judicial 11s$sning by Analogy
with Stanrtes: A Heresy or a New Avenue for the Development of the Cornmon Law?" (1993) NZLJ 446;
G Gunasekara "Judicial Reasoning by Analogy with Statutes: Now an Accepted Tecbnique in New
Zealant!" (1998) 19 Stat LR 177. Powerful opponents, however, include Jim Evans and Peter Watts (see

the analysis in the latter's "The Judge as Casual Law-Maket'' in R Bigwood, (ed) Legal Method in Nant

Zealand: Essays and Commentaries @utterworths, Wellington, forthcoming 2001), cih'B a forlhcoming
book chapter by Evans).

Analogical use of statutes is more acceptable in jurisdictions which draw on civil law
methodology, zuch as France (D Harris and D Tallon (eds) Contract Lau Today: Anglo-French
Comparisons (Clarendon Press, Oxfor{ 1989) 189-190), German and (perhaps to a lesser extent) Japan:

G Rabn Rechtsdenken und Rechtsaufassung in Japan [Legal Thought and Conceptions of Law in JapanJ
(CH Bech Munich, l99O\ 417425. See also below Chapter Two Part tr.D; Chapter Three Part IV.A.e5 In his writings as an acadernic, Law Commissioner, and (extra-judicially) as a Justice of the

Court of Appeal, Sir KEnneth Keith has tended to advocate &n expansivs approach. See for orarrFle K
Keith "The Application of Human Righb Law in New Zealand" (1997) 32 Texas Int'l LI 401; K Keith
"The Impact of Intemational Law on New 7*aland L8w''(1998) 6 Waikato L Rcv l; K Keith'T'oles of
the Courb inNew Zealand in Giving Effect to Intemational llurran Rights - Wift Somc llistory" (1999)

29 VIJWLR 27. However, in a very recent work ("Soruces of Law, Eqpecially in Statutory Intcrpretation,
with Suggestions About Distinctiveness" in R Bigwood (ed) Legal Method in New ?*aland: Essays and
Commentaies (Butternrorths, Wellington, forthcoming 2001), while responding convincingly to

criticisms that the Court of Appeal has been activist in referring to international instruments to interpret
statutes (namely, J Allan "Statutory Interpretation and thc Courts" (1999) 18 NATLR 439), Sb Kenneth is

decidedly circr:mspect as to how Courts should approach international texts not yct incorporated into
national law. In a contribution to the same volume (J Evans "Questioning tbe Dogmas of Realism" in R
Bigwood (ed) Le4al Method in Nevr' kaland: Essqys and Commenlanes @utterwortbs, Wellington,
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Properties Ltd v Governor-General,e6 the Court of Appeal upheld regulations setting
tariffs on used cars from Japan which were in breach of GATT, despite section 9(2)(2)
of the Tariff Act 1988 requiring tariffs to be set in conformity with New Zealand's
international obligations. The Court held that the regulations were later validated by
Parliament by means of the blanket Subordinate Legislation (Confirmation and

Validation) Act 1991). A further reflection of the difficulty in allowing intemational law
norms their own "voice", not heard only through the mediation of Parliament, is the

lack of progress in the Law Commission's recommendation to change the incorporation
process for teaties by institutionalising broad-based consultation prior to ratification."

On the other hand Cheryl Saunders has speculated that deference to Parliament
may be significantly greater in England, compared to Australia and New Zealand, where
the institution accordingly has been threatened. Reforms over the last decade or so have

aimed to bolster the roles and influence of Parliament in New Zealand.e8 Although this
move is aimed in part at restoring greater independence vis i vis the executive, thus

complicating authoritative fonnality, it then simplifies it by insisting on Parliament's

forthcoming 2001; also forthcoming in [200U NZ L Rev), Sir Kenneth's judgment in Sellers v Maritime
Safety Inspector |99912 NZI.R 44 is roundly criticised for applying a presumption that statutes are not
intended to contavene international law, when the legislation appeared to containno ambiguity. A former
Law Commissioner also criticises this judgment as another instance of "judicial supremacism": D F
Dugdale 'Traming Statutes in an Age of Judicial Supremacism" (2000) 9 Otago L Rev 600, 606.

Conversely, several commentators indicate sone disappointuent with impediments to, or a reluctance of,
New Zealand Courts to apply intemational law norrrs more actively. Compare for example A Butler and

P Butler "The Judicial Use of lnternational Human Rights Law in New Zealand" (1999) 29 VIJWLR 173;

M Poole "The Use and Abuse of lnternational Instruments" in New Zealand. Law Society (ed\ Public
Law: Update on Administrative Law and Judicial Ra'iew (NZ Law Society, Wellia$on, 1998) 13; M
Poole "International Instuments in Administrative Decisions: Mainsteaming International Law" (1999)

30 VLIWLR 91. For subsequent illustrations of reticence on tle part of the Court of Appeal, see for
example Mendelssohn v A-G U9991 2 NZLR 268; and R v Pora [2001] 2 NZLR 37. Than]s to Tony
Shaw for identiffing these cases.e6 Unreported (l December 1994) Corut of Appeal, CAglg4,Richardson, Casey & McKay JJ.e7 Compare NZ Law Commission The Treaty-Making Mahing Process: Reform and the Role of
Pmliament @eport No 45, Wellington, 1997) with M Poole "The Globalisation of New Zealaad Lav/'in
NZ Law Society (ed) Public Law: Update on Administrative Lavt and Judicial Ratiea' (NZ Law Society,
Wellinglon, 1998) 1. The recommendation that beaties be tabled in Parliament has been followed, by
contrast, but there had been an early precedent for that see K Keith'"The New 7*aland Trcaty Practice:

Thc Executivc and the Legislature" (1963) I NATLR 273.e8 C Saunders "Thinking About Parliarnent'' in A Simpson (ed) The Constitutional Implications
of MW (\ftJW School of Political Science and lntemational Relations, Wellington, 1998) 27, 29, 31. On

the reforms, see generally G Pabmer New Zealand's Constitution in Crisis (John Mclndoe, Dunedin,

1992). A recent indication of Sir GeofAey Palrner's longstanding concern about proliferation of sources

of normative authority is his criticism of the growing prominence of "des" in addition to statutes and

regulation. He argues that New Zealasd does not need "tbree levels of law-making rather than two". But
if a case can be made to the contar5r, he says, one propoeal is to require agreement of thc full Cabinet

before zuch nrles are made. This is consistent with his earlier preference for reinforcing parliamentary

supr€nucy because Cabinet is accountablc to Parliament. Perhaps reflecting the fact that he is no longer
in Parliamenq however, he also meations an alternative approach: "following American developments, ...
restrict [mles] to measures which can be successfully negotiated to a consensus by the agency and those

affected by the prorposed rule" (G Palmer'Deficiencies inNew Zealand Delegated Legislation" (1999) 30

\4MLR 1, 35). In light of the overall fomral orientation of New Z*aland,law, it seens very rmlikely
that it will move rapidly towards the US approach (on which sce more generally J Freeman

"Collaborative Govemance in the Administrative State" (1997) 45 UCLA L Rev l).
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sovereignty. Even the much fanfared change in electoral law, to a multi-member
proportional (.lvIMP) system,ee can be appraised in this iigbt.

At various stages in his judicial career, Lord Cooke has hinted that there may
be some fundamental rights q$ch New Zealand courts will uphold even if Parliament
purports to take them away.too Howe'trer, these remain obiier dict4 not developed
systematically by other New Zealardjudges. Lord Cooke's views have attracted some
sympathy among senior members of the judiciary in England, notably Lord Wool4 but
they have been "freated appropriately dismissively" - in the words of a former Law
Commissioner in New Zealand recently - by the present Vice-Chancellor.lol Lord
Cooke's views also underpin his opinion that making New Zealand a republic would
mean a constitutional revolution; but that is not shared by leading constitutional
scholars either.lo2 More generally, deference to the legislature still follows stongly in
New Zealand, probably all the more so glven its unicameral system (making it easier for
Parliament to intervene1.lo3 The enfienchment of parliamentary supremacy is also
apparent in a seemingly growing trend for the government to promptly enact statutes
circumscribing court judgments of which it disapproves.''*

More challenging to the normative hierarchy of New Zealand law has been the
increasing prominence of norms contained in the Treaty of Wdtangi.l0s These have
widened the scope of constitutional discourse in New Zealand.'uo Yet there are deep

ee Compare generally K Asaka "Electoral Reform in Japan: A Comparative Constihrtional
Perspective" (1997) 27 VtfWLR 25; C Rudd and T Ishikawa Electoral Reforn in New Zealand and
Japan: A Shared Experience? (Massey University New Zealand Centre for Japanese Studies, 1994).r0o 

See the cases cited in R Cooke "Fundamentals" [1988] NZLI 158; and generally M Kirby "The
Struggle for Simplicity: Lord Cooke and Fundamental Righs" (1998) 24 Commonwealth L Bull 496.r0r Dugdale, above n 95,607, citing Lord Irving 'Judges and Decision-Makers: The Theory and
Practice of Wednesday Review" [1996] Public L 59,75-78, critical of Lord Woolf "Droit Public -
English sryle" u9951Public L 57, 68-69..r02 A Stockley'?arliament, Crown and Treaty: Inexticably Linked?' (1997) 17 NZTILR 19, 18.

Compare for example F M Brookfield "Republican New Zealand: Legal Aspects and Consequences"
(1995) 310 NZ L Rev 310.r03 Compare generally R Cooter and T Ginsburg "Comparative Judicial Discretion: An Empirical
Test of Economic Models'(1996) 16Int'l Rev of Law and Economics 295. For examples of deference in
New Zealand, see for example Whiting v Diver Plumbing & Heating Ltd U992) I NZLR 560, per Tlpprng
J (gently implying that the Contracts Enforcement Act 1956 should be amended); I McKay "Interpreting
Statutes - A Judge's View" (2000) Otago L Rev 743 (evincing a strict approach); N Wheen "Despgrate
Remedies and tbe West Coast Sawmillers" (2001) 19 NzuLR 351, 366 (discussing cases where the
requirement of consultation was nanowly constnred and a "takings" clause was not implied into the Bill
of Rights Act 1990). But see S Baldwin 'New Zealand's National Legal ldentity" (1989) 4 Cant L Rev
173, L'15 (suggesting that the lack of au Upper House may have encouraged judges like Lord Cooke to
atternpt to counterbalance Parliamentary power).rq One prominent holding overruled in recent years is Daniels v Thompson [998] 3 NZLR 22
(whcre a majority of the Court of Appeal decided that claims for exemplary damages could oot be
brougbt against someonc who had been zubject to prior criminsl proceedings, wheths or not those
proceedings resulted in a guilty verdict, because ofthe prohibition against "doublejeopardy'),r05 See for example R Cooke "The Challenge of Treaty of Waitangi Jurispnrdence" (1994) 2
rilaikato L Rev <http://www.lii'o.org.nzy'liinzlother/wlr/1994/Articlel-Cookc.htnrF.105 P G McHugh "sovereignty This Century: Maori and the Corrrmon Law Constitution"
ptogssdings of the Australasian Law Teachers Association conference, Wellington, July 4-7 1999, Vol 2;
P G McHugh "Constitutional Voices" (1996) 26 VLIWLR 499. See also J G A Pocock'T-aw, Sovercignty
and History in a Dividcd Orlture: The Case of New Z*aland and thc Treaty of Waitangi" (199E) 43
McGill LI481.
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historical continuities in the current resurgence of interest in the Tre{y, as in the way
the debate has been framed 'by legislative granting of rights. r07 Parliamentary
sovereignty has been reafErmed in this process, with bolder statements of principle
proposed by some judges being ignored or put quietly to rest.ro8 Nonnative closurJ is
further promoted by insisting that (a) legislative settlements involve rwi (tribes), even
though taditionally it seems that smaller units contolled resources;loe O) settlements
be final;rt' and (c) recognition ofMaori customary lawbe limited.lll

In theory, New Zealand's legal system could generate lower rank formality
through having the possibility of three appeals, unlike Japan and England which
generally recognise only two."' A further complication affecting rank formality was,
for many years, a noticeable difference in approach between the highest appellate court,
the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council (dominated by more conservative Law
Lords), and the Court of Appeal under Cooke P.ll3 This confused the nonnative
hierarchy in New Zealand law.. Proposals to abolish appeals to the Privy Council,
especially since the mid-1990s,"* therefore can be seen as a rather radical attempt to
restore clearer rank formality. However, tensions regarding appeals to the Privy Council

r0? See for example P Spiller, J Finn and R Boast I New Zealand Legal History @rookers,
Wellington, 1995) 172-173; R Boast "Maori Fisheries 1986-1998: A Reflection" (1999) 30 VUWLR l l l.108 

See for example Callahan, above n 67; R Boast'Maori Land and the Treatyof gy'fitengi" in R
Boasf A Erueti, D McPhail and N Smith (eds) Maon Land Law @utterworths, Wellington, 1999) 269,
272-274. Consistent with this is the call for more incorporation of Maori voice in law-making: M Wilson
"The Reconfiguration of New Zealand's Constitntion: The Trausfonnation of Tino Rangatiratanga into
Political Reality" (1997) 5 Waikato L Rev 17,24-25. For a vigorous call for less interference by New
Zealand courts in Treaty matters, see D Round "Judicial Activism and the Treaty: The Pendulum
Returns" (2000) 9 Otago L Rev 653.roe Boas! above n 107, 112-113.rfo 

See K Minogue llaitangi: Morality and Reality (NZ Business Roundtable, Wellington, 1998);
A Mikaere "Settlement of Treaty Claims: Full and Final, or Fatally Flawed?" (1997) 17 NAJLR 425.lll See for exarrple R Boast'New Zealand Common Law and Customary Law" in R Boasl A
Erueti, D McPhail and N Smith (eds) Maon Land Law @uttenrortbs, Welliqgton, 1999) 12, 18. See also
R Boast "F O V Acheson and Maori Customary Law" (1999) 30 VUWLR 561.fr2 See generally Yanagida and others, above n 55,4147. Japan differs inthat the fust (koso\
appeal was available not only from a district court in first instance; but also from a strmmrry cowt(kan'i
saibansho, with some parallels with New Zealand's Disputes Tribunals: Y Wada "Osuararia/lrlyttjirando
no Funso thinpansho fDisputes Tribunals in Austalia and New Zealand]" (1998) I Uebu Jyananr
<http://hosha.law.kyoto-u.acjp/default.hm>;. The summary court has jurisdiction over claims of up to
Yen 900,000 (about NZ$15,000), except now if siogalat tetsutsuki are elected for claims of up to Yen
300,000 (Code of Civil Procedure ('New CCP", Law No 109, 1996, afi 368). A further instanss ef th6
enhenchment of formal 163ssning in New Zealand may be the recent calls for more "legal" expertise
amorB Dispute fsilrrnels referees: comparc J McDermott and J Slonner 'New Zealand's Disputes
Tribunals: Grou/th of a 'People's Court' Under Threat'' (1999) prssssdings of the Australasian Law
Teachers Association conference, Wellington, L7 luly 1999, Vol2. In addition" greater rank fomality is
injected into the New Zealand court system by appcllate courts being morc ready to accept first insance
frndings of fact compared to the US and wen Engilend or Australia recently. See G Hammond
"Comparative Perspectives: A Commentary" in R Bigwood (ed) Legal Method in Nat fualand: Essays
and Commenlan'er @utterworths, Wellinglon, forthcoming 2001), citing Rae v International Insurance
Brol<ers (Nelson Marlborough) Ltd 11998) 3 NZLR 190.rrr On thc shiffs in Law Lord conservatism, see for exarryle Epp, above a70,127-l3l (tbrough to
the early 1990s); and J Hodder "International Crimes and Immunities" (1998) zlB TCL I (the late
1990s).rr{ See for example New Zealand Business Roundtable Appeals to the Priuy Council (New
7-ealand Business Roundtable, Wellington, I 995).
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were diffused somewhat when the Privy Council made some careful decisions
appointing New Zealand judges to hear some of its cases, and deferred to purportedly
well-established Court of Appeal jurisprudence and/or "local circumstances".l15

Different complications emerged from the early 1990s. The Law Lords became
less consemative, and indeed they were occasionally joined until 2001 by Lord Cooke,
created a life peer in the House of Lords upon his retirement from the Court of Appeal.
Conversely, there is evidence of growing conservatism in the Court of Appeal under
Richardson P in the latter half of the 1990s. James Farmer has recently raised concerns
that pressures for efficient case processing due to an increasing work load appear to
have led the Court (a) to adopt a o'minimalist approach" to particular cases, neglecting
opportunities for embarking on broader inquiries and settling contested legal principles;
(b) discouraglng multiple judgments; and (c) downplayrng the importance of oral
argument on legal principle. He also criticises the Court of Appeal's unwillingness to
grapple with contemporary economic theory in competition law cases, cqmFared even
to the Prirlf Council, and argues generally that New Zealand Courts (except possibly the
Court of Appeal under Cooke P) have haditionally been followers rather than leaders.rr6
Richardson P has recently confirmed the growing work load of the Court of Appeal in
recent decades, lower proportions of lengthy judgments, ffid lower proporfions of
multiple or dissenting judgments (with, moreover, fewer citations recently to decisions
of the Australian High Court decisions, apparently due to its tendency for judges to
issue judgments adopting differing approaches). His Honour does note that references to
law reform material and legal periodicals have risen significantly since 1960. ll7

However, from an empirical analysis of the 377 most recent reported decisions of the

rr5 Notably, fs1 instance, in Invercargill City Council v Hamlin t1996] I NZLR 513, reaffirming
the expansive liability of local authorities for pure econonic loss (compare Smitb above n 83). For a

stong critique of deference to New Zealand case law 41d silgnmsgqces perccived as distinctive, see P
Watts, above n 94. Compare generally K Glover "Severing the Ties ihat Bind? The Development of a
Distinctive New Zealand Jurisprudeirce" (2000) 8 Waikato L Rev 25;P Spiller "Special Leave to Appeal"
(1998) NZLJ 3; M Richardson "The Privy Council and New 7-ealand" (1997) 46 ICLQ 908.r16 J Farmer, above n 92. As an example of 'brinimalism", he ates Attornry-Genqal v E [2000] 3
NZLR 257, and the dissenting judgment by Thomas J (arguing that the case should not be disposed of
simply by overtudng Fisher J's finding on legitimate expectations, but should consider wider iszues
concerning the exercise of discretion by an immigration officer). On the Prirry Cnuncil's greater
qrilfingness to engage with US antitrust and economic principles, Famer cites Clear Communications Ltd
v Telecom Corporation of M Ltd [997] I NA"R 513.r17 I Richardson "Trends in Judgment Writing in the New ZealandCourt of Appeal" in R Bigwood
(ed) Legal Method in New Zealand: Essrys and Commenlan'es (Butterworths, Wellington, forthco'"'i"g
2001). Table I of this contribution records, for instance, that the Court rendered only ?8 decisions in
L960;246, fur 1980; 396, in 1990; and around 460 in 1997 and 2000. Figure 4 thereofshows that, as a
percentage of the total number of dccisions cited in any one year, the number of Australian decisions rose
from four percent in 1960 to twelve percent in 1990, before dgslining to five percent in 2000. It should bc
added that even in the period from 1945 to l962,Ncw Zealand courG referred to Austalian precede,nts to
a "surprising extc,rrt'': D Mathieson "Australian Precedents in Ncw l*;alanf, Courts" (1963) I NzuLR 77,
77.1\e recent downtun therefore suggests an increasingly parochial Court of Appeal, firther reducing
rank formality in New Zealand's legal system. Compare also the much higher rate of dissenting
judgrnents in appellatc courb in the US cornpared to England" discussed by Atiyah and Surnmers, above n
2, 283-289. Multiple decisions are also v€ry common in the US (see for example A Hochschild '"The
Modem Proble,rr of Supreme Court Plurality Decision: Interpretation in Historical Perspcctivc" (2000) 4
Wash U J L & Pol'y 261), whereas Sir Ivor Richardson indicates that this increasingly prominent feature
of case law from 6e High Court of Australia is one reason for dec,lining refgrences to it in New Zealand's
Court of Appcal.
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Court of Appeal as of December 2000, Russell Smyth observes that the Court cites
proportionately fewer law review articles per case than either the High Court of
Aushalia or the US Supreme Court, suggesting a Court which is less irurovative,
policy-oriented or activist. ll8 This tension, now between a seemingly more
conservative Court of Appeal and the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council (made up
predominantly by Law Lords) heading in a less conseryative direction, is an important
factor behind renewed proposals to abolish appeals to the Privy Council. If only because
of New Zealand's new Laboru government, most commentators 

^ssume 
that abolition

will now occur, focusing attention on what likely appellate stnrcture will arise in its
stead.lle The end result, however, will certainly be a greater degree of rank fonnality in
New Zealand's court hierarchy compared to that which has prevailed for the last two
decades.

Just focusing on the existence and wording of constitutional stnrctures or
instruments, and the emergence of more or less "activist" judges or courts, is rrnlikely to
explain adequately all the important dimensions in a legal system's overall orientation
towards formal versus substantive reasoning. This point emerges from Epp's
comparative analysis of the "rights revolution" in the US sinoe the 1960s, and some
more limited trends in the same direction in the UK more recently. Generally, more
attention to basic human rights should i4ject more "content-oriented" standards of
validity into those legal systemr.tto Epp convincingly shows the importance of
changes over this period in the "support structures" for mobilising at least some
important rights, such as those involving sex discrimination. These structures include
the changing nature of the legal profession, exp,anding availability 1e egrtain [pes of
contingency fees, access to legal aid, and so on.'"

Similarly, in comparing England and the US, Atiyah and Summers bring into
the picture many aspects of the broader institutional framework. They suggest, for
instance, that comparative deference to legislative solutions, and to superior courts or
binding precedents, are related to differences in England and the US in how legislation
is enacted, and how the judiciary and the legal profession m6re generally are organised.
Specifically, they argue that the English reliance on enacting legislation is justified by

rr8 R Smyth "Judicial Robes or Academic Gowns? Citation to Secondary Authority and Legal
Method in the New Zealand Court of Appeal" in R Bigwood (ed) Legal Method in New Zealand; Essays
and Commentan'es (Butterworths, Wellington, forthcoming 2001). See also R Smyth "Judicial Citations -
An Empirical Study of Citation Practicc in the New 7*alard Court of Appeal" (2000) 3l VUWLR 847. It
could be objected that law review articles are rot cited for other reasons, such as counsel not drawing
them to the Court's attention. However, counsel will be disinclined to cite law review articles if thcy
perceive the Court as less willing to draw on such writings, which are often prescriptive or
policy-oriented. Thanks to Tony Angelo for raising this pointtle See for exarnple Farmer, above n 92. His paper reaponds to the Attorney-General's Discussion
Paper, "Reshapi''g New Zealand's Appeal Stuctuxe" (Wellinglon, December 2000, available at
<http://www.executive.govt-nz/minhter/wfuon/privy-counciVindcx"hmF). The New Zealand Law
Society joumal quoted most newspaper editorial writers as agreeing with the paper's proposal to etrd
links: Note,'NZ's Appeal Structure" (2001) 554 Lawtalk 24. Ilowevcr, confidence in the Privy Council
may have been revived recently after it reversed the Court of Appeal's decision to order lawyers to
contribute personally to the costs of the litigant against whom they wcre acting: see Harley v McDonald
[2001] 2 WLR 1749 (PC), and an earlier notc by D Webb "Harlqt Costs: A Note of Caution" [2000]
NZIJ453.120 Corrpare also Fisher, above n 16.r2r Epp, abovc r70,44-70,140-155.
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the comparative ease in which this can be achieved in practice, due for instance to the
considerable fusion of the executive with the legislature and the very limited powers of
the House of Lords, unlike the US where both the Senate and the President remain
distinct, each with extended veto powers.t22 Defer"nce to statutory provisions, as a
primary source of authority in legal reasoning in England, is also more readily justified
because of the high quality of drafting stemming from a single parliamentary office.

A greater willingness to defer to previous decisions of the same court or to
higher courts, they argue, is further reinforced by the haditionally homogeneous nahre
oittr" legal profession, particularly the Bar supplyng most of the judiciary.l23 The
1990s did bring accelerating growttr in the number of lawyers in England; more
diversification in their makeup; and reforms permitting solicitors to obtain rights of
audience in superior courts. However, empirical studies show that very few solicitors
actually have obtained and use those new rights, ^'* There was also considerable
opposition to proposals to grant rights of audience in superior courts mainly to
government lawyeis.l2s The tradition of drawing judges primarily from the Bar is likely
to continue despite the House of Lords limiting the immr:nity of barristers from suits for
professional negligence.l26 The Bar, especially the senior counsel who still provide the
overwhehning proportion of influential judges, remains a strongly male and white
institution.l2T Hence it is unlikely that the English judiciary will rapidly lose its present

homogeneous character.l28 Until it becomes more diversified, a more adventurous
approach.- resulting for instance in less authoritative formality - probably cannot be
expected.t2n By rontast, the legal profession in the US is much more heterogeneous.l3o

t22 A radical recent proposal, for a coustitutional law scholar in the US, involves abandoning the

presidential systcm in favour of the Westnninster systsm. See B Ackerman "The New Separation of
Powers" (2000) I 13 Harv L Rev 634. The instinrtional upheaval that would be required is obvious from
his comparative analysis.tzl Atiyah and Surnmers, above n 2, 298-305,329-335, 347-368. See also Kritzer, above n 61,

86-92; R Abel The Legal Profession in England and Wales @asil Blackwell, Oxfor4 1989).121 M Zander'?.ights of Audience in the Highcr Cours in England and Wales since the 1990 Act:
What Has Happened?" (1997) 4 I-Et'l J Legal Professioa 16?.r25 See for example J Steyn "The Role of the Bar, Judge and the Jury: Winds of Change" (1999)

Pub L 51,t26 D Webb "Dismantling Advocates' Tmmrrnity" [2000] NZLJ 327. Restricting immrmity may
undcrurine barristers' willingpess to fulfil the duty they owe to the Court, which Atiyah and Summers

(above n 2, 367) and Posner (above n 6, 2l-30) mention as a link towards a more unilied Bar aud
judiciary than in the US. However, it is too early to be sure, and it seems that oths links have been more

inportant, cspecially similsy socio-economic backgrotmds and institutions such as the Inns of Court
Comparc Binghaq above n 94, 355-362; J Flood "Barristers" (August 2001 mauuscript for a

forthcoming comparative study of lawyers, edited by Albert Kritzcr). Thanls to Jobn Flood fot providing

thc latter manuscript.r27 Out ofjust over 10,000 barristers in practice at the end of2000, only 26 percent are fenoale; 9

percent, non-Caucasian; and 3 percent, womelr of coloru. Of the approximately 1000 Queen's Counsel,

onlv 82 arc women and 25 come from etbnic minorities. Scc Floo4 above n 126.rzt' On the latter, see C Elliott and F Quinn English Legal Systan (2 ed" Addison Weslcy Longman,

Harlow, 1998) 97-98.r2e Sir Guenter Treitel has suggestcd that English judges have become less asscrtive as the

franchise has expanded, since with every advance of democracy the non-representative nature of thc
judiciary became more conspicuous (guoted in Posner, above n 6, 34). Of intetcst in this respect then, is

some growing intercst in reforming the process by which English judges are appointed: see Elliott and

auinn, above n L28, 92, 97 -98. This also became a topic of debate in New Znaland, from the mid-1990s
(see for cxamplc R Ken "Judging the Judiciaq/' fl9981 NZIJ 329). Howevcr, no siguificant chaugcs
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This has carried over into its judiciary, with further diversity arising from judges often
being elected by popular elections, and considerable lateral career moves (in and out of
political life, for instance)."'

Examination of "support structures" for asserting civil rights through the courts,
and of legal institutions more generally, is also crucial in positioning New Zealand.
Empirical scholarship on the legal profession is sparse, but one study in the early l98os
brought out patterns of social statification closer to those in England than in the US."'
The subsequent growth of large law firms, and the increasing. nrrmbers of persons being
admitted as lawyers, also parallels developments in England."' Yet it seems likely that
large law firms in New Zealand remain closer in organisational beliefs and expectations
to those still prevalent a:nong large law firms in England, compared to those in the
US.r34 Further, despite New Zealand's long tadition of lawyers being able to qua[ry
and work as both barristers and solicitors,'" functional specialisation has emerged and
judges are still drawn overwhelmingly from those working as barristers sole. Social
it*r n* probably been less important in the New Zealand Bar compared to E-nglgn4r36

resulting in a less homogenous judiciary. However, New Zealand does have some

have resulted (see L Nottage'tlew Zealandlaw tbrough the Internet The Commonwealth Law Tradition
and Socio-Legat Experimenhtion" (1999) 6 E Law: Murdoch U Electonic Joumal of Law
<http ://www.murdoch. edu.au/eladissues/v6n 1/nottage6 1 .htnl>).r30 RMAbet American Lawyers(OxfordUP, NewYo& 1989).r3r Atiyah and Summers, above n 2, 130-732; H Jacob *Courb and Politics in the United States"
in H Jacob and others (eds) Courts, Law and Politics in Comparative Perspective (Yale UP, New
Haven(Conn), 1996) 16, 66-69.r32 G Murray 'New Zealand Lawyers: From Colonial GPs to the Servan8 of Capital" in R Abel
and P Lewis (eds) Lawyers in Sociegt: The Common Law World (Berkeley, U California Press, 1989).r33 For another rare socio-legal study, by a New Zezlander who spent most of his career in the US
(and now teaches business management at Auckland Univenity), see M J Powell 'Business Management
and the Professionsr Thc Changing Nature of the Legal Profession" in J Deeks and N Perry (eds)

Controlling Interests: Business, the State and Society (Auckland" U Auckland Press, 1991). See also
generally D Brock, M Powell & C R Hinings (eds) Rarrrucnring the Professional Organization:
Accounting, Health Care and Law @outledge, London, 1999).r34 One recent study shows how a large English firm adheres much more to the taditional
professional paftrership thau a US firm of comparable stature: J Flood "Professionals Organizing
Professionals: Comparing the Logic of United States and United Kingdom Law Practice" in D Brock, M
Powell & C R Hinings (eds) Resfrlcturing the Professional Organization: Accounting, Health Care and
.Law (Routledge, Londoq 1999) 154. Compare M Galanter "Law Abounding: Legalisation Around the
Norrh Arlautic" (1992) 55 MLR l.r35 Spiller and others, above n 107, 236-237. Functional specialisation, and the retention in Ncw
Zealand of English taditions such as barristers being appointed Quee,n's Counsel have been questioned

as possibly contrary to anti'cornpetitiou law: A Bollard and P Scott "Competition and the Legal
Profession" [199q NZI'J 275. True to that tradition, the Law Society promptly retorted that such features

should be retaincd because the New Zealand legal profession serves widcr public intcrcsb: Note

"Competition Policy Should Not Override Public Interest Forbes" (1996) 454 Lawtalk 5. It may become

more difficult to maintain this attitude if more empirical research is undertaken showing the increasingly
competitive nanre of the Ncw Zealand legal profession (see Powell, above n 133; M Fay and J Bell,
n'Lawye,rs'Afitudes To Coryetition and Advcrtising" U9961Nn J 462). Yetretention of the Queen's
Cormsel system seems morc likcly in view of tle resilience of taditional pattcms within the legal
profession, and the lack of socio-legal shrdies in New 7*alatd legal academia (see below Pafi U.C).136 Compare Floo4 above n 126. In F.ngland, the High Court still does uot app€ar to have aay

non-Caucasian judge, and higber courts still do not have any women judges. By contast in recent yea$ a

Maori has been appointed to New Zealand's Higb Court (Justice Durie), and a woman has beetr appointed
Chief lusticc (Chief Justice Elias).
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notable "legal dynasties", which_ have generated leading practitioners dominating long
periods of its modern history.l37 Unfortunately, there is an acute dearttr of empirical
data in New Zealand on these points."o Nonetheless, the impression remains of a much
more homogenous legal profession and judiciary in both New Zealand and England, at

least compared to the US.l3e
At first sight, Japan seems closer to tbe English law tradition than to US law,

for the executive is fused with the legislature.roo Indeed, this link has been cemeirted by
one political party (the LDP) retaining power in both Houses of the Diet for most of the
period since 1950. That has also reduced the potential for the upper house to exercise

iome veto powers.ral All this might suggest that Japan, like England and New Zealand
can readily enact legislation, thus encouraging a more formal rather than more
substantive orientation in its legal system generally. In fact, until deregulation gained

momentum over the 1990s, enactaent of legislation - even that which might seem to
clearly favour the LDP - seem less frequent and certainly slower in post-War Japan than

one would expect given the dominance of one political party. Partly this steutmed from
the ability of opposition parties and other interest groups to invoke arguments based on
the Constitution, and otherwise mobilise the legal system for political or policy-making
pnrpos"s.to'

That is so even if (as just mentioned) the courts are reluctant to strike down as

unconstitutional legislation once enacted. Some have gone on to suggest that in
politically charged cases Japanese judges tend to decide in favour of the central
government and LDP policy preferences. Ramseyer and Rasmussen find some statistical

r37 See for example P Spiller The Chapman Legal Family (Victoria UP, Wellington, 1992). As
Thomas J has observed recently: "By and large, [New Zealandjudges] are perceived as a conservative,

middle to upper class, frequently second or third generational privileged elite": E W Thomas '"The

Conscience of the Law" (2000) 6 Waikato L Rev 3, 3.r3E Conrpare for example P Spiller "Realism in the Court of Appeal: The Value of the Oral
Tradition" (1998) 2 Ybk of NZ Jurisprudencc 34,l3e See also Fisher, above n 16.l/rc See generally K Takahashi "Contemporary Democracy in a Parliamentary System" in P Luney
and K Takahashi (cds) Japanese Constitutional Law (Tokyo UP, Tokyo, 1993) 87'r4r Under art 59 of the Constitution" even if the House of Representatives approves a Bill (even by
a siurple majority), the House of Counsellors can reject it in which case the House of Representatives can
get it enacted directly but only by approving it by a two-thirds majority. Although admittedly limite4 this
veto power is a potentially very real one. Accordingly it is odd that Cooter and Ginsburg (above n 103)

fail to recomise it at all in their cornparative study of judicial (in)dependencc. A different question is
whether recogpising it would affect the statistically significant correlations identifred by the regression
annlysis. If not, it shows the lack of robustness of such aualysis.tlz On the former, see for iastensg the promulgation of legislative anendnents in line with'bef'
Guidelines on US-Japanese Security agreed between the lapanese and US governments over three years

ago: see for cxample T Yamauchi "Shin-Gaidorain Kanrenho to Kenpojo no Mondaiten [Constitutional
Difficulties with the Legislation Relati.B to the New Guidelines]" (1999) 1160 Juristo 36. On the latter,

compare generally E Feldmen The Rinals of Righ* in Japan: Lmv, Society and Healrt Pohclt
(Cambridge tlP, Cambridge, 2000).

Another develo'pmenl also tending to complicate authoribtive formality, is the steady increase

in the numbers of members' Bills - both submitted and enacted - over the last fcw years: see

'tawmakers Try to Make Laws: Young Grms Drop Money Game, Fight Burcaucratic Control"
JapanTimes, Tokyo, 23 March 1999, 1. Compare also Atiyah and Summers, above n 2, 302-303; and S G
Palmcr '"Thc Evolution of a Legal Systcm: A Dialoguc" (Paper presented to the Australasian Law
Teachers Association conference, Wellington,4-7 July 1999) (higllighting a rise in Members' Bills since

tbe intoductiou of MMP, yet conceding tbat very few arc enacted as zuch).
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evidence that those judges who do not, end up with worse career paths.lo3 Deciding in
favour of the status quo in constitutional cases, however, is a feature shared by many
finat appellate courts,l# and possibly some intermediate ones. Their thesis also seems

inconsistent with little, if any, evidence that LDP cabinets have directly appointed
"party hacks" or known LDP sl.rnpathisers to the Supreme Court.las It also begs the
question of what cases can be defined as "politically charged". The thesis would
become more convincing if similar career disadvantages could be shown for judges who
took activist, anti-LDP approaches in post-War litigation involving employee dismissals,
industial pollution, or product liability,ta6 In any event, Ramseyer and Rasmusse,n find
no significant correlations in Commercial Code cas.e_s, which they take to support their
thesiJ in that these are not "politically charged".l47 That qualification is particularly
important for the purposes of this research, because it implies that contract case law
development also cannot be expected to exhibit systematic bias, even on a highly
jaundiced view of possible politicisation of the judiciary in Japan in the public law
arena.

Rather than political conservatism, moreover, a narrow focus on efficient case

processing appears amore significant explanation.la8 That focus is reinforced by the
bureaucratic organisation of the Japanese judiciary; comparatively limited funding for
the courts and fewer judges;lae and perhaps a tendency torvards conceptual reasoning
found in some jurisdictions in the civil law tradition.'tu Those factors threaten to
conshict the scope for substantive reasoning. Specifically, they should encouage the
often noted emergence of de facto observance of other courts' precedents, despite the
theory that Japanese judges are not strictly bound by a doctrine of stare decisis.ttt As
Haley observes: "As career government officials, they do not enjoy the same autonomy
nor the overtly policy-making role of common-law judges" (by which he probably has

in mind US judges, not those in the English law tradition). Yet he quickly continues:
"The constaints of a cenhally organised bureaucracy should not bb overstated. Judges

PARTONE/ CHAPTERO}.lE

143 J M Ramseyer and E Rasmussen "'Why Are Japanesc Judges So Conscrvative in Politically
Charged Cases?" (1999) Paper Presented at the Annual Meeting of the Law and Society Association,
Chicago, 27-30 May 1999. See also J M Ramseyer "The Puzzling (In)dependcnce of the Courts: A
Comparative Ap,proach" (1996) 23 J Leg Sud 721; J M Ramseyer and E Rasmussen "Judicial
Independence in a Civil Law Regime: The Evidence from Japan" (1997) 13 J of L, Econ & Org 259.l'!l See for example Beatqr, above n 46.r/'5 Compare Haley, above n 43, 109-114, 118-122.l{6 See, respectively, D H Foote "Judicial Creation of Norms in Japanese Labor Law: Activism in
the Senrice of - Stability?" (1996) 43 UCLA L Rev 635; Upham, abovc n 5l; L Nottage 'oThe Still-birth
and Re-birth of Product Liability in Japan" in D Nelken and J Feest (eds) Adaptation of Legal Culures
(Ha+ Oxfor4 2001) 147.l{? Ramseyer and Rasmussen, above n 143. It could also be objected that commercial law issues

do havc political ramifications, although thcse appear morc prominently when cnactmc'nt or amcndme,nt

of legislation is discussed (below Cbapter Three Part IV) than wlsNr judges decide cascs.t'E See M Abe "The Intemal Control of a Bureaucratic Judiciary: The Case of Japan" (1995) 23

Int'l J of the Sociology of Law 303.r{e Nduissei Seisaku Kenlqnrjo (ed) Minji Shiho no Kasseifu ni Mukcte [Towards the

Rainlisation of Ci:r.l Jusrrcel (Nijuissei Seisalu Kenlqnrjo, Tokyo, 1998).r50 Haley, above n 43, 4748. Sec also L Nottage "Contract Law, Tbeory and Practice in Japan:

Plus 9a Ctange, Plus c'est la M6me Ct6se?" in V Taylor (ed') Asian Lm,s Through Australian Eyas (Law
Book Company, Sydney, 1997)3L6.tsr Abovc n 43.
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in Japan do enjoy considerable individual as well as collective autonomy. The balance

betrvien consfiaint and freedom is quite delicate".rs2 Such autonomy, combined with
other factors such as the judges' extensive powers to ascertain and review facts, helps

explain instances of both private and public law cases (especially among District
Courts) reaching seemingly contradictory results."' While this opens another path to
substantive reasoning in Japan's legal system, it means that law is not swallowed up by
politics in the manner suggested by Ramseyer.

Formal tendencies in Japanese law are further reinforced by the nattue of the
legal profession. Qualified practising attorneys (bengoshi) only get appointed as judges

urry or""sionally.l5a That reduces the sense, still prevalent a+gng New Zealand and

especially English barristers, of being an "officer of the Court".'t' Bengoshi also desire

and highly value indryendence and the freedom from conhol of others.'"o Yef they do

share important bonds with the Japanese judiciary due to a variety of factors: often
shared educational backgrounds (most coming from leading law faculfies); a period of
shared taining (at governnent-expense) before qualif,ing eithef as aE 4ttprney or a
judge; their limited numbers; and the prohacted 'trial by colloquy'' characteristic of
civil procedure in the civil law tadition, encouragurg cooperation between advocates

and judges.rsT Bengos&i also share a coherent sense of ethical responsibilities, which
judges can also draw on if necessary. Arguably, this sense follows from having a smaller
Bar, and in turn it helps underpin the broadly phrased provisions of the Code of
Attorney Ethics in Japan.rst This may change, along with many other recent reforms,
especially the doubling of the numbers who pass the bar examination every year, over
the 1990s, and a concomitant shortening in the govemment-fiuded training period.""

tsz Haley, above n 43, 92,93. See also J O Haley "Judicial Independence in Japan Revisited"
(1995) 25LinJapan l.r53 Respectively, see for exerqFle L Nottage, above n 146; and D O'Brien with Y Ogoshi Io
Dream of Dreams (U Hawaii hess, Honolulu, 199Q.154 Haley, above n 43, 50-58.r55 That sense even leads Posner (above n 6, 21-30) to include English barristers as "judicial
adjuncts", so as to recalculate a ratio of "lawyers" to 'Judges" which is much lower than that for the US
(cven adding law clerks to its 'Judges") - aud instead closer to that in Continental European jurisdictions.

While an interesting attempt at a firnctional comparison" this seems to go too far, Anyway, any zuch sense

is being undemrined in New Zealand due to for exarrple the rise of large law firms, who see their
loyalties as overwhelmingly to their clients - or even their own firms. See for example T Molloy Thirry
Pieca of Silver (Howling at the Moon Productions, Auckland, 1998) 312-322,397'398 (on the tax
schemes promoted by Russell McVeigh); D Shale "Shake the Tree" [2000] NZLJ 139 (on the decision of
Kensington Swan to form an alliance with the legal services brancb of a tig five" global accountancy

firm, KPMG Legal, after his finn "several y€a$ ago had decided that a legal firm was just like any other
commercial business').156 Haley, above n 43, 53-54.15? See generally J Davis Dispute Resolution in Japan (Kluwer, Dortrecht, L99q 252-257. The

term "trial by colloquy'' is takeo from C Buehring-Uhle Arbitration and Mediation in Int*national
Bnsrness (Kluwer, The Haguc/ct el, 1996) 25 (citing Fischer-Zsmin & Junker, "Arbitation and

Mediation: Synthesis or Antithesis?" (1988) 5 J Int'l A$ 21, 29-30). See also gcnerally S Kiefel 'Civil
Proce&ue: Some Comparisons" (1999) 18 Australian Bar Rev 173.lsE S A Leonard 'Atlorney Ethics and the Sizc of the Japanese Bat'' (Jan-Mar 1992) Japan

Quarterly 86.r5e Compare T Nisbirrnua "The Code of Ethics Applicable to Bengoshf' (Paper presented to the

Temple University CLE Seminar, Tokyo, I Deccmber 1998, and available at
<http://www.tuj.acjplladbenethics.html>); with R Hamano "Japanese Lawyen in Transition" (1998) 49

Rikkyo Hogalu 325;L Nottage "Cyberspace and the Future of Law, Legal Education, and Practicc in
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In sum, closer examination of broader institutional realities in Japan does suggest a

more fonnal orientation than in the US. Nonetheless, in key features making up
authoritative fonnality, the two legal systems have very much in common, and both
contrast with English and New Zealand law.

II.B Content Formality: Determining Rules by Fiaf and Under- or
Over-Inclusiveness

Atiyatr and Summers argue that a second dimension to fomral reasoning lies in content

formality, related to acceptance of arbitrariness.t6o This dimension too is determined by
two factors or sub-dimensions. The first is the extent to which the rule or other legal
phenomenon is shaped by fiat, rather than particular reasons of substance. An example

given of high content formality in this respect is the rule of the road that people should

drive on the left (in England, also New Zealand, and even Japan'"^) as opposed to the

right (the US, of course). The second fagtqq involved, they argue, is the extent to which
a rule is under-inclusive or over-inclusive in relation to its obj-ctives. For instance:162

Requirements of fonn, zuch as a rule requiring a will to be signed by t'tro wihesses, are often

significantly over-inclusive (they invalidate wills even where there is ample evidence from other

sources that the will does rqxesent the testator's tue desires) and to that extent travs higher

content formality.

This example deserves further exploratio4, as emblematic of an important
sub-dimension of legal reasoning generally. ^o' Compared to US law, English l1y
traditionally has maintained stricter rules as to formal requirernents in will-mrki"g.:::
So has New Zealand, despite a recent proposal to adopt a more substantive approach.'"'
Japanese law lies somewhere in between. The Civil Code allows for three formalities.'oo

The most forrnal is the'nnotarised will", where the testator dictates the terms of the will
to a notary public (koshonin), in the presence of two witnesses. Secondly, there is the

Japao" (1998) 5 Web Journal of Current Legal Issues

<htp://webjcli.ncl.ac.uk/1998/issue5/nottage5.htnl> (forthcoming in revised form in G Greenleaf & M
Ibusuki (eds) Tl'anszational Cyberspace Law,HarI, Oxfor4 2001).
150 Atiyah and Summers, above n 2, 13-14.16r R McGregor Japan Swings: Politics, Culture and Ss in the Neut Japan (Yenbooks, Tokyo,

1996) 42 argues that this rule was tansplanted from England" That may have bem so, for English

automobiles were popular in Meiji Japan. It has been suggested, however, that the rule of "keeping left"
was to allow mostly right-handed samurai to draw their lougswords quickly. This entire topic cannot be

pursued further here.loz Atiyah and Sunsrers, above n2, 13.16:l The sub-dimension is also examined in relation to one aspect of the law of contact formation,

below Part Two Chapter Two.16'r See J H Langbein "substantial QenTliance with the Wills Act" (1975) 88 Harv L Rev 489; R
Miller "substantial QemFliance and the Execution of Wills" (1987) 36ICLQ 559.
t6s NZ Law Comnission Succession Lau,: A Succession (Wills) lcl @eport No 41, WeUington'

1997) (proposing for exanrplc a dispensiug power, allowing Courts to enforce will despitc formal
inegulaxities if there is proof of th€ testator's intentions). These reform proposals have had a long

g".t"tioo period (compare for example R Tobin "The Wills Act Formalitics: A Need for Rcforu' (1991)

WZt"f t9i1, and their attempt to movc New Zealand towards more substantivs 3ss36ning may encounter

considerable difficulties. See below Chaptcr TWo Parts tr.B and ltr'166 Respectively, arts 969, 970, and 968.
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"secret will". The testator must sign the will, stamp it as well as the envelope it is placed

in, and deliver the latter to a notary public in the presence of two witnesses, declaring it
to be a will along with his or her name and address. The least formal is a type of
"holographic will", where the testator must write out by his or her own hand (jihitsu)
the will's provisions, the date, his or her name, and then stamp it. In the latter category,

moreover, Japanese courts have interpreted broadly the requirements of dating and of
including the testator's name.to' In 1994, the Supreme Court even accepted as valid a

carbon paper copy of the wi1l.l68 Generally Japanese courts undertake a broad-based
inqui:ry to determine whether the will represents the true intentions of the party,
remedying procedural inegularities provided substantial equality among heirs is
respected or the dispositions are reasonable.'o'

Atiyah and Summers also point out that statutory rules, whose verbal forrr
tends to be more fixed than rules established by judge-made pronouncements, are often
more over- or under-inclusive. Moreover, o'statutory rules te,nd to have more arbitary
content, at least in the sense that that there will be many more or less arbitary
provisions as to tim_e, place and amount in statutes dealing (for instance) with ta,xation

or social security".' 'u This, they argue, bears on their primary thesis:' ' '

the same rules of the comnon law tend to have less content formality in American than in
England; statute law tends to be more precisely drafted in England, and to that extent has more of
the arbitary and thus higher content fomrality than in America; and stahrte law is itself a more
important fonn of law in England than in America.

Reinforced again by some features of its legal ffiastnrcture, especially a specialist
Office of Parli"mentary Counsel proud of its prowess !q legislative drafting,"' New
Zealand law follows more the approach of English law."' Japanese law, especially in
practice, appers to bear more affiniry with US law. In particular, commentators have
often pointed to the broad wording in Japanese legislation which is eventually enacted.

Such wording often appears to stem in part from the comparatively wide-ranging
process of bargaining and compromise among political actors and interest groups, as

well as among the variety of executive agencies which compete in producing opinions

167 Respectively, see for example the judgment of 2 July 1916, Great Court of Cassation (21

Minrolu 1176: sufficient if the name identifies the testator adequately); and the judgment of 31 May 1979,

Supreme Courl (33 Minshu 4445: sufficient if a mistaken date can be readily corrected from other
provisions or circunstances).16E 19 October 1994, Supreme Court (1477 Hanji 52). Frior to this judgment, most ftut not all)
scholars and courts had interprcted art 968 as not permitting tbe rcs61ding of tbe will's provisions by
mechanical meanq such as tlpewriters or word processors: see T Kuki "Tsuio no Hoshiki [Normal
Formalities]" ia Z Nakagawa and E Kato (eds) ,Siinpan Chushaht Minpo [Ciil Law Commentary -
Revised EditionJ Vol28 (Yuhikab Tokyo, 1993) 82-83. However, the Tokyo Fanily Court (20 April
1973, 25110 Kagesu I 14) had previously upheld a t5pewritten will. This rccent Supreme Corrrt judgm€nt

may auggr further relaxation of the 'tandwriting" reguirement too, or pertaps legislative amendment.r6e See generally T Matsumoto "Yuigon no Hoshiki pormalities for Willsl" (1995) ll Kazolil
Shskai to Ho 53.r?0 Atiyah and Surtrmers, above n2, 14.r7r Abovs n2, 14.172 See for example N J Jamieson "Getting Down to the Act - Further Memoirs of an Antipodean
Lawmaked'(1994) 15 StatLRev 192.t73 See for examplc J Prebblc '"The Interpretation Provisions of the New Zealand Income Act
1994" (1999) 30 \ IWLR49, 62 (conhasting US law).
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and draft legislation.tTa The Cabinet's Legislative Drafting Office often only becomes

involved in finalising a Bill at the last moment."'
This aspect might be li::ked to what Atiyah and Summers propose briefly and

cryptically as 'tule of law" fonnality, in that less precise legislative provision (or no
provision at all) can mn against values involved in "prospective general rules, clarity,
certainty, predictability, equality before the law, and provision of a fair opportunity to
obey".''o Critiques of Japanese law from English commentators are understandable on
this ground, particularly the scope it opens for administrative guidance by executive
agencies operating under or implementing generally worded legislation, with
consequent broad discretion and lack of certainty."' Similar critiques from US
commentators are more surprising, given the lower content formality - and possibly
even rule of law formality - found in their own legal system."o

U.C Mandatory and Interpretive Formality: 66Hard and Fast Rules"

A third dimension of formal reasoning proposed by Atiyatr and Summers is mandatory
formality, involving the overriding (or excluding from consideration, or diminishing the
weight of) at least some contrary substantive reasons. This too involves primarily two
aspects. One is "prima facie mandatory formality", which is higher if the legal rule is
stated in explicit, unqualified terms. An example given is a rule prohibiting the driving
of vehicles in a park, as opposed to prohibiting'bnreasonably noisy" ones."' A second

aspect is the ultimate degree of mandatory formalify which arises after defences and

collateral doctrines have been taken into account. Many types of defences and doctrines
are possible, allowing for more substantive reasoning. That also follows if a rule
involves lower "interpretive formality",,adopting a less fonnal interpretative method
which shapes tle resulting formal reason:'"'

An interpretation is highly fomral if it merely focuses on the literal meaning of words, or on the
narrow confines of normative conduct or other phenomena to be interpreted- Interpretation may
be less formal and more substantive in oue of two ways. Interpretation may be substantive to the
extent tbat the interpreter searches for and gives effect to the underlying purposes and rationales

t71 A good exanple sf this, leading to a broadly worded statute, is Japan's Product Liability Law
(No 85, 1994): see Nottage, above n 146.r75 See generally H Hiramatsu "Seifu ni ol<ent Naikafu Hoseifuht no Yahnari [The Role of the

Cabinet's Legislative Drafting Office in the Government]' in M Nakamrua and H Maeda (eds)

Rippolcatei no KenlEu - RWo ni okent Seifu no Yalat'rvari [Sndies in Legislative Process: The Roles of
the Government in Enacting LautsJ (Shinzansha, Tokyo, 1997) 282; K Watanabc "Joyalar no Teiketsu to

Kolanaiho Seibi - Iwayurtr Joshi Sabxtsu Haishi Joyaht Hijunji no Giron o Tegahari to shite [Adjusting
Domestic Law and Concluding Treaties: The Debate on Ratiffing the So-Called Convention Abolishing
Discrimination Agninsl Women]" in M Nakamura and H Maeda (eds) Rtppolutei no Kenlcyu - Rippo ni
otrznt Seifu no Yalamai [Studies in Legislative Process: The Roles of the Government in Enacting LavsJ
(Shinzansha" Tokyo, 1997\ 132; M Seki'"The Drafting Process for Cabinet Bills" (1986) L in Japan 168.
t76 Adyah and Summers, above n2,4L5. Cornpare below Chapter Five Part II.A.
t77 M Dean "fidminisfi31ive Guirlonce in Japanese Law: A Tbrcat to the Rule of Laf' (1991) JBL
398.t7t A fairer appraisal has been provided recently by F Upham "Ideology, Experience, and the Rule
of Law in Devcloping Societies", paper presented at the University of Michigan conferencc, "Change
Continuity, and Context: Japanese Law in the Twenty-First Century", Arn Arbor, 6-7 April 2001.r?e Compare Atiyah and Sn'nmers, abovc n2, L6-17,r8o Above a2, 15.
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which are imflicit i:r the text or which can be ascertained from otber sources (zuch as legislative
history). Sometimes no such purposes or rationales can be identified, but interpretation can still be
substantive to the extent that the decision-maker the,n relies on substantive reasons drawn fiom
other non-legal sources - for example, where a judge draws on his own background political
morality, or on a public morality which he attributes to the legislahre or to the public.

Atiyah and Summers axgue that legislation, compared to case law rules,
encowages more formal reasoning along these dimensions as well as others (especially
content fonnality).'o' They then suggest that England generally relies far more on
statute than on case law, and thus has a much more formal system. Supporting this
conclusion with quantitative data is acknowledged to be difficult, because for instance
'there are no settled criteria by which to individuate a statutory scheme as embodying
one statute rather than two or more".ltt However, Atiyah and Summers point to the
vague forrnulations found in US constitutional and other public law statutes, making
these areas of law more like those developed through (often less formal) case law; and
evidence of a long tradition of legislative rather than judicial reform in English private
1aw.l83 New Zealand clearly follows the English pattern in these respects, and the
overall degree of fomral reasoning in New Zealand will have been boosted by its
propensity to promulgate very large arnounts of plgary and secondary legislation
despite so-called "deregulation" since the mid-l980s.t0" Despite a similar tendency as

Japan has reshuctured its economy and polity over the 1990s, legislation generally
appears less tightly drafted.

Atiyah and Summers identiff some structural differences consistent with
English law adopting a more formal approach, along this dimension, compared to the
US. Literal interpretation of statutes, for instance, runs in parallel with a more careful
drafting and e,nactnent process. They also p.oint to a taditional reluctance to investigate
legislative history in interpreting statutes.'o" .That tendency still can be detected in

Itr Above n 2, 96-98. But see below Chapter Three Parts Itr.A and IV.A (suggesting that
legislative process, especially in the US, may become so heavily politicised that formality is
comparatively diminished even wheu statutes are enacted).It2 Above t2,98-99. Compare R Cooter & T Ginsburg, above n 103183 Above n 2, 100, 140-l (reforms through statute in England, in contrast to many parts of the US,
include implied warranties of habitability in residential leases, bad faith discharge of eruployees, abolitiou
of the conrmon law contributory negligence mle, liability of occupiers, contol of exernption clauses
under the Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977 , modification of effccts from changed circumstances tbrougb
the Law Reform (Frustated Contract) Act 1943). To this should be added now the Contacts (Rights of
Third Parties) Act 1999 @eatson, above n 94,267-269). New Zealand has also ado'pted legislation to dcal
with these problems, instead of leaving them primarily to the cour$. One distinctive firthEr legislative
intervention is the Law Reform (Testamentary Promises) Act 1949: see S Nield, ''lf You Look After Me,
I Will Lcavc You My Estate': The Enforcement of Testamentary Promises in England and New 7x,alarrd"
(2000) 20 Legal Studies 85, 87-88.r8't The proclivity to legislate appears very deeprooted. Compare for examplc G Palmer Unbridled
Power? An Interpretation of New kaland's Constitution and Governmenr (Oxford UP, Wellington,
1979) and G Palmer "The Ncw 7-ealand Legislative Machine" (1987) 17 VUWLR 285; with G Palmer
and M Palmer Bridled Power: New Zealand Government Under MMP (Oxford UP, Auckland, 1997) ad
Nottage, above n 159. Sbtute law's gncouragement of fomral lgssoning of various tlpes helps explain
why New 7*aland contact law remains so wedded to classical or neoclassical models (below Part Two).
This is so despirc the enachent of various "Contact Stahrtes't especially from 1969 tbrougb to 1982
(below Part Two Intoduction Part IV.C).
t85 Above n 2, 100-1 12.
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cornmentary in England following Pepper v Hart.t86 However, Sir Kerureth Keith notes
a recent decision of the House of Lords in which Lord Cooke did find Hansard usefi,il,
and contends that New Zealand "Courts and Parliament have not fomrulated stict
prerequisitq for the use of [such] material, in terms for instance of ambiguity or
absurdity".'o' However, shong criticism of the use of legislative history is found also in
New Zealand,lEs despite a rigid rule excluding access to extrinsic evidence having been
undenrrined prior to Pepper v Hart.

Consistently with a more substantive orientation overall, Japanese courts and
commentators always have looked closely at legislative history. Following the approach
in most civil law jurisdictions, slowly and sporadically trickling into English law mainly
through EU law,lse Japan"se law.has long maintained a purposive or teleological
approach to statutory interpretation.'- Corrrts in the US also adopt a broader approach,
although in recent years some Supreme Court Justices (notably. Antonio Scalia) have
advocated "originalist" interpretations of the US Constifution."' That may indicate a

186 
t1993] AC 593. See generally S D Girvin "Hansard and the Interpretation of Statutes" (1993)

22 Anglo-Am L Rev 475. Critical commentary includes F Bennion'Tlow They Got It All Wrong in
Pepper v Harf' (1995) British Tax Review 325; R Zimmerman "Statuta Sunt Stricte Interpretnnda?"
(1997) 56 CLJ 315, 318-20; and M Freeman "Positivism and Statutory Interpretation: An Essay in the
Rerieval of Democracy" in S Guest (ed) Positivism Today @artuouth, Aldenhot 1996) 6. Three
Rivers Direct Council v Bank of England (No 2) |9961 2 All ER 363 appears to go further thm Pepper v
Hart, by permitting reference to Hansard eveu when the statute appeared rmambiguous on its face. That
holding may have followe4 however, from the statute having been enacted to fulfil obligations arising
from a EU Directive. See generally Horspool, above n 68. Recently, Lord Steyn has obsened that in his
experience Pepper v Hart arguments 'tavc never produced anything significant"; and thag although they
occasionally might producs sstnsthing useful, this happens so rarely and at such cost that "the pragmatic
case against the decision ... is stong',': "Interpretation: Legal Texts and their Landscape" in B S

Markesinis (ed) The Cliford Chance Millenium Lectures: The Coming Together of the Common La'tv and
the Civil Law (H* Oxfor4 2000) 88. See also J Steyn "Pepper v Hart: A Re-examination" (2001) 2l
OJLS 59.r87 Keith, above n 95 ("Sources of Law"), citing R v Environmental Secretary u pafie Spath
Holme Ltd [2001] 2 WLR 15, 44 (per Lord Cooke).rE8 For example J Evans "Q6ffislling the Use of Parliamentary History" (1998) 18 NZULR 1;

Evans, above n 95; N Jamieson 'Legislation Through the Millenial Looking Glass" (2000) 9 Otago LR
713,719. Compare also I McKay, above n 103, 755 (observing that "lhe New Zealand Courts have not
adopted as libcral an approach as that which found favour in Pepper v Hart, although even the House of
Lords will only do so when the words are ambiguous", and that his Honour and other Justices of thc
Court of Appeal 'tave Uied to discourage the excessive citation of [Parliamcntary] materials').
f te Horspool, above n 68; and Three Rivers, above n 186.reo' See for exarryle T Isomura "Holraishalat Holn no Shomondai fissues in Legal Interpretatiod"
in T Isomura (ed\ Gendai Hogafu Kogi [Lecnr* on Contemporary Law] (Yuhftaku, Tokyo, 1978) 85,

88. The fapanese approach is apparently even broader than that preferred in German, for instance; but thc
'lendulum may be swinging back": Rahn, above a94,426.rel A brgc-scale comparative snrdy of statutory interpretation, conducted over thc 1980s, noted
instances of a broader approach in the US coryared to England" These included less logical-conceptual
argumentation, constmcting iurplications from general legal concepts; more appeals to substantive
reasons of policy inJluential in an general area of law; and more appeals to independcnt zubstantive
reasons (morality, policy ideas, etc). Sec R Summcrs & M Taruffo 'lnterpretation and Coryarative
Analysis" in D N MacComrick and R S Surnmers (eds) Interpreting Statutes: A Comparative Study
(Darbout\ Aldershot, 1993) 461, 472473.

On indications of subsequent retenchnenl see for exarnple Sunstei4 above n 46, 209-243.
Some commentators have also noted lowcr courts adopting I narrow€r approach: see for 61"'nple J P
NeM "Textualism in the Lower Courts: Lessons from Judges Interpreting Consumer Legislatiou" (1994)
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move to increased interpretive formality, as well as more source-oriented standards of
validity and hence greater authoritative formality.

Atiyah and Summers also compare the differing attitudes in England and the US,
beyond the statutory context, regarding the tension between literal meaning and
underlying substantive p.urposes or morality. Of particular interest, in view of the recent
debate in New Zealand,'" is the role of judges. Emphasising the different institutional
environment, Atiyatr and Summers argue that Alglo-American differences in
"constifutional positions, political influence, case selection procedures, and reliance on
arguments from the bar tend to make the English judiciary much more cautious in
exercising their law-making function",'" Related differences involve law clerks,
dissent rut"r, federalism, and homogeneity of tbe bar and the judiciary.lea Lord Denning
is the exception proving the rule, in their view, that English judges have maintained a

stricter attitude towards precedents of higher courts and been more unw'illing to boldly
and extensively explore underlying poligy- considerations drawn from a range of
sources.te5 Atiyatr and Summers conclude:reo

Of course, within the parameters of the English judicial tadition, levels of activism vary with the

individual judges (as no doubt they do in America) and also with the times. Robert Stevens, for
insf3as6, has argued with a great deal of supporting evidence that the English law lords saw

26 Rutgers LJ 1. Othen recently have criticised excessive use of legislative history in interpreting US
statutes, proposing reforrns along recent English lines: see for example Jorrtan, above n 4. See also
generally J J Brudney "Congressional Commentary on Judicial Interpretations of Statutes: Idle Cbatter or
Telling Response?" (1994) 93 Mich L Rev 1.

Nonetheless, consistently with the approach of Atiyah and Suruners, it bas also been sbessed

that adopting more forrnal reasoning, for instance for statutory interpretation, will depend on and have

repercussions on other institntions. Io a m.anrer representative of US legal scholarship, this is seen

predominantly as problem for empirical inquiry. See C Srrnstein 'Must Formalism Be Defended

Empirically?" (1999) 66 U Chi L Rev 636; A Verrneule "Iuterpretation, Eqiricism and the Closure

Problem" (1999) 66 U Chi L Rev 698.re2 Above n 129; R Bigwood (ed) Legal Method in Nqt Zealand: Esscys and Commentaies

@utterworths, Wellington, forthcoming 2001 ).re3 Atiyah and Summers, above n 2,268-269, 269-281. Another institutiooal factor related to
judicial processes and roles is the degree to n'hich judgments may bc cited in court. In Robens Petroleum

Ltd v Bernard Kenny Ltd [1983] 2 AC 192, the House of Lords attempted to restrict citation of unreportcd
judgments from electonic media: compare Bankowski and others, above n 88, 321. More generally,
pursuant to para I of the Chief Justice's Practicc Note regarding "Citation of Auihorities" issued on 9
April 2001, t2001] I WLR 1001, advocates may cite only one authority per proposition of law 'nless
reasons are given for citing more. Further, para 9.2 requircs that any advocate citing an authority from
another jr:risdiction must (r) comply with para 8; "(ii) indicate in respect of each authority what that
authority adds that is not to be formd in authority in this jurisdiction; or, if there is said to be justification

fsl sdding to domestic authority, what that justification is; and (iii) certify that there is no authority in this
jurisdictioo that precludes the acceptance by the court of the proposition tbat the foreign authority is said

to establish".re{ Above n.2,281-297, 349-350, 356357. Recent statistics confirm that dissenb in thc House of
Lords remain much lowcr than in the US (8.9 percent over 1955-1965 and 9.3 perccnt over 19661999,
compared to 60.72 percent in the Suprcme Court over 1930-1989). Scc J Alder'Dissents in Courts of
Last Resort Tragrc Choices?" (2000) 20 OJLS 221,238 (n 87). He also notes lcss tadition of 'telentless
dissenf'; and adds that dissents in thc House of Lords are more restained tha" in the Supreme Courl
where the stylc is not infrequently acrimonious.re5 Above n2,290-291re6 Above t 2,349 (citing R Stevens Low and Politics (U North Carolina Press, Chapel HiU
1978).
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themselves as having a more policy, if not downright political, firnction in the late uineteenth and
early twentieth ceuttries, that the period 1940-1955 was a period of exteme abdication from
poliry, a period of high formalism, while in the years between 1.956 and 1976 a move back
towards a more policy-oriented approach can be discerued- Others may wish to quali$ this
picture in various ways, or may find the dating of these periods opcn to question. But for present
purposes, it is enough to say that these movements in the direction of a substantive approach in
the House of Lords are minimal in comparison with the degree of policy orientation displayed by
more adventurous American judges. With rare exceptions, English appellate judges for at least the
past century have been professional lawyers whose main loyalty has been to the profession and to
the law as a non-political institution, as they thought it to be.

This conclusion helps explain the emergence of a more conservative House of Lords
over the 1980s and early 1990s, and puts in perspective a^widely perceived
counter-tendency (towards greater liberalism) from the mid-1990s.'" Such shifts have
prompted publication recently of an empirical study demonsfrating the scope of
discretion which actually exists in the House of Lords. Judgments are shown to vary
systematically depending on the Law Lord in question; and stict interpretations of
precedent or legislation arguably grve way to general preferences for recognisable
interests, such as commercial or state interests in negligence claims and the civil service
in welfare entitlement claims.les

Such criticisms further undermine a niurow declaratory view of law, according to
which judges have no role in creating law. Lord Bingham, senior Law Lord, argues tl.at
this view is gainsaid anyway because "[i]n England, the last.^quarter century has seen

fundamental Judge-made changes in the law" in many fields.'" On the other hand, he

rejects the opposite 'Denning" school of thought which 'hot only acknowledges a

lawmaking role for the Judges, but glories in that role and asserts a right to pursue it
wherever established law impedes the doing of justice in an individual case"."u Lord
Bingbam believes that the majority of English judges now acknowledges "that Judges
do make law, and [regard] this as an entirely proper judicial function, provided it is
exercised within certain limits", such as whether (a) citizens have ordered their affairs
based on an earter understanding of the law; (b) amendment would require
comprehensive legislation; (c) the issue is the subject of legislative activity; (d) it
involves an area distant from judicial experience; and (e) it involves a current social
policy with no consensus in the community.zol He suggests that such judges are

activists, in "keeping pace with change in the consensus"; but not creativists, in'"the use

of the law to generate change in the consensus", as defined by Lord Devlin two decades

^Eo.zoz 
This view is consiste,nt with a gradual shift since the 1960s regarding judicial

te7 Above n 113re8 D Robertson'Judictal Discretion in the House of Lords (Clarendon hcss, Oxford, 1998).ree Binshap, above n 94,29,1is8 - in additiou to "the creative, if somewhat crratic approach of
ftg English Courb to questions of negligence whcre the victim has suffcred economic loss" - the law
relating to public interest immunity; sovereigrr immunig; fonrm non conveniens; rcstitution; tax
avoidance schemes; pre-emptive interlocutory remedies; the currency in which judgment may be given;
and, pre-eminently, judicial review. But see for example on judgment crrrency, Atiyah 6sd $rrmme6,
above n 2, I40 (US-style anticipatory ovemrling was not permitted, in Miliangos v George Frank
(Textiles) Ltd11976) AC 443).2oo Binghan, above n 94,28,32-33.2or Binghanq above n 94,27,31-32.zut Binehan, above n 94,33.
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views towards the authority of precedent, perceived by some of Lord Bingham's
contemporaries. However, the latter note that in England:2o3

in the absence of a single documentary constitution . .. the two main documentary sources of legal
argunentation are statutes ... and precedents. Even arguments from principles or from policy
normally seek to ground statements of either in some previous dicta of judges, or to anchor
principle or policy in some relevant statute.

Similarly, while identiffing and advocating a move towards more substantive reasoning,
Lord Steyn higblights a range of impediments arising still from the working
environment of English judges (even in the House of Lords). .These include case load
pressures, lack of law clerks to help prepare judgments, counsel concenkating on
precedent and conceptual arguments, no Brandeis briefs, and dependence on arguments
presented by counsel.2il

By contrast, Atiyah and Summers indicate that US appellate court judges are less
afraid of adopting a "creativisf' approacb, -partly reflecting the above-mentioned
differences in court structures and processes.'u' In leading or forging social consensus,
moreover, US courts have been open to techniques such as the Brandeis brief and
scholarly research to draw on an array of material going beyond principles permeating
law books, or even a sense ofjustice derived from personal experiences of the judges -
anyway more varied in the IJS.'uo Such techniques are also important when US judges
behave as activists in Lord Bingham's sense, which they do readily for instance in
discarding old precedents, by seeking out changes in political or socio-economic
circumstances to update the law.'"' This distinctly more expansive scope of inquiry and
generally more progressive attitude is reflected in, and is reinforced by, the influential
legal theory propounded by Ronald Dworkin:2o8

a view of integrity' in which propositions of law are tnre if they follow from the principles of
justice, faimess and procedural due process that provide the best constuctive interpretation of the
community's legal practice, an approach that requires judges to draw on their own conyictions
about justice and fairness.

These distinctions are consistent with the pattenrs uncovered by Roger Cotterrell in a
pathbreaking empirical study published in 1990 comparing references to "community"
and related ideas in judgments from 1979 in the US Supreme Cowt, as opposed to
higher English courts. The latter referred to the interests of the cornmunity, and often

PARTONE/ CHATERONE

Bankowski and others, abovc n 88, 324.
Stelm, above n 15, 54-55.
Atiyab and Summcrs, above n 2,275. An excellent example of a "creativist'' judge, at lcast

over much of his career, is Chief Judge Richard Posner. Compare for exaryle Posner, above n 6; above n
25.2M AtiyahandSumners, above n2,267-297,207 Baokowski and others, above n 88,374-375,392.208 Atiyah and Summers, above r 2, 264. Avery KaE ado,pts a position largcly consistent with
Dworkin's assertioa of the potential for coherent moral reasoning to be uncovered, and applied by judges.

It can be argued, however, that such views of law bear deeper sirnilarities with that propounded by
"classical formalists", namsly a system which is complete (right answers are available in every casc),
formal (in the scnse of bei'g able to derive these from logical working out of the systcm), conccptually
ordered (deriving rules from a few fundanrental principles), aud socially acceptable (by generating
normative allegiance). See R Pildes "Foms of Fomralism" (1999) 66 U Chi L Rev 607, 608-611.
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PART ONE/ CHATTER ONE

specific sub-communities; but there were very few references to shared community
values as an independent source of authority. By contast, in the US:20e

The community if portrayed, as active. It thinks, acts, feels and can suffer injury much like an
individual ..., has a conscience, and has its views and values represented through judge and jury.
Its impact on law is portayed as direct. Ambiguity as to the extent of comrrunity fits
conveniently the diversity of legal juisdictions q.ithin a federal system. But however extensive
or inclusive the community, it is consistently seen as the source of moral authority of law, or the
constihrency to which law must be responsible, or the locus of values to which law must relate.

Cotterrell contrasts this with the enduring attraction in England of a positivist notion of
imperium, or top-down rule of law founded on parliaurentary sovereignty.

Arguably, moreover, the expanded scope in the US for investigating
community nonns should allow not only for broader based "activist" judging (limited to
reflecting those nonns in case law) but also more "creativist" judges (reorganizing them
to promote a particular moral vision). Such differences may be particularly noticeable in
public law, where courts in both England and the US appear to have been more ready to
diverge from precedent to consider substantive considerations. But conhasts should also
emerge in private law given the links to broader patterns of legal reasoning and
institutions described above."u

There have been decidedly fewer publications by Japanese judges about their
role, and even fewer empirical studies on their attitudes. However, academic
commentary points to a strong and perhaps growing willingness to update Japanese law,
especially the Codes enacted in the late 19th century, to reflect socio-economic realities.
This reflects a strong influence from legal realism in the US, as well as the latter's
German antecedents (below Part Two Inhoduction Part II). The tendency may have
been strongest in Japanese private law.2ll One aspect.of this is a strong sense of
providing justice for the individual parties to the case."' Pwsuing this line may even
allow for "creativist" judging, leading society towards new ideals. On the whole,
however, Japanese judges appear to focus on providing "acceptable" results glven
current bommunity expectations. Hence they tend towards what Lord Bingham terms
"activism", albeit with distinctly less of the deference to Parliament and other restraints
still prevalent in England.zr3

zott R Cottenell "Law's r'nage of Community sad rmperium" (1990) 10 Studies in Law, Politics
and Society 3, 14 (original ernphasis).210 Bankowski and others, above n 88, 350; R Sn"'mcrs "Precedent in the Unitcd States" in D N
MacCorsrick and R S Summers Interpreting Precedmts: A Comparative Sady @armout\ Aldershot,
1997) 355, 371. Compare Steyn, above n 15,52, suggesting a less substantive approach by Englishjudges
particularly in contract law, as opposed to public law.2u See generally Raba above n 94; below Part Two Introduction. Judges earlier in &e century
were less adept in updatiag private law, due to a pro,pensity to import forergn legal theories (mainly from
Gennany) despite inconsistetrcies with Japan's legislation: see Z Kitagawa Raeption und Fortildung des

Europaischen Zivilrechu in Japan fReception and Development of European Civil Latt in JapanJ (Alfred
Metzner Verlag, Frantft{ 1970). Compare Ramseyer aud Rasmrxser, above n 143.2rz Indced" some criticise a tendency for Japanese courts to carry rhis Aom private law into
coqpetition law, undermining more ecouomic analyses of relevant markeb: sec S Koarka "Competitiou
Law, Deregulation, and Juridification" in T Ginsburg, L Notrage & H Sono (cds) Ile Multiple Worlds of
Japanese Lattt: Disjunctions and Conjunctions (University of Victoria Cente for Asia-Pacific Initiatives,
Victoria BC, 2001) 101.2r3 Compare Binghar4 above n 94; Bankowski and others, above n 88.
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There are also instances of formal reasoning by Japanese judges even in the
private law arena.2lo Mor" generally, Japanese judges-have increasingly interpreted
legislative provisions in favour of a'ntheory of presupposed ultimate facts" Qtoken jijitsu
ron) tci distribute the burden of proof promoting what Ichiro Kitamura has termed
"precision justice" in civil proceedings.''' Allowing and requiring more attention to
factual findings, and promoting efficient case processing, this has not been directed
primarily at substantive reinterpretatious of the law.Institutionally, moreover, the ability
to engage in more creativist judgmg is hampered by the lack of a system for amicus or
Brandeis briefs, although this may be partly offset by an expert witness system rooted in
continental European law. Boundaries betweeu disciplines in legal education and
scholarship can also impede promotion of social scientific research, and its
incorporation into civil law theory'building and adjudication.2l6

Nonetheless, a more substantive orientation is underscored by institutional
starting points, such as the lack of doctrine of stare decisis; the sfrong hadition of legal
sociology in Japan; and legal realist or othcr jurisprudential theories which have found a

broad audience, including among judges.'" This orientation may be less extreme than
in the US, but there are important commonalities.

Thus, judge-made law both in the US and Japan appears more actively to seek
out and engage underlying substantive purposes or morality. This confrasts not only
with the situation in England, but also New Zealand. Despite some early and
contemporary tendencies towards a more creative approach, most appellate court judges
in New Zealand nowadays appear to follow what Lord Bingham defines as the majority
view in England.2ls Consequently, any thesis of a uniquely New Zealand legal method
or identity, based on distinctly more substantive based reasoning, appears to go too
far.zre

Some influential judges in the new colony were quite reformist, seeing New
Zealand as providing an opporhnity to improve on English law. One aspect of this
involved simpliffing rules and procedures of English law. Partly this ste,nrmed from the
need to accommodate the indigenous Maori population, vastly outnumbering the new
settlers. However, the latter became disgnrntled with these concessions, 11iliting the
development of extensive cultural and legal pluralism until its revival two or three

zr4 See for example V Taylor "Continuing Transactions and Persistent Mytfu: Contacs in
Contemporary Japan" (1993) 19 Mclboume University L Rev 352.zts I Kitamura "The Judiciary in Contemporary Society: Japan" (1993) Case Western J Int'l L 263,
270.2t6 L Nottage "ConEact Law, Theory and Practice in Japan" in V Taylor (ed) /sdaz Laws Tltrough
Australian Eyes (Law Book Cornpany, Sydney, 1997) 316. But see uow for example T Uchida Keiyaht
no Jidai: Nihon Shal<ai to Keiyahtho [The Contract Era: Japanese Society and Lattt] (Iwanami Shoten,
Tokyo, 2000) 280-302. Sce also generally H Souo '"The Multiple Worlds of Nihon-ho" in T Ginsburg, L
Nottage & H Sono (eds) The Mukiple Worlds of Japanese Law: Disjunctiotu and Conjunctions
(University of Victoria Centre for Asia-Pacific Initiatives, Victoria BC, 2001) 47.217 Above n?Ll.2rB Bingham, above n 94, 28 (citing Burt v Governor-General of New Zealandllgg2)3 NZLR 672,
683, in which the Court of Ap'peal stated: "'While accep"ng that it is inevitably the duty of the Court to
extend the scope of common law review ifjustice so requires, we are not satisfied that in ihis figld justi6s
does so require, at any rat€ atpresent").zte See also R Sutton & R Bigrood "Taking Stock Legal Method in New Zealand Today (and for
the Futnre?) in R Bigrood (ed) Legal Method in New Zealand: Essays and Commentan'es @utteirwortbs,
Wellington, fsrthgeming 200 I ).
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decades a1o.zzo A more enduring legacy.,appears to have been "the search for
simplicity" in developing New Zealandlaw,"" together with feelings of distinctiveness
and reformist zeal.

Richard Sutton speculates that the tuge towards making the law more accessible,
but also more acceptable, "to ordinary people who have no particular interest in abstract
theory or historical subtletielll -"V relate to peculiar features of New Zealanders or
differences in legal practice."' However, he focuses on law reform initiatives in the
1960s as generating a new attitude towards legal change, including among the judiciary.
Sutton notes that many of the members of the various part-time Law Reform
Committees established in 1966 later became Court of Appeal judges, and that:223

quite a lot of the law reform committees' work consisted of clearing away the legal debris of past
cenfirries. The idea was to allow the Court freedom to develop new and more acceptable rules
over a period of time.

The most visible exarrrples were some of the "Contract Statutes" enacted in the 1970s,
which not only simplified the law on illegality, mistakes and remedies, but also
conferred broad discretions for judicial relief.z2a

Nonetheless, the willingness of New Zealatd judges to take this cue in
developing the law should be seen in the light of the gradual transfonnations in England
described above. Consistently with the evolving views of influential judges and the
House of Lords' Practice Statement of 1966, an amendment that year also allowed the
Judicial Committee of the lttuy Council to render one dissenting opinion as well as a
collective majority opinion."' Partly the result of longstanding pressure from Australi4
this change may have encouraged New Zealand judges to take a more active (or even
creative) role in developing their own law. Over this important period through to the
early 1980s, tnoreover, those involved in the part-time Committees benefited from
shared backgrounds in a still relatively small legal community, consultation almost
exclusively within the legal profession and related bodies, and a focus on relatively
discrete areas of law. These factors no doubt encouraged a common understanding
about what rules needed attention, and possibly abogl.what overarching factors were
relevant to any newly confened legislative discretions."o

xto J Bassett "The New Zealand Legal System: Eady Historical lnfluences" in R Bigwood (ed)
Legal Method in New Zealand: Essays and Commenranes (Butterworths, Wellington, forthcoming 2001).zzr Compare generally P Rishworth (ed) Struggle for Simplicity: F,ssrys for Lord Coolce of
Thorndon @utterworths, Wellington, 1997); and A Tipping "A View From the Trenches: A Commentary
on the Essays by Thomas I and Professor Watts" in R Bigwood. (ed) Legal Method in Nev' Zealand:
Esscys and Commentcner (Butterworths, Vlellington, forthcoming 2001), defining good judgment
writing in New Zealaad under the nrbric "SOB": simplicity, opeDness, and brevity).zn' R Sutton "Lord Cooke and the Academy: A View from the Iaw Schools" in P Rishworth (ed)
Strugglefor Simplicity: Essaysfor Lord Coolce of Thorndon @utterworths, \ilellington, 1997) 13, 16.223 Above n222,18.xt4 See for exo'nple D W Mclauchlan "ConEact and Commercial Law Reform in New Zealand"
(1 984) l l NZULR 36, 3946. Compare below Part Two Intoduction Part IV.22s Compare Alder, above n 194,235-237.2:16 Compare Sutton, above n 222, L7, See also G Harrmond '"The Part-Timc Law Reform
Commi6g€s; An Overview" (1988) 13 NZttLR 135, 148 (asking however how influential their work was

"outside what mightbe tenned the senior circles of the profession"); below Part Two Introduction Part II.
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By the early 1980s, however, criticisms of the work of the Committees had
arisen primarily as a result of entnrsting them broader and more politically charged
topics, compounded by limited public consultation and funding. The New Zealand Law
Commission was set up in 1985, sending a clear message to the Courts: it 'lrould
handle large-scale law reform, and matters which had a high political sensitivity, or
required skills and techniques beyond the norrral abilities of Judges".z27 This must
have had an ambivalent effect ou the judiciary overall. Traditionalists, of which New
Zealand, had had its share even after World War II,228 or new members of the judiciary,
would have felt more justified in deferring to statute-based law reform. But those
following some transformations in judicial thinking in England, especially after the
experience of participating in New Zealand's part-time Reform Committees, would
have found it difficult to abandon their new philosophy or perspective on the judges'
role in developing the law.

Such a tension does appear to have some antecedents, as indeed there were
precursors for legislation allowing broad scope for discretionary relief by Courts. An
exampl:^of the latter is legislation on testamentary promises enacted and amended in the
1940s."' By 1969, albeit perhaps influenced by the early deliberations of the Law
Reforrr Committees, a prominent judge had criticised a tendency "on the part of some
modern law refomrers to conclude that it is unnecessary to state a general rule, and that
a statute may provide best in the interests of justice if, without stating any general
principle, it leaves the matter of relief entirely to the discretion of the court".230 From
the 1980s, moreover, growing concern was expressed about the potential uncertainty of
the Contract Statutes.

On the other hand, a decade after New Zealand's Court of Appeal finally decided
in 1971 that it would no longer automatically follow decisions of the House of Lords,
Sir Robin Cooke (as he then was) began with New Zealand's testamentary promises
legislation to expose an "exploded hypothesis: the ideal that the common law should be
the same throughout the Commonwealth".z3l Further examples of alleged d.ivergences
in New Zealand focused on criminal law, tort law, and equity in personal relationships.

xt1 Above n 222,19. An interesring parallel development is the increasing 'loliticisation" of the
American Law Institute (ALD, one of the major law refonn bodies in the US: compare R Hyland
'?erspectives on Private Law Codifrcation in America in the 21st Centuql" (Paper presented at the Civil
Code Centennial Conference, "Legislation in the 2lst Century and Privarc Law", Tokyo, 12 November).
However, the ALI is private rather than govermenbl, which already lessens authoritative formality
compared to the likes of the New Zealand Law Commission It has also always been a large institution,
even before attempts to boost ib membership and promote firther consultation in order to €nhance
legitimacy, aad politicisation of the ALI over recent decades has been intense. The ALI's role in
promoting substantive reasoning, in various guises, is therefore much more significant than that of the
Comrnission and other bodies involved in law reform in New Zcaland,aB For exrryle, as conceded even by the slmrpathetic biographer of a prominent judge in New
Zealead, this century, 'he was a judicial conservative with a lib€ral personal philosophy'': J pinn "$i1
Kenneth Gresson: A Study in Judicial Decision-Making" (1997) 6 Cant L Rev 481, 4E6.22e Nield" above n 183. A recent reform proposal would extend relief uot only to those promised
benefits under a will, but also to situations in which the deceased has 'lnjustly benefited": New Zealand
Law Comnissiou .Succession Law: A Succession (Adjustmnt),,{ct @eport No 39, Wellington, 1997) .

However, the proposal has not lssa imFlemented, perhaps due to conc€rn about further erosion of
brieht-line rules.230- A Turner "Ctanging 6e Lau/'(1969) 3 NAJLR404.23r R Cooke 'Divergences - England, Austalia andNew Zealant'[1933] NruI 297,299.
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In 1987, Sir Robin added to these areas some distinctive developments mainly in
administrative law, employnent^law, real and personal property law, and contact law
(especially the new statutes)."" All these developments were said to constitute a
distinct national legal identity, although an underlying theme - abandoning "the
pretence of legal formalism" in favour of "conscious value judgments" and policy
considerations - was only briefly sketched.233 Two years later, again in reviiwing
developments in public law, employment law, and constructive trusts, Sir Robin added
that New Zealandjudges more openly acknowledge that instead of deciding new points
primarily by deduction, "the search is rather for the solution that seems fair and just
after balancing all the relevant considerations".234 However, remarkable optimism was
shown concerning the ability to agree on what constitutes faimess, an optimism
buthessed by the sense that New Zealand's democratic and egalitarian society retains a
largely common set of values with fairness ranked highly."t These presuppositions
have not been explored, and the key appears to be the uncovering of policy
considerations (such as fairness) by analysing lines ofjudicial authority."o

A similar approach is revealed in a lecture in 1990 proclaiming "the reasonable
expectations of the parties" as a touchstone for civil obligations."' Nonetheless, Sir
Robin has indicated that differences can be drawn between commercial and consumer
contracts, and has not advocated overturning core established principles in company
law.238 His main contribution to reforming contract law in the 1990sis an attempt to
simpliff the law on remoteness of damages, by substitutrng the test laid down in an
early English precedent for a list of policy considerations and other relevant factors,
building on views he expressed in 1978.23e However, the old test appears to have
prevailed in later cases, and Sir Robin's general approach has drawn considerable
Lorrc"rn.2oo

232 R Cooke "The New Zeilard National Legal ldentity" (1987) 3 Cant L Rev 171, 172-180. A
few paragraphs were also devoted to environmental law, intellectual property law, evidence, and stahrtory
interpretation.233 Above t232,l7l.214 R Cooke 'Tairness" (19S9) 19 VTIWLR 421,422; Baldwirr above n 103, 179.zts Cooke, aboven 234,422423.236 Compare Ceoke, above n 232, L7l; and generally Lord Cooke Turnrng Points in the Common
Iaw(ClarendonPress, Oxford, 1997). See also Sutton, aboven 222,20.237 R Cooke "Dynamics of the Comnon Lau/' in Proceedings of the Ninth Commonwealth Law
Conference (Auckland 1990) 1,4. See also R Cooke "Intoduction" (1995) 9 JCL 3, 6 ('In contract as in
other fields, the reasonable expectatioos of persons in the shoes of the respective parties may be seen ilt a

g-oveming concept permeating the common law").uD J Farmer "Lord Cooke and Judicial Decision-malcing: A Perspective from the Commercial
Bar" in P Rishworth (ed) StruSgle for Simplicity: Essrys for Lord Cooke of Tlorndon @uttenvorths,
Wellington, 1997) 53, 63,65.23e CorrrFare McElroy Milne v Commercial Electronics Ltd U9931 I NZLR 39, attempting to
break the spell of Hadley v Baxendale (1854) 9 Exch 341, with R Cooke 'Remoteness of Damage and
Judicial Discretion" (1978) 37 qI 289.210 Compare BI,|Z v NZ Guardian Trust Co Ltd [L999) I NZLR 66a (CA); JB Caldwett Ltd v
Logan House Retirement Home Ltd [1999] 2 NZLR 99 (HC). For a critique mainly that the facton listed
n McElroy do not support Sir Robin's conclusion in that caser see R Ahdar "Remoteness, "Ritual
Incantation" and the Futrue of Hadley v Baxandale: Reflections from New Zealand" (1994) 7 JCL 53.
Although not directed specifically to Lord Cooke, Peter Watb also relates the factor-lis^'ng approach to
"reductionism" - collapsing principles into one overuching principle - and concludes: "The 'tn$t me,
this is not the same thing as palm tee justice' sentiment thst sometines also comes with reductionism
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On the other hand, a renewed governmental interest in public law since the
inauguration of the New Zealand Law Commission, notably enactnent of the Bill of
Rights Act 1990, did not deter Sir Robin from develgning his vision of rights over the
first half of l990s.2ar Further, in 1995 he remarked:z42

As a general air4 although not of course as an absolute rule, Parliamentary legislation should be
seen as desirable only when judges fail to amend or develop it in performance of their rightful
responsibility. The work of Law Commissions is valuable to courts as well as legislahres.

Contemporaneously, Thomas J provided a rare attempt to relate similar themes to
broader discuisions in legal philosophy.'43 lt drew an immediate and remarkably
acrimonious rebuke by Don Dugdale, a well-known practitioner and later a Law
Commissioner.'* A recent restatement by Thomas J insists that fairness, part of a

broader sense of justice, "is immanent within the communiry".z4s This has drawn an
even more powerful charge of "moral rea1ism".246 Such an approach hampers attempts
to engage social scientific methods to determine what values really are deeply held by
communities (or indeed sub-communities), as attempted for example in Australia in the
wake of similar appeals to community values by prominent judges in the late 1980s and
early 1990s.20t Instead, Thomas J recently reiterated the need to identiff "the moral
sentiment which is universal to all branches of the law", but still emphasises case law
and academic commentary.zas Further, although Thomas J seems to have become more
circumspect about the role that courts should accord to Parliq4ent,24e his views were
recently criticised by Dugdale as 'Judicial supremacism".2s0 In September 2001,
Thomas J retired from the Court of Appeal.

does not inspire confiderce. It rather provokes irritation". See P Watts "The Role of Conscience: A
Comrnentary on Bigwood Conscience and the Liberal Concqtion of Contract" (2000) 6 NZBLQ 64,65.24t See generally A Adams "Competing conceptions of the Constitution: the New Zealand Bill of
Rights Act 1990 and the Cooke Court of Appeal" [1996] NZ L Rev 368.212 Cooke "Inhoduction", abov€ n237,7.243 E W Thomas "A Retum to Principle in Legal Reasoning and an Acclarnation of Judicial
Autonomy'' (1993) VUWLR Monograph 5.2& D F Dugdale "A Polite Response to Mr Justice Thomas" (1993) 23 VUWLR 125.215 Thomas, above n L6,470. His Honour also goes on to suggest, like Sir Robin Cooke (above n
234,422), that what is fair can readily be determjned once concrete facts are presented.26 J AUen "The Invisible Hand in Justice Thomas' Philosophy of Law" [1999] NZ L Rev 213,
218-220this is not disputed in E W Thomas 'The 'Invisible Hand' Prompts a Response" [999] NZ L
R:ev 227.217 Compare J Braithwaite "Cor:rmunity Values and Austalian Jurisprudence" (1995) 17 Syd L
Rev 351.28 E'W Thomas'"Ihe Conscience of the Laf'(2000) 8 Waikato L Rev l, 21.21e Compare E W Thomas '?arliamentary Supremacy and the Judicial Fuuction" (1999) 112 LQR
177;E W Thomas '"The Relationship of Parliameut and the Courts: A Tcntative Thought or Two for the
New Millenniurr" (2000) 31 \IUWLR 5; and especially "Judging in the Twenty-First Century" [2000]
NZLI 228,231 (illustrating his position with JVZ Maoi Council v A-G ll987l I NZLR 641, yet noting
that the statute in question had provided a reference to the Treaty of TVaitangi and that the Court as a third
party was suited to resolving the dispute - this appears more significant than the fact that the Treaty was

"a firndamenhl constitutional document"). More circumspection would be consistent with Thomas J'
longstanding insistence that the 'najor constraint on judges is "the felt presence of all the factors which
rnake up the discipline which binds the judiciary" (Thomas, above n 243,56), if the Court of Appeal has

become mor€ consewative since the departure of Lord Cooke.250 D Dugdale, above n 95. See also D Round" above n 108.
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The philosophies or attitudes of judges in New Zealand, as elsewhere, have
always differed significantly."' Partly this depends on personal background, and Peter
Spiller has contrasted Thomas J with his decidedly more conservative contemporary
McKay J. The latter came from a family of lawyers and commercial law practice,
whereas the former came from a nonJegal family and followed a more varied care€r.
This also formed a contrast between Richmond J and Woodhouse J in an earlier period,
and "the kinds of differences evident in the 1970s between the judgments of Richmond
P and Woodhouse J were to be repeated in the 1990s when McKay and Thomas JJ sat
alongside each other on the bench".252 Unfortunately, comprehensive empirical studies
of the influences on judges remain sparse in New Zealand, compared to the US, Japan
and even England."' Nonetheless, it appears that the philosophy of Lord Cooke
developed by Thomas J came under increasing pressure in the latter half of the 1990s.254

The latter also found himself frequently in dissent with his colleagues on the Court of
Appeal and indeed he appeareA tt tatce pride in this dissentient role.255 Yet there were
te-w examples in which Thomas J's views have definitively resulted in new substantive
developments in New Zealand private 1aw.2s6 There are parallels with a possible
rehenchment recently from arguably more striking hansfomrations in Aushalian law
and judicial reasoning from the 1970s througb to the mid-1990s.257 Overall, New
Zealatd's Court of Appeal now appetrs decidedly more willing to defer to Parliament,
and possibly its instnrmentalities such as the Law Commission."o

It should also be stressed that even Lord Cooke and Thomas J limited their
substantive reasoning to principles inherent in the legal system, narrowly defined. They
may have gone beyond what Fisher J perceives as New Zealand's mainstream "creative
formalism", judging based on "doctrinalism, extrapoiation from literalist constructions,

Et See for example P Spiller "Judges at Work: The New Zealand Court of Appeal (1958-1976)"
(1993) I Waikato L Rev 73; Turner, above n 230; Fi'n, above n 228. Compare also for example
Robertson, above n 198; and the seemingly incommensurable views expressed by variou Law Lords, not
always consistently, ia recent judgments, described by Alder, above u 198.2s2 P Spiller'T.ealism in the Court of Appeal: The Value of the Oral Tradition"(1998) 2 Yearbook
of New Zealand Jurispnrdence 34,36-37. See also McKay, above n 103.253 Compare for example F Schauer "Incentives, Reputation, and the Inglorious Determinants of
Judicial Behaviour" (2000) 68 U Cinn L Rev 615; Ramseyer aad Rasmussen, above n 143; Robertson,
above n 198; J Griffiths, The Politics of the Judiciary (5 ed Fontana" Loudon, 1997).254 See for example J Smillie "Certainty and Civil Obligation" (2000) 9 Otago L Rev 633, 635-636.
Compare also J Hodder "Certainty, the Law and fte Southern Perspective" (2000) 23119 TCL l; Evans,
above n 195; Watts, above n 94.2ss See Smyt\ above n 118, Table 10 (noting that Thomas J dissented in 19 of 155 judgments over
1995-2000). This appears particularly true of rccent contact law cases. See for example Electricity
Corporation of NZ v Fletcher Challenge Energt Ltd (L0 October 2001) Court of Appeal, CA 132/00,

Richardson P, Thomas, Keith, Blanchard and McGrath JJ. Generally, Thomas J seems to see himself as a

modern-day Lord Denning for New Zealand: comparc E W Thomas "Lord Deirning: lE99-1999" [999]
NzIr92.2s6 A rare exception may bc Thomas J's views, n Dreux v A-G (1996) 6 TCLR 617 (CA), on
admissibility of subsequent conduct when constming contacb. Compare below Part Two InEoduction
Part w.E.E7 Corryare P Finn "Austalia Compared" in R Bigrrood (ed') Legal Method in New kaland:
Essays and Commqttan'es (Butterworths, Wellington, forthcoming 2001); Sutton & Bigwoo4 above n
219; J Edelman *Judicial Discretion in Australia" (2000) 19 Aust Bar Rev 285.2ss See for example R v Hines tl997l 3 NZLR 529.
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and drawing factual analogies from non-binding precedents".25e Yet Thomas J would.
likely have agreed with recent remarks by Lord Cooke showing clearly that he is not a
"creativist" judge, in the sense mentioned by Lord Bingharn and not uncommon in the
US:260

Roscoe Pound, the American jurist was one who spoke of the judicial fiurction as social
engineering. That is a description carrying suggestions (perhaps unintended) which I would
respectfully reject. It is not the role of the Judge to mould society. Other forces lie at the root of
social change. ln that regard as in most others, the Judge has at best an identi$ing and balancing
function.

Rather, therefore, both Lord Cooke and Thomas J appear to been atfracted into a middle
category mentioned by Fisher J recently, consisting of judges who "resort to fust
principles drawn from an overview of the common law but without regard to

"ottt"qu*ces".26lLikewise, Hammond J has argued that most influential judges in New Zealand
nowadays decide cases - especially the easier ones - by uncovering principles from
precedents and applying them deductively, switching in hard cases to an anti-theoretical
"pragmatism" wherein "larowledge is socially constructed: the tnrth is what a
community believes at a particular time". This differs, he suggests, from seeking "a
putative consensus as an objective basis for judicial policy-making", one grounded
either in empirical investigations or contemporary philosophy. 'o' It is submitted that
the latter and "creative substantivism" distinguish US and Japanese judicial reasoning,
based on high interpretive formality and thus reinforcing substantive reasoning
generally, underscored by key institutional differences. The New Zealand judiciary may
have moved towards more substantive reasoning; but there are counter-tendencies
recentiy, similar movements earlier (and again recently) in England, ild - most
importantly - a significant contrast remains with both the US and Japan.263

The nature of judicial reasoning is a central aspect of legal lsassning in complex
contemporary democracies, but it is difficult !o pin down without closer examination of
how judges decide cases in particular areas of law, like those discussed in Part Two of
this thesis. More generally, however, Atiyah and Summers suggest that contrasting
degrees of mandatory and interpretive formality add up to distinct patterns of usage and
conceptions of rules. They argue that US law adopts more flexible rules, and interprets
rules more readily in the light of srtstantive reasons, whereas English law prefers and
sticks to more'trard and fast rules".2n The philosophies articulated by Lord Cooke and
Thomas J move towards the US (and Japanese) end of the spectum, but they need to be
placed in the context just described. Simliarly, despite enacting some legislation with

Ee These categories, but not the relationships they may have to Lord Cooke and Thomas J, are
defined by Fisher, above n 16.2@ Lord Cooke '"The Judge in an Evolving Society" (1998) 28 V{J$/LR 467, 468. Conrpare
Thomas, above n 243; Bingharn, above u 94.26t Fisher, above n 16.262 Hammond, above n I12.?53 See also Sutton and Big:rvood, above n 219, ending with a contast between "pragmatic
realisd' and the US tadition cented on stong constitutionalism and rights jurisprudence, the possibility
of a retum to orthodoxy in New Zealard and so on.261 Atiyah and Summers, above n2,7L.
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broadly worded provisions after World War II,265 New Zealand's statute book appears
to remain much closer to England in terms of hard and fast rules, compared to the US
and Japan.

For instance, Atiyah and Summers' distinction helps explain the much sticter
approach maintained by English compared to US courts in respect of "equity clauses",
which parties add to allow arbihators to decide conhactual disputes without being
strictlybound by legal ru1es.266 Likewise, a recent empirical study of attitudes towards
broad principles characterising the new lex mercatoria demonstrated a significantly
greater perception of greater risk, and fewer benefits in invoking it, among English
compared to other respondents from around the world (comprised mainly of arbitrators,
in-house counsel, lawyers, and academics). As a subset, US respondents did not
demonsfiate significant aversion to such broad principles.26T

More generalty, Sir Roy Goode recently has contasted the conceptual approach
maintained in English commercial law concerning personal properly, and that preferred
in the IJS:268

In many ways American lawyers are the most creative in the world in adapting their commercial
law to changing commercial needs. We only have to look at Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial
Code for its integrated approach to the teahent of security iateresb and its jettisoning of
outmoded distinctions between one security form and another, and, more recently, at the latest
revision of Article 8 dealing with interests in securities, to see the power of the creative thought
devoted to ensuring the continued relevance of commercial law to changing business needs. The
great stength of leading American commercial lawyers lies in their perception of commercial law
as essentially a tool for providing sensible solutions to practical problerns.

The difficulties and delays that New Zealand has experienced in enacting the Personal
Property Security Act 1999, drawing on the UCC and Canadian progeny, indicate the
enduring atfraction of formal reasoning patterns.26e The new legislation may help move

26s Above n 185.266 H Yu "Amiable Composition - A Learning Curve" (2000) J Int'l Aft 79, 89-98. The author
notes that despite some English judges relaxing their stance over the 1980s, only the enactment of s

46(lxb) of the Arbitation Act 1996 has - impliedly - made it clear that such clauses should be respected-
Similar recognition is accorded now by art 28(3) of Schedule I of New Zealand's Arbitration Act 1996.
Until this legislative intervention, New Zealand courts would have followed the more restrictive English
law approach to equity clauses.267 K Berger and others '"The CENTRAL Enquiry on the Use of Transnational Law in
International Contact Law and Arbitation - Background, Procedure and Selected Results" in K Bergcr
(ed) The Practice of Transnational Law (Kluwer, The Hague, 2001) 9l; L Nottage '?ractical and
Theoretical Implications of the Lu Mercatoria for the Asia-Pacific Region: CENTRAL's Empirical
Study on the Use of Transnational law" (2000) 4 Vindabona J Let'l Comm L & Arb 132.z6E Goode, above n 7, 26. Fot more detailed contrasts, see Goode, above n 7, 62-64,67-68, and
78-79.26e Compare R Buckley "Commercicl Lav, in the Next Millenium - A Rcview of thc Hamlyn
Lecfiues Delivered by Professor Roy Goode" (2000) 12 Bond L Rev I 1 5, I l 6:

.,. I had thought that fte resistance in Australia to adopting the approach taken by Uniform
Commercial Code Article 9 to personal property secnrities was simply thc product of incrtia and
narrow-mindedness. With the benefit of this volurne, I see our resistance as the result of a

fundamentally different way of understanding how law works.
The rest of the book rwiew makes it clear that thc reviewer sees Australian law as still strongly atmctd
to formal tr"rsning, stessed by Goode in distinguishing contemporary Euglish from US commercial law.
On the background to New Zealand's Act, see R Dugan '?PSA - The Price of Certainty" [2000] NZLJ
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New Zealand law towards a more substantive approach. However, the starting point will
again have been prompted by statute, which by its nature tends to promote more formal
reasoning than judge-made law. A key factor will therefore be whether the new statutory
regime is seen to have a coherent underlying philosophy, promoting at lease some
aspects of substantive reasoning, to be used to interpret the new rules it lays down.270

Atiyah and Surnmers relate a preference for hard and fast rules, as opposed to
flexible rules interpreted more readily in light of substantive reasons, to differing
haditions in legal philosophy. In particular, they contrast the heavy infusion of natural
law and more recently legal realism (or "legal instrumentalism") in the US, as opposed
to the stong tradition of legal positivism in England even today.27l They also contend
that these different orientations are reflected in legal education in the two
jurisdictions.tT2 Alr"ady during the 1920s and early 1930s, the development of legal
realism in the US led to curricular and intellectual innovation in leading law schools.
Professors at Columbia Law School criticised the nanow case law method developed at
Harvard by Langdell, for instance, and advocated reforms:273

... premised on the necessity of relating fts ls3ghing of legal principles to factual situations the
students were likely to encounter in the course or practice. They tumed to social science
disciplines to supply cont€xt for and means of comprehension of those situations.

The realist tradition finnly established socio-legal studies in all top US law schools in
the decades after World War tr. Other law schools remained more black-letter in
orientation; but policy-based arguments are common even 4glr, and the top law schools
still tend to set the ideal for legal scholarship and education."o

After a considerable time lag, a similar connection appears to have been
significant in England, albeit less obviously. Some of the key figures in developing
socio-legal studies in English law faculties from the 1970s, such as William Twining,
were intensely interested in legal realism.2Tt Also important in promoting socio-legal

241. For longstanding pressures to abandon form for substance ia this field" see Mclauchlan, aboven224,
48-58.270 Similar issues arise regarding New Zealand's Contact Statutes (below Part Two Introduction
Part IV.C) and the Consumer Guarantees Act 1993 (below Paxt Two Chapter Three Part rv.q. Coryare
also generally Part Two Intoduction Part I, contasting the philosophy underpinning the Uniform
Commercial C,ode in the US.27r Above n 2,240-266; f, $rrrnmers lrctrumentalhm and American Legal Theory (Cornell UP,
Ithaca, 1982). See also Posner, above n 6,2-37; M Horwitz "\l\Ihy is Anglo-American Jurisprudence
Unhistorical?" (1997) 17 OJLS 551. But see M Lobban 'TVas There a Nineteenth Century 'English
School of Jurispnrdence'?" (1998) 16 J Leg History 34; W Nelson '"The Integrity of the Judiciary in
Twentieth-Century New York" (1998) 30 Rutgers L Rev I.27t Above n2,384407. See also Carrington, above n 5.273 Q Jsmlins "Framing thc Field of Law's Disciplinary Encounters: A Historical Narrative"
(2000) 34L & Soc'y Rev 911, 920. See also below Part Two Intoduction Part L271 The distinction between "leading" and 'tnainstean" US law schools is emphasiscd in L
Nottage, T Ginsburg & H Sono, "The Worlds, Vicissitudes and Futures of Japan's Law" in T Ginsbug, L
Nottage & H Sono (eds) The Multiple Worlds of Japanese Law: Disjunctiotu and Conjunctions
(University of Victoria Centre for Asia-Pacific Initiatives, Victoria BC, 2001) 1. For a critique by a
prominent US judge that legal scholarship and education in fre US, generally, has gone too far away from
practice-oriented concerns in favour of policy-based argumentation, see for example H Edwards '-The
Growing Disjunction Between Legal Education and the Legal Profession" (1993) 91 Mich L Rev 34.27s See W Twining KarI Llewellyn and the Realist Movement (,J Oklahoma Press, Norman, 1973);
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theory was the critical legal studies movement, with deep roots in the US legal realist
tradit-iori.276

However, an overlapping but sometimes distinct inlluence was Mamism, which
Anthony Ogus has criticised recently as having divorced England's "first wave" of legal
interdisciplinary studies (from around 1972 to 1984) from more empirically based and
policy-oriented studies. He argues that the latter have become much more prevalent
since the mid-1980s, and that this "second wave" has significantly penetrated the
mainstream of legal discourse in England. Important factors have been funding through
the Economic and Social Research Council, the growing importance of the Research
Assessment Exercise in English universities, and firnding from'more government
deparbnents (notably the Lord Chancellor's Departrnent since 1996).277 Twining
concurs regarding the growing impact of social science not only on contemporary legal
education, but also on policy-making. However, he mentions concems about the use
made of empirical studies by reformers.278 Furth€,r, even recent major policy initiatives,
such as those by Lord Woolf relating to large-scale civil justice reform, were erected on
ratler shaky empirical and theoretical foundations.2Te The more method.ical law reform
of the Law Commission r^emains very black-letter law driven. It undertakes or promotes
little empirical research,280 is reluctant to explore even the economic ramifications of
particular doctines or reform proposalsrzsl and its refomr proposals seem to have
become increasingly narrow in focus.282 More generally, moitt more research in
England appears to be driven by "the pull of the policy audience", criticised in the US
for ultimately favouring nzlnower conceptions of rules in socio-economic contexts.z83

Nonetheless, socio-legal studies and a keen interest in jurisprudential enquiry
are now a prominent feature of English legal education and, increasingly, its legal
system as a whole. Ogus and others,emphasise the continued importance of the Oxford
Centre for Socio-Legal Studies, since its forurding n 1972.2E4 'Ihe first issue of the

I Twining Blaclcstone's Tower: The English Law School (Sweet & Maxwell, London" 1994).
'to T Ginsburg "In Defence of Japanese Law" in T Ginsburg, L Nottage & H Sono (eds) The
Multiple Worlds of Japanese Law: Disjunctions and Conjunctions (University of Victoria Centre for
Asia-Pacific Initiatives, Victoria BC, 2001) 29.2n A Ogus "Interdisciplinary Approaches to Law: Utility and Disutility" (2000) 50 N heland LQ
42t,429430274 W Twining 'temembering 1972 The Oxford Centre in the Context of Developments in
Higher Education and the Discipline of Law" (1995) 22 I L & Soc'y 35, 42 (for exarryle in the Royal
Cornmission on Criminal Justice, and studies of the Bar vocational coursc).27e Important theoretical and erpirical issues are raised by many contributions in A Zuckerman
and R Cranston (eds) Reform of Civil Procedure: Essays on 'Aecess to Jtstice'(Clarendon Press, Oxford,
1995). However, they appeared late in the reform process. All the more so, in the case of the detailed
ernpirical study only recently published by H Genn: Paths n Justice: What People Think and Do About
Gorng To Law (Hart Oxford, 1999).zEo 

See for example R Lewis "ConEacts betwcen Businessmen: Reform of the Law of Firsr Offers

3Id an Empirical Study of Tendering Practices in the Building Indust/' (1982) 9 Brit J L & Soc'y153.Pt A I Ogus "Economics and Law Reform: thirty Years of Law Commission Endeavoru" (1995)
111 LQR407.zaz As shown by the demise of ambitious projects zuch as Harvey MacGregor's proposed
codification of contract law: see generally F Reynolds "Codification, Law Refonn, and Judicial
Development''(1995) 9 JCL 200.283 A Sarat and S Silbey'"The Pull of the Policy Audience" (lgES) 14 Law & Pol'y 765.28'r Sce generally the special issue of the Joumal of Law and Society (Vol 22 No 1, 1995),
"Socio-legal Studies in Context The Oxford Cente Past and Present''@ J Gilligaq ed).
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British Journal of Law in Society (now renamed the Journal of Law and Society) was
published n 1974. The proportion of articles devoted to socio-legal studies and
jurispnrdence, appearing in major English law journals, appears to have grown steadily
since the 1980s.'o' In parallel, the Socio-Legal Studies Association established in 1990
has been exhemely active in promoting conferences, workshops and networking among
teachers and students, and its membership has increased drarnatically.2s6 Socio-legal
studies have also been bolstered by rapid expansion of exchanges of students among
English and European law faculties, such as the SOCRATES scheme, which has also
broadened the scope of enquiry in comparative legal research.2ET Nonetheless, these
developments appear less pervasive and are certainly more recent than in the US, at
least in the education provided by the latter's leading law schools.288

By these measures, New Zealand does not appear to have shifted as far as
England towards US-style legal theory and education, especially over the last two
decades, despite early movements in that direction. A century ago, notable New Zealand
jurist John Salmond made some important breaks with Austinian legal positivisnr,
arguing for instance for recognition of the law-making role of courts along the lines of
the behaviouralist critique by Oliver Wendell Holmes, which had a major impact on the
development of legal realism in the US.28e Yet Salmond only met Holmes in 1921, and
Salmond's death a few years later prevented lhe emergence of a more realist approach in
his judicial reasoning and academic writing."u Even today, articles dedicated to general
legal theory are comFaxatively rarely found in New Zealand law journals, even the main
university ones. While attention to "the law in action" began to characterise some
academic writing from the 1970s, sustained empirical studies are still quite rare.2et N"*

285 Cornpare generally Twining, above n 278; Ogus, above n 277. See also for sxamFle the
Modern Law Review, especially over the 1990s, and the Oxford Joumal of Legal Studies. A
c^o-mprehensive empirical confirmation, compared to other jurisdictions, cannot be attempted in this thesis.260 Ogus (above n277,427) observes that membership was over 500 in 1996. This compares to
1636 full-time law teachers in England and Wales over l99l-2 (882 in universities, 754 n poll4echnics:
frryining, above n 278,38).

:'- Compare J Bell'?oycume-(Jni [UnitedKingdom]" 14-19991 Rev intdroit comp 1024, 1028.264 Compare for exarrple the vigorous debates in conrparative studies taking place in the US: G
Berman "The Discipline of Comparative Law in the United States" [1999-4] RIDC 1040, 1044-1047. But
see P Legrand "Against a European Civil Code" (1997\ 60 MLR 44; G Teubner "Legal lrritants: Good
Faith in British Law and How UniSing Law Ends Up in New Divergences" (1998) 6l MLR 11.28e A Frame Salmond: Southern Jurist (Victoria UP, Wellington, 1995) 58.-2e0 Frame, above n 289,210,218-241,236 n 85 (citing p6ining's critical review of Principles of
the Law of Contracts, published posthumously with Winfield as co-author).a' For instance, in the New Zealand Universities Law Review (which like the Modern Law
Review in England attacts conffiutions from scholars from many universities), the fust article
extensively aualysing a leading jurispnrdential theory appears to be F Brookfield "I(elsen, the
Constitution and the Treaty" (1992) 15 NZULR 163. A pathbreaking pioneering social-legal study was A
Frame & P Harris 'Tormal Rules and Informal Practices; A Study of the New Zealznd Reut Appeal
Boatds" (1977) 7 NZULR 213. However, firther writiog drawing on disciplines other than law seems to
have ce,nted on competition law and policy. See for e:(atrFle R Ahdar 'Regulating Mergers upon
Socio-Political Grounds in New Zealanrt' ( 1 986) l 2 NZULR 49.

More generally, the most sustained jurisprudential writing since the 1980s appears to be a
monograph by Thomas J published tbrough the Victoria University qf Wgllingon Law Review: Thomas,
above n 243. On the other hand" work in legal (and social) history sppeanr to have grown, particularly in
relation to Maori issues. See for example R Boast "F O V Acheson and Maori Customary Law" (1999) 30
VLIWLR 661. A few articles incorporating original empirical research have also been published in recent
years: see for exgqple L Nottage 'Economic Dislocation in New Zealand and Japan: { pssliminary
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Zealand still has no joumal dedicated to the advancement of socio-legal inquiry despite
the proliferation of specialist law journals particularly over the 1990s. Nor does it have
any academic association, or-even informal grouping of researchers, committed to
promoting socio-legal studies.2e2 Universities generally have been starved ef fu1ding
over the 1990s, and there is very little outside funding available for socio-legal research,
especially research not directly related to immediate policy concems.2et Eveo allowing
for New Zealand's much smaller population base, thes^q developments stand in sharp
conhast to the situation in England over recent decades.2ea

Some have perceived a growing influence of US law and legal institutions,
citing for instance some early attempts at Victoria University to teach tort law in relation
to social history.'"' By the 1980s, however, instruction in this field had become more
black-letter again.2e6 Waikato Law School has attempted to teach "law in context" since

PARTOt{E/ CHA}TERONE

Empirical Study" (1997) 26 VUWLR 59; L Nottage '?lanning and Renegotiating Long-Term Contracts
in New Zealand and Japau: Atr Interim Report on an Empirical Research hoject" (1997) NZ L Rev 482;
Smyth, above n 118. Finally, under the editorship of Bernard Robertson, a former academic from England
rhe Naa, Zealand Law Journalbeganin the mid-1990s to publish a number of enpirical studies or articles
raisi.g emFirical questions. However, these have been shorter pieces directed primarily at pressing policy
issues. See for example Fay and Bell, above n 135; Nottage & Wollschlaeger, above n 17; Dugan, above
n269 G Hannis "Credit Law Reform" [2001] NZLJ 121. As mentioned above, a more comprehensive
comparison with developmenb in law joumal writing in other jurisdictions would be helpfirl; but it
represenb a major undertaking, beyond the scope sf this thesis.z'z The New Zealand Society for Legal and Social Philosophy lnc does not focus on social science
and its interaction with law. The New Zealand Association for Comparative Law, the first nation-wide
body for those interested in corqparative legal studies, was only formed in 1995: see A H Angelo "Some
Reflections on Comparative Law in New Zealand" [4-1999] Rev int droit comp 1013, 1014. It has a
distinguished but small membership. Its yearboola so far have made valuable contributions to the corpus
of writings in comparative legal studies in New Zealand. Howevcr, they have not included any
programmatic statements sa ssmFarative law methodology, nor sustained analyses of the linla between
law and social science or jurisprudence. One limited exception is a short commentary, incorporating the
outlines of a theory developed at length elsewhere, reproduced very recently as L Nottage "Comm€nt on
Civil Law and Common Law: Two Diferent Patlu Leading to the Same Goaf' (2001) 32 \/LIWLR 842
(also available at <http;//www.upf.pflrecherchelRlPT.htrn>). The only major work 

"oaffiuring 
to

comparative law methodology, published in New Zealand over recent decades, emerges from a study by a
Japanese law professor: I Kitamura (A Angelo tans) "Problems of the Translation of Law in Japan"
(1993) VUlllLR Monograph 7. Otherwise, promotion of socio-legal studies comes only indirectly
througb the Austaliau and New Zealand Society of Criminology
(<http //www.law.ecel.uwa.edu. ar:/anzsoc/>).zet L Nottage "Nyujirando no Hogaht Kyoiht ni olceru Hoshiteki na Kaikatushugr [Consewative
Refomrism in New Zeeland's Legal Education]" (2000) 6 Shihokaikah Zasshi 61. The Legal Research
Foundation (<http://legalresearch.auckland.ac.nzF) has a limited budge! mainly devoted to publications
and the occasional conference. lhe New Zealand Law Foundation
(<htp//www.lawfoundation.org.nzlgraats/index.htnrl>) provides grants mainly for practical projects. For
"research and/orpublication with a legal focus", itprovided grants overunderNZ$100,000 per armum on
average over 1992-1999, with many for pubtcations as opposed to researcb" and most research projects
revealing the shong pull of the policy audience.2e4 New Zealand also has no equivalent of the Austalian Sociology of Law Association" the
Australian Research Council (a vcry large fimder of socio-legal studies), and joumals dedicated to
socio-legal studies zuch as Law in Context and the Alternative Law Joumal. Compare also generally J
Goldring "Law" in Acadany of the Social Sciences in Austalia (ed) Challenga for the Social Sciences
in Australia Vol2 (Canbcrra 1998).Es K Keith 'slhe TmFact of American ldeas on New Zealand's Educational Policy, Practice, and
Theory: The Case of Law" (1985) 18 VUWLR 327.2e5 The present author shares the experience related by his contemporary, G Mclay'"Towards A
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its establishment in the early^1990s.2e7 Little original empirical research has emerged
from this initiative, howev€tr,"o and its overall impact on the way law is taught in other
New Zealand law schools appears to have remained limited. Consistent with the view
that New Zealand's legal education system remains very black-letter law oriented, and
indeed may have become more so over the 1990s, is Fisher J's experience that younger
practitioners in New Zealand, nowadays are /ess likely than their senior colleagues to
advance policy arguments in court."'

Reflecting and reinforcing these fends, important law reform and policy
decisions in New Zealand are still made largely in an empirical vacuum.300 Thi Law
Commission still does not have a trained economist or social scientist as a
Commissione,r.3ol Nor has it commissioned ar-ry^ large empirical studies for its many
reports, relying at most on public consultation.'u' In recent years, the Commission has
focused increasingly on n:urow law reform issues.3o3 All these factors reinforce a

Legal History of New Zealand" (1999) 30 VUWLR 333, 338-339.2e7 P Haremann "Law in Context Taking Context Seriously''(1995) 3 Waikato L Rev 137; N
Seuffert and others'Developing and Teaching An lntroduction to Law in Costext Surrogacy and Baby
I\,f'(1993) I Waikato LRev 27.2e8 A notable exception is the work of Peter Spiller, originally from South Africa. See for example
P Spiller The Disputes Tibunals of New Zealand @rookers, rity'sllington, 1997); P Spiller, above n 251, n
252.zee Above n 16.300 See for example Nottage & Wollschlaeger, above n 17 (not cited by Fisher, above n 16, when
discussing allegedly greater litigiousness and the policy issue of appellate court stnrcture reform); Dog"n,
above n 269 (noting the lack of assessment as to the direct and indirect costs involved in enacting the
Personal Property Security Act 1999).301 A recent extemal review of New Zealaud's Law Commission - in fact conducted by Sir
Geoftey Palmer, primarily responsible for establishing it in 1985 when he was Minister of Justice -
included a reconrmendation that there be a more balanced make-up, "with one Qsmmissisa€r aod
researchers to come from a discipline other than the law" (noted in (2000) 23125 TCL l0). However, both
of the full-time Law Commissioners appointed sincc then for five yeat terms are judges. One part-time
Corrmissioncr newly appointed for tbree years is a Queen's Counsel. The other new part-time
Cornmissioner is Ngatata Love, a former Dean of Business Studies at Massey University, but it appears

.tn* primary attraction of engaging him was as a specialist in Maori issues.ru4 Sutton and Bigwoo4 above n 219 (noting criticism of New Zealand Law Commission
Insolvenqt Lmv Reform: Promoting Trust and Confidence, Study Paper No 11, Wellington, 2001).rur See for example New Zealand Law Cornrnission lspects of Damaga: The Award of Interest
on Money Claims (Report No 28, Wellington, 1994); New Zealand Law Cornmission Repeal of the
Contracts Enforcement Act 1956: A Discussion Paper @reliminary Paper No 30, Wellington, 1997); D F
Dugdale "Law Commission Papers" [2000] NZLJ 90. A further illustration of a more conservative
approach by the Commission in the late 1990s is that studies on access to legal services for women were
published not as Preliminary Papers, but in a new category of Study Papers. To be sure, fte Cornmission
continues to produce some mor€ wide-nnging shrdies, but the recommendations tend to be
staighforward" One example is that electonic transactions can be readily regulated by uaditional
doctrines of contact formation: see Electronic Commerce Part One: A Guidefor the Lcgal and Business
Community (NZLC R50, Wellin$oq 1999) 20-21. Coryare for example T Uchida "saibala*an to
Keiyalu [Cybcrspace and Contract]" (199E) 312 UP 1; Nottage, above n 159.

The recent work of the English Law Comrnission also remains rather narrowly focused part of
a tendency towards "legislative microsurgery" @eaboq above n 94,252). ButNew Zealand certainly has
not followed the bold and innovative approach taken by the Law Commission of Canada
(<h@://www.lcc.gc.ca/enf>), which now draws heavily on empirical and outside studies to make creative
thematic connections across multiple areas of law. Compare generally R MacDonald 'f,e6emmissiening
Law Reform" (1997) 35 Alberta L Rev 831.
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black-letter law tradition in New Zealand, nropall{ fJ"n more porn/erful than in
England today, and certainly in stong confrast to the IJS.',

By contrast, Japan had early encounters with legal realism not only through the
US before World War II, but also through parallel European developments. This found
its way into both jurisprudential critiques of legal positivism and empirical research by
leading private law scholars, such as Suehiro and Kawashima.'ut The hend accelerated
after World War II, with legal sociology and jurisprudential inquiry enjoyrng a boom
among researchers and law schools since the late 1980s.'uo It is not unusual to find
private law scholarship addressing at a sophisticated theoretical level the relationship
between social practices, legal norms, and political philosophy.3oT That is so even
though some of this may not be as thoroughly substantive in approach as in the US, and
(as indeed_ _there) the bulk of private law scholarship in Japan remains largely
exegetical.3os

II.D Enforcement Formality and Truth Formality: Two Varieties of Formality

Having set out these four main dimensions of legal reasoning and some of tbeir
sub-dimensions, and later tying ttrese into some institutional features of the legal
systems considered, Atiyatr and Surn:ners delve more deeply into the latter. They
suggest that England also prefers two "varieties" of formality, being "general features of
the style or vision of a legal system".'u'

First, "enforcement formality" is defined as the degree to which legal mles and
other norms are actually translated into practice, with more formal legal systems
striving to ensure a higher degree of obedience to and enforcement of the iaw. Atiyah
and Surrmers contrast here the relative speed and efficiency of English as opposed to
American court practice. They tie this to the "English rule" of awarding lawyers' costs
to the winning party, the ability to award pre-judgment interest in damages claims, more
scope for summary judgment proceedings, and so on. Enforcement ofjudgments is also
enhanced by fewer exceptions to assets on which the creditor can levy execution" a

3%ohswhohave-developed-an-interesfin-how-the-larr-operates in-practicrhaw-
tended to move overseas and make their careen there. A well-known example is Donald Harris, central in
developing socio-legal studics at Oxford and in the UK generally. Perhaps less well known is Terence
Halliday, until receutly based at the American Bar Foundation in Chicago: see for example T C Halliday
Beyond Monopoly: Lawyers, State Crises, and Professional Empowerment (J of Chicago Press, Cticago,
1987). One possible exception in New Zealaad is the work of a few criminologisb, such as the very
receut empirical study into juries directed by Wanen Young of Victoria Univemity Law Faculty. That
research comes very late indeed however, compared to the many shrdies on jruies which have been
conducted in the US. A second possiblc exception is some growing interest in "law and economics" (see

for exarryle NZ Law Society (ed) Economics and the Law (New Zealand Law Society, rffelingtorq

1990). But tbis hes remained nrdimenbry and devoid of attempts at empirical testi'g (coryare D
Campbell "On What is Valuable in Law and Economics" (1996) 8 Otago L Rev 489; I Smillie
'Formalism, Fairness and Efficienry: Civil Adjudication in New Zealand" (1996) NZ L Rev 254). See

also gencrally G Crespi "Comparing United Starcs and New Zealand Legal Education: Are US Law
Schools Too Good?" (1997) 30 Vand J Traus L 3 1.ros 

See above Part One Introductioq below Part Two Introduction Part IL106 F Upham 'Tllhat's Happening in Japan, Sociolegal-wise" (1989) 23L & Soc Rev 879.307 
See for example Uchida" above n 216; below Part Two Intoduction Part IL308 Nottage, above n 150; Sono, above n 216.3{te Atiyah and Susrmers, above n2, 17-18,
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unitary jurisdiction rather than a federal system, and so on."o Access to justice also has
also been heightened due to much greater availability of legal aid, despite some
refrenchment in the 1990s.311

A corollary of higher enforcement formality should be greater concern when
access to the courts becomes problematic. This would help explain the remarkably
radical proposals for civil justice reform contained in the Woolf Report,3l2 and the
limited opposition they drew. The aims of drastically improving "expedition" and
"economy" of court processes were alnost unanimously accepted. A few stressed the
need to value more highly "expertis.e]' and "equality" as well.3l3 A vigorous but rather
lonely critic was Michael Zander."" His main objection was that little attempt was
made to weigh costs and benefits, and he maintains that evidence after the first wave of
reforms were implemented in 1999 has been mixed.315 honically, some early qcepticism
about the Woolf reforms had come from commentators in the US.'to Earlier
amendments to civil procedure rules there were less ambitious, or have been rolled back
significantly.3rT Bearing in mind the greater increases in civil litigation and at least a

3ro Above n 2, 185-215.3rr In 1994, for instance, Iegal aid (net of receipts) amounted to 590 millionpounds or US$900
rrillion. This was more than twice that dispensed by the federal agercy in the US, where there is also
alnrost no non-federal public civil legal aid. See Posner, above n 6,77-78. Ou the changes to streamline
legal aid in England, see for example T Gorierly 'oThe Government's Legal Aid Reforrns" in A
Zuckerman and R Cranston (eds) Reforn of Cifl Procedure: Essays on 'Access to Justice' (Clarendon
Press, Oxford, 1995) 346; M Zander "The Government's Plans on Legal Aid and Conditional Fees"
(re98) 6l MLR 538.3t2 For a concise overview, see Lord Woolf "Civil Justice in the United Kingdom" (lgg7) 45
AJCL 709.3r3 

J Lightnan "Civil Litigation in the 2lst Century" (1998) 17 CJQ 373.314 M Zander "The Woolf Report Forward or Backwards for the New Lord Chancellor?" (1997)
16 Civil IQ 208. A response can be found in Lord Woolf "Medics, Lawyers and the Courts" (1997) 16
Civil JQ 302.3r5 M Zander The State of Justice (Sweet & Maxwel! London, 2000) 4849. These include
criticisms-from-Eaglanf s{argest-personaltjury-frrm-aboutjudicial-case-managementsteiugdisaste4-
generating higher costs and front-loading of work. Another objections was the reform effort's focrs on
'"the very top of the pyramid" of disputes. By contasl the head of the Civil Justicc Division in the Lord
Cbancellor's Departnoent suggests recently that cases are settling earlier, as issues are identified earlier;
judges are t^king seriously their expanded roles in case management; and solicitors are developing a more
collaborative attitude, with more using ADR He also notes work on extending the Woolf regime to all
specialist civil jurisdictions, including the Commercial Court; and developing reforms especially for
housing claims, representative actions, group litigation, and judicial review. Gladwell also mentions a
major review of issues in enforcing judgmens, remarking that 'Tor far too long wwe believed that puties
went to court for a judgmcnt. Of counter what they actuaUy go to court for is thcir money, and" as too
many people leam the hard way, it doesn't necessarily follow that having a judgment in yor.r favoru
means you'll gct your money'': Gladwell (2000) 19 CLI 16. This latter point goes sonre way to mect
Zander's concerns about a holistic approacfu, but it differs in fre underlying prernise, consistent with a
preference for high "enforcement formality", that ready access to the civil justice system is the ideal for
citizeirs.316 S Fhnders "Case Management Failure in America? Success in England and Wales?" (1998)
l7 Civil JQ 308.3r7 See for example R Marcus 'Deja Vu All Over Again? An American Reaction to thc Woolf
Report'' in A Zuckerman and R Cranston (eds) Refonn of Civil Procedure: Essays on 'Access to Justice'
(Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1995) 2L9.
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more generalperception of a "litigation crisis",3lt thir too suggests less concem with
enforcement formality than in the UK.

Until recently, New Zealandhad similar rules to England in facilitating access
to the courts and enforcing judgments once rendered.3le Occasional commentators saw
little need for radical reforms along the lines of the Woolf Report proposals, arguing that
New Zealand courts already had developed effective case management techniques.32o
This does not appear to have been mere complacency, primarily on the part of judges,
which might indicate less concern with adequate enforcement of legal norms and thus
lower enforcement formality. Nor should we interpret in that way the lethargic response
to proposals to allow more contingency fees in New Zealand, a noticeable tend in
England (and Australia) over the 1990s.321 Rather, despite a few complaints by
practitioners and judges about delays in certain courts, New Zealand has been quite
exceptional among induskialised economies in not experi^egcing steady increases in
civil litigation rates since the early 1970s, as shown overleaf:""

3rB Posner, above n 6, lll (noting stong increase in civil case frlings in the UK, albeit uot as
much as in US federal courts, since 1960). But compare Jacob, above n 150, 48-50; M Galanter "Reading
the Landscape of Disputes: What We Know and Don't Know (and Think We Know) About Oru
Allegedly Contentious and Litigious Society" (1983) 3l UCLA L Rev 4.rre r See C Pidgeon "Civil Procedure: District Courts" in Sir Robin Cooke (gen ed) The Laws of
New Zealand Vol5 @utterworths, Weilington, 1993) paras 36-37, ll2-725,320-329,380, 428-450; C
Pidgeon "Civil Procedure: High Court" in Sir Robin Cooke (gen ed) The Laws of New Zealand Yol 5
(Butterworths, ry'y'gllington, 1995) paras 2!-22, 1l l-124, 392401,463-508, 519-520.320 See for example J Hansen "Case Management in New Zealand Cowts" (1998) 8 Otago L Rev
319; I Richardson'uThe Evolution of a Legal System: A Dialogue" (Paper presented at the Austalasian
Law Teachers Association conference,'Wellingtotr, 4-7 htly 1999). From 1 January 2000, a Practice Note
on Civil Case Management ia the High Court came into effect, sxfsnding pilot schemes established in late
1997 iD the High Court Registries in Aucklaad Napier and Christchurch. Cases are now assigued by High
Court Registars to three or four tacks, and the rules generally aim to identi$ early the issues in dispute
and encourage settlement by negotiation or ADR; early planning of proceedings, clariffing likely time
and costs involved; reduce delays and expenses in interlocutory applications, through limited in depth
conferences; and acbieve a final hearing on a firrr date wirhin a reasonable time after commencement.

-----Despite-Eoving:ctearlyiu-the-directioruFthe-ltoolfreform-irrErgland;ftese-de velopmenb-t
attracted little detailed analysis. However, raising similar concenri to Zander (above n 215) without citing
his work, Farmer (above n 92) has argued recenfly that more case nranagemetrt in New Zealand civil
proceedings has instead lead to greater cos$ and delays.lzt e f"* suggestions foi change were mode 

"ltv 
i" the latter half of the 1990s: see for exaryle S

Zindel "The Case for Contingency Fees" (1996) I{ZLJ 295;K Tokeley'Taking a Chance: A Proposal for
Contingency Fees" (1998) 28 VTIWLR 13. Finally, in May 2001, the New Zealand Law Cornmissiou has
released a report recommending modest sfuange, namely permitting remuneration dependcnt on outcome
if (a) such remuneration is uormal (already approved m Sieveright v Ward & Ors [1935] NZIR 43), or (b)
it involves "a normal fee plus an amount ('a success uplift') to compensate the lawyer for the risk of not
being paid at all aad for the disadvantages of not having received payment on accormf': see New 7*aland
Law Commission Subsidrsing Litigation (Report No 72, Wellingtoa 2001) 23. The Comrnission adds that
a "success uplift cannot be expressed as a proportion of an amourt recovered", which is permitted (and
common) in the US. It also does not specifically recommend any other limitation on the zuccess upli& an
important iszue in other Anglo-Commonwealth jtuisdictions: currently set at 100% of the normal fee in
Englan4 for instance, and at 25 perceirt in Victoria. Cornpare Zander, above n 215; R White & R
Arlcinsou '?ersonal Injury Litigation, Conditional Fees and After-thc-Event Lxsurance" (2000) 19 CJQ
118, 119-121; Andrews, above n 60.\xt Noftage and 'ffollschlaeger, above n, L7 ,272 ("Figure 3" therein). But sce Fisher, above 16 (not
inclurling Distict Court data).
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Figure 1: Civil Litigation Rates in New Zealand, 1882-1990

The reasons for this are not totally clear; but the comparatively stable civil litigation rate
suggests that New Zealand's more measured moves towards greater case management
may be consistent with retaining quite high enforcement formalify even compa5ed to

. England. It also helps explain the comparatively modest legal aid budget, despite its rise
from NZ$2 million to $100 million over the last 20 years. Even that increase has
prompted enactment of the Legal Services Act 2000, taking away responsibilities for
legal aid from district sub-committees (which had involved practitioners in approving
aid applications).323

Japan remains closer to the US. Both exhibit distinctly lower enforcement
formality, although access to courts may have been even more problematic in Japan than
in the US. One obstacle has been limited funding from the government and only slowly
increasing numbers gljudges, despite some reform proposals in 1998 from.a LDP
policy-making body."* Another problem is lawyers' fees. The "American rule" is
followed, although the winning party can claim its lawyers' fees from the losing party in
some tort actions, and there are also now some discussions about possible reforms.s2s
This may exacerbate delays, and certainly can be a barrier to claims by a plaintiff of

- 
- 

-limited--means-Aoother -i-mp9d-irnent- 
js-the-prohi.bition-on-pure-.contingency--fees-- 

- -Bengoshi must charge a minimum up-front retainer fee set by Bar Association rules
(although this was often honoured somewhat in the breach, perhaps underlying
revisions in 1995 which reduced that component and boosted the fees which had to be
charged upon success in court;.326 Limitid entry into the profession also means that

3t3 P Pepperell "Legal Services: Who Is Being Served?" (2000) 23136 TCL L Compare Posner,

above n 6, 120 (legal aid in the tlK was already about NZ$2 billion by 1994); New Zealand Law
Commission, above n 321, 14 ("eligibility for legal aid is currently set so low (so low as €ven to exclude
some social welfare beneficiaries) that those who are neither rich nor very poor are in practice denied
access to legal services").rz1 Noftage, "Cyberspace", above n 159. Japanesejudges also do not have legally qualified clerks
to assist in research and preparation of judgments, although District Court judges are assigned to assist

Supreme Court justices with their enormous caseload. Compare generally P Jamieson "Of Judgcs,

Judgments and Judicial Assistants" (1998) l7 Civil JQ 395.325 But see for example K Sugii "Bengoshi Hiyo no Haisosha Futan no Mondaiten [Problems with
the Principle that the Losing Party Bears Lawyers' Cosb]" (1997) I I 12 Juristo 41.116 See D F Henderson "The Role of Lawyers in Japan" in H Baum (ed) Japan: Economic Srccess
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high fees can be charged alllough some competition from various "lawyer-substitutes"
may dampen this somewhat,"' and in transnational matters bengoshi do not seem much
more exPensive than lawyers in other major jurisdictions.32s iegal aid is notoriously
limited."' Parties who persevere with court proceedings then meet the slow pace of
"trial by colloquy''."' Reforms to the Code of Civil Procedure, in effect from 1 January
1998, were designed to speed up the process.33r Compared to the Woolf proposali,
however, these were rather niurow - driven primarily by the judiciary (in particular)
trying to further improve efficiency without having to push for more funding for the
courts, which might risk sending the wrong political signa1s.332 On the othir hand,
delays may be offset by the regular award of pre-judgment interest in civil matters,333
and by effective and often used summary debt collection actions (tokusolai in Summary
Courts."* But this is little consolation in light of the other difficulties just mentioned.
Finally, despite amendments to legislation on execution of judgments, Japan still has
several problems with the system under which its bailiffs seize debtor assets.335
Although statutory exceptions to the assets available for judgment execution are very
limited, bringng Japanese law closer to English and New Zealand law, the limited
markets for auctioned (second-hand) goods and higb internal hansport costs mean that
in practice Japan probably lies closer to the US.

and Legal System (de Gruyter, Berlin0*lew Yortw 1997) 27 .r't See also J M Rarrseyer "Lawyers, Foreign Lawyers, and Lawyer Substitutes: The Market for
Regulation in Japan" (1986) 27 Haw J Int'l L 500; R Miller "Apples vs Persirrmons: Let's Stop Drawing
Inappropriate Comparisons between the Legal Profession in Japan and the United States" (1987)
vuwlR20l.328 See T Kitagawa and L Nottage "Globalization of Japauese Corporations and the Development
of Corporate Legal Departrnents: Problems and ProspecG" (Paper presented at the conference on "The
Emergence of an Indigenous Legal Profession in the Pacific Basitr" at Harvard Law School, 11-14
December, 1998).3ze In 1992, for instauce, it amounted to Yen 207 million (about NZg3 million). Only 7.8To was
government fiude4 most came from bengos,fti. See (Zaidn Hojin) Horitsu Fujo Kyokai Kanagawa-ken
Shibu (ed) I,lyujirando no Hoi6u Fujo Eeido: Shisatsu Hololaasha [New Zealand's Legal Aid System:

Ug"iry ReportJ (Horitsu Fujo Kyokai Kanagawa-ken Shibu, fstofunma, 1995) 39-40.rru quehring-IJhlejbsve-n-L5
3rr Law No 109, 1996 ('New CCP"). See generally Y Taniguchi 'oThe 1996 Code of Civil
Procedure of Japan: A Procedure for the Coming Century?" (1997) 45 y'JCJ-767.
rrl See Y Wada "Merging Fomrality and Informality in Dispute Resolutiotr" (1997) 27 VUWLR
45, 53; Abe, above n 148.333 Indee4 given the very low interest rate environment in Japan for the last few years (atnost
zero for deposits), awards at 5% for civil matters (Civil Code (Law No 89, 1897) art 404) ot 6Yo for
commercial matters (Commercial Code (Law No 48, 1900) may increase the pressure on a party, rcalising
that it has a poor case, to settle or drop the case quickly. That pressure grows because Civil Code art 405
allows compounding of such interest after one year. This gocs evcn further than English or New Zealand
law (compare the still unimplemented proposal to allow more extensive compounding, recommended in
New Zealand Law Comrdssionlspects of Damages: The Award of Interest on Money Clailns @eporrtNo
28, Wellington" 1994).rx New CCP arts 392-396; M Kondo 'T.eform of Civil Litigation: Some Thoughb From Japan"
(1997) l9 Liverpool L Rev 89, 105-106. For trends over the last century, see C Wollschlaegcr'Ilistorical
Trends of Civil Litigation in Japan, Arizona" Sweden and Germany: Japanese Legal Cultrue in the Light
of Judicial Statistics" in H Baum (ed) Japan: Economic ,Succass and Legal Systanr (de Gruyter,
Berlin/It{ew York, 1997) 89.r35 Davis, above n 157, 335-345; F G Bennett "Civil Execution in Japan: The Legal Economics of
PerfectHonest;/'(1999) 177 I ofLaw and Politics (NagoyaUnivenity) 1.
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Many of these "institutional barriers" to .litigation have long been criticised by
US commentators, although perhaps overly so."o Such critiques seem rather ironic
from an English law perspective, which shows up significant problems with access to
justice in the US. Further, greater enforcement formality is likely to result in Japan from
the final report of the Judicial Reform Deliberative Council (shiho kailcalat shingikai or
'?.eform Council'), delivered to the Prime Minister on 12 June 2001. It includes
1ryids-langing proposals to expand access to civil justice. They includ.e:337

- further boosting numbers of bengoshi and allowing for more
"lawyer-substitutes" ;

- introducing a partial "loser-pays" (or "English") rule for attorney fees;
- reducing court filing fees;
- reducing by half the time needed for civil litigation;
- improving processes for enforcing judgments;
- more specialist procedures, including extending a new one-day procedure to

larger clairns;
- proposals for goup litigation; and
- more deployment of information technology and ADR.

However, many key recommendations represent compromises or leave important points
to be resolved, and prompt implementation of all these measures will no doubt prove
difficult. Further, although Japanese law may still exhibit less enforcement fonnality
than US law, both exhibit noticeably less again compared to English and New Zealatd
law.

As a second "variety" of formality differing between US and English law,
Atiyatr and Summers define "truth formality" as the degree to which a legal system
identifies "trus facts" to which legal rules and other legal phenomena are related.338
They suggest that all legal systems strive to recognise this to a degree, to implement
rules of law embodying r:nderlying substantive social policies for instance, and to allow

3r6--liarnoust56{-Ilaley'"fhrMyth-of-thsflpluctant-Litigan#L(1+78}+-I-Japan-Sftrdies35H-M-

Ramseyer and M Nakazoto Japanese Law: An Economic Approach (U Chicago Press, Chicago, 1998)
140-141) point out that delays io lmghing judgment in contested cases in Japanese District Courts in 1994
are sirnilar to those experienced in Second Circuit Distict Courts, and not much greater than in District
Courts for all Circuits that year. However they acknowledge that it depends on what courts are compared-
(One should add that the types of suits, and the rates and tining of settlements fs1 instatrgs, should be
compared as wcll.) They also fault Haley for downplaying Japanese courts' ability to irrpose monetary
penalties for not cornplying with injunctions, and overlooking contempt powers (Ramseyer and l.Iekazslq,
147-150). However, those powers appear much less extensive than in Anglo-New Zealasd law, at least
Compare also Y Watanabe, S Miyazawa, S Kisa, S Yoshino and T Sato Tekisutobulilo Gendai Shiho

[Textbook on the Contenporady Judicial SystemJ (2 e4 Nihon Hyoroosh4 Tokyo, 1994) 150-151; Davis,
above n ttJi 

*" other hand, Haley (above n 43, 30) himself recently has argued that enforcement at least
of competition law in Japan may not be as weak as sorne have suggested. See also J O Haley 'Error,
Ironn and Convcrgence: A Comparative Study of the Origins and Development of Competition Policy in
Postwar Germany and fapan" in B Grossfeld and othen (eds) Festschnfi fuer Wolfgang Fikentcher zum
70 Geburrstag (JCB Mobr, Tuebingen, 1998) 876.337 L Nottage "Japan's Impending Rcfomrs of the Administation of Justice: Far From Finaf'
(2001) 48 CCtl Asiawatch 5.338 Atiyah aud Summers, above u 2, 18.
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(even in formally oriented systems) judges encountering concrete social realities to
bring the law up to date. They argue, though, that overall the trial process in English law
exhibits more truth fomrality."' Two points they make relating to the legal profession,
and five relating more to civil procedure per se, can be readily extended to New Zealand.
At first glance, many of these also seem to apply to Japarq suggesting higber tnrth
formality and thus a tension with its overall more substantive orientation. Closer
consideration of the institutional and other realities of Japanese hial process, however,
brings Japan closer to the US at least in some of those respects as well.

Oire factor perceived by Atiyatr and Summers as contibuting to greater brrth
formality in English law lies again in the natrue of the legal profession:340

Most members of the English bar are of high quality, and most have to acquire'extensive
courtoom practice, if they are to remain in the profession at all. Although today some would say
that there is a greater number of less competent barristers in England than there has ever been
before, few of these less competent barristers would ever be entnrsted with important litigation.

Despite the further changes to the English legal profession, metrtioned above,3al the
contrast with the rather motley lot of trial lawyers in the US remains. A similar contrast
can be made for New Zealatd, where functional specialisation in litigation has emerged.
So too,for Japan, where a still restricted cohort of bengoshi specialise primarily in court
work.'*' Yet greater time pressures on them due to their limited numbers, exacerbated
by delays in crowded courts, must be considered too. In practice, then, truth formality
seems less likely to be fostered than in England or even New Zealand. It will be firther
diminished following the Reform Council's proposal to boost bengosht numbers, one
key initiative which does seem virtually assured of being promptly phased in.3a3

Secondly, Atiyah and Summers argue that rules of practice and professional
ethics greatly restrict the contacts English barristers may have with witresses prior to
trial. New Zealand does not have such shict rules; but it would not countenance the
degree of "coaching" permitted in the US, encouraglng wihresses or clients to fabricate
or embellish facts.3aa $-Japan there are only limited restictions, and some "coaching"
is common in practice."'

33e Above n2,t57-L69.3.0 Above t2, 162.34r For example Zandeqabove n 124; Flood, above n 126.t12 llarnano, above n 159.3{3 Nottag€; above n 237.3'r4 Atiyah and Summers, above n 2, 163-164. Coryare D Webb Ethics, Professional
Responsibility and the Lawyer @utterworths, $rellington, 2000).345 The only real limit is Art 54 of Japan's Code of Ethics for Practising Attorneys (2 March 1990,
available in authoritative banslation at <http://www.uichibenren.orjp/englisb/latt hm>). This states that
a bengoshi "shall not entice a witness into committing perjury or making a false statement nor ... zubmit
false evidence". Yet this lppgars to be intcrprcted narrowly, in lighl of Japan's adoption of the adversary
principle: see for exaryle Nihon Bengoshi Rengokai (ed) Chushaht Bengoshi Rini [Commentary on
Attorney Ethics| (2 e4 Yuhikaku, Tokyo, l99O 198-201. The practical cffest of this proscriptiou is
firrther diminished because there is uo reported judgment holding a witness gnilty of perjury, under art
169 of the Penal Code (Law No 45, 1908), in a civil matter. Thanls are due to Shiro Kawashirna for
pointing this out.

is mostly
on a one-o
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basis even for much civil - including contact - litigation in the US.346 More recent
proposals to abolish or refomr the nature of jury hials in remaining fields of civil
litigation in England, such as complex fraud cases, and in criminal kials in New
Zealand, therefore may be driven by a greater concern for tnrth fon4{ity, although
many of the arguments favouring reform focus on cost efficiencies.'"' Conversely,
attempts to revive jury trials in Japan,3a8 remarkable for a jurisdiction which has drawn
heavily on the civil law tadition,3ae can be seen as another emergent substantive
element in Japanese law. At present, trained career judges do still make the findings of
fact in Japan. Nonetheless, greater time pressures regarding hearings may mean that less
truth formality emerges than in English and New Zealard, trial processes. Further, the
Council's recent report includes proposals to introduce "lay assessors" to assist judges
in Japanese proceedings, although the respective numbers and roles have yet to be
defined.3so

The practical problem of time pressure on Japanese courts also impacts on the
other considerations suggested by Atiyah and Summers in their comparative analysis.
They argue that truth formality is also enhanced in England by comparatively few
restrictions on admissibility of evidence, such as strict rules on hearsay, which are
maintained in the US primarily because of the constitutional rights to jury trials.35l New
Zealandtoo has rela:red hearsay and other rules, especially in civil litigation.3s2 But the
scope of admissibility of evidence is broadest in Japan, at least in theory, for it follows a
civil law approach in allowing "free evaluation of evidence".353

Fifthly, Atiyah and Summers argue that an English judge can interject
questions and so on, unlike the jury in the US. This is relative, specifically in
comparison with the jury trial in the US, for most judges in England - and New Zealand

- use this power quite sparingly in civil trials. Nonetheless, in this respect too, Japanese
trial process seems to involve more tnrth formality: again following a civil traditio4 the
judge has a right (indeed, sometimes a duty) of "clarification" (shakumeiken). The latter
has been used particularly in pro se litigation, thus helping to uncover the relevant facts
even when there is an imbalance in sophistication among the parties to the case. This
trait of Japanese civil procedure developed out of criticism of judges' reluctance to
clarify matters in the 1950s and early 1960s, itself a reaction to perceived excesses prior

3'16 Atiyah s1d grrmmErs, above n2, l&-L65.t'7 For example F Pagc "What is Fraud?" (1997) 147 NLJ 321. See also A M Pritchard "A Reform
for Iury Trial'(1998) 148 NLJ 475.348 R Lempert "A Jury for Japan?" (1992) 40 AJCL 37;M Dean'Trial by Jury: A Force for
Change in Japan" (1995) 44ICLQ 379.3're Compare M Dubber "The German Jury and the Metaphysical Vollc From Romantic ldealism to
Nazi ldeology" (1995) 43 Nq-227.350 Nottage, above n 237.351 Atiyah and Summers, abovc n 2, 165, 169-175. Corpare N Demleiber 'More tban 'Just'
Evidence" (1999) AJCL 516 (conflating American with English law).352 M Casey Garrow & Cosey's Principles of the Law of Evidmce (8 cd, Buttcrworths, Wellington,
L99q $46. 61-68; A Tompkinn 'Tlearsay" in A Tompkins and J Gallen (eds\ Evidentiary Issuu
(WeilingtoD, New Zealand Law Society, 199Q. See for example Juken Nbsho Ltd v Northland Regional
Council (15 May 2000, unreported, Court of Appeal, CA 68/00, Richardson P, Gault and Thomas JI),
noted in Appendix A to this thesis.3r3 * Sni"ao Shin Minji Soshoho [New Lavv of Cir.l ProcedureJ (Kobundo, Tokyo, Lggg) 475479.
Compare gcnerally M Damaska'Free Proof and Its Detractors'(1995) 43 IJCL343.
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to World War II.35a A well-known judge has written that more use of slraku meiken may
be expected as a result of the CCP reforms.3s5 Clearly this will depend in part on
whether those refonns succeed in relieving pressure on congested court dockets, to
allow judges more leeway to exercise this clariffing power. It is also unclear how
shalatmeiken will be affected by more bengoshi and greater availability of expert
wihesses, recorlmended more recently by the Reform Council.

The qualification regarding court congestion also can be directed against a
sixth point suggested by Atiyah and Summers as promoting more truth formality:
appellate courts' powers to review lower courts' findings of fact as well as conclusions
of law. They shess the restricted scope for this in the US as opposed to England, where
courts are assisted by full written transcripts of the oral hearings."o In Japan, as in
England or New Zealand. the first appeal can be of both fact and law. There also have
been v^e-ry few restrictions placed on admissibility of new legal arguments upon
appeal."' In practice, however, the potential for careful appellate review of the
evidence has been diminished because a verbatim hanscript is not always kept. Partly
this was due to limited numbers of court stenographers (sokikan). Following the CCP

-----refonns;no-:rewstenographers-werelo-be-appointed;{ape-ecordings-{rave-beco
valid evidence for review upon appeal,"o however, which may increase the scope for
careful fact-finding at appellate levels.

To that end, seventhly, Atiyah and Summers emphasise that "an English judge
is expected togive reasons for his findings of fact where the facts have been seriously
contoverte6r:.J)e This expectation has grown in recent years. It has been undermined
somewhat in Ngw Zealand, but one judge has suggested (exta-judicially) that the tide is
about to turn.360 A related tendency is for English courts to set out the facts of the case
in more detail, compared to US courts.36l New Zealand courts remain similar to the
former, while Japanese courts are closer to the latter, although perhaps even more
succinct (especially in older judgments). Certainly it is uncoulmon for a Japanese
judgment to state why someone's evidence is not preferred, especially when this turns
on credibility of witnesses. This may be less necessary, however, due to the burden of
proof in civil matters being,set higher than the balance of probabilities standard in most
coulmon law jurisdictions.'o'

A further point mentioned briefly by Atiyah and Summers, in discussing truth

35{ T Hattori and D Henderson, Civil Procedure in Japan (Transuational Juris Publications, Dobbs
Ferry (t{Y), 1985 looseleaf) $7.02[0]tdl.r55 J Nara "shinminjisoshoho to Shalameiken o negurlt Jalcl<an no Mondai [Some Issues in the
"Right to Clari$"UndertheNewCode of CivilProcedurel" (1997) 1613 HanreiJiho 3 @art l); t61a
Hanrci Jiho 3 @art 2).356 Atiyah and Slmrners, above n.2, 165,357 Hattori and Henderson, above n254, $8.02U], [3].35t Shindo, above ri 253,765.35e Atiyah and Summers, above a2, 165,360 Hammond, above n 112 (contrasting Glannery v Halifax Estate Agencies Ltd l2OOOl I All ER
373 with Rae v International Insurance Brolczrs (Nelson Marlborough) Ltdll998l3 NZLR 190).36t See also generally J L Goutal "Characteristics of Judicial Style iu France, Britain and the USA"
(1976) 24 AICL 43; and below Part Two Chapter Two.t62 Hattori and Henderson, above n 254, g7.05fl3llbl.
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formality, may provide a good test of comparative formality overall. They think that:363

a more formal system is likely to be more efiective in inducing voluntary out-of-court settlements
of disputes. All legal systemr, whether more or less formal, must rely heavily on encouraging
such settlements because their court systems will otherwise be in d"lger of being overwhelned
with trial work. But such settlements are less likely to be made where the alternative of
authoritative coercive resolution in court is not itself highly truth oriented. Certain$, parties who
have little or no confidence in the tnrth-finding capacities of the courts could not so easily be
persuaded to settle their clairns (or defences) on the basis of the facts as they actually are. Some
settlements would doubtless still be made, but they would tend to reflect bargaining power to a
much greater degree ...

They go on to contrast the highly predictable nature of English rules in relation to
personal injury claims, and seemingly high settlement rates, compiled to the US.364

Richard Posner has pursued these notions, attempting to develop further
hlpotheses and to test them empirically. He pointed out that the relatively smaller legal
system in the UK, in tenns of per 

^capita 
lawyers and cases filed or tried, may be

explained by_glgelgllggal certainty.ror Overall, certainty was said to be implied by
longer average age of Court of Appeal citations to other courts, compared to US Federal
Courts of Appeals' citations to other courts, both overall and in important
sub-categories such as "tort and contract" cases. Further evidence offered included the
lower rate of appeals in English courts, which Posner suggested might be even lower if
England had a "loser-pays" rule (an additional incentive to appeal). 366 He
acknowledged that aggregate comparisons must be taken with a grain of salt, however,
and therefore considered evidence of more certainty in specific areas.

One measure of certainty of contracts was given as an independent agency's
ranking of the business risk of non-enforceability of conbacts. In fact, both the UK and
the US obtained 3.5 on a scale of 0 to 4 (with Switzerland getting the highest at 3.6,
while "Japan, Singapore and the Westenr European countries are also in the 3's').'ut
That seems to go against Posner's hypothesis; but the question seerns ambiguous
anyway - it might be interpreted by respondents as asking how likely contracting parties
are likely to breach their obligations, rather than how effectively conhact claims can be
pursued through the courts. Clsarer questions were posed by Simon Deakin and others
in their later survey res-e-arch; but unfortunately the latter only compared British,
Gerrran and Italian finns.368

363 Atiyah and Surnmers, above n 2, 159.3& Above n 2,175-L76. This has been further expanded by fre House of Lords approving the use
of actnarial evidence in Wells v Wells [998] I WLR 319. See generally D Kery (assisted by P Mantle)
Damaga for Personal Injury and Death (7 ed" Swect & Maxwelt London, 1999).365 Above n 6, 80-84. A second possibility, to which he devotes much less attention perhaps
because dilficult to measure, is that English law (perhaps like Japanese law: see llenderson, above n 244)
may provide for fcwer justiciable rights compared to US law. A third is the continued prohibition of prue
US-style contingency fees.366 Above n 6, 84-89.367 Above n6,94-95.16t $ p6alcin, C Lane snd F lVilkinson "Contract Law, Trust Relations, and Incentives for
Co-Operation: A Comparative Study" in S Deakin and J Michie (eds) C-antracts, Cooperation and
Competition (Oxford UP, Oxford" 1997) 105, 125-127. British frms had a higber likelihood of "legal
action against a customer or supplier committing a breach of contracf' compared to German firms, but
lower likelihood coryared to Italian ones. British frnas also thought "the outcome of legal action" rilas
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Secondly, like Atiyah and Summers, Posner considered accident cases. He
pointed to the quality of judges, lack of jury involvement, and the loser-pays rule
(through discounting the filing of weak cases or interposing of weak defences in strong
cases) as reducitg the probability of legal error. He noted also the much lower rate of
personal injuw litigation in the IJII which could be seen as consistent with greater
certainty of legal outcome. Yet Posner appeared more impressed by the possibility that
UK accident victims do not sue because damages are comparatively low and because
there are effective altemative means to compensation (for example national health
cover).36e

^_^ 
By abolishing almost all claims relating to personal rnjury by accident since

1974,''u New Zealand cannot be compared on this point. But Ramseyer and Nakazato
have showed empirically that accident victims in Japan claim and obtain out of court
very close to what the courts would award. They tie these pattems to the highly
predictable rules which have developed in this area, compared precisely to the US.37l
As they point out, high predictability can overcome even high costs of litigation, in
encouraging bargaining "in the shadow of the lavl'.372 Thahigh predictability and
ettlement-raterobserved-in-this-area-of-Japanese-law;-however-, appear--shildng-onlty-_---

relative to the US. English rules and processg;s-may be even more predictable, although
that is probably putting the case too strongly.''' Just as importantly, commentators have
faulted Ramseyer and Nakazato for focusing on an exceptional area in Japanese 1aw.37a

not as clear, compared to their German counterparts; but clearer compared to Italian firms.ro' Posuer, above n 6, 96-101. See also P S Atiyah "Tort Law and the Altematives: Some
Anglo-American Comparisons" (1987) Duke LJ 1002; compare B Markesinis "Litigation Mania in
England, Germany and the USA: Are We So Very Different?" (1990) 49 CLI 232.Lster in his Clarendon
Lectures, Posner (above n 6, 1061 11) speculates that more deference to elites or authority in thc UK
constihrtes a difference in "legal culture" compared to the US. girnilsly, KriEer (above n 6L, 14652)
notes much certainty in quantum issues, but potential uncertainty with regard to liability given more
resEicted pre-trial discovery; and he focuses on altemative mechanisnrs (including also criminalisation)
which he ties expressly to such cultural diffErences. Compare generally H Genn Hard Bargaining: Out of
Court Settlement in Personal Injury Actiozs (Clarendon, Oxford, 1987).370 

See generally I Campbell Compensationfor Personal Injury in New Tnaland:.Its Rue and FalI
(Auckland UP, Auckland 1996).37r 

J M Ramseyer and M Nakazato "The Rational Litigant Settlement Amounts and Verdict Rates

in*Japan" (1989) 17 J of Legal Studies 262.
"' This phrase is from the seminal article by R H lVfnookin and L Komhauser "Bargaining in the
Shadow of the Law: The Case of Divorce" (1979) 88 Yale LJ 950, also cited by Atiyah and Summers
(above n 2, 159 n 5). See also J M Ramseyer'T.eluctant Litigant Revisited: Rationality and Disputes in
Japan" (1988) J Japan Shrd 111. Of coluse, even perfect predictability will not lead to settlement if
litigation costs are grcater than 1fos plaintifFs expected value of litigated outcome, because no rational
litieaat would then sue.171- Complaints about problems in purzuing personal injury claims were oae impetus given for the
pJpposals which emerged in the Woolf Report see Woo[ above n 212.J't Compare 1'ot sxample D H Foote "Resolution of Traffic Accident Disputes and Judicial
Activism in Japan" (1995) 25 Law in Japan 19 (charting the active role of Japanese courts in the 1960s in
developing these more predictable rules, on both liability and drmages, in response to rapid increases in
traffic accidents in the 1950s); T Tanase 'oThe Management of Automobile Disputes: Automobile
Accident Compensation in Japan" (1990) 24L & Soc Rev 651 (stessing also the irrrFortance of insurance
schemes, out of court dispute resolution forums, and information about all these mechanisuts facilitating
settlemenb). See also l( Hamads 'Explainiag 6e Low Litigation Rate in Japan" in M Aoki & G
Saxonhouse (eds) Finance, Governance, and Competitivene,ss in Japan (Oxford UP, Oxfor4 2000) 179,
180 (generally criticising Ramseyer's frequent "exteme overgeneralisatioa').
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Although predictability of outcome may be a factor in explaining litigation and
settlement pattems in other areas of Japanese law, such as product liability, the data is
far from conclusive.3?s In comparison, English and New Zealand seem decidedly more
predictable in their contract law, as detailed in Part Two of this thesis. Insurance and
alternative dispute resolution mechanisms are also much less pervasive, so problems in
obtaining and enforcing judgments become much more important. Thus, Japanese law
may indeed be more predictable than US law, but both seem distinctly less so than
English or New Zealand law. This suggests that the latter exhibit more truth formality.

m Conclusions

The foregoing analysis has been necessarily wide-ranging and selective. In itsel{, and
even in conjunction with the more focused inquiries below in Part Two of this thesis, it
cannot claim to be definitive. Nonetheless, the evidence mustered in this Chapter
appears to confirm the usefutness of Atiyatr and Summers' analytical frarnework (above
Part I). First, it can be extended to compare jurisdictions other than England and the US,

- 
trhelprsystemical'tycouuterpersi

assertions that fapanese law is unique or radically different from US.
A second attraction of the framework is that it invites consideration not just of

the "law in books", but also the "law in action"."u Studying legal reasoning can often
lead to focusing on the former; but the discussions above were able to readily bring in
the latter, including the legal profession and court structure (Part tr.A), legislative
process (Parts II.B), judicial reasoning, and legal education (Part tr.C). Atiyatr and
Summers' two varieties of formality, discussed above (Part tr.D), further invited a focus
on the law in action by readily allowing incorporation of more fi.ndings from social
scientific research.

Thirdly, considerable coherence of legal systems emerges in New Zealand and
Japanese law, not just US and English law. At first glance, fapanese law does appear to
exhibit a surprisingly high degree of tnrth formality; but this tendency becomes less
pronounced when some realities of Japanese judicial process are considered. Those
realities, in tum, are related to low enforcement formality. Japan also reveals a more
substantive approach consistently along all the dimensions of formal reasoning
described above.

Admittedly, it remains difficult to say whether Japanese law is more or less
substantive that US law in terms of each of these parameters. Overall, it probably is and
will remain less so - that is, somewhat more forrral - than US law. Japan's unitary and
centralised constitutional system promotes more source-oriented standards of validity
and gteater rank fomrality, amounting to more authoritative formality. On the other hand,
content formality may be less than in the US, although empirical research is particularly
needed on this point. Mandatory and interpretive formality appears somewhat greater,

although Japanese law also prefers substantive reasoning to "hard and fast rules". This
is reflected in judicial reasoning pattems, and in the influence of disciplines other than

375 See for example L Nottage'The Presetrt and Future of Product Liability Dispute Resolution in
Japan" (2000) 27 WmMitchell L Rev 215; L Nottage't{ew Concerns and Challenges for Product Safety
in Japan" (2000) I l/8 Aust PL Rcporter 100.t76 Compare generally R Pound Introduction to the Philosophy of Law (rev ed, Yale UP, New
Haven, 1955).
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law in legal education and scholarship (especially in leading institutions), although
substantive lsassning tendencies are probably less than among US counterparts.
Enforcement formality is probably lower than in the US, but recent empirical
comparisons indicate that this may be less so than perceived still by many US
commentators, and the recent proposals to reform civil justice in Japan should
significantly raise enforcement fonnality. They may also promote more truth formality;
but some proposals (such as a new system for lay assessors and a possibly more diverse
legal profession) may encourage more substantive tendencies, and current realities
generate less truth formality than one would expect. As this summary indicates,
however, the picture is complicated by existing or likely sfuanges in Japan's legal
system. There are also indications that US law has similarly moved towards greater
formality over the last decade or so. Nonetheless, it is clear that the overall orientation
of both legal systea'1s lsrneins highly substantive. It is also probable that the distance
between the two is much less than the distance between this pair of legal systems on the
one hand, and English and New Zealand law on the other.

The latter pair maintains a distinctly more formal orientation. This overall
conslusion-etainsits-force-, despite-similar-diffcultiesin-summing-uplrelative
positions along multiple parameters, and especially the complications stemming from

ite-similar-diffculties--in-summing-ufrrelative--- -

patterns of change over recent decades. On the one hand, New Zealand law developed
less authoritative formality from the 1970s through to the early 1990s, as more attention
was placed on human rights and biculturalism, perhaps supported by a somewhat more
diverse legal profession than in England. This trend was also related to broader
innovations in judicial reasoning, promoting less interpretive and mandatory formality,
and a movement away from "hard and fast rules". Legislative interventions over this
period reinforced a reduction in content formality. Enforcement and truth formality also
were probably somewhat less than in England. However, there appears to be a distinct
movement back towards more formal reasoning, especially in authoritative, content and
mandatory formality, over the 1990s. This tendency is reinforced by pressures on New
Zealand's legislature and appellate courts, an enduring black-letter law tradition in legal
education, and other institutional factors. By contrast, England appears to have
overcome a fonnalist reaction to earlier innovations in judicial ...ssning, now moving
back towards gteater interpretive fomrality and generally towards a more substantive
orientation. Particulady significant are the growing influence of EU law, devolution and
constitutional refonn, and more gradual hansformations in the legal profession and the
civil justice system. Nonetheless, the shift is slow and not always consistent. Most
importantly for this thesis, it cannot be said that England has now drawn closer to the
US than to the legal systerns it spawned centuries ago, notably New Zealand.Instead,
the distance between the contemporary English and New Zealand legal systems is very
probably closer than the distance between them, on the one hand, and both US and
Japanese law on the other. Diagrammatically, therefore, the four jurisdictions can be
positioned approximately as in the top line of Figure 2 below.

To obtain a clearer picture, one strategy night be to extend the comparative
compass to include more legal systems, especially those sharing corrmon roots with
Japan and the US (such as Germany),'" or with England and New Zealand (such as

t71 See briefly for example L Nottagc "Conract Law and Practice in Japan: Aa Aatipodean
Perspective" in H Baum (ed) Japan: Economic ^Success and Legal System (de Gruyter, Bcrlin, 1997) 197,
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Aushalia). A more manageable alternative, adopted in Part Two of this thesis, is to
examine in much greater detail some of the points metrtioned by Atiyatr and Surrmers,
or those developed in Part tr of this Chapter. After linking some of the discussion so far
to the developme,lrt of contract law theory generally, reviewed in the Introduction to Part
Two, Chapters Two, Three and Fourt tighten the focus onto two dime,lrsions of legal
reasoning in three main areas of contract law, some ruurower than others. The results
are shown to be largely consistent with the conclusions just mentioned based on a
comparison of the four legal systems more generally, and therefore reinforce those
conclusions. At the seme time, the broader comparison in this Chapter provides, for the
more focused analyses in Part Two, the following central working hlpothesis: English
and New Zealand law remain more formal, whereas US and Japanese law adopt
distinctly more substantive approaches.

2tL-2t2.
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Figure 2; Positioning English, New zealanilrJapanese and us Law Generally
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P,lRr Two: Rrrnmn<ngc J.lr.nnnsn Coxrrucr L.nw axo pRlcrrcp

Ixrnonuctlox

I The Pervasive Legacy of Legal Realism in the US
tr From the First to the Second "Legal lnterpretation Debate" in Japan
m Indigenous and Received lnfluences in England
W Legislative, Judicial & Scholarly Activism in New Zealand

IV.A The Seeds of Contact Law Theory Development in the Early 1970s
tV.B More Seeds in the Early 1980s
IV.C The Contract Statutes
IV.D The Birth of Contract Law Theory in the Late 1980s and Early 1990s
IV.E The Slow Development of Conhact Law Theory Since the Mid-1990s

V Implications

Srudy of the history of opinion is the necessary
preliminary to the emancipation of the mind.'

I
to compare Japanese and New Zealand law, as well as US and English law. One
reviewer's comment on their work, however, might apply all the more so to that
endeavour:l

This was an enonnously ambitious study which manfully struggled to establish its cental thesis
throughout. A more determined and unequivocal study of the form and substance dichotomy in
the field of legal reassning would perhaps have resulted in a generally more satisffing and
normatively coherent book.

Accordingly, this Part focuses on contact law, and mainly on dimensions of fonnal
reasoning, in the four jurisdictions examined. This more sustained and detailed analysis
reinforces the primary thesis established Part One, namely that both English and New
Zealmd law retain a much more formal orientation compared to both US and Japanese
law.

The analysis also contributes to ongoing contract law debates in atl four
jwisdictions. Both Atiyah and Summers are well-known for their work on contract law
in their respective jurisdictions.z In their co-authored compaxative study, however, they
touch only briefly on some contact law rules and principles. One reason for this, no
doubt, is that the study aimed to set out a general theory, requiring selectivity and
inviting flrther research (see above Chapter One Part I). Another reason may have been
that their thinking differed somewhat on how to apply or develop their theory in the
context of coutact law.3 This Part argues however that core distinitions set out in their

' J M Keynes "The End of Laissez Faire- in Collected Works Yolg (1973) 277, citedon the page
before the preface in P S Atiyah The Rise and FaIl of Freedom of Contract (Clarendon Press, Oxford
1979).t P J Cookc 'Book Review" (1988) I Leg Stud 240,240.

' See for example Atiyab opening foohote above; P S Atiyah An Intoduction to the Law of
Contract (5 e4 Clarendon Press, Oxfor4 1995); R Summen "'Good Faith' in General Contract Law and
the Sales Provisions of the Uniform Commcrcial Code" (1968) 54 Va L Rev 195; J White snd ft grrmmers

lntfor Commercial &deYol1, Chaps 1-12 [on Sales] (4 ed, West St Paul (Minn), 1995).
' Compare for exaople P S Atiyah 'Form and Substance in Contract La#" in his Ersays az
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original theory can help identify and explain major differences in the conkact law of the
four jurisdictions examined in this thesis.

Chapter Two considers one aspect of the law governing confract formation,
namely the role of formal requirements. In particular, it focuses on the issue of whether
reference in negotiations to recording or memorialising an informal agreement means
that this must occur before it can have binding contractual effect. Rules to that effect,
like formal requirements for making wills, risk being under-inclusive with respect to the
objective of giving effect to the intentions of the parties, thereby heightening "content
forrrality" (above Chapter One Part tr.B). Consistently rvith the general thesis advanced,
New Zealand and (perhaps especially) English law are found to adopt skicter
approaches, compared to US and (probably especially) Japanese law.

Chapter Three examines doctrines regulating wrfairness in conhacting. It
develops Atiyah and Summers' suggestion that many of the main doctrines in the US
involve much more "content-oriented" standards of validity, thereby diminishing
"authoritative formality" (above Chapter One Part tr.A), in confiast to English law.a
Arguably, English law prefers the more "source-oriented" standard of the parties'
agreement. Japanese law is found to be closer to US law, although with perhaps more
formal counter-tendencies. In dealing with a range of contractual unfairness problems,
New Zealand law appears even more fonnal along this dimension than English law,
particularly in light of the growing importance of European law in this field.

Part tr of Chapter Four compares doctrines which can become relevant in the
event of exkeme supervening events affecting contracfual performance, particularly the
doctrines of fruskation, impracticability, and changed circumstances. Atiyatr and
Summers mention that in US law "the entire subject of excuses for non-performance in
contract ... is shaped by increasingly flexible or discretionary notions",s impliedly
contrasting English law as adopting more "hard and fast rules" (above Chapter One Part
tr.C). Another way to conceptualise important distinctions in this area too is that
English doctrine relies on the source-oriented standard of the parties' agree,naent or
intentions, while US law permits more content-oriented standards of validity. New
Zealand law is shown to be at least as formal English law - and possibly even more so
in light of some judgments, although the body of case law in New Zealand is much
smaller than in England, making it risky to draw a firm conclusion on their relative
positions. By contrast, Japanese law shares with US law a distinctly more substantive
approach. The former is probably more substantive than the latter, but not by much.

The dichotomy between Anglo-New Zealand law versus US and Japanese law,
particularly in this are4 also suggests an important further refinement to the analytical
framework devised by Atiyah and Srrmmers. Drawing on empirical studies into attitudes
and practices in regard to renegotiation and planning of long-term contracts, Part III of
Chapter Four goes on to propose the notion of "didactic formality'' as a third 'tariety"
of fonnality - additional to Atiyatr's and Summers' "tuth formality'' and "enforcement
formality" (above Chapter One Part tr.D). Didactic formality is defined as the tendency
among judges and commentators to develop or apply confract law (the law in books) to

Contract (Clarendon Press, Oxford 1990) 329, with R Summers "The Formal Character of Law - Criteria
of Validity for Contracb" (1995) 9lCL29,t P S Atiyah and R $ $rrmmers Form and Substance in Anglo-American Law: A Comparative

$ndy of Legal Reasoning, Legal Theory, and Legal Institutions (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1987) 51-52.
' Aboven4.84.
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influence actual contracting behaviour and expectations (the law in action), as opposed
to adapting the former in the light of the latter. Conhary to the assertions of some judges
and scholars in both jurisdictions, New Zealand and England retain a high degree of
such didactic forurality, at least compared to the US and (perhaps especially) Japan.

At the outset of this Part, it is important to stress that the differences which
emerge in the tbree areas of contract law covered, in the following tbree Chapters, are
very much differences in degree. None of the four legal systems examined will readily
enforce informal agreements for the sale of land, for instance. Nor do they readily shike
down contracts for unfaimess. A11 of them are perhaps most reluctant in allowing relief
from perforrnance obligations due to supervening changes in circumstances.
Nonetheless, important points of contast and similarity can be brought by adopting
various strategies in these Chapters, described in more detail below (Paxt V), in
comparing legal reasoning in these three areas. In addition, as in the general comparison .

above (Chapter One), it is much more difficult to determine the positioning of US and
Japanese law relative to each other, and that of English relative to New Zealand law, ab
opposed to establishing the significant gap between these two pairs of jurisdictions.
However, bearing these caveats in mind, comparisons of conhact law in this Part can be
conceptualised diagrammatically as in Figure 3 overleaf. Because a more substantive
tendency possibly emerging in New Zealand law regarding informal agreements still
appears weak (Chapter Two Part tr.8.2), it is positioned as only slightly less formal than
English law on Line 2.In all other areas examined (Lines 3-5), New Zealand contract
law appears somewhat more formal, so overall it is positioned as more formal than
English contact law (Line 1). Japanese law is more difficult to position in relation to
US law, since the former has exhibited noticeable fonnal counter-tendencies in one area,
regulation of contractual unfainaess (line 3, discussed in Chapter Three). Yet in all other
respects examined, Japanese confract law appears even more substantive. Nonetheless,
contrary to those who have stressed great differences between Japan and US,6 the
analysis shows strong similarities between the two jurisdictions. Much more significant
differences lie between Japan and the US on the one hand, and English and especially
New Zealand law on the other. This Part therefore reinforces the need identified above
@art One lntroduction) to reassess any lingering stereotypes about the uniqueness of
Japan in regard to contract law, as well as law more generally.

6 See for example H Wagats"ma and A Rosett'Cultural Attihrdes towards Contract Law: Japan
and thc United States Compared" (1983) 2 UCLA Pacific Basin LI76.
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Figure 3: Fositioning New Zealand, f,nglishe US and Japanese Contract Law
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Before embarking on the detailed analysis of these three topics in contract law,
however, the rest of this Intoduction outlines the development of contract law ttreory in
each of these four jurisdictions. Of necessity, this must remain sketchy and tentative.
Entire books could be written on the development of contract law theory in the US, for
instance.T Part I below begins by drawini o,rt its main featues, allowing a more
succinct intoduction to closely related Japanese developments, discussed in Part tr. Part
III draws parallels to show how conhact law theory in England developed more
substantive tendencies much later in the 20th century. This sets the stage for assessing
New Zealand developments in Part IV. These are presented in the most detail, since
there appears to have been no substantial publication offering a reasonably
comprehensive survey of the historical evolution of conhact law theory in that
jurisdiction.s

The comparative analysis in this rest of this Infroduction is designed to serve
three main pulposes. First, it inhoduces some aspects of the three topics discussed in
ensuing Chapters in Part Two of this thesis, locating them in a much broader context,
linked to the development of general legal theory and legal education outlined above
(Chapter One Part tr.C). Secondly, the comparison demonskates a further contrast
between the US and Japan, on the one hand; and England and Japan, on the other. To
varying degrees, contract law commentators in all four jurisdictions have developed
more interest in substantive reasoning, notably by showing greater readiness to replace
rules by broad standards, thus directly reducing interpretive formality, and inviting
reductions in authoritative and content fomrality. However, these transformations are
shown to have been most consistent and prominent in the US and Japan, despite some
recent counter-tendencies. In part, this result follows from well-articulated theory
advancing this transformation, dating back to the early decades of the 20th century.
Other supporting factors are significant sensitivity to related developments in other
jurisdictions, overtly political and ideological overtones in theory-building and contract
law scholarship, and a willingness to engage in philosophical and empirical inqury.
These elements were largely lacking in England until the 1970s, as discussed below.
However, their confluence has brought forth a recent flowering in contract law theory,
incorporating or promising a more strongly substantive orientation. The comparative
paucrty of these elements in New Zealard explains the persistent attraction of avowedly
formalist or doctrinal scholarship in ttrat jurisdiction. It also appeaxs to have undermined
the potential for statutory interventions around the 1970s, conferring some broad
discretions on the courts, to move New Zealand law scholarship strongly and
consistently towards a more substantive approach. If these conclusions have some merit
- and contact law theory affects and reflects black-letter law, even if varying degrees in
different legal systerrs' - it should become more plausible to accept the primary thesis:

' See for example R Hillman The Richness of Contract Lmy: An Analysis and Critique of
Contemporary Theories of Contract Law (Kluwer, Dordrecht, 1997).o Compare for exaryle J Burrows, J FiDn and S Todd Law of Contract in Nary kaland
(Butterworths, Wellington, 1997) 14-20, 28-29.
' In the US, theoretical and policy-oriented writings of legal academics in the leading law
schools have long had a much greater influence on the legal profession" compared to England- See Atiyah
and Summers, above n 4, 398-407. In addition, as they point out there has been greater variety among US
law schools, with the majority producing much scholarship adopting a more black-letter approach,
directed mainly at imnediate concenrs of practitioners. See also L Nottage, T Ginsburg and H Sono '"The
Worlds, Vicissitudes ard Fufixes of Japan's Law" in T Ginsburg, L Nottage and H Sono (e&) 77re
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New Zealand and English law remain more formal in orientation, while US and
Japanese law remain more substantive.

Thirdly, the analysis of contact law theory development in the rest of this
Infroduction provides an opportrunity to justify the choice of the three topics considered
in Part Two of this thesis, and the methodology for analysing them. The methodology
includes a close analysis predominantly of case law tends in Chapter Two; a broader
analysis of case law, doctrine and legislation in Chapter Three; and the incorporation of
empirical research in Chapter Four. A rationalisation for these approaches is developed
at the end of this Introduction, by way of conclusion in Part V.

I The Pervasive Legacy of Legal Realism in the US

A first striking feature of contract law theory development in the US is how early it got
underway. Christopher Columbus Langdell, dean of Harvard Law School from 1870 to
1895, drew heavily on then prevalent methodology in the natural sciences to establish
law as a worthy discipline within the academy.to H" argued that conhact law cases
could be systematically reviewed to uncover a few key principles, from which legal
results could then be deduced, a methodology later developed by Samuel Williston in
promoting the promulgation of the Restatement of Contract n l932.ll A central
principle became the bargain theory of consideration: a promise would only be enforced
if induced by consideration, in the form of a benefit to the promisor or detiment to the
promisee. This theory, emphasised by Oliver Wendell Holmes, reflected his
"individualist view that legal liability to others discourages socially useful activity and
that promissory liability therefore should be as narow as possible".lz It also tended to
stress the intention or will of contracting parties, albeit in the abstract, instead of the
facts of a benefit being conferred or detriment being suffered, in establishing contractual
liability. Another principle involved rendering liability absolute, within the confines of

Multiple Worlds of Japanese law (University of Victoria, Victoria 2001) 1,2. That literafire resembles
#has-beenproducedingreaterrelativeamounts,inEnglandandNewZea|and''overall,

however, it seems that superior courts in New Zealand cite less academic literature than US and even
Australian counterparts. Sec R Smyth 'Judicial Robes or Academic Gowns? Citation to Secondary
Authority and Legal Method in the New Zealand Court of Appeal" in R Bigwood (ed) Legal Method in
Nett Zealand: Essays and Commenlaries (Butterworths, tffellington" forthcoming 2001). Further, it is
opcn to debate how much influence different qrpes of legal scholarship, such as more theoretical work,
have had on Japanese courts. See for exaryle H Sono '"The Multiple Worlds of Nihon-ho" in T Ginsburg,
L Nottage and H Sono (eds) Itre Multiple Worlds of Japanese ^Law (University of Victoria, Victoria 2001)
47.r0 C Tomlins "Frarning the Field of Law's Disciplinary Encounters: A Historical Narative"
(2000) 34L & Soc'y Rev 911.tt Langdell's preface to the frst edition of Cases on the Laut of Contracts, published in 1871,
read as follows:

Law, considered as a science, cousists of certain principlcs and doctrines ... [T]he number of
fundamcntal legal doctrines is much less than is commonly supposed ... It seems to me, therefore,
to be possible to take a branch of the law such as Contacts, for exaryle, an4 without sr(sssding
conparatively moderate limits, to select classi$ and arrange all the cases which had contributed
in any important degree to the growtb, development or establisbment of any of its essential
doctrines.

Cited in G Giloore The Death of Contract (Ohio State U Fress, Columbus Ohio, 1974) 12.t2 fiillrnrn, above n 7, 20; citing Gilmore, above n 12, 14, and O W Holnees The Common Lsvtt
(originally published in I 88 1).
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the bargain theory of consideration, by narrowing grounds for excuse and promoting an
objective approach to conhact formation. This further reified the will or consent of the
parties, by restricting factual inquiries into the parties' actual motives and other
circumstances, thus reducing intervention by judges - and juri.rt' - as well as the costs
and uncertainties of litigation. ra

Consistent with this emerging "classical" paradigm of contract law was
Lochner v Nsvl York, where the Supreme Court ruled unconstitutional a New York
statute limiting the working hours of bakers.ls In 1909, Roscoe Pound vigorously
denounced such court rulings, at both federal and state levels over previous decades,
which had upheld "freedom of contact" on the unrealistic asstrmption that actual
litigants had voluntarily entered into a social contract removing claims to protective
legislation.'o Pound's "sociological jurisprudence" dovetailed with the "progressive"
movement culminating in the triumph of New Deal state interventionism in the 1930s,
and established a perennial debate abo.gt the role of judges which was rooted in
concems about the institution of contact."

The judicial role became a particular focus for the "legal realists" who engaged
with this new thinking. The core was a group of senior professors at Columbia Law
School in the 1920s who were radically sceptical about classical legal analysis, whereby
concepts and nrles were applied deductively to facts. In particular, they questioned
judges' willingness and ability to give the real reasons for their decisions, and believed
that legal rules applied were merely ex post rationalisations. These iconoclastic
professors developed scientific and empirical approaches on the assumption that judges
"responded predictably to certain stimuli found in the facts sunounding the
controversy and perhaps in the judges' own experience, but not at all in the 'paper rules',
in prior decisions or in acts of the legislature".to Another group of legal realists
included Jerome Frank and Arthur Corbin, both of whom later became judges; and Karl
Llewellyn, a younger member of the Columbia Law School who had studied under
Corbin at Yale. Llewellyn did not go as far in totally rejecting black-letter law rules, to
focus solely on the behaviour of legal actors, but:''

... he was in greater disagreement with the legal conceptualists. It is the central tenet of the realist
movement, embraced by Llewellp, that judges' decisions arise not merely from the nrles that
they state in their opinion, but at least as much from the facts before them, from the expectation of
the parties in thc trade, or from their own judgment about fairness.

Accordingly sceptical about the role of precedent and techniques of case analysis,zo he

13 See for sxa-iFle C McCormick "The Parol Evidence Rule as a Procedural Device for Control
of the Jury" (1932) 4l Yale LJ 365.I'r Compare Hilman, above n 7,21-22.15 (1905) 198 US 45. See generally J Boyarin 'L,aw, Literatue and the Resurrection of Contact"
(1999) 24L & Soc Inq 195.ro R Pound "Liberty of Contact''(1909) 18 Yale LI 454.r7 Compare for example G Rowe "Lochner Revisionism Revisited" (1999) 24 L & Soc Inq 221,
222-223.18 J White '?romise Fulfilled and Principle Betrayed" tl988l Aln Survey Am L 7, 10.re White, above n 18, 13. See gencrally K Llewellyn "Realistic Jurispnrdence - The Next Step"
(1930) Colum L Rcv 431.20 See for example K Llewellyn The Bramble Sraslr (Oceana, New Yorh 1951) 68-69, on how
easily precedetrts can be read narrowly to avoid its application and vice versa.
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devoted increasing attention to uncovering the actual practices and expectations of
businesspeople. Llewellyn admired some contemporary English judges, like Lord
Scrutton, for a professed willingness.to decide cases based on personal experiences and
insights into commercial practices." But Llewellyn went much further in advocating
inqurry through legal sociology and anthropolory, showing that a major inspiration
came from Eugen Ehrlich's theories of "living law" and 'lsociology of law" along with
other contemporary developments in Germany." Although far from systematic and
methodologically convincing by today's standards of social science," Llewellyn was
able to draw on two years' experience as in-house counsel to a New York bank;z4 a
revolutionary casebook published in 1931, breaking with the Langdellian blackletter
law tradition by discussing "economic considerations, business practice, and other
factors which affect the expectations and behaviour of commercial buyers";2s
pioneering research in legal anthropology;z6 and then (from 1942 until his death in
1962) a dominant role in the sometimes contentious tasks of developing and promoting
a Uniform Commercial Code (UCC), turning on sensitivity to commercial practices and
expectations.2? Lle*ellyn was also able to build on the pragmatist philosophy apptied
to law by John Dewey in the 1920s. Dewey contended that classical jurisprudence had
outlived its usefulness in liberating bourgeois interests from reskictions on trade,
degenerating into a new set of rigid rules impeding the evolving tendency towards

2t J White "Good Faith and the Cooperative Antagonist" (2001) 54 SMU L Rev 679, 684-685
(discussing K Llewellyn "On Warranty of Quality, and Society" (1936) 36 Colum L Rev 677, 707, which
had cited Ronaasen & Son v Arcos Ltd ll932l43 Lloyds Rep I and Justice Scrutton "The Work of the
Cornmercial Court" (1932) I CLJ 6).22 See Note "Commercial Law and the American Volk A Note on Llewellyn's German Sources
for the Uniforrr Commercial Code" (1987) 97 Yale LJ 156; J Gedid "IJCC Methodology" (1988) 29 Wm
& Mary L Rev 341; M Ansaldi "The German Llewelllm" (1992) 58 Brooklyn L Rev 705; D Lind "Free
Legal Decision and the Interpretive Tum in Modern Legal Theory" (1993) 38 Am J Juris 159. The irrpact
of Ehrlich on Benjamin Cardozo, a judge whose writings in the 1920s exerted a powerful hlluence on
Llewellyn and later generations of US jurists, is also apparent: N Insua 'Dogma, Paradigm and the
Uniform Commercial Code: ,Sons of Thunder v Borden Considered" (1999) 31 Rutgers U 249,26G261.
The consequentialist aspects of Hohnes' work (above n 12), mth6s than the lattsr's individualist
tendencies, would seem to explain his inlluence on Llewellyn as well: compare for exauryle K Llcwellyn
'tlolmes" (1935) 35 Colum L Rev 485; R Danzig "A Corrment dn the Jurisprudeucc of the Uniform
Commercial Code" (1975) 27 Stan L Rev 621, 624.23 C Williaus "The Search for Bases of Decision in Commercial Law: Llewellyn Redux' (1984)
97 Harv L Rev 1495, 1508; L Bernstein 'The Questionable Empirical Basis of Article 2's Incorporation
Strategy: A Preliminary Study" (1999) 66 Chi L Rev 710, 713.21 A Corbin'14, Tribute to Karl Llewellyn" (1962) 7l Yale IJ 805; G Gilmore "In Memoriam:
Karl Llewellyn" (1962) 7l Yale LI8l3, 814.25 W Twining "Two Works of Karl Llewellyn" (1967) 516, 520.26 D Papke 'TIow the Cheyenne Indians Wrote Article 2 of the Uniform Cornmercial Code"
(1999) 47 ButrL Rev 1457.z7 G Maggs'T(arl Llewelllm's Fading lrDprint on the Jurisprudcnce of the Uniform Commerciat
Code" (2000) 71 U Colorado L Rev 541, 541-548, A Kamp "lJptown Act A History of the Uniform
Commercial Codc: 194049" (1998) 5l SMU L Rev 275. Llewellyn was the Chief Reporter in &afting
and re-drafting the UCC. Hh main collaborator was his wife, Soia Mentschikoff; other reporters, who
readily acknowledged their deference to Llewelllm, included Grant Gilmore and Friedrich Kessler. Arthnr
Corbin, Llewellyn's teacher at YaIe, was appointed an advisor. See I Hillinger 'oThe Article 2 Merchant
Rules: Karl Llewelllm's Attempt to Achieve the Good" the True, the Beautiful in Comnercial Law"
(1985) 73 Geo LI ll41; S Mentschikoff'llighlighb of the Uniform Commercial Code" (1964) 27 MLR
167.
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rvelfare state interventions. Instead, he advocated legislation "conceived as tools to be
adapted to the conditions in which they are employed rather than as absolute and
intrinsic 'principles"', giving special attention "to the facts of social life".2E Echoing
Dewey, and especially the German scholar Goldschmidt Llewellyn stessed
"situation-sense" in adjudication: 'TVhat judges need is 'knowledge and experience and
values', and theirjob is to'see'the 'presswe'of 'type-facts"'."

These influences came together to result in the UCC largely breaking with
earlier contract legislation -which had arnended particular areas of law primarily under
the guidance of Wi11iston.30 The Code comprehensively reformed all mijor areas of US
commercial law, based on the following g*di"g princiiles:3t

(a) a preference for open-ended standards over firm rules;
(b) the purposive interpretation of legislative provisions;
(c) the minimisation of formal requirements;
(d) the avoidance of a definitive statement of all aspects of the law, in favour of
directions to the courts to supplement UCC rules with general legal and equitable
principles, and the incorporation of rules established by prior dealings and usages
oftrade;
(e) a related focus on rernedies as providing ex post compensation to make
parties whole rather than as incentives affecting future behavior:r, thus reinforcing
the philosophy that commercial law should follow behaviour and expectations as

much as possible rather than forcing them to change.

Principles (a) and (b) imply a lowering of interpretive and mandatory formality;
principle (c), a reduction in content formality; and principles (d) and (e), a reduction in
authoritative and rank formality." Io other words, drawing on decades of legaL theory
development within the US, in turn shongly influenced by contemporary trends in
Gennany, by the middle of the 20th century US commercial law had been pervasively

rE 
J Dewey "Logical Meftod and Lad' (L924) 10 Cornell LI 17,27 .a T Rakoff'Implied Terms: Of 'Default Rules' and 'Situation, Sense"' in J Beatson and D

fdsdmann (eds) Good Faith and Fault in C.antract Law (Clarendon" Oxford" 1995) 191, 202.30 But sec R Flores 'T.isk of Loss in Sales: A Missing Chapter in the History of the UCC:
Through Llewellp to Williston and a Bit Beyond" (1996) 27 Pac LI 161 (showing that Williston's
recrafting of risk of loss mles in the Uniform Vendor and Purcbaser Risk Act over the 1930s, movrng
away from ownership concepts towards more practical contract law rules, was initially objected to by
Llewellyn but then r.ken up in fte UCC).rr Compare Maggs, above n 27, 543, n I I (expressing some reservations regarding the originality
ofprior dealings and usages in (d); but see Rakoff, above n 29), and 579 (regarding (e), citing another
UCC reporter, H Kripke 'The Principles Underlying the Drafting of the Uniform Commercial Code"
(1962) U n L Fonrm 321, 330).32 See above Chapter One. Further lessening rank fomrality, Llcwelllm argued that contact law
interpretation need not proceed fust by loolci"g sequeutially at express terms, then cou$e of performance,
course ofdealing, and trade usages. Rather, he advocatcd a holistic approacb, freely considering all forn
sources. However, he agreed that each soruce should tsump the following ones in the event of
inconsistency, and it was unclear how default rules and general reasonableness standards fitted into this
scheme. 1o1616stingly, it seems that contemporary contract interpretation principles maintain low levels of
rank formality and considerably reduced interpretive formality, by giving primacy to reasonableness and
good faith staudards, dcfault rules, and tade usages. See E Zamir '"The Inverted Hierarchy of Contact
Interpretation and Supplemeutation" (1997) 97 Colum L Rev 1710.
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refocused on substantive reasoning at multiple levels.
However, such attempts to reform US contract law, particularly by shessing

commercial and social context, attracted criticism from Lon Fuller from the late 1930s.
He accused legal realism of failing to appreciate law's prescriptive character, in
establishing norms of conduct for society. Fuller remained sympathetic to the call for
judges to be more honest so as to increase their.predictability and accountability.33
Nonetheless, his influential work in contract law'o was distinguished by attempts to
reinstate "the principle of private autonomy" as central, "to be harmonised with, and
occasionally balanced against a small number of couter-principles", such as protection
of reliance and prevention of unjust enrichment." Fuller achieved this primacy of
private autonomy by isolating areas not related to markets (such as the family) and
those areas of "private heteronomy" (such as labour and insurance law) where terms
were imposed by law. This left less scope for distributive justice to become problematic
in the remaining field of general contract law, and put the private autonomy principle in
a strong position relative to reliance and restitutionary principles prennised on
commutative justice (restoring the status quo ante), and the will of the state rather than
of the parties. Duncan Kennedy therefore concludes that although Fuller's work helped
move away from a "will theory of contract", derived completely or overwhehningly
from the principles of autonomy and consent, it involved an ideological response to
more radical (even communist) proposals over the 1920s and 1930s for refonnulating
contract law to pursue distributive justice. Furttrer, he suggests that:36

The work which moves conbact theory from Fuller's interrrediate positiou to the fully developed
modern conflicting considerations model has to do with deciding what else beside private
autonomy is at stake, given that neither protecting reliance nor prwenting unjust enrichment
comes close to surnmarising the various considerations that in fact come into play against
autonomy. This involve.d reintoducing the social, with its ideological baggage.

However, Kennedy argues that the ideological spectum from World War tr through to
1970 narrowed, to exclude communist or fascist extremes. This led to a new mainstream
model of "conflicting considerations", involving:37

an even more mildly ideologised debate between conservatives touting freedom of contac! on
the one side, and liberals advocating policing bargains in the interesb of weak parties, on the other.
They caried on the debate using the full repertoire of fonnal arguments; substantive arguments,
including rights, moral$, and efliciency; and institutional competence arguments about the
appropriate roles of judges, administators, and legislanres.

The major links between Fuller and this post-Wax phase are considered to be Friedrich
Kessler, in his articles on conhacts of adhesion and on pre-conhactual liability; Stewart
Macaulay, discussing the liberal approach of Californian courts in the 1950s and under

33 White, above n 18, 14. See L Fuller "American Legal Realism" (1934) 82 U Pa L Rev 429.34 See especially L Fuller and W Perdue "The Reliance Interest in Contact pamng€s" (1930 46
Yale LJ 52; L Fuller "Consideration and Foml" (1941) 4l Colum L Rcv 799.35 D Kennedy "From the V/ill Theory to the Principle of Private Autonomy: Lon Fuller's
'Consideration and Form"' (2000) 100 Colum L Rev 94, 97,167-172. Compare also T Rakoff'Tuller and
Perdue's The Reliance Interest as a Work of Legal Scholarship" [1991] V/isc L Rev 203.36 Above n35,172-173.37 Above n 35, 173.
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Justice Traynror, and liability for lost credit cards as large institutions carne to dominate
the industry; and Iaq Macneil, v/ith the first edition of his "radically anti-formalist
conhacts casebook".38

To Kennedy's sketch should be added Grant Gilmore's (in)famous
proclamation of The Death of Contracr, in lectures fust delivered in 1970 but pubtished
n 1974." This work further undermined the 19th century'\rill theory" or classical
model of contract, which had led to an extreme reluctance to: (i) find that binding
relations had been entered into, (ii) add obligations not sourced in the parties' express

agreement, and (iii) allow contractual relations to be altered over time. Tnrer to the legal
realist tradition,au by suggesting that contract law rnight be in the process of being
reabsorbed into tort law, it followed through on Fuller's insight into modem contract
law's role in protecting detrimental reliance.al Gihnore also stressed indications of
more willingness by courts and commentators to allow enforcement of promises not
supported by bargained-for consideration, when the promisor received a benefit and the
other party had intended to make a gift or compel acceptance. Furttrer underrrining
central tenets of classical contract law theory, he argued that the US law was
increasingly willing to allow excuses for fiailure to perform due to .unforeseen
circumstances or mistakes of fact, bringing in broad principles of faimess."' The first
aspect of Gilmore's provocative thesis may have been related to the dramatic decline in
conhact cases filed in US courts through to the 1960s, especially debt claims, at least
relative to tort filings.a3 Further, even the latter aspect, suggesting the infusion of broad
nonns of fairness into US contract law by the 1970s, did not involve setting out a

radical ideological commitrnent. Rather, Gilmore's work was driven by a conviction that

3t Kennedy, above n 35. See respectively F Kessler "ConEacts of Adhesion - Some Thoughts on
Freedom of Contact" (1943) 43 Colum L Rev 629, F Kessler and E Fine "Culpa in Contrahendo,
Bargainiqg in Good Faitb, and Freedom of Contact d QemFarative Study" (1964) 77 Haw L Rev 401; S

Macaulay "Justice Traynor and the Law of ConEacts" (1961) 13 Stan L Rev 812, S Macaulay '?rivate
Legislatiou and the Duty to Read - Business Run by IBM Machine, the Law of Contracts, and Credit
Cards' (1966) 19 Vand L Rev 1051; I Macneil Casu and Materials an Contracts: Exchange
Transactions and Relationsiips (West, St Paul, 1971). Kessler's wotk also appears to have drawn on
critical Gemran contract law theory prior to World War II, while eschewing varianb adopting national
sociali..m, 3nfl seming under the inJluence of the school of US legal realism which acknowledged law's
uormative force (epitomised by Fuller an4 to a lesser extent, Llewellyn). Compare C Joerges "Friedrich
Kessler" (1994) 42 AJCL l70, 180-184.3e Above n 12.
't0 Compare White, above n 18, with E Peters "symposium: Foreword" (1995) 90 Nw U L Rev 1,

L-2:
Grant Gilnore's intellectual outlook reflected the Yale Law School's pervasive comnitncnt to
legal realism from the 1930s onward. Jerome Frank was a visible and audible presence at Yalc.
All the faculty were expert at demonstating the fragility of legal doctrine and the ambiguity of
legal language. In the absence of fxed constellations in the legal firmament, attention necessarily

focused on altematives, on the critical dissection of inlrere,ntly irrTerfect solutions to partiailar
policy disputes framed by factual contexts. Lacking confidence in jurisprudential outcomes, the

faculty valued a wide angle of vision that took accouut of taditional as well as nontaditional
learning about the law. ln such a legal climate, any intiguing idea was worth exploring, whether
or not its hlpothesis proved ultimatcly to be persuasive. The Deart of Contract was one such

intriguing idea.4r Compare also S Henderson '?romissory Estoppel ancl Traditional Contract Doctrine" (1969) 78

Yale LI343.42 Hilman, above n 7,23-26,32,13 Compare M Galanter "ConEact in Court'' [2001] Wisc L Rev 577, 578-583.
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freedom of contract could still help guide the law in adapting to changing needs and
practices.s

Nonetheless, Gilmore's work also encouraged others drawing on the
well-established realist tradition, such as Arthur Corbin and Allan Famsworth, who
contested classical theory's focus on literal interpretation of conhact wording and a
strict parol evidence rule. These theorists were primarily responsible for the American
Law Institute's promulgation of the Restatement (Second) of Contracrs in 1981, which
Farnsworth has since promoted as the core of an influential reformulation of contract
law.a5 Both the Restatement and. his textbooks reveal the influence of Llewelllm, and
especially the UCC, in seeking to recognise contemporary business norrns and practices.
Also pervasive, however, is the legacy of Fuller. Bargained-for promise premised on the
principle of private autonomy is "first among equals", along with restitutionary and
reliance based rationales for enforcing contractual obligations. This widely-accepted
paradigm therefore remains "neoclassical", taking promise or "voluntary assumption of
obligation" as the cenhal focus in contract law (and, indeed, in perceptions of
contractual behaviour, and broader concepfualisations or theories of contact).a6

The s"me approach is taken further by Charles Fried's Contract As Promise, an
influential book published in the same year as the Restatement (Second). He argued that
the central organising principle of confract law is and ought to be the moral precepts
involving in promise-making. Fried contended that promisors create a moral obligation
by invoking a "convention of promishg", allowing promisees moral grounds to expect
the promised performance; but the key reason for enforcing such promises is to enable
promisors to "determine their own values", permitting them free choice (and then moral
and legal responsibility) in binding themselves to others.aT This reformulation allowed
him to criticise the bargain tbeory of consideration, arguing that situations such as those
imposing liability for promissory estoppel (in which courts enforce promises given
without consideration) demonstate this morality of promise-making. Fried also
retrieved the legitimacy of objective interpretation of contracts, by asserting that
promises are made against "an unexpressed background of shared pu{poses, experiences,
and even a shared view of the worldl', ensuring that objective interpretations coincide
with promisors' actual intentions. a8 That could still leave ptoblems of gaps in
incomplete agreements, which courts had to fill with terms rmrelated to the parties'
promises. However, Fried argued that this role is supplementary, only applicable when

44 See for exarnple J Braucher "The Afterlife of Contract" (1995) 90 Nw U L Rev 49; P Linzer
"Law's Unity - An Essay for the Master Contortionist" (1995) 90 Nw U L Rev 183.{5 Cornpare A von Mebren '?r€face" (1982) 67 Cornell L Rev 631; and fs1 sxamFle E A
FamsworthFarnsworth on Contracts (3 ed, Aspen Publishers Inc, New York, 1999).46 See for example I Macneil 'T.elational Contact What We Do aud Do Not I(:row'' [1985] Wisc
L Rev 483, 496-498 (going on to criticise, as another example sf this genre, J Levin and B McDowell
'oThe Balance Theory of Contacts: Seeking Justice in Vohmtary Obligations" (1983) 29 McGill U 24).
See also J Feinman'The Significance of Contact Theory" (1990) 58 U Cinn L Rev 1283, 1285; J Esscr
"lnstitutionalising Industry: The Changing Forms of Contract'' (1996) 2l L & Soc Inq 593. Coryare
Hilmaq above n 7, 3 n 6 (arguing that his own attempted recognition of both promise and fairness
concen$ is not 'heoclassical", because "it stesses both the imFortance of both freedom of contact and
o-ther principles, without frnding that one set of principles dominates another).
't C Fried Contract As Promise: A Theory of Contracnal Obligation (Harvard UP, Cambridge
Mass, 1981) 7, 12-13, 20.
'+t Above n 47, 88.
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'lromise gives out", because parties have decided not to include their own terms.ae In
short, even more so than the post-realist neoclassical mainsheam, Fried reasserted the
primacy of private autonomy. Unlike the realists, however, he proceeded deductively
from moral philosophy, an approach later prefered by Randy Barnett.so Further,
although this may be confusing cause with effect, Fried's appointnent as
Solicitor-General in the R-gagan administation points to the conservative ideological
ramifications of his stance.t'

This supports Kennedy's point that ideological divides have re-emerged in US
conkact law theory since the 1970s, matching developments in legal scholarship and
general political debate in the aftemrath of the Viebram War and other social upheaval
in the US." Moreover, he suggests that the resultant proliferation of projects to
reconstruct contact law, ostensibly to meet concems that "conflicting considerations"
models will simply reflect ideological choices, has ironically resulted in the projects
revealing their ideological or political linls. Promising further detail in a forthcoming
publication, Kennedy provides already the following bird's eye view:53

I would place Alan Famsworth . . . in the center-right position that Fuller himself occupied in I 941 .
To his rigbt are the conservative projece based on morals, rights, or efficienry, including those of
Richard Epstein, Charles Fried, Randy Barnett Farber and Mathieson, Richard Posner, and Alan
Schwartz. To his le& there are, first, the Fuller loyalists of the center, iasluding Melvin Eisenberg,
Robed Summers, $rnnley Henderson, and Richard Hilknan. Then come the more progressive
modemists in the Fuller tradition, including Patrick Atiyah, Todd Rakofi end Charles l(napp, and
liberal law and economics t1pes, such as Guido Calabresi, Michael Schill, Jon Hanson, and
Christine Jolls. Further to the left are left reconstructionists, for example Roberto Unger and
Margaret Radin. Also on the left are the critical legal studies contract scholars who pushed for
bringing the ideological out of the shadows: myse$ Karl Klare, Frances Olsen, Clare Dalton,
Mary Joe Frug, Jay fsinman, Elizabeth Mensch, Peter Gabel, and James Mooney, amotrg others.

The broadening of the ideological spectum since the 1970s is most obvious in the
development, on the one hand, of the Critical Legal Studies (CLS) movement, a still
influential movement in which Kennedy remains a leading figlgr; and the early
economic analysis of law, articulated notably by Richard Posner.t* From the 1970s,
proponents of CLS drew on early realist insights as well as developments in European
theory, such as post-structuralism and Mandsm, to reiterate the considerable (but not

4e Above n 47,69. See also Hillman, above n 7, 14.50 
See for example R Bamett "A Consent Theory of Contact'' (1986) 86 Colum L Rev 269.5l Compare for example KNorman-Major "The Solicitor-General Executive Policy Agendas and

the Court" (1994) 57 Albany L Rev 1081, 1100.sz Kennedy clains, above n 35,174:
After 1970, there emerged both a more radical left and a mole radical right tendcncy in lcgal
scholarshiF, patently tied to developmens outside law. This is what creatcs the perennial sense of
d'nger: that ad hoc, semioticized conflicting considerations analysis of legal problems will turn
out to be no more than a vehicle for ideology - liberal or conservative, radical or hard righg not
cornrnunist or fascist; and it is one of gfis things that motivates the reconstuction projects that
characterize thc period from 1970 to the present.53 Above n,35, 174 n 282. Compare generally D Kennedy I Critique of Adjudication (Hanrard UP,

Cambridge Mass, 1997).s4 See generally for example ld t(slmen A Gttide to Critical Legal Sudies (Haward UP,
Cambridge Mass, 1987); J Paul "InEoduction CLS 2001" (2001) 22 C-ardozo L Rev 701; R Posner ?7e
Economics oflustice (HanudUP, Cambridge Mass, 1981).
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necessarily total) indeterminacy of contract law, criticising mainstrearn theorists and
judges who stressed instead its coherence. They argued that the latter masked an
invidividualist, liberal agenda; and advocated instead a reop,ening of contract law
primarily towards redistributivist and communitarian concerns.tt At the other exheme,
economic analysis claimed a new coherent basis for understanding and evaluating
conhact law, namely the criterion of efficiency (especially Parglo superiority),
underpinned by methodological individualism and utilitarianism.'o It is hardly
surprising that proponents such as Posner and Frank Easterbrook were appointed to the
judiciary during ttre conservative Reagan era.t7

Thus, Kennedy's claims of more polarised ideological and political
position-taking in contract law theory development, in the US since the 1970s, appear
plausible. If they can be more fully substantiated, it follows that US contract law theory

- and probably black-letter law, glven the appointments during the Reagan- era just
mentioned, as well as the extensive inJluence of academic theory on US law"o - will
have become even more open to substantive reasoning than in Llewellyn's heyday from
the mid-1930s through to the early 1960s, and possibly even more so than in the earlier
realist era.

This tendency also follows fiom other elements ignored or downplayed in
Kennedy's history of developments after World War II. In particular, while correctly
highlighting the important political implications of the work of Stewart Macaulay," he

55 See for example M Horwiu "The Historical Foundations of Modern Contract Law" (1974) 87

Harv L Rev 917; D Kennedy "Form and Substance in Private Law Adjudication" (1976) 89 Harvard L
Rev 1685; D Kennedy 'Distibutive and Patenralist Motives in Contract and Tort Law, with Special
Reference to Compulsory Terms and Unequal Bargaining Power" (1982) Maryland L Rev 563; C Dalton
"An Essay in the Deconstruction of Conhact Docbine" (1985) 94 Yale LI997. Kennedy (above n 35)
includes the late Mary Joe Frug as a CLS scholar, but her main ideological attack was on patriarchal
tendencies in mainsfeam andneoclassical economic accounts of contact see for 61avnF1€ M Fnrg
"Re-Reading Contracts: A Feminist Analysis of a Contracb Casebook" (1985) 34 Am U L Rev 1065; M
Fnrg 'T.escuing hnpossibility Doctrine: A Postnodern Feminist Analysis of Coutact Lad' (1992) 140 U
Pa L Rev 1029.56 See generally Hiilinan, above n 7,213-220, Pareto superiority involves trying to make at least
one actor better off without making any others worse off. Other notions of efficiency are also proposed:
compare J Coleman "Efficiency, Utility and Wealth Maximisation" (1980) 8 Hofstra L Rev 509. Other
critiques of Posner's starting point, based on liberal theory, were also promptly pointed out by R Dworkin
"Is Wealth a Value?" (1980) 9 I Leg Stud 191, and *Why Efficiency? A Reply to Professors Calabresi and
Posner" (1980) 8 Hofsta L Rev 563. Posner has since toned down his stance, zubsuming economic
analysis within a broader pragmatist philosophy, from which basis he advocates classical liberalism: see R
Posner Avercoming Law (Harvard UP, Cambridge Mass, 1995) 1-29.t7 Compare also Note "Judge Frank H Easterbrook A Faithfirl Adherent of the Law &
Economics Approach Advocated by Professor Frank H Easterbrook" (1987) 50 L & Contemp Prob 265.58 Above n 9.5e Above n 3E. Macaulay's center-left "Democratic" stance also shines tbrough in much of his
other work See for example S Macaulay "Changi"g a Continuing Relationship Betweea a Large
Corporation and Those Who Deal with It Automobile Manufacturers, Their Dealers, and the Legal
System" [1965] Wisc L Rev 483; S Macaulay Law and the Balance of Power: The Automobile
Manufacturen and Their Dealers @ussell Sage, New York, 1966); S Macaulay "The Standardized
ConlracB of United States Automobile Manufactucrs" in A von Mebren (ed) The Impact of Large Scale
Bu.riness Enterprise upon Contracl (Mobr, Tuebinge4 1974); 'Long-Term Continuing Relations: The
American Experience Regulating Dealerships and Franchises" in C Joerges (ed) Franchising and the
Law: Thuretical and Comparative Approaches in Europe and the U.S (Nomos, Baden-Badeo, 1991) 179;
S Macaulay'Bambi Meets Godzilla" (1989) 26 Houstou L Rev 575.
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fails to mention the latter's renowned post-War empirical sfudies of "contact law in
action". No doubt this reflects a strong tendency within the CLS movement to focus on
"hashing" black-letter law, often related to a scepticism about social science, perceived
as proclaiming objectivity while masking (mostly mainsheam) ideology.60 Howevetr,
building on the insights and approach of Llewellyn and other realists, the empirical
research pioneered by Macaulay appears to have had a much greater impact on the
development of contract law theory in the US, compared to his other work.ut His most
famous study, published in 1963 in the American Sociological Review yet one of the
most frequently cited articles in US law journals over recent decades, found from
extensive interviews of manufacturers in Wiscousin that:62

(1) many business exchanges reflect a high degree of planning about ... four categories -
description [of perfomrances], contingencies, defective perfonnances and legal sanction - but
(2) many, if not most, exch'nges reflect no planning or only 1 minimat amount of ig especially
concerning legal sanctions and the efect of defective performances.

Further, Macaulay found that n'disputes axe frequently settled without reference to the
contract, or potential or acfual legal sanctions".o' He suggested that these pattems were
related to reliance on indusby customs; minimising risk, through techniques such as
dealing with reputable or multiple companies; sanctions related to broader norms, such
as honouring deals and supplying good quality products; and the desire to maintain
ongoing business relationships (reinforced often by personal ties) and general reputation.
Careful planning and references to conhactual documents in dispute resolution were
found in complex and high value transactions, but also simply as a tool to promote
communication and organisation within a firm.

Gilmore promptly dubbed Maoaulay the "Lord High Executioner of the Contract
is Dead School", yet went on to profess disinterest in those engaging in "sociological
analysis rather than in historical or philosophical syathesis", a surprising stance from
someone working within the fradition of legal realism.* Furttrer, Macaulay's article
never proclaimed that contact was unimportant, only that practical realities meant
that:65

60 Compare D Trubek'lfiIhere the Action Is: Critical Legal Studies and Ernpiricism" (1984) 36
Stan L Rev 575.

:: Compare the works by Macaulay cited above n 38; with ]lillmnn, above n 7,241-255.or S Macaulay 'tlon-Contactual Relations In Business; { plsliminary Study' (1963) 28 Am
Socio Rev 55, 60. I Shapiro 'oThe Most Cited Law Review Articles Revisited' (1996) 71 Chicago-Keut L
Rev 751,767.cr Macaulry, above n 62,61.s Gilmore, above n 12, ll3 n l; compare Peters, above n 40. Sec also R Speidel '"The
Characteristics and Challenges of Relational Contacts" (2000) 94 Nw U L Rev 823,825-826:

[The modern UCC] model invites the parties, their lawyers, and tte courts tro become litigation
empiricis8 as they confront issues of liability aud remedy, and it suggests that norms irnrnanent ia
tade usage and practice may become part of thc bargain,

Other empiricistr, such as Stewart Macaulay, accept the vital link between bargain and context.
His research, however, tends to marginalize 1[g imFortance of contact law by identiSing other
practices and norms that have a grcater influence on behavior tran either the bargain itself or
contract doctine. In short there is an indepeudent life of bargaining, rqlutation, re,peat excbange,
and adjushent and settlement that occurs in the shadow of, but not directly inlluencod by,
contact doctrine.65 S Macaulay "Alnrost Everything I Did Want to Know about Contact Litigation: A Comnrent
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... situations where legal sanctions seem to make sense are a limited subset of all contract
disputes. TVriting about contracts that assumes that litigation is the major, usual or typicat way to
resolve disputes rests on a false assumption.

Building on this research in the 1960s, and conternporaneous studies by his then
colleague Lawrence Friedman which highlighted the gutting of general contact law by
specialised statutes and contract law regimes,oo the "Wisconsin school" of contract law
scholarship has attempted to systematically investigate the realities facing contracting
parties - not just through reported case judgments - and to reintegrate these findings
rvith post-classical conhact liw theory.67 

'
One aspect of their new synthesis has involved re-engaging the interplay

among principles of private autonomy, reliance and restitution, following the lead of
Lon Fuller, but adding a more sustained analysis of social context and norms.68 This
has also been the approach of Ian Macneil, who has drawn on the work of the Wisconsin
school (but al_s^o much other sociological and anthropological material), and in turn
in{luenced it.o' The key insight of his 'telational contract theory" has been that
classical law takes a highly discrete, one-off exchange as its paradigm case, focusing
overly on contract law's role in entrancing "discreteness" (absfracting from context) and
'opresentiation" (bringing the future into the present, primarily through an initial
agreement), whereas the more important contemporary exchanges involve complex
long-term relationships and evolving normative frameworks.'u Macneil incorporates as
a set of "linking norms" the restitution, reliance and expectation interests, originally
highlighted by Fuller.Tl However, from a diverse range of sources not limited tt
reported case law, Macneil derives a much broader range of norms or values "internal"
to the parties' relationship.T2 His colleague, Richard Speidel, has recently singled out
"norms that are necessary to hold the relationship together, such as solidarity, reciprocity,
and role integrity, and other norms that may be generated by the relationship over time,
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on GalanteC' [2001] Wisc L Rev 629, 633.66 
See for example L Friedrnan Contract Law in America: A Social and Economic Case Study (lJ

Chicago Press, Chicago, 1965).o' See for example L Friedman and S Macaulay "ConEact Law and Contact lgashing: Pas!
Present and Future" [967] Wisc L Rcv 805; S Macaulan J Kidwell, W Whiford and M Galanter
Contracts: Law in Action 2 Vols (The Michie Comrpany, Charlottesville, 1995). See generally W
Woodward "Clearing the Underbrush for Real-Life Contacting" (1999) 24L &. Soc Inq 99.6t Macaulay and others, above n 67, Vol I Chapter 2.6e Macaulay and others, above n 67, Vol I Chapter 1. See also K Llewellyn *What Price Contract
- An Essay in Perspective" (1931) 40 Yale LI 704. Another probable, but rarely noted, inlluence on
Macneil's 'tottom up" approach to contract law theory appea$ to have been a lengthy period spcnt
teaching law in Tanzania in the 1960s. See I Macneil Contracts, Instruments for Cooperation: East,4frica
(F B Rothman, South Hackensak NJ, 1968). Compare ge,ncrally Hillna!, above n 7 ,255-260.70 I Macneil "Contract: Adjustment of Long-Term Economic Relations under Classical,
Neoclassical and Relational Contact Lay/'(1978) 72 Northwest Univ L Rev 854, 856-864 (classical law),
865-886 (neoclassical law).7l I Macneil 'Values in Contact Internal and External" (1984) 78 Northwest Univ L Rev 340,
247, See also Note 'Tlegel and the Autonomy of Contact Law" (1999) 77 Tex L Rw 719 (arguing that
Fuller and Macneil both attenrpt a mixed or soft reconstuction of contact law compatible with Hegel's
account).72 I Macneil 'Values in ConEact: Internal and External" (1984) 7E Northwest Univ L Rev 340,
347-369.
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such as those supporting cooperation, risk sharing, and preserving the relationship".t3
Macneil further distinguishes "external" norms or values, notably those imposed by
"sovereign positive law", while recognising that his encompassing range of "internal"
norms subsumes "external" norms so that their separation can never 'be other than
partially arbitraryr'.74 Several contract law scholars sympathetic to this approach have
accordingly attemgted to gauge the suitability of external nonns developed by courts or
legislative bodies." However, Macneil himself has consistently shown more interest in
the broader normative context, drawing on a wide range of empirical and theoretical
material.T6

Macneil also takes further the realist insight that every tansaction is embedded
in complex relations, asserting that: "A surer and more rapid understanding of any
transaction is achieved by contemporaneous examination of those relations than by
focusing initial inquiry on the fransaction itself'.?7 Thus, before assessing the events
resulting in a judgment in which the Ohio Supreme Court remedied a failed pricing
mecharrism by insisting on negotiations between the parties and otherwise appointnent
of a mediator, Speidel checks for key relational features of the overall relationship:
extended duration, open terms, expectations of future cooperative behaviour and risk
sharing, transaction-specific invesbnents, and close personal relations between the
parties.Ts

The importance of empirical research for both descriptive and nonnative
theory-building has also been growing among those interested in the economic analysis
of law. The neoclassical approach initially propounded by Posner and others focused on
issues raised by case law and legislation, making strong assumptions to deduce optimal
rules from the guiding principle of efficiency, such as the notion that the "superior risk
bearer" should be determined when setting rules on remoteness of damage or excuse
following changed circumstances. A "second generation" of economic analysis has
accepted more realistic assr:mptions and taken a more dynarnic approach to the
interaction between legal rules and behaviour, often drawing on game theory, even at
the expense of more qualified conclusions.te lobiguingly, what might be termed a

73 Speidel, above n 9,827.74 Macneil, above n 72,367.75 See for example Speidel, above n 64; R Speidel "Article 2 and Relational Sales Contracts"
(1993) 26 Loyola of Los Angeles L Rev 789; R Speidel "Court-knposed Price Adjustments Under
Long-Terrn Supply ConEacts" (1981) 76 Nw U L Rev 369, 370-381; P Brown and J Feinman "Economic
Loss, Commercial Practices and Legal Frocess: Spring Motors Distributors Inc v Ford Motor Co" (1991)
22 Ruteers LI30l.75 See for example I Macneil The Nq, Social Contract (Yale UP, Yalc, 1980); I Macneil
"Bureaucracy, Liberalisnr, and Community - American Style" (1984-1985) 79 Nw U L Rev 900; D
Campbell "Ian Macneil and the Relational Theory of Contract'' in I Macneil The Relational Theory of
Contrqct: Selected Papers of lan Macneil (Sweet & Maxwell, London, forthcoming). Thanks to David
Campbell for malong available the manuscript for the latter.
" I Macneil "Relational Contact Theory: Challenges and Queries" (2000) 94 Nw U L Rev 877,
877. Compare for example Llewellyn, above n 69.7E Speidel above n 64,827-833,834-37 (discussing Oglebuy Norton Co v Armco irc (1990) 556
NE 2d 515). Compare the sbicter ap,proach in English and perhaps especially New Zcaland law described
in D Mclauchlsn'f,sthinking Agreements to Agree" (1998) 18 NAJLR 77.7e Compare llilhnan, above n 7, 225-236; M Trebilcock The Limits of Freedom of &ntract
(Harvard UP, Cambridge Mass, 1993); G Hadfield and M Richardson (eds) The Second Wave of Law and
Economics (Federation Press, Leicbhardt NSW, 1999); R Korobkin and T Ulen "Law and the Behaviowal
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"third generation" has engaged in detailed empirical studies of conhact law rules in
action.

Lisa Bernstein, for instance, begins with a hypothesis (derived from game
theory in economics) that although contacting parties may behave flexibly in seeking to
preserve a relationship, they would expect written "end-game norms" to be applied by
an adjudicator if the relationship broke down. Rather than leaving the argument at that,
as earlier economic analysts had tended to do, she examines the practices of arbitrators
in the US grain and feed industy, arguing lhat they do indeed adopt a strict approach
and that courts should also act accordingly.o' In more recent research into this and other
industries, Bernstein argues that debates and ultimate failures to codify customs and
practices show that they do not exist in a manner which can be readily subsumed into
legislation or court judgments.El Rather similarly, Eric Posner also has set out various
reasons why commercial customs will tend to be inefficient, and the-n has drawn directly
and indirectly on empirical research to support his conclusions.sz Other hlpotheses
about forrral requirements under the Statute of Frauds, derived from gane theory and
more realistic assumptions about the costs and benefits of contract planning, have been
confirmed by patterns in reported judgments. From an admittedly small sample, Jason
Johnston shows that US courts recogniss infonnality in established relationships,
fitrding exceptions to the statutory requirements, but not in "sfrang€r" relationships.E3
Finally, although driven by more general - perhaps too unfocused - concerns, Daniel-feiting'i 

recenT interviEw rresearch-intolracticei and expeCtaiions iegarding the ''battle
of forms" addresses a suggestion by two proponents of o'second generation" economic
analysis that the UCC should abandon its irurovative compromise solution and retum to
a strict (Anglo-New Zealand) "mirror image" rule.sa All these recent studies can be

Sciences: Removing the Rationality Assumption from Law and Economics" (2000) 88 Calif L Rev 1051.
The "halsaction cost economics" of Oliver Williamson is of earlier and arguably separate vintage,
although Posner (above n56,433440) is keen to draw this within his neoclassical paradigm-80 L Bemstein'Merchant Law in a Merchant CourI Rethinking the Code's Search fs1 Tmmrneql
Business Norms" (199q 144 U Pa L Rev 1765. Compare her earlier theoretical work in "Social Norrrs
and Default Rules Analysis" (1993) 3 S Calif Interdisc LJ 59; and Speidel, above n 64.8r L Bersstein "The Queitionable Empirical Basis of Akcle 2's Incorporation Strategy: A
Preliminary study'(1999) 66 u chi L Rev 710.82 Compare E Posner "Law, Economics, and Inefficient Norms" (1996) 144 U Pa L Rev 1687;
with E Posner Law and Social Norms (Harvard UP, Carnbridge Mass, 2000). Eric Posner is the son of
Richard Posner, an apt symbol of the changing generations within law and economics.E3 J Johnston "The Statute of Frauds and Business Norms: A Testable Game-Theoretic Modef'
(1996) I44UPaL Rev 1859.t4 Compare D Baird and R Weisberg "Rules, Standards, and the Battle of the Forms: A
Reassessment of 2-207" (1982) 68 Va L Rev 1217 with D Keating "Exploring the Battle of Forms in
Action" (2000) 98 Mich L Rev 2678, 2706:

Professon Baird and Weisbcrg argue that because at least some parties will read the forms, the
mirror-im.ge rule encourages parties to draft provisions that advance the mufiral interests of buyer
and seller. If a party persists in writing one-sided temrs on ib fornc, it will risk losing busincss
since the other side is more likely to read a form that it knows it night be bound by. The two
authors stress that effectively it only takes a minority of parties rglding their forms to encourage
the form draften not to be unfairly one-sided. The problem with a regime like section 2-207, rn,
which UCC gap-fillen are more likely to control, is that parties have less of an incentivc to rcad
forms since the terms on those forms probably won't bind them anyway. Drafting parties, in turn,
will have less reason to draft forms with any thought of the other side's inBrests in mind.

The Baird-Weisberg model is premised on two key factual assurytious about the behavior of
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criticised on- grounds of methodology, interpretation of dat4 and normative
implications.ot However, these criticisms in turn raise new empirical issues, further
reinforcing the importance of substantive reasoning in contact law theory development
in the US over recent decades,

This longstanding and seemingly growing tradition of empiricism needs to be
appreciated when considering the debate about whether there is a "new formalism in
conhact" in the US. David Charny points out that Bernstein's studies challenge the
"modemist" anti-formal approach of Llewellyn and other realists, who had rejected
classical theorists' aspirations "to deduce the vast edifice of contractual rules from an
essentialist understanding of promise and consent", in favour of scepticism about
abstraction and "guidance from the concrete, everyday perceptions and understandings
of the transactors'-l 86

We are now in the midst of a third phase, a phase of "anti-antiformalism" that seels to discredit
and displace Llewellyn's claim to found commercial law in imnanent commercial practice.

While the implications of research in this phase, at least so far, tend to favour more
formal legal rules and institutions, the process and considerations involved - a highly
contextual approach incorporating emilirical research and insights from socio-legal
theory - remains consonant with the substantive approach which has pervaded US
contract law theory sincettre-days of the earlyrealists.ot-

A similar point can be made about the ongoing debate on reforming the UCC,
notably article 2 on Sales. Gregory Maggs claims that the gutding principles in its
original drafting and promulgation, which arguably promote more substantive reasoning
in US commercial law overall, have been undermined by successive asrendments to
various other Articles over recent decades. He also suggests that debate on refonning
article 2 points towards a reinjection of formal reasoning. However, he concedes that the
outcome is not clear regarding whether or how to incorporate contact practices.sE

Arguably, this follows from the controversies engendered by new empirical and
theoretical research. These should also impact on other issues such as the role of formal
requirements (impacting on content formality in contract law reasoning), and whether to
prefer rules over standards (atrecting interpretive fonnality).o' Further, at least until the

parties in battle-of-the-forms scenarios: 1) That at least some parties will read the other side's
forms closely; and 2) That parties will change terrns on their forms if less than a '"ajority of those
receiving the forms object to those terms. The interviews that I conducted suggest that the two
authors are probably right on both counts; nevertheless, their general proposal was not especially
popular with the subjects whom I asked.t5 See for example D Snyder'T-anguage and Formalities in Commercial Contacts: A Defense of

Custom and Conduct''(2001) 54 SMU L Rev 517; D Chanry'"The New Formalisn in Contract''(1999)
66 U Chi L Rev 842;E Posner'Norms, Formalities, and the Statute of Frauds: A Comment''(1996') l,|4
U Pa L Rev 1971; A Katz "On the Use of Practitioner Suweys in Commercial Law Research: Comments
on Daniel Keating's 'Exploring the Battle of Forms in Action"' (2000) 98 Mich L Rev 2760; Macaulry
above n 65,634 n 30 ("Social science results, including law and economics, are always zuggestive at best.
The game cannot be to produce the equivalent of the formula for water").&t Cbamy, above n 85, 842.E7 See also for example W Woodward 'Neoformalism in a Real lrlVorld of Forms" [2001] Wisc L
Rev 971.t8 Maggs, aboven}7.te Abovc n 31. Compare for example lohnston, above n 83; Charny, above n 85.
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suspension of reform discussions in 1999, the debate about appropriate rules for a
revised article 2 had also drawn on evidence of contemporary tade practices reflected
in new international instruments, often adopting broad standards and consequently
favouring less formal reasoning.eo

Empirical research also plays a significant part in a related debate which also
emerged over the 1990s. Focusing on reported judgments, Ralph Mooney contended in
1995 that since the early 1980s - consistently with the conservative turn in US politics -
there has been a striking retum to "concepfualist" or formal reason;ng by US judges,
related to a revival in "freedom of sontract" ideology favouring economically stonger
parties.el However, both view^s-have been stongly contested by a prolific commentator
and theorist, Richard Hillrnan:ez

I am unconvinced that 1990s' contract law has increasingly favored "economically privileged
parties". The claim appears to be based in part on a "tend" in recent decisions to favor "sellers,
banks, insurers, and employers" over "buyers, borrowers, policyholders, and employees". The
problem is that in the cases identified to support the claim or as an abstact matter, the former
parties are not always'lrivileged" and the latter parties are not always'truderdogs". .,. In
addition, rnany contacb cases in the 1990s protect tme underdogs, so it is diflicult to establish
any "Eend".

Similarly, recsnt contract cases do not appear to exemphry a genuine paradigm shift away from
flexibility and egalitarianism towatd "the abstact conceptualism of classical contract law". It is

- true-that-some recent cases have, for. example,-applied the l'indefiniteness'l--doctrineJo-dismiss
claims and the parol evidence rule to bar the admissibility of evidence to interpret terms, while
others balked at enforcing agreements-to-agree. This "tend" allegedly evidences a "resurrection"
of formal rules that prevent enforcement of the true agreement between the parties, These rules
have always existed in courts' arsenals, however, aud I doubt that their recent use constitutes a
major change in the direction of contract law. Moreover, mauy recent cases appear to buck this
"Eend". I :m more comfortable with the proposition that recent reported decisions demonstrate an
incremental enhancement of rules tbat favor the enforcement of written contracts over alleged ora!
less fonnal representations or agreements. My own study of promissory estoppel cases in the
mid-1990s illustrates the dramatic lack of success of the promissory cstoppel theory whicb, io prtt,
sterns from a preference for the enforcement of written contacb.

The last-mentioned study - which demonstated a still central role for detrimental
reliance, rather than promise as alleged by taditional theorists such as Daniel Farber
and John Matheson, despite the overall lack of success in promissory estoppel cleimse3

- is one example of the focused empirical and theoretical work which will need to be
done to decide the issue raised by Mooney. As Hillman comments, moreover, the debate
will need to be linked to theories of whether and why judges respond to shifts in public
opinion. He argues that this is plausible, but suggests other possible theories: the power
of the rhetoric of a particular judge (such as Richard Posner), or a "case-selection
effecf'resulting from plaintiffs (encouraged for instance by earlier tendencies forjudges

e0 See for example L Ruch "The Relevaace of Evolving Domestic and International Law on
Contracts in the Classroom: Assumptions About Assent" (1998) 7zTttl L Tev 2043, 2062-2066.

:: R Mooney'The New Conceptualism in Contact Lav/' (1995) 74 Or L Rev I l3l, 1133-1134.
" R Hillman 'The 'New Conservatism' in Contract Law and the Process of Legal Change"
(1999) 50 Boston College L Rcv 879, 880-8El (citations omitad).el Compare R Hiltman "Questiotti"tg the 'New Consensus' on Promissory Estoppel: An Empirical
and Theoretical Study" (1998) 98 Colum L Rev 580 with D Farber and J Matheson'Beyond Promissory
Estoppel Contract Law and the 'Invisible Handshake"'(1985) 52 U Cti L Rcv 903.
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to find obligations outside of written contracts) to bring increasingly weak cases.e4
Responding to the latter point in particular, Keith Hylton argues that judicial attitudes
are unimportant compared to whether plaintiffs in civil disputes tend to have more or
less information about relevant legal standards than defendants.es To a greater or lesser
degree, all these issues are amenable to empirical inquiry. That will no doubt be
undertaken, advancing the vision of Llewellyn and other realists,e6 and thus further
promoting substantive reasoning in US conhact law theory generally.

Finally, another important political backdrop to these recent discussions should
also be noted. Confidence in the judiciary was a factor linking Llewellyn's variant of
legal realism, reflected in the UCC, the "conflicting considerations" methodology
through to the 1960s, and the neoclassical synthesis carried over to the Restatement
(Second) of Contracts. Since the 1970s, this confidence has been shaken due to changes
in the political arena and new schools of general legal theory, such as CLS. This, in turn,
frames current debates about reformulating contract law. In particular, the process of
promulgating new Restatemenls through the American Law Institute has become
extremely contentious, and overtly political as the Institute has attempted to boost its
legitimacy and transpuency by encouraging interest goup participation.eT Similar
tensions emerged in the attempts to reform article 2, contributing to the suspCIrsion of
fomral discussions in 1999. The tensions have also led to scholarly attempts to revisit
the process leading to enactnirent of the original UCC, uncovering similar political
Eontoversy (n-oi well-p-ubliCis-edE -tlie time),-with a viewTo deriving somCguidance cin 

-

how to ride out the present storm.eu

In sum, contact law theory development in the US has blossomed since the
early 1970s, perhaps linked to a resurgence of contract litigation,ee but drawing on
stimulating developments dating back almost a century. The impact of legal realism has
been pervasive in advancing substantive over formal reasoning. Despite attempts by
Fuller and others to avert extremes of substantive reasoning, such reasoning has also
been promoted by the political and ideological debate which inteosified from around
1970, and a tradition of empirical inquiry which has steadily gained momentum from
around the same time. Further, at key junctures, important theorists have borowed from
developments in legal and contract theory overseas, includirg Germany. These features,
along perhaps with the resurgence of conhact law litigation after a lull through to
around 1960, provide an essential backdrop to the comparison of particular conhact law

el llillrnan, above n 7, 885; 885 n 29, citing R Hillman "'Instinct with an Obligation' and the
'Normative Ambiguiff of Rhetorical Power"'(1995) 56 Ohio St J LJ 775.
') K Hylton 'i{ Note on Trend-Spotting in the Case Law" (1999) 40 Boston College L Rev 891.
If plaintiffs have less inforrration, as in many product liability cases, they will teud to lose significantly
less rhan half of cases. See also K Hylton "Asymmctric Information and the Selection of Disputes for
Litigation" (1993) 221I-eg Stud 187.e5 Compare White, above a E8; E Wanen "Coonents on Professor White's Papet'' t1988] Ann
S-uwey Am L 49, 52-54 (complaining about the lack of empirical research into contact at that stage).
't R Hyland '?erspectives ou Private Law Codification in America in the 21st Centu4/" (Paper
preseated at the Civil Code Centennial Conference, 'T.egislation in the 21st Century aud Private Laf',
Tokyo, 12 November).eE 

See for example Kamp, above n 27.ee Gahnter, above n 43. See also L Kenworthy, S Macaulay aud J Rogers "'The More Things
Change ...': Business Litigation and Governance in the American Automobile Industry" (1996) L & Soc
Inq631,642-643.
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topics later in Part Two of this thesis.

U From the First to the Second "Legal Interpretation Debate" in Japan

The foregoing detailed overview of conhact law theory development in the US, and its
relationship to pattems of substantive reasoning, permits a more succinct analysis of
largely convergent developments in Japan. These too have deep roots, with a
substantive approach characterising private law methodology following a move away
from doctinal scholarship since the 1920s. The shift drew heavily on developments in
Germany and the US, especially legal realism.lo0 A regular refrain has been the need to
undertake sociological analysis to interpret private law doctrine, and an awzueness of
broader philosophical issues. Perhaps even more than in the US, politics and ideology
have also figured prominently, especially duing the "first legal interpretation debate" in
the early 1950s (as the US encouraged Japan to adopt right-wing policies) and over the
1960s (as Mamists fought back in the legal arena). However, these methodological
debates were often not directed specifically at contract law, and indeed laid the
foundation for doctrinal reconstruction focusing primarily on tort law (especially new
problems in environmental pollution, product liability and the like) over the 1970s and
1980s. By contrast, intense discussions centering on conhact law theory emerged
around 1990. Drawing especially on newer developments in US and German legal
G"ry, ihesE h-ive- geneiaGd a n-ew-*ave 

-oTempiriEal 
reseaxbh. Ilowev-er, ieveral

scholars associated with this debate turned their attention to doctrinal and law reform
issues over the 1990s, as did many other academics who support a strong dochinal
hadition in Japanese conftact law scholarship. Such counter-tendencies have been
reinforced by a "second legal interpretation debate", which also emerged around 1990
following attempts to reassert the importance of formal reasoning in private law more
generally. They may also explain and reinforce a shong tendency to reform legal
education by adding post-graduate "law schools" to the current under-graduate
prograrnmes. Supposedly drawing on US models, yet conhary to the pattern at least in
the top law schools in that countlr, these proposals have been driven by a narow vision
of "legal practice" and concomitant attention to improving approaches to black-letter
law analysis.

Following enactment of the Civil Code at the end of the l9th century, Japanese
jurists turned increasingly to German doctrinal scholarship to flesh out Code
provisions.l0l Because the Code had drawn in places on French and other law (even
some rules of English law), as well as the German Civil Code and its earlier drafts, this
resulted in serious contadictions and a sense that such legal scholarship was
increasingly irrelevant. New social problems were also increasingly brought before the
courts, which started to accumulate precedents and to address social realities, such as

the growing usage of standard form contracts. Over the 1920s and early 1930s, sharp
criticisms were directed against "concqltual jurisprudence". Eiichi Makino drew on the

r00 See generally K Yoshida "Riarizumu Hogalat to Rieki Koryoron ni lunsuru 'Kisoriron' teki
Kosatsu [Observations from 'Fundamental Theory' on Legal Realism and Balancing of Interests Theory]"
in N Segawa Shihogaht ao Sailachiht [Reconstructing Private La+ Theory] (Hokkaido Daigaku Tosho
Kankokai, Sapporo, 1999) 81, l0l-113.r0r See generally Z Kitagawa Raeption und Fortildung des Europaischen Zivilrechts in Japan

[Reception and Development of European Civil Lmu in JapanJ (Alfted Metzner Verlag, Frankfrl 1970).
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new "free law" movement in Germany to urge judges and commentators to decide
private law issues based on "concrete appropriateness", invoking broad standards such
as abuse of rights, public order and good morals, and the principle of good faith (not yet
incorporated in the Civil Code). Following the terrible destruction resulting from the
Great Kanto Earthquake of 1923, for example, Makino argued that lessors had a duty to
renegotiate with lessees who had erected new dwellings, without clear legal entitlements,
based simply on their "surwival rights".lo2

Another professor at Tokyo University, Izutaro Suehiro, reacted against the
potential "dictatorship by judges" afforded by Makino's free law theory. Developing
insights of US pragmatists and legal realists, including Jerome Frank, Suehiro saw part
of the answer in the evolution of case law and the nature ofjudicial reasoning. He was
deeply impressed by the "case method" approach he witressed in action at the
University of Chicago in 1917, and later founded in Japan a still vibrant tradition of
study groups centred on case law analysis. Suehiro valued such analysis for moving
away from the mainsheam Gernan methodology of deducing legal principles and
applyrng them to specific situations. Instead, case law analysis' focus on facts was
acclaimed as leading into a consideration of substantive reasons (such as consequences
of deciding one way or another), capable of generating the articulation of more
principled general standards. In addition, Suehiro met Eugen Ehrlich in France and
Switzerland over 1918 and 1919, and later showed great interest in exploring.Japan's
"living lad' with a view to reforming Japan's judge-made and statutory law.'" This
interest was shared by a younger Mamist colleague, Yoshitaro Hirano. He drew on
studies of Japanese village practices to suggest parallels with "Germanic legal
institutions", opposing these communitarian tendencies to the "classical Roman la#'
allegedly reflected in the Civil Code.r@

A fourth professor active at Tokyo University over the 1920s, Hideo Hatoyam4
largely renounced his work in a niurow German doctrinal style. Following a

twenty-month leave of absence spent at the Japanese Legation in Berliq in 1924 he
published a comprehensive analysis of the various manifestations of the good faith
principle in the law of obligations. Hatoyama perceived this principle as the leading
social and ethical leitmotiv running through the law, but hemmed in by legislative
provisions. He urged an analysis of its contents-through the study of Japanese cultural
nonns, "living law", and "social jurisprudence".tut Nonetheless, his monumental study
itself focused on manifestations and tensions with the good faith principle found within
legal doctrine and black letter law in Japan and Gemrany.

These influences, and the work of Roscoe Pound, led to a synthesis by Sakae
Wagatsuma, successor to Hatoyama at Tokyo University from 1927 to 1957, and the
undisputed doyen of civil law scholarship in Japan over most of the 20th century. As
Rahn explains, Wagatsurna advocated the following approach, focusing especially on
court judgments'l06

r02 G Rahn Rechtsdenkm und Rechtsaufassung in Japan [Legal Thought and Conceptions ofLaut
in JapanJ (CH Bech Munich, 1990) 142.ro3 Rahn, above n 102, 143-147,lo4 Rahno above n 102, 151.lot Rabn, abovc n 102, 149.106 Rahn, abovea 102, 153.
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To detemrine a measrue for concrete value judgments for grounding a decision, it must fust be
clarified in what form and with what ideals private law should lead the regulation in some form of
the relationships of life. Secondly, the changes in regulated relationships need to determined
based on connections to multiple social factors. And thirdly, the judgements for regulating
individual cases based on ideal measures must be constued in the light of applicable law.

Unsurprisingly, against this backdrop going back to the 1920s, an even greater
move towards substantive reasoning occurred during and after the "legal interpretation
debate" in the early 1950s. The debate began with an emotional appeal by Saburo
Kurusu, for jurists (scholars as well as judges) to be honest about what they were doing.
He urged jurists to abandon the pretence of deciding legal issues based on "objectivity"
and "one right answer". Appealing to Austrian legal philosopher Hans Kelsen, Kurusu
argued that the law provided a broad "framework" of possible answers. Selecting one,
followed by "rationalisation" in terms of black letter law and doctrine, involved a
subjective judgment. For this, in political cases, the interpreter had to take political
responsibility.tot

These views, which generated extensive debate beyond the field of private law,
were made in response to the change in political and legal climate in the early 1950s,
especially the shift towards right-wing conservatism, away from the legal and
socio-economic regime founded on left-liberal principles by key members of the US-led
Occupation forces. Of particular concern was the willingness of politicians and the
courts to disregard the plain meaning of article 9 of the new Constitution, prohibiting
Japan's right to wage war, and thus allow Japan to rebuild its armed forces. In the view
of Kurusu and an increasing number of legal commentators at this time, appeals to
formal reasoning were patently inadequate. By openly recognising the ideological
dimensions of legal interpretation, Kurusu also suggested that "certaintS/" would be
advanced, compared to decision-making advancing formal reasoning fou1 hiding
substantive considerations. Further certainty, and guidance in reaching value judgments,
could be promoted by deriving legal norms through a sociological analysis of real social
relationships.

These views were restated in even more influential form by Takeyoshi
Kawashim4 Kurusu's colleague at Tokyo University after World War tr. He advocated
"law as a science", empirically investigating systems of values (including their contents,
relationships to each other, and interests supporting ttrem). These investigations were to
be relating to sociological analysis of underlying social relationships, to provide more
guidance in making value judgments, which then were to be rationalised through
"written techniques" in terms of black letter law and doctrine.loE Inspired by the work
of Ehrlich, Kawashima later promoted "practical jurispnrdence" csntred on empirical
research. He drew on his earlier detailed studies of Japanese family and village life, was
actively involved in establishing the Japanese Association of Sociology of Law Ln 1947,
and went on to dernonstrate a keen interest in law (especially conbact law) in action.loe

fo7 Rabn, above n 102, 203-215.ro8 Rahn, above n 102, 216-239.l(D See for example T Kawashima (C Stcvens 6ens) "The Legal Consciousness of Coutract in
Japan" (1974) 7 L in Japan 1. The noted deviations in practice from the provisions and ideals of the
formal legal systen have often been taken by non-Japanese commEntators as proof that contact law is
largely irrelevant in Japan. This is particularly ironic on thc part of commentators from the US, sincc the
work of Kawashima and his predecessors draws heavily on the badition of US legal realism, which has
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Compared to Kurusg and even Suehiro (from whom he inherited a copy of Jerome

fr--t ', Law of the Modem Mind1, Kawashima also appears to have been driven by

more cynicism about judges and case law development'

Another coilLague, Ichiro Kato, drew on US legal realism as welI, to suggest

beginning with a focus Jn value judgments, only then turning to justificatiol in terms of

bdck letter law. However, whilaagreeing that an inter-disciplinary approach was called

i;; by his ..balancing of interests theory" of interpretation, Kato (later a Supreme Court

iustice) preferred 
" 

F"", evaluation and reposed greal:"r confidence in judges' ability to

;;;"t ;appropriate" value judgments and decisions.ttu This broad-brush "multi-factor

Uatancinii'method, combined with largely pragmatic attempts t-1q:u8,f""t situations

and repoied cases, became a widely used methodology from the 1960s'"'

By contrast, the Manrist 'lmodern law" school, developed by Yozo Watanabe

and roshit Hironaka from the 1g60s (an era glving primacy to rapid- 
".o1emic

development), remained highly sceptical about judges. They advocated a higltly

,ror-"iin, vision of where .irril *a-.onfact law should be heading, for instance in

i"gri"ti"g standard form contacts, going much further than Kawashima in {TTIE
15;;e pfurrifv on Marxist theory) on universal rules of evolutionary progress."'

iio"Uy,'from the mid-1960s at Tokyo University, Eiichi Hoshino also urged greater

attention to normative structures in private law interpretation. However, his approach

was more philosophical, reflecting inierests in natural law and Catholic theolory. Unlike

the .,modem lau/t school, moreover, Hoshino retained more interest in contract and tort

law in action.l13
These vigorous methodological debates, building on developments in private

law theory datini back to the 1920s and maintaining a keen awareness in thinking

o.,rorr* (especiJty the US and Gerrnany), further entrenched substantive reasoning in

Japan. The approach is reflected in articles on civil and conhact ly $P.lished 
from the

igior, alrrough textbooks have tended to remain more doctrinal."* Although the

mfiodotogical irmovations revolved around figures at Tokyo University, the latter's

pi"-r"*r""t role in Japan's legal education stnrcture (and, indeed, its political order)

insured the consolidation of more substantive reasoning among private law theorists

throughout the counbry. By tying the debate closely to theories about how to decide

"* 
fprobablytad--rsignificant-in$uenee-on-judieiaL--

irriot i"g, aithough this is difficult to substantiate since methodological approaches are

rarely J"t oot byludges in judgments and even in law journal literature.

However, the tradition of dochinal private law scholarship remained stong,

partly driven by the need for professors (and practitioners) to retain a conceptual
'rrrrarrrt*aiog of ho* the civii code fits together. Doctinal scholarship remained

particularly ,nottg at Kyoto University, Tokyo utriversity's main rival, except in the
^*ritiog, of Zentaro Kitagawa, who combined a deep knowledge of German civil law

consistently made similar observations in the us. compare above Part I.
rro 

- 
iahn, above o tOZ, 248-264; I Kato (C Stevins trans) 'T-ogic and the Balancing of Interese in

Legal Interpretation" (196E) 2 L inJapan 80'
ni" Kato, above n 110, 99; Yoshids. above n 100, 114-115'
It2 Rahn, above t102,265'277 'It3 Rabn, abovcu 102,277-297'
rr.r Cory.r" fo, "*"frt" 

T Uchida Minpo l:_Sosolat,- B.uldcen Soron [Ciil Code I: General Part

& General Pai on Real Propenyl (U Tokyo Press, Tokyo,1994)'
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theory with early exposrue to US contract law, and maintained a srong interest in the

interrelationship between law and changing business or social practices.lls Further,
perhaps reflecting the greater overall preponderance of tort litigation, and certainly as a

result of environmental pollution and product liability becoming increasingly pressing

social problems from the late 1960s, the focus was less on contract law theory
development. The practical need to address such social problems also contributed to a
slowdown in theoretical debate over the 1970s and 1980s.

Nonetheless, firm foundations had been erected for further developments.l16 A
pathbreaking event was the publication in 1990 of a book proclaiming the "Resurrection
of Contracfi written by Takeshi Uchida.llT Like his mentor, Hoshino, he was interested

in uncovering a new normative structure to guide the law. Like Hoshino, and other

Tokyo University theorists such as Kato, Uchida showed much faith in judge-made law.

He suggested that "preserving relationships" and "flexibility" were the main principles
underlying a burgeoning number of cases since the 1960s which had applied the

doctrine of good faith (added to the Code in L947). Openly advocating

communitarianism in doing so, he drew on Macneil's "relational conhact law theory",
but initially - also inspired by Ronald Dworkin - eschewing broader sociological
inquiry.lls Now secure in a Chafu at Tokyo University, however, since the mid-1990s

Uchida has embarked on thought-provokigB collaborative empirical studies into
contract law and practice in Japan and the IJS.""

hr parallel from around 1990, Kitagawa's student Kenji Yamamoto drew on a
very different tradition - primarily the "new liberal" philosophy and social theory of
Habenrras in Gennany - to advocate a reorientation of conhact law away from a nilTow
focus on the parties' initiai agreement, and indeed to propose a duty to renegotiate in
certain circumstan"es.l'0 He too has since been involved in a collaborative research

rr5 Courpare Rahn, above n 102, 242-243, 246, 290,296,302; with for example Z Kitalgawa

"Unfair Contact Temrs and Adminisbative Guidance" ( 1985) 16 Rechtstheorie I 8l .

116 Compare generally A Wang "Nihon Keiyahtho no Genjo to Kadai: Shileki Jichi no Gensoldt o

Chnshin nf flopics and the Cunent Circumstances in Japanese Contact Law: Focusing on the Private

Autonomy Principlel'(1995) 42 Osaka Ichidai 191; S Tanaka "Ho Shisutenu no Sogo Shutaiteki Dodoka

--- 
---o-ManrlrrtrptimiugafJtenderiug-the-Legal-System-Msrc-Flex'ible-through.-Intersutfeeti+ityl-{99q+- 

-200 Hogaku KYoshitsu 6, 9-11.rr7 T Uchida Keiyaht no Saisei [The Rebirth of ContractJ (Kobundo, Tokyo, 1990). See also T
Uchida "Gendai Keiyaku Ho no Aratana Tenkai to Ippanjoko [General Clauses and New Developments

in Contemporary Contact Lawl" (1993) 514 NBL 6; T Uchida "The New Development of Contract Law
and GenEral Clauses - A fapanese Perspective -" itr ICCLP (ed) Japanese and Dutch I'aws Compared

(ICCLP, Tokyo, 1993) 119; T Uchida "Keiyalat Praosesu to l/o [Conuact Process and Law]" in
IwanamiKoza (ed) Shalcaikagaht no Holo W - Shalcai Hendo no Nalu no Ho [Directions in Social

Sciences (6): Law Amidst Social Changel (Iwanami' Tokyo, 1993) 129.
llE See generally L Nottage "Contract Law, Theory and Practice in Japan" in V Taylor (ed) Asian

Laws Through Attstralian Eyes (Law Book Cornpany, Sydney, 1997) 316'
rre See for example T Uchida Keiyaht no Jidai: Nihon Shakai to Keiyahtho [The Contract Era:
Japanese Society and LmtJ flwanami Shoten, Tokyo, 2000) 280-304.
126 A pioneering work was K Yamamoto "Keiyaht Kosho Kankei no Hoteki Kochiht ni tsuite no

Ichi Kosatsu lA Perspective on the Legal Stnrcnre of ConFact Negotiation Relationshipsl" (1989) 100

Minsho Zasshi. Compare also K Yamamoto "sailasho Gimuron ni Tsuite [On the Duty to Renegotiate]

(Part One)" (1990 63/1 Hosei Kenlyu 1. See also generally KYamamoto Y-amamoto "Aleatory View of
Contact and Critical Contract Theory" (1995) / plsse€dings of the 1995 Annual Meeti'g of the R.SCL

(lnternational Sociological Association), Tokyo, 1-4 August 1995, Meetings Supplement 143; K
Yamamoto "Glocalisation, Contract and Commrmity: Reflections on Contemporary Contract Law

lo5
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Droiect directed from Kyoto University, which staddled philosophy, sociology, and

i"gd ao"ttioe.l2t A related project co-directed by Masanobu Kato has involved surveys

of-law and business studenti in Japan and over 20 other counkies, gauglng reactions to

a hypothetical long-term conffact^renegotiation scenario, based on the "Japan-Aushalia

S"gi, Case" in the early 1970s,122 In addition, Hiroo Sono has recently introduced to a

broad audience in Japan the US debate - based on new empirical research - on the

proper relationshi3 between commercial practices and expectations, and tegislative or

judge-made law.'"
Over the 1990s, moreover, civil law scholars such as Keizo Yamamoto (at

Kyoto University) have sought to re-establish more mainstream liberal,Philosophical

and constitutional foundations for contemporary conhact law theory."' Such attempts

have more ambivalent implications forthe further expansion of substantive reasoning in

iup*"r. law. Although they may encourage the elaboration of competing philosophical

perspectives and proposals-for broad new contract law principles, like those advanced

i/U"niA" or Ken;i Yamamoto, they may also result in a-return to a more circumscribed

neoclassical synthesis.lts Mor" supportive of the latter is a growing tendency to focus

on connections between existing legal norms and concepts, rather than displacing these

by focusing on value judgments as advocated over the 1960s and 1970s. These newer

"tt.*ptr 
hive involvei: (i) deriving new legal norms from existing ones, by extendin8

the methodology of grouping new sets of cases together (following a suggestion

"a.,r*""C 
by Kaio); (ii) creating horizontal links between different nonns and concepts

(for instance, to reformulate legal obligations involvinq services); and (iii) attempts to

develop new conceptual structures encompassing th9 Jvhole 
of the civil law (notably by

rct"guiu;. n aad]tion, more direct critiques of brogder forms of '"balancing of

interists" methodology have been developed by Toshio Hirai (also at Tokyo University)

from the late l9g0s and earty 1990s. The thrust of his arguments has been that too much

scope had been opened to 'tnacro-level justification" based on substantive reasoning,

but'centred on subjective assessments; and that good legal reasoning required following

different tenets such as sound deductive reasoning ('micro-level justification"),

falsifiability, consistency with the terminology of the legal community, and the

eschewal of consequentialist (as opposed to nonnative) reasoning. Various responses to

Hirai, and wider 
-discussions 

about methodology PTPttily in private law, have

engendered Japan' s "second legal interpretation debite;' I 26

Discourses,, (Paper presented at the conference on "Legal Crisis? Japan and Asia", Melboume, t2-14

August 1999). Compare below Cbapter Five Part tr'B'
iir-"--- - Co-p*'T Tauase (ei) Ketyafu Hori to Keiyalat Kanla [Contract Law^and Contract

practicesJ (Kobundo, Tokyo, 1999i. Yullamoto, who was on resear_ch leave at Harvsrd for much of the

time fis project was undefoay, does not add his own contribution' However, he was involved in studyiqg

ilfr*"lddispute discussei'by his post-modernist colleague, Yoshitaka wada" in the volume.
t?r See L Nottale ,.Economicbislocation in New Zealand and Japan: d plsliminary Empirical

study" (1997) Ze Wrwt n 59; and below chapter Tbree ParB_ItrB and Itr.C'
lzl -' ' H Sono ,,sholanshuho to Nin'i Hoki [Commercial Customary Law and Default Rules]" (1999)

1155 Juristo 85.tz4 Sec for example K Yamamoto "Gendai Shalui ni olcenr Riberarbumu to Shiteki Jiclri fPrivate

Auronomy and Liberalism in contemporarl society]" (1993) 133/4 HogakuRonso 1'

if----'r* o"*pr., Gt a"ueloped in tle us by-rutler, Fried, Bamet! and (albeit witb few distinctive

philosophical rmderpi',''i',gs) Famsworth (above P.tt D; and likely to result from Big:rvood's receirt theory

inNew Zealand (below Part fV'E).
rr5- 

- - 
Sec N Seg 

^ni 
i"uinpo Kaishahtron no Konnichiteki Iso [Conteryorary Teirdencics in civil
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The outcome may be to move Japanese civil law theory significantly towards a
more fonnal reasg^qing based approach. This would Unk up with a longstanding
doctrinal tadition.lzt fbe move is also likely to be supported by the need for Japanesi
scholars and policy-makers to address a series of practical conhact law issues related to
deregulation and recession in Japan over the 1990s.128 A related tende,ncy may be the
prominence gtven, in establishing post-graduate "law schools", to plqtroting better
understanding of black-letter law for a narrow band of "practitioners".tte Yet the law
schools have yet to get undenvay, and the "second legal interpretation debate" is
ongoing."u The latter must also be located firmly in the context of the consistent
pressures towards more substantive reasoning generated and largely maintained since
the 1920s, including strong political and ideological overtones, interests in sociological
and empirical reseatch, &d sensitivity to overseas developments. Overall, therefore,
Japanese law contact law theory still appears skongly substantive in orientation,
althougb perhaps less so than in the US.

m Indigenous and Received Influences in England

A first startling conhast between contact law theory development in Englan(
compared to the US and (to a lesser extent) Japan, is its anti-theoretical nature. This
stems from a lack of concem about what constituted a "contract" in the first place,
because the case law developed around forms of action. As Ewan McKendrick points
oug however:l3l

With the abolition of the forms of action by the Comon Law Procedure Act 1E52, tbe grip of
procedural considerations over substantive law began to decline. At about the some timc the
practice of writing teatisss on the law of contract began to inqease and thc authors of these texts
sought to rationatse the existing mass of case law in principled terms, and in doing so thcy rclicd
heavily on the worls of contineutal jurists.

Pollock's work drew heavily on 19th century thinking in Germany and France, and
continental '\rill theory" provide{ a general framework for Alson's inlluential
textbooks first published in 1879."" 1[s impact of these works was heightened by
publication in 1886 of Finch's casebook, inspired by their reformulations as well as

Law Interpretation Theory] in N Segawa Shihogafu no Sailochilu fReconstructing Private Lmv TheoryJ
(HolCcaido Daigalnr Tosho Kankokai, Sapporo, 1999) 3, 13-25.t'' Comparc Sono, abovc n 9.r28 Sec for o"-Fi" L Nottage'Top Teu Changes and Continuities in Japanese Law and Society -
1997" (1998) NZACL Yearbook 3: 1997 61 1.r2e See generally N Kashiwagi 'New Graduate Law Schools iu Japaa and Practical Lcgal
Education" in T Ginsbug, L Nottage and H Sono (eds) The Multiple Worlds of Japanese Law (Univcrsip
of Victoria, Victoria 2001) 158.r:xr See for example T l{irai "Uchida Talcafii Kyoju Cho 'Keiyalcuhogaht no Sailiochlht o megurL
Oboega6' o Yonde [Reading Frofessor Takeshi Ucbida's 'Thoughs on the Reconstnrction of Contract
Law'1" (2000) 689 NBL 23.nr. E McKcndrick'English Conhact Law: A Rich Pas! an Uncertaiu Fut,oe?" t199ql CLP 25,27,
siting A SimFson "Innovations in Nineteenth Ccutury Contract Law' (1975) 91 LQR 247.ltie influence
from thc continent was also felt by somc English judges around this time: sec for examplc Hadlq v
Baxendale (1854) 9 Ex 341 (onremoteness of demrges) and Taylorv Caldwell (1863) 3 B&S 826 (on
supcnrening irTossibility of performancc).t" McKendricl aboven 131,27,4748;Burrows andothers, above n 8, l1-12.
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'Langdell's 
case method developed in Harvard. Practitioner texts continued to disclaim

interest in underlying theory, in favoru of commentary on case law. The leading
reference tool, first developed by Chitty, was only comprehensively reorganised by
Morris in 1961.13' Th" tradition of expository writing based on late 19th century
reformulations was reinforced by publication of the first edition of Cheshire and Fifoot
in 1945, their casebook pubtshed the year'after, another fraditional sasebook published
by Smith and Thomas in 1957, an update of Anson's textbookby Guest, and publication
n 1962 of the first edition of a textbook by Guenter Treitel, whose family had
immigrated Nazi'Germarly.l34 The prestige involved in writing teatises, systematically
and succinctly deriving principles from case law to provide definite solutions to
problems, remains a sharply distinctive featrue of .the legal world in England compared
io that in the US.r3s

McKendrick omits to mention a significant event over this post-War period:
publication by IVolfgang Friedman4 another 6migr6, of a sharp critique of classioal
couhact law. In 1951, Friedmann argued that contact's social functions - insuring
against risks, and securing freedom of movemeot" individual will, and equalify - could
no longer be plausibly obtained by adhering to freedom of contract, in a world in which
laissez faire had been displaced by conhaots of adhesiorq- collective bargaining,
expanding welfare provision, and soCio-economic upheavals.l36 This theory presented

intriguing parallels with German and US developments in contact law theory; but as

David Campbell observes : 
r37

Dcspite the endorsement of Lord Denning [in a preface], Friedmann's worl though a tremendous
personal auccess and gcncrally accepted in 'the sociology of law', "'ade little impression ou
contract law scholarship [in England]. The ouly work it appea$ to have provoked there was

Atiyah's welfarist review of devclopmc,nb in cotrEact on 'The Future of the Law of Contract' in
tle frist two editions of his tcx$ook fin 1961 and 1971].

Atiyatr went on to publish n LgTg a revisionist history of The Rise and Fall of Freedom
of Contracf, detailing 19th celrtury classical law's displaceme,nt of reliance and benefit
based ascriptions of responsibitty in favoru of the primacy of consent and private

, autonomy, and positing a reversal of this hend in England over the 20th century. This
monumental work was intended to pave the way for a thorough reconsbrrction of
contact law theory.l38 This did not ensue, althougb Atiyah's later work serrred to

r13 McKendrick, above n 131,48.r34 McKcndric! above n 131, 49. Although carefully tailored to English juists, Treitel's
restaterre,nts appear to bave been influenced by Geman legal theory at least in certain areas. Coryare
for example G Treitcl Remedies for Breach of &ntrac't: A Comparative Account (Clareudou Press,

Oxfor( 198S); G Treitcl Unmoglichkeit Impracticability und Fruitration im Anglo-Amerikanischen Recht
(Nomos, Badcn-Badeo, 1991). Even more so than Kessler (abovc n 38), howcvcr, Trcitsl's work stresses

the normativc force of law and especially its role in promot'"g ccrtainty. See for exarrFle G Treitcl
Doctine and Discretion in the Law of Contracl (Clarendon Press, Oxfor4 1981).r3t A'[V B Siryson "Contract The Ttuitching Corpse" (1981) I OJLS 265,268-270.r35 W Friedmann Low and Socbl Change in Contemporry Britain (Stevcns & Son, Loudon,
r9s1).rr? D Campbell 'Reflexivity and \lfelfarisn in the Modcru Law of Contract'' (2000) 20 OJLS 477,

479 (footnotes omined).r3t P Atiyah The Rise and FaII of Freedom of Contracl (Clarendon Press, Oxford, L979); Simpson,
above n L35,272-277.
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intoduce the work of Fullo, and then Fried and the early Posner, to an English
audie,nce.l3e

By confrast, the impact of CLS is readily apparent from the first edition of the
textbook published in 1986 by Hugh Qsllins, following study at Harvard. Reviewing
English, and indeed some US case law, he argued that contemporary contract law was
thoroughty infused by welfarist values of patemalism, fairness ana cooperation.too Also
influential was his mentor in labour law, Sir Otto Kahn-Freund" another €migr6 who in
1949 translated from the German an influential study by Karl Rerurer on the
socialisation of private law.lal Friedmann's work was also not lost on Collins. Further,
it influenced Roger Brownsword's exposition in 1987 of the ideological tension
betwee,n formalism versus and realist-inspired "market-individualism" and

_"g9-qsjlg eq-w9[ari_spq_1 ryhiqh lgv{oplg jgto another popular_ stu4 ent textb o okJ a2

Collins work' over the 1980s advanced stonger distributivist and Maorist argume,nts,

however, adding a note of outright ideological dissensus and creating a parallel with
polarisation of poli4cal, jurisprudential and conhact law theory discourse noted in the
US rior" the 1970s.r43

In parallel, there emerged a steady trickle of empirical studies into aspects of
contract law in action, beginning with an analysis of practices and expectations among
manufacturers in Bristol, caried out by Hugh Beale and Tony Dugdale over 1973-1974.
Tnspired by Macaulay's research, they found remarkably similar patterns: strong
reluctance to plan many tansactions through detailed and enforceable contact
documents, and to refer to any zuch documents or contract law rules in the event of a
disnrption to confract performance (such as a delay) or other disputes.l# Over

--I97+1,9X 6-David Yates examined the-usage of exemption-clauses. in-3 L engineering,. S

insurance and 12 finance companies in Bristol and Manchester. He established that
limitation and olrocedwal" clauses (such as arbihation clauses) were much more
common than outigbt exclusion clauses, which were used mainly to prevent liability
arising from narrow causes beyond suppliers' contol, and were driven by a desire to
avoid court proceedings, reduce Uability for consequential loss, and to conform with
common practice.'"' In 1982, Richard Lewis sharply criticised a Law Comrrission
proposal to make "firm ofFers", showing that its concem for withdrawal of tender offers
by a sub-contractor (after the main contractor hatl acted on them) was not gerrerally a
problem in the constnrction industy, according to his empirical research.'*o Other
studies in England have included examinations of how commercial arbitration grew in

r3e See for slnrnFle P Atiyah Prornises, Morab, and Lan, (Clareodon Press, Oxford, 1981); Essays

on Contact (Clarendon Press, Ocford, 1990).r'fo t{ Qsllins The Law of Contract (l e4 Weidenfeld andNicholson, Lonclon, 1986).Itft K Rcmsr lhe hutitutiotu of Private Law and their Social Functions (O Kabn-Frermd tans,
Routledge, Loadoq 1949); Canpbcll, aboven 137,490 n 61.ritz R Brownsword 'The Ideologies of Contract'' (198?) 7 Leg Stud 207. Sce also the textbook by J
Adams and R Brownsw otd Understanding Contact Law ( 1 ed, Foubna, London, I 9 87) .I't3 See for exanryle !f Qsllins Mamism and the.Law (Clarendon Press, ordold, 1982). Compare
Kenncdy, abovs n 35.r4+ H Beale and T Dugdalc "Conbacb betweeir Businessnen: Plaoning and &e Use of Coatractual
Remedics" (1975) 2 Brit I L & Soc 45.r45 D Yates F.xchtsion Clat$es in Contracf (Sweet & Mucwell, Londoa, 19?8).l{t R Irsds "Coutracts Between Businessmcn: Rcform of thc Law of Firm Offers and an
F.mFirical Study of Tcadering Practices in the Building Industry" (1982) 9IL & Soc'y 153.
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popularity as contract law theory and courts were reorganised from the 19th century;la7

how lawyers have sbrrggled in vain to claim a more prom'inent positiop in constnrction
contact disputes;ra8 and patterns in contract litigation over 1975-1991.t4e

More recently, a major empirical research bringtng together 
. hoty.tt and

economists generated a rich collection of empirical data and conclusions."u One study

suggests that (at least in comparison to German counterparts) English firms
manufacturing mining equipment and kitchen fuiniture: (i) still not infrequenfly deal

without written contacts, and perceive themselves not to have 'binding contracts"; (ii)
rely more on repeated individual contracts (but inchoate expectations of ongoing

business) as opposed to detailed long-term contracts, not for instance including
'hardship" clauses; and (c) are pr€pared to bring legal action for contact breach

(conglated-rvrtb mgre,lrqc-e$4Iqlegal rylel), bgt also {e4rglptrlg a--sigprfi-cant3@qd9

of "give-and-takel'. 
15t Another study based on twenty in-de,pth interviews of

manufacturers concluded that while most firms dealt on the basis of written
do cnmentat ion p er c eiv e d as \e gally enforceab l e (but not neces sarily so) : 

l s2

Non-legal mechsn'isrs exert a far more powerfirl discipline on the exchange arrange'ment than

formal, legal mechanisms: 'Tundanentally, it's a partnership. We have muhral interests: us to get

the buiineis; ftey recognise they've got a quality supplier who gives them a good deal. Tnrst and

reputation are funda"'ental; you don't get to the starting block without them-'. Firms do sot like to
plan for failure in a writteu contract. Failrue to deliver on time rarely occurs, but wheir it does it is
dealt with by "giving them a sore ear down the phone", and many disputes are settled "over a be€tr

at the pub", if necessary with a senior colleague who acts as an informal arbitrator. Ultimately, the

effectiveness of non-legal mechenisms depe,ods on the extent to which the firms have bvested in
building up personal relationships: succcssful exchange is not conducted by the autonomous'

---so-ially-cFlocated-agentsofr-eoclassic-afec-oiromictheor jt:

5ug[ finrtings are consistent with those of Beale and Dugdale, hishlighting a continuing

t17 R Ferguson "The Adjudication of Co"''.ercial Diqputes and the Legal Systum in Modern
England" (1980) 7 BritJL & Soc 141.r48- i ftooa and A Caiger "Lawyers and Arbitration: The Jruidification of Constnrction Disputes"

(1993) s6 MLR412.I'te P Vincent-Jones "Condact Litigation in Eogland antl Wales 1975-1991: Transformatiou in
Business Disputing?" (1993) 12 CJQ 337.r50 S Deakin and I Michie (eds) Contracts, Cooperation and Competitbn (Oxford UP, Oxford,

1997). For more thcoretical worh see also P Vinccnt-Jones "Contract asd Business Transactions: A
Socio-Legal Analysis' (1989) 16 J L & Soc'y 166; D Campb€ll and P Vincert-lonLes Contract and

Economic Organisation: Socio-Legal Initiatives (Darhoutb, Aldershot 199q.'
l5l Compare A Anigbet!, R Bacbman aud S Deakin "Contract Law, Social Norms, and Inter-firm
Cooperation" Q99n 2l Cambridge J Ecos l?1, 1E1-189, 191; B Burchell and F Wilkinson 'Tnrst
Businese Relationships and the Contachral Euvironmeut'' (1997) 21 Cambridge I Econ 217,226-232.
Sce also S Dealci", C Lane and F Wilkinson "Contact Law, Tnrst Relations, and Incentives for
Co-Operation: A Comparative Shrdy" in S De"ki" snd J Michic (eds) &nrracts, Cooperatian and

Competition (OxfordUP, Oxfor{ 1997) 105.
rsz - B Lvons and J Mehta'?rivate Sector Business Cortacts: The Text Between the Lines" in in S
Deakin and J Ilfichie (eds) Contracts, Cooperation and C,ompetition(Oxford UP, Odor{ L997) 43,58-59.

But see M Maher'Transaction Cost Economics and Contactual Relations" (1997) 21 Cambridge J Econ

21 (suggesting that Oliver lfillinmssa's govenrance theory based on assumptions of oprportunism and

bounded rationality which may not be inconsiste,ut witbneoclassical ecouomics in contemporary

incamations, helps explain most pattems of contract plenning and dispute resolution mechanisms in six

industy sectors).

I
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gap between commercial practices and expectations, and comparatively strict legal mles
regarding conhact formation, terms, and relief from contrachral obligations due to
changed circumstances.rs3 It seems tikely that English law's strict approach is related
the preponderance of reported cases in the House of Lords dealing especially with
charterparties, and to lesser extent ca:riage, insurancs, sales of goods, constnrction and
employment. As a small-scale empirical investigation by one commentator in Austalia
showed a decade ago, that county's conhact law is based on a much higher
preponderance of case law particularly regarding sales of land, possibly underpinning a
more flexible approach at least in some areas of law.tt*

The need for clear rules and certainty allegedly required in these tansactional
contexts may explain English law's continued reluctance to move sharply and
consistently away from a classical model of contact law, for example by openly
espousing a general duty of good faith.lss However, others have questioned the
empirical foundation of the claimed need for certainty. In 1991, promoting the notion of
a good faith principle protecting "the reasonable expectations of honest men", Justice
Steyn (now a Law Lord) pointed out that good faith was widely adopted in civil law
jurisdictions; the law of the EEC (now the Eruopean Union or EU); and the United
Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (CISG), "for
which the international market place is voting" by accession (unlike, still, England). He
regarded "as unproven the assertion that the pra8matic approach of our law necessarily
leads.t-g greater certainty and predictability than the more general methods of the civil
law"."o McKendrick also criticises opposition to CISG based on the mere fact that
English law is apparently still often selected in contacts which end up in the
Commercial Court, pointing out that:157

there is no empirical evidence orre way or ttre other. It is probably safe to assume that businesses
wish to avoid unnecessary upheaval end rmcertainty in the law of contract but arc tbey really
interestcd in the finer points of English contact law? The experience of thc recent Arbitration Act
1996 suggests that they mightnotbe. The thnrst ef this legislation is to give greater autonomy to
the parties to arbitration and to free English arbitration law from some of its self-inposed
limitations. One of these limitations was that English law did not recognise thc validity of a clause
glving the arbitrator the power to decide ex aequo et bono or to act as an amiable compositanr.
The fimction of the arbitator was to decidc the case in accordance with the law and not srryly
according to any notions of equity and faimess.

More generally, this legislative interve,ntion appea$ to have bee,n driven by a

belated awareness that London was losing its pre-eminent stahrs as a vexlue for
international commercial arbitatiou, in favour of the International Chamber of
Commerce in Paris and venues in Switzerland since the 1960s, and the Americau

t: 
See below cspecially Chaptcr Two Part tr.A and Chapter Foru Part tr.B.l5{. M Ellinghaus "An Australiao Contact Law?" (1989t2 JCL 13, 20.r55 See for g)cnmpl€ L Sealy'Ties that Bind: Sccr:rity of Contact in England at the End of thc 20th

Centu4r" (2000) 16 JCL 47. Cornparebelow ChapbrFourPartItr.D.156 J Steyn "The RoIe of GoodFaith antlFair Dealing in Contact Law: A llair Shirt Philosophy?"
(1991) Denning LI 131, 135, 140. See also First Enugt (UK) Ltd v Hungarian International Bank Ltd
[993] 2 Lloyd's Rcp 194, 196 per Stcp J; J Steya 'Does Legal Formalism Hold Sway in England?'

[1996] CLP 43,4s.t't McKcndrick, above n l3l, 59.
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Arbitation Association since the 1980s.1t8 Th. latter venues had also encoruaged the
evolution of a "new lex mercatoria", applylng broader standards of good faith and fair
dealing, despite some indications of formalisation of arbihal pro-cedures and perhaps
substantive norms from the 1980s until at least ttre mid-199bs.15e This implies that
English arbitrators and judges failed to pick up, and react to, hends in the international
arena- Indeed, a recent survey confirms that English arbitration specialisls 1s6nin
significantly rnore. conscious of 'tisks" in invoking the lex mercatona than their
counterparts overseas (especially in continental Europe).160 More generally, Q6llins
points out that the English higher courts (including the Commercial Court) process only
about 300 cases per year, a work load presumably dwarfed by arbitation and other
means of resolving disputes out of cowt. He draws on studies suggesting that English
arbihators have remained consistetrtly more sensitive to comsrercial contex! rather than
insisting on the formal application of strict contact law rules, to argue that English
businesses wish for flexibility in adjudication as well as their everyday dealings.t6l
Further, a recent article by a Commercial Court judge indicates an awareness that the
Court has bee'n too strict, and should learn from businesses' experiences with - and
preferences for - alternative dispute resolution (ADR) and concomitant flexibility.l62
This attitude presents a sharp contrast with the views expressed by Justice Devlin (later
aLaw LorO in 1951, at an early stage ofhis judicial career. Based onhis experiences as
a barrister until then, he noted that English businesspeople did not expect strict
application of the law; but concluded that the courts shoutd ultimately rmdertake the
litter, primarily to promote liberal ideals of the rule of law.l63

These works indicate the growing importance of empirical research into
contracting, and the ability of contact law theorists to draw on pathbreaking studies
goillg back many decades. In his inaugural lecture at the London School of Economics,
delivered in 1995 and published in 1997, Collins clearly signalled his intention to move
alvay from the more abstact exploration of "a new set of moral principles as tbe
foundation of the systematic exposition of the lad', the approach he (and others like
Brownsword and Atiyah) had adopted in the 1980s to undermine classical contract law
theory. Collins declared his preference for a methodology more amenable to empirical

r58 See for example B Garfr and Y Dezalzy Dealing in Yvtue: International Commqcial
Arbitration and the Constntction of a Transnational Legal Ord* (Chicago, U Cticago Press, 199Q.r5e L Nottage 'The Vicissitudes of Transnational Commercial Arbitatioo and thc Ls, Mscatoria:
A-View from the Periphery" (2000) 16 A$ Int'l73.tw See K Berger and others 'The CENTRAL Enqury on the Use of Transnational Law in
Intemational CoaEact Law and Arbitation - Background, hocedruc and Selected Resulb" in K Berger
E9 n" Practice of Transnational Iat+t (Klufser, The Hague, 2001) 91.ror !l fallins 'Formalism aad Efrciency: Designing Eurorpeau Comncrcial Contact Law" (2000)
8 Euopeau Rev Private Law 211, 225-228. He sites 1'or ocamFle Fergusou (abovc n 147) and Flood and
Caigcr (above n 148), suggesting that hc is prinarily interested in domcstic arbitration" Notc also that thc
posited senasitivity is only reladve, to fonral conrt adjudication, and that it could also manifesl i6slf
despite English law's taditional reluctance to countenance "eErity clauses" (below n 162). Qsllins alse
draws on Lyou and Mehta (above n 152), whose research accorded with that of Bcale and Dugdale (abovc

9-144) in showing that businesspeoplc did not placc great i'qportance ou standard form contact terms.ro3 f Thomas "The Courb of England and Wales, Commcrcial Edr:cation, and thc Chsngiug
R'siness of the City of London" (2000) 16 fub Int'I321.r€ P Devlin "Thc Relation between Commercial Law and Cor"mcrcial hactice" (1951) 14 MLR
249,250,260.
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inquiry:rtr

llesalling the insight tlat law's objective is the govemance of social, economic, and political
relations, the research agenda commences with an e1amintrli6a of how particular relations are
constucted and how they firnction. It then elucidates how thc law both succeeds in helping to
constnrct these relations, theo regulates them, and yet at times stifles or obstnrcg thenl The
scieace oflegal study aspires to the deeper understanding ofthe lsghnigues and consequences of
regulation of society for the purpose of serving more effective and targeted government ftrough
law. This method abandons the quest for formdations in moral priuciple as tle framework for
maps of the law. The task is rather to elucidate the chanaclling and constitution of social relations
through law. The morality of law is assessed not in its principles, but in its conseguences for
humau activity.

He went on to draw on work by Macaulay arrd others to argue that contact law does not
contibute siguificantly to the creation of binding market commituents, by oflering a
credible threat againsl breach of contract. More important were self-help remedies (such
as pay:me'Ilt in advance, tbreat of future boycotts), hansaction-specific inves' ents,
investments in reputation, 'hostage-taking" (such as taking of security), provision for
AD& guarantees by third parties, and prevention of misleading advertising and the like.
Confuact law's main purposes, therefore, were seen to be the constnrction of "ttre facility
for oc ante price-setting", essential for markets as institutions for enhancing wealth; and
providing "one of several mechanisms fo1 fi'ansfers of tifle to property".l6s Secondly,
Collins proposed that legal support for the largely social practice of entering exchanges:

comes at the price of distorting the complexity of the underlying oor.r, for the sanctity attached
to conracts insists upon a narrowing or oversimplifi.cation of the obligations. The controls on
freedom of contracl then entu fte picture to comteract ttis distortion, in order to restore the
variety and complexity of ftc normative expcctations arising in the practicc of entering
exchanges.

Thirdly, however, Qstlins indicated. that such a o'recontextualisation" of con6act law to
pursue ideals of a n'social markef' faces challenges arising from the autonornous
tendencies of legal doctrine relative to social and economic action. Qsllins suggested
that the broader generalised standards such as good faith, driven by developments in EU
law, will become an increasingly important part of this process; but that third-party
vetting of contactual terms would be essential, perhaps by courts but also by arbitators
in particular cases, and by regulatory bodies (zuch as thg Of6ce of Fair Trading) for
standard te,::ns prevalent within an entire trade or industry.ltr

These three themes have been extensively developed in Collins' richly
theoretical and empirical work on Regulating Contracfs, published in 1999 and hailed
for providing hope ttrat'tsritish scholarship, so long laugh$-ly offthe pace, might now
give the lead to the developme,nt of the law of contact".'u' His renewed debt to US
scholarship is apparent from the first and second theoles, notably the insigbts of

rer t{ Qellins 'Tbe Sanctimony of Contact'' in R Rawlings (ed) Law, Society and Economy:
Centenary Essays for the London School ofEconomics and Political Science (Clarendon Press, Oxford,
1997) 60,68-69.r6s esllinr, abovc n l&,72-73.166 Crolins, aboven 164,81-87.t67 CampbelJ" above u I37,498, reviewing H Collius Regutating Contracts (Oxford University
Prcss, Oxford, 1999).
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Macaulay and Macneil. Taking seriously the dictum of Justice Step that the cental
theme of contract law is the protection of "reasonable expectatiotrs", Collins broadens
the scope of inquiry as followi:r68

As well as expectations based upon the express commibenb coutained in the confadual
undertakings (the contachral framework), the parties also form expectations with respect to both
tle norms of the 'busincss deal" and the 'tusincss relation". These expectations of the business
relation derive from two dimensions of the "embeddedness" of economic tansactions, that is the
context of particular market conventions acknowledged by the parties, and the personal relations
between the parties.

Macneil also now finds an even kee,ler adherent in David Qampbell.l6e However,
Collins remains more interested than Macneil in the contemporary roles for markets and
the potential for regulation, arguably reflecting the political climate ushered in by the
Blair administration."' His third theme, and his recent book, also draw heavily on the
work of Guenter Teubner, a German contact law theorist and legal sociologist who
joined him at the London School of Economics around the same time. The latter's
theory of the relatively autonomous ("autopoietic') nature of social sub-systems -
including law - was driven by debates in his native Germany the 1980s about the
potential for regulation in a post-welfare state, characterised by problematic tendencies
towards and expectations regarding the "juridification" of socio-economic relations.lTl
Both influences - Macneil and Teubner - are also appare,nt in the recent studies by Peter
Vincent-Jones, developing theory based on extensive empirical inquiries into
contemporary contacting in Eng-!nd, especially the changing interface between public
and private govemance regimes."'

Collins's interest in autopoiesis appears to have cemented a move away from a
shong version of the "hansformation thesisn', the view that underlyrng socio-economic
changes (away from a commihmt to laissez-faire economics and rugged
individualism) have generated a new set of basic values infusing and respeciffing the
English law of coutact. Alreadn in 1994, he had admitted that new values were
diffioult to determine and weigb" new confract law doctrines did not necessarily evolve
while old oues could be applied in new ways, and competing theoretical frarneworks
(notably economic analysis, reliance-based theories still rooted in liberal theory-and
commrmitarianism) could be invoked to explain perceived tansformations. "' In

r6t Qsllins, above a l&,217-219. Comparc above Part I; Steym, above n 156.r6e Abovc u 76.l?0 Thc parallcl is evm more apparent in thc worl of his colleague, Anftony Giddcns. Sce fsr
exanplc 'Risk and Reponsibility" (1998) 62 MLR l; A Giddens The Third Wry and lts Critics (Polig
Press, Malden Mass, 2000).l7r Sce eqpecially G Teubner "After Legal Instrumcrtalisn? Strategic Models of Post-Regulatory
Lac/' in G Teubner (ed) Dilemmas of lau, in the Welfare State @e Gruyta, Bcrlin, 1988) 299; G Teubncr
Lau' as an Autopoietic Systan (Londo4 Blackwelt 1993); G Teubncf, "Altera Pars Audiatu: Law in thc
Collision of Discourses" in R Rawlings (cd) Lat+, Society and Economy: Centenary Essays for the
London School of Economics and.Political Science (Clarcudm Prass, Odor{ 1997) 149. Sec also
Charter Five below.

"l 
' 

See for example P Vinccnt-Jones "Contractual Governaace: Instinrtional and Organisational
Analysis" (2000) 20 OJLS 317.l7tl tl Qsllins 'The Transformation Thesis and the Ascription of Contsachral ResponsibiliV' in T
$/ilhelmsson (ed) Perspecttves of Critical Contract Law @armout!, Aldenhot, t993) 293,29+295.
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another imovative textbook published in 1996, John Wightnan also stessed the
pluralism in values and rules in contemporary English law, adding that 19th century
developments (especially in hiving offnew regimes for specialised conkaclual d6elings)
had already undermined the dominance of laissez faire and classical contact law.lTa In
the third edition of his textbook, published in 1997, Qsllins maintained that "the modem
law of contact differs from the classical hadition in its motivating ideals, in its methods
of reasoning, and in its sources of law", but there were already- inklings of a change of
tack derived from a growing interest in empirical inquiry.t" Brownsword has also
recently refined his posited dichotomy between consumer-welfarist and
market-individualist ideologies, suggesting that "static market individualism" (imposing
its view of contacting onto the regulated and "constituting" the market) is being
diqplaced by "dynamic market-individualiqg" ('teflecting the practice and expectations
especially of the business communi!/)."o However, he retains more interest in a
philosophical approach and case law developments.I77

The increasingly sophisticated discussion about the tansformation ttiesis is
matched by an escalating debate about the irnpact on English contact law from
developments in the EU, including recent proposals for a European Civil Code. Going
beyond the obvious, namely that such developments provide a contemporary instance of
"the world elsewhere" affecting the path of English law, commentators now address
fuudamental issues in philosophy, ideolory, empirical researc\ and comparative law
methodolo W.t" Boosted by concerns about Fngland's lethargic response to acceding to
CISG, to provide a comprehensive set of modem rules on international sales reflecting
sensible business practices,"' this debate may revive more profonnd debate on the
merits of codi&ing substantial areas of conhact iaw in England.

Discussion about codiffing cornmercial law in the Victorian era appears to

:1 J Wighman Contract: A Critical Commentary (Pluto Press, London/Cticago, 1996) 8l-94.tt) H Qsllins The Law of Contract (3 ed, Butterwortbs, Londoq 1997) 21. See also for exauple H
Qsllins and C Scott 'tlnited Kingdom" in G Bmeggermeier (cd) Rechtsprobleme von
Qualitaetsmanagenentvqeingbarungen und EG-Binnenmarld [Legal Problems of fuality Assurance
Agreements and the EU Intqnal Marlret/ (Nomos, Baden-Baden, 1998) 239.
'o R Brownsword "Contract Law, Co-operation, and Good Faith: Thc Move,ment from Static to
Dynamis Market-Individualism" in S Deekin and J Michic (eds) Corna cts, Cooperation and Competition
(pxford UP, Oxford, L997\255,259. Comparc Adams and Brownsword, above n 142Ltt R Browuword "General Considemtions" in M Furmston (ed) The Lavt of Contract
@utterworths, Londono 1999) l. Co'rFare generally his early jurisprudcntial work: D Bcyleveld and R
Brow:rsword l-aw As A Moral Judgmanl (Sweet & Maxwe[ London, 1986) 159-163, 382-409. Sec also
for examplc C Riley 'Designing Default Rules in Contact Law: Consen! Converitionalism, aud
Efficiency" (2000) 20 OJLS 367.r7t Compare T Binghan 'oThere is a 'World Elsewhere: The Cbanging Perspcctives of English
Law" (1992) 41 ICLQ 513 with P Legranil "Against a Euopean Civil Code" (1997) 60 MLR M; G
Teubncf, 'T,egal Initanb: Good Faitb iD British Law and How Uni$ing Law Ends Up iu New
Divergences" (1998) 61 MLR l1; Collius, above n 161; S TVhittakcr 'tlnfair Contract Tcrms, Public
Serrriccs and the Constnrction of a Eruopean Conceptiou of Contracf' (2000) 116 LQR 95; R
Brow:rsword "Individualism, Cooperativisn and an Ethic for European Contract Laf' (2001) 64 MLR
628.r?e Ste1m, above n 156; McKcndric! above n 131; R Goode &mmqcial Law in the Nat
Millennitnt (Sweet & Maxwelt London, 1998) 32-38 (criticising Engtish law's persistent reluctqnce to
countenance agreements to negotiate, zuspension.of performancc, assurance of perfomance followiag
anticipatory breac\ aud excuses for frustation), 87-96 (firther discussing CISG and rclated
harmonisatiou efforb).
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have cenhed on a fairly crude calculus of costs and benefits, no doubt affected by the
top-down utilitarian view of law-making advocated by Bentham in the 19th century.
This led to some piecemeal local e,nactuen_ts, in conhast to the export of a ful| contact
code to govem relationships in India-180 Other issues in codification, such as the
advancement of analogical reasoning and related substaative consideratioru,lsl appear
to have played a minor role in that debate over a century ago.

Similar obstacles seem to have promoted the demise of a projeg! to codiff
contract law, launched in 1965 by the English Law Cornmission. r82 A Law
Qsmmissioner's response to a South African professor's critique of codification, both
published in May 1967, argued with admirable foresight that codification should
advance harmonisation with the laws of continental countries and related intemational
conventions, as well.as with the civil law of Scotlaud (perceived as fundamentally
different, in being founded on good faith). It also contended that rendering English
contract law into more accessible form would make it more "exportable", especially to
colonies geining independence. The positive experie,nce of the UCC was noted in these
respects, and to counter the suggestion that codification would result in a great
uncertainty. However,-while suggesting that England's cornrnon law of contract had not
"continued to display its customary ability to adapt itself to changing conditions" and
that "legislative intervention [had] not tackled any of the fundamental principles", the
Law Commissioner's response did noJ venture any possible new principles of law or
methodology to gurde codification.r83 Similarln in-a review puttisUed a year later,
Aubrey Diamond noted that codification would need to be careful to encourage judges
not to constnre provisions narrowly, and should promote accessibility and imFrovement
of contract law;.but she did not venture any broad principles.for such encouragement or
improvement.lsa It seeru not uureasonable to infer that even those synpathetic to
codification around this time were wary of advocating Llewellyr's vision of a "Grand
Style" of appellate judging (involving "overt recourse to sifuation-sense') and the "three
-qs1 imFortant general substantive conc€pts" of the UCC: "good faith, commercial
reasonableness, including the current course of business and financing, and facilitation
of continued ex.pansion of commercial practices through custom, usage and agreement
of the parties".'o" These had been specifically mentioned by Soia Mentschikofl in an
article also published in the Modern Law Review back in 1964, However, perhaps
tailored to an English audience, the article had focused overwhe'lmingly on speciic
rules enacted in that Code; and Llewellyn's underlying philosophy and approlch to
commercial law had drawu almost no attention in England at that stage.'ou

From this perspective, it is also disconcerting that one recent comparative work
on good faith in Eruopean conhact law, co-edited by Simon Whittaker, focuses
overwhelmingly on rules applied in specific contexts and how these allegedly tend to

li Lord lrvine.'The Law: An Enginc for Trade" (2001) 64 MI,R 333, 335-336.

l:l Co"Tare abovc Chapter One FartU*e..Itz Compare F Reyuolds "Contact Qsdificatien, Legislation and Judicial Developmeirt'' (1995) 9
JCL 1 1, 13-15; Mentrchikoff, above n 27.r83 E Gowcr "A Comment''(1967) 30 MLR 259,259. Compare H Hahlo 'Tlerel,ies the Commotr
Law: Rest in Peacc" (1967) 30 MLR 241.rE{ A Dianond "Codificatim of the Law of Contacf'(1968) 3l MLR 861.t85 Mentschikofr, abovc n 27,168.rl{t Tvining, above n 25.
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generate convergent results.lET Recently, however, Brownsword has revealed the
philosophical and other broader considerations glossed over by that study.ttt Mot"
generally, the ideological ramifications of a proposed European Civil Code, issues in
comparative law methodology arising from this initiative, and !!9ir relationship to
conbact law theory, have been raised periodically over rece,lrt years.lEe

In sum" McKendrick was probably too hafsh when he wrote in 1996 that
English contuact law scholarship has exhibited more negative features - not being
interdisciplinary or empirical, nor "rich in its theoretical content", ard un'fi.illing to
follow Pollock's lead to draw on developments in Europe - than positive features,
namely affecting some doctines in the law (zuch as econ_omic duress), and focusing still
on "exposition of the laf' (a 'larticular shength').t* Io fact, the early studi-s by
Friedrnann and then Atiyah were given a stronger political flavour notably by Collins,
who more recently has drawn on a growing number of empirical studies since the 1970s,
to re-e,ngage with European legal theory and EU law in a theoretically sophisticated
manner. Althougb contract law theory in England appears to have been blpassed by US
legal realism prior to World War II, impeding developpent of the more substantive
reasoning long characteristic of US conhact law theory,''' it has been able to draw.on
some of that tradition to grow from seeds plauted over the last few decades. Contact
law theory in England is now flowering, providing a more solid basis for the e4pansion
of substantive reasoning in its contract law more generally, particularly now that theory
appears to be reclaiming the place it sbuggled to obtain in relation to legal practice in
the late 19th century.'"

Megislative, Judicial & Scholarly Activism in New Zealao.d

Legal realism and contract law theory from the US - and new contemporary theory
from England - has had an even more toubled and belated reception in New Zealand,
This has uudermined the potential to develop more substantive approaches in its
conhact law, although there have been some moves in that direction over the 1990s.

Oddly, there seems to have been little public debate about confract law theory
over the 1960s and 1970s, when the part-time Contact and Commercial Law Reform
Committee (CCLRC) reviewed particularproblems of contact law doctrine, prompting
enactnent of various Contact Statutes.'" The first 'T'{ew Zealand edition" of the
Cheshire aud Fifoot textbook was published only in 1961, largely reproducing

r87 f, limmsnnann ard S Whittaker (eds) Good Faith in Enropean C-ontractZaw (Cambridge UP,

9ambridgc, 2000).Itt Brownsword, above n 178.t8e Legrand, above u 178; Teubner, above n 178; Qsllins, abovc a 161.Ieo McKendrick, above n 131, 51-52.lel Above Part I. Sec olso above Chaptcr One Parttr.C.re2 Campbell (above n 137) correctly cmphasises the sipificarce of the thought-provoking
iheoreticai intoduction to a new 'lractitioucr text'': Brownsword, above t 177. For aaother substantivc
reasoning based approacb, likcly Dow to find a ready audience 11 pnglan4 see E Pedcn'?olicy Concenrs
Behind lvrFlication of Terms in I,ac/' (2001) I 17 LQR 459.re3 See for exauple G Bartou'Tbs Effect of thc Contsct Statutes inNew Zealand' (2000) 16 JCL
233. Coryaro generally R Sutton'T-ord Cooke and the Acadcmy: A View from the Law Schools" in P
Rishworth (ed) Struggle for Simplicity: Essays for Lord Coole of Thorndon @utterworfts, l4relli4gton,
l9gn 8,1618, discussed above Chapter ODc Parttr.C.
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intoductory material focused on the historical evolution of conhact from earlier causes
of action.lea Little writing^on contact law theory, as opposed to doctrinal issues and
detailed case law analysis,"t appeared in monographs or law journals over the next two
decad.es. Partiy, this situation may have reflected a paucity of law journals until around
1980.'"o Howeve,r, there were a number of venues potentially available, notably the
Victoria University of Wellingou Law Review aud the New Zealand Law Joumal,
making it rather odd that very little writing on contact law theory was published over
the 1970s, when debates r6761s !6ssming more intense in the US and (to a lesser extent)
England.leT Tht lack of witing may have reflected low rates of contact compared to
tort law litigation, as in the US from the 1930s through to the 1960s.re8 Unforhrnately,
the lack of a hadition of empirical inquiry into the New Zealand legal system means
that no quantitative data is readily available.

The same problem afflicts the converse hypothesis, namely that the growing
relative weigbt of contract litigation in New Zealand may have generated a gradual
increase in writing on contract law from the mid-1970s. Even without quantitative data"
however, a growing relative weight is virtually assr:red by the abolition of rigbts to sue
for personal injury by accident inaugurated by a state-funded no-fault liability scheme,
enacted n L972 and brought into effect from 1974. As Colin Patterson, chairman of the
CCLRC, remarked at the triannual New Zealand Law Conference held in 1972:ree

When [this scheme] comes into force I believe we will enter a golden age of development of all
other branches of the law This conferencc should help practitioners of the law of personal
injury to suwey the legal scene again and to choose the area of law to which their futrue
attention can most usefirlly be applied. ... the law of contract I zuggest, wiU fmd a prominent
place.

fV.A The Seeds of Contract Law Theory Development in the Early 1970s

Patterson's cornments were directed at a paper at the 1972 Law Conference presented
by Edward Somers (later a Cowt of Appeal judge). It had raised a firndasrental issue of
contact law theory: the nature ald extent of "agreemenf in the context of standard
form conhacts, especially those incorporating exemption clauses, and the possibility
that giving priority to the latter might "defeat the reasonable erpectations of the

re4 
See Cheshire & Fiftot's Law of Contracl (lstNZ ed, Butterworths, \Mc[ington, 1961).re5 Sce for examplC D Mclauchlan The Parol Evidence Rzle (Profcriio*f Publications,

Wellington" 1970.re5 The New Zealand Universities Law Rcview was inauguratcd iu 1967; the Auckland University
Law Revicw, b 1958; thc Canterbury Law Review, in 1980; the Otago Law Rcview, i! 1965, although by
2001 only l0 volumes had becn publishcd; and the Waikato Law Review, in 1993. Thc New Zealand
Recent Law Revicw was inaugruated in 1989, but focused ou round-rps of case law in discreti areas of
law. It changed its name to the New Zealand Law Rwiew from 1995, and now publishes more geireral
articlcs.re? The first issue of fte Victoria University of Wellington Law Review was publishcd in 1953,
al&ough it did not appcar annually until 1979. Thc Ncw Zealaud Law Journal bcgan as a bi.monthly
periodical in 1928, albeit primarily for practitiouers, and is now published month$. For contemporaneous
dwelopmenb ovqrseas, see abovc Part I (notably the UCC and Restaternent (Second) disorssions,
Gihore, early Posncr, CLS, thc Tliisconsin school aud early Macaeil) aad tr (notably flisr{rnenn, 6c
early Atiya\ and the 6edificsfisa dcbate).
res ' ' 

Coryare GalanEr, above n4j.ree Ugzilrrzl-r4g2.
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consumer,gnd perhaps even negative the very consensus which is the basis of the
conse,ut''."' I:r fronting up to such a key theoretical issue raised by contemporary
practices, Somers' paper was quite unusual for this era, and sertainly marked an
important milestone in the evolution of conkact law theory in New Zealand..2ol

However, Patterson correctly chided Somers for failing to mention an influential
reconeeptualisation of exemption clauses developed in the early 1960s for a doctoral
dissertation by a New Zealander, namely Brian Coote, and it should be added that the
fuudamental issues had been higbligbted as long ago as 1943 by Kessler in the US.202
Further, other comments on Somers' paper were hardly revolutionary. Patterson
proposed simply to refocus attention away from conhactual wording and onto the'teal
agreement'', viewed "according to all the relevant evidence" - a solution perfectly
consistent with mainstream confract law thinking at the US by the 1960s (at least),
although this was not referred to.203 He also suggested that this development could be
promoted by legislatiorq worded to encourage consideration of all the particular
circumstances of the case at hand. Showing some appreciation of conte,mpomry
developments in England, he added that "possibly the Englishmen will beat us to it with
their codification of the law of contract", although that project was already under fire by
1972 ard some regulation of exernptiou clauses was only achieved through the Unfair
Contract Terms Act 1977 (enacted, indeed, as a private member's bill).'* Don Dugdale,
another member of the CCLRC (and later a Law Commissioner),. agreed wittr the
suggestion that problems raised by Somers, notably remedies for misrepresentation,
should be achieved directly by legislative intervention focusing on "the balance of
convenisnce" ratler than historical precedent aq$- judicial subterfuge - singling out
Lord DEnniug as "one of the worst offenders"."' Legislative intervention was also
approved in the penultimate comment by a certain P J McKinlay^Som Lower Hutt. On
the other hand, the latter highlighted that the discussions had not:'uo

faced square on ... the change in social attitudes towards legal obligations shce the rules of
contract were first promulgated; the present situation seems to be one where therc is wide
recognition that weakness in bargaining power on the pafi of the one party to thc contract is
something to which shouldbe given due recognition.

He went on to first advocate a legislative approach, able to "look at the social questions
involved and the values which now seem to be broadly accqlted", suggesting that this
migbt make it appropriate to distinguish "consensual contacts" (freely negotiated) from
"non-consensual contacts" in which the parties had not never agreed as to their exact
natrrre; and that rules for tl.e latter migbt "allow Courts, in effect, to create the bargain
between the parties, the bargain which the parties themselves may never in fact achrally

200 E Somers 'Consensus and thc Writt€n Contract'' IL9721NA.J 485, 485.20r ludee{ as McKendrick obscrves (abovc n 131, 32 n l4), in Englaad: 'Tt was not until the
publication fo thc 21st edition of Anson's Lavv of Contract in 1959 that ttcre was distinct discussions of
the zubicct of standard form contracts",2oz C Pattcrson tlgZ2j NA,J 492, refcrring to B Coote Exceptian Clauses (Sweet & Ma:cwc[
London, 1964); compare Kessler and Fine, above u 38.203 Patterson, above n 202,492493. Compare for exarylc 7ami5 above u 32.2It4 Patbrson, above n 202,493. Compare Reynolds, abovc n 182; McKcndric\ abovc n 131, 32.tos D Dugdalc ll9721NA-I495.2(F PMcKinlay tl972lNu 497.
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have made".2o?

In a separate paper presented to the conference, however, Dugdale argued that
care should be taken in conferring broad discretions on judges through legislation. This
was particularly in appropriate, in his view, when the matter raised political issues.
Dugdale insisted that 'lolicy is for the Legislature and not the Courts", echoing Sir
Alexander Tumer (a Court of Appeal judge); and more generally criticised a tendency
for govenrments to refer politically contentious issues to committees and the 1ike.208 He
also stressed that "discretion should not be conferred where it intoduces an unnecessary
uncertainty into commercial practice". Presenting the enachent of New Zealand's
Illegal Contacts Act 1970 as an unusual situation, Dugdale concluded:2oe

It is best if legislation is precise, and the conferment ofjudicial discretion is only ever justificd
faute de mieux, where the formulation of precise rules is ir"Fossible. But plainly there are
circumstances where reform is needed and where tbe draffsman srryly cannot foresee all possible
circumstances. Then and only then is it proper fsl hirn to solve his problems by the conferment of
a judicial discretion, and even tben the policy must be made as plain and as many guidelines must
be laid down as possible.

Unsurprisingly in view of his key role in the CCLRC, Patterson also approved of the
Act. But his suggested rationale might have been intended to have broader application
for other proposed legislative intervention: rather than legislating rules in a piecemeal
fashion, 'the whole process was [to be] started again, but this time on a new basis where
the Courts would be enjoined to do justice betwee,n the parties"."o By conhas!
Dugdale's paper is pervaded by considerable cynicism about judges, suggesting that
their moral assumptions should be studied empirically (as in the US). However, Austin
Forbes (later President of the New Zealand Law Society) was dismissive of "the
so-called American realist school of jurisprudence" and such studies.zll Similarly,
George Barton (then a lecturer at Victoria University of Wellington) responded that
'\rhat we really need is a bench of Judges and Magisfrates of broad qmopathies,
sensitive to community needs and aspirationri - and I believe we have now, in larger
me.rsrrre than at any other time, [such] a bench

In sum, contained in these 1972 paperc and comments - recorded, thankfully
and unusually for New Zealand, verbatim - were the germs of a more substantive
approach to conhact law. Nonetheless, they revealed the power of formal ssassning in
many ways, including a wideqpread preference for initial legislative intervention;
Dugdale's concerns to constrain the exercise of any judicial discretions confe,rred
thereby, as well as the effect on certainty in commercial dealings; and a general view
that a primary goal should be simplification sl gemFlex case law. The development of
more substantive reasoning was also imFeded by a reluctanoe to engage in empirical
and more philosophical inquiry; and a lack of engage,me,nt with developments in other
major common law countries, such as England and (especially) the US.

207 McKirlay, above u206,498.208 D Dugdale '"The Statutory Confement of Judicial Discrction' tl97Z) NA,J 556, 557. He
appears to be referriag to Sir Alexandcr Tumer "Changing tbe Lav/' (1969) 3 NAJLR 404.2w Dugdale, aboven 208,560.2ro C Pattcrson 11972)NZLJ 567.2rr A Forbcs llg7zlNZLI565.2t2' GBarton tl972ll:{U 562.
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fV.B More Seeds in the Early 1980s

The potential for developing a distinctly more substantive approach remained
virtually unexploited until the early 1980s. The major expansion of this poteutial -
particularly in raising philosophical and (implicitty) empirical issues, drawing on
contract law theory emerging in England - crme from another New Zealand Law
Conference, held in 1981. This is somewhat ironic grven that such confere,nces were
(and still are) focused on issues considered immediately relevant to the legal profession

- even in England, conhact law theory developed primarily in purely academic milieus.
The milestone event in 1981 was a provocativs paper presented !y George Barton, who
had by then left Victoria University to practise in Wellington.'" He argued tbat there
had beeu a shift away from the will theory of contact congenial to 19ttr century legal
theorists, rangrng from Benthamite utilitarians to Maine's 'tistorical school". Barton
argued that the decline of the juy trial and the merg:rg of common law with equity led
judges to articulate reasons applied to particular facts, resulting in more precedents to be
discussed by cor:nsel and practitioners in future cases, and hence more and more refined
classifications and categories. On the other hand, he argued:2la

As you read the decisions, you become conscious that a new principlc is at work. Agreement
sestrui no longer to be the golden metewand, but reasonableness. Judges, some with greatcr
perspicacity than others, can read terms into agreemenb that are not ihere; and can read down
terms that ate there, sometimes even ignoring them entirely. All in the interests of doing justice,
of reaching a fair rezult ss between the parties.

Barton identified Lord Denning as the 'high priest of the modern approach", begiming
with his undercutting of the common law doctrine of consideration by devql.gnine
principles of equitable estoppel, founding liability on reasonable reliance. "" He
stressed Lord Denning's willinFess to allow termination on reasonable notice of a

long-term supply conhact expressed to be for "all times hereaftet''.216 Barton also
discussed Lord Denning's view that exemption clauses should be enforced only if
reliance thereon would be fair and reasonable, suggesting that the House of Lords'
insistence that this could not be a rule of law still meaut that 'tnder the zuise of
interpretation there is still room for the notion of reasonableness to work".2l? ihis left

ltr G Barton'nVhither Contacf?" t198U NZLJ 369.2r' Above n 213, 371. See also C Rickctt 'T,ord Denning - Sincere Man and Problcmatic JudgC'
(1982) l0 l.iZttLR 91, 91 (suggcsting that Lord Dennbg had "occupied a position ef irnmenss

igportance in British and Ncw Zealsnd law for thc last thirty-five years").z'r Above n,213,373, ci@ Cental London Propefty Trust Ltd v High llees House Ltd ll947lKB
130.2r5 Above n 213, 372, discussmg Staforilshbe Area Heatth Authority v South Etafordshire
Watenvorks Co ll978l I WLR 138?, and nori'g that Lord Denning, it The Dbcipline of the Law
@uttcwortbs, London, 1979) 48-50, viewed this judgment as the "qritome of rcasonableness". Compare

!.glow Chaptcr Four Part tr.B, especially Gore District Council v The Power Co Ltd [1997] 1 NZLR 537.
'tI Above a213,374, discussing Plpto Production Ltd v Seanricor T?ansport Ltd [1980] AC 821
(rejccting Lord Deuning's doctine of fimdamental breach); Reardon Smirt Line Ltd v Yngvar Hawan
Tanger tL976) 1 WLR 989 (where Lord Wilberforce approved an objective view of cotrhact
interprctatiou), FL Schultt AG v Wiclonan Machine Tool Sales Ltd $974) AC 235 (whcre Lord Reid
zuggested that unreasonableness of result indibates less probability that sn interpretatiou was intcndcd),
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o'a kind of judicial review of all the circumstarces", formulations farriliar tci
administrative law, and the law of contact lsssming "less private law and more public
1aw".218 Further, ssllssding that reasonableness and the related lodestar of "reasonable
expectations" were vague concepts, Barton suggested that:2le

It is, no doubt reasonable to expect that promises will be kep! that conduct continued for some
time in the past will be rqreated in the futwe. But reasonableness of that kind is scarcely enough
as a basis for a legal right to enforce the expectation It is necessary to go firther and to determine
that the expectation should be based upon whether it is reasonable to rely Un the conduct
(including the words) of the defendant. If it is reasonable to teat the defendant as having intendcd
the other pady to place reliance on what he may have said or done to the exteut that he will
answer for his not having coming up to expectations, then the law will enforce the cxpectation or
give compensation for the disappointed reliance. This is a long way from the law of contact. In
rrxrDy respects it is coming very close to tort, to a generaliscd duty with respect to one's words or
conduct.

These suggestions of conhact law drawing closer to public law and especially tort law,
as well as the displacement of 19th cenhrry'lrincipies" by "pragmatism", suggest the
inspiration of Pakick Atiyah's attempts axound this time to redraw and expand the
conceptual bases for confiactual liability in English law.220

However, Barton expressed some concem about the broad discretion conferred
on New Zealand judges by statutes like the Illegal Contracts Act 1970, the Conhactual
Mistakes Act 1977, and the Contactual Remedies Act 7979. He saw these statutes as
parallelling the modern judicial approach (at least in England), in promoting
individualised justice, but concluded: "... whose fairness? Whose reasonableness?".
Overall, Barton conte,nded that:221

the law of contact is clearly in a state of ferment; or, to change the metaphor, in an 'extraordin4ry
conceptual morass', to use Profcssor Atiyah's languagc. It is too early to assess with any
confidence how tbe New Zcaland law of coutact will dcvelop. IVe arc given to legal cxperimeit.
We are at the stage of improvisation. The most receut bold ventues into reform of thc law
contract may tbrow up more difficulties than &sy s61ys.

Pragmatic reformism, proceeding without much explicit ex ante theorising other
than the need to simpli$ the law to ge,nerate fair outcomes, is consistent with the
mentality of New Zealand's early modern law-makers described recently by Bassett,
and the phlhsophy developed by Lord Cooke from the early 1980s (above Chapta One
Part tr.C)."' $imil4ly, in the summary of the discussion which followed Barton's

and. Prenn v Simmonds [1971] I WLR 1381 (allowing consideration of the factr,ral matix as well as
language used). Coupare below ChaptcrThree Parb IU.B.I and ltr.C.l.zrt Above t213.375.lre Above n213.375.tn Although noi specifically on thcse points, Barton, above n 213,374 n 9, cites Atiyah's 'Trom
Principles to Pragmatism" (1970 92 LQR 174. See also Atiyah's inaugural lecture published unda the
same title in 1978 by ClarendonPress, Oxford Compare above Part III.4t Above n213,378. This rhetorical question is posed at the end of discussion ou the Contractual
Remedies Ac! but i1 is i"flicit in Barton's r"-ots on the other ts'o statutes.
rn Furtber, as Barton adds (above n 213, 372), this teodency may have beeo reinforced by:

... contemporary '\intcing in many spheres of human conducl Rules of any kind cease to toublc
many of our contemporaries: in religion, some Christians can speak of God as being dead -
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conference presentation, Don Dugdale is recorded to have again defended the exercise
ofjudicial discretion under the Illegal Contacts Act 1970, to validate sales in breach of
the Land Settle,ment Promotion and Land Acquisition Act 1952. He contended that the
exercise "now enabled Judges to reach a just solution hoggstly instead of by the
circuitous approach for which Lord Denning is famous".223 Moreover, as a Law
Commissioner recently, Dugdale proposed abolition of the Confracts Enforcement Act
1956 partly to prevent circuitous atternpts by judges to avoid formal requirements in
that statutory context too.za Howevetr, his comments on Barton's paper or"A to seen in
the context of his concerns about judicial discretion" raised a decade earlier. Over the
1990s, he also remained a sharp critic of allowing broad discretion to judges.2zs

Similarly, although a comment on Barton's presentation by John Burrows
(another CCLRC member from the late 1970s) also perceived a trend to use contact
"interpretation" to overcome doctrinal difficulties to do justice in individual cases, along
with doctrines of unconscionability and economic duress, he observed that "the Cor:rts
still had somehow to fit all this into the haditional framework of contract lau/'.226
Noting that wi{9 discretionary powers were likely to result in uncertainty and possibly
inconsistency,"'' be remarked that New Zealatd might be getting to the stage of
ag6ding a comprehensive contact code - suggesting an aw_areness of the English Law
Commisslsn's project of 1965 (but abandoned by 1981).228 Finally, John Wallace QC
(later a High Court Judge and Law Commissioner) is also reported to have responded
that: "if particularisation means abandonment of principle we are indeed on difficult
ground .. . We should achieve a clear definition of our principles. Failure to do this ha-s

meant recourse to statute to remedy manifest iqjustices".22e-Agah in 1981, therefore,
the seeds were planted for a reastion by those attacted towards more formal reasoning
(especially "hard and fast rules") against the substantive tendencies inherent in the
contract law tends highlighted by Barton. The comparatively short history and weakly
articulated theoretical basis of the latter tends, especially in enacting the Conkact
Statutes (discussed below Part IV.C), probably made such a reaction significantly easier
to sustain.

Another conkibuting factor appears to be the uuwiltingnes-q-to pursue empirical
inquiries into 'teasonable expectations" in contractual settings.23o Barton impUcitty

indeed the view is held in some sections of New Zealand socicty that'Cbristian" is synonymous
with bcing a "good bloke"; in ethiGs, the rightrcss or wrongness of an act dcpe,nds entirely on thc
circr:mstances, "situational ethics" it is called; in psychology, no onc is really responsible for
anything - we are all creatures of oqr environrnent.u t19811NZLI380.x21 i,Iew iealand Law Commis sion Repeal of the ContracY Enforcemen Aa 1956: A Disausion

Paper (Prcliminary Paper No 30,'WellingtoD, 1997), See also D Dugdalc 'Do'We Need the Contract
E-nforcement Act?' [993] NZ-J 239; below Chapter Two Part ltr.4 See for exaryle D Dugdalc "A Politc Response to Mr Justice Thomts" (1993) 23 rr'tJtilILR
125; D Dugdale'Traning Statutes in an Agc of ludicial Supremaci,sncr" (2000) 9 Otago L Rcv 600.xts - irgett NZLJ 379.t27 s." aLo the corcem in his Committce rqporq published in 1982 and reproduced in New
Zealatd Law Commission Contracts Stantes Review (Report No 25, Wellingtoa 1993) 275, 291, to
delimit any court discretion to vary contactual obligations rpon fiustation Compare also below Chaptec
FouParttrA.xt:E Above n,226.zE n98r'rNa-I3Eo.230 bo-p'to for cxample the debates in &e first half of the 20ih century in the US, resulting in fte
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invited such i"quity when he suggested, following an acclamation of Lord
Wilberforce's concern about the schematic character of English conhact doctine
(particularly privity doctrines) not matching commercial realities (multi-party
tansactions):

The corrmercial character of contacts rests in matry cases on the assumption that each of the
partics will play his part in the relationship in accordence with the reasonable expectations of the
others. Tbat is why parties to continuing supply conbacB, where price and supply are the subjects
of written agteement, cxpect and usually receive a syrpathetic rcsponse from their courtcrparts
when the cost of perfomdng their obligations is affectcd by a sudden rise in prices of raw
materials or by a dramatic change in exchange rates. To the lawyer thc writtcn coubactual formula
ends all argument; to the $usins5sman it mercly provides the basc for a furthcr round of
negotiation in the sure faith that he will not be bound by the letter of the agreement.

The same expectation is shared by the ordinary citizen who enters into a coahact. When he
signs a conEactual docu.ment with coluncns of finc print he rarely reads beyond the first line. He
certainly does not consult his lawyer ... Everyday cxperience shows that a vast uumber of
contacts are sigued without a proper appreciation of the uafire and cxteut of the obligations
imposed. How then is it possible to fit the theory into the rcality of almost univcrsal practice? It
grnnsf bc done. The notion of reasouable expectations is more in accordance with the attitudes
both of tbe ordinary citizen and of ttre commercial man.

This drew a sharp reaction from a leading practitioner, Richard Craddock QC: "if we
believe that this development is what the commercial community wants then we
'misread our market' ... The businessman expects pe{grmance and certainty, and to
lose the latter diminishes the likelihood of the fomler"."' Perhaps he had experienced
different b?es of contactual relations and parties in his practice, compared to Barton.
Such sharply different views in 1981 might have prompted some systeruatic empirical
research in New Zealand - as itr the US, Japan, and even England by the 1970s - but
unfortunately it did not, until one project in the mid-1990s.tt' Further, a response to
Barton's paper by R G Gallen QC (later a High Court judge) suggested that New
Zealand parties might be better off seeking "individualised justice" from arbikators,
rather than judges leanred in the law but lacking in specialist skills in the area of
dispute; and that judicial inquiry into reasonableness would likely result in more cos!
delay and risk of error,'leading to increases in litigation.233 Again, these are empirical
questions-which have been purzued in other jurisdictions, but yirtually ignored in New
2ealand.23a

fV.C The Contract Statutes

Not surprisingly, in the light of the foregoing, subsequent development of contract law

frm cstablishment of more zubstantive tendencies in thc UCC and geueral contract law after T/orld War
tr: above Part I.23r n981'lNzLI38o.z'z iUo"i Parb I-IU. Coryarc L Nottage 'Economic Dislocatioa in New Zealanrl and Japan: A
Preliminary Empirical Study'' (1997) 26 \ruWLR 59; L Nottag6 'flanning and Renegotiating Long-Tcrnr
Contractr in New Zcalasd and Japaa: An Intcrim Rcport ou an Eryirical Rcsearch Projcct" (1997) l.[Z L
Rev 482; and below Chaptcr Fou Part m.z$ 

tr98rl Nzte 380.2Y iUo"i ParE I-Itr. Comparc L Nottrge and C lVollschlaegcr 'olvlst Do Courts Do?' [99fl
NZLJ369.
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theory in New Zealand has focused on refining more concrete principles in'relation to
existing black-letter law, especially the case law. The hend since the mid-1980s has

been growing concern about the scope for judicial discretion provided in the Contact
Statutes, a concern consistent with the general re-emergence of formal lsassning

tendencies and corresponding institutional developments described above (Chapter

One). On the whole, the courts appeax to have been slow to exercise vigorously a

number of broadly worded statutory discretions. Arguably, this has stemmed from
insufficient clarification of the underlying purposes of the various statutes, as well as

their piecemeal nature, making it more difficult to link them to a broader

methodological and jurisprudential vision such as that developed to promote the UCC
from the 1940s through to the 1960s."'

The most comprehensive statement of the broader considerations supposedly

lying behind the enactnrent of the Confuact Statutes came from John Burrows, amember
of the CCLRC only in its later stages, in aa article published in England as late as 1983.

He argued that the various areas were chosen for reform because: (i) much of the case

law was complex and technical, ope,ning up the possibility of a more direct route to
resolving issues; (ii) the law did uot always reach a just result; and (iii) despite casuisbry

and attention to detail, the law did not always pronote certainty. Burrows noted that a

key featgre of the resultant legistation was the conferal of broad discretionary powers

on judges; and that it was "exhaordinary . .. how easily all these Acts [had] been passed,

... attact[ing] very little criticism or comment from lawyers, and little opposition from
the cornmerJial community".236 That becomes less surprising when oue realises that the

legislation - in contrast for instance with tbe UCC - seems to have emerged quite

quickly from the activities of a circumscribed 
^$Ioup, 

in a piecemeal fashion lacking a

clear prior state,ment of underlying principles."' Accordingly, enactme,lrt of each Act
probably drew no reaction from businesspeople and their advisors simply because they

did not appreciate what was involved, nor the cnmulative effect of the enactnrents

together with subsequent rationalisations of them. Burrows remarks that 'by giving the

courts powers to provide reasonable solutions, the New Zealarrd legislation may be no
more than most contracting parties do for themselves in any event", mentioning the

"excellent" studies by Macaulay and Beale in suggesting that "more-research is
necessary on just how far certainty is really a necessity to commerce".""o However,

there is no indication that the CCLRC ever attempted systematically to ascertain

real-life practices and expectations, and use these as a widely publicised basis for their
reform efforts. The approach sesms to have bee,n to "grve it go" in a number of discrete

areas, laytng confidence in the judiciary to start afresh and the legislature to make any

necessary later adjushents, and avoiding (or at least not seeking out) broader public

235 Compare above Part I.215 J Burrows "ConFact Statutcs: Tbc Ncw Zealand Experience" [983J Stat L ItEv 76' 83.
237 Sutton, above n 193.218 Bu:rows, above n 236, 90, citing Macaulay (abovc n 68) and Beale aad Dugdale (above n 144).

Thcse worls gct relcgated to a footnote in Burrows and others (above n 8, 14 n 11)' with Macaulay's

sttrdy parapbrascd as showing that-"the practice.of coutacting parties often does not match thc law of
contrait'' (iriginat mrphasis). Bizanely, this is then used to support the flat assertion in that tcxtbook that:
."The twentieth ce"trty has witnessed a move to a position where the law of contract more closely

approximates thc expCctations of reasonable busiuess people". Compare alo J Burror*'s 'Statrtes ard
Judicisl Discretion" (ne17 NZULR 1, 22 (echoing Dugdale, above n 208, by suggesting that "lherc are

somc perE of &e law in which ccrtainty is more inportart tban othcrs").
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engagement. These attitudes are reflected in Burrows' conclud'ing assesqre,nt:23e

The new statutes are much better than the law they replaced- Perhaps some will believe it would
have been better to take more time and produss I ssmFlete code of the whole law of contact. Not
only was that not feasible, given New Zealand's law reform machinery; it simply would not have
worked. It is much harder to have total codification accepted by Parliament and the profession;
and if one is to cngage in bold reform it is better to intoduce it gradually and observe its
operation. The New Zealand legislature has taken rislcs, aud in due course some ame,ndment may
be necessary. But that is far better than the alternative, which was 1s ds asrting.

Such views add up to a very dilferent process and orientation than that which drove
enactnent of the UCC in the US, clearly designed to reduce formal reasoniug at
multiple levels. The New Zealand statutes did not boost substantive reasoning by openly
reflecting and promoting business usages and expectations, by encouraging purposive
interpretation based on underlying principles reflected in the new la% or by doing away
with strict formal require,ments. Most of New Zealand's Contract Statutes did reduce
interpretive. formality by replacing rules with broader open-ended standards. But these
were primarily directed at relief - upon breakdown of contactual relationships, where
"certinty" may be arguably less signitrcant240 - rather than in their formation or
interpretation. Further, these standards were ofteo surrounded by extensive "guideline"
factors.2al Such factors provide the backdrop for the following anatysis suggesting that
the Contract Statutes fiave had a rather limit"a impact on advancing iubstantive
reasoning in New Zealand contact law theory.

A related consideratiou is that althougb prominent New Zealand jurists appear
to have enjoyed the sense that they are world leaders in reforming the common law in
distinctive ways,242 i1 is important to note contemporareous developments in other
Anglo-Commonwealth jurisdictions. Thus, New Zealand's tendency to legislate for
judicial discretion had antecedents in English statutes, such as the war-time Law
Reform (Frustated Conhacts) Act 1943. Largely adopted in the Frushated Contracts
Act I9M, sections 2(3) and 2(6) allowed the court discretiou to adust be,nefits received
under a conbact which had been held frnstated under the common law doctrine of
frustation. More adventurous was New Zealand's Minors' Contacts Act 1969, which
allowed court discretion to diminish the effects of certain minorg' contracts if found
urconscionable or oppressive (section 5(2)), as well as discretion to expand the effects
of other contracts if "fafu and reasonable" (sectiou 6(2)). On the other hand" this
legislation was partly prompted by the Lately Report of the Committee on the Age of
Majority, published in England in 1967; and the Act has hardly ever been applied by
New Zealand courts, with one judge finding it difficult to rurcover its rationale.'"'

zle Burows, above n 236,97.2'r0 Burrows, above n 236,90;Burows and others, abovc l 8, 16.21t Compare Dugdale, above n 208.212 See ge,nerally I Bassett 'Tbc New Zealand Legal System: Early Historical Inllue,nces" in R
Bigwood (ed) Net+t Zealand Legal Method @utterwortbs, Wellington, forthcoming). Compare for
examplc R Cookc "The New Zealand National Legal Identity" (1987) 3 Cant L Rcv 171.2'3 S Todd'Minors' Contacts Act 1969' in New Zealand Law Commission C.ontracr Srarrrer
Raiel'y (Rcport No 25, Virellbgton, 1993) 229,230; Mormw & Benjamin Ltd v Vfhittinguz [1989] 3
NZLR L22,124 (althorgh Thorp J concluded that thc Act was "a uniquely New Zcaland res?onse tslc] to
the age-old problem of prwenting persons uking advaatage of youthfirl ine:gcrience without unduly
interfcring with the ordinary counie of commcrce and the rigbts of innocant adults").
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Legislation was also enacted in New South Wales soon after the Lately Report, adopting
very similar discretions and broad standards.2a As one English commentator notes:

"problems with minors' contracts are never going to be very conrmon, and a

discretionary power in the court is no surprise to anyone. It existed even in Roman
law".245

More significant was the Illegal Conhacts Act 1970, wtich did not attempt to
clarify the complex corrmon law on what constitutes an "illegal contact", but allowed
for discretionary relief in section 7. A member of the CCLRC reports that the sche,rte

initially intended was 'testitution as the primary form of relief, compensation when
restitution was impossible, and validation which presupposed a variation to make the
contract confomr to law, ... constrrcted on the assumption that the courts would
oontinue to want to refuse enforcement to illegal contacis".'06 Howeuer, this scheme
was not well appreciated by the courts. Following a dictum of Cooke J, validation came
to given ptimacy from thi late 1970s, despite rot""ms about the courts usurping the
pre-eminence of the legislatue.zaT A decade later, variation was granted in one case
nhot -to correct procedural defects in illegal conhacts, but for ulterior purposes";
Hammood J crued illegality under the Land Settlernent Promotion legislation by
validating the sale subject to a statutory consent being obtained, but then went on to
increase the sale price.tas However, this approach has been sharply criticised;2ae and it
seems r:nlikely that it will prompt widespread interference with substantive terms whe'n
a breach of statutory requirements or other illegality occurs.

By conhast, the Contactual Mistakes Act 1977 appears to have been driven
not only by a willingness to simpli$ complex case law; but also to expand the scope of
operative mistake, at least in situations of "cross-purpose mistake" pursuant to section
6(lXaXiii), where parties '\ilere each inlluenced in their respective decisioas to enter
the'contact by a different mistake about the same matter of fact or 1aw".250 Despite
nofirg the general warnings of Arthur Corbin in this area of coirtact law, the CCLRC
was prepared to risk reformulations of what constitutes mistake, although the legislation
ultimately did not take up all these views. The Cornmittee also envisaged a broad
gulding principle, "a balance between aysiding the unfaimess of holding a party to an

inappropriate transaction which was not fully assented to, and protecting other parties
. .. who have a legitimate interest in seeing the contact perforrred", and the purposes of
the Act were stated to include powers to 'britigate the arbihary effects of mistakes on
contacts" subject to not prejudicing "the ge,neral secruity of contactual relationships"
(section 4).ttt A decision of the Court of Appeal in 1984 appeared to develop the

2& Minss (Prsperty and Contacts) Act 19?0 CNSW). See generally I Caficr aad D Harlaud
Contract Lavt in Austalia (3 ed, Buttenvortbs, Sydney, 199Q 294-295'297-299.2'5 Rclmolds, above n lE2, 19.216 B Coote "security of Contract and the New ZealatdContract Statutes" (2000) 16 JCL 37,4L.21T Hmdingv Coburn t1976] 2 NZLR 577, 58+585; Coote, above n 246,42;Barton" above n 213.ut Coote, above n 246,42;8nsst v Bouma (20 fune 1996) unreporteq Eigh Courl Hamilton
Registry, upheld irBouma v Bussr(1998) 6 NZBLC 102, 457 (CA).2a,' B Coote 'Variation Under the Contract Stahrtes" (1997) 3 NZBLQ 3; B Cootr 'More, or
Perhaps Less, on Variatiou Under the Contact Statutes" (1998) 4 NBLQ 181; Coote, above u 246,
4243.250 Rcpolds, above u 182,21. A Beck and R Sutton "Coutactual Misbkes Act 1977" in Ncw
Zcaland Law Commission Contracts Stautes &aiets @epoilNo 25, Wellingtor, 1993) 127,143-153.251 Report on thc Effect of ldistakes on Coutacts, Wellington, May 1976, para 5; Barton, above n
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notion of cross-purpose mistake so as to seriously challenge the objective theory of
contact; but resultant conhoversy helps explain the retenchment apparent five years
later, emphasising that section 6(2)(a) precluded relief for a 'histake in [a contact's]
interpretatiot"."" In 1993, reporters for the Law Commission's review of the Act
suggested that "section 6(2)(a) be made a discretionary factor within the ambit of
section 7", which again confers broad powers for courts to provide relief (provided an
operative mistake is established)."' However, the Commission noted that no majority
agree,ment could be reached regarding reform in this area, and concluded that a

stabilisation in decisious from the courts indicated that they should be able to continue
stiking an appropriate balance.

The most significant and consistent expansion of the judicial discretion has

come instead from the Contractual Remedies Act 1979. It too aimed primarily at
simpliffing complexj.udge-made law by providing direct routes to resolving the main
perieived problems.2sa Reyrolds succinctly observes that a major problem was:t55

the weakness of remedies in respect of misrepresentations inducing the contract (including the
a;tficulty of distinguishing such representatioos ftom contract terms) ... [This] was solvcd by
the surprising method of equating prc-contachral misrepresentation and contractual promises
for the purposes of d^mnges, ild amalgamating the remedies of rescissioo for
misrepresentation and teating the contract as discharged for breach into one rcmedy of
'cancellation', the consequences of which (since the resulB of the two remedies were differenl
one operating ex tunc and the other ex nunc)had to be entnrsted to the discretion of the courl

Some of this English commentator's surprise may have stemmed from the more limited
statutory intervention in England, in the form of the Msrespresentations Act 1967. Be
that as it may, since cancellation under the Contactual Remedies Act crystallised the
position of the parties, section 9 broadly allowed courts !o provide discretionary relief
including transfers of property or payment of money for benefits already conferred. Yet
it seems clear that the CCLRC did not intend these measues to affect rights to claim
damages, and the Act reflects this in various provisions of sections 8-10. Nonetheless,
judges began issuing a variety of orders under sectiou 9.Ia 1992, Fisher J decided that
the broad wording of section 9(2Xb), permitting the award of any sum o' as the Court
thinks jusf', allowed a holistic assessment overriding common law rules ea 6"-ages.256
This approach was approved by the Court of Appeal in 1993, and seems likely to
prevail, despite--protests that it subverts the Act and risks unprincipled.
decision-making."' But even these decisions indicated that coulmon law doctrine
would continue to influeutial, and Reynolds indicates that the Act may not have bee,n

193,240-24L.2s2 Conrpare Conlon v Ozolhs [1984] I NZ,R 489 with Paulger v Butland [1989] 3 NZLR 549;
Barton, abovc n 193,242-243,E BcckandSutton, aboven250, 157.zs1 J Bunows 'The Contactual Rcmedies Act 1979' (1980) 1 Cant L Rev 82, 83.25s Relmolds, abovc a 182,22. Scc also Coote, above u 246,M.235 Nsvwtaw Tours Ltdv Ranier Investmen* Ltd t1992] 2 NZLR 68.E7 Coxhead v Nmman Taurs Ltd (1993) 6 TCLR li Thomson v Rankin [1993] 2 NZLR 68;
Burrows and othcrs, above n 7 , 7 59-7 62. But see D Dugdale and C \ilalker 'Tlarmonisatiou of the Salc of
Goods Act 1908 and thc Contactual Remcdies Act 1979" in New Z*;a.IAn.d, Law Cornrnissioo, Contacts
Statutes Revieul (ReportNo 25, We[ington, 1993) 111, L22;B Coote'?.emedy and Relief under the
Contactnal Remedies Act 1979 (N4'(1993) 6 JCL 141; and Coote, aboven.246.
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necessary to encourage these events: "The rules of damages are a legitimate subject for
development by caselaw, and they have been and are being developed in many
countries".258

A fourth important Contract Statute resulting from the deliberations of the
CCLRC was the Contracts (Privity) Act 1982, providing a scheme for contacts for the
benefit of third parties. Unlike earlier Statutes, and some earlier legislation in Australia
covering this issue, it did not provide any discretionary powers to the Courts.2se This is
understandable in view of the controversy engendered by a fifth statute promoted by the
CCLRC, the Credit Contracts Act 1981. In particular, practitioners and interest groups
(especially in the business sector) expressed concems about section l0's discretion to
reopen terms which are o'oppressive, harsh, unjustly burdensomg, unconscionable or in
contravention of reasonable standards of commercial practic"rr.260 Despite its ostensibly
broad scope - criticised by Bob Dugan as "if anything, broader in scope than its United
States counterpart", namely unconscionability doctrine under the UCC and the
Restatement (Second)261 - R J Asher remarked in 1988 that concerns were largely
misplaced: "Courts have shown robust commercial co[lmon sense in considering
whether there has been oppressiveness [sic]".262

In sum, Asher correctly concludes that although the Contract Statutes were
"major pieces of reforming legislation", none "could be fairly described as deliberately
challenging the fundamentals of contractual doctrine".263 The main reason for this was
arguably that the reforms proceeded from the mid-I960s through to the 1980s largely in
the absence of a new comprehensive theory of contract, firmly grounded in general legal
theory reinforced by political debate and empirical inquiry - as in the US, Japan, and
even England (albeit still falteringly, over this period).'* Nonetheless, the Contract
Statutes belatedly erected a somewhat precarious platform for attempts to reconstruct
contract law theory in New Zealand,.

IV.D The Birth of Contract Law Theory in the Late 1980s and Early 1990s

As Francis Dawson remarked perceptively in 1985, echoing - but not citing - a key
insight of the legal realists in the US, secondary gg-ntract rights (such as damages or
relief) are "inextricably linked" to primary rights.'o' He added that enactment of the
Contract Statutes had "dramatically altered the nature of contractual obligations of New
Zealand", with recent case law at that time suggesting that "it will soon be a truism in
New Zealand that a contractual obligation will only be enforced to the extent that the
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25t Reynolds, aboven 182,23.zse Cornpare the Property Law Act 1974 (Queensland) s 55(3)(a) and (c).2@ R Asher "The Statutory Reforms of the Contracts and Commercial Law Reform Committee
from a 1988 Perspective" (1988) 13 NzuLR 190, 193.26r R Dugan "The New Zealand Credit Contacts Act: A United Sates Lawyer's Perspective"
(1984) u NZULR 20,32-33.262 Asher, above n 260, 193. See also D Webb "A Proposed Decision-Making Process for
Oppressive Credit Contracts" (1997) NZ L Rev 394; below Chapler Three Part IV.C.26t' Asher, above n 260, lg7.2& See above Parb I-m.26s F Dawson'nThe New Zealand Contact Statutes" t1985] LMCLQ 42,43. Compare for exanple
Fuller, above n 34; Macaulay and others, above n 67.
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court thinks just". To counter such rough justice, Dawson suggested that:266

New Zealand contact theorists will have to assemble (and fairly rapidly) a new theory of contract
obligation which will not only explain what role should be accorded to contactual autonomy
under the statutory regime, but which will also explain why it is app'ropriate for courts to interfere
with the parties' own arrangements. One suspects that this will require the development of a fairly
sophisticated notion of contrachral justice, reconciling concepts of conhactual autonomy, good
faith bargaining and substantial equivalence of exchange, and careful working out the relationship
between contact and tort obligations. This is a daunting task ...

Contrasting the tendency of French contract law commentators to begin expositions
with "different philosophical conceptions of contract law", he also suggested that
common lawyers' traditional aversions to articulating principles would need to be
overcome, esp€cially as "the courts struggle to interpret the language of the various
statut[...]"s".'o' Unfornrnately, Dawson left academia for private practice in the early
1990s. Perhaps from that vantage point he assisted in reining in tendencies by some
judges to interfere too readily in parties' agreements, but this move deprived New
Zealand of an influential academic commentator interested in broader conhact law
theory building.268

In 1988, Brian Coote reviewed the cases emphasised by Dawson, suggesting
that they did not undermine a more classical understanding of contract, or at least
should not encourage the emergence of "a new law of contract" centred on
"reasonableness" as suggested by Barton in 1981.26e In a lengthy separate publication
around the same time, Coote rose to the challenge of developing a general theory of
contractual obligation, one which cirme down firmly on the side of insisting on the need
for courts to respect party autonomy. ln particular, he argued that contract law's
function as an institution lay in allowing parties to credibly commit to the assumption of
obligations, sg_$at the focus should remain on the interests of the promisor rather than
the promisee."o This perspective attracted considerable attention in Australia,2Tl as well
as New Zealand, and Coote maintains it to this day. One corollary is that contractual
obligations, taken on voluntarily by parties, are distinguished sharply from duties "like
those in tort, imposed ab extra by force of law". A second is 'the need for
enforceability", which not only differentiates contractual obligations from "merely
moral, social and religious ones", but also provides the "key tg security of contact" by
ensuring that "sanctions ... mirror the obligations assumed".272 Such views have been
developed in remarkable disregard of - or at least, disinterest in - the jurisprudential,
political and empiricalrvork by legal realists and their followers in contract law theory
development overseas.'" Nonetheless, with a comprehensive conceptual framework in

26 Dawson" above n 265,57.267 Dawson, above n 265,44.26t For a rare contribution after his career move, see F Dawson "Reflections on Certain Aspects of
the Law of Damages for Breach of ConEact" (1995) 9 JCL 125.28 B Coote "The Contracts and Commercial Law Reform Committee and the Conhact Statutes"
(1988) l3 NAJLR 160, 170-171, citrng Barton (above n 213).270 B Coote "The Essence of Contract" Part One (1988) I JCL 9l; PartTWo (1989) I JCL 183.21t See for example J Carter and D Harland (eds) Cases and Materials on Contract Law in
Australia (3 ed Butterworths, Sydney, 1998) 6-12.272 Coote, aboven 246,38273 Conrpare above Parb I-Itr.
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place, Coote has consistently criticised some judges for undermining the allegedly
rather conservative original intentions of those responsible for New Zealand's Contract
Statutes. He has castigated judgments perceived as contary to this ft*ry, premised on
the primacy of party autonomy and supporting rules capable of predictable
enfoicement.2T4 b a valedictory lecture delivered in 1995 to a standing ovation, Coote
declared himsslf an unabashed "formalist", and his writings in this vein have remained
prolific.27s

Coote's nsmesis nowadaysn in important respects, is David Mclauchlan. In the

latter's inaugrual lectue at Victoria University of Weltington in 1983, he shared

concems about the Conhacts Statutes promoted by the CCLRC, of which he had not
bee,n a member. Mclauchlan criticised the Contractual Remedies Act L979, in particular,

for doing away with "a body of inticate case-law, developed by the courts over 200
years, ... replaced by a discretion for the exercise of which little meeningful guidance is
given". This area was seen to be one in which "celtain well-defined problems constantly
recur", and Mclauchlan argued that: "it would have bee,n possible to enrctpinciples to
be applied by the courts. It simply required time and effort''."o He has since continued
to expend much effort in relating trends and concepts particularly in Anglo-New
Zealard contact law to the areas dealt with by the Conhact Statutes."' Also driveu by
respect for the elaborate commoa law and equitable nrles developed by the courts'to

_regql4g unfairness in contactual terms and negotiations, Mclauchlan launched a

scathing attack 
-on-a fieliminary Papef publiShed in 1990 by-the Lfrr Commissioq

which had proposed a succinct set of general standards."o Howeve,r, a clear tension
with Coote's endorseme,lrt of a formal approach to contract law emerged in 1992, when
Mclauchlan reviewed developments in the Conhact Statutes - and especially
judge-made contact law - to proclaim the advent of "the 'New' Law of Conhact in-Nri 

z""l*d"rttn

Those clements of thc so-called classicd law of contact &at survived the judicial and lcgislative
inroads of the first 70 years of this century are graclually being zupple,nented and overtakcn by a
body of law whic\ inter alia, enforces some previously unenforceable promises and grants relief
from so4e previously enforceable promises, oftetr in accordance with a variety of broad standards

such as reasonable expectations, legitimatc commeroial expectations, uuconscionability, good

faitl" and eveD.'1he confident asnrqltions of commercial partics".

271 Sce for example Coote, above n 246;o,249.275 B Coote "Coitact - AnUndcndew" in B Browu (ed) Contract - An Undertiary: A Sowanir of
a Yaledictory Lecture (Legal Research Foundatiou, Aucklan4 1995) 13. Scc for cxample Coote, 246.
276 D Mclauchlaa "Contact and Cor"mercial Law Rcform in Ncw Zealand" (1984) 1l NZttLR
36, 44. See also D Mclauchlan "Conbact Law Reform in Ncw Zealand: The Contractual Rcnredics Act
1979" (1981) I OJLS 2E4.zn See for gxnmFlc D Mclauchlan 'Merger and Acloowlcdgcoent Clauses rmdcr the Coutractual

Remedies Act''(1988) 18 VUVfLR 311; D Mclauchlan'"[he De, isc of Conlon v Ozolbrs" (1991) 14

NAJLR 229.27r D Mclauchlau'tlnfair Contacb - Tte Law Commission's Draft Schcme" [991] NZ Rcccnt

L Rcv 311. Concpare New Zenland Law'Corrmission "Unfair',' Contracf (Frelirninnry Paper No 11,

Wellington, 1990); and below Chapter Thrce Part W.C. Sec also A Angelo and E Ellinga
'tlnconscionable Contracb: A Comparative Surdy of the Approaches in Englan4 Ftauce, Germany, and

the United Stateg" (1992) 14 Loyola of Los Angelcs Int'l and Comp LI455.2E D Mclauchlao'1lte 'New' Law of Contact in New Zezlarrd' (1992) NZ Recent L Rev 436,

436.
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The last-mentioned phrase was taken fiom a judgment of Lord Justice Bingham (.t F"g
was then), in a case in 1990 findi'lg a collateral contact in a tendering process.'o"
Mclauchlan concluded by disagreeing with some critics and 4ssleiming this decision as

an illusfration of "the tend towards the imposition of jusl solutions w-hich can be
ascribed to reasonable persons in the position of tn" parties;'.281 He added:282

My judgmcnt is that commercial men and women would welconee the irFosition of the kind of
limited legal obligation imposed by tbe cor:rt in the ... case, Such a result tends to enhance, not
underm:ine, the utility of the tendering process. Of course, this disagreement goes to show once

again that the reasonable outcome will often be a mafter ou which careful minds, weighing all
relevant considerations, may differ. One's judgment as to what is reasonable is depende,nt on oue's
life e:cperience, philosophical starting-points, and moral values.

Notably absent from this list of relevant determinants was an interest in a systematic

investigatioD of the actual e)rperiences, practices and norms of commercial parties - a

problem already uncovered when Barton's hypothesis that agree,ment was being
displaced by "reasonableness", as lbe lodestone for conhactual liability, drew such

stong reactions a decade earlier.283 The omission is also surprising in ligbt of
Mclauchlan's appeal to a prominent US legal realist and the mentor to Llewellyn,
Arttnr Corbirl for the proposition that contact law revolves around "the realisation of
reasonable expectationJthit have been induced by the making of a promise".2& Furthet,
contestin! the ascription by Adarns and Brownsword of ideological schizophrenia-to
Lord Wilberforce, Mclauchtan suggested that:2Es

tbe pursuit of fair and reasonable results, 'Just solutions which can be ascnted to reasonable

men in the position of the parties", necessarily involves gling due weight" sometirnes perhaps

decisive weigh! to commercial conveni€,[cc. Justice in contrachral disputes requires a

balancing of the vahres which constiirte the so-called 'lcrarket-individualist' and

"consumsr-welfarist''pbilosophies, in so far as thcy point in difflent directions.

This represents basically the "conllicting considerations" model which emerged from
the 1940s through to the 1960s in the US, only to be seriously challenged since 1970 by
ideological tension and new contact law theory based notably on liberal rights-b"Tj
philosophy, economic analysis, and a renewed commitment to ernpirical inquiry.'oo
Mclauchlan also downplayed the profoundly historical and philosophical arguments

developed by Atiyah, &d more importantly Collins' communitarian studies in the

1980s, as well as pioneering empirical studies in England. Instead he left the assertion

280 BladEool and Fylde Aqo Club v Blaclgool Borough Council [1990] I WLR 1195, 1201, pcr

BinshamLI.ztr Mclauchlan, above n 279, 460.222 Mclauchlan, above u 279, 461.2t3 Barto4 abovc n 213.2Y Mclauchlaq above n 279, 44A n 33, citing Corbin on &ntracts (1963) Vol 1, 3. Compare

above Part L2t:t Mclauchlan; above n279,446. The fust citatiotL repeated &om the openiug paragraph of the

article, is from Lord Wilbcrforce's specch n National Caniers Ltd v Panalpina (Norrtern) Ltd U98ll
AC 67 5 , 696. It should be added that the House of Lords in thst case extended the doctine of frustration
to lcases ofland, but deEided that it could not be applied in the case at hand- Sec below Cbspter Fotu Part

trj, For the other phrases cited by Mclauchlan, see Adams and Brownsword, above n't42.
ztc Sce above Part I.
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that "there has been a perceptible change in judicial attitudes and, in partnership with
the legislature, i:r the values which should determine the resolution of contract cases".

This was supported by "some general remarks concenring the underlying attitudes and

values of judges when resolving contact cases today'': "a mole liberated and

adventurous judiciary" less bound to precedent, exhibiting "a greater recognition of the
realities of the contracting process and willingness to adapt and change the law
accordingly; more awareness of that people do not read standard-form contacts and

often do not reduce the whole of their- agreement to writingn',28? more concem to
achieve individualised justice, ild a wiliingness to blur the distinctions betwee'lr

confractual and tortious liability.

fV.E The Slow Development of Contract Law Theory Since the Mid-1990s

Mclauchlan's subsequent work has not attempted to develop these points, but rather to
propound a new set of "principles" to guide the courts. To be fatr, it has only been in
very recent years - especially after the.retirement of Lord Cooke from the Court of
Appeal - that robust debate has emerged in New Zealmd about the attitudes and roles
of in. judiciary.288 Further, as President of the Court in 1990, Lord Cooke had claimed
that "faimess" and "reasonable expectations" were new lodestones in New Zealaad
1aw.28e Taking this lead, in 1993 Thomas J published his monograph 6uflining a
j'uilspnrtlentialEamewoik-Ibr}ldge-mEde law reflective of comrhunitl e$ectafionsdnd
not hidebound by precedent."' Yet two swallows never make a sunm€r. Moreover,
Lord Cooke's claiml were not cented on developments in contact law;2el he generated
relatively few lasting innovations in New Zealard conhact law doctrine;"' and his
tendency to adopt a skict approach in comrnercial settings, as opposed to tansactions
involving consnmerc or indviauls, has been noted by a tliaing practitioner.2e3

Likewise, Justice Hammond's imposition of punitive demages in contact has not
generated momentum.zea His writings as a law professor, carried over into a judgment

287 Mclauchlan, above n 279,447,288 See above Chapter One, eqpecially Part Itr.2te R Cooke 'Taimess" (19S9) 19 \ILIWLR 421. See also above Chaptet One Part tr.C.2e0 E 'til Thornas "A Return to Principla in Legal Reasoning and au Acclamation of Judicial
Autonomy" (1993) VUWLRMonogaph 5.Et Above n 289. Contact law also did not figrue prominently in his review of the constibr€nts of
'"Ihe New Zealatd National Legal Identity'' (1987) 3 Cant L Revl7l, 176-178. But see R Cookc

'lntoduction" (1995) 9 ICL 3, 6 (commeating that "reasonable expectations" should be a guiding
principle concept'5n contact as in other fields').
2gz ' Compare McEtroy Milne v C.ommqcial Electonics Ltd U99311 NA.R 39 with R Cooke

'T.emoteness of D''nnge aud Judicial Discretion" (1978) 37 &l 289, Comparc recently BNZ v M
&tardian Thlst & Ltd 11999) I NZ-R 66a (CA); JB Caldwell Ltd v l-ogan Houe Retirenant Home Ltd

t1999] 2 NZLR 99 (HC). See also the presuoption against enforceability of certain info''trl commcrcigl
agreements, arguably created by Cooke P in Concorde v Anthony Motors (Hutt) Ltd ll98l) 2 NZIR 385,

discussedbelow Chaptcr Two Part tr3.1.2!r3 J Farmcr'T-ord Cooke and luilicial.Decision-making: A Perspcctive from thc.Commcrcigl
Bat'' in P Rishworth (ed) .stzgfe for Simplicily; Essays for Lord Cooke of Thornfun @utterworths,
V/e[ington, 199?) 53, 57-58. Compare also Lord Cookc'?arty Autonomy" (1999) 30 VttWLR 257.
8+ Tak & C.o Inc v AEL &rporation Ltd & Anor (1995) 5 NALC 103,887. Thc Court of Appeal
left the issue unresolved in State Insurance Ltd v Cedanco Foods Ltd (6 August 1997) unrc,porte4 Court
ofAppcal, CA2l6l97.
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in 1993, have recently encouraged Thomas J to follow suggestions by Lord Cooke and
develop a "dualistic" or "substantive interest-based" model under which breach of a
civil obligation allows the judge to choose any remedy deemed most appropriate,
irrespective of its historical or conceptual baggage. "' However, reviewing
developmelrts m"inly since the mid-1990s against the backdrop of a rising caseload
pressures on New Zealandcourts since 1977, John Smillie has argued recently that:2e6

There are signs that an increasing nr:mber ofjudges are ssming to the view that an independent
law of contact offering 3 minirnum level of certainty and predictability is essential in order to
provide I 66aningfirl guide to conduct and permit efficient resolution of disputes. The Court of
Appeal is now more likely to grvc literal effect to the plain words of a contectual documen!
and less included to read down exclusion clauses and nnply protective terms. The court has
made some attempt to balt the progressive intnrsion of tbe tort of negligeoce into the
contrachral world of economic affairs, and to differentiate fiduciary duties of loyalty from
61dinryy contactual obligatious. In what is perhaps the most siCnitsanl recent developmcnl a
majority of a five-judge court held that expectation dnmages for loss of futrne be,nefib cannot
be recovered in an action for breach of the Fair Trading Act 1986, reasoning lhat only a binding
contractual contract can generate an expectation will be firlfilled.

Unsurprisingly, Thomas J has often dissented in these respects.2eT Occasionally, he has
achieved some success in tuming other judges to his more substantive reasoning. The
mgst-pfomine.n! exam_plg.is reggn! yggs-is the_attempt_to_rgqant from a literal
interpretation of contracts, preferring consideration oJ a frde-arraybT extinbic-evide,nCe.
InAttorney-General v Dranx Holdings Ltd,fuomas J advocated reference to subsequent
conduct.zes The propriety of this was left open by the Court of Appeal in Ain+tork (ItlZ)
Ltd v Yertical Flight Management Ltd, but later approved tnValentines Properties Ltd v
Huntco Corporation."" In Yoshimoto v.Canterbury Golf Int'l Ltd, however, Thomas J
himself accepted that stare decisis compelled him to the conclusion that:3m

For the moment therefore, &is Court must accept that, until the nrlc is reviewed by the Prily
Cormcil (or, possib$, the House of Lortls) the extrinsic evidence relati'g to the draft agreemcnt
must be disregarded as part of the negotiations. Tbe cautious flexibility in thc application of the
nrle [of conFact interpretation] which would scem sensible to ensure effect is give,n to tbe
reasonable expectations of comm,ercial men and women is lacking.

The pre-eminent role of Priqy Council precedent in this area had bee,n emphasised in an
article published by a partrer in a nation-wide law firm, Don Holborow, a month or so

zet E W Thomas "Aa Endorsement of a Morc Flexr'ble Law of Civil Rermedies" (1999) 7 \Maikato
L Rw 23, 25-26,33, '14 

(following Butlerv Countrvnvide Finance Ltd [1993] 3 NZLR 623).85 J Smillic 'Is Security of Contract Worth Purnriug? - Reflections on the Function of Contract
Law'(2000) 16 JCL 148, 152 (citations omitted). See also J Smillie "Certainty and Civil Obligation"
(2000) 9 Obgo L Rcv 633.87 Sec also for cxample the decision by He,nry and Keith IJ reiterating thc primacy of thc
contactual matix ir lsrt shims brought anong businesses: R M Tunon & & Ltd (iil W v Kerslalce &
Parfiers (6 July 2000) Cd. 169/99 (Thomas J dissarting).2et (1990 7 TCLR6tz,zln Respectivcly, [1999] I NZLR 6al; [2000] 3 NZ-R 16. But see Ingram & Anor v Patoort
hoperties Ltd (18 April 2000) unreportd High Court, AucHaud Rcgrsty, CP 387/S\I/99, Smellie J
(following an earlicr Court of Appeal ruling).3{D 

t20011 I NZLR 523, 549. Thanl$ are duc to Dou Holborow for providing a copy of this
judgmcnt
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prior to tbe Yoshimolo judgment. He went on to castigate the general move away from
literal interpretation, as sigualled by the House of Lords in Investors Compensation
Scheme Ltd v West Bromwich Building Sqg!"ty and followed by the New Zealand Court
of Appeal tn Boat Park Ltd v Huntco,'u' adding indications that some High Court
judges in New Zealand were still attacted to a more literal analysis. 302 There is also
evide,nce of a move back to more literal interpretation h England.3o3 Such
developments have lsen assleimed by Jack Hodder, a parbrer in another large firm and
editor of New Zealand's most widely read weekly law newsletter (as well as a former
[,a1ar Qsmmissioner), as part of regular entreaties to naintain bright-line rules. In a very
recent editorial, he acclaimed the Court of Appeal's refusal to ' find an inforrral
agreement to be a binding contact, but expressed disappointment that the Court did not
specifically "disapprove of Professor David Mclauchlan's more or less heretical
modem writings on contract".3s

Mclauchlan therefore seems to have overstated the situation in proclaiming
"the new law of contact interpretation" in 2000.30s Nonetheless, having founa a ready
ally in Thomas J, he appears committed to waging a crusade to encourage New Zealand
courts to move away from a literal approach."o Similarly, Mclauchlan criticises judges
who take an overly objective approach to contact formation.3o? He also proposes a
multi-factor balancing test, rather than a brigbt-line rule, to determine whether parties in
contractual negotiations intended to be bound despite referring to a forrral contract

-having to.be later executed:3o8 art approach which could encourage more promises to be
enforced. Mclauchlan also chastises New Zealar,;d courts for their reluctance to
recoenise agreements to agree, even compared to English and Scottish courts,3oe

30t Respectively, [1998] 1 All ER 98 (IIL); and [1999] 2 NZLR 74.302 D Holborow "Contact Interpretation" [2000] NZLJ 374, 375-376 (disc'ussing judgmeots by
McGechan J and by Fisher I). Compare also Findlay & Anor v Carey & Anor (5 May 2000) rmreportcd
High Court, Hamilton Registry, A L46199, where Hernmond J feit obliged to apply Boat Park but held
reservations about the approach outlined in tbat case.303 See for example Sir Cbristopher Staughton 'tlow Do the Courts Interpret Co'rr"'ercial
ConEacts" [1999] CLI303; M Clarko'Tnterpreting Contacts - Tbe Price of Percpective" [2000] CLI 18;
Bar* of Credit and Comrnerce International SA v Ali & Ors 12001] I All ER 901; S Gee "Interprctation
of Commercial Contacts" (2001) 117 tQR 358.30' J Hodder "Contacts: To Fill or Not to Fill Gaps" (2001) 24141TCL 1, discussing Electricity
Corporation of N-Z v Fletchq Challenge Energt Ltd (L0 Octobcr 2001) Court of Appeal, CA 132/00,
Richardsou P, Thomas, Keitl, Blanchard and McGrath JJ, For firther storit advocacy of more brigbt-line
rules, see for examplc I Hodder "Contact Law: Construction Froblems" (2001) 2418 TCL 1; "Contract
and Tort Again ..." (2001) 23125 TCJ- 1; "Certainty: The Law and the Southern Perspective" (2000)
23lt9Tcl-t.30t D Mclauchlan 'oThe New Law of Contract Interprctation" (2000) 19 NZLTLR 147. This was
also tbe titlc of a sgmhar he prcsented at the University of Aucklandns Research Cente for Business Law
on 28 November 2000, firrther billed as describing "a guiet revolution" in reccnt years.36 In Yoshimob (above n 300), Thomas J cites D Mclauchlan "A Contact Contradiction" (1999)
30 \ tqILR 175. Scc also for gxamFlc D Mclauchlan "Subsequent Conduct and Contact Interprctatiou:
A.B Updatc" (1997) 3 NBLQ 147,D Mclaucblan "The Plain Meaning Rule of Contract Interpretation''
(199O 2 NZBLQ 60 ['?lein Merning"].307 See for exaryle D Mclauchlan 'l{ctual Consensus Ad ldem: Umecessary But Surely
Suffcieat?" [995] NA"I 45.30t See D Mclauchlan 'Tnformal Agreemcnb for tile Sale or Lease of Land: When Are They
Contracb?" (1993) NZ Recent L Rcv 442; D Mclauchlan ""\tr/e Have a Deal" - Mere Consensus or
Concluded Bargain?" (1990 2I.IZBLQ 206.30e 

Sec D Mclaushlan'f,srhinking Agreemenb to Agree" (1998) 18 NZttLR 27.
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thereby undercutting more flexibility in long-term relationships. These areas

formation, terms, and performance.- touch on key aspects of the classical law of
contact.3lo Ray Mulholland has also joined in surveying some developments in areas

in or related to contract law, albeit in much more broad-brush fashion and ending with
the concession that: "Despite the massive pressure that has been exerted on contract, in
recent years, in the name of fair dealing, the substance of classical contract remains
intact".3l I

Further, a regular feature of Mclauchlan's writings over the 1,990s are appeals

to Fuller, Corbin, the UCC, the Restatement (Second), or Famsworth.''' Thus, the new
body of "principle" being proposed for New Zealand conEact law, especially
judge-made law, appears to be the neoclassical synthesis which rose to dominance in the
US over the 1960s and 1970s, despite that jurisdiction's very different history and

instifutional backdrop in relation to contract law (including, for example, extetrsive use

ofjury trials).313

Mclauchlan also faces formidable opponents in academia, io addition to Coote,
as well as within the legal proiession. Peter Watts, the successor to the Chair held by
Coote at the University of Aucklan4 has argued recently that:314

... like others, I doubt whether the evide,nce [Mclaucblan] relies on, principally a series of
discursions of Lord Hoffrnann, really zupports the degree of change hc is bailing, nor do I tbink
the-world wsuld-be a-happier-place for-a fresh start. ...-I think,the conventional-view inNew
Zealand has been against tle use of post-contract wide,nce, if only because of thc fairly consistent
stancc of the House of Lords on this issue.

More generally, he argues that "there has been avery substantial degree of continuity-at
the core and in the detail of our private law, and in the reuiollgg used in settling it".''"
Likewise, his younger colleagud Rick Biryood observes that:''o

Care must inevitably be taken to avoid any suggestions that the law of contacts has undergone a

greater tansformation than in reality it has, the more so when onc's historical conclusions about
that subjcct are founded prinarily on judicial opinions expressed at particular times. Snll, even
caricatures gesture in the direction of tnrth- It cannotbc denicd that modern contast law loous as

a 'butatiotr" of some earlier, 'loore pure" stain.

Bigwood notes that one manifestation of this is the appeal by judges to broad concepts

such as "faimess" and'teasonableness". However, he insists that the r:nderlying "idea

3lo Compare Mooncy, above n 91.3rt RMulholland'FreedonFromContact?"[2000]].IZIJ195, 197.312 See for cxample D Mclauchlan 'Damages for Misreprese,rtatisa under fto Fair Trading Act:
Expectation or Reliancc" (1999) 5 NZBLQ 133, 148; Mclauchlan, above u 306, 84 @lain Mcaning);
Mclauchlan, above n 309, 97 (Agrccmeuts); Mclaucblan, abovc n 307 (Conscnsus).
313 Compare above Part I; above Chaptcr One; Galantcr, above n 43; and for oraryle W Wbidord
'The Role of the Jury (and the Fact[aw Distinction) in the Interprctation of Writte'lr ContracB" [2001]
Wisc L Rev 931.3r4 P Watts "Thc Judge as Casual Law-Makst'l iu R Bigwood (ed) Legal Method in New Zealand:

Esscys and Commentan'ar @uttcrworths, IVcllingtou, forthcoming 2001), uudcr '3. Thc Impact of the

Legislativc Thesis'.3ri Watb, above n 314, under 'The Need for a New Zcaland Methodology''.316 R Bigwood "ConsciEnce and thc Libcral Concqltion of Contrasfi Observing Basic
Distinctions" Part One (2000) 16ICJ- 1,2.
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of nconscience' is not wholly extenral to the liberal notion of contact but rather is a

requirement of its own internal logic".3l7 Opening^a new chapter in conkact law theory
developme,nt in New Zealard law faculties, "o Bigwood draws primarily on
philosophical arguments to develop this argument in four main steps. He first follows
Aristotle in differentiating forms of justice, namely (multilateral) "corrective" justice
and (bitateral) "distributive justice". Biryood next adopts lohn Rawls' theory that
distibutive justice principles should be applied in determining 'lhe basic structue of
society'n, but not to the rules govenring "particular tansactions" entered into by
individuals. Thirdly, this allows him to draw the following distinction:3le

"Contact as Ilstitution" ("Contract-1") is the publicly announced system of rulcs that defines the
form of activity by which ptivate individuals may take upon themselves legal contachral liabifity,
thereby giving that activity ib stnrcture (a normative sigpificance it would not otherwise have).
As zuch, Contract-l is syuonynous with "lhe free markef'....

"Contract as instnrment'', in contast corresponds to the law of contrirct as tbe aormative
device eryloyed to regulate particular actions falling under Contact-I, that is, the formation,
performance and enforce,ment of p artictlar transactions.

Bigwood then argues that while distributive justice concerns may meau that a society
does not permit distribution of available resoruces solely on the basis of Contract-l,
once the latter has been committed to, "Contract-2" must be allowed to operate in a
largely -unqualified- artd non-distributive- menner, frrq from-excessive-governmental
interference and collective conceptioni of the good".320 The final step in the argument
is to contend that:3zr

adherence to the values of individualism implies that the justice of private tansactions between
particular individuals must depend at least on the actual consent of the parties. Ultimately,
however, our conclusions about the couditions of such consent must be able to accommodate our
understanding of correctivc justice (aud not distrbutive justice) as tha prinary modc of legal
ordering ia this context. Absence of consEnt on the part of one contracting party @) is not per se,

positive justiiication for disappointing the contactual expectations of the party on the othu sidc
of the tansaction @). All things bcing equal, D must somehow be responsible for P's faihre to
bring a proper consent to the tansaction; thc absencc of a tnre, full, and free consent must
somehow Sg linked to a fomr of wrongdoing on the part of that o6er party (in proctring or
receivi'g that consent). In the final analysis, Contract-2 is rendEred just by irylyiqg into the
intemctionsl stucture of particular transactions duties of good faith and fair dsaling that monitsr
and contol the conditious rmder which personal contractual consent is procr:rcd and received-
The idea of "conscience" in conaection with the formation of contacts srmply conffiutes content
to that imtlication.

This 
'view 

gene,rates implications such as a focus on wrongdoing by D (.lhe

3r7 Bigwood, above n 3t6,12.3lt At least one theorist interested in contact law is presently active in a Philosophy dcparhor! at
thc University of Aucklan& Tim Darc. However, he has not published in New Zealand law journals, and
his work does not seem to be widcly known among legal acadendcs in New Zealandr lct alone its legal

.profession Compare 1'or exe'nFlo T Dare 'T(roDmsn on Contract A Study in the Rclation Betwceir
Substance and Procedure iuNormative and Legal Tbcoq/' (1994) 7 Can J of Iaw and lurisprudence 331.3re BUwoo{ above n 316, 33.!20 Bigwoo4 above n 316,34,32r R Bigwood "Conscieuce and the Liberal Conception of Conlracc Obscning Basic
Distinctions" Part Two (2000) 16 JCL tgl, L92.
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Defendanf') rather than the effect on P (the '?laintiff'), in rethinking the doctrine of
undue influe,nce; and the primacy of procedrual over zubstantive unfairness.322 Tho

former challenges a doctrine of classical conhact law; but the relegation of distuibutivist

concen$ to thJ"Conhact-l." stage, and the pre-eminence give,n to voluntary assumption

of consent in "Conhact-Z", place this theory within the neocla.ssical tadition in the

us.323
Those slurpathetic to that hadition but who have not explored philosophical

underpinnings, like Mclauchlan, might fill this lacuna by adopting Bigwood's theory

and arguing that his perception of "conscience" equates to the'teasonable expectations"

principle allegedty guiding New Zealand judges. However, this would involve showing

ihat Bigwood;s implications in the law of wrdue influe,nce fit with the case law, and that

the theJry works in other areas of privatelaw.3za

Such endeavours may also deflect from the exciting possibility of developing

philosophical and sociological critiques of the first three steps of Bigwood's argument,
-as 

wellas the primacy given to voluntary consent in the fourth, suggested by_o_thcr

stands of couhact law theory sincd the 1970s in the US, as well as Japan and the lJS."'
A recent lecture by Thomas J is disappointing in this respec! but at least hiShlights an

important area for future debate. On the one hand, he praises Bigwood's "sstsfanding

roottib,ttion to legal theory in elaborating the law's antitbesis [sio] to exploitation in

contract law", recognising the need to focus on exploitation rather than coerced consent

and on tfte autonom:y of thloind"ividual rath€r thaniatemalistic-interventiou byjud€es.326-

On the other hand, drawing on Fuller for the notion that values develop from a

homogenous society, Thomas J concludes with indications that he wishes to retar'n a

communitarianism infused by altnrism, distinguished from liberalism:3z?

... the law ... developed so as to reflect the rmtterlying Prec€pt that a person Eay not use his or

her superior stength tr power to take or obtain an unfair advantage at auother's exPerxrc. Judges

reflecithis sense of faimess which i5 immanssf in the commr:nity'

While liberal individualisn may hold sway, onr society is sufrciently homogaous to bc

uuderpinned by some common mores and endr:ring values, and the PrccePt of non-exploitation is

an integral part of those mores and values. ... It is for this reason that the notion of an altnristic

premisJrmierlying the law cannotbe debunkcd- It stems ftom the community inelf.

Nonetheless, by finnly placing philosophical debate on the agend4 Bigrrood's rece'nt

3/L Bigwood, above n 321, 198-202, 209-210. See also R Bigwood "undue Influence: 'Impaircd

Conscnt' or 'Wicked Exploitation'?" (1996) 16 OJLS 503, 505-507
323 Abovc n45.!2. Compare P Watb 'The Role of Conscience - A Commcntary on 'Conscieoce and the Lib€ral

Conscience of Contact"' (2000) 16 JCL 223, 227'232.
325 See for exanpll Part I above (cqpecially CLS, Macneil, and possibly even Posner's sun€nt

o"o-pr"gutic liberalism), Part II (cspcirally Coltius), PaIt m (cqpecially Yamamoto and Uchida)'

Comarl abo bclow Chapter Five Part ILB2 (Habermas).
ta-_--- n fto."r '"Ide Conscieoce of the LaC' (2000) 8 '!ilaikato L Rev l, 15. See also his lengthy

disseut in Etectricity corporation of M v Flacher chaltenge Energt Ltd (19 o:!"!q 2001) court of

6drl, CA 13200, in wnicU hc argues (at para 128) that conkact law should "give cffcct to the

ie'aionabl" orpectations of commersial men *d wonea", to respect "the autonomy of the will of thc

Dartigs".Izl Thomas, above n 326, 22, Bigwood's philososphy is firrdannrtally at variance with thesc

aptr arent rsmnanls' of ,horal realim" (ou which lec I Alleu '"Ihe Invisible Hand in Justicc Thomss'

l^hilosophy of Law" t19991 NZ L Rev 213; and above Chaptcr Thce Part tr.c).
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forays may finally open New Zealand contact law theory and doctrine to more
substantive lsassning processes. This potential was higbligbted by the newly appointed
Chief Justice at the opening of a Joumal-of Conhact Law conference in 1999 at which
Bigwood presented his latest thesis, when she remarked:

Thirty yea$ ago there were doubt that contract would see out the 20th Ccntury, without being
zubsumed into a general law of obligations. Sucb pessimism failed to anticipate thc libertarian
revival. It affmrs, as did the cases which established contract law as we know it, the economic
and social efficiency of freeing conpetent parties to sttke their own bargains. There is social
benefit in the enforccrnent of such bugains.

The debate has cented on whcther contacb should be enforced by Courts according to their
formal conteot or according to substantive faimess or good faith. The Ubedadan tadition is in
tension with the natural law tadition which views law as a substantive principle which confers
wider responsibilities upon the Judge. Faimess and good faith ils imFortsl$ consideiations in

' identifyiug the bargain the parties have made aud in its enforcemenl This view of coutract is
buttressed by modern legislation under which broad discretion is conferred upon Judges to go

beyond the formal reasons for the tansaction and look to the substance of what is achieved.
The tension between the two views is nothing new and is one found in all areas of law.

Professor Tony Honore compared the contest between natural lawyers and legal positivisb to au
international soccer match: 'Decade after decade Positivist and Natural Lawyers facc one

. anofter in the final of the V/orld Cup (the Sociologists have never learned the nrles). Victory goes

now to one side, now to the other, but the enthusiasm ofthc players and spectators alike ensures

that the losing side will take its revenge.

Hopefully, such matches \r/ill now become regulax fixtrrres in New Zealand, engaging
not only positivists and natural lawyers.but also sociologists (under new rules), with an

awareness that taking any side may have political or ideological implications. fuly suoh

tansformatiorut seem likely to secure the overall expansion of more zubstantive
reasoning in contact law in New Zealand, particularly in view of the comparatively late
expansion in debates about contract law theory.

V Imilications

The foregoing has outlined the developme,nt of conhact law theory in all four
jurisdictions, suggesting that that Japan and (perhaps especially) the US promote highly
substantive reasoning, despite a shong dochinal ftadition particularly in lapan" and

debates in both jurisdictions over the 1990s which rnay reinforce mote formal
approaches. By coutast, conEact law theory development in England" and especially
New Zealand, displays distinctly more formal tendencies, although seeds planted in the
late 1970s have conhibuted to a flowering of theory and e,mpirical research in England
in rece,nt years, thus expanding the scope for a more substantive approacb-

Of necessity, the survey has been quite broad-bnrsh and selective. No doubt
one could spend much more time and enagy o(amining the oeunre of individual
theorists discussed so far, and that of others not btoduced here (at all, or in any detail).

One might also question whether it makes sense, in an increasingly globalised academic

savirqnmeut, to derive even a broad overview of developments from geographical

origins of writers. Howeva, it still seerrs plausible ls link the emerge,lrce of distinctive
approaches in contract law theory to the jruisdictions in which inalividual theorists were

most active for most of their careers. Bve,n nowadays, practical limits to mobility mean
that an academic's perceptions of what i1 is imFortant to research and write about, and in
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what style q# for whom, are likely to be determined by his or her main work
savirenment."o This was probably even tnrer for the older generations of contact law
theorists discussed above. The academic miteu they and their successors inhabited, and
sustained, seems to have coloured important stands of contract law theory in different
jurisdictions in different ways. In tunr, these seem to have affected - albeit no doubt to
varying degrees - the development of judge-made law and statutory intenrentions, as

well as doctinal reformulations.
With these caveats is mind, it is submitted that the following advantages can be

derived from the sustained comparison attempted above. As mentioned at the outset to
this Iahoduction" the analysis mentions some of the more specific problems and
contract law doctrines, such as issues surrounding the pervasive use of standard form
contacts and the development of a generalised principle of good faitb, which are

discussed in more detail in the rest of this Part. More importantly, the conclusion that a
dichotomy lspains between the US and Japan, and between England and New Zealmd,
should make more plausible the argument that there still remain significant differences
between both pairs of jurisdictions in a number of areas of contract law: the role of
formal requirements in confuact formation (below Chapter Two), conkactual unfairness
(Chapter Three), and doctrines of frustation or the like (Chapter Four). The first area

invites exploration of content formality in legal rcasoning. The other nn'o invite
exploration into authoritative formality, notably whether the applicable nonns should be
reduced to the parties' initial agreement, divorced from broader socio-economic context
(especially in deciding claims of unfaimess) and subsequent developments affecting the
conhactual relationship (in particular, exteme changes of circumstances). All three
areas also touch on the tension between standards and 'bard and fast rules", primarily
1[s dimension of interpretive formality, although exploring this will not be the mei'r
focus in the following three Chapters. Lastly, as mentioned at the outset of this
Inhoduction, the problem of changed circumstances identified in the last area (Chapter
For:r) leads to the positing of another variety of formality, didactic formality. Thus, by
further applyrng snd lsfining the analytical framework proposed by Atiyah and
Summers over a decade ago, Part Two aims to firrther contribute to the discipline of
comparative law.

Another advantage of the comparative sketch of contract law theory
development, attempted above, is that it raises broader issues regarding the choice of
contact law fields discussed in the rest of this Part, and the ways in which they will be
analysed. The areas have been chosen because they straddle various key stages of the
typical contracting process: fonnation, determining tle scope of obligations assumed (or
imposed), and performance (or . relief). More importantly, they encompass central
ooncen$ of the "classical" model of contract law: limiting the scope for entering into an

enforceable conhact, for implyurg obligations beyond the clearly expressed agreement
of the parties, and for allowing excuses or relief fron performance obligations."' Thus,
investigating these three contact law fields, in the following Chapters,.adds to the
debate about whetler this classical model, or indeed a neoclassical model,"u has been
or is being displaced in these foru jurisdictions.

3u ' S.. generally Ginsbr:rg and others, above n 9, espccially 2-8. Thsrls to Rick Bigwood for
raising fris point
3D - ciit-oo, abovc n 12; Moonry, aboveagl.3:lo Macncil, above n 70.
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Like other New Zealand contact law schola$ who have exarrined recent case

law, sometimes grappling with philosophical issues to interpret te,nds,33l but also

taking into account the broader institutional framework described above (especially in
Chapter One, and in this Intoduction) and developments in the qpecific contract law
areas reviewed below, this writer is sceptical about cl+ir^ns that there has been a decisive
move away from a classical model in New Zealand."' Normatively, the writer would
prefer to see a move towards more zubstantivs lssssning in the form of a ueoclassical
model - &d, indeed, "neo-procedural" models such as those drawing on the Habermas'
socio-legal theory, discussed below (Part Three1.333 Obiectively, however, a decisive
break from form4l lsassning and a classical model in contract law does not seern to
have occurred in New Zealand, at least in the ligbt of events in rece,nt years, and eve,n

allowing for !49 difficulty of separating objective observation from normative
reconstruction. "* Moreover, because US. contract law and theory had largely
abandoned the classical model for a substantive lsassning based neoclassical slm.thesis

by the 1970s (above Part D, the writer is sceptical about-suggestions that New Zealatd
law is converging or could converge rapidly on US law."' At a more absfract level, this
aligrs him with ottrer comparative private law theorists recently, notably in an ongoing
debate about harmonisation of private law in Europe, who reject the proposition that
there is or can be rapid convergence there. These theorists also tend to adopt an
expansiys view of 'olaw in context", whereas "convergence.theorists" adopt a nalTower

"nrles-plus" approach to law and comparative analysis."o As will become apparent
from the general legal theories discussed in Part Three below, and should be so already
from the comparisons undertaken in Chapter One above, this writer prefers an

expansive view of law. Although there is no necessary or logical correlation between
such a view, and the tendency to perceive and value difference and divergence, the
debate in Europe and the present thesis show that it (and its converse) often does
gocur.337

Thus, contract law areas chosen for the following Chapters address key
concerns of contemporary conbact law theory canvassed in this Inhoduction, such as

the "Fansformation thesis",-!{rd they raise questions about the appropriate methodology
for addressing such issues."o One taditional approac-q^has bee,n to focus on a single
narrow area of law, especially teirds in case law."' However, while suggestive,
conclusions risk being contoverted by new court judgments - quite likely to occur,

since the area is probably selected because the cornmentator believes it to be unsettled

33r Bigwood, above n 316; Watts, above n 324; Smillie, abovc n 296.332 Compare Mclauchlan, above n2?9; Mulholland, above n 311.!33 See also yrrnarnolo, above a 120.33' J Habermas (W Rchg trans) Between Facts and Nozzs (MIT Press, Cambridge Mass, 1990; R
Cotterrell'T.aw and Commrmity: A New Relationsbip?'(1998) 51 CLP 367.33s Compare Mclaucblan .above n?Tg.3t6 See 

-firrtber L Nottage "Convergence, Divergence and the Middle Way in .Uni$ing or
Harmonising Private Laq/', EUI Slorking Papcr in Law No 2001/1 @uropean University Institute,
Florence, 2001, available frcely tbrough <www.iuc.it/LAVf/publicathtnP).
3:i? Scc also for example Bigwood" above n 316 (adding philoso'phical dimensions to at least

irylicit cornparisons, and suggesting that there is no great tansformatiol - alt opposed to a liberal
reformulation- inNew T*;zlaod confrct law).t3t Qsllins, above n 173; Wighoan, abovc n 174.33e Sce for example Mclauchlan, above n 308; above u 78.
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or in need of change. Further, this approach is always open to the criticism that
directions established in that particular area cannot be generalised, or do not mesh with
developments in others. Most importantiy, one does not need to be card-carrying legal
realist to understand that reported and even unreported judpenlg^form only the tip of
the "dispute resolution pyrarnid", let alone an entire legal system.'"' A second approach

is a broad-brush survey of developments in judge-made and statutory law.'*' However,
this still leaves doubts about selectivity, and missing the wood ftey underlying
norrrative stnrctures or empirical realities) for the fiees (black letter law or ttre law in
books). A thfud approach involves engaging explicitly with those stnrctures and realities.
One variant mighfinvolve detailed casJstudies of "contact law in action".3ot By itse[
however, a case study also invites the charge of selectivity. Another variant could
involve broader-based interview or suvey researcb, such as a recent survey of barristers
in New South Wales which established that they disagreed with pronouncements of
profound shifts away fro4q.a classical model.3a3 However, research based on strrveys,

and especially intervie*s,34 must be conducted with care. Further, if the interest lies in
the broader relationship between law and society, such as whether contact law reflects
tle "expectations" or i"*r of "failness" of a community,34s then that community (or
parts thereo$ will need to be investigated empirically too. Finalln a philosophical
approach has its uses as well, but it must directly engage with empirical realities.'""

This thesis and the rest of this Part adopt an eclectic approach, trying to draw

on the streugths of these different approaches, to persuade readers of the overall
plausibility of the argument. Specifically, the detailed comparison in Chapter One

focuses primarily on case law developments. It draws on a rather formal methodology
still characterisdc of legal education- and scholarship io New Zealand.34? It may not
appeal to scholars from jurisdictions like Japan and especially the US (above Parts I and

tr). But the approach has its stengths, including a respect for the normative constraints
invslved in d-veloping law tUrough the judioial process.3a8 However, it follows the

realist hadition by not seeing the doctrine of stare decisis as a rigid constraint, and by
adopting some sclpticism about judges.3oe Ra*ter than focusing on the latest judgments

of the highest courts and pronouncements of high-profile judges, therefore, the analysis
anempts to uncover general trends over time and in particular categories ot_cases,

"rpr"iully 
those likely to play a dsfining role in the differing jurisdictions.3so The

analysis attempts to cover reported and unreported case law as comprehensively as

3{0 See for example Frie,lman aod Macaulay, above n 67; and generally Parb I and tr above.

Cornf'arc also the recot observations by an Eaglish legal historian: J H Baker "]ilhy the llistory of
English Law Has Not Been Finished" (2000) 59 CLJ 62, 78 ('there is whole world of law which never

sees c courtroom), 79 ('"Irybg to glean law from the year bools is trying to learn the nrles of chess or
cricket merely by watching video-rccorded highligbts of matches").3rl See for sxarq'le Mclaucblan, above n 279.v2 See for cxample Wada" abovc n 121.:t13 I Gava and P Kincaid "Contract and Conventisnalism: Professional Attitudes to Changes in
Contact Law in Australia" (1990 10 JCL 140, 154.3r4 Sce for cxample Katz, above n 85.345 Compare Barton, above n 213; Mclaucblan, above n 279; Thomas, above n 29Q,n 326.
:r45 Compare Bigwood, above n 316; with Habsrmas, above n 334; Cottenell, above n 334.
3'7 Sutton" above n L93,37.3'8 Coryare 1iv sla"rFle lobnston, above u 83.:!te See above Psrb I and II, and CAaptcr Onc Part tr.C.350 Compare Bllinghaus, above n 154.
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possible. It also gives due weight to the facts discussed (sometimes elliptically) in the
cases, but wilb.the sysrriding objective of unveiling the tlpe sf lsassning.adopted by
the judiciary."t By contast, Chapter Three examinss in more general fashion ro-L
core developments in legislation and academic ft*ry, as well as in the case law.
Chapter Four then atte,mpts to relate such developments to the practices and
expectations of real-life contacting parties, by undertaking empirical inquiries.

The latter may be the most controversial aqpect of the thesis for readers in New
Zealand, because empirical research has never formed a significant part of conhact law
theory development in that jurisdiction (above Part IV). However, any concern that the
investigations into practices and expectations do not constifute "lad' can be met quite
easily. The simplest response is that terminology does not matter an) vay: the thesis can
be justified as an investigation of black letter laq simply ignoring the actual practices
and expectations in the latter part of Chapter For:r. A related reqponse comes from a
cornmouplace of sqmFarative law methodology: the scope of 'black letter law" often
differs somewhat amoDg the jurisdictions considered. Case law, for instance, is not
technically a source of law under Japan's civil law system.352 Yet it has immsnss
significance throughout the contemporary legal system. If only for practical reasons in
rqaking comparisons, therefore, it cannot be ignored whe,n comFaring legal
developments in common law jurisdictions. By the same logic, an examination of
practices and expectations should not be dismissed because it appears not to constitute
"laf' nnder prevailing conceptions in New Zealercrd, if they may more readily form part
of the "law" in otber jurisdictions zuch as the US and Japan (above Paxts I and tr). Most
fundamentally, however, the analysis of the evolution of conhact law theory (in this
Intoduction) and the general legal theory infoduced below @art Three) suggest that
nturow, legal positivist conceptions of law (as, simply, legislation and judge-made law)
are the ones which need the most defending.

Thus, this thesis'maintains an admittedly expansive view of law, but one
consisteut with hends apparent in the development of conhact law theory in all four
jurisdictions, as well as inlluential general legal theory developed in recent decades.
Nonetheless, it is prepared to accept that other possible approaches to analysing contract
law can never be dismissed as simply wrong, ap! thus aims fs contibute to an ongoing
debate in conhact law theory and methodology."'

Compare for exo'4Fle K Lani-Scheppele Legal Secrets (U Cticago hess, Chicago, 1988) 103:
In order for thc positivc account of what happcned to blend into the normative account of wbat
sbould happco ncxt, thc facb in the positive part must be selected to mnke certain normative
answers follow without ditrcnlty. The choicc of which facb to eryhasise determines how the
story line will pull. ... The process of matching legal tarts against social tocb, uatching by
demoostating frs similsribt of one set of facb to another, dctermines which pull is strongcr b
any particular casc.

Above Chaptcr Oae Part tr.C.
Compare Hilns!, above n 7.
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Crurren Two: FonM,cl RneunrnrnNTs Fon Conrntcr Fonuarrox

I Content Formality: The Under- and Over-Inclusiveness of Rules
il Forrnal Requirements in General Contact Law: An Overview

II.A English Law: Gradual Consolidation of More Formal Reasoning
I Land Sales and Leases, Especially Negotiations "subject to Con6act"
2 Settlement Negotiations: A New presumption?

3 Other Commercial Contexts
4 Negotiations "Subject to Details" in Recent Maritime Law Cases

tr.B New Zealaad Law: Extensive Development of Forrnal Reasoning - Now Being Reined
In?

I The Legacy of Carruthers and Concorde
2 Recent Cases: A Return to More Substantive Reasoning?

II.C US Law: Prevaleuce of Substantive Reasoning
1 The Approach of Second Circuit Courts
2 Other Circuit aud State Courts
3 Mariti"'e Law Cases: The Resilience of Great Circle

ILD Japanese Law: Even More Entenched Substantiv€ Reasoning
I Land Sales and Leases: A Presumption via .,Custom"?

2 Other Contexts: Sales of Goods and ghiFs, and Serwices
m Correlations with Greater Content Fonnality in Specific Statutory Requirements
fV Conclusions

I content Formality: The under- and over-Inclusiveness of Rures

The dimension of content formality, in its sub-dimension of under- or
over-inclusiveness of rules in relation to their objective,r can be explored by comparing
the degree of sticbress of formal requirements for contract fomration. Those can
include specific legislative prescriptions, like the Statute of Frauds 1677 (uK), which
requhed a signed writing for the enforceability of certain contracts, such as those
disposing of interests in land. Formal requirements also can emerge from general
conhact law, notably rules developed by courts to decide whether reference in
negotiations to executing a contract document means that its formal execution is a
prerequisite to forming a binding contact.

An important objective for both types of rules - under classical, neo-classical,
and even relational conhact lavl - is to give effect to the contacting parties' tnre
intentions. Yet formal requirements may be "over-inclusive", for instance, in the sense
that they do not give fulI legal effect to agreements even when there exists ample
evidence, other than compliance with formalities, that the parties intended them to be
binding. Legal systems orie,nted towards formal reasoning can be expected to have
stricter nrles concerning formal requirements, and to be less concerned about such

I P S Atiyah and R S Surnnen Form and Substance in Anglo-American Law: A Comparative
Sndy of Legal Reasoning, Legal Theory, and Legal Institutions (Clarendon Press, Oxfond, 1987) 13. See
generally above Chapter Oae Part tr.B.2 Compare I Macneil'Values in Contact Intenxal and Extemal" (1984) 7E Northwest Univ L
Rev 340, 347,372-374 (discussing the "common contact norm" of "effectuation of consenf). See also
geuerally above Part Two latoduction Part L Other possible objectives for mles establishing formal
requirements are mentioned below (Pafi m).
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instances of over-inclusiveness. Substantive legal systems will have less strict rules,
focusing instead on the underlying objective of giving effect to the parties' intentions in
all the circumstances of the particular case. This Chapter demonsfrates, consistently
with the general thesis advanced, that England and New Zealand law tend markedly
towards the more formal approach, whereas US and'Japanese law tend towards
substantive reasonin g.

The overall extent of content formality in this sense can be gauged in at least
three ways. One aspect is the scope of formal rules. If they encompass many tlpes of
transactions, for instance, formality is heightened. A second aspect is the natue of
prerequisites for applylng the rule. The most formal rule would be to make requirements
absolute. A presumption of fact or related inference, even if rebuttable, is still quite
formal.3 Further, laying down such a presumption may create among judges a broader
"predisposition" towards s)dending the rule to less borderline cases.o By contrast, the
most substantive approach involves simply weighing all the evidence arising from the
particular circumstances. Generally, tailor-made results following from this approach
should better approximate the parties' intentions.s A third aspect determining the degree
of content formality, which becomes more relevant usually in formal requirements laid
down in specific legislation, turns on the effects which follow when prerequisites for
applylng a rule are met. Total invalidity, for instance, is more formal than
non-enforceability.6 This Chapter compares the four jurisdictions focusing on the first
two aspects.

The next Part considers in detail rules under general contract law, conhasting
the more formal approach of English and New Zealand law with the more substantive
approach of US and Japanese law. Part m suggests, much more briefly and tentatively,
that those patterns are largely consistent with rules laid down under specific statutes.
Paxt IV concludes by pointing to promising avenues for further research, which leads
into the discussion of conhactual unfaimess in Chapter Three.

3 A presrrrrFtion of fact is an inference logically drawn from one fact as to thc existence of
othen. It may affect the incidence of the burden of proof as the case proceeds. See generally Halsbury's
Laws of England(4 ed,reissue, Butterwortbs, London, 1976) vol17, Evidence, 13, 111.t Compare Tallangalook Pty Ltd & Ors v Dukenn Goldfields M (3 February 1992) unrcportcd,
Supreme Court of Victoria, Commercial Lis! No 2061 of 1995, 1997 VIC Lg;CS 24 pan 90
lTallangalook).5 However, complications in the application of the law may interfere with this approximation.
Judges (and, in the US, juries) rnay not be able to readily ascertaitr tnre intentions tbrough the normsl trial
process. Such considerations may make it more attractive to adopt 1manfl3fsry or prima facie nrle, based
on a best guess at what parties usually intend in the circumstances. In additio4 judges may wish to signal
to future confracring parties (and their advisors) that parties' practices or expectations should change (see
below Ctapter Four Part m, defining this as "didactic formality'). girnits debates have ariscn, and
continue, concenring the design of "default nrles" in contact law more gcnerally. Coryare for example
T Rakoff "Implicd Terms: Of 'Default Rules' and 'situation Sense"' in J Beason g p pli6rlmnnn (cds)
Good Faith and Fault in Contract Law (Clarendo4 Oxford" I 99 j) I 9 t .c Although not the sxain f6sus in this Chapter, manfl3lqry formality is also affected by thc last
two aspects. Compare Atiyah and Sumsrers, above n l, 16-17; above Chapter One Part tr.C.
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fI Formal Requirements in General Contract Law: An Overview

As shown in some detail below (Part tr.A), ffiffiy English courts and judges have held
that the effect of a reference to executing a forrral contact document, during
negotiations, depends on what the parties intended in all the circumstances. Hbwever,
that substantive approach is undermined by several more formal tendencies. Some seem
to gained in strength over this century, in several significant fields of case law and
economic activity.

A relatively early fonnal tendency has involved singling out situations
involving negotiations for the sale of land, and then determining the issue by whether or
not the parties have happened to interpose the phrase "subject to contract" or the like
(below Part tr.A.I). If that wording has been used, several courts and commentators
have argued that no contract is intended until both parties have signed and exchanged
their copies of the formal contract documentation. Some even mention a "prima facie"
effect for such wording, perhaps generating a presumption, against immediate binding
effect in such circumstances.t On the other hand, other judgments have continued to
focus on inferring the parties' actual intentions from the wording used and other
objective circumstances. Several have stressed that phraseology should not be definitive.
A number of commentators have pointed to those cases, or others where such forrral
requirements have been mitigated, in advocating the more substantive approach of
simply determining the parties' intentions in all the circumstances.E Nonetheless, the
more formal approach has been consolidated in a second, less often noted tendency.
Some courts have indicated recently that the use of wording like "subject to lease",
during negotiations, also determines the issue. If such wording has been used, it is very
likely indeed that an immediately binding conhact will not be recognised.e On the other
hand, recent cases on ganting of consents by lessors to their lessees indicate a
reluctance to give priority to specific words used in negotiations, such as "subject to
licence". In this conhacfual setting, so far the courts have refused to extend "magic"
effect to such words, in confast to the primacy accorded to phrases such as "subject to
contract" or "subject to lease" in other circumstances.to

However, a third very significant forrnal tendency has involved Commercial
Bench judges developing the rule that no binding agreement arises when parties have
interjected the phrase "subject to details" when negotiating a ca:riage contact, ship sale,
or charterparfy (Pafi tr.A.4).tt It may still be possible to avoid this result, but great care
will be needed to do so. Perhaps the only safe cowse would be to use express wording
like "subject to details, but with a contact intended to be imrnediately binding", even

7 See for example Chillingwonh & Anor v Escher 1L924) I &. 97,99 per Sarjant LI
[Chillingwonhl.8 See for example G H Treitel The Law of Contact (10 ed, Sweet & Maxwell, Londoq 1999)
50-5 1.

' S"e for example Longmanv Yiscount Chelsea & Ors (1989) 58 P&G 189lLongman).r0 See for t;a"'Flc Prudential Assurance Co Ltd v Mount Eden Land Ltd tl997l 14 EGLR 37
(CA) per Monitt LJ (upholding the judgment of Judge Ric\ who spoke of 'lragic" effect) [Pntdential].rr See for example Star Steamship Society v Beogradska Plovidra [988] 2 Lloyd's LR 583 (Ihe
Junior K).
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though this is a phrase not currently used in the shipping hade. This recent trend
indicates a quite rapid consolidation of more formal reasoning over the last 15 years in
this field, conhary to the approach adopted by English courts in other commercial
contexts (Part tr.A.3), and indeed in some of the cases (especially earlier cases)
involving land sales or leases.

Cases dealing with maritime law, and (to a much lesser extent) contracts
involving land, make up a very significant part of English contract case law.rz Hence a
consolidation of these three formal tendencies has significant implications for English
contract law generally with regard to this issue. Also noteworthy is the possibility that a
fourth formal tendency may emerge. One hial court has suggested recently that there
may be a "presumption" against the binding force of an inforrnal agreement to settle a
dispute, reached between lawyers negotiating out of court, at least when this is oriented
to obtaining a consent order (Part tr.A.2).t3

In New Zealand (Part tr.B.l), a leading judgment of thp Court of Appeal also
suggests that an "inference" arises against being bound, until contracts are executed,
when parties undertake negotiations for the sale of land.ra Commentators have sharply
criticised this reading of the judgment, but it has found favour with many judges. Some
of the latter have even talked of a presumption in negotiations for leases.tt Another
influential Court of Appeal precedent also can be read as laying down a presumption for
commercial contacts more generally, if they involve some complexity. tu Both
tendencies suggest even gieater formality than in English law. That is because, firsL
they arise from a broader range of negotiating situations: not limited to negotiations
involving land sales or leases which zre expressly termed "subject to contract" or the
like, or commercial shipping deals negotiated "subject to details". Secondly, the rule
more frequently has been stated or interpreted as a rebuttable presumption.

Very recently, however, there are signs that the more substantive approach may
be gaining favour (Paxt tr.8.2). The fact that the negotiations involve a complex
commercial deal, lease, or even sale of land, has simply been considered along with
other factors relevant to deciding whether or not the parties intended to be bound in the
particular case. However, this focus has only been clearly adopted up to High Court
level, and some courts persist in laying down the more fonnal rule.r? The Court of
Appeal has still not clearly stated that it did not intend to lay down a rebuttable
presumption in its earlier precedents.rs Until it does so, especially by way of a judgment

'! Cornpare M Ellinghaus "An Austalian Contact Law?" (1939) 2ICl- 13,20 (although only
reporting on their predominance in reported House of Lords' decisions).tt Dalgety Foods Holland BYv Deb-Is Limited t19941 FSR 125.tl Carntthers v Whitalcer & Anor tl975l2 NZLR 667 fCarruthers].15 See eqpecially D Mclauchlan "Informal Agreemeub for the Sale or Lease of Land: When Are
They ConEacts?" (1993) NZ Recent L F.;ev 442.tt Concordev Anthony Motors (Hutt) Ird [1981] 2 NZLR 385 [Concorde'].
'7 See for example Van Der Hubt v Tainui Corporation Ltd [lg91]2 NZLR 3S9.ft See for exarnple Isbey v Heberger & Mayha+ (l December 1998) unreported, Cor:rt of Appeal,
CL265197, Trpping, Gallen, Doogue JI; Electricity Corporation of I{Zv Fletcher Challmge Energ Ltd
(10 October 2001) Court of Appcal CA 132100, Richardson P, Thomas, Keitb, Blanchard and McGrath
IJ. Thc Court did not cite Carruthers or Concorde in either case. Compare adso Man O'War Station Ltd v
Auckland City Council [2000] 2 NZLR 267, 279. Blanchard J (writing for the Court) mentioned
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which is widely reported, it seems likely to remain difficult for New Zealand,law to
move decisively towards a more substantive approach.

The latter has long characterised the case law in the US (Part tr.C). It' constitutes a noticeably different world, reflecting the vision of Karl Llewellyn and
others following the realist hadition (above Part Two Intoduction Part I). The judges
have engaged with academic commentary to develop a test clearly identiffing a broad
range of factors, including common practices in defined areas, to be openly weighed to
determine objectively the parties' intentions in the particular case. Perhaps for this
reason, judgments are usually significantly shorter than New Zealand and especially
English.counterparts, although the US cases identiff and deal with a wide range of
considerations arising from the particular context.re Interestingly, the test has evolved in
the context of the general right for a jury to decide this and other issues of fact.zo
Decision-making powers on the part of juries reinforce the potential for substantive,
instead of fomral, reasoning.2

However, n a 1979 judgment of the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit,
- ---FriendlyJ-eautioned-against-tos-readily-enforcing-infonnal-agr.eernents.-Al.though--

concurring in the decision to uphold the informal settlement agreement in that case, he
even talked of requiring "clear and convincing evidence". z Several influential
commentators and ntrmerous courts have taken this judgment seriously. That opens the
way towards a more formal approach, if not necessarily the notion of a rebuttable
presumption in that or other types of negotiations. Part II.C.I therefore analyses that
decision carefully, and its impact on other courts in the Second Circuit, which includes
New York and remains very inlluential in contract law development throughout the US.
It contends, however, that Second Circuit case law has largely retained a substantive
approach explicitly balancing a very wide range of factors.B

Part tr.C.2 uncovers a similar approach in other Circuits and States, although
the balancing test is not always so clearly expressed. Even in cases involving land sales
and leases, for instance, no presumption against binding force has been developed. Nor
is wording like "subject to contact" given decisive effect. As mentioned recently by
commentators from England and Japan, although the phrase:24

Carruthers stmply as a case "in which the parties were h.ken to be intending to follow standard
conveyancing practices", but distinguished it as involving 'lastly different''factual situations cornpared
to this case, involving an "implied dedication" of land allowing a Council to build roads thercon-re See for example Adjustrite Systems Inc & Ors v GAB Servicu Inc & Anor (1998) 145 F 3d 543
(2d Cir). This thesis adopts the citation style for US court judgments recommended in K Evans, G Mclay
& H Schwartz Yictoria University of Wellingnn Law Review Style Guide (Victoria Uuiversity of
Wellington, Wellin$on, 1999) 30. Tbis includes placing the year before the volume reference.m See for example International Minerals and Resources SA & Ors v Pappas & Ors (1996) 96 F
3d 586.2r Atiyah and Summers, abovc t l,169-177.?2 International Telemeter Corp v Teleprompter Corp (1979) 592 F2d 49, 57-58 (2d Cfu)

lTelemeterf.23 See for example Consarc Corp v Marine Midland Bank NA (1993) 996 F 2d 568 (2d Cfu)

lConsarcl.21 M Furmston, T Norisada aud J Poole Contract Formation and Letters of Cowent (J Wiley,
Chichester, 1998) 192-193.
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normally means that the fomral doc 'ment is to be the only !fuding expression of agreemen! ...
the American courts do tend to inquire into intention despite the inclusion of "subject to
conhact''whereas the English courts generally accept that this expression has a particular
effect without embarking on this investigatiou of intention.

Consistently with this different approach, Second Circuit and other courts have not
awarded primacy to wording like "subject to details" in maritime law cases (Part tr.C.3).
This has remained so despite criticism of this more substantive approac[ from courts
and commentators in England.2s

Japanese law also inhabits a more substantive world (below Part tr.D).
Although it may influence their decisions, Japanese courts do not cite academic
commentary, which might otherwise promote more substantive reasoning. However,
despite the de facto importance of precedents by the higber courts (especially the
Supreme Court), they are not bound by a strict doctrine of stare decisis.26 Japanese
courts have also maintained a focus on determining the intentions of the parties in all the
circumstances of the particular case. They identiff and discuss facts, to an extent closer

-to 
USfian-Anglo-New Zeeland-coffi-practice, from which a simr-larffaroacl range of

inlluential factors can be derived and weighed, albeit less openly than in the US.
In Japan, there are fewer cases in which formally executing contract

documentation is explicitly mentioned during negotiations. Informal agreements have
given rise to well-known cases, however. In Marubeni lida KK v liinomoto KK,z1 the
Tokyo District Court enforced an offer made and accepted orally between very large
Japanese corporations, for a major sale and purchase of imported soyabeans. Takeyoshi
Kawashima made this case famous as an ex,rmple of "Japanese" informality in contract
negotiations, ffid it is still cited to that effect to this d"y.tt In Fawlty & Co fsicJ v
Matsui KK,ze involving what must have been one of New Zealand's first beef exports to

25 See, respectively, The Junior K above n 11, 588; L Gorto4 R Ihre and A Sandervson
Shipbroking and Chanering Practice (5 ed Lloyd's oflondon Press, Londoq 1999) 187:

In the case of the comrnon pbrase "subject to details" we also feel that American Courb in some
cases have gone far in establishing that there is s $inding contact if the parties have made a
fixture "subject to details". The irnpression one gets is that US Courb may hold that the parties
"fxing subject to details" have thereby declared that there is a meering of minds between them
and that the detafu will not mean any change in this. Did they intend to leave the Court or
arbitation panel to fill in what they cat'ns1 themselves agree on? Cases seem to indicate that a
particular term may by a US Court very well be regarded as a "detaif' in one case and a "rnain
term' in another one. This is not a very satisfactory situation26 Above Chapter One Part tr.C.27 3l July 1957, Tokyo Disrict Court (8 t(aminqhu 1366) lMarubenil.2t T Kawashima (C Stevcus tans) "The Legal Consciousness of Contact in Japan- (19.74) 7 L in

Japan 1. See also R M March The Japanese Negotiator: Subtlety and Strategt Beyond Western Logic lll
(Kodansha, Tokyo, 1988); H Yamada Difernt Games, Diferent Rules: Why Americans and Japanese
Misunderstand Each Other (O$ordUP, Oxford 1997) 67-68. The latter cites S Michida Keiyahr Shal(ai
- Amerilra to Nihon no Chigai o Mirz [Contract Societies: Looking at Diferences between America and
JapanJ (Yuhikakrl" Tokyo, 1987), ironicdly since this book argucs that informality in contacting is not
cortmon at least in sales for real property: see below Part tr.D.2. Anothcr irony is that much conbacting
in the US appears to be conducted on an informal basis, at least compared to Gerrrany: see T Lundmark
"Verbose Contracb" (2001) 49 AJCL LzL,l24-t26.a 10 December l962,Kobe District Court (13/ll Kaminshu 2293)[Fawlty]. This writsr's partial
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Japan, the Kobe Dishict Court also upheld the New Zealand exporter's claim that a
contract had been fonned by exchange of telexes and letters. It rejected the Japanese
importer's defence to the effect that the parties only intended to be legally bound by a
formal "confirmation note". Shinichiro Michida approves the Court's decision in
Marubeni for upholding a bargain which the parties probably intended as binding,3o and
would probably have done the same for Fawlty.

He and Veronica Taylor have stressed, however, that Japanese courts have been
reluctant to find agreements for the sale of land to be legally binding until formalisation
of documentation.3r Michida and the anonymous author of the Headnote in Suehiro
Shoii KK v Seisho Gahren KK further suggest that this follows from a "custom"
(kanshu) as to such formalisation.32 Pursuant to article 92 of the Civil Code, that would
create a sort of rebuttable presumption similar to that which ostensibly has emerged in
English and New Zealand case law. Part tr.D.I argues, however, that this decision does
not go that far. Nor do any relevant judgments over at least the last seventy years.
"Practices" (kanko) of formalising land sales, for instance, instead constitute one factor

--- - - ---flf,nong-rnany-in-deterrniaing-the-intentions-of-the-parties-in-all--the-p.artieular-
circumstance of each case. The sarne very substantive approach is apparent in case law
regarding informal leases.33 Paxt tr.D.2 argues that it is even more so for cases in other
tlpes of contracts, including even a ship sale "subject to details".3a Consistently with
the general thesis advanced, therefore, these aspects of Japanese law represent an
approach close to that of US courts, one which is possibly even more substantive. This
contrasts with the more formal approach presently adopted by the courts in New
Zealand and (perhaps especially) in England.

The divergence between the two pairs of jurisdictions, and especially the
relative positioning of the US versus Japan and of New Zealandversus England, is not
obvious. However, it emerges from a close analysis of the case law in the various
jurisdictions, including that dealing with major categories of litigated hansactions (not
necessarily the same categories in each jurisdiction). The key is to focus on the type of
reasoning used, not so much the result reached in a particular case.3s If the reasoning
adopted can be shown to differ, especially in the extent of content fonnality, then it is
not particularly relevant that courts in the different countries might happen to reach the

translation of the case can be found at <http://www.law.klnrshu-u.acjp/-hrke/kobedc.hhl>; see also L
Nottage "Contract Law and Practice in Japan: An Antipodean Perspective" in H Baum (ed) Japan:
Economic Szccess and Legal System (de Gruyter, Berlin, lg97) lg7,203-205.!0 S Michida (V Taylor trans) "Contact Societies: Japau and the United States Compared"
(1992) I Pacific Rim Law and Policy LI 199, 200-204,207-209.rr Michida" above n 30, 213-224: V Taylor "Continuing Transactions and Persistent Mytbs:
Conbacts in Conteryorary Japan" (1993) 19 MULR 352, 359-361.tz 30 June 1975, Tokyo High Court (790 Hanrei Jiho 63) lSuehiro).33 See for exarnple Saita KK v Chiba Kosan KK,23 April 1981, Tokyo lligh Court (452 Hanrei
Taimuzu 106).tl Leonhardt & Blumberg [sic] v lino Kaiun KK, Tokyo District Courg 30 May 1986 (1234
Hanrei Jiho 100).t5 Compare also R Brownsword 'lndividualism, Cooperativism and an Ethic for Eruopean
Contract Law" (2001) 64 MLR 628 (arguing that asking what outcomes wouldbe reached in hypothetical
cases, under differing domestic contact law, implicates and requircs a consideration of underlying
philosophy).
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same result when faced with identical material facts.
Anyway, it is very rare to find cases raises the same material facts,36 especially

in all four jurisdictions. This is true even in the case of shipping transactions "subject to
details", where there is an undeniable difference in reasoning and outcome in the US
(below Part tr.C.3) and England (Part tr.A.4). Japan is closer to the US on this point,
albeit in a case involving a ship sale rather than a charterparty (Part II.D), but there
appears to have been no reported or unreported case in New Zealand contesting the
enforceability of a maritime transaction negotiated "subject to details". Even assuming a
case involving identical facts could be uncovered in each of the four jurisdictions, if the
interest lies in how the result relates to the parties' true intentions - and, in particular, if
the more formal rule (such as presumption) did not correlate with those intentions - one
would need to determine what those intentions were in each of the differing jurisdictions.
It cannot be assumed that the latter will be identical in each, so ultimately the question
would require ernpirical research. One approach would be to interview the particular
parties, their lawyers and others, to get a better sense of their intentions. This could

-- - --follow-ftsm-the-researohe,Fbeing-able-tedr-a-w-on-rnor-e-material-than-had-been-availabl,e-to the court, after the dispute had died down.37 In addition, a researcher could conduct
systematic survey and/or interview research into the usual practices and norms in the
trade.38 This could help to decide what the intentions of the particular parties were, or
even to guess more abstactly what they likely to have been (drawing on more
systematic evidence than available to a judge). Clearly, however, such research would
be very time-consuming and costly, particularly if undertaken simultaneously in four
jurisdictions. It is beyond the scope of this thesis, although comparative empirical
research is undertaken below (Chapter Four) regarding an aspect of contract
perforrrance, to develop a point about a different aspect of formality in legal reasoning.
This Chapter must limit itself to focusing on the reasoning used in court judgments, and
the point that the more substantive approach (deriving a tailor-made solution based on
open evaluation of a broad range of factors in particular contexts, as opposed to
presumptions based on contact wording or very broad categories of dealing) is more
likely to result in gtving effects to the actual intentions of contacting parties.te

It can be added that in categories of cases discussed below in which the more
formal approach is followed, for instance by referring to a prestunption against
enforceability, cases (not surprisingly) tend to find that a conhact is not formed
whereas there appears to be more variance in outcome in the general categories of cases
in which the more substantive approach is followed. If we assume that parties'
intentions vary significantly, even in situations involving cornmon tansactions (like
charterparties), then this suggests that the substantive approach better meets the parties'

15 See generally K Llewellyn The Bramble ^Bresh (Oceana, New Yorlc, lg5l) 68-69.t1 For examples of this approach, see R Danzig The Capability Problem in Contract Layt
@oundation Prcss, Mineola Il-Y, 1978).It See for example S Macaulay'Non-Coutactual Relations In Busine$; d plsliminary Study"
(1963) 28 Am Socio Rev 55; H Beale aud T Dugdale "Conhacts between Businessmec planning and the
Use of Contractual Remedies" (1975) 2 Brit J L & Soc 45; T Uchida Keiyalat no Jidai [The Age of
Contractl (Kobundo, Tokyo, 2000) 280-304.3e Above n 5.
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intentions. However, such assumptions would need to be tested empirically in the ways
just mentioned, and correlated to an analysis of case law which is even more exhaustive
than that attempted below. Thus, like this entire thesis, the Chapter is primarily directed
at uncovering patterns of legal reasoning, although this often demands a careful analysis
of the facts (emphasised or not) in particular cases.ao

Ir.A English Law: Gradual consolidation of More Formal Reasoning

Halsbury's Laws of England proposes the following general principles:ar

Where there is an inforrnal agreemeut which expressly requires or envisages the subsequent
execution of a formal contact, the legal effect of that prior informal agreement at common law
depends on the intentions of the parties, as with letter of intent. They may have etrtered into a
binding provisional agreement, whilst envisaging its subsequeut replacement by a more fomral
one; or they may evince an intention only to be bound on the execution of a formal contracl
the prior infomral agreement being of uo legal effect.

Later, in discussing contracts for the sale of an interest in land:a2

apart from contacts made by auction, it is the almost invariable practice for the parties to a
bargain to make it clear that they do not intend to enter into an binding coutract until a formal
agreement has been drawu up by their solicitors and contracts have been "exchanged". [This is
only a matter of intention, and it is quite competent for them to enter into a binding provisional
agreement .'.] Such an inteation is commonly indicated by the parties expressly making their
agreement "subject to contracd'.

This suggests that English law adopts a more substantive approach by seeking to
ascertain the parties' intentions in all the circumstances, even in the case of land sales.
However, some of the most important and relevant authorities cited in support of these
and related propositions should be examined more closely (below Part tr.A.l). This
reveals some gradual but significant consolidation of more formal reasoning in English
courts (especially Parts tr.A.3 and Parts tr.A.4).

1 Land Sales and Leases, Especially Negotiations "subject to Contract'

In the early but still sometimes cited case of Winn v Bull,as Jessel MR held that a
written agreement for lease "made subject to the preparation and approval of a formal
contract" did not give rise to an immediately binding contract. He sfiessed that in

Compare for example K Lane-Scheppele Legal Eecrerr (U Chicago Press, Chicago, 1988) 103:
ln ordsr for the positive account of what happened to blend into the normative account of what
should haPPen next, the facb in the positive part must be selected to make certain normative
answers follow without difliculty. The choice of which facb to eryhesisg determines how the
story line will pull. ... The process of matching legal texts against social tcxb, 6alshing by
demonstrating the similarity of one set of facts to another, determines which pull is stronger in
any particular case.

4 ed reissue, Butterworths, London" 1996, vol 9(l), contracts, 415 (citations omitted).
Halsbury, above n 41,420 (citations omitted, except for partial inscrt in text quoted above).
(1877) 7 CrD 31.

4l
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negotiations for the sale of land, and especially for leases, additional clauses would
usually be included in a written document in addition to the usual or main terms. Having
"always thought that the authorities are too favourable" towards enforcing earlier
informal agreements, he drew support for his own view from the then recent decision of
the Court of Appeal inRossiter v Miller.$

The latter judgrnent, as it turns out, was unanimously reversed soon
thereafter.as An the Law Lords found that a binding agreement for sale of land had been
reached after the buyer made an oral offer, confrrmed in witing by the sellers (real
estate speculators, it seems) "subject to conditions and stipulations on the plan" of the
property development initially made available. Those included the condition that "each
purchaser will be required to sign a contract ernbodying the foregoing conditions", and
to pay a deposit and so on. Lord Caims LC held however that a binding sale arose upon
the sellers' letter to Miller, observing (with all respect to the Court of Appeal judges
who had reached a contrary conclusion!) that he had seldom seen "a clearer and simpler
case of an offer made and accepted by correspondence".a6 Lord Blackbum shessed that
the wording used by the parties was important, but that it was a matter of determining
their intentions in all the circumstances:a7

But the mere fact that the parties have acprasly stipulated that there shall afirwards be a
formal agreement prepared, embodying the terms, which shall be signed by the parties does
not, by itself, [show] that they continue merely in negotiation. It rs a matter to be taken into
account in constnting the evidence and determining whether the parties have really come to a
final agreement or not. But as soon as the fact is established of the final mutual assent of the
parties so that those who draw up the formal agreement have not the power to vary the terms
already settled I think the contact is completed.

To like effect, in Von Hatzfeldt-Wildenburg v Alexander, Parker J held:48

it is a question of construcfion whether tbe execution of the firrther contact is a condition or
term of the bargain or whether it is mere expression of the desire of the parties as to the
rnanner in which the transaction already agreed to will in fact go througb" In the former case

. there is no enforceable contact either because the condition is 'nfilled.or because the law does
not recognise a contract to €nter into a contract. In the latter a case there is a bindiug contact
and the reference to the more formal document may be ignored. The fact that the reference to
the more formal document is inwords which according to their natural construction import a
condition is generally, if not invaiably, conclusive against the reference being treated as an
expression of a mere desire.

Parker J decided that no immediately binding agreement had been reached in this case.
In response to a written offer to sell from the defendant's land agents, the plaintifPs
agent's letter had included several "conditions", especially one stating that "Her Serene
Highness's solicitors approve the title to, and covenants contained in the lease [over the

(1875) s ChD 648.
Rossiter & Ors v Miller (1878) 3 App Cascs 1124.
Aboven45,1138.
Above n 45, 1151 (emphasis added).

[911] | &284,289 (eophasis added).
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property sought to be purchased], the title from the freeholder, and the form of contract".
Parker J appeared particularly impressed by the requirement for the solicitors to agree
not only to the formal conhact document but also as to freehold title, 'khich cannot be
called for on an open contract for the sale of a lease[d properfy]. ... It does not in terms
compel the vendor to [show] the freehold title, but unless he does so to the satisfaction
of the purchaser's solicitors he cannot hold the purchaser to her bargain".ae

Thirteen years later, however, a different approach began to emerge. The Court
of Appeal held that no immediately binding contract for the sale of land had been
concluded when negotiations had been expressed to be simply "subject to proper
contract to be prepared by the vendor's solicitors". Importantly, Sarjant LJ argued that:so

the words "subject to contact" have by this time acquired a definite legal meaning. ... it would
require a very stong and exceptional case for the clear prima facie meaning to be displaced.

This implies that use of this wording creates a legal presumption against the binding
force of any informal agreement, indeed one which will be very difficult to rebut.
However, other judgments in this case, notably that of Pollock MR, did not go this far.

Later cases continued to pay close attention to the wording used, but also the
surrounding circumstances, with the overall objective being to determine the parties'
intentions. In Branca v Cobarro,tt the Court of Appeal upheld an agreement for
Cobaro to sell to Branca the lease and goodwill of certain mushroom far:ns, along with
specified farm machinery. The written agreement had stated that "this is a provisional
agreement until a fully legalised agreement, drawn up by a solicitor and embodying all
the conditions herewith stated, is signed". Lord Greene MR held that these stipulations
were:tt

not words expressive of a condition or stipulation to [the] effect [that they wished that there
should be "a fully legalised agreement'']. The familiar words "subject to contracf', and many
other forms of words that one has come across in this class of case are words of conditions.
The word '\rntil" in this context to my mind clcarly meens that that what is called a
'lrovisional agreement''is going to have some efticacy until a certain event happens.

Lord Greene MR was also impressed by the parties tenning their arangement an
"agreemenf'. Yet he accepted that such wording is'ty no meiuu conclusive", only that
"in the particular context of this document they were not without importance". Another
indication shedding "some little light on the intention of the parties" was that the
agreement requfued not only an immediate deposit of 10%, but another 50% three days
later.s3 Tucker LJ also noted some other circnmstances suggesti4g that the parties had
intended to be immediately bound: "these foreign gentlemen drawing up this agreement
had it witnessed by a third party".sa

Above n 48, 290.
Chillingworth, above n 7.

11947) l KB 854.
Above n 51, 856-857.
Above n 51, 856.
Above n 51, 859.
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Negotiations in Branca had not been conducted specifically "subject to
contract", however, leaving it unclear whether a different approach was waranted in
such situations. The Court of Appeal faced precisely that issue a year later, in Eccles v
Bryant and Pollock.tt The Court held that the parties did not intend a land sale to
become legally binding until the copy of the contract document signed by each party
had been exchanged by the solicitors. Solicitors for the defendants, who had offered to
sell the property, had written to the plaintiffs solicitors stating "our clients have now
signed their part of the contract herein and we are ready to exchange". The latter
solicitors had replied enclosing "herewith the contact signed by our client, and [we]
shall be glad to receive in exchange the part signed by your clients", but the defendants
decided not to proceed. Lord Greene MR found that to be justified because "on the facts
of this case", including the language used by both sides' solicitors in these letters:s6

When they were instructed to carry this matter tbrough by their respective clients, [they]
contemplated and, intended from the beginning to end to do so in the customary wcy which is
familiar to every firm of solicitors in the county, namely by preparing the engrossment of the
draft conhact when agreed in duplicate, the intention being to do what I have no doubt at this
very moment is happening in dozens of solicitors' offices all over the country, namely to
exchange the two parts when signed by their respective clienb.

Thus, customary practice was considered primarily to decide what the parties reasonably
or actually intended in the particular circumstances. His Lordship did not go as far as
Sarjant LI n Chillingworth, namely to elevate this into a "prima facie" rule.tt However,
implytng that it would be difEcult to establish a contrary intention, Lord Greene did add
that upholding thatcustomary practice in the circumstances before him was important to
promote certainty:s8

These principles should be upheld. The inconvenieuce and chaos into which these rnatters
would be thrown by the adoption of other rules appear to me very great; but ultimately the
mafier comes down to this: Parties become bound by contract whe4 and in the mrnnsl in
whic\ they intend and contemplate becoming bound. That is a question of the facts of each
case, but in this case the mannetr of becoming bound which the parties and their solicitors mpst
have conternplated from the very beginning was the ordinary, customary and convenient
method of exchange.

Nonetheless, Lord Greene did not determine the issue based solely on the use of the
phrase "subject to contract" when the tenns of the sale were being negotiated. Thus, an
English treatise appeils to over-generalise somewhat when proposing, in a discussion of
land sales, that:se

If an offer is accepted not finally but conditionally, for example with the courmon formula

55 
[1948] I Ch93.56 Above n55,97 (emphasis added).17 Above n 55, 102.5t Above n 55, 104.e R E Megarry and W Wade The Law of Real Property (5 ed Sweet & Maxwe[ London, 1984)

568-569.
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"subject to contact" ..., the effect is that until the necessary contact arrangements have been
made, there is no conEact and either party can withdraw.

That may be so in many such cases, but the abovementioned authorities suggest that this
ultimately will depend on the intentions of the parties in all the circumstances. In a
recent review of the case law, Sir Guenter Treitel has summarised the position as
follows:m

(i) Requirement og sxghange of contacts. Even when the tersrs of the formal contact have been
agreed, there is, where tbe agreement is subject to contract, no binding contract until there has
been an "exchange ofconEacts" ... Before the "exchange", there is no uncertainty as to the
terms of the agreement but there is no confract because neither party intends to be legally
bound until the *g1sleng6 ofcontracts" takes place.

(ii) Mitigations of the requirement. The above state of law, which enables either party with
impuoity to go back on a concluded agreemen! has been described as "a social and moral blot
on the law"; and there have been indications the former strictness of the requirement of
"exchange of conhacts". Thus, it ha" been held that the exchange may be effected by
telephone or telex; that certain technical slips in the process may be disregarded; that
exchange is not necessary when the parties use the same solicitor ... The parties may also
create a binding conhact by a subsequent agrcement to r€move the effect of the words
"subject to contract'', thus indicating their intention henceforth to be legally bound.
Subsequent conduct may also give rise to liability on other grounds: where one pa4y to an
agreement encourages the other to believe that he will not withdraw, and the other acts to his
detriment in reliance on that belief, the former may be liable on the basis of 'proprietary
estoppel". In "a very strong and exceptional context" the court uuy even infer that the parties
intended to be legally bound when executing the original documen! even though it is
expressed to be "subject to conEact".

Authority cited for the last mentioned proposition, Alpenstow Ltd v Regalian
Properties,6r involved a document containing an elaborate timetable. The purchaser was
also required to approve the draft sale contract subject only to 'teasonable amendments",
and then to exchange contacts. Another commentator concurs that the case shows how
exceptionally difficult it has become to persuade an English cor:rt that the parties
intended to be immediately bound when tbey have negotiated "subject to contract".62
However, these developments have recently been criticised, and a suggestion made
that:63

The law should be reformed to abolish the practice of making agreements "zubject to contract"

60 Treitel, above n 8, 50-51 (citations omitted). In the fifth edition sf thic, worh published in 1995,
the fust sentence had read (at page 50, emphasis added): "Evsn when a formal contact has been
approved, it ts usually rrot binding until there has been an exchange of the contrachral documents".6r 

[1985] 1 wr*. ?21.62 M Fisher Contract Law in Hong Kong: Cases and Materiab 3? (London, Sweet & Maxwcll,
1996); contasting also the Hong Kong case, Wong Lai Ha v Chung San Wala & Anor 11994) 2 HKC 646.
See also Michael Richards Properties Ltd v Corpn of Wardens of St Saviour's Parish , Southwark [1975]
3 AU ER 1 18, described rn Munton v Greater London Council [976] 2 All ER 815 as a very special case
on its own facts: see M Funnston (gen ed) The Law of Contract @utterwor6s, Londono 1999) 331.63 Fnrmston, above n 62,332.Authority given for the latterproposition is Walfordv Miles t19921
1 AC 128. Compare also the reluctance to allow an obligation to act in good faitb, in shipping
negotiations "subjcct to details", below Part tr.A.4.
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so that both parties would be bound from the time a sale is agreed. In the abseoce of such
reform there is little a party can do to protect himself. An agreement to negotiate in good faith,
or to enter into a contact at a later date, will not be enforceable.

Further, in the context of land sales, English judges - some more than others -
do mention usually that the key issue remains what the parties intended in the particular
case. By contrast, a number of recent decisions have held that no binding obligations
axose from negotiations "subject to conhact" and "subject to lease" or "subject to the
completion of a formal lease". The last-mentioned qualification was used in Longman v
Viscount Chelsea & Ors, decided in 1989. Nourse LJ began by citing Eccles in support
of the proposition that:s

it is axiomatic amongst conveyancers that negotiations for the sale of land which are expressed
to be "subject to contact" cannot mature into a concluded agreement nnless and until there is
an exchange of contacts iu accordance with eldinary conveyancing practice, before which
either party can withdraw ...

Later, however, he does suggest that the key is still what the parties intended. or
agreed:65

By analogy with negotiations for the sale of land, it cannot be doubted that such a qualificafion
[as used in this case], having once been imposed on the negotiations, cannot be thrown off
unless and until both parties expressly and impliedly agree that it should be .. .

Wherever parties intend to enter into the relationship of landlord and tenant without a
preliminary contact for the graut and acceptance oflease, and their negotiations are expressed
to be "subjectto the completion ofa lease", "subject to lease", "subject to contract" or the like,
then, so long as the qualification remains inforce, the relationship does notbecome biading on
g1tg6 rnlsss and until there is an exchange of lease and counterpad before which either party
can withdraw.

Yet the tenor of the judgmert suggests that the courts do and should start with the
assumption that the parties do not intend to be immediately bound, glven the usual
practices in negotiating leases. Indeed this tendency was reinforced by the Court's
obseryation (echoing that in Eccles6), in holding unanimously that Viscount Chelsea
was entitled to withdraw from negotiations to renew a lease with Mrs Longman, that:67

However much we may fear that their conduct in this case fell below the gentlemenly
standards which we would otherwise have assumed to thern, we must recognise that the
negotiations did not differ in substance from those which are conducted between sotciton all
around the country every day of the week. In an area where there has already bee,n some
tendcncy to allow hard cases to make bad law we must recognise that our decision will have
equal effect on everyday transactions of varying s1d rrnFredictable merib, in respect of which

s Longman, above n 9, 191. Sce.Eeclas, above n 55.55 Longman, above n 9, 192 (emphasis added).66 Eccles,aboven55.fl Longman, above n 9, 193. 1o1"1sstingly, the Court afpears to have shamed Viscount Chelsea,
during the hearings, into the more "gentlemanly'' undertaking to pay lvlrs Longman's legal expenses in
bringing this suit.
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settled and expedient practices ought to be more highly regarded than the merits of individual
cases,

This approach proved influential in the holdings by Dillon and Steyn LLJ in Akiens v
Salomon.Gt Their Lordships decided that no enforceable obligations arose out of
negotiations through solicitors which had been phrased "subject to lease" and "subject
to contract". Evans LJ dissented, however. Some earlier judgments likewise had found
that binding obligations did arise from negotiations on leases qualified by such terms,
and Nourse LJ in Longman6e had had to struggle to distinguish them. The issue may
therefore remain, even in this category of cases, what the parties did or should be taken
to intend in the particular circumstances.

It should be noted, moreov€r, that Akiens was argued primarily on the basis of
estoppel. The majority's holding that no obligations were assumed also may have been
underpinned by the fact that this case involved negotiations for a new lease after the
lessor had given statutory notice to quit, whereupon the lessee had served counter-notice.
Where negotiations occur in the shadow of a dispute, as seems to have bee,n the
situation here (and that discussed below, Part tr.A.2), it seems more justifiable for courts
to be wary of holding that legal obligations were entailed.

Further, in a series of recent cases involving informal consents under
pre-existing leases, English courts have been unwilling to extend more formal
tendencies in other categories of cases involving land. In Prudential Assurance Co Ltd v
Mount Eden Land Ltd, the Court of Appeal held that a lessor had granted written
consent, as required under a longterm lease, to allow the lessee to have construction
work undertaken, even though the lessor's letter indicating consent had been headed
"subject to license [sic]" and later repeated that one condition was "a formal licence
being entered into" by the lessee. The trial Judge had stated the issue as cenking on
whether to allow "the expression 'subject to licence' a similar magrc to the
expression 'subject to contact' such that it may contradict the effect which would
otherwise arise from the words of the letter".7o Judge Rich had followed an earlier
decision of Hannan f, who had drawn a distinction between situations involving an
existing set of obligations and "relations between stangers in law, as between
prospective purchaser and proqpective vendor, where there is no present tie and the
parties are in mere negotiation". Judge Rich had agreed that7l

the words "subject to contact" do have what [counsel for the lessor] very reasonably describes
as a rnagic, but that magic arises from the particular incantation in the particular context of
particular tansactions. Because the words "subject to contact" create magic, it does not mean
ftat similar magic is createdby different words in different contexb.

On appeal, Morritt LJ gave a unanimous judgment agreeing that the test involved
"constnrction of the letter in the light of all the surrounding circumstances", and that the
term "zubject to licsnce" added little to the otherwise clearly expressed consent. The

(1996) 65 P&G 364, 368.
Above n 9.
Above n 10.

Above n 10, discusstng Venetian Glass GaIIery Ltd v Nat Properties Ltd [1989] 2 EGLR 42.
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Court noted the argument that gving the term absolute force might promote certainty in
these transactions; and read Longman as holding that in negotiations conducted "subject
to lease" or "subject to contact", confary evidence was required "to dispense with the
common intention that the parties shall become bound at one ascertainable point of
time" ("conventionally at a completion meeting", but hinting that a physical encounter
rnight not be necessary in light of advances in modern technology). Morritt LJ also
noted and approved of the fact that the expression "subject to details" had come to serve
as "the maritime variant of the well-known 'subject to conhact"'(see below Part tr.A.4).
However, accepting Harman J's distinction, the Court concluded that it was not
"legitimate to extend the principle illustrated in these cases from the field of bilateral
negotiations to that of a unilatetal act".72

Very recently, in Mahmood v Lola, Aldous LJ has made it clearer that the test
is simply to focus on all aspects of the negotiations between both parties, to determine
what the lessee objectively could have taken to be the intention of the lessor in granting
a consent.T' His Lordship rejected an application for leave to appeal from a County
Court judgment holding that negotiations and the lessor's letter issued "subject to
licence" did not establish consent to having a lease assigned to a third party. The trial
Judge had mentioned that the clear intention of "all the parties to the fransaction, the
Landlord, the claimant, the defendant, and their respective solicitors," was for the
licence to take the fonn of deed. The applicant lessee pointed out that this was not
required under the long-term lease, and argued that attempting to ascertain the intentions
of all the parties was inappropriate in the case of a unilateral act such as the grant of a
consent. However, Aldous LJ considered that the evidence had established that the
intention of the lessor had not been to grant the consent until a deed had been executed
establishing a new contractual relationship with the new third party lessee, incorporating
for instance a guarantee. His Lordship saw this a key difference from the situation in
Prudential, where only two parties were really involved.

This may lead to more reluctance to finding an enforceable obligation on the
part of lessors in cases involving assignrnents. Two High Court judgments, one rendered
just before Mahmood and the other in 7999, had found that the lessor had intended to
give consent to assignments. In the latter, Neuberger J thought that Pradenrral was only
slightly dissimilar, later remarking that:?a

it would be undesirable if, in relation to a frequently encountered course of conduct in the
conveyancing world" courts were to adopt inconsistent approaches or reach decisions which
tum on nice distinctions, save wherc it was necessary to do so. Landlords and tenanb and tbeir
respective advisors have a righq in the absence of good re€uion to the contary, to ocpect the
courts to give clear and consistent guidance.

tt Above n 10.7\ (30 March 2001) unreported, English Court of Appeal (Civil Division), Aldous LJ. It is still
unclear whether proof of a subjective intention would be enough. At least in bilatcral conEacts, it can be
argued that a concurrencc of subjective intentions is suffrcienl D Mclauchlan 'Actual Consensus Ad
Ide,m: Unnecessary But Sruely Sufficicnt?" (1995) 1995 NZLJ 45.7' Rosev Stawou, Cbaocery Division, The Times, 23 June 1999. The second case is Aubergine
Enterprises Ltdv Lakantood International Ltd (21February 2001) unreporte4 Chancery Division-
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However, that case had involved the lessor initially consenting (subject to a deed of
variation) to the lessee using the premises as a restaurant, instead of as a retail shop as
provided in the lease. It was only three years later that the lessee requested consent to
assign the lease, allowing the new use; and the lessor's objection related to this new use.
by a third parfy (as opposed to the original lessee), not to the third party or the need for
a deed or guarantee with that person. The other case also involved communications
pointing to a clear intention to consent to assignment. Most importantly for present
purposes, all four cases send the clear message that wording like "subject to licence" is
not to be given the decisive role that similar phrases have often achieved in other
transactions involving land, notably sales and initial leases. Instead, the courts consider
and weigh all the circumstances, including the nature of the relationship between the
parties.

2 Settlement Negotiations: A New Presumption?

The significance of an informal agreement being reached in the context of an earlier
dispute between the parties, s h Akiens, was sfuessed tn Dalgety Foods Holland BV v
Deb-Its Limited.Ts No binding settlement was found to arise from agreement on tenns
reached by telephone between lawyers during court proceedings involving a tademark
dispute. Those negotiations apparently had not be qualified by wording like "subject to
conhact" or the like, but Edward Nugee QC held that:76

The parties are not negotiating the terms of a fresh commercial conFact ... They were
negotiating with a view to agreeing a form of order which the court is going to be asked to
make. It is not irnpossible for them to errter inlo 3 !fuding contract before 16s q/slding of &e
order is agreed; but since the whole object of their negotiations is to arrive at a form of order
which can be presented to the court as agreed the onus is in my judgment on the person who
contends that a contact has been concluded before the wording ofthe order is agreed to show
that the parties really intended this result. In such a case there is in my judgmmt a
presutnption that the "meeting of minds" [refened to in case lqw being discassedJ is a meeting
of minds on the precise wording of the orderi because neither party vrill be in a position to
bring the matter before the court for a consent order to be made uutil he can show that what is
the form of consent order that the court is being asked to make.

Arguably, Edward Nugee QC goes too far in this holding. Putting the onus on the party
alleging an immediately binding contact is acceptable, since that is the general legal
principle an)nvay. But tying this to a legal presumption that informal settlement
negotiations between lawyers in court proceedings are not intended to be immediately
binding, or directly attempting to lay down that presumption in this context, appears
contary to English authority. Not even cases like Eccles, Longman, or Akiensn go so
far as to lay down any presumption against enforceability. The better view is that
expressed by several judges and commentators in the context of sales and leases, and by

7t 
[1994] FSR 125. Compare lkreru, above n 68.76 Above n,75, L29 (emphasis added).n Compare above n 55 (where Lord Greene remarked that the parties had *intended from the

beginning" to follow the custom); n 9; n 68.
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all courts recently in relation to informal consents under longterm leases.TE That is, a
perceived customary practice, as a very important part of all the circumstances, should
guide the decision that an immediately binding agreement was not be intended by the
particular parties.

Nonetheless, the holding h Dalgety Foods may have planted the seeds for a
further more fomtal tendency in English law, in a new category of cases involving
informal settlement negotiations. Albeit perhaps to a lesser extent, that tendency c;
also be perceived as emerging from judgments which place great importance on whether
or not phrases like "subject to conhact" had been used at some stage in negotiations, as
in the majority rn Longman or in Akiens.Te Both tendencies also *" 

"o*irtent with
other recent case law involving maritime contacts, especially the judgment of Step J
rn The Junior K,80 where the courts have increasingly focused. on wheGr or not phrases
like "subject to details" were used during negotiations (below part tr.A.4).

3 Other Commercial Contexts

The more substantive approach, simply detersrining the intentions of the parties in all
the circumstances of each case, nonetheless has been a quite deeply rooted principle in
English case law covering a range of other conhactual settings. In Sociedade
Portuguesa de Navios Tanques Ltda v Hvaifsisk Polaris ilS,t' for instance, the Court of
Appeal upheld McNair J's decision that a legally binding charterparty had not been
formed by a lengthy exchange of correspondence, amidst complicated background
circumstances. Somervell LJ focused primarily on the argument that the parties were not
"ad idem" in the sense of having agreed on all essential terms. He used his conclusion
on that point, however, to hold also that the parties intended the negotiations to be
subject to signature of a charterparty form before resulting in a legally binding
agreement. Somervell LJ noted that various expressions had been used, like "subject to
arrangements for conditions of charterparty", although not the precise words "subject to
confract"; but concluded:E2

In a case of this kind where the intention is to be found in words such as those which we have
to deal, this matter, like others, lgmains fluid. It remai"s more fluid, if I may use the sitnitp,
than if the whole negotiations had started off with an express provision "subject to contast".
That is one of the reasons why I have dealt with the ad dez [uncertainty on essential tcrms]
point fint because it logically seems to me to come first. If in a complicated comrnercial
tansaction of this kind parties do finally become ad idern, their intentions on this [formal
requiremenE] point may well take a new turn One gs1 imegine, for example, a case in which
parties had contemplated signatwe of a document up to the time when they were ad idem,bug
when all points were finally agreed, uo gxghange of telegrams might make it clear that they
were at that stage agreeing to be bound in advance of the formal documenL I have ventured to
say that because [counsel] submitted, I think rightly, rhat one certainly wants to avoid anylhing

78 See for example Chillingsworth, above n7 pet Pollock lvlfrt; Alpenstow, above n 6l; Trcitel"
above n 8; Prudential, above n 10.n Aboveng; n68.to Above n 11. Sce below Part tr.A.4.tr 

n9521 I Lloyd's Rep 407.82 Above n 81, 417.
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in the nature of what might be called a technical mle being imported into commercial contracts
being negotiated by letters of rhis kind.

Adopting a similar approach, in Saphir Merchants Ltd v Zissimos & Anor,s3 pearson J
held that an export sale for potatoes had not been concluded as a result of a ielephone
conversation between the defendant seller's agent and the plaintiffs in London.
Although that had followed less lengthy or complicated negotiations by telex, again
several essential terms (such as letter of credit details) had not been agreed. upon. This
reinforced the conclusion that there was also no intention to be bound until a written
contract had been drawn up, since the Pearson J preferred testimony that the defendant
seller had said "I am sending you the conhact" and anyway the parties had drawn up a
contract in previous dealings.

In Olatra & Co Ltd v Navara Shtpping Corp SA, the Court of Appeal also held
that the Japanese and Panamanian companies had not intended to conctude a binding
ship sale contract as a result of telephone conversations and a telex. Although all three
Judges focused on the wording used, Lord Denning MR also referred to theiond.uct of
the parties, which included some tough negotiating behavior.u on the part of the
Panamanian buyer. The test laid down was what the parties had contemplated or
intended in the circumstances.e

After listing cases other than those involving wording such as "subject to
details", some of which have held that an immediately binding agreement was intended
but many of which have not, Treitel comments:8s

83 
n9601 I Lloyd's Rep 490, 494.E4 
U9821 2 Lloyd's Rep 537. In September L976, plaintiffs Navara (the panamanian company)

entered into a lengthy written agreement to purchase a vessel from Okura (a long established Japanese
tr1ding company which had maintained an office in London for over 100 years). Okura haa
subcontracted with a Hiroshima shipyard for constnrction of the vessel, but the shipyard goiioto financial
difficulties and constnrction was delayed. The Okura-Navara contact provided ior delivery by
September 1977, but allowed Olara 150 days' leeway before allowing Navara to cancel. .q.fter ;ad
defects were found at sea trials in Febmary 1997, Navara cancelled at the earliest op,portunity aad
claimed back ib advances of almost Yen 1 billion (out of the contacted price of yen z.i bilion).-Soon
afterwards, however, the parties began to negotiate a new conEacl Navara sssmingly driving a hard deal
on a new price (offering just Yen 1.28 billion in total) in mid-April 1977. Immediateiy after the telephone
conversations on 4 May 7977, a telex was sent reporting "text of agreement reached today between
Navara/Okura", and setting out various clauses. In reversing Neill J snd fislding that no irnmediately
binding agrcement was reached, Lord psnning MR stressed paragraph l0 which stated that ,,all other
terms and conditions" were to be as under their 1976 contract. Lord Denning pointed out that that
contact had stated it was !o become effective upon "signing". May and Shaw LLJ (the latter
"reluctantly") concurred" stessing paragraph 11 which requircd "items 1-10 above to be incorporated in
memorandum of agreement in mutually acceptable manncr". Perhaps most significantly, although only
lsld psnning mentioned ig was "lhe conduct of the partierr. fsllingl/, on 5 Jrme 1978 Navara had
issued au'\rltimatum" insisting on a delivery term allowing for no (force -ajeure) exceptions; and, when
Okura refused, Navara had insisted on refunds of its funds advanced under the 1976 contract for the
vessel' Okura oblige4 also treating the negotiations as at an end. Yet on 22 Juue 1977 Navara suddenly
brought suit for specific performance of the alleged 4 May 1977 agreement. In shorl although 6e Court
of Appcal focused on the wording used, it seems very probable that this conduct by Navara (perhaps
trying, until the end, to uegotiate a very low new price with Okura) explains the holding tnat no Uinaing
renegotiated a$eem€at was reached then.tt Above n 8, 52.
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The question of whether an agreement which expressly requires the execution of a fonnal
documeot is incomplete depends on the purpose of the requirement in each case; and there is
no point in multiplying exarrples.

Certainly, as is evident from the cases reviewed above, much depends on the facts in
individual cases. However, the suggestion recently rn Datgety Foodss6 that there may
be a presumption against binding effect in certain categories of settlement negotiations,
at least, shows that it is worthwhile to try to uncover any emergent patterns. Further
investigation of maritime law cases reveals an even more significant area in which,
since the early 1980s, more formal reasoning has been consolidated in English contract
law.

4 Negotiations "subject to Details" in Recent Maritime Law cases

Over the last two decades, a limited number of Commercial Bench and Court
of Appeal Judges have developed the rule that negotiations in the shipping hade,
expressed to be "subject to details", mean that informal agreements are not intended to
be legally binding until the details have been recorded in formal written documentation.
This rule appears even more rigorous than the deference towards the phrase "subject to
contract" shown by some judges in cases involving land or lease negotiations, described
above,87 perhaps because the latter cases were spread ver more than a century and had
involved a broader range of courts and judges (Part tr.A.1). The emergence of new rule
in shipping cases is also very important because it constitutes a major proportion of
reported appellate case law in England.tt Further, the Judges specialising in these cases
often become Law Lords. An exarnple is Lord Steyn who, as a Commercial Bench
Judge, wrote the judgment n The Junior K which has proven central in establishing the
primacy given to the phrase "subject to details".se Ttre expansion of formal reasoning in
this area may therefore have broader repercussions than tendencies in those directions in
the other areas already discussed.

The origins of the rule that negotiations in the shipping trade, expressed to be
"subject to details", mean that informal agreements are not intended to be legally
binding until the details have been forrralised, can be haced back to obiter d^icta in a
case decided in 1981 by a Judge clearly quite confident about his understanding of the
shipping trade.m ln The Solholt,et Staughton J had to decide simply whether sellers'

t6 Above n 75.n See for example Akiens (above n 68) and Zo ngworth (above n 9).Et Above n 12.8!r The Junior K, above n ll: Star Steamship Society v Beogradska Plovidra t1988] 2 Lloyd's LR
583.e0 Compare also generally C Staughton "Good Faith and Fairness in Commercial Coutact Laq/,
(1994) 7 ICL 193, 194, querying whether "good faith and fairness uaturally are to be found in the
cornmercial habitaf'. Now a Justice of the Corut of Appeal, he h"s also writtetr extra-judicially
advocating a more formal approach to interpretation of agreed contractual terms: sec Sir Christophei
staughton "How Do the coure lnterpret commercial conEacb" (1999) 58 cLJ 303.tr ,satiros Shipping Inc & Aeco Maritime SA v Sameiet Solholt I19S1l 2 Lloyd's Rep 574.
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failure to tender a vessel on time entitled buyers to certain remedies. There was no
dispute about formation of the contact, which had incorporated the well-known
Norwegian Sale Form. In summarising the negotiations, however, Staughton J stated
that the phrase "fixed subject to details" used at an earlier stage signified that "the main
terms were agreed, but until the subsidiary terms and the details had also been agreed no
conhact existed".e2

In The Blankenstefn,e3 the issue was instead precisely whether a contract to sell
three ships had been formed by an exchange of correspondence, without signature of a
contemplated Memorandum. The Court of Appeal and the trial Judge, Leggatt J, upheld
the arbitrator's finding that a binding sale had been intended because the negotiations
and the agreement reached had been without any expressed "subjects", such as "subject
to details". In reaching this conclusion, however, they also found that brokers for both
sides were convinced that they had concluded a valid conkact for their principals and
that "the agreement would be regarded in the shipping market as a binding contact not
requiring a signed memorandum to validate it". They also approved the general
contention of counsel for the seller, following McNair J n Rugg & Co Ltd v Street,ea
that "in each case the court has got to make up its mind on the constnrction of the
documents and on the general surounding circumstances whether the negotiations were
not to have contracfual force until a formal document was sig[ed".es

Leggatt J adopted a similar approach rn The Intra Transporter,e6 to hold that a
charterparly to transport steel to Dubai had not been concluded in the circumstances.
Various tenns had been agreed by 28 February 1983 between plaintiff Hofflinghouse
and the owner's broker, although the latter also proposed to draw up a Gencon
charterparly for Hof{linghouse to sign. That was done a few days later, and an
amendment requested by Hofllinghouse was agreed to on 7 March. More
communications were exchanged until the deal evenfually fell througfu however, and
Leggatt J held that an agreement had not been reached even by 7 March. The main
reason was that Hofflinghouse needed to arrange for provisions to be includ.ed in the
charterparty which would match requirements in a letter of credit to be fumished by a
steel buyer in Dubai, and that was apparent even from the wording used in
communications (indeed, including communications by the owner's broker, eg when on
9 March he requested reconfirmation of authority to sign the charterparty). Not
surprisingly, moreover, Leggatt J rejected as making "no commercial sense" the
alternative contention that a binding agreement had been reached on I March or on 28
February. He added however amore general comment:e?

Although the negotiation had not been expressed to be "subject 1s dgr?ils", it obviously wrls so
treated by both parties. Although it is theoretically possible to agree fts main terms of a

et Above n91,577.e3 Damon Compania Naveira SAv Hapag-Lloyd International SA t19851 I Lloyd's Rep 93 (CA),
[1983] 2 Lloyd's R.ep 522.e4 

U962) 1 Lloyd's Rcp 364.e5 Above n93,52'1.e6 Hofrlinghouse & Co Ltd v C-Trade Sl [l985l 2 Lloyd's Rep 158 (upheld unaaimously by the
Court of Appeal [986] 2 Lloyd's Rep 132).e7 Above n 96, 163.
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charterparly without agreeing the details, such as course would be a frtritfrrl source of
dissension and would be very unusual.

By confrast, unlike n The Intra Transporter and the The Blankenstein, rn The
Nr,sson Samos9S the phrase "subject to details" had been expressly used in the
negotiations; and, unlike n The Solholt, the issue was whether a valid contract had been
formed. The broker for a German buyer had offered by telex on 22 April 1981 to
purchase a reefer vessel for scrap "subject details; otherwise normal conhact tenns to be
mutually agreed". This condition was repeated in a recap telex he sent on 23 April, after
negotiations to establish the deadweight of the vessel. The next day he also telexed the
fiill contract based, as agreed between them, upon an earlier memorandum of agreement.
One clause referred to some docurnentation to be provided to establish deadweight. On
28 April the buyer's agent requested confimration that this had been sent and stessed
that the deal was still "subffect] to adequate proof of LDT", whereupon the seller's
agent sent the documentation. Some matters were renegotiated, and on 30 April the
buyer's agent confirmed these and said it was retyping the contract documentation
accordingly. He then reported, however, that the buyer was unhappy with the
deadweight documentation which had arived. Leggatt J held that this was too late, the
contract having already been fonned on 30 April, with the deadweight documentation as
agreed on23 April. He held that:ee

even when on 23 April agreement in principle was reached as to the principal terms, no
binding contact was yet effected between the parties. ... "subject details" is a well-known
expression in broking practice which is intended to entitle either party to resile from the
contract if in good faith either party is not satisfied with any of the details as discussed between
them. Neither broker thought that there v6 3 flading contact by 23 April, but it is equally
ptain that when on 30 April, all the details having been agreed both parties regarded the
agteement as having been coucluded.

This holding implies that both parties were legally free either to withdraw from
negotiations between 23-30 April, or for the buyer to clearly require a nerr term such as
making any contact subject to proof of deadweight to its full satisfaction. In this case,
however, the buyer failed to do so adequately, instead bl"di"g itself through its agent on
30 April.

The latter complication was not present in the factual circumstances of The
Junior K.rm This lvas a key case in establishinp the rule that interposing the phrase
"subject to details" in shipping negotiations has the effect that there is no binding
contract. Steyn J held that the plaintiff Lebanese shipowner could not even show an
arguable case, sufficient to justiff service on the Yugoslavian defendant, that a binding
charterparty had been concluded. There had been various negotiations through telexes
and telephone conversations on 4 Octoba 1985, resulting in the plaintifFs London
brokers sending a recap telex to the defendant's Rotterdam brokers which ended
"subffect to] details [as per the] Gencon [charterparty]". Steyn J accepted that agreement

Samos Shipping Enterprises Ltd v Ecklnrdt & Co KG U9851 I Lloyd's Rep 378.
Above n 98, 385.
Snr Spamship Society v Beogradslu Plovidra [1988] 2 Lloyd's Rep 583.
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had been reached on all essential terms, and no matter raised in the negotiations
remained unresolved, but held that "a reasonable man, versed in the chartering business,
would have construed" the telex's concluding words as indicating no intention to be
legally bound:ror

if there has been a complete and unqualified acceptense of an offer, prima facie a conbact
comes into existence even if the parties inteud to reduce the agreement to writing. On the other
hand, in negotiations parties are free to stipulate that no binding contract is reached on yet
unmentioned and unconsidered detailed provisions. And the law should respect such as
stipulation in commercial negotiations. That seems to me to be exactly what happened in this
case. The Gencon chaderparty is, of course, a detailed and well-lnown srendard form. It is
plain that the parties had in mind a contact on the Gencon foun but that they had not yet
considered the details of it. By the expression "subject to details of the Gencon charterparty"
the owners made it clear that they did not wish to commit themselves conractually until
negotiations had taken place about the details of the charterparry. Such discussions might have
covered a number of clauses. It does not follow that the owners were willing to accept all the
detailed provisions of the standard form documenl After all, it is a cornmon occurrence for
some of the detailed provisions of the Gencon form to be amended during the process of
negotiation. In any event, the Gencon standard form contains within it altenr,ative provisions
which require a positive selection of the desired altemative.

Steyn J referred to the Gencon forrr options as to laytime, for instance, remaxking that
the parties had not negotiated on this matter. In response to the plaintifPs argument that
no delays would have taken place in the loading port, he argued that "factually, that may
or may not be correct but no port is immune from delays, and I am satisfied that an
agreement on laytime, although not essential, is a most desirable provision and one
which in practice is almost invariably insisted upon". To support this interpretation of
the phrase "subject to details", he pointed also to the dicta tn Ihe Sotholt arrd TheNrssos
Samos.t0z In response to the plaintiffs argument that Leggatt J in the latter case
suggested at least an obligation to negotiate "in good faith" after main terms have been
fixed, Steyn J held that this was meant to state "a broking view of the matter and not a
strict legal position" or "a new principle of law" along the lines of "the civilian doctrine
of culpa in contatrendo".ro3

In a note on The Junior K, Debattista criticises Steyn J for rejecting this
attempt to rephrase the matter .$ estoppel and argues that, to provide a clearer
conceptual framework, the analysis should have addressed the basic policy question:
"ought there be a remedy for the unjustified breaking off of negotiations and if so, horv
to achieve it and to what extent?". Debatissta concludes, moreover: "as it is, we now
have a judgment clearly denying a remedy for withdrawal from negotiations, a position
arguably as rigid and insensitive as the American view which Steyn J so effectively and
rightly eschews".rn In fact, as discussed below (Part tr.C.3), the US approach is less
rigid than Debattista believes; but it ssrtainly fonns a marked conhast to that developed
by the English courts since the 1980s.

Above n 11,585-586.
Aboven9l;n98.
Aboven11,586.
C Debattista "Ctarterparties Sub Details" [198E] LCMLQ 439,441.
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In The Junior (, Steyn J specifically rejected the suggestion of the US Court of
Appeals for the Second Circuit inGreat Ctrcle Lines v Matheson,ros namely that:rffi

details are unimportant and that one can simply go back to the printed form[. This] does not
always work. That is classically illusEated by the present case, where 6ng snnnot solve the
problem by simply going back to the printed form because the printed form contains
altematives.

Citing English academic commentary,tot Stelm J also argued that the Second Circuit's
understanding had not been followed in some arbital awards of the Sociefy of Maritime
Arbitrators of New Yorlq and had been reportedly criticised in a Bulletin of the
Federation of National Associations of Shipbrokers and Agents (FONASBA).tot Hence,
his other major objection to the approach adopted rn Great Circle was to the suggestion
therein that "the English approach" should b'e reconsidered. Instead Steyn J asserted.
confidently:roe

it is the United States Courts rather than the English Courts which are out of step with the way
in which the shipping trade worlcs. And... it is in the interests of the chartering business rhat
the Courts should recognise the efficacy of the maritime variant of the well-known "subject to
conbact''. The expressiou "subject to details" enables owners and charterers to know where
they are in negotiations and to regulate their business accordingly. It is a device which tends to
avoid disputes and the assumption of those in ttre shipping trade that it is effective to make
clear that there is no binding agreem€nt at that stage ought to be respected.

As described below (Part tr.C.3), Second Circuit courts have not been converted to this
view. It still is not clear which approach is better in tune with shipping industry
practices.rro It is not inconceivable that there is still cousiderable variety in practices
aod expectations. Further, companies adopting the stricter English approach may have
centred their business operations in London, or have done so increasingly since Steyn
J's judgment rn The Junior K. More importantly, they may have maintained or changed
the choice of law and jurisdiction clauses in their contracts, to ensure charterparty cases
are brought before English courts to be judged under the stricter English law on this
point. By contrast, those preferring a less dogmatic approach might have preferred to
remain in or gravitate to New York. However, this seems very unlikely. The shipping

r05 (1982) 681 F 2d l2l (2d Citr) lGreat Circlel. This case is sometimes refered to u The Cluden.106 Above n I l, 587.r07 Debafista - ironically enougb, in view of the latter's critique of The Junior K (abovc n I l).roE FONASBA is a federation of associations from all over the world including England" the US
and Japan (but not New Zealand), with a website at <http:/iwww.to*Ou."o-r}. The Society of
Maritime Arbitators is a professional non-profit organisation established in 1963, which does not
participate in thc administration of individual arbitrations: s€e its website at
<http://www.smany.org/sma/abou0.htnl>.
roe Above n 11, 588.rro Gorton aud others, above n 25. Compare also t{ Qsllins The Law of Contract (3 e4
Butterworths, London, 1997) 16:

In the chartcring of vessels tbrough shipbrokers in London" for instance, tre t'fix" is anangcd by
phone, the ship sails, and tbe 'paperwork' follows in the shape of a standard form charterparty, a
practice sustained by the mles and standards established by membership of the Baltic Exchange.
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industry has long operated on a global scale, generating many common customs and
expectations which have underpinned exte,nsive harmonisation of maritime law.rrr In
the light of empirical studies in both England and the US, moreover, it seems unlikely
that businesspeople adjust their activities to accord with the latest pronouncements of
different courts. rr2 Their legal advisors, who might have more knowledge about
developments in case law, would probably be influenced by such attitudes too. Even if
they did manage to obtain the (re)insertion of choice of law or forum clauses favouring
the legal system either the more fonnal or substantive approach, their selection is likely
to be at least partly coloured by the legal reasoning patterns and institutions with which
they are most familiar. The conhasting approaches of English and US courts seem even
more likely to be linked to differing orientations towards legal reasoning in this area of
law, and more generally.l13

In particular, Steyn J's approach is more formal in that it encourages lawyers
and otler judges to hunt out and give great weight to particular phraseology used.
Consistently with this, in The CPC Gallia,tta Potter J followed The Junior K and, The
Solholttts to hold that a confract to carry a jet foil from Japan to Spain was not intended
to be binding because negotiations had been "subject to details/logical amendments".
Also, albeit obiter, n The Pina Atlantic Marine Transport Corporation v Coscol
Petroleum Corporation rro Tudor Evans J remarked that no charterparty had been
concluded when the parties had been negotiating "sub C/P details" and "sub minor
details". By reverse implication, moreover, English courts since The Junior K appear
increasingly willing to find that the parties intended to be immediately bound when they
have negotiatedwithour interposing phrases like "subject to details".|17

rrr See for exarnple W Tetley "The General Maritime Law: The Lq Maritima" (1994) 20
Syracuse J Int'l L & Comm 105.
I 12 Compare for exarnple the following studies in the manufacturiug sector: S Macaulay
'T'{on-Contractual Relations In Business: A Preliminary Study" (1963) 28 Am Socio Rev 55; J Esser
"Instihrtionalising Industry: The Changing Forms of Contract" (1996) 2l L & Soc Inq 593; H Beale and
T Dugdale "ConEacts between Businessmen: planning and the Use of Contachral Remcdies" (1975) z
Brit J L & Soc 45; R Lewis "Contacts Between Businessmen: Refomr of the Law of Firm Offers and an
Empirical Shrdy of Tcndering Practices in the Building Industy" (1982) 9 I L & Soc'y 153. For a morc
general study of the use of exclusion clauses among engineering, finance and insurance companies, see
also D Yates Exclresion Clauses in Contracts (Sweet & Maxwell, London, 1980) 16-33. 1[s disdain fsr
stict rules applied by courts, in England" may also explain the popularity of arbitztiou: see H esilins
'Tormalism and Efficiency: Designing European Commercial Contact Lsn/' (2000) 8 European Rev
Private Law 2ll. Unfortunately, however, there have not yet been any systematic empirical studies of
shipping industrypractices and expectations (corrFare Collins, above u 110). See also generally above
Part Two Intoduction Parts tr.A and tr.C; and below Chapt€r Foru part ltr.rr3 Above Chapter Onc, especially Part trA1r4 CPC Consolidated Pool Carriers GmbH v CTM Cia Transmediterranea SA I 19941 I Lloyd's
Rep 58.rr5 Above n 1l; n 91.rf6 

[1991] I Lloyd's Rep 246 (upheld by Leggatt LJ, for the Court of Appeal, tlggl) 2 Lloyd's
Rep 103).
f 17 See for example Broakes v Khalidia Marine Ltd & Anor (4 March 1988, unreported, Qucen's
Bencb, Tudor Evans I); Granit SA v Benship International Inc 11994'l I Lloyd's Rq 526lteni Maritime
Corporation v Great Marine Ltd ll990l2 Lloyd's Rep 250 (The Great Marine, No 2) (although Leggatt J
did not mention specifically that no such phrase had been invoked in the ship sale negotiations). Compare
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In other words, the approach of Steyn J has generated, at least in an important
reaLn of English contract law, a more 'hard and fast rule" (injecting more mandatory
and interpretive formality):rrE parties will not be bound if negotiating "subject to
details", but probably bound otherwise. This is the sort of "technical rule"tre which
even some English Judges in other contractual settings have specifically warned against.
So far, it has not ca:ried over into new areas such as informal consents glven under
long-term leases of land (above Part tr.A.l). However, the following (obiter) remark by
the Court of Appeal in one such case indicates the attraction that more formal reasoning
holds in this general area of the English law of contract formation:tto

I would respectfirlly suggest that it is in the interesb of the chartering business that Courts
should recognise the efticacy of the maritime variant of the well-known "subject to con6act".
The expression "subject to details" enables owners and charterers to know where they are in
negotiations and regulate their business accordingly.

Developing a more formal rule like this runs conhary to the more broad-based inquiry
involved in balancing a range of considerations with the important objective of giving
effect to the intentions of the parties. The increasing shictness of the rule thus heightens
content fonnality, by increasing the likelihood that it will prove under- or over-inclusive
with respect to that objective.

II.B New Zealand Law: Extensive Developmeut of Formal Reasoning - Now
Being Reined In?

A more formal approach has also characterised New Zealand law. This has been
particularly true regarding sales of land, and transactions involving land (as in Australia)
probably generate the largest category of litigated cases in New Zealand.r2r However, a
more formal approach has also been suggested for informal agreernents involving major
commercial transactions exhibiting significant complexity. It gathered momentum from
the mid-1970s, based on interpretations of several important Court of Appeal judgments
(below Part tr.8.1). Following academic criticism of these interpretations, notably by
David Mclauchlan in 1993,122 there have been indications that at least some courts are

Metal Scrap Trade Corporation v Kate Shipping Co Ltd [1994] 2 Lloyd's Rep 402 (The Gladys, No 2),
where no sale was found although the parties had not used the phrase "subject to detafu"; they had
however used phrases pointing to that conclusion, such as "subject terss to be mutually agreed", ..subject

to the terms to be mutually agreed upon" or "otherwise usual MSTC terms/to be mutually agreed".
$imilafly, in lgnazio Messina & Co v Polskie Linie Oceaniene ll995l2 Lloyd's Rep 566, the phrase
"subject to appropriate amendments" had been used-lr8 Above n 6.Ite Sociedade Portuguesa, above n 8l per Somervell LJ.r2o Prudential,above n 10.r2r See D McMorland'In Defence of 'a Certain Ludic Charm"'(1999) 14 JCL 108, ll0 (noting
the absence of empirical work, but venturing 4 simiful opinion based on "a reading of the law reports
over the years"). Compare Bllinghaus, above n 12.ta Mclauchlan, above n 15, See also D Mclauchlan "'We Have a Deal' - Mere Consensus or
Concluded Bargain?" (19902 NZBLQ 206. His criticisms in this area are consistent with au overall
attempt to move New Zealand law towards the more substantive orientation of US law: see above part
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now reverting to the more substantive approach of ascertaining the parties' intentions in
all the circumstances. However, an objective assessment must acknowledge that the
fuansition has been neither dramatic, nor uniform (Part tr.B.z). Thus, in somewhat
different areas and with somewhat different techniques for promoting content formality,
New Zealand law still shows affinities with English law. Prevalent reasoning patterns
also differ significantly from the more substantive approach maintained in the US
(below Part tr.C) and Japan (Part tr.D), although results reached in some individual
cases might well have been the same in some or all of these jurisdictions.

1 The Legacy of Catuthers and Concorde

The tendency towards more formal reasoning can be traced back to Carntthers v
Whitalrer & Anor.t23 The unanimous judgmetrt of the Court of Appeal cnme to be
interpreted as laying down a presumption that no legally binding agreement arises for
the sale of land until execution of the formal contract, when the negotiations follow
usual practices in finalising such conhact documentation. A careful reading of the
judgment belies this as an over-generalisation, however.

In Carruthers, the defendant agreed orally on 2 February 1973 on essential
terms for the sale of his farrn to the plaintiffcouple. The parties expected solicitors to be
involved in drafting a formal conhact agreement, and solicitors were then instnrcted by
each side. On 15 February 1973 the plaintiff buyers' solicitor wrote to the seller
informing him that his clients would have no difficulty in arranging finance and that
they would like to buy the farm, and concluded: "Accordingly, if you are still interested
in selling your farm would you please see your solicitor and ask him to let us have an
agreement for sale".t2n The next day, one of the buyers telephoned tle seller from
Whakatane to ask if the sale was still going ahead, and allegedly was told that 

'

everything was fine and that the seller had been to his solicitor to have the conffact
prepared. The buyers' solicitor telephoned the defendant's solicitor on 22 February. He
incorporated the terms discussed into a standard form contact, had them checked by the
defendant, and on 23 February sent two copies to the plaintiff s solicitor for the couple
to sign. They did so, and in early March their solicitor returned the agreed deposit along
with both copies for the defendant to sign, but he decided not to proceed.

The trial Judge held that the parties had already concluded a binding contract
on 2 February, but the Court of Appeal reversed the decision. Richmond J highlighted
testimony showing the both parties expected to sign the formal agreement, and the
Judge's impression that all from the start were "aware that there were legal
technicalities involved in the deal and that neither was making a firm commitnent at
that stage, though both expected the sale to proceed". Later, in a key and often cited
passage, he continued:r2s

It is established by the atidence to which I have earlier refErred that at the timc when the

Two Intoduction Part fV.E.t2t Above n 14: [1975] 2 NZLR 667.121 Above n 14, 668.r25 Above nl4,67l (emphasis added).
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Parties instructed their soliciton they all had in mind only one form of contract which would
govern the sale and purchase of the farnl namely, a formal agreement in writing to be prepared
and approved by the solicitors. When parties in negotiation for the sale and purchase of
Prope4y act in this way thea fte ordinary inference from their conduct is that they have in
mind and intend to contact by a document which each will be required to sign. It is
unreasonable to suppose that either party would contemplate that anything short of the signing
of the document by both parties would bring finality to their negotiations. Furtherrrore both
parties would expect their solicitors to handle the Eansaction in a way which would give them
Proper protection from the legal point of view. There is no evidence whatever in the present
case to rebut this prima facie inference. On thc conEary, and as found by Wilson J, the parties
expected that the contact would eventually be signed by both vendor and puchasers. The
Judge then observed that this expectation was "merely a reflection of common practice". With
respecg I would prefer to put it that the parties intended to contract in lgcsldanse wift
cornmon practice, which in New Zealand is to obtain the signatures of both vendor and
purchaser to both copies of the agreement...

This passage shows that the process involves detennining the parties' intentions from
the circumstances, drawing inferences where necessary (more in the sense that intention
should usuaUy be deterrrined objectively, rather than subjectively). It does not involve
beginning with an inference in the sense of a presumption against the binding force of
informal agreements in negotiations even for the sale of land. This reasoning is also
apparent later in Richmond J's judgment:126

In Eccles v Bryant [948] Ch 93 the fact t]rat the parties intended to be bouud only by formal
conhact emerged from the use of the words "zubject to contact'' and from &e circurnsr'nce
that the transactiou was in the hands of solicitors. ln the present case the same inference urises
from the conversations between the parties and [buyers' solicitor]'s letter of l5 February. Once
that point is reached then the further inference must be that the manner of becoming bound
which the parties aud their solicitors contemplated from the very beginning was the sldinary
and customary method of obtaining an agreement siped by both parties, and thereby giving
protection to both parties, as well as providing certainty as to terms. As in the Eccles case so in
the present case I can find no evidence that the parties or their solicitors ever resiled from that
contemplation ...

The events around 15 February, along with evidence that the parties were following
usual practices in having a formal contract prEpared, showed that they had not intended
to be immediately botrnd on 2 February. Yet even ttre Headnote for Carntthers in the
New Zealand Law Reports seems to overstate the principle, although the opening
sentence is unobjectionable: r27

Where parties are proposing to enter into a contasf f[s m*nner in which it is to become
binding must be gathered from the intentiotrs of the parties exprcss q1 imFlied In a conpact
for the sale of land there b a well-lonwn common and customary method of dealiag, viz a
document signed by both vendor and purchaser. Normally in such contracts the inferance is
that the above method is contemplated by the pmties ...

The potential for a more formal rule to emerge was extended by a second important

t16

t27
Above n14,673 (emphasis added).

[1975] 2 NZLR 667 (emphasis added).
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Court of Appeal precedent, Concorde v Anthony Motors (Hutt) Ltd.tzE In 1982, the
Court held unanimously that no immediately binding dishibutorship agreement had
been concluded as the result of agreement on terms reached partly in face-to-face
negotiations, followed by various exchanges of draft agreements between the respective
solicitors. Cooke J concluded:t2e

The purpose of the negotiations was to have prepared by the manufachuer's solicitors and
executed by both parties an important commercial agreement of some complexity. In such
circumstances we think the normal inference in New Zealand is that the partia do not intend
to be boundbefore the agreement has been drawn up and signed.

After quoting the first four sentences of the first quotation above from Richmond J's
judgment rn Carruthers,t3o Cooke J continued:r3r

This case is in the different field of commercial contacts, where there is not by law the same
need for signed uriting as evidence, but in our opinion the natural inference is the same in the
absence of factors to the contary.

Unless that inference is displaced the result is tha! even although all terms to be
included in the document have been agreed, there is no conEact and each party has a locus
poenitentiae until at least execution on both sides. ... we can see nothing sufficient to displace
the natural inference as to the date whetr negotiations began.

Repeating this passage, Cooke P held n Shell Otl NZ Ltd v Wordcom Investments Ltdt3z
that "the natural inference, supported by the terms of the correspondence, is that the
parties were not to be bound" by informal agreement reached as to Shell purchasing a
Wordcom property. In tenns redolent of some of the English judgments mentioned
above,r33 the Court of Appeal also emphasised the importance of such an inference in
providing "a prima facie rule of some certainty in this field of commercial or vendor and
purchaser law".l3a

This takes matters too far, as Mclauchlan contended vigorously in 1993,
because it perverts what was held in Carntthers and threatens to undo bargains intended
to be binding.r3s In Holmes v Awtralasian Holdings Ltd,tt6 for instance, although the
experienced businesspeople in question had ended their discussion vrith the words '\ve
have a deal" and provided other indicia of consent, the High Court still refused to find
an immediately binding agreement: r37

ln Camtthers the presumption arose out of the fact that tbere was no oral contact, whereas in
Holmes the presumption is used to negate the existence of an oral contracl One can only

t28

t29

t30

t3t

132

t33

t!a

B5

t!6

l3?

Above n16: Concordev Anthony Motorc (Hutt) rtd [1981] 2 NZLR 385.
Above n 16, 388 (emphasis addcd).
Above n 125.

Above n 16, 389 (emphasis added).

[1992] I NZLR 129, l3l.
For examplc Eccles (above n 55, per Lord Greene lvR), The JundorK (above n 11).
Above nL32,132.
Mclauchlan, above n 15,443444.
[1988] 2 NZLR 303.
Mclauchlan, above n 15, 453.
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speculate on what imFact the Judge's approacb had on the eventual outcome, but it appears
that the presumption proved decisive. Certainly there was ample evidence for justiffing a
conclusion that the parties did intend to be bound by their informal agreement.

Mclauchlan emphasises that this uncertainty as to the principles leads to unpredictable
results. These may reflect judges' idioslncratic views on, or experiences of, particular
types of transactions. He contasts for instance the approach of McGechan I in NZ
Master Builders Federation v Data Management Ltd, basically extending the notion of
a presumption against binding force to the case of commercial leases,rtt with that of
Thomas J n Koolcy Garments Ltd v Charlton v Genet,t3e which proposed the opposite
presumption in upholding an infonnal lease. Mclauchlan advocates jettisoning any
notion of presumptions, which then may or must be rebutted. Instead he favours
detennining whether or not it is "reasonable to infer that the parties intended to be
immediately bound", considering informality as only one factor (and one of degree) but
weighing also other surounding circumstances such as the importance and complexity
of the transactionn the amount of details settled in the informal agreement, and the
conduct of the parties at the time of and after the informal agreement.t* As will be seen
below (Part tr.C), this broad-based inquiry into parties' intentions is certainly the
approach preferred by US courts. It is even that adopted by some English judges,
although there are some tendencies in England to adopt more hard and fast rules, at least
in certain areas (above Part tr.A). Mclauchlan appears most concerned about
unpredictability of individual outcomes, echoing suggestions by some New Zealand
judges that explicitly applying a multi-factor balancing test may actualiy promote
certainty.rat But a more substantive approach, generating more individualised results,
should also entail greater likelihood of giving effect to the intentions of the particular
parties in each case, thus reducing content formality.taz

New Zealand courts have occasionally adopted the more substantive approach,
as Mclauchlan noted, for instance in France v Hight ra3 The Court of Appeal enforced
an oral agreernent for a commercial lease stessing that the question ultimately turns on
intention. Yet the Court also noted that there was no corrmon practice established as to
signing a formal lease document, whereas the experienced businessman negotiating the
lease had not involved lawyers before reaching the oral agreement. Arguably, therefore,
this left open the possibility that a presumption might be developed in this field if
lawyers had been involved.r#

Bt (19 March 1993), unreporte4 High Courl Wellington Registry, CP 1408/90. For anothcr
instance of a judgment seemingly influenced by his view of customary practice in the Wellington area but
with respect to land sales, see Gathergood v Mudgway & Anor (Unreported 18 May 1987, High Cour!
IVellington Registry, A 156/85, McGechau I).r3e (23 September 1993), unreported" High Court New Plymouth Rcgstry, AP 2llg2.t,o ffi6[,su6hlan, above n 15, 460.r4r See for exarrple E W Thomes "A Return to Principle in Lcgal Reasoning and an Acclamation
of Judicial Autonomy'' (1993) \ruWLR Monograph 5; R Cooke 'T.emoteness of Damage and Judicial
Discretion" (1978) 37 CU 289. The latter's suggestion, cxta-judicially, appea$ inconsistent with his
advocacy of bright-tine rules in C,oncorde (above n 16) and Jlell Oil (above n 132).t'2 Above n 5.r'3 

[1990] 1 T.IZLR 345.r{' Compare for example Tallangalook (above n 4, para 93), where rhis q/as mentioaed by Hansen
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The meaning of "inference" and its graurmatical derivatives has not been
consistent in the New Zealand case law and commentary. Many courts and writers have
continued to equate it with a rebuttable "presumption", supposedly laid down by the
Court of Appeal both in Carntthers and Concorde.ras "Presumptions of fact" do
generally involve drawing an "inference" from certain other facts, in common law
jurisdictions, and are occasionally used in other areas of contract law.ras To prevent the
decision-maker drawing the inference from what might be termed "secondary facts" (for
example, that negotiations were for the sale of land or a commercial transaction of
considerable complexity) and thus establishing the "primaq/'fact (for example, that the
parties did not intend to be contractually bound), the other party will have to adduce
contrary evidence (showing they did so intend). In theory, the presumption or inference
should not create much difficulty for the other party, since it will usually present some
such evidence. In practice, it may become decidedly more difficult because secondary
facts such as the subject matter of negotiations will almost always emerge quickly from
the evidence, creating a broader "predisposition" against the other party,raT exacerbated
by the (largely inevitably) opaque nature of the processes by which adjud.icators weigh
all the evidence. This broader "chilling effect" of adopting a more formal approach, in
the fonn of a rebuttable presumption or inference, may explain an apparent tendency in
the pre-1993 New Zealand case law compendiously reviewed by Mclauchlan,tot as
well as the later judgments described below (Part tr.8.2), for New Zealand courts to
decline to hold that informal agreements were intended to be binding.

By contrast, some New Zealand judges have read Carntthers and Concorde as
not laying down a presumption, but instead as inviting a balanced consideration of a
wide range of factors, including the subject matter of the negotiations, and then drawing
the correct "inference" from all these objective facts as to the parties' intentions in the
particular case. Further, this more substantive approach appears to result in broader

J as one of many relevant factors (listed by Kirby P in Geebung Inyestments Pty Ltd v Yange Group
Investments No 8 Pty Ltd (1995) Aus Contract Reports 90-059, 90,328): 'Depending on the subject
mattet, where the parties have not used solicitors but intended to do so for the drawing up of their formal
agreement that may also be a factor which will point to the non-existence of the binding agreement . . .".
However, Hansen J decliued to apply a test based on a "natural inference", perceived to have been laid
down in Carntthers, Concorde and' Shell Ort Noting that the Court of Appeal in Queensland had also
rejected such a suggestion in Sheehan v Zaszlos [1995] 2 Qd R 210, he thought the more formal approach
indicated by these cases in New Zealand was inconsistent with the focus on parties' intentions in all the
circumstances, evident in the High Court of Austalia's judgment in Masters v Cameron (1954) 9l CLR
353. It Seems thslsfsls that Australian law prefers a more substantive approach in this are4 as perhaps in
others, such as upholding contractual duties to negotiate in good faith (see generally E peden

"Incorporating Terms of Good Faith in Contract Law in Australia" (2001) 23 Syd L Rev 221; compare
below Part II.C. I and 3, Chapter Three Part Itr.C. 1).r45 See for example TA Dellaca Ltdv PDL Industries Ltdllgg})3 NZLR 88. honically, Tippiag J
also referred to Masters v Carneron (above n 144) in deciding that there was a 'lrima facie inference"
against enforcing informal agreemenb for sale of land.t45 Above n 3. In Anglo-Commonwealth contact law, see for example J W Carter and D Harland
Contract Law in Ausnalia (3 cd" Butterworths, Sydney, 1996) 154-157 (there is a rebuttable presnnrFtion
of fact that domestic arrangements are not intended to be binding, but a convene presumption for
commercial agreements).t('t Compare Tallangalook, above n 4.r4E Compare Mclauchlan" above n 15, 453*459.
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variance in outcome, as in the US (below Part tr.C) and Japan (Part tr.D). However,
proving this proposition would require even more comprehensive analysis of the
reported and unreported case law in all the jurisdictions, and careful determination of
what approach is being determined. In addition, as mentioned above @art II), to
ultimately determine what relation each type of rule bears to parties' intentions,
extensive comparative empirical research would be needed. For present purposes, it is
sufficient that the more tailor-made results following from a substantive approach are
more likely to better approximate the intentions of contracting parties, thus reducing
content forrrality.toe This makes it important to examine below whether this approach
has now displaced more formal reasoning in New Zealand, in case law covering
significant areas of litigation and economic activity.

2 Recent Cases: A Return to More Substantive Reasoning?

Since 1993, some courts have maintained a more formal approach, referring to an
inference or presumption which needs to be displaced or rebutted before an informal
agreement can be held immediately binding, especially in land sales. Oddly, in Spengler
Management Ltd v Tan,tso Barker J referred to Mclauchlan's views, beginning wittt-ttre
citation from Richmond f's judgment rn Carruthers cited above.rsr Yet the Judge still
interpreted the latter case as layrng down "a presumption that the parties were not to be
bound".l52 Nonetheless, Barker J did list a range of considerations ra Spengler which
supported the conclusion that Tan's informal agreement to purchase a resort was not
intended to be immediately binding. The letter Tan had sent was styled an "initial
agreement"; it was for $1.2 million; it included an option to purchase shares in Spengler
rather than purchasing the land, Barker J inferring that the parties were not yet satisfied
as to the mode in which the transaction was to take place; and there was no reference to
important statutory requirements. However, he stated that the Court of Appeal had
described Carruthers (rn Concorde, although this was not cited) as "providi"g 

" 
prima

facie rule to give some certainty in the field of sale and pruchase law; there is a
rebuttable presumption that the parties do not intend to be bound until the customary
formal agreement for sale and purchase is signed by both sides".rs3 Thus, Barker f "in
the circumstances ... [felt] not able to say that the presumption rn Carntthers v Whitaker
has been rebutted".ria

Another commentator has criticised Barker J's approachtn Tan, noting:rss

all these factors are clearly relevant, but there is no need to have any regard to a 'lresumptiod'
in order to decide the matter. 11 san simply be left to the plaintiff to prove its contact on the
balance of probabilities.

Above n 5.

F9951 l NZLR t2L, t24-125.
Mclauchlan, above n 15; Carruthers, above n 14.
Spengler, above n 150, 125

Aboven 150,126.
Above, u 150, 127.

A Beck "Contract'' [1996] NZ L Rev 15, 16.

l{9

t50

t5t

tt2

t5:l

l5,t

t55
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In judgments rendered after this case, however, the Court of Appeal has declined to rule
clearly on whether, and in what circumstances, a presumption may arise. In Orams
Marine (Auckland) Ltd v Ports of Auckland Ltd & Ors,ts6 Ellis J (writing for the Court)
upheld Hillyer J's finding that no final agreement to purchase commercial property was
reached in telephone conversations. The Court highlighted wording used which
suggested that several matters were still to be agreed. For example, after discussion
regarding a deposit, it was said: '\vell let's have a look at the conhact which the
solicitor prepares and then you can have a look at that from there". Then the Court
simply cited from Richmond J's judgment rn Carruthers.tt'

Again writing for a unanimous Court of Appeal, Ellis J cited the same passage
in Leeston Property Ltd & Anor v BNZ and Everard Films,tsl to hold that no informal
agreement had been reached for Leeston to purchase corlmercial property owned by
BNZ as mortgagee in possession. It was surely rather easy to uphold the trial judge's
judgment in that case, however, since from the start it was clear to all involved that
BNZ had to get consent from the lessee in possession @verard) and that the latter
wanted a commitment to develop a certain type of cinema complex on the property.

In wfat appears to be the most recent judgrnent in this ue4Isbqt v Herberger
& Mayhew,t" th" Court of Appeal did not cite any case law authority at all. Tippin! J
(witing for the Court) simply held that the parties had not intended to be bound by an
informal settlement agreemen! reached in the context of a dispute (including arbitration
proceedings) arising from late delivery of a yacht that the appellant had promised to
build. The Court noting that the respondents had suggested that the appellant's solicitors
prepare a formal settlement document, remarking that this '\vas obviously designed to
leave less room for him to argue about its terms". Later reviewing evidence such as the
lack of response by the appellant and his solicitors, the Court concluded that "the
respondents were at all times reserving their position until they had considered and
signed a comprehensive written agreemenf and, more importantly, in view of past
history, so had [the appellant]", and therefore decided in respondents' favour "the
crucial question [of] whether, in qpite of the respondents never having subjectively
abandoned this approach" they behaved objectively so as to justiff a fuiding that they
must be taken to have abandoned their original stance".t* By focusing primarily on
how objectively to ascertain the parties' intentions, without referring to a "presumption"
(nor, indeed, "inference') and without citing Carntthers or Concorde, this judgment
might be read as evincing a move away from a more formal reading of those cases. But
the Court did not suggest that such readings are incorrect, and it did not go on to lay out
clearly a more substantive, multi-factor balancing test, as proposed by Mclauchlan and
expressly adopted in the US (below Part tr.C).t6t

156 (27 luly 1994) unreported Court of Appeal CA L28/94,Richardson, McKay and Ellis JJ.$t Above u 14.r5t (29 July 1994) unreporte4 Court of Appeal, CA 13/94, Casey, McKay, EUis JJ.r'9 Above n 18. Thanlc to Don Holborow for making available a copy of this judgmeut160 Above n 159,4.16r Compue Mclauchlaq above n 15, 460. pe1 sr(alrrFle, the Court appeared to see as separate
Aom the "qlrcstion for the need for writit'g" (above n 159, 10) the evidence suggesting that igportant
terms wcre left open.
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At High Court level, other judges have continued to read Carruthers or
Concorde as laying down an inference against enforceability before formalisation,
which must then be rebutted. Tompkins J adopted this approach in two cases decided in
1995. In Lipanovic v Bayly,t0z 16r Judge was able nonetheless to find that '.the
inference" had been "displaced", thus upholding an informal agreement regarding a
joint venture development of property owned by the Lipanovics, with whom Bayly
(living in the same suburb) '\vas friendly''. Tompkins J shessed subsequent
perfomrance demonstrating "a willingness to take over the project in accordance with
the agreement",r63 including Bayly taking over the project. Yet it seems more likely that
this result would have been reached if there had been no talk of an inference or
presumption.rs

Indeed, in Dryden v Hemtngway & Nattrass,tut Tompkins J refused to hold
legally binding au oral agreement for the defendants to buy out the Sydney-based
plaintiff s shares in joint venture company they had set up in Aushalia but which had
got into financial diffrculties. The parties had reached agreement on at least some of the
main terms through correspondence, but clearly had not inte,nded to be bound at that
stage. They continued negotiations, partly among themselves but also involving
solicitors on both sides, to settle on a final contract. The plaintiffs solicitor in Sydney
then sent a contract to the defendant's solicitor in Auckland, which the latter returned
signed but with some amendrnents. The plaintiffs solicitor said those were
unacceptable, and proposed alternative amendments. The defendants' solicitor agreed to
these, but with some different phraseology. When those changes were relayed by
telephone to the plaintiff, by then in Auckland, she was happy to accept them. She then
met with the defendants in person in Auckland, saying'\ve have a deal", and a bottle of
wine was opened to celebrate. They could not sign then the written contact (requiring
amendment, initialling by the defendants and signature still by the plaintiff), however,
since it was still with the defendants' solicitor. A few hous later, they decided not to
sign. The Court of Appealttr upheld Tompkins J's holding that this was justified
because they had not agreed to be immediately bound at their final meeting.

Mclauchlan argues that this conclusion was too haxsh, pointing out the parties
had eqjoyed a close and friendly business relationship of tnrst and that there was
considerable urge'ncy involved due to their joint venture's financial difficulties.
Suggestions by the trial judge and the Court of Appeal that they could have formalised
the deal at their final meeting in various ways, he argues compellingly, are possible
'\Mith the benefit of hindsighf', but miss "the critical question of whether [the
defendants] were reasonably entitled to believe that [such additional formalities] were

162 (5 May 1995) unreporte4 High Court, Auckland Registry, Cp 190/94.rcr Above n 162,14ts Qsrrrpare also Sheehan, above a l44,where the Queensland Court of Appeal readily upheld an
informal agreement for a property joint venture where there had also been partial performance
subsequently. In doing so, the Court specifically rejected the proposition advanced, based on Carruthers
and C.ancorde in Ncw Zeilafi, that there should be a "natural inference" that the partics do not intend to
be bound "in cornmercial contracb or contracts for the sale and purchase of land for cornmsrcial
plttposes",165 (30 March 1995) unreported, Iligh Cou:rt, Auckland Regrstry, e l}B7lg2.166 (5 November 1995) unreported Court of Appcal" CATOIIS.
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necessary".rtt The plaintiff Mclauchlan concludes, '\vas another victim of fluctuating
judicial perceptions of what reasonable lay persons would regard as bindint
commitnaents".l68

However, the case holds fruther interest. The problem identified appears to
have been exacerbated by the tial judge's adoption of the "rebuttable presumption"
approach. This is suggested, in fact, by the Court of Appeal's remark that it was
unnecessary in the particular circumstances to rely on any prima facie rule.r6n Another
commentator has welcomed this observation."o However, it was made in the context of
a concession by counsel for the plaintiff (appellant), &d the Court did not state
expressly that Tompkins J's approach was misconceived. This means that the damage
was done in that case: an agreement probably intended to be binding was held not to
be.r7t An opportunity was also passed up to steer. future lower courts in the directioi of
adopting the more substantive approach of simply weighing up all the circumstances in
individual cases, to decide whether or not they intended to be irnmediately bound.
Instead, the more formal "presumption" test has not been decisively abandoned.

On the'other hand, in W3 Network Services Ltd v News Corporation Ltd &
Ors,tTz Tompkins J referred againto Carntthers as laying down an "ordinary inference"
in land sale negotiations; and to Concorde as developing a "natural inference" in
commercial contacts. However, that inference applied "in the absence of factors to the
contrary",r73 and the Judge did not go on to suggest that there should be a rebuttable
presumption. Rather, he considered several factors which "can be advanced in support
of the contention that the parties did not intend to be bound", such as wording used early
on such as "subject to normal contract" (although noting the argument that "normal"
could mearl that nonnal industry terms were to apply); correspondence from the
defendant using the phrase "in principle"; and the number of matters that had to be, and
were, discussed at a later meeting (although noting that "most if not all were resolved
without difficulty). Tompkins J also weighed several "factors supporting a contention
that the parties intended to be bound" immediately by informal negotiations regarding
rights for TV3 to televise Rugby League matches. Those included the urgency involved,
News Corp's fa:< headed 'to formally confirm" a key telephone conversation, press
releases made on both sides soon thereafter, and considerable expert wibress evidence
that it was "the usual practice in the television indusbry to finalise a binding contract
swiftly, leaving it for the formal documentation to be drawn up later".rTa On the last
point, Tompkins J suggested if it were to be established at a main hearing:l7s

lct

l6r
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t70

t7l

Mclauchlan, above n, 122, 207.
Above t122,208.
Above n 166,7.
A Beck "ConEacf' ll997lNZ L Rev 1, 16.
Compare Tallangalook (above n 4), where the Supreme Court of Victoria followed Sheehan

(above n 144) and rejected the 'hatural inference" approacb, perceived tu prevailing in New Zealand
Pursuant to both Carntthers and Concorde, in order to uphold an informal agreement for sale of shares
worth considerably more &an in Dryden.t72 (1990 7 TCLR 60.17! Above o,172,70 (emphasis added).t7' Above n172,7t.r?5 Above n 172,71 (emphasis added).
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That there was a practice in this industry to conclude a binding agreement prior to the formal
conhact, that would be a basis for distinguish;tg the approach adopted in [Carnrthers vJ
Whitaker nd Concorde. Conversely, if [contrary views of defendant's representative as to
industry practice] were to prevail, then that would a ground fs1 gqagluding that, unless there
was clear evidence to the contary, the parties would not be bound until the signing of the
fornal contract.

On balance, Tompkins J formed a "preliminary vie#'that TV3 had "made out a serious
question to be tied on the issue of whether there was a binding agreement" reached
informally, although he stressed that this was only an interlocutory proceeding and that
a later Court would be able to hear evidence in more detail.r76

This more recent judgment of Tompkins J, particularly the indented pilisage
above, therefore leaves some ambivalence as to whether the approach adopted in this
case (and the correct one to be followed in future cases) is to generate first a
presumption or inference based on cornmon practices and then seek to rebut that with
other evidence; or rather just to weigh corlmon practice as one factor, along with many
others supporting or going against intention to be bound. The latter represents a more
substantive approach, while the former represents the more forrnal. As well as
demonstrating and perhaps reinforcing formal reasoning and a fonnal orientation in
New Zealand law more generally, the former approach may tend to strike down more
readily the bargains intended by particular parties to be immediately legally binding.
Disappointing parties' expectations in this way will occur especially if judges tend to
generalise too readily from inferences or presumptions favouring fonnalities for certain
categories of fransactions (land sales, possibly leases, "complext'commercial deals).t7?

In even more recent judgments, the trend seems to be fioally moving back
towards the latter, more substantive test. However the Court of Appeal still has not
enunciated what the correct principles are or should be. Not surprisingly, some trial
judges decide the issue without discussing - or sometimes even citing - precedents. Of
greater concem, occasionally there is still talk of a rebuttable presumption.

Mercurius Ventures Ltd v Waitakere City Councilr?t is one example of the
High Court not even citing any authority on the issue raised: whether or not the parties
to an informal agreement for two yeaxs' management services agreed to be immediately
bound. Anderson J concluded simply that the parties did not so intend, having found
that several matters were still under negotiation (early termination, confidentiality
obligations, and so on), and that the plaintiff s attitude subsequently'\was not that such
a document was unexpected but that some of the terms w€tre".r7e The holding may also

176 Above n t72, 72-73. The case seems to have been later settled, for there appear to be no
subsequent reported or unreported judgmenb.
tn Compare for example Yiacom Int'l Incv Tandem Prods Inc (1974) 368 F Supp 1264 (SD NIO
(upholding an agreemeat after weighing several factors, including evidence &at in that particular
broadcasting industry it was common for agreements to be reduced to writing only after performance had
occuned in part or in whole); with Milter v Tmtil (13 April 2001) unreportcd US District Court for the
Soutbem District of New Yorh 2001 US Dist LE)CS 4510 (refusing to extetrd this to an employmcnt
context).r7t 

[1996] 2 NZLR 495.r7e Above n l7E. 501.
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have been inlluenced by the fact that the Council was bound by certain formal
requirements set out in section 3 of the Public Bodies Contact Act 1959, although
Anderson J went on to grant relief under the Illegal Contacts Act 1970 to require the
Council nonetheless to give the plaintiff one month's notice pursuant to an interim and
temporary month-by-month contact.

Sidestepping the authorities in this way - and simply deciding the issue based
on an evaluation of all the circumstances - may allow courts to begin moving away
from the more formal reading of Carruthers and Concorde.tto The more substantive
approach may also displace a broader predisposition towards not giving contractual
effect to informal agreements.ttt But it can still lead" as in Mercurius, to the conclusion
that a binding contract was not yet intended.rs2 A recent example of express adoption of
a more substantive approach, but instead holding that no agreement was intended to be
immediately binding in the particular circumstances, was Wasaca Ltd & Anor v
Simpson Grierson Law.t"t After reviewing the complicated negotiations, partly oral and
partly in writing, Temm J held:t8a

Having regard to the nature of the relationship between the parties [including one of New
Zealand's largest law firms] and the services that were to be provided and the complexity of
the new system being implemented [nation-wide management of legal documents], it seems to
be perfectly obvious that the parties intended from an early stage that there contact would be
reduced to witing so that as meny possible contingencies were covered as it was possible to do.
It seems to me that where the parties are so detennined, and that is a foir conclusion to reach
from the evidence [in this caseJ, that a written contract was intended by both sides, the normal
inference is that the parties did not intend to be bound until the agreement had been drafted,
drawn up to their mutual satisfaction and executed by both sides ...

Temm J went on to quote Concorde, thus suggesting a preference for Mclauchlan's
reading rather than the "rebuttable presumption" interpretation of that case (and, by
imp lic ation, C arntth ers).t 8s

A similar tendency appears to be emerging recently even in cases involving

Ito Compare /sbey, above n 18.r8r Above n 4.It2 Compare also Pacrim Forest Producr M) Ltd v Mitsui & Co Ltd (17 December l99Z)
unreported, High Court, Christchurch Registry, CP 16-96. Hanseu J fonnd iu Mitsui's favour that no
agreement was intended for the sale of logs to Japan However, this was based primarily on the first
defense, namely that there was sirnply no agreement on key terms being negotiated, in particular an
alleged'ted clause letter of credit".It! (5 Febnrary 1997) unreported" High Court, Auckland Registry, e zllDs,Temm J. Compare
also .larldzg & Ors v Maxwel/ (23 March 1995) unreported High Court Hamilton Registy, Q 48197,33,
where the parties agreed not to bave a formal contract completed and Hammond J observed that
Carruthers "does not appear to me to go ary firrther than a trslding that wherc parties reach a coruerurus
but have refrained from making a firm a commitnent rmtil a written contact is drawn, the usual
inferences will be that there is no contact until such has been executed by both parties".r84 Above n183,22 (emphasis added).fr5 Mclauchlan, above n 15. Compare Tan v Spengler (above n I l8), where Barlcer J ran together
both Concorde znd Carruthers in adopting the rebuttable presumption approach; arld, Dellaca v PDL
(above n 145), where Tipping J did the same. Temm J also cites tbe Court of Appeal's judgment in
Dryden, although without euoting its remark about tbere being no need for a prima facie rule (above n
134).
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negotiations for the sale of land. In Busst v Bouma,ttu for instance, the tial judge
upheld an informal agreement reached between neighbouring farmers, for the sale of
130 acres of the Boumas' land for $250,000. This was despite their having earlier, also
without solicitors, prepared and signed an agreement for just 100 acres for the sa6e
price. Hammond J mentioned testimony by Mrs Bouma that "the whole transaction was
subject to a 'legal' agreement", but held that this and other testimony "really had the
appearance of ex-post justifications being raised for a party having resiled from an
agreement".r8T This issue was raised more strongly by their counsel on appeal; but the
Court of Appeal rejected the argument at more length, given the particular
circumstances:r88

We do not think that this is a case which can be properly described ari one where the parties
had arrived at a preliminary agreement which was not to be regarded as a contract or
enforceable until such time as a formal contact was entered into. There is nothing in the
document or the evidence of the negotiations that that was the case. At most the appellants'
argument depends upon inference. The fact that zubsequently the [Bussts] instnrcted theA
solicitors to prepare a forrral document does not contovert this. Any solicitor being
confronted with the arrangement into which these parties had entered would have at that time,
irnmediately appreciated that there was a contiavention of the Land Settlement Promotion and
Acquisition Act 1952 and frrrther, that there were aspects of the hansaction which to avoid
dispute, would be better couched in more conventional terms. At the time too it must have
been apparent that disagreemeuts were developing.

Thus, the Court of Appeal did refer to an "inference"; but seemingly only in the sense of
how to interpret the parties' intentions based on the objective fact of their later getting a
solicitor involved. In the particular circumstances, that was held not to indicate that the
original infomral agreement was not intended to be a binding contract. That conclusion
was also justified by other circumstances, including part performance (the Bussts paytng
money into their solicitor's trust account, where it was held for the Boumas, for
instance). All this was held to a:nply justiff the kial judge's finding that: '1not only was
there an intention to contract, but that the parties had entered into an agreemeut which
could properly be regarded as contractual".rEe

Both Courts reached this conclusion, like Ariderson J n Meranrius,tn without
even referring to authorities like Carntthers, Concorde or Shell Oit.In Prasad v Keith
Hay Homes Ltd,by contast, Master Kennedy-Grant considered all three carefully and
rejected the notion that they raise some general rebuttable presumption against
enforceab ility in commercial sale negotiations : 

I e I

It6 (20 June 1996) unreporte{ High courq Hamilton Registry, cp 6/93, Hammond J.18? Above n 186,22. The Judge adjusted the contract price under the Illegal Contracts Act 1970,
which has drawn some sharp criticism by a self-professed formalist (Coote, above n 7): B Coote
'Variation Under the Contact Stafirtes" (1997) 3 NZBLQ 3; B Coote 'More, or Perhaps Less, ou
Variation Under the Contact Statutes" (1998) 4 NZBLQ l8l.r88 Bouma v.Busst (1998) 8 TCLR 168, 173, per Gallen J for the Court (empbasis added).r6e Above n 188, 173.reo Above n 178-ler lt997l1 NZLR 363, 366.
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the key to the understanding of tle three cases is that in each of those cases it was the intention
and the expectation of the parties from the outset that a formal document would be drawn up and
signed by both parties.

On the facts, the Master held that an infomral agreement for the sale of a section had
been reached. A subdivision plan with the lot for sale at $40,000 had been shown to
Prasad and his name had been written across it, with a note on the back saying "$750.00
- Payments will be made in stages according to the progress of the building as advised
and approved by the Bank". Keith Hay Homes had also issued a receipt for $750 saying
"Lot 67 Glengarry'' and "House to be delivered ex-yard". The Master rejected however
the defence that the developer had only entered into a package deal to sell the section
together with a home to be constmcted thereon. Andrew Beck queries this finding
because "it must be acknowledged that it would be exhemely unusual for a developer to
enter into an oral conhact for the sale of land [so] it is more likely that some other lpe
of deal was intended", and "deposit of $750 in respect of a $40,000 sale would be
extemely unusual [too, so] the most likely conclusion is that no binding deal was ever
reached".ret On the other hand, Tipping J in TA Dellaca v PDL Industries Ltdhad,been
able to find a binding conhact for sale of properly worth considerably more, arising
from partly oral and partly written communications, even despite deriving the more
formal "rebuttable presumption" approach from both Carntthers and Concorde."t Most
importantly, Beck argues that'the Court's fact-based approach to the requirement of
fonnalities is to be applauded", suggesting he favours the more substantive approach of
simply weighing all the circumstances in the particular case."o

A similar approach was adopted by Master Faire in Mercantile Construction
Ltd v Barbara Banlcs,'es upholding Mercantile's application that a caveat placed on Mrs
Banks' property not lapse. The company had agreed with her to purchase two
adjourning properties, but a diqpute axose leading to a meeting with her and her solicitor
shortly before the originally agreed settlement date. An oral agreement was reached
whereby Mercantile would instead buy one property and part of the other. The solicitor
fa,xed a summary to Mercantile the next day. Mercantile telephoned him to amend three
points, which were agree4 and it made the asrendments on the copy and signed it.
When Mrs Banks' solicitor rehrned from holiday, he sent a settlement staternent and a
forrral contract document, which Mercantile signed and returned, attaching a plan for
subdivision of the properties. Mrs Banks objected to the subdivision; but the Master
decided it was consistent with the binding commitment reached earlier, by her
solicitor's letter and subsequent telephone conversations.

Again, one might query this conclusion given that the parties were in dispute,
making it more likely that they intended to be bound only upon finalisation of all
relevant documentation (above Part tr.A.2).InAmerican Cigarette Co (Overseas) Ltd &

tvt A Beck "Contract" [998] NZ L Rev 25,26.re! Above n 145. The negotiated price in that case was $55,000, but in adjustment must be made
for subsequent inllation in New Zealand. Subsequent conduct and the more extensive written
communications in that case, compuuedto Prasad, zupport Tipping J's holding.re4 Above n 192,25. See also Beck, above n 192.re5 (2a April 1997) unrepore( High Court, Auckland Registry,M 186197.
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Anor v Phtllip Morris QtlZ) Ltd & Anor,te6 for instance, the Court of Appeal stressed the
fact that solicitors had exchanged correspondence'$ithout prejudice", in holding that
no immediately binding settlement had been reached in a hademark dispute. That was a
much more substantial and complex dispute, conducted solely through solicitors without
the meeting in person which took place in Mercantile v Banla.te7 In the latter case,
moreover, the meeting and telephone discussions occu:red in the context of considerable
urgency. The finding that an immediately binding agreement was reached, therefore,
appears justified. More importantly for present pulposes, as in Prasad,res Master Faire
interpreted the mention of "inference" in Camrthers as nonetheless not defracting from
the basic point in Eccles,ttt that the cenhal test is the objective determination of the
parties' intention in all the circumstances.

Both Prasad and Mercantile (Iike TV3 for that matter) were interlocutory
proceedings, however. The parties in such proceedings often do not have the
opportunity (or inclination) to present all their evidence, which may have to wait until a
final hearing. So not too much should be read into the indications therein of a more
substantive approach. On the other hand, an interlocutory judgment often resolves the
matter.2m

The stongest indication of the emergence of a more substantive approach
therefore comes from the recent judgment of V/ild J in the High Court. In Fletcher
Challenge Energt Ltd v Electricity Corporatton of New Zealand Ltd, a three and a half
Heads of Agreanent ('TIoA") for the supply of gas worth between NZ$1.2 and 1.8
billion over a L7-year term was held to constitute a binding conhact. Wild J adopted the
view expressed by the Court of Appeal in France v Hight, and English and Australian
case law, that the key focus should be the intentions of the parties based on constnrction
of the documents and the general surrounding circumstances, and approved of the like
approach emphasised by Mclauchlan in his 1993 article.2or He also noted that the latter
set out "a number of factors as useful in determining whether the parties intended to be
bound ... endorsed by Barker J in Spengler Management Ltdv Tan t19951 l NZLR
120", and restated Barker J's list as follows:2o2

- The importance and complexity sf ths trans4sfisn;

- The degree of formality/informality and the tenninology of the agreement (for example was

there a signed agreement, an exchange ofcorrespondence or only an oral exchange?);

- The amoust of detail settled by the agreemenq,

1e6 (21 August 1979) unreporte{ Court of Appea[ CA l8l7g, Woodhouse, Richardso4 Somers
JJ.rE? Above n 195.reE Above n 191.ree Above n 55.2m Indeed, from a further unreported judgment of Master Faire (M 787197, 26 May 1997), it
seEms that Mrs Banks may well have given up after his first judgment against her. See also the I/j
litigation (above n 172), where the parties do not seem to have gone on to a full hearing.20r 

[2001] 2 Nn R 219,229; citing Mclauchlan (above n l5), France (above n I43), Masters v
Cameron (above t L44), and othcr English authorities.rn Above a201,229.
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- The parties' previous dealings and their conduct at the time of and following the agreement;

- Any actions taken in reliance upon or part performance of the agreement; and

- The fact that the agreement is one of a series of interrelated agreements between the parties.

Wild J then adopted these factors and applied them to the case at hand. More important
than the detailed analysis of the evidence is the following statement, firrther indicating
that the Judge did not wish to adopt the "rebuttable presumption" approach which other
courts had derived from the main Court of Appeal precedents:2o3

I accept [the defendant's] point that the HoA is toward the top end of formality on ..an
imagined continuum of various documents". Statements in cases such as Carruthers v
I(hitaker [1975] 2 NZLR 667 (CA), Concorde Enterprises Ltd v Anthony Motors (Hutt) Ltd
[1981] 2 NZLR 385 (CA) ar.d Shell Oil New Zealand Ltd v Wordcom Investments Ltd Ugig1l I
NZLR 129 (CA) are not particularly relevant, since they concern documents lying lower on
that continutt'n. In the cases of Carnr thers and Shel/ Oif, solicitors were also involved, whereas
the parties deliberately excluded them here.

Thus, this case presents perhaps the shongest move so far towards a more
substantive approach in New Zealand law, at least in cornmercial hansactions other than
the sale of land. However, Wild J did not commeut on the inconsistency of Barker J
having derived the above-mentioned list of factors from Mclauchlan's article (which
favours the more substantive approach), while maintaining the notion of a presumption
(the more formal approach).2s

The matter was also not clarified by the judgment of the Court of Appeal
rendered on 10 October 2001, which overturned Wild J's decision and held that the
HoA did not constitute a binding contract. Blanchard J (writing for the majority of four
out of the five judges assembled to hear this important case) did not refer to Carntthers
or Concorde at all. Nor did Thomas J, in his very lengthy dissent. However, Blanchard J
indicated that the Court should adopt "an entirely neutral approach when determining
whether the parties intended to enter into a contract", and later rejected "criticism made
of [Wild J] that he approached the question of contractual intent with a pre-disposition
to find that there was a conhact".zot This may encourage other courts to abandon the
"rebuttable presumption" reading of Carntthers and Concorde,instead weighing all the
facts without a disposition against - or, indeed, in favour of - finding an informal
agreement to be intended as binding. However, the Court of Appeal has again missed an
opportunity to clariff this issue.

In this connection, it should also be noted that in Yan Der Hulst v Tainui

203 Above n201,232.20' Compare above n 150.20t Electricity Corporation of NZ v Fletcher Challenge Energt Ltd (lO October 2001) Coqrt of
Appeal, CA 132/00, Richardson P, Tho-os, Keith, Blauchard and McGrath JJ (Thomas J dissenting)
paras 58 and 83. Thanks to Don Holborow for providing a copy of this judgment. The decision to refuse
to glve contractual effect to the informal agr€ement has already bcen acclaimed by J Hoddgr "Contacts:
To Fill or Not to Fill Gaps" (2001) 24141TCL 1. Thanks to Jonarhan Crawford for faxing rhis editorial,
and Don Holborow for providing a copy of the judgmenl
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Corporation Ltd, while deciding against the purchaser seeking to enforce a land sale
primarily because there was insufficieut writing to comply with the formal requirements
of the Contracts Enforcement Act 1956, Barker J had remarked:206

It does seem reasonably clear from [the plaintiffs solicitor's] file note, that the parties had
intended that their oral bargain, it that is what there was, should have been recorded in an
agreement for sale and purchase. There is a presumption to that efect, as is shown by such
cases as Carntthers... and Concorde ...

Again, this may have meant only that a presumption in the sense of an inference to be
drawn from, or can support, the intention not to be bound viewed in all the
circumstances. However, in view of the cursory analysis of the circumstances compared
even to that in Spengler v Tan,zo? it seems more likely that Barker J remained wedded to
the "rebuffable presumption" approach and reading of cases like Carntthers.

Indeed, citing Spengler as well as (ironically) Mclauchlan's article, a Law
Commission Preliminary Paper published in December 1997 stated:2o8

In relation to sales of land a line of cases starting with the Court of the Appeal decision in
Carntthers ... has laid down the presumption that parties do not intend to be bound until the
customaryformal agreementfor sale and purchase is signed by both sides.

Likewise, in opposing this proposal by the Law Corrmission to abolish the fomral
requirements under the Contracts Enforcement Act 1956 (discussed below, Part III), a
leading commentator on land law in New Zealand seemed to accept the Law
commission's view of this case as requiring a presumption.2oo Similarly, this
commentator's widely read textbook on the sale of land also refers to an inference that
parties do not to be bound until the conftact document is executed, 4o inference
supposedly arising out of the requirements of the Act but reflecting standard practice
and the cortmon understanding of ordinary people, and one only able to be rebutted by
clear evidence of a conhary intention to be bouud.zro

Thus, it seems premature to conclude that a more forrral approach has given
way to a more substantive one in this important area of conhact formation law in New
Zealand. However, New Zealand does appear to be gradually moving away from a more
formal approacb, whereas England may be moving in the opposite d.irection.
Nonetheless, both differ from the overtly substantive approach adopted in US law,
discussed next, and less openly so in Japanese law (Part tr.D).

26 
[1998] 2 NZLR 359, 364.2v1 Above n 150.208 NZ Law Coumission Repeal of the Contracts Enforcement Act Ig56: A Discttssion Paper

(Preliminary Paper No 30, Wellingtoa 1997) 9 (emphasis added). Similarly, see J Gallen, J Finn and C
French "Confract''in Lord Cooke of Thomdon and othsrs (eds) The Laws of Nm' Zealand @utterworths,
Wellington, 1997) pan 22.ae McMorland, above n l2l,ll2.2ro D McMorland Sale of Land (McMorlaud, Auckland, 1994) 66-68.
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Ir.C US Law: Prevalence of Substantive Reasoning

A leading commentator on US contract law, Allan Farnsworth of Columbia Law School,
argues that the US courts have long seen the question in this area as being simply "to
deterrrine when the parties intended to be bound". He also asserts that 'nin doubtful
cases, courts have looked to many factors in deciding whether the parties intended their
agreement to be binding, but no single factor is decisive", presenting "a list of factors
that has been popular for a centurf':zr'

Whether the contract is of that class which are usually found to be in writing; whether it is of
such nafirre as to need a formal writing for its fulI expression; whether it has few or many
details; whether the amount involved is large or small; whether it is a cornmou or unusual
contract; whether the negotiations thernselves indicate that a written draft is contemFlated as
the final conclusion ofthe negotiations.

The Restatemmt (Second) of Contract, for which Farnsworth ended up being the main
Reporter, largely reproduces these factors in Comment c to para 27that states, moreover:

Manifestations of assent that are in themselves sufficient to conclude a conbact will not be
prevented from so operating by the fact that the parties also rnanifest an intention to prepare
and adopt a written memorial thereof; but the circumstances may show that the agreements are

Preliminsry negotiations'

Focusing simply on the intentions of the parties, to be determined case by case through
an open consideration of a broad range of circumstaoces, reflects and encowages a
much more substantive approach to legal reasoning in this area of contract law,
compared to that in England and New Zealand.

There have been suggestions of some counter'tendencies, however, which this
Part (tr.C) will explore in detail. Von Mehren, for instance, cites para 27 of tbe
Restatement (Second) to argue that US legal practice "falls somewhere between"
German practice (providing in BGB article l54Q) for a presnmFtion against valid
fonnation, when the intentions are unclear with respect to references to later
memorialisation) and French practice (which in the 20th century has arguably developed
"a stroog prestrmption or rule of constnrction" favouring validity), although he quotes
an early study by Farnsworth suggesting that "it would be difficult to find a less
predictable area of lad'.zr2 Yet von Mehren cites also a concurring judgment of
Friendly I tn International Telemeter Corp v Teleprompter Corp,2r3 to develop a
suggestion which may indicate a more formal tendency in US law:2ra

2rr E A Farnsworrh Fdrnsworth on Contacts (3 ed, Aspen Publishers Inc, New York, 1999) 203,
209-210 (citing the Supreme Judicial Court of Maine in Mrssfssrpi & Dominion,S,S Co v lwirt 0894\ 29
A 1063 Me)). Thanks are due to Allan Famsworth for airmailing a copy of the relevant portions of his
third edition soon aftcr publication.2t2 A von Mebren'ulhe Formation of Contacts" in A von Meh,ren (ed) Contracu in GeneralYol
7 Int Ency Comp L (Mobr, Tuebrngen, 1990) 30-31.2rr Above n22: International Telernetu Corp v Teleprompter Cory (1979) 5gZF2d49, 57-58 (2d
Cb) lTelemeterl.2r{ Above n212,28.
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The significance of provision for such documentation depends, at least in p"rt, on whether the
agreement to be memorialised was worked out by the principals or by others, eg the principals'
lawyers. In the latter case, the likelihood may be greater that the parties do not intend to be
bound until the memorial is completed and accepted. Thus, in large and complex deals, where
the agreement is prepared by lawyen for the parties, it is said that "conforming to the realities
of business life, there would be no contact ... until the document is signed and delivered ...;
until then the parties would be free to bring up new points of form or substance, or even to
withdraw altogether.

Of course, von Mehren only cites Friendiy J to develop a general hypothesis at the start
of his brief compaf,ative analysis, so this is not tied specifically to US law. Nor does he
propose - or suggest that Friendly J proposed - a "presumption" against validity even in
these types of cases, as Cooke J seemed to do for instance in Concorde (at least as
interpreted by some other courts in New Zealand).2ts

Additionally, however, Fatnsworth cites the same passage from Friendly J's
concruring judgment to point out that Friendly J "favoured a rule requiring at least
"clear and convincing proof' that the parties meant to be bound before the docurnent
was signed".2r6 Yet, Famsworttr argues, "most courts have not shared this reluctance to
find a binding agreement", and Friendly J himself "admitted that this was not the view
of the New York courts or the Restatement (Second)tt.2r7 gr fists, nonetheless, some
cases which seem to indicate not only a reluctance to find a binding contract to have
been formed, but even a presumption or inference in that direction.2r8 If this is so, and
widespread, it would suggest at least a significant formal counter-tendency in this area
of US law, contary to the thesis advanced in this Chapter.

Part tr.C.l therefore begins by exarrrining Telemeter, including Friendly J's
concurring judgment. It then details the subsequent developments in the Court of
Appeals and other Second Circuit courts, the Second Circuit being one of the most
important jurisdictions for contract law jurisprudence in the US. The analysis reveals
that although Friendly J's comments may have encouraged the courts to render more
judgments holding that no immediately binding contract was formed, this has been so
primarily in the rather special category of informal settlement agreements (at issue in
Telemeter itself). Yet some courts have upheld infonnal settlements as binding. Unlike
the very recent suggestion in English law (above Part tr.B.3),2te neither this category
nor others generates a presumption against validity. Rather, Second Circuit courts
continue to consider case by case a range of factors, along the lines proposed in the
Restatement (Second). They pay close to the words used by the parties, but also a broad
1an8€ of other factors. The same appears to hold for other Circuit and State courts, even
in cases involving leases and sales of land, reviewed in Part tr.C.2. Finally, consistently
with this more substantive approach and in sharp contrast to the recent developme,nts in
English maritrme contract case law (above Part tr.8.4), Second Circuit and other courts

215

216

lt7
2lt

2t9

Above n 16. Compare for example DeIIaca, above n 145.
Above n211,204 (citing fromTelemeter, aboven 22,57-58).
Above a2I1,204.
Abovc n2lt,2O4n3.
Dalgety Foods, above n 76.
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still do not let parties' use of wording like "subject to details" determine the issue of
whether the parties intended to be bound. In such cases, also, they consider and weigh
up all the circumstances (below Part tr.C.3).

The Approach of Second Circuit Courts

In the Telemeter case, it is important first to note that all judges in the Court of
Appeals upheld the trial judge's decision that an immediately binding agreement had
been reached to settle a patent inAingement dispute. The parties had had two meetings
in person, followed by hiatus, leading to agreement that a tbree-party settlement would
be hansformed into a two-party one. The majority of the Court agreed that this only
involved "scrivener's work", and stressed for instance that the party not contesting the
binding force of the settlernent did not take exception to it at the time. The majority
cited from the then draft Restatement (Second), which adopted similar wording to that
used finally in para 27, and then summarised authorities in arguing that "the district
court's decision is consistent with New York c:Ne law dealing with similar
situations".22o

In his concurring judgment, Friendly J argued that the difficulty in this case
arose from "the gap between the realities of complex business agreement and haditional
contract formation".'2r Specifically, Friendly J was impressed by the notion that in large
deals involving corporations and individuals of substance, rather than exchanging offer
and acceptance or counter-offer, the parties and later their lawyers usually negotiate
tfring to avoid committing themselves. The Judge followed this with his
pronouncement on the "realities of business life" allowing parties to withdraw freely
before formalising the agreement, cited above by Farnsworth; but continued:222

I sannsf contentiously assert that the courts of New York or, to the extent that they have not
spoken, the Restatement of Contracb 2d $26 and comment C (Tent[ative] Draffs 1-7 Revised and
Edited) have gone that far, nor can I find a fair basis for predicting that the New York Court of
Appeals is yet prepared to do so.

On the sther hand, it does seem to me that the New York cases cited by the najority can be
read as fislding, or at least lffs1ding a fair basis for predicting a holding, thzt when the parties
have an intention that their relatiotts should be embodied in an elaborate signed contact, clear
and convincing proof is needed to show that they meant to be bound before the contact is signed
and delivered. Such a principle would accord with what I believe is the intention of most such
potential contactors; they view the signed written instrunent as "the contact", not as a
memorialisation of an oral agreement previously reached- Also, from au instrumental standpoint,
such a rule would save the courts from a certain amouot of vexing litigation The clear and
convincing proof could consist in one party's allowing the other to begin performance, as in [two
eadier Second Court cases], or in unequivocal statemenB by the principals or authorised agenb
that a complete agreement had been reached and the rniting was considered to be merely of
evidentiary signifi cance.

220 Above n22,55-56.Para27 is quoted above n 211.x|t Above t22, 57. He quoted extensively from a compendious comparative analysis of contact
formation co-directed by another Columbia Law School professor, P G Bonassies and R B Schlesinger
(eds) Formation of hntracts: A Study of the Common Core of Legal Systens Vol 2 (Oceana, Dobbs
Ferry Q.IY), 196E) 1584-1586.tn Above n22l; Telemeter, above n22, 58 (enphasis added).
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The facts forcefully marshalled by Judge Lumbard make a strong case for finding that the
latter condition hns been satisfied here.

It is important to note that Friendly J therefore retains a general focus on the
intentions on the parties; only suggests that "clear and convincing" counter-evidence
will be needed if shown that they intended an "elaborate" contact; and that he seems to
have been set quite a low standard for such counter-evidence. Nonetheless, he
concluded his concurring judgment:

upon the uaderstanding that our decision rests on the unique facts here presented and that we
are not entering a brave new world where lawyers can comrrit their clients simply by
communicating boldly with each other.

These passages therefore sounded a clear warning not to too readily enforce infomral
agreements, a warning heeded in other cases decided by trial courts and Courts of
Appeals in the Second Circuit; but not surprisingly they did lead to the sort of rebuttable
presumption approach developed by some New Zealand courts and commentators
(above Part tI.B.1).

A second important decision handed dowu by the Court of Appeals in this area
of law was Reprosystem BV and N Norman v SCM Corporation.22' SCM had negotiated
with Reprosystem to sell its European photocopier operations (while exploring a
possible supply contract with Mita in Japan). Muller, Reprosystern's owner, wrote in
May L976 offering to purchase the operations subject to his accountant's approval and
"execution of a formal agreement, satisfactory to both SCM and Muller". In
mid-September, an "agteement in principle" was reached. Lawyers for both sides then
prepared and reviewed many drafts of a "Global Agreement". Over 15 and 16 December,
the parties and their lawyers met to resolve all outstanding issues. At the end of the
meetings, according the triat Judge:224

The assembled group were asked by Rodich [a senior officer of SCMJ whether there were any
oPen terms, and none were advanced, [SCM lawyers] was to provide agreemenb embodying
the discussions. The uegotiators were released and adieus, seasons' greetings and
congrahrlations were exchanged. Rodich escorted Muller to Demaio's [another SCM officer's]
office, and advised the latter that the meetings had been successfully completed. Whether or
not Rodich state4 as recalled by Muller and DeMaio, "Franh shake hands with your new boss,
the deal is done", the import of the meeting was to acknowledge in an informal manner the
transfer of power. In addition, Rodich took Muller to Egli's offrce and advised Muller that Egli

. [another SCM officer] would finish up the tansactioa He also informed [Muller] that his fee
could be expected around Chrisrmas or shortly thereafter.

The trial Judge was impressed by this turn of events. So too, by the prior cooperation of
SCM in its dealings with Muller and subsequent actions by SCM, such ns recording the
deal as a "sale" in Board minutes on 16 December, SCM application on behalf of
Muller to the Fre,lrch government for approval, and SCM firrther contacting Mita in
Japan to confirm a letter of inteut to purchase copiers and noting agreement "on

(1e84) 727 Fzd 2s7 (2d Ctu).
(1981) 522 F Supp 12s7,1266 (SD ND.
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December 15, 1976, to the final terms and conditions pertaining to the sale of the six
Ewopean compeniss The Judge held that a binding contact to sell had been
concluded, althougb damages were not awarded because the buyer had failed to
establish it was ready, willing and able to perforrr the bargain. By contrast, Pratt J
(writing for the Court of Appeals) found no agreement at all, noting:226

Muller's initial purchase offer was made on the expressed conditoo that "a founal agreement,
which is satisfactory to SCM and [Reprosystem] be entered into". Muller testified that Rodich
"had no problem with that". Additionally, the [28] September press release, prepared by SCM
and reviewed by Muller, stated: "The proposed sale of the European copier business is subject
to a definitive agreement to be reached soon". SMC's 10-K report filed with the SEC [two
days later], also stated: "[SCM] makes no assluance that this transaction will be completed".
Finally, the numerous drafts of the "Global Agreement" conditioned the parties' obligations on
the receipt of opinions from co rnsel of both buyer and seller confirming that the "[Global]
Agreement aud each of the Purchase Agreements have been duly authorised, executed and
delivered. Additionally, the drafu of the Global Agreement provided 'Vhen executed and
delivered, fhis [g1sg6€nt and each of the Purchase Agreemenb will be a valid and binding
agreement in accordance with its terms". Despite their many other differences over the
proposed coubacts, neitler party took exception to these provisions that conditioned their
binding effect on formal execution and delivery. Thus, the contact drafo, combined with the
parties' other wri$en communications, conclusively establish a mutual intent not to be bound
prior to execution of the formal documents.

The Court concluded by arguing that this result was consistent with prior decisions
applying New York law, and:227

of equal importance, the result we reach is consistent with the realities of the cornplex
transaction at issue. The proposed deal involved a $4 million sale of six companies which were
incorporated under the laws of five different countries aud which had asseb of over $17
million, sales of $40 millio4 and profits of $4 million. Completing the transaction would
require approvals of foreign govemments, sales of both securities aud assets, and the transfer
of atnost one thousand foreign employees, qgt to mention the myriad details attendant upon
the sale of any business. Thus, the magnitude and complexiry of the deal as reflected io the
numerous written contract drafts not only reinforce the parties' stated intent not to be bound
until written contacts were signed, but also reflect a practical business need to record the
parties' cornmi. ents in definitive documents.

On that last point, "describing the realities of modern corporate deals", the Court not
surprisingly cited Friendly J's concurring judgment in Telemeter.zz8 Yet nowhere did
this Court lay down any inference or presumption against validity, in such situations of
complex cross-border conunercial hansactions involving lawyers, along the lines
suggested for instance by Cooke I rn Concorde or Tompkins I n Dryden.22' Further,

xE Above n224,1266.xt6 Above n223,262.xt7 Above s223,262-263.trB Above s223,263,xE Above n 16; 165. Nor is this possibilitf zuggested in a detailed analysis of Rqrosystem
containd in S Michida Keiyalat Shakai - Amerilca to Nihon no Chigai o Miru [Contract Socicties:
Looking at Diferences between America and JapanJ CYuhikahr, Tokyo, 1987) 23L-247.
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although the Court did skess the wording used in the draft documentation, it relied also
for instance on the subsequent press release which had been reviewed by Muller himself
as well as the particularly high level of complexity and amount at stake in this case.
Similarly, in a later case which also held that a binding confact had not been reached
for a corporate acquisition, key considerations were the precise involvement expected
by the lawyers on each side and the existence of some unresolved matters, as well as the
consideration that acquisition agreements through stock transfer were usually completed
in writing.23o

A third important decision of the Court of Appeals was rendered shortly after
that in Reprosystem.In RG Group Inc v Horn & Hardart Co,ztt Pratt J again wrote the
unanimous judgment of the Court of Appeal (albeit sitting with two different judges).
The Court rejected a claim that a franchise confract had been concluded informally,
upholding the trial Judge's sunmary judgment in favour of the alleged franchisor. The
Court set out in more detail the principles to be applied, thus going well beyond
Reprosysten. Although also evincing a reluctance to bind parties at least to large deals,
and stressing the importance of looking to the words used, Pratt J made it clear that
several factors needed to be weigbed case by case. First, though, the Court laid down the
general policy factors and principles to be kept in mind:232

Under our law of contracts parfies ate free, within certain limits, to set the conditions under
which their agreements will become binding. Sometimes an oral agreement or handshake is all
that is needed, but when substantial sums of monelt are at stal<e it is neither unreasonable nor
unusual for parties to require that their contract be entirely in writing and signed before
binding obligations will attach. In the present case the parttes set a,actly that requirement,
and thq did so in such afonhright and plain manner that there is no issue left tobe tried. The

230 Chariot Group v American Acquisition Partners (1990) 751 F Supp 1144 (SD NY). The draft
Purchase Agreement initially sent by plaintiff seller to the buyer had included clauses requiring an
opinion to be provided by the other side's lawyers representing that the Agreement had been "duly
executed by, and constitutes a valid aud liading agreement of', that other pa*y. At the end of
negotiations at the meeting at the plaintiffs offices, a remaining officer of the plaintiff ofhcer telephoned
his attorney to give agreed variations to the contact. Two officers of the defendant remained to await
retlping, but due to logistical and other delays caused in part by the need to identiS defendant entities
which were to sign the contract the revised contract did not arrive that day. They therefore signed several
copies of the execution page only and gave them to a secretary of the plaintiff. However, as stessed by
the District Court the defendaut's officers had these pages sent to their own lawyer, not to the plaintifPs
lawyer who were rety?lng a revised agreement. The court noted (at page 1t5l):

Thus their objective manifestation was that they did uot consider the attachmeut of the
signatue pages to the balance of the confact to be pruely ministerial. All the parties involved
uaderstood, or should have understood, that delivery of the signature pages to the plaintiffwas
contingent on the defendant's attomey's satisfaction with tbe draft of the Agreement, and that
until the signaturc pages were given to the plaintiff, the defendaab were not bormd.

It is not clear from the reported.yiudgment how much money was at stake. However, the Court went on to
suggest fint that some complexities remained (such as tax issues). It also suggested (at page tl50) thst
"the sale and tansfer of control of a business through the sale of all the stock is the qpe of agreenrent
that is generally put in wriring".23r (1984) 7sl F 2d 69 (2d Cir).2t2 Above n23l,7l-72 (emphasis added).
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case does not even present much of a cautionary tale: ib lesson is simFly that when
experienced businessmen aud lawyers are told explicitly and clearly that a major and complex
agreement will be binding only when put in writing, then they should be rather cautious about
assuming anything different.

ii'i, irnpo*o1 1e gemmerce that the law make clear what force will be given to various
expressions of intenl for otherwise parties could never be assured that they were, in facl
channelling their negotiations towards au oral contract or a written one. Hard and fast
requirements of form are out of place, of course. ... But when a party gives forthright,
reasonable signals that it means to be bound only by a written agreement, courts should not
fiustrate that intent.

Freedom to avoid oral agreements is especially irrrportant when busincss
entepreneurs aud corporations engage in zubstantial and cornplex dealings. In these
circumstances there are often forceful reasons for refusing to make a binding contract rrnlgss if
is put in uniting. The actual drafting of a written instrument will frequent$ reveal ambiguity or
omission, which must be worked out prior to execution. Details that are unnoticed or passed by
in oral discussion will be pinned down when the understanding is reduced to writrng. These
considerations are not minoJ, indeed above a certain level of investnent and corrrFlexity,
requiring written contracts may be the norm in the business world, rather thau the exception. ...

These general coneerns are reflected in the list offactors courts have looked to in
deciding whether the parties' words and deeds, within a given bargaining process, show an
intent to be bound only by a written agreement. No single factor is decisive, but each provides
significant guidance.

After citing the venerable judgment in Mrssissipi & Dominion,SS Co v SwifP3 for the
last-mentioned proposition, the Court listed and closely considered four factors which
have been cited often by subsequent Second Circuit judgments and commentators.aa
First, the Court of Appeals held that "it is not surprising that considerable weight is put
on a party's explicit statement that it reserves the right to be bound only when a written
agreement is signed". Reprosystem is cited, perhaps somewhat misleadingly by not
mentioning the other circumstances just mentioned, as deciding that "a mutual intent not
to be bound prior to execution of formal documents was "conclusively establish[ed]
when neither party took exce,ption, over the course of bargaining, to provisions in the
drafts of the proposed contracts which stated'\ryhen executed and agreed".235 A second
factor proposed in RG Group, "of major significance ... is whether one party has
partially performed, and that perfonnance has been accepted by the party disclaiming
the contact" (as Muller did with respect to the press release in Reprosystem, although
not given by the Court here as an example). Two other factors are "whether there was
literally nothing left to negotiate or settle" and'\nrhether the agreement concerns those
complex and substantial business matters where requireme,nts that confracG be in
witing are the norm rather than the exception" (citing Reprosystem and Friendly J's
concurring judgment in Telemeter).236

The Court of Appeals then examined first the explicit wording of the
development franchise agreement itself, provided to franchisees on their first meeting.

zrt!

tt1

ztt.
21t

xt6

Above n 2ll.
See for example Winston, below n 242; Sears, below n 245. Compare also Farnswortb above n

Above n23L,75.
Above n231,75.
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That declared on its face that'khen duly executed" it would spt forth the parties' rights
and obligations, and went on to include "entire agreement" aod "no oral variations"
clauses.237 (Although not stressed by the Court, the franchisor also had told the
franchisees that "only slight modifications in it could be made".) The Court suggested
next that the franchisees' own subsequent conduct tended to indicate they continued to
intend any agreement to become binding only when forrralised. One example cited of
this was their own private placement memorandum, distributed to potential investor
associates subsequently to the meeting. That had stated that any partnership would be
subsequent to execution of the franchise agreement. The only possible contary
indication was a later telephone call from the franchisees to franchisor's lawyer, which
recapitulated agreed matters and concluded by acknowledging a "handshake deal".238

That wording had to be kept in context, said the Court:23e

... that statement made no explicit reference to a waiver of the requiremetrt that the contact. be
in writing, and it occurred at the end of months of bargaining where there were repeated
references to the need for a sigued and written document, and where neither party had ever, zts

far as the record before us shows, even discussed dropping the writing requirements.

Secondly, there had been no perfomrance, partial or otherwise, by either
party.2ao Thirdly, no agreement had ever been reached on the territory for the franchise
(a crucial matter one would have though, if not for the test of legal certainty, then
definitely for business purposes. Fourthly, the Court pointed out that the alleged
franchise agreements were to run for twenty years and had twenty pages of clauses;
and:2ar

Perhaps most telling is the fact that the parties were talking about an initial invesbnent of some
two million dollars, and that the plaintiffs [franchisees'] complaint alleges lost income, profrts
and injuries of 'at least' eighty million dollars, With this amount of money at stake, a requirenent
that the agreement be in writing and signed simply cannot be a surprise to anyoue.

A fourth decision of the Court of Appeals, also often cited subsequently,
consolidated the principles developed in Reprosystern.r and especially in RG Group.In
Winston v Mediafare Entertainment Corp et al,2az the Court applied the four RG Group
factors to overturn the tial Judge's decision that an immediately binding settlement
agreement had been reached regarding a dispute over a o'finder's fee". Sounding a note
of caution at least in this category of cases, similar to that of Friendly J rn Telemeter,the
Court of Appeals suggested that where (as here) the negotiations had been profracted

tt1 Above n 231. 71.238 Above n 231,73. Compare the stonger wording used in Dryden (above n 155) and other
circumstances suggesting that a binding contract was intended at that stage, but which Tompkins J held
were not enough to rebut a'lresumption' against legal effccl23e Above n 23L,76.2'o Perhaps ratbgr unusually: compare for instalce Hofman v Red OwI Storu Inc (1965) 133 NW
2d267 (Wisc) and many other litigated franchisc cases reviewed in S Macaulay, J Kidwell" W Whiford
and M Galanter Contracts: Law in Action (The Michie Company, Charlottesville, 1995) Vol l, 401-440.24r Above n 231,77,az (1985) 777 F 2d 78 (2d Cir).
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and contentious, "prudence stongly suggests that [the] agreement be written in order to
make it readily enforceable and to avoid still firther litigation".za3

Subsequent trial courts have taken these wamings to heart, but they too have
not developed any presumption against binding legal effect based on specific
phraseology or perceptions of what is customary in broad categories of dealings.
Informal settlement agreements, for instance, were held not be binding in Stetson v
Duncan and Diamond Productions InCu and in Sears, Roebuck & Co v Sears Realty
Co Ltd.2as However, these decisions were reached on stong facts sfrongly pointing in

24t Above 1242,83.24 (1988) 707 F Supp 657 (SD Nn. Walker J adopted in its entirety the "report and
recommendation" of the US Magistrate (similar to a Master in New Zsaland civil proceedings). The latter
had accepted the plaintifPs argument that no oral settlement had been reached in telephone negotiations
between respective lawyers in a tademark dispute between g ginger and other performers. After citing the
similar facts and lgnsening tn Winston (above n 242), the Magistate had stressed that the defendant's
lawyer had drafted immediately a written agrcement and sent it to the plaintiffs lawyer with a cover
letter stating "I think we should pursue signatures at the earliest possible date ...", with respect to which
the plaintiffs lawyer bad later testified that "as an attorney'' she understood "lhat this agreement would
be signed before if qr6s !fuding" Gage 667). Other evidence pointing to this conclusion was that the
defendant's lawyer himsslf soon thereafter wrote to the Magistate stating the case had settled "il,
principle", wordi'B also used by the plaintifPs lawyer in correspondence with the Magistrate. She also
testified that "knowing that people invariably can and do change tfusir minds, it was important to presewe
the client's right to come in and review the document before he signed it". Part of the background to this
was that tensions had developed between her and the plaintiff about lawyers' fees, leading him eventually
to change counsel. This may have influenced in trua the defendant's lawyer's understanding, but in any
event he stated in a conference before the Magistrate: 'TVe are very concerned. We do not wish to let the
matter go on more tban a few more days if that is appropriate and we would urge that if the agreement is
not signed in its present fonn or the most minor variations are appropriate, that we get back on the trial
calendar ..." (page 668), AU this indicated reseryations of intentions not to be bound before signature, on'
the defendant's side as well as on the plaintiffs, although the Magistrate focused on the former. He also
considered the other factors laid down in RG Group, however. The one stessed was,that '?arties to a
hotly contested tademark dispute generally do not settle it without a formal agreement. Indee4
defendants here acknowledge the necessity for a written agreemsnt, merely arguing that the last draft
should be enforced as if executed" (puge 669). Telemeter was distinguished primarily because in that case

the lawyer for the party secking to disavow the settlement had actually signed the stipulation and order of
dismissal sent to thc other side.21s (1996) 832 F Supp 392 (I.{D I.tY). The allegedly binding settlement regarding a trademark
dispute had beeu reached at a 'lrincipals-only" meeting, that is, with none of the lawyers present who
had been involved in negotiations until then. The defendant's president had earlier requested that the
plaintiffs offrcer in attendance have authority to settle, but the response did not unequivocally indicate
that he would be able to settle then and there. Indeed at the meetiag he told the defendant's president that
his practicc was to have agreements reviewed by counsel. Plaintiffs co "'sel had also previously stated
expressly, and the Defendant had accepted, that the meet'rg was to be '\nithout prejudice". In this respect
then, and generally this far into the judgment thc decision bears similarities with Rothmrnq. However,
the Court v/ent on to focus on the other RG Group factors. Partial performance, specifically evidence that
the defendant zubsequently sslfl sans bearing the Scars mark, was held insignificant in the context of the
negotiations takeu as a whole. (In any event there was consistent action on the part of the defendaoq
inconsistent actions by the party instead disavowing an informal agreement is arguably more significant)
Much more fslling were several important unresolved maters, especially the qnestion of the markct
survey which the plaintiffs officer insisted should be conducted to determine the factual parametcrs of
their disputc by this time, and the lack of discussions as to the defcndant's seutrlergtsims about plaintiffs
sales of Sears oil in the defendant's own traditional market area.In addition, the Distict Court noted (at
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that direction, only after applying the various factors indicated by the Court of Appeals,
and the judges did not lay down a blanket presumption as suggested recently in England
(above Part tr.A.2). In some situations, however, Second Circuit courts still uphold
informal settlement agreements as intended to be legally binding. Exarrrples cited (but
distinguished) in Stetson, involve primarily situations where counsel have reached
settlement in open court.2tr A more recent example is Reich v Best Built Homes fnc,za7

where counsel for the Secretary of Labour reached agreement with the defendant's
lawyer regarding a labour standards dispute, and later dictated the terms in a conference
call to the Court. This appears a robust approach given that negotiations involving
govenrment parties often involve more formality, if not due to specific statutory
requirements, then at least to leave clear written records for broader public audit
requtements.'nt The results in these cases, and indeed Telemeter as well as the
reasoning adopted in all the abovementioned cases involving settlement agreements,
show that courts in the Second Circuit generally have not gone as far as zuggesting that
infonnal settlement negotiations even in quite complex disputes should invariably not
be binding, nor even subject to a presumption pointing in that direction. Rather, they
still exasrine all the circumstances to deterrrine the parties' intentions, explicitly
considering a range of factors, especially those encapsulated by the Court of Appeal in
RG Group.

The same approach emerges in a second category of cases, involving joint
enterprises. Here too, the facts have often led to the conclusion that no binding
agreement was intended, although they generally do not point so strongly in this
direction as in settlement cases like Stetson or ^Sears.2ae trt Precision Testing
Laboratories Ltd v Kenyon Corp of America2so md US for Use of Cortolano & Barone

page 405):
The alleged settlement agreement was substantially complex. It covered a wide variety of
cornmercial activities, called for significant limitations on the geographical areas in which
those activities could be conducted, and in all likelihood affected a substantial amount of sales
revenue for both parties.

In any evenq the Court held that any oral agreement would be contary to New York statutory
requircments that settlements during litigation be in writing, despite liberal rules consbuing what might
constitute suffrcient writing.2s Hallock v State (1984) 474 NE 2d 1178 (7 Cir); Janus Films Inc v MiIIer (1986) EOl F 2d 578
(2d Cir); both cited in Steson, above n 244,670-671.247 (1995) 895 F Supp 47 $rD Nn.248 Compare generally F Wtite and K Hollingsworth Audit, Accountability and Government
(Clarcndon Press, Oxford, 1999).2{e Above n244;n245.250 (1986) 644 F Supp 1327 (SD NY). The claim by business parbers Ellis and llissinger that an

oral agreement had beeu rcached with Kenyon, to irrport and convert European cars for the US market
was denied after applying the factors laid down tn Yinston (above n 242) and RG Group (above n 23 t).
Firs! Kenyon's lawyer was telephoned during the meeting at which final oral agreement was allegedly
been reachcd. Kenyon had been concenred that plaintiffHiesinger was also qualifred as a lawyer. During
was also made of the possibility of a deadlock arising under the proposed joint ventrue. Secondly, Cooper
J held that this and two other major iszues remained outstanding, nanrely how profib were to be shared,

and whether the plaintiffs intended to take on the risks aud liabilities of Kenyon's company. Thirdly,
although only a total $40,000 was involved - compared to at least US$ million ra Rqrosystem (above n
223), an initial $2 million investment planned in RG Group, and even $62,500 in Winston (albeit a
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v Morano Construction,2tt 
'for 

instance, the District Court noted policy considerations
like those raised by Friendly J in Telemeter, holding that no conhactual relationship had
been established. But the test involved an explicit and careful weighing of multiple
factors derived from RG Group, and both allowed resfitutionary claims for work done.
Further, applytng the balancing test, informal joint ventue agreements have been
upheld without much difficulty, as in Canet v Gooch Ware Travelstead.zs2

settlement agreement) - the alleged joint venture agreemenl probably would have continued long-term,
and involved many and varied terru (including at least 15 discussed at the alleged final meefing,
followed by Kenyon's lawyer subsequently preparing six different documents totalling over twenf-five
pages). Fourthly, Cooper J found insufficient evideuce as to administative resources, accomnodation
aud funds (anyway, limited) allegedly provided to Kenyon pursuant to the agreemenlzst (1989) 724 F Supp 88 (SD NY). Cortolano and Barone were subcontractors to general
contactor Morano in work on a US govemment construction project. The Court held that no binding
contract was concluded for Phase III work, where all parties knew a written subcontract would eventually
be required due to "the nature of the parties and government contracting" (at page 97).Ez (1990 917 F Supp 969 (ED NY). The District Court upheld Canet's claims for breach of a

contract of employment r:nder which he assisted Travelstead for many yean to develop properties,
including a claim for equity participation. Some properties were ovenieas, including the very large
Canary Wbarf development in London, and a Barcelona Olyrupics development in which a Japanese

investor eventually became involved" Applying the Winston restatement of RG Group factors (above n
242; n.231), Trager J noted fust tbat there was \o express reservation of right not to be bound in the
absence of a writi.g, either when the ernployment contact was rrade orally or when modifications were
mutually agreed as to the amount of Canet's equity participation in individual projects. The court rejected
Travelstead's argument that Canet's repeated insistence on obtaining documentation indicated the latter's
uadslstanding that it was impliedly required to create a legally binding agreement, holding (at page 99 1):

Canet wanted the agreemenb in writing because, as a business person and not insignificantly,
knowing Travelstead's personality and litigious history, he did uot want to be put in the
position of having to engage in a "swearing contesf', but rather wanted docunentation to
confirm the oral agreements and rraximise ta:c benefits. Indicative of his belief in the validity
of the agreements was his continued work for Travelstead ...

In additio4 Trager J noted how Travelstead had demonstrated his expectation by being bound by several
of his oral commifrrents of equity partipation. These included getting Canet's consent before combining
two property interests into a third; honouring at least in part oral commihents with regard to another
New York prcperty and Canary Wharf; and renegotiating "the Barcelona percentages as though Canet's
share was not mere fiat on his part". These aspects overlap with the court's discussion of the second
factor, partial performauce. Thirdly, the court stessed that "although the agreed-upon project
participations might have been subjected to cornplex conditions, particularly to take advantage of ta:r
provisions available prior to l987they are suffrcient to permit a court to fill in the renraining terms". ln all
except the Barcelona development Travelstead had specified the percenbges and Carct had agrecd.
Finally, the court considered whether the agreement is the type of contract normally cornnitted to writing
(at page 93):

Although eruploymcnt contracts may be in writing, they often axe not No evidence was presented
that Travelstead made a practice of putting employment contacts in 

"niting. 
lndee4 [his] brother

tcstified that he had been unable to obtain a letter from his brother speciffing his salary when he
returned to work for him on tle Barcelona project.

Focusing, as Travelstead would have us, on the agreements to grant pcrcentage interesc in
Travelstead's interest in real property developmenb, it is true that such agre€m€nts are more
likely to be writtcn [Yet] Although interests in real property require a writings to effectuate
transfer, interests in a parbenhip or corporation lslding au intsrest in real Foperty may be
transferred without a writing. ... Travelstea4 in fact, granted Canct interests in his profits from
[various profits] without a writing.
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A thftd category of cases where several Second Circuit cowts have applied a
broad-based balancing approach involve commercial loans. In Teachers Ins & Annuity
Association v Tribune Co,2s1 Leval J held Tribune to an informal commihnent
agreement to borrow a total of US$80 million from Teachers. Farnsworth cites this case
as mentioning a presumption against binding force,'so so the judgment should be
examined closely. Indeed the Judge uses this term, but that needs to be kept in context.
In discussing general principles at the outset, Leval J stated:255

In seeking to determine whether such a prelirninary commitment should be considered [iading,
a sourt's task is, once again, to determine the intentions of the parties at the time of their entry
into the undsl5tanding, as well as their manifestations to one auother by which the
undslsranding was reached. Courts _must be_particulally gareful to avoid inposing liability
where binding obligation was not intended.-Ifrere is-a r|rong piesumptiin againsilnatig
binding obligations in agreements which include open terms, calls for future approvals, and
expressly anticipate future preparation and execution of contract documentation. Nonetheless,
if that is what the parties intended, courts should not frustrate their achieving that objective or
disappoint legitimately bargained contra.ct expectatiow.

These were arguably obiter dicta. With respect to open terms, for instance, the Court
later found that the "two page term sheet attached to the commitnent letter [which was
signed and retumed by Tribune] covered the important economic temrs of a loan", while
references therein to a mortgage were understood by both parties to mean a mortgage
tenn sheet previously supplied to Tribune.zs6 Lr any event, with respect to this factor -
as the others developed in .RG Group and in Winston - Leval J adopted a broad
Uataniing appioach, snessing for instance ttrat "although-the 

-existence 
of open terms

may always be a factor that suggests intention not to be bound, it is by no means
conclusive:t.Zs7 1a. Judge also downplayed Tribune's argument that in returning the
signed commitnnent letter it had stated that "our acceptance and agreement is subject to
approval by the Company's Board of Directors and the preparation and execution of
legal documentation satisfactory to the Company". "Such terms", said Leval J,'nare not
to be considered in isolation but in the context of the overall agreement".zs8 Here, ttre
Commituent Letter stated that a "binding agreement" came into effect upon return of
the signed counterpart, and Tribune also added to its signature "accepted and agreed
to".25e Tribune's lawyers, "recognising that the fonn of agrcement committed Tribune
to a 'binding obligation"', warned about the conseque,nces of signing the Letter.
Another important part of "the context of the negotiations" was that Tribune also was
keen for a flrm commihent so it could conclude the tansaction by the end of the year,
having been turned down by five other lenders.2o There had also been some partial
performance, in that Teachers had then budgeted some of the funds, albeit informally,

(1987) 670 F Supp 491 (SD NY).
Above n 210.
Above t253,499 (emphasis added).
Above n 253, 501.
Above n 253, 502.
Above n 253, 500.
Above n253,499.
Above n 253, 500.
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reducing the sum available for other borrowers. Indeed, it told Tribune that only g25
million out of the $80 million would be made available that year, with the rest the
following year. In addition, the Court held that evidence favoured Teachers on the point
of "whether in the relevant business community, it is customary to accord binding force
to the type of informal agreement at issue".2ur Leval J accepted Teachers' expert
evidence showing that preliminary commihnents could be binding - not necessarily all
of them:262

the point is that the practices of the marketplace are not rigid or uniforrr- They eucompass a
considerable variety of tansactions negotiated to zuit the needs of the parties, including
mufirally binding preliminary commitnnents. Each hansaction must be examined carefully to
determine its characteristics. Tribune has failed to show to the court's satisfaction that such
binding commitrnents are outside the usages of the marketplace.

Leval J's also approved of Canet for emphasising "the importance of honouring contract
expectations".263 However, despite robustly upholding of the bargain reached., the
obligation imposed (and breached by later tunring to a lower cost lender) was for
Tribune only to negotiate in good faith to complete the borrowing, rather than an
absolute obligation. This less extensive agreement made it easier to for Leval J to hold
that it was within the bounds of possible market practice, and to read down the wording
added to Tribrure's acceptance.

The latter aspect of the judgment in Teachers was approved two years later by
the Court of Appeals in Arcadian Phosphates Inc v Arcadian Corp,'* and in much
other case-law in the Second Circuit In an already frequently cited recent judgment,
Adjustrite Systems & Ors v GAB Business Services Inc & Anor, Chin J (writing^for the
Court) approved the distinction between two categories of preliminary agreements: (i) a
"fully binding preliminary agreement", subject only to later memorialisation but binding
the parties to their contractual objective; and (ii) a "binding preliminary commibnent",
created when the parties agree on major tenns, but leaving other terms open for further
negotiation in good faith towards obtaining the objective. Chin J also agreed with the
competing policy considerations identifi.ed, rn Teachers, and approved in Arcadian: the
need to be wary of "trapping parties in surprise contractual obligations that they never
intended"; but also to "enforce and preserve agreements that were intended [to be]
binding, furttrer to "the aim of contract law to gratiff, not to defeat expectations". Most
importantly, Chin J stressed that the "key, of course, is the intent of the paxties",
determined objectively in the circumstances.tut To assist in that determination, he then
listed the four factors laid down n Winstorf* - language of the agreement, partial
performance, detail of terms, and usual fonn for the transactions - adding that a fifth
factor in category (ii) cases was the broader context of the negotiations. Chin I decided
that all factors, except partial performance, favoured the defendant seller's contention

ul
u2

26t
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Above a 253, 503.
Above n 253, 503.
Above n253,500 (citing Canet, above n 252,992-993\.
(1989) 884 F 2d 69 (2d Cir).
Adiustrite Systems Inc & Ors v GAB Services Inc & Anor (1998) 145 F 3d 543, 548 (2d Cir).
Aboven.242.
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that no confact had been formed, pursuant to an informal agreement for a million-dollar
corporate acquisition involving intellectual properfy rights and long-term emplolanent
contracts. He noted that Arcardian had held that the language of the agreanent had been
held to be "tlre most important", but examined all factors.

So have all other subsequent courts, with only one District Court judgment
refusing to give much consideration to the other factors upon having decided that the
language showed an intention not to be bound.267 As in the cases mentioned above in
which a broad balancing test has been applied, judgments in recent years have shown
considerable diversity in outcome: relatively few have found category (i) agreements,26s
but a significant number have upheld category Qi) agreements,26e while many find no
contract whatsoever.'7o Although much more detailed case analysis would be required,
such variance appears seems more likely to follow from a more substantive approach.2Tr
Further, very few cases mention Tribune's reference to a presumption against binding
force - and then only in its delimited context cited above272 - and none in recent years
have referred to Friendly J's suggestion that "clear and convincing proof is required to
uphold agteements in at least some broad categories of commercial transactions.

The substantive approach, inviting extensive examination of a very broad range
of considerations, was further advanced in Consarc Corp v Martne Midland Bank NA.273
The Court of Appeals remanded the case back to the District Cotrt, which had granted
sunmary judgment on Marine's claim that any oral agreement to lend to Consarc was
not intended to be immediately binding. To remand, it only had to hold that genuine
issues of material fact had been overlooked. However, the Court of Appeals hinted
strongly that a binding agreernent had been reached, indeed one whereby the bank was
immediately obliged to lend rather than just to negotiate in good faith towards that end.
It was unimpressed by an affidavit from Marine's attorney which stated "only that the
agree,ments would be reduced to writing, without mentioning any intent not to be bound

267 Miller v Tawil (13 April 2001) unreported, US District Court for the Southern District of New
York, 2001 US Dist LE)flS 4510. Even then, the Judge went on to examinc the other three factors in a
footnote.268 See for example Personalised Media Communs LLC v Starsight Telecast Inc (27 December
2000) unreporte4 99 Civ 0441 (DAB) (sD N1') (upholding an agreemcnt to arbihate).26e See for exarnple Missigman v USI Northeast Inc (2000) 131 F Supp 2d, 4gS (SD Ny)
(longtemr employment contract); Liberty Envt'l Sys v County of Westchater (28 November 2000)
unreporEd 94 Civ 7431 (WK) (SD I.In (upholding jury's determination regarding public works
constnrction); Rappapon v Buske (24 August 2000) unreportcd" 98 Civ 5255 (BSI) (SD l.tY) (mentioning
RG Group cautiotrs, but upholaing entcrtainer's cnrploymcnt contract).2m Farago Advq Inc v Hollinger Int'l Inc (15 August 2001) unreportc4 00 Civ 8730 OnvD (SD
NY) (advertising projcct contract); Miller, above n 267 (employment); Kimball Assocs PA v Homer Cent
Sch Dist (9 November 2000) unreportc4 00-C\/-897 (HGM) (GJD) (SD l-IY) (architectural services for
school); Gorodenslcy v Mitsubishi Pulp Sales lzc (2000) 92 F Supp 2d249 (SD Nn (long-term contract
for ouQut of proposed new plant); Spencer Trask Sec Inc v Financialweb.com Inc (28 August 2000)
unreported, 99 Civ 9197 (RCC) (SD Nn (observing that no factor is decisive, in the test laid down by
Adjustrite (above n 265), but finding a settlement agreement not to be binding).21t Above n 5.?xt Above n255. Compare for examplc GorodanslEv Mitsubishi, above n269. But see Miller,
above u 267.t1t (1993) 996F 2d568 (2dcir).
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without such a written contract", arguing also that it "fails to support conclusively an
expressed intention not to be bound" because it was swom 7 L/2 yeils following the
meeting at which the oral agreement was reaclied.2Ta Secondly, there had been some
partial performance by Marine. Thirdly, the Court pointed out that at trial no evidence
had been adduced to support the trial judge's finding that "direct palnnent of loan
proceeds to a third party would be the sort [of conhact] normally committed to writing".
The only other factor taken from the RG Group framework which ran against finding a
conhact was that "concededly there were some unagreed open terms".2?s Frtrther, the
Court pointed out that the loan:276

was a simple arrangement, without m:rny details, though concededly for a large amount of
money, where speed was of some importance due to modenrisation plans, and both parties had
all they needed [at the time of the meeting] to decide whether to agree.

The judgment concluded with an 'oextensive laundry list of factors that might help the
factfinder in making its decision" as to what represented the intentions of the parties at
the relevant time:tl7

number of terms agreed on compared to the total number to be included;
relationship of the parties;
degree of fonnality attending particular contracts;
acts of partial performance by one party accepted by the other;
usage and custom oftbe industry;
subsequent conduct and interpretation by the parties themselves;
whether *titiog is contemplated merely as a "mernorial";
whether contract needs a formal writing for its full expression;
whether any terms remain to be negotiated;
whether contact has few or many details;
whether amount involved is large 6s small;
whether a standard form is widely used in similar transactions or whether the this is an
unusual tlpe of contact;
the speed with which the tansaction must be completed;
1trg simFlicity or complexity of the transactiol;
the availability of information necessary to decide whether to enter into a contract; and
the time when the contract was entered into.

Consarc has been followed in several subsequent cases, in connection with this laundry
list,278 and is very widely known and cited for its statement on the principles to be
applied generally to surrunary judgment applications. Nonetheless, it remains to be seen
whether the Court of Appeals and trial courts in the Second Circuit will build expressly
on this even broader frarnework, gradually superseding that laid down in RG Group and

271 Above n273,576.275 Above n273,577.276 Abovc n273, 577.zrt Above n273,575-576.27a See for example Int'l Minerals & Resources SA v Int'l Shipping h SA (1996) 96 F 3d 586.
Coupare also Totalplan Carp v Colborne & Ors (1994) 14 F 3d E24 (2d Cir).
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refined by subsequent judgments like Teachers and Adjustrite.z1e Either framework
demonshates, however, t}e broad-based substantive reasoning preferred in a very
important jurisdiction in the US. This approach, moreover, emerges in courts in several
other Circuits or States, even in cases involved real property.

2 Other Circuit and State Courts

In a few parts of the US, such as Maryland, the multi-factor balancing test developed in
Teachers has been largely adopted over the course of the 1990s.280 However, courts in
rnost other areas simply focus on the intentions of the parties in all the circumstances,
without lafng out and applylng factors as systernatically as in many Second Circuit
courts nowadays.

In Massachusetts, for instance, in 1988 the Appellate Court upheld as
immediately binding an oral agreement alleged by Wexler, a general conkactor in a
property development project.2tt It drew on Rosenfietd v US Tntst Co282 and other local
case law to lay down the following'kell established" legal principles:283

Where, as here, parties negotiate orally as to the terms of an agreement while intending to
execute a written contact, the parties generally are not bound until the contact is signed. If,
however, the parties orally agree to the essential terms of the tansactiono it may be inferred
that they inteuded to bind themselves at that time and that the "writing to be drafted and
delivered is a mere memorial of the couhact, which is already final by the muhral assent of the
parties to those tetms. Each case turw on its own faca. T\e parties were well beyond
"imperfect negotiations" and working out the "rudimenb of ... [their] deal". ... The
preliminaries had been completed, the essential terrrs of the agreement had been reached and
the parties thereafter engaged in activities consistent with their agreement.

The Appellate Court considered factors similar to those applied by Second Circuit
courts, without gving primacy to contract wording or atternpting to lay down a
presumption against binding force in this type of economic activity.2sa

By conhast, in affirming in 1990 a Massachusetts Distict Court judgment that

27e Above n 253; n 265. Compare fs1 sxamFle Durable Inc v Twin County Grocers Cory Q993)
839 F Supp 257 (SD NY); and cases cited above nn 267-270.2t0 See for example Phoenk Munal Life Irc Co v Shady Grove Plaza Ltd Parnership (1990) 734
F Supp I I 8l (D Md); ABT Assocs v JHPIEGO Corp (2000) 104 F Supp 2d, 523 (D Md). However, the
latter makes clear that Maryland law does not recognise a s€parate cause of action for the breach of a duty
to negotiate in good faith.2tt Novel lron Worlcs Inc v Wsler Construction Co Inc er al (1988) 528 NE 2rrd 142 (Mass App
c0.ztz (1935) l9s NE 323,32s (Jud SC Mass).2$t Above n 281, la7 (emphasis added).tu Novel Iron had originally sent to Wexler a letter offer subject to "our ariving at a mutually
agreeable contacl a mutually agreeable conbact price, and sru sltaining constnrction financc". After
many months of meetings, a meeting was held where agreement was reached on price and completion
times, whereupon "all parties shook hands in token of their acceptance of that agreement''(above n 281,
144), which was to be memorialised by a formal coutract to be drafted by their attomeys. Considerablc
activity followed which suggested an immediately binding agreement hsd been reached, including Novel
Iron asking Wexler to order matcrials.
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parties had not intended to enter into a immediately binding agreeme,nt for Gel Systems
to supply Hyundai ten language laboratories for a client in Saudi Arabia, the Court of
Appeals for the First Circuit indicated that a "stong inference" against binding force
could be derived from Rosenfield.zss However, in the latter case regarding an informal
lease, the Judicial Supreme Court of Massuchusetts had made this remark when
discussing evidence showing that the parties had not agreed on all material terms, as a
ground for holding the agreement void for uncertainty. Only later in the judgment did
the Court deal with the intentions of the parties with respect to fonnalising the lease. It
made no reference at all to an inference or presumption against binding force for leases
generally, but rather focused on particular facts such as the negotiation process and
terms still left open.ttu Thus, the Court of Appeals n Get Systems would have been
justified in simplying applying a broad balancing test, with no predisposition against
binding force. In fact, it is submitted that the language used by the Gel Systems and
Hyundai was sufficient that uo binding agreement was intended by the parties in that
particular case.ttt

The broader approach appears to have been adopted in Yideo Central Inc v
Data Translation fnc.z" The Massachusetts District Court distinguished Get Systems on
the facts without referring to any notion of a "strong inference" against the binding force
of infomtal agreements in international commercial agreements of some ssmplexity, as
was suggested by the New Zealarrd Court of Appeal in Concorde (above Part tr.C.z).
Lasker J did hold against Video's claim that an informal intemational distributorship
agreement had been formed by a two-page "Letter of Intent" sent by DTI on l0
November 1993, which included paragraph 14 stating that "the parties agree to sign a
contract formalising these points no later than 60 days after the signature of this Letter
of Intent". That claim was for sunmary judgment, however, and Lasker J hinted that at
full trial Video might be able to prove an immediately enforceable agreement. He

2&' GeI Sys v Hyundai Engineering & Constntction Co (1990) 9O2F2d 1024, tO24 (ln Cir), citing
Rosenfield, above n 282.26 Rosenfield,above n 282,326 (emphasis added):

A second answer to the plaintiffs contention is thal in the light of all the circumstances, the
parties were not bound by a contact on April 20 for lack of an aftention to be bound except
upon the execution of a formal written instrument. It is to be remembered that flessor] on April
20 specifically refused to enter into a "short form of agreemenf'but instead insisted on having a
lease drawn, to which the plaintiffs acquiesced. This fact is significant in showing that the
parties did uot intend to be bormd until the perfected lease was executed. The circumstances
show that the bargain in part made was to be ineffective until there were further agreements. ...
There is nothing in the record which discloses that at asy time after April 20 and before the
withdrawal of the defendants from the negotiations any writing in final form had been executed
by the parties. Two draft leases had been discussed by attorneys for the parties but in each case
the terms were still being changed and added to when the negotiations were broken off by the
defendants. It follows that the defesdane at the time they withdrew were not prohibited by any
contract in so doing ...2E7 Above n 284. When Hyrndai issued a requested letter of intent, this stated its "intentiou to

purchase Gel's equipment subjcct to our job site client's approval on your system proposed", lsring tbat
a "formal contract will be made between Hyrndai Saudi and [Gel's Saudi agent]", and 'terms and
conditions in detail will be further discussed when formal contract is made".28t (1996) 925 F Supp 867 (D Mass).
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rejected DTI's suggestion that too many issues remained unresolved, for instance. The
Letter "included sufficient material tenns such that the transaction [could], if necessary
and finally determined to be appropriate, be consummated solely on the basis of the
[etter]", and DTI had "not alleged that there were any sticking points in the negotiations
over the Lettef'. This was one ground to distinguish this case from Gel Systems, where
the Lasker J thought that "room existed for further negotiations and disagreement".2se
The Judge also shessed the ambiguify of paragraph 14, and that "the parties could have
included a clause speciffing [more exactly] that they did not intend to be bound until a
more detailed, formal agreement was signed".2eo

Courts for other jurisdictions in the US have adopted a similar approach,
examining all the circumstances to determine the parties' intentions without developing
presumptions or inferences against binding force even in particular categories of
fransactions. This is so even in cases involving leases of real property, as shown by the
judgment of the Court of Appeals for the 1lth Circuit n Doll v Grand (Jnion Co. T\at
focus, suggested the Court, "is not without support elsewhere in the nation",2er although
in this case - as in Rosenfield, for that matter - the Court held that no immediately
binding lease was intended largely because Grand Union never signed and retumed a
letter from Doll specifically requesting this to indicate consent to the terms contained
therein. In this case, moreover, there was evidence on the record suggesting that the
plaintiffs themselves had realised that Grand Union had not committed itself.a2

similarly, in uB sand and Gravel v Rosenfeld concrete,ze' the supreme

2te Above n 288, 871.2e0 Above n 288, 872.pt (1991) 925F 2d 1363, 1368 (11 Cir).E)' Above n29t,1370.2e3 (1994) 641 A 2d 75 (RI). The Parkers had agreed orally in August 1984 to sell gravel from one
deposit on their prop€rty, over four years, to IIJ(B. This agreement was recorded in writing in December
1984, when a side letter was added in which IIXB was given an option or right of fust refusal over a
second deposit. Almost four years later, the Parkers decided to sell their property oucight, so they wrote
to tlXB offcring to sell it or giving thern the oprportunity to purchase gravel from the second deposit.
Eventually II)CB offered $1.2 million for the property, then $1.25 millioa On I March 1989, under cover
letter from their lawyer, the Parkers sent UBX two proposed sale agreements referring to different
portions of the property, and celling for a deposit of $62,500. They did so again on 13 March. After
firrther negotiations, they agreed to reduce the deposit to $30,000. As with the I March docunrents, UBX
refused to srgn for "there were additional terms that [it] felt warranted some discussiou". In a 30 March
meeting, UBX alleged these were resolve{ but the Parkers felt that no agreement had been reached,
particularly as to the deposit. Lederberg J rejected IJBX's claim that an immediately binding agr€emeut
had been reached. The cover letter on 13 March from the Parkcrs' lawyer had indicated (page 70,
emphasis added):

instead of accq:ting the terms of the I March proposed agr€ements, tIrG hsd "suggested
revisions", most of whicft the Parkers "acknowledged" in their March 13 proposed agreernents.
The letter also manifested disagreement over what cash deposi! f *y, was required. ..,
Furthermore, the letter indicated that as of March 13, the Parkers looked fonnrard to
consummati'g the purchase and sale of the property at some future date and that although they
viewed thc proposed contact as reasonable, they coutemplated execution of a formal written
contract in the futue.

In addition, the Parkers had not sigped tbe agreements sent on 13 March. Although not msntioned by the
trial Judge, the finding that no immediately binding agreement had bcen reached rnay also have been
justified in light of fte amount at stake, and the fact that the parties had memorialised a previous
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Court of Mode Island held that no sale of real property had been concluded as a result
of an exchange of correspondence; but the focus was simply on the intentions of the
parties in the particular circumstances, rather than developing a presumption againsl
enforceability derived simply from negotiations towards a sale coupled with indications
that the agreement was to be formalised.

A similar approach was adopted by the District Court for the Northern District
of Illinois in Evans Inc v Tffiny & Co.zeo The Judge held that an informal commercial
sublease was intended to be immediately binding, arguing that the letter agreement had
recorded all the essential terms, and was couched in language reflecting:2es

a positive intent to be bound - the letter starts with the phrase "the purpose of this letter is to
cover [Tiffany's] intent to lease" (meaning present intent) and the operative clauses
affimratively state that the sublessee "shall" perform the obligations of the sublease.

Other circumstances pointing to this conclusion included time presswe on both parties
to consummate a firm and binding agreement; insistence by an officer of Tiffany, before
signing the letter agreement, that Tiffany's chaimran approve the document; subsequent
conduct such as its press release indicating that a binding contract existed; and:2to

custom aud usage in the real estate business .. . If the letter was intended to describe the state
ef nsn-linding preliminary negotiations, it would customarily contain an express disclaimer
stating that the parties do not intend to be bound until a more formal document fu gsrnFleted
and executed. Since the document here has no such clause, it appears that the parties intended
that the letter have substantive legal effect.

Thus, perceived custom in real estate leasing was only one factor among many
considered by the court; no "presumption" against immediate binding effect is derived
from this, as suggested in some New Zealand case law (above Part tr.A.).2e7 Further, not
including a "subject to lease" or similar clause only makes it appear that the parties
intended the agreement to be im:nediately binding, suggesting that other evidence could
easily lead to a different conclusion. Conversely, this approach suggests that even
including such a clause should not be definitive, nor even always raise a presumption
against immediately binding force, as suggested by some English cases (above Part
tr.A.1).

A more recent judgment from Illinois, Empro Mfg co Inc v Ball-co Mfg rnc,'e'
seems to give more weight to wording such as "subject to contracf'. However, other
wording used and surrounding circumstances justiff the conclusion that no agreement
was intended. That was given as the overall issue, moreover, with no suggestions of a
presumption or inference required in the context of negotiations for a corporate

agreement some four years earlier. Thus, even for a sale of real property, the judgment shows that the test
in R-hode Island is stmply what the parties inteualed in the particular circumstances.2er 

0976) 416 F Supp 224 (ND IU).Es Above n294,239.D6 Above n294,239.zel See l{Z Master Builders Federation, above n 138.ret (1989) 870 F 2d 423 (7 ctl).
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acquisition. Indeed, Easterbrook J, writing for the unanimous Court, stated at the
outset:2ee

Because letters of intent are written without the care that will be lavished on the definitive
agreement, it may be a bit much to put dispositive weight on "subject to" in every case, and we
'do not read Intertvay [nc v Alagna 407 NE 2d 615] as giving these the status of magic words.
They might have been used carelessly, and if the full agreement showed that the fonnal
contract was to be nothing but a memorial of an agreement already reached" the letter of intent
would be enforceable. Borg-Warner Corp v Anchor Coupling Co L56 NE 2d 513 (1958).
Conversely, Empro cannot claim comfort from the fact that the letter of intent does not contain
a flat disclaimer, such as the one in Feldman lv Allegheny Internationat Inc 850F 2d, l2L7 (7th
Cir 1987)] pronouncing that the letter creates no obligations at all. The text and structure ofthe
letter - the objective manifestations of intent - might show that the parties agreed to bind
themselves to some extent immediately.

On the facts, the Court held that the parties had not intended to be bound, mainly on the
grounds of the various communications between the parties and their advisors.3m
Furthermore, the amount at stake was US$2.4 million. Such matters are better addressed
by focusing on determining the overall intentions of the parties, preferably based on
explicit consideration of a broad range of factors as in the Second Ctcuit, rather than
rying to tum phraseology "magic words" as in some categories of English case law
(above Part tI.A.1, Part tr.A.4).

Albeit without the explicit factor-weighing characteristic of the Second Circuit,
the more substantive approach is evident in other parts of the US. An example is Arnold
Palmer Golf Co v Fuqua Industries Inc.sot The Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit

zee Above n298,425.300 Ba[-Co had been floated and negotiations ensued, resulting in Empro ssnding a three-page
letter of intent to purchase Ball-Co assets. This offered $2.4 million udth $650,000 to be paid on closing
and a lO-year prourissory note for the remainder secured by the "inventory and equipment of Ball-Co",
but stated: '"the general terms and conditions of zuch proposal (which will be subject to and incorporated
in a forma[ definitive Asset Purchase Agreement signed by botb parties)". The letter also stated that
"Ernpro's purchase shall be subject to the satisfaction of certain conditions precedent to closing including,
but not limited to" the definitive Agreement and, among five other conditions, '1hc approval of the
shareholders and board of directors of Empro". Ball-Co sigued and retumed the letter; but later insisted
that the land under the plant form part of the proposed security interesl lssding to stalernate, and Empro
claiming a order temporarily lssfrsining Ball-Co from negotiating with anyone clse. The Court noted that
Empro had used the words "subject to" twice; it had twice stated that the letter contained "general" terms
and conditions, implyng that each side could still make additional demands; it had been careful to make
any deal subject to both board and shareholder approval; and that it even had required the retum of$5000
in earnest money '\*"ithout set off,, in the event this trancastion is not closed", although (the court noted)
that the seller usually geB to keep earnest money if the buyer changes ib mind" Ball-Co's lawyer,
rehrming the signed lefier of intent also had witten that "the terms and conditions are generally
acceptable" but that "some clarifications are needed" with respect to the natr:re of Ball-Co's secruity
interest

Compare also for example A/S Apothekcrnes Laboratories v IMC Chemical Group (1989) 873
Fzd 155, where an agreement was not upheld on the particular facts.r0r 

Q976) 541 F 2d 584 (6 Cir). One express condition of the Memorandum of Understanding had
been "preparation of the definitive agreement for the proposed combination in form and content
satisfactory to both parties and their respective counsel". Tbe Cowt of Appeals pointed out that the
Memorandum recited that a "gencral understanding had been reached"; it was "an extensive document
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stressed that primary issue was to determine the parties' intentions in light of all the
facts, and remanded the case back to the trial Court which had given surnrnary judgment
holding against a binding joint venture contract.

Further, in Field v Golden Triangle Broadcasting Inc,3m the Suprerne Court of
Pennsylvania upheld the tial Judge's ruling that a binding conhact to sell a radio station
was concluded by a signed letter agreement. That was in spite of it beginning "subject to
agreement on a formal contract containing the provisions hereinafter set forth", and
making three other references to a formal conhact. The Court shessed that the buyer's
officer, having made three previous offers which had been rejected, had agreed to meet
"on the basis that they would either make a deal or have no further discussions", to
which the seller's officer had replied: 'oThat's fine. I would like to get it over with or not.
I would like to wind it up tonight".3o3 At the meeting, moreover, they discussed the
proposed terms, and the buyer's agent wrote in certain agreed changes and additions.
After inspecting the radio station facilities, the parties signed the amended letter,
initialling every change. The Court also accepted that the document contained all terms
essential to concluding a binding contract: price, down payment, security to be given,
and many other tenns common for the type of transaction. It is possible that the New
Zealand Court of Appeal would have reached a similar result in these circumstances. In
a rather similar situation tn Dryden, when the parties rhet personally (following
negotiations involving drafts passing between solicitors) to celebrate conclusion of their
"deal" with a bottle of wine, one of the reasons given by the Court for not finding a
binding contract was that "they might well have signed a short memorandum recording
what they agreed to be immediately bound on the terrns negotiated".t* However, it is
possible that the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania in Field would not have required
signature and initialling of the letter, given the other circumstances. The key point is
that the Court (and the trial Judge) approached the question without referring to a
"presumption" against binding force in this category of transactions, unlike the trial
Judge in Dryden.3os

These two cases from the Sixth Circuit and Perursylvania certainly support
Famsworth's conclusion that under US law, wording such as "subject to formal
confract" is "not dispositive".3tr The Empro case from the 7th Circuit,3o7 which he also
cites as counter to his proposition, appears less so when examined more closely and in
the context of other Illinois case law. A final case cited to support his proposition,
noting however that the issue was raised there in somewhat different form, is Great
Circle.t0s The wording "subject to details", it will be recalled (above Part tr.A.4), was
held by the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit not to create a "condition

that appears to reflect all essential t€trms"; it used s/slding like "will", "shall" aod "agrces"; and, very
sigaifrcantly, that Fuqua (now denying binding force) had issued a rather contradictory press relcase

lhting that it and Arnold Palmer had agreed to cooperate in an enterprise to serve the golfiag iudustry.302 (1973) 305 A 2d 689 @a).!03 Above n302,692,!o4 Dryden, above n 165, 8.!{t5 Above n 165.306 Above n2ll,2l0. See also Fumston and others, above n 24.!07 Abovc n 298.rot Above n 105: 681 F 2d,lzl (2d Cir 1982) lGreat Circlef.
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subsequent" that terminated a charterparty. As will be apparent from the extensive case
law analysis so far, that approach is perfectly consistent wittr the broad-based balancing
approach adopted both in New York courts and in other US jruisdictions, one which
refuses both to give absolute priority to particular wording used (or otherwise), and to
develop presumptions to apply dogmatically to broad categories of transactions.

3 Maritime Law Cases: The Resilience of. Great Circle

The rest of this Part (tr.C.3) considers Great Circle in more detail, and other US
maritime law cases, examining how they have retained this approach over the 1980s and
1990s despite the sharp criticism by Steyn J n The Junior ^K in 1988,3t and the more
formal approach preferred by English courts in this important category of hansactions in
both jurisdictions (above Part tr.A.4). Close attention must be grven to this line of US
case law, because of the sharp conhast it presents with the English case law grving
primacy to "magic words" like "subject to details" in maritime law kansactions, and
because of the affinities US law shows with a Japanese case where these word.s seem to
have been used (below Part tr.D.z).

The Court of Appeals in Great Circle found a breach of an infomral agreement
resulting from negotiations for Great Circle Lines to charter a vessel owned by
London-based Matheson (to transport clay to lapan). Communications were directed
largely through "end brokers" in the respective cities, being agents the owner and
charterer deal with directly as opposed to "intennediary brokers" who deal with the
owner's or charterer's brokers. In that respect, then, matters were less complicated than
in some negotiations in the chartering business, perhaps making it easier to find that an
inrmediately binding agreement had been reached. Moreover, there was considerable
time presswe on the parties, with only five days until the vessel was to come onto the
market, from the initial inquny. That came from Great Circle Tuesday 23 October !979,
to which Matheson counter-offered the next day, resultirg in agreement on all main
tenns by the end of business hours: hire rate, nalnes of parties and guarantor, vessel
description, delivery, dwation and redelivery, forbidden cargoes, courmissions, and
N\aPE46 as the printed form on which details would be based.3ro Great Circle noted
"$7150 [the hire rate agreed] subffect to] details". Great Circle's brokers sent their New
York branch a telex mentioning'lve fixed [subject to] details", and on Thursday sent to
Great Circle a "fixture recap[ihrlation]" at the latter's request. On the sarne day,
Matheson sent a telex stating "Owners suggest if charterers require a hire survey, that it
is undertaken at this shipyard on Saturday morning". The Cotrt held this was "in
conformity with the custom of the industry not to perrrit an on hire survey until a ship
has been chartered","t i*plytog that partial performance or subsequent conduct by

3oe Above n 11.!t0 Unlke the Gencon charterparty, which requires an election between multiple alternatives
regarding some terms, the N1?Bl6 form just contains blanl$. Thc Court of Appeals was prepared to fill
or ignore such blanks, so it seerns likely that it would tr"vs simFly selected one altemative for the parties
had it becn faced instead by a Geucon chartcrparty "subject to details" (compare Steyn J inThe Junior K,
above n I l).
rr I Great Circle, above n lO5, L24.
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Matheson also pointed to an immediately binding agree,ment having been reached the
previous day, despite being "subject to details". Also on Thursday, however, Great
Circle sent Matheson a lengthy telex suggesting numerous changes to the NfYTE's
standard printed clauses and requesting that 33 new paragraphs be added, and even
offering to renegotiate some of the main temrs on which the parties had agreed.
Matheson accepted some on Friday, but rejected others and proposed arbihation in
London rather than New York. When Great Circle failed to meet a deadline set for
Saturday 27 October, Matheson advised that the charterer was in default and chartered
the vessel to a third party instead. Great Circle sued successfully in the District Court.

Matheson appealed basically on two grounds: that the District Court had not
ruled on whether there had been agreement on all essential tenns, and that the phrase
"subject to details" created a condition subsequent which failed. Presumably Matheson
could not argue that the phrase created a condition precedent, grving rise to no
obligations whakoever, because it had notified Great Circle that the latter was "in
default" - implyrng some form of legal agreement had been reached. The Court of
Appeals rejected the appeal. There had been agreement on the essential terms because a
fixtrue had been confinned. The latter concludes a first stage of negotiations in
chartering whereby agreement is reached on main terms, to be followed by a second
stage in which parties agree to negotiate on remaining details. The Cowt also rejected
Matheson's second argument, that if no agreement could be reached dwing this second
stage (as happened in this case) "all contractual duties were extinguished". Focusing on
"the keystone of all conhact law, which is, of course, the intent of the parties when
viewed in a fair and reasonable manner under all the circumstances", the Court held that
the parties intended that "if the continuing negotiations resulted in agreement over
changes in the I{YPB[6, the amendments would of course govern. If the negotiations
failed, however, the terms of the printed form would continue in force". It also rejected
an additional point raised by Matheson, narnely that "owing to its London situs its
understanding of the terminology of use in the indusby was different than that found by
the trial court", arguing that a London treatise discusses the functions of chartering
brokers in a similar way with "fixing letters" serving to summarise principal terms.3r2

This approach is consistent with some earlier jurisprudence of the Court of
Appeal althougb the analysis and discussion in those cases was much less extensive. In
Interocean Shrpping Co v National Shipping and Trading Corporation et al,3t3 the
Court found insufficient grounds to question the trial Court's rejection of National's
argument that negotiations "subject to details" in the Mobiltime charterparty meant that
agreement had to be reached on that form's terms before a binding agreement arose at
all (including a reference to New York arbifration). This appears to have bee,n an
argument that the "subject to details" imposed a condition precedent. Anyray, it
deferred to the tial Court's preference for the evidence of a New York broker who

3rl Above u 105, 125. Under general contract law principles, Great Circle anyway should only be
bound by au idiosyncratic uaderstauding by Matheson" one based on nonns or practices in London, if
Great Circle actually shared that in this case, which was never alleged and presumably could not be
proven. Compare geuerally D W Mclausflan ('A Contact ConEadiction' (1999) 30 V(IWLR 175.!r3 (1975) 523F 2d527 Qdcir).
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testified that "sub details" meant:3ra

Placing the agreed terms of the fixnre in the form and eliminating the inapplicable ones. ...
the phrase contemplated filling in the fomr with the various techaical specificafions of the
vessel ... filling in the blanls -- not reviewing the whole negotiations again.

A similar understanding is evident in Atlantic and Great Lakes Steamship Corp,t"
where the fixture was tenned "o[ther]wise Genjapscrap [vessel charter form] sub[iect to]
details", although the only argument made - quickly rejected by the Court - was that
this indicated that no agreement had been reached on all essential terms. That was also
the issue focused on in re Pollux Marine Agencies fnc.tt6 Pollux had sent the
respondent Dreyfus a fixture recap telex on 30 July, stating'\ve confirm having fixed
the foll[owing] with you today subject details of Eldece Time". The latter was
understood to mean the respondent's pro forma time charter which incorporated terrns
from the t{l?E standard form, which included a clause providing for arbination in New
York. Based on witress testimony, including that of staff of Dreyfus' own agent, the
Court held that a binding charterparty had been concluded because all main terms had
been agreed upon sufficiently by 30 July. Those included a'toycott clause" negotiated
between 27-30 July, but which later led to Dreyfus withdrawing from the deal.

In several subsequent cases, New York district courts have favowed the Great
Circle two-stage analysis of charterparty negotiations to uphold fixtures agreed to be
"subject details". Admittedly, the cases often have involved primarily other issues. One
example is Maritime Ventures International Inc v Caribbean Trading and Fidelity
Ltd,3t' in which Maritime successfully claimed demurrage under a charterparty. Potter J
held that a binding agreement is reached when a fixture is negotiating embodying main
terms. He held that the plaintiff did not need to rely on that in this case, however,
because "subsequent events further confinned the existence of the charterpi[t1r'.rta
Brokers had subsequently drafted a formal document and sent it to Maritime for signing,
and even before Caribbean had seen that they had arranged for payments to be made to
Maritime pursuant to the charterparty. The main issue was instead whether it bound
certain third parties.

Likewise, in Keystone Shipping Co v Companie Marocaine de Navigation,tte
the binding force of fixtures was not even disputed. This was so even though for one
shipment, for instance, a fixttue had provided that "all offers and subsequent confracts
be subject to PA No Mo 3009", incorporating by reference a North A,merican Grain
Charterparty form. Perfomrance under these fixtures presumably made it futile to argue
that no binding agreement had been entered into, a main issue therefore becoming one
of agency law. A similar situation arose in In re Arbitration between Herlofson
Management ,US v Ministry of Supply, Kingdom of Jordan.t'o That case turned on the

ll.t
315

il5
3a7

!t8

!19

!20

Above n 313, 535.
(1977) 56s F 2d 848 (2d Ctu).
(1978) 455 F Supp 211 (SD i.I$.
(1988) 689 F Supp 1340 (SD ND.
Aboven3l7,1346.
[19e0] lftrc 2e7 L (SD r{n.
(1991) 765 F Supp 78 (SD br$.
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scope of authority of the Ministry's agent, with no attempt to argue the lack of binding
force for a fixture expressed to be "subject [charterparfy] pro forma details which
owners will review in the am". In US Titan Inc v Guangzhou Zhen Hua Shipping Co
Ltd,32t Conner J only mentioned that a fixture recap telex created an agreement 'based
on" the Shell Time 4 Charterparty, leaving it unclear if the agreement had been made
"subject to" that form. In any event, there was no argument that formalising that fonn
wasa prerequisite to liabitty.

Samsun Corporation v Khozestan Mashine Kar Co322 was also not directly on
point. Negotiations about a charterparty were originally qualified as "after fixing main
terms other Gencon". Then, however, Samsun's London agent proposed "otherwise
[Samsun's Charterparty] details", Haight J held that "as the vehicle for a binding
agteement to arbitrate, this phrase is too indefinite to be enforceable", since Samsun
could readily have chosen either New York or London as the arbital venue (and in fact
had done so recently, selecting the former for one fixture and the latter for a second).
This was also 'oof foreseeable interest" to Khozestan, an hanian company, which'ngiven
the present political climate, expresses an understandable preference not to arbitrate
disputes in the United States".sa All other cases discussed above were distinguished in
that the arbihal venue was understood or identifiable, either expressly or by reference to
one specific standard charterparty. Yet this point can be seen as analytically distinct,
going to uncertainty of contractual obligation, rather than the notion that binding
contractual obligations were not intended until fully formalised. Indeed, the latter point
was not specifically argued in this case. Probably such an argument would have met
with little success anyway, as some general comments by Haight J (followed by
extensive citations to Great Circle) seem to show:32a

The custom pertinent to this case is that of "fixing 'sub details"'. Translated into a landsman's
language, the phrase means entering into a binding charter of a vessel ("fixing") subject to
details which, while to be agreed to later, do not prevent the prior creation of a binding
contract. "Sub details" means "filling in the blanks -- not reviewing the whole negotiations
again" (Interocean Shipping Co v National Shipping and Trading Corp 523 F 2d 527,535 (2d
Cir 1975). Wilford Coghlin, Kimball, Time Charters (3rd ed) descnlbes the practice at page
30:

'The widespread practice of fixing 'sub detafu' ordinarily will not be construed as
requiring agreement on each and every chader term before a binding contact is created.
Once there ha-q been agreeme[t on essential terms, a contact is deemed to exist and the
negotiation of remaining detafu becomes a ministerial task."

Thus, while there have been few cases directly on point in Second Circuit
Courts since Great Circle, its approach clearly has remained influential despite the
sharp criticism from Steyn I n The Junior K.32s Just as Steyn J in 1988 was aware of
legal developments in the major shipping cenfre of New York, it seems likely that New

(1998) 16 F Supp 3d326 (SD Nn.
(1e96) e26 F Supp 436 (sD NY).
Above o,322,441.
Above 1322,439.
Above n 1l.
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York courts were aware of the evolving line of cases decided in London. If so, they may
have perceived the custom to be different in New York, but the global reach of the
shipping trade makes this unlikely to be true (above Part tr.A.4). Rather, maintaining a

more substanfive approach - not grving primacy to words like "subject to details" - is
more likely to be related to a similar tendency maintained by the Second Circuit over
many decades (above Part II.C.I) and indeed other parts of the US (Part tr.C.2), as well
as the more overall substantive orientation which has long prevailed in contract law
theory (above Part Two Inhoduction) and the legal system more generally in the US
(above Chapter One).

Indeed, the influence of Great Circle on this point seems to have been so

influential in New York that counsel seem no longer even to advance the argument that
phrasing such as "subject to details" should mean that no binding obligations were
intended. In some cases, such wording may not have been used; but the lack of clarity
on that point may also be an indication that these arguments are either not being made,
or make little or no impression on judges in the Second Circuit. What, then, of other
jurisdictions in the US?

Again, there are few cases directly on point, but Great Circle and subsequent
case law appear to have remained influential further afield. In EAST Inc v Wl Alaia
etc,326 for instance, EAST successfully applied for a maritime lien over the lvYV Alaia,
owned by Advance, based on a binding charterparty fixture. The key facts are helpfully
summarised bv Schw artz J :327

EAST through its broker Estero in Rotterdam, aud Advauce through Matheson in London, had
agreed to the main terms of a time charter on Friday 16 October 1987, and agreed to renraining
details the next morning [with an charterparty, exhibited by EAST and Estero, following the
1946 New York Produce Exchange Forml. ... The next business day, Monday 19 October,
EAST's broker sent a fxture recap of all the negotiations.

Perhaps negotiations had not been phrased as "subject to details", for then it would have
been predictable for Advance to raise the defence that this indicated a lack of intention
to_bS b9un4_:_g_sprglally_be"AAg_la_q*{ that its _ageq!_Wgq $e gqe. _E4gUsh _Er_rq,_

Matheson, which had fried a similar defence in the Great Circle case. Instead, Advance
argued that it could not be bound because it had not signed EAST's exhibits of the
original charterparty and the fixture recap. Schwartz I quickly rejected this, sfressing

that charterparties could and were concluded informally, citing Interocean for the
proposition that they "come into existence when the parties have a meeting of the minds
on the essential terms of the contract".328

In PEP Shipping Scandinavia APS v Noramco Shipping Corp,t" Brown
Clement J cited EAST for the propositions just mentioned, Great Circle for the
two-stage analysis of charterparty negotiationsn and Herlofson for the proposition that:330

(1987) 673 F Supp 796 (ED La).
Above n326,798.
Above o,326,799 (citing Interocean, above n 313).

ll997l AI\4c 2933 (ED L8).
Respoctivcly, above n 326; n I 15; n 320.
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the fxhue is considered liading when it is 'subject to details', that is, even when the less
important tenns of the agreement are uuresolved .. . Even if the parties do not reach a firrther
agrcement on the details, the pro forma still goverm.

In this case, an independent broker had sent PEP, the owner's agent, a fru( to all
involved which confirmed all the main terms of the charter. (Again, it is unclear whether
or not the negotiations thus far had been expressed to be "subject to details".) A few
days later, PEP sent another fa:r enclosing a copy of a charterparry it had used
previously with the owner, stating that Noramco (the charterers) had "accepted as pro
forma w[ith] logical alterations", except for the arbitration clause which was to be
changed from London to New York. The next day PEP faxed back that it was "pleased
to accept with logical and natural alterations and with main terms as already agreed
always to apply". It suggested a number of additions, however, which Noramco later
claimed gave it the right to back out of the deal. Applying the abovementioned
principles, Clement Brown J held that this disagreement arose too late, at the second
stage of negotiations, when Noramco was already bound. She distinguished .Samsans3r

on the grounds that here the parties had been put on enough notice as to arbihation.
One important case, which does grapple precisely with the issue of whether the

parties to an informal agreement intended to be immediately bound at appellate level, is
Magallenes Investment Inc v Circuit Systems fnc.332 The Court of Appeals for the
Seventh Circuit held binding a ship sale from a Hong Kong based company, via its
London broker, to an Illinois company using a Florida based broker. This was despite
the buyer's first teler offer including paragraph ll stating "otherwise subject mutual
agreement contract format which to incorporate arbihation London with English law to
apply''. Distinguishing other Seventh Circuit cases like Empro, Cummings J held that:333

paragraph 11's "subject''clause is far less specific than clauses in other agreements where
conrts found fftst 1 liading contact was conditioned on some later event. Paragraph ll's
"zubject" clause has no subject. It leaves only the contact's "fortrBt'' unresolved, and says
nothing about whether the telexes or the MOA will be the binding agreement ... Lambert
Corp v Evans 575 F 2d,132 [,136] (7th Cir 1978) shows that the word "subjecf' does not have

- -uvarying,-talismanic-riguificance in*contarts oalysis atere-we fowrd-th{rthf,reffi-waT
'bqthing more than an inartfrrl phrasing of the parties' understanding that thcir agreement
would be fonnalised by attorneys.

The Court of Appeals also considered expert evidence submitted by a broker for the
seller, which argued that 'brokers negotiate ship sales in two stages: telexes are used to
bind the main tenns of the sale and the remaining details are drawn up in a
memorandum of agreement, ... The usual and customary practice in the [shipping] hade
is that a sale/pruchase becomes binding upon the broker's agreement to the essential
terms asi expressed in this case in [the telexes of August z|f".tto This was held to be
"corroborated by a line of cases which recognise that the ship chartering business agrees

331

331

333
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Above n 322.
(1993) 994 F 2d 1214 (7 Cir).
Above n332,LZLB (Empro, above n 298).
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on the essential terms of a charter in a binding telex and reserves the details for later
negotiation", citing Great Circle. The later cases of Keystone and Herlofson are then
cited as well, in resporuie to the buyer's contention that the ship sale and ship charter
business are different trades, to "suggest that sales and charters share certain
terminology".335 The Court repeatedly goes beyond a narow focus on phraseology,
however. Other important evidence suggesting that an immediately binding agreement
was intended included that fact that closing telexes did not say when a MOA was to be
signed, suggesting that this was just an administative matter, particularly when all
earlier telexes had specified deadlines for actions. The correspondence also taversed
many matters, "not just price and weight but detailed terms of delivery such as the
ship's engine type and the metal content of its propeller"."o Fina[y, the Court noted
that the buyer's own broker had tried to get it to go tbrough with the agreed deal when it
heard that the buyer was trying to withdraw.

In short, then, although the Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit did not
cite RG Group or related case law from the Second Circuit, it covered very carefully the
sorts of factors laid down therein and discussed extensively above (Part tr.C.l). Those
include the wording used; common contracting patterns and formalities in the trade; the
level of detailed agreement reached; and subsequent conduct. That broad-based
balancing approach, aimed at determining the parties' intentions in atl the circumstances
of the particular case, is also consistent with that developed in courts in Illinois and
other Circuits with respect to a range of other contact types. It reinforces a sharp
difference with the more formal approach evident in English law, in maritime cases like
The Junior.ftt but also more generally, The US approach also contrasts with that
prefemed by many courts and commentators in New Zealand law, in areas such as land
sales and complex commercial transactions.

II.D Japanese Law: Even More Entrenched Substantive Reasoning

In a study on coutract law and practice in Japan" published n 1967 and widely read in a
BnelisLlCtp.lelloq-ditlin_llz_{_rarcyqsbl Egl4!tgpqq_e{gg94_t4!_ev_en_ _arneqs_
businesses ... there are many occasions where there is no way to clariff whether or when
a contact for a business tansaction has been formed".33t He followed this
pronouncement with the now well-known example of a case decided in 1957 involving
two of Japan's largest companies, Marubeni lida KK v Ajinomoto y17.ttt Therein the
Tokyo District Court upheld an informal agreement for the sale and pr.rchase of about
Yen 1.8 billionis worth of imported soyabeans, rejecting Ajinomoto's argument that it
was only intended to become legally binding upon completion of contract
documentation in Japanese. Kawashima viewed such informality in ssatacting as
evidence of weak conhact consciousness in Japan, consistent with Japanese parties who

!35 Above n332,1220-122L (Keystone, above n 3L9; Hulofson, above n220).tn Above a332,1219.!37 Above n 11.33r T Kawashime (C Stevens tans)'"The Legal Consciousness of Contract in Japan" (1974) 7 L n
Japan l, 5.33e Above n 27:3L July 1957, Tokyo District Court (8 Kaminshu l36Q [Mantbeni).
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do conclude written contacts not "stipulat[ing] in a detailed manner the rights and
duties wtder the contract".3{ Moreover, he cited a lengthy extact from the Court's
judgment, including the following:3at

generally the existence is well-btown of a well-lotown custom [sic] ur our countr!'s society that
the drawing up of a contract document incorporating the agreement is disliked. We acknowledge
that Honen Oil Refinery KK, which is one of our country's foremost oil refiners, does not demand
written contracts ... we hold that in the purchase and sale ef irqported freighg a conEact has been
formed when there has been a concurrence of intentions of the parties; that the commercial
custom asserted by the defendant does not exist; and that although ... it is normal for a written
contact to exist, such a written contract is considered only as an instument for verifying the
existence of an agreement.

Hiroyuki Ota argued compellingly against Kawashima's notion that infomrality in
conhacting was widespread even among large firms, at least by the mid-1980s when he
was writing. For very many fansactions, Ota pointed out first, the use of conbact
documentatioo is required directly or indirectly.'ot Written confracts are express
prerequisites for labour contracts of various types, for instance, and the majority of
contracts involving cental or local govemment. Other laws (covering railway business,
fair trading, real property developments, and so on) allow parties to conclude rules or
arrangements, implying written documentation. Much legislation has required one
contracting party or an intermediary (involved in utilities, travel or accommodation"
insurance and guarantees) or forestry or agricultural cooperatives to create a standard
form contract or rules, whose contents are checked by adminishative bodies. Some civil
courts have said these will bind businesses unless they expressly exclude them.
Legislation on land and fishing rights, or involving consumer protection or
subconfracting, require writings to be delivered within certain periods setting out certain
key terms. This encourages written documentation in dealings, with only 10% of 101
construction conhacts in his 1980 survey having been concluded orally, for instance.3a3
Even without legislative requirements or indirect pressure, Ota argued secondly, written
contracts are usually prepared by one party in many types of tansactions (such as leases

-ofrnovables; franchises; -banking-and some -guilantees for 1oans3tr);and- ofteu inrnany

340 Above n 338, 17. See also above Part One Introductiont1t Above n 338, 6 (tanslation by Stevens, emphasis by Kawashima).142 H Ota "KoEho Katei ni okertt Keiyalat no Yahmari - Nichibei no Hiluht wo Cktshin ni shite
[Functions of Contract in Negotiation Processes: Focusing on Comparisons of Japan with the US]" in K
Fujilona and R Nakao (eds) Kolusai Masatsu - Sono Hobunkateki Haikei [International Friction: Its
Legal Culture BackgroundJ (NihonHyoronsh4 Tokyo, 1987) 203, 227-242,t'f3 H Ota "Horihu Mondai to Shimin - Sendaishi ni okcnt Jittai Chosa [Citizens and Legal
Problems: Aa Empirical Study in Sendai Crtyl (2)" (1983) 46 Hogaku 41.t4 Specifically, those by thc.Silnyo Hosho Kyolcai (Association for Loan Securities): Ota" above
n 342, 229. For a case involving iB Kyoto entity, see below at the end of Part n .D.2 (Kyoto Shinyo, n
400).

The use of written documentation relating to financing or refinancing agreements also is
encouraged significantly by various procedrual advantages in having relevant contacB notarised- Itr 1993,
fs1 insfssss,*around three-quarters of the 0.67 million notarised contracts were for this field" Sc.e T
Matsumoto "Kinsen Saimu to Kosei Shosho [Monetary Obligations and Notorised Documents]" (1994)
479 Hogaku Seminar 76,76-77,
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others (distributorships, publishing, broadcast performances, and so on). Thirdly, he
noted that in some areas written contracts are not used (as in the advertising business),
and that they often may not be used widely for low-value exchanges or repeated
commercial dealings (although written orders and so on may be exchanged). Ota argued,
however, that these pattems can be explained by merits and demerits of written contract
documentation, similar to those proposed to explain instances of informality even in
dealings among US companies.3a5 Ota also pointed out that in nation-wide surveys
carried out in 1973 and 1978,less than l0% of respondents agreed with the proposition
that "exchanging contract documentation and so on is a sign that one is not busting the
other; it is not needed when there is mutual [ust".346 Although not noted, that attitude
runs directly against another of Kawashima's assertions in his book chapter and its 1974
translation.to' Ota concluded with a very different view, but also a more careful and
qualified one:3ot

Sealing flike signing] is a sort of ceremony, and I think many Japanese in many types of
tansactions would feel that the deal is completed with tha! and thereby responsibility must be
taken for the contents of that to which one has agreed. Of course, there is no small number of
areas in which the deal is thought to be completed orally (such as stock trading, merchants
ordering from one another in repeated dealings), and even in other areas tnary Japanese may feel
respousibility even for oral agreements (although there qny be differences in degree). Ye! "to
affix one's seal" is one important distinguishing line in conEact negotiations. Ie function, of
forci'g the party doing so to realise that he or she can no longer prevaricate, cannot be denied.
Conversely, therefore, it can be infened that the ceremony of affrxing one's seal on coutract
negotiations is frequently used to ensure that the agreement is perfomred smoothly in the funue.

Without more detailed empirical studies in various areas of contacting,
preferably comparing Japan with several other counties, no generalisations can be
drawn about the extent to which 'the Japanese" prefer more informality iu conhactual
relationships.'ot Of more interest for this Chapter, comparing approaches to legal
reasoning, is the response of Japanese cowts and legal commentators to disputes
involving infonnal agreements. The key question is whether (as in the US) they adopt

t45 Ota, above n 342, 229-230,231-233 (illustrating this with the advertising business, stressing
for instance the need for flexibility given tight time constrahts), citing S Macaulay 'Non-Contractual
Relations In Business: A Preliminary Snrdy' (1963) 28 Am Socio Rev 55.}16 Above n342,230 (hanslation by the present wdter). About 90 percent agreed with the firrther
proposition that "no much how much one tmsts the other, for contact as a contsact llceiyafu wa leiyaht
to shitQ it is better 1s sxghanBe documentation". As Ota correctly notcs, however, it is difficult to know
what respondents made of the word "contracf' lkziyalwl in this context. (Generally on the difficulties
with the nation-wide surveys, see also S Miyazawa'faking Kawashima Seriously: A Rcview of Japanese

Research on Japanese Legal Consciousness and Disputing Behavior" (1987) 2l L & Soc Rev 219.)
Compare the responses from Japanese shrdents, nonetheless, to Question A of the Kato/Young survey,
discussed below Chaptcr Four Parts Itr.B and m.q.14? Kawashim4 above n 338,4: '[sgertaining ... poinb [at which a conhact was formed] between
the parties who made the contact or adopting certain means to accomplish this (zuch as wri{ng or a
deposit) can be regarded as an expression of one form of mistnrst towards the other party. Instea4 it is
thought better not to worry about such mrtters".34t Ota, above n342,231.tle See also M Yo,mg "Japanese Attihrdcs Towards Contracb: Aa Empirical lVrinkle in thc
Debate" @aper presented at "Japanese Law Online: A Synposium", Nagoya, 9 March 199).
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the more substantive approach of examining a range of factors and particular
circumstances in each case to determine the parties' intentions, or whether (as in New
Zealand. or England) they develop presumptions. The following analysis shows that the
approach in Japan decidedly favorus the forrner approach, consistently with the general
thesis advanced.

Cases involving sales and leases of land (Part tr.D.l) are distinguished from
other cases, including sales of goods, ships, timber, and some services (Part tr.D.2).
This facilitates comparisons with developments in other jurisdictions (above Parts II.A,
B and C). It is also in line with the need for categorisation suggested by Ota and other
Japanese commentators. For instance, in a recent comprehensive study of contract
formation generally - covering sales of land, sales of goods, and leases of tand - Seiji
Ikeda has criticised the Tokyo District Court's argument in Marubent lida v Ajinomoto
as to the Japanese disliking formal contact documentation. He suggests that
"considering land sales, [that] rather oversteps the mark lisamiashi de arof".3so Earlier,
too, Shinichiro Mchida had praised the Tolqyo Distict Court's holding, arg'ring that
such instances showed a strong contact consciousness in Japan, bringing the law in line
with the moral expectation in Japan that one should keep one's promises.3tt On the
other hand, Michida noted a 'hew formalism" in Japanese contact law and practice
created by the various legislative regimes discussed also by Ota.352 Further, analysing
the 1975 judgment of the Tokyo High Court rn Suehtro v Seisho Gahten,3s3 Michida
suggests that this is reflected in informal agreements during negotiations for the sale of
land being less likely to be found to entail an immediately binding contact.3sa

35o S Ikeda Keiyaht Kosho no Haki to Sono Sekinin [Liability for Breaking Of Contacnal
Negotiationsl (frrhikaku, Tokyo, 1997) 220. This is a stonger criticism that it may seem in this English
translation, for the term lsaml'cslti comes from srrzo wrestling, in which putting one's foot out of the ring
means losing the bout outight35r Michida" above n 30,203-208 (even contasting Anglo-American law in these respects). This
morality of keeping one's promises in Japan appears to be quite engrained. l(aqr4shima himsslf (16sys s
338, 3) begins with the example of his friend's wife who reached a second oral agreement to purchase

- 
-polaloes fro-m aTarm-er-d[rfig-\florld-War 4-anilprofesteal-vigoroGty wh-en the farmer dd-not-de-li?ei-

after she came to get thero352 Michida" above n 30, 209-214. See also Ota, above n342.
'51 Suehiro, above n 32: 30 June 1975, Tokyo High Court (790 Hanrei Jiho 63).r5'r This stess on formalities in tansactions involving land appeani also be a longstanding one.
Kawashima's exanrPle (above n 338, 7) of Meiji Era reformist Yukichi Fukuzawa's sense that he was
legally bound to puchase lan4 based solely on an oral agreement, appears to be an aberration Compare
T Kagawa "Dalatsei Keiyaht no Konnnichiteki lgi [Contemporary Significance of Conseqsual
Contractsl" (1999) 77 Kyudai Hogaku 135 163-164 (u 20); and the Taisho Era cases mentioned below (n
360; n 361).

Although not directed specifically at land sales, moreovcr, in declining to discuss the doctrine
of consideration in his textbook on English law published before 'World IVar II, R Masujima English Law
of Contract (Yuhftaku" Tokyo, 1935) 2 (emphasis added) echoes both Michida and Ota (above n 312):
"The idea of consideration would hardly have ariseu if contracts had been mostly written os in Japan,
where people had long been familiar with the solemnity of writing. The docnine would nevs have
originated if the habit of writing had been cornmon centuries before the Statute of Frauds". gimilarly, t{
Ooms Tohtgawa Yillage Practice: Class, Status, Power,.Law (University of California Pr6s, Berkeley ct
al, l99O 70 has stressed the importance placed on written documentation in the Edo Period (1500-lB6E),
in the context of persistent glgiming tbrough legal processes available at the time, This contrasb with
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1 Land Sales and Leases: A Presumption via.,Customtt?

In the Suehiro case, the Court declined to award real estate broker Suehiro commission
of Yen 4 million based on an agreement allegedly reached between him and defendant
Seisho Gakuen for the sale of its property to a third party for Yen 3.6 billion. The parties
had met at the bank financing both sides to the alleged deal, to conclude an informal
agreement on those terms and including a 39olo immediate down-payrnent, and the
parties had even paid a courtesy call on the bank manager to announce their deal. They
also agreed that a formal contract would be drafted, however, and this was never done
because Seisho Gakuen sold the properfy to a fourth party fust. The Cotrt held:355

in a sale of property for a considerably high price, it is clear that in reality the well-settled practice
Isoto teichaht shita kanlcol is to prepare a conhact in writing which incorporates standard forrr
conditions [on liquidated damages] and the [major terms] of the transactioq and make a palanent
of eanrest money or part of the sale price. This practice must be given due weight; if one adopts
this position and [to tle extent that] parties in a real estate sale tansaction are regarded as
following the practice, then it is appropriate to view preparation of a conhact in writing and
payment of part of the sale price as essential elements in the formation of the sale. In this case
there is no clear manifestation of an intent not to follow the practice llcankol outlined above.
Because the parties agreed in line with usual practice llmnlcol, to prepare a contract in writing and
pay part of the sale price, failure to do so must result in failure to form a contract of sale.

Michida argues, as does the anonymous comment at the start of the case report, that "if a
'well-settled practice' is 'clear in reality', then a general proyision of the Civil Code
regulating juristic acts [including contact formation] applies" :156

Article 92. I4 in cases where there exists a custom llcanshul which differs from any provisions of
laws or ordi:rances which are not concemed with public policy, it is to be considered that the
parties to a juristic act have intended to conform to such custom, and that custom shall prevail.

Michida later cites a 1982 edition of an arnotated compilation of legislation, which
-de-rivetl-from-two Taish-o PedbA OgL2:I926)-Gfeat-Cow1 of Jfidic-aturEdecislons the
proposition" in respect of article 92, that:357

In relation to the practice of raising land rents (chidai neage) in metropolitan Tokyo, a person in
the position of expressing an intention to transact in this way must be taken to have such an
intention unless they make a particular objection ... The party asserting the existence of an

earlier research suggesting that there was no sense of justiciable rights dudng this perio{ nor of writtea
'tonEacts" as part of that sense (see 1'9s sxample D F Henderson and P M Torbett "Contract in the Far
East China and Japan" in A von Mehren (ed) Contracts in General (Mobr, Tuebingen, L992) ). Clearly,
Japanese legal history should be reexamined carefully on these points; but that cannot be pursued any
further in this thesis.r55 Abovc n 32 (as tanslatcd by Taylor in Michida, above n 3Q,219-220; but with the prescnt
writer's insertions or substitutions in square brackeb).356 Michida, above n 30,2L9 (Eanslation of art 92 by Taylor; but with the preseut writer's
insertion).t57 Michida, above n 30,222-
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intention to follow [such] practice is not required to show special proof of this.

Applytng these principles, Michida argues that Suehiro Gakuen did not have to prove
the practice of drawing up a conhact in writing, and approves of the Tokyo High Court
presuming that Suehiro followed that practice.

If this interpretation is correct, it means that Japanese law is adopting a
distinctly formal approach to this issue, similar to that rn Carruthersts' - at least as
interpreted by some courts and commentators in New Zealand, (above Part tr.8.1). That
is, a practice is elevated into presumption or prima facie rule which strikes down
informal agreements unless evidence is adduced to rebut such a presumption and to
show that the parties instead intended to be bound immediately, rather than only upon
execution of the formal contact documentation.

In fact, a close analysis of earlier and later case law relating to informal
agreements shows that this interpretation of the Suehiro judgment should not be
generalised in that way. None of that case law talks of a Imnshu or "custom", as does
article 92; and no judgments even refer to that article. Instead, they mention only
"practices" (lcanko) which are general, usual or nonnal - as did the Tokyo High Court in
Suehiro, it should be stressed - and sometimes practices in the sense of a course of
dealing between the particular parties. These references, furthennore, are almost
invariably presented as only one factor to weigh in all the circumstances, in deciding
what the parties truly intended in the particular case. Although the factors are not set out
and applied as clearly as in Second Circuit courts, for instance, as in the US the
approach in Japan in cases involving land sales and leases, therefore, is the more
substantive one.

This approach is longstanding, dating from at least the Taisho Period
(1912-1925), an era during which the Japanese courts were more vigorous in expressly
invoking customs under article 92 to decide certnin other conhact law points (for
instance, land lease rent increases or terrrination issues).3se In Aralmwa v Matsuhira, for
instance, the Tokyo Court of Appeals ruled that no informal confract was formed for the
._"I_"_of ':4 p_rolg{y_fo_r vga.0!0,_h:t9hg gg,11 

_

in the first place, there is practice lkanlo) generally observed in such transactions, of the parties
receiving earnest money or drafting a tansfer agreement fjosho), to avoid later differeuces in
views [igi] and to secue formation or performance.

Since it was admitted that neither money nor a written agreement had bee,n provided, the
Court refused to accept Matsuhira's contention that a binding informal contact had
been concluded. However, it also examined quite closely the testimony of all witnesses
and the surror:nding circumstances. For instance, Arakawa was a small-scale dealer in

353 Above n 14. Indeed, it could be even more formal, because not limited to sihrations in which
parties negotiate land sales with lawyers or real estate agents.35e See for exarnple J O Haley The Spirit of Japanese Lm, (J Georgia Press, Athens (Gcorgra),
1998) 145. Compare T Awaji "Jiji8utant Kanshu [Custom as Fact]" ia f t(sqrsshime (ed) Chuhaht
Minpo Vol3 (Ytthikaku, Tokyo, 1973) 98. Awaji's summary of the case law also suggests that generally
Japanese Courb generally have applied art 92 sparingly, and increasingly so during the 20th century.t60 25 December 1914, Tokyo Court of Appeals (925 Shimbun 11) 11.
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wood products, arguably with insufficient firnds to purchase Matsuhira's expensive
property and insufficient income to pay interest on advances for the pwchase price, and
Arakawa had not even inspected the property. The Court therefore seemed to use
general practice only as one factor revealing the intentions of the parties, in this
particular case, not to conclude an immediately binding contract. Certainly, it does not
cite article 92. Nor does the Court use the latter's term of art for "custom", kanshu;
instead, it uses the neufial term kanlco. Consistently with this interpretation, the
Headnote to the reported judgment changes the Court's phrase kanko to lwnrei, also
signiffing "practice"; it too does not use the term kanshu.

Six years' later, the Chiba Distict Court similarly declined to uphold an
alleged informal agreement for the sale of real property for Yen 5,000. ln Otsuka v
Asami, it observed that:36r

in sales of such expensive properly, the parties ordinar-ily Wtsul draft a sale and purchaqg
contract [baibai keiyalusho] in order to secure formation at least, or to take an earnest money or
part palmtent, Yet in this case, with no special circumstances to be recognised no such money
was received, ofcourse; nor was a conEact drafted.

These precedents appezu to have provided considerable guidance as to the
principles to be applied on this issue, for no further relevant cases are reported until
some fifteen years ago.3u' In Takemoto Kensetsu KK & Ors v Hanayome Senta KK, the
Kyoto District Court rejected a claim that a binding option contract to purchase land
was formed upon execution of a "Real Estate Agreement (fudosan baibai lEotei)".It
noted that "in the real estate business it is nonnal ltsujo) to use a Sales Option Contract
document (baibai yoyaht keiyahtsho)" and "to pay earnest money'' (rather than the
defendant paymg Yen 60 million into the a bank account designated by the plaintiff,
claiming as seller, as misekin or "show money'').363 Moreover, consistentty with the
approach rn Arakawa and Otsulca (which found an "ordinary" practice),t* the Court
also considered other matters. It found that both parties considered that a full sales
agreement and liquidated damages would breach the National Land Use Planning Law;
that the more limited Agreement executed in this case was needed to ovsrcome legal
and bureaucratic obstacles involved in buil.ling a wedding banquet hall on the premises

36f 27 lllay 1921, Chiba District Cowt (1761 Shimbun 15) 16.362 Honda v Omiya (Urawa District Courg 4 March lgil, l5l3 Kaminshu 477, 487) was not
directly on point. It is a rare instance of kanshu being directly claimed in the context of sales of lau4
however, and the rejection of the claim also illustates the increasing difficulty of proving custom under
art 92 (compare Awaji" above n 319). Agricultural land had been cornpulsorily acquired by the
governmetrt and then sold the defendang who had on-sold it with usage rights (taryotenbai) to a third
party. The plaintiff, as original owner, claimed "consent moDey (doiryo)" with respect to the this last
transaction, based on cstablished custom (kanshu). The Court acknowledged that h such tansactions in
the region in question, the new owner gets a prior "consent'' agreement in writing (dobho or shodalatsho)
from the old owner that the latter will not make any future glxims with respect to the property, and that
many such situations the former pays the latter money in the form of consent money (doiryo). However it
held that "there was no evidence that this behaviour is customory PanshuJ, and indeed there is
insuffrcient evidence that it had reached the degree of certitude required by the lac'.163 20 February L986 (742 Kinyr Shoji Hanrci 25,29).364 Above n 360; n 361.
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in question; that it lacked provisions and agreements on purchase price paynent method
and timing.36s

A few years later, the sarne Court again denied that an informal agreement had
been reached, adopting a similar approach. Momojiro KK v Kinrosha Jutalat Sabisu KK
& Fureru yylea involved a chain of hansactions. Fureru had offered first to buy real
estate from Kiruosha. The latter then offered to buy the property from plaintiff
Momojiro, who agreed (forming "the first conhact" dated 26 March 1986) after buying
some exta land from a third party in order to make up the parcel. The dispute arose
because Fureru later told Kinrosha it would not take the parcel after all, so Kinrosha in
turn refused to complete under the first contact. Momojiro successfully claimed
liquidated damages from Kinrosha under this first contract. It was unsuccessful in a
claim directly against Fureru, however, based on an informal "second contract" alleged
to have been concluded between Kinrosha and Fweru. The Kyoto District Court held:367

where the agreement ilvolves a contract for the tansfer of high value real property, like that
priced at almost Yen 200 million in this case, we think it is normal ltsujol for appropriately
constructed contact documentation to be sxshanged. ... in rhis case there was just a purchase

Confinnation ftrai*uke shomeishofwith thc seal of Fureru alone.

.The practice of more formal documenting of such sales was only one factor considered
by the Court, however. It also stessed that the Confirmation document stipulated a
contract date of 21 January 1986 (five days after that in the "first contract") and other
circumstances leading to conclusion of the alleged second agreement. When the plaintiff
had contacted both defendants to report it had bought land to make up the required
parcel, for instance, Fureru had told Kinrosha that it was too busy to do anything about
this because of the end of year rush, so that Kiruosha should 'tring things together
lhpn as hi o mat omerttf",3 68

A few weeks later, in Baba v Toifuji, the Tokyo High Court also refused to
uphold an informal agreement, using similar language and reasoning. Alttrough this
involved an alleged agreement to hansfer land with associated rights to draw hot water
lhikiykenl for a price of only Yen 85,000, the High Court argued that "generally in
sales confracts for land it is normal to draft a Sale Agreernent lhanbai keiyaknhof or
like documentation".36e Reversing the Tokyo District Cotrrt, which had found the
informal agreement to be binding in the circumstances, it was unpersuaded by evidence

t65 Takemoto, above n 366,29-30.It did rule that thc Agreement reached was intended to requirc
the parties to negotiate in good faith towards ssasluding a final sales contract based on the parametem set
out in the Agreemeol and that the defendants were liable forlamages for breaching this obligation
(including not atternpting to negotiate more with local govenrment "administrative guidance": see above
C:hapter One Part tr.A). See also below Part IV.!66 26 January 1989, Kyoto District Court (1320 Hanrei Jiho 123).36? Above n366,I29.!5t Above n 366, 128. However, the Court also awarded liquidated damages against Furenr based
on the doctrine of good faitb, art l(2) of the Civil Code, because Kinrosha had stepped in as intermediary
at Furem's request and had relied on Furenr performing its undertaking with respect to the parcel. On
control of liquidated damages clauses by Japanese courts, compare generally below Chapter Thrce Part
u.D.36e I February 1989, Tokyo High Court Court (717 Hanrei Taimuzu 155, l5O.
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that the alleged buyer wiui very friendly with the seller and her husband, and that talk of
the deal had come very suddenly. The High Court also refused to believe the alleged
buyer's evidence that it had agreed on boundary matters with the seller's husband and
representative at their home in Kyoto, more than a month after the oral agreement was
allegedly reached. This was also conhary to ordinary practice, it stated: "it is normal for
there to be preparatory work to clariff dimensions of the purchased property and put in
boundary markers, as well as recording its surface are4 before concluding the
contact".3to Thus, the Court used normal practice in evaluating evidence as to whose
evidence was to be preferred; not to establish any legal presrrmption against immediate
binding force, for instance under article 92 of the Civil Code.

This reasoning therefore seems very different from that laid down by the same
Tokyo High Court fourteen years earlier in the Suehiro case."t However, perhaps
because Baba was only reported on 21 October 1989,372 in a judgment of 12 December
1989 in Fujisawa KK v Honso KK the Tokyo District Court used wording atnost
identical to that of the High Court in Suehiro:l73

in a sale of land and buildings for a considerably high price, like the property in this case, it is
clear that iu reality the well-settled practice lsoto teichalat shita lunlal is to at least make a
payment of earnest money or part of the sale price, and to prepare a contract in writing which
incorporates standard form conditions [on liquidated damages] as well as details including the
tining and means for recording the tansfer of property rights, the hansfer il16 lsgslding, the
delivery, and the purchase price payment.

In this case too, however, the Court did not expressly or impliedly refer to a custom or
to article 92. Instead, it discussed many other factors pointing to the conclusion that the
parties had not intended to be immediately bound in the circumstances. Perhaps most
tellingly, the same two parties had formally sealed a 'R.eal Property Sales Contract"
(Fudosan Hanbai Keiyalasho) recording their agreement to purchase adjacent prime
real estate in Shibuya (cenfral Tokyo) for Yen 3.2 billion, with the purchase price
seemingly paid in fuIl at the meeting in April 1986; but the agreement in dispute was
simply headed 'Memorandum" and recorded only tlat Honso would sell to Fujisawa
(apparently, the well-known Yodoyabashi Camera store chain) the adjacent property for
Yen 150 million'\Mithin two years", with no down payment made. The Memorandurr
was also not talked about at the meeting. Fujisawa's director had previously been
advised by their lawyer, involved quite early on in the negotiations, that the director
should sign the Memorandum. It may have been a significant adsrission on the part of
the lawyer that he had "thought the terms [of the Memorandum] were concise

llcanryalal".tta Fujisawa also knew that the property at issue had a Toyota dealership as

a long-term tenant, requiring negotiations as to its tights; but, the Court stressed" Honso
had been careful not to disclose specific details about that lease. Finally, the Court uoted
that nothing further was done after the meeting until a surveyor, who had worked for

Aboven369,156.
Above n 32.
Above n 369.
Fujisawa,73l Hanrei Taimuzu 196, 199. Compare Suehiro, as quotcd above n 355.
Fujisawa, above u 373, 198.
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both parties, was appointed about 18 months later.3?s

In Shananko KK v Hoteru Nyu Jyapan KK, decided less than two years' later
(with Baba reported), the same Dishict Court just referred to what was "normal" (as in
Takemoto Kensetsu) rather than any "well-established custom" (referred to in
Fujisawa):t76

No formal contract document was drafted regarding the agreement in this case. It is normally
unthinkable ltsujo kangaerarenail that plaintiffs 3ad dsfsndents would conclude a final
agreemsnt without a formal and debiled contact document, because for a deal like that involved
in this agreement to be formed would mealr expectations that contact terms naturally would have
to become cornplex, in such a large-scale transaction for a very expensive prcperty.

Yet again, no reference was made to kanshu or custom in the sense of article 92. Agatn,
moreover, many factors were then weighed in concluding that Shananko (incorporated
in Japan but owned and operated by Hong Kong tycoon, h{r Wai) had not concluded an
immediately binding agreernent in 1986 for the lease of prime real estate in Tokyo
involving a huge Yen 200 billion loan from Hoteru Nyu Jyapan. This was originally
planned as a purchase but was changed to a lease for tax reasons; the property also had a
lessee, requiring negotiations to its rights; Hotenr's director who agreed to the deal was
being prosecuted for other matters, so it was not surprising that later Hoteru's board
turned out to be hesitant in proceedingi and when he then asked Mr Wai to defer the
transaction for a year, both parties started to negotiate through lawyers, who drafted
formal contract drafts. Finally, in 1994, the Tokyo High Court confirmed this approach
in Kono & Ors v Shitani Kenko 1;17'377

ln conhacts for the sale of land, contracts in writing are normally drafted ltsujol.It is clear rhat a

conkact is usually ltsune nil not formed if and when the contract in writing is drawn up, unless
the parties iaterded it to be formed by means of a contract in writing being drafted- In the present
case too, it can be infened lsuininl that a contact in writing was expected to be drawn up; but
therc is insulficient evidence to show that the tial Court plaintiffs (and present respondent)
intended a conkact to be formed only upon and by merux of a contact being drafted-

Many factors, considered in earlier and subsequent cases in Japan, to deduce the parties'
intentions, supported the conclusion that the informal agreeme,nt was intended to be
immediately binding.3t' Admittedly, many of these factors are present in land sale cases

tlt It did find that the Memorandun created a valid option agreement (voyafd to purchase the
property within thc two years, holding that this was exercised by bringing suit in February 1988. Oddly,
Honso did not argue that an option agreement was not intended either, but only that the option had not
bcen validly exercised. Perhaps it thought it had a stong defense based on the doctine of changed
circumstances, because by the end of the two-year period the market value of thc property had almost
quadmpled- Ilowever the Court rejected this dsf6Dsg, finding that Honso had set the original option price
having anticipated an increase in market prices. As the anouyrnol$ Headnote commentator notes
(Fujisawa, above n 333, 196), this reinforces vicws that Japanese courts "are in fact very cautious to
apply [this doctrine] to excuse promisors". See also below Chapter Four Part II.C.t76 30 August 1991, Tokyo District Court (783 Hanrei Taimuan L42, L45). Compare EaDa (above
n 359) with Fujisawa (above n 373).tn 23 February 1994, Tokyo High Court (1492 Hanrci Jiho 93, 97).t78 This was a dispute among six hein to the property in Erestion, including the four plaintiffs,
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in other jurisdictions; but the Court here (and in other cases in Japan) did not begin with
a presumption, as many came to do in New Zealand (above Part tr.B), or focus on
specific phraseology as in English cases involving the sale of land (Part U.A.l).

Likewise, for instance in Kyoshin Soko KK v Kyotofu Shinyo Nogto
Kyodolatmiai Rengokai,e1e the Kyoto District Court enforced a Memorandum
(oboegaki) concluded on 25 March 1965 when Kyoshin was under pressure for
preferential tax treatrnent to sell the properfy by 31 March. In that case, moreover, the
Memorandum provisions had ended with a Clause 7 stipulating that "the parties shall
negotiate on any other necessary matters and provide for them in a formal confract
document".380

Thus, Michida and the anonymous case note editor for the Suehiro case38r

seem to have gone too far in suggesting that the Tokyo High Court in that judgment
were attempting to lay down a general legal presumption against immediate binding
force of informal agreements for the sale of high priced land. This survey of almost
seventy years of informal agreements for the sale of land shows that some courts have

who engaged a lawyer and eventually took the mafter to Family Court mediation. The mediation did not
proceed smootbly. Concerned about the accrual of penalty inheritance taxes, the four plaintiffs thought a
sale of the land and some otler properly might speed up the mediation process. On 30 March 1990, they
and their lawyer met with Shitani's senior executive director (senmu), Kanno. A few days later he offered
them a slightly better price than that he had earlier floated with the eldest of the heirs. A "Memorandum
(oboega6)" was agreed and exchenged on 17 April, whereby they agreed to sell the land at that price if
and when it became theirs to tansfer, subject to requirements of the National Land Use planning Law
requirements (Kolado Riyo Keikalarho,Law No 92, 1974); boundaries to be surveyed and calculated at
the completion, by the end of July; and with "all other terms to be decided by negotiations" between the
parties. On 12 June, sure enough, a mediated agreement was reached among the heirs whereby the four
plaintiffs each took a quarter share in the land. lilhen their lawyer visited Kanno to infomr him of this and
request performance under the Memorandum, on 7 June, the latter agreed that his company would make
the National Land Use Planning Law notification as soon as the plaintiffs had completed the registration
from their father's estate, and then pay as part of the price the eguivalent of their inheritance taxes. The
plaintiffs had trouble with an existing lessee, which was resolved by settlement out of court in eviction
proceedings on 24 October, whereupon they sent Kanno the documents needed for him to make the
National Land Use Planning Law notification. After many hurry-up requests, however, he reported that
his company was having difficulty arangtng finance and therefore requested an extension until the
following year. This rezulted in an "Agreemett(lcyoteisio)" dated 19 Febnary 1991. That agreed on the
same price but within that set by the National Land Use planning Law and subject to renegotiation if
adjustuent was ueeded due to "economic or other conditions"; coryletisl "aiming at''the.end of March
1991; plaintiffs assistance in negotiations with bureaucrats and so forth in order to develop the land into
aa aparhent block complex; and again ending, with 'all other terms to be decided by negotiations"
betwecn the parties. Although the latter provision in this Agreement and the same one in thc
Memorandum did not expressly state that it entailed a writtetr agreemeng as mentioned above this was
"inferred" by the Court. The judgment did not spell out why it 61dg this inference; but it was likely
based on factors similar to those mentioned later in holding that the Memorandum was intended to be
binding despite this meaning a contravention of the National Land Use Planning Law. Specifically, &c
Memorandum was held to be sufficiently certain; and the defendant company were experienced property
developers while the plaintilfs were represented by a lawyer in the negotiations. There also appears to
have been considerable time pressure due to accumulation of inheritance taxes, although this factor was
not expressly weighed by the Court.t1e 27 March 1969, Kyoto District Corut (236 HanreiTaimuzu 151).Ito Above n379,152.3tr Above n 30; n 355.
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referred to a practice of formalising such sales; but as kanla,382 and not as kanshu or
custom in the sense of article 92 of the Civil Code. Many other courts, including Tokyo
courts, just consider this to be normal, ordinary or usual.tt3 The approach is always to
combine this with an evaluation of a broad range of factors relevant to determining
whether the parties intended to be immediately bound by an informal agreement. Mostly
the courts conclude that they did not; but Kono v Shitani3u provides an excellent
example of how this approach can lead to upholding the informal agreement.

Consistently with the general thesis advanced, therefore, the approach in Japan is a very
substantive one similar to that in the US (see especially above Part tr.C.2), although the
factors considered are not laid out and discussed as rigorously as in Second Circuit
courts (above Part tr.C.l). Wording similar to "subject to conhact" is not given the
primacy it has been accorded by severl English courts (above Part tr.A.l), nor has a
"rebuttable presumption" emerged as preferred by some courts and commentators in
New Zealand (above Part tr.B.1).

The substantive approach taken by Japanese courts is also fouud with respect to
leases of land. This is not surprising, in that sometimes a land sale can be stuctured as a
long-term lease simply for tax purposes, as the Shananla case shows.tEs A similar close
inquiry into all the circumstances is also evident in situations where a lease was
negotiated from the outset, however, involving much smaller (although still substantial)
sums of money. In Satta KK v Chiba Kosan KK,3'u for instance, the Tokyo I{igh Court
upheld an informal agreement reached for an eleven-year lease of a commercial building
to be constructed. Representatives of the defendant lessor (Chiba Kosan) and plaintiff
lessee (Saita) had met in person to negotiate quite detailed terms recorded in a fust
"memoran&tm (oboegaftz)", including a provision whereby a formal lease conhact
would be concluded by the end of the month. After Chiba Kosan declared early the next
month that it wanted to rethink some matters, Saita's representative came from Sapporo
to Tokyo again for a second long meeting. This resulted in a firrther memorandum, in
which the premises agreed to be leased were reduced somewhat, but other terms were to
be as in the earlier memorandum. Pursuant to one of those temrs, moreover, Chiba
Kosan consented to Saita's election of a sub-lessee, and reassrued Saita's representative
that building consents would be obtained on time. 'When leaving the meeting, Mrs
Chiba "expressed good feelings towards him and gave him gifts of local produce

lomiyage)'t.387 1tt these circumstances, the Court held that the parties had intended to be
immediately bound, without requiring any further formal docr:rnentation. It rejected a

defence based on a record by an intermediary who helped innoduce the parties to each

other, which had noted that there was to be a "notarised document" for the lease. That
was dated before even the first meeting, and anyway "the,re is room to interpret the

!8:r See Fujisawa (above n 373); Suehiro (above n32); Arakawa (above u 360). See also Adachi v
Tochiue KK,28 October 1992, Nagoya Distict Court (918 Kinyu Shoji Hanrei 35).r$ See for example Baba (above n 369). See also Kiyotate Jisho KK v Sakamoto & Ors (30 May
1991, Tokyo Distict Court (889 Kinyt Shoji Hanrei 42).3t'f Above n 377.In less detail, sec also Kyoshin So&o (above n 379).!t5 Above n376.rE6 23 April 1981, Tokyo High Court (452 Hanrei Taimuzu 106).t87 Above n 386, 108.
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drafting of a notarised document as intended to make clear the formation and contents of
the agreement in order to avoid any disputes arising in the filhrre"388 - functions
presumably filled by the two later memoianda resulting from lengthy meetings in
person.

Nowhere in this judgment, or any other reported judgment regarding an
informal lease, is there any mention even of what is normal or usual or the practice
(kanko or like wording) with regard to formalisation of such deals. Certainly, no court
has suggested that there is a custom (kanshu) in the sense of article 92, which might
give rise to a legal presumption as to immediate binding effect or other'wise. Even more
so than for informal agreements for the sale of land, moreover, the case law reveals no
discemible patterns with respect to when courts will enforce inforrral leases.38e Their
close examination of all the circumstances, including the presence or lack of formal
contract docrunentation, leads instead to diverse results. Such variance suggests that this
substantive approach better approximates to the kue intentions of the parties in
particular cases, although ultimately this point requires furttrer empirical study.3s

2 Other Contexts: Sales of Goods and Ships, and Services

What, then, of informal agreements not involving land? Recall that Stevens' translation
of Kawashima's quotation from the fiinomoto judgment, which upheld an informal
agreernent for a very large purchase of imported soyabeans, read as follows:3er

generally tbe existence ts well-lnown of a well-lotown custom [sic] in our country's society that
the drawing up of a contract document incorporating the agreement is disliked.

The word in the judgment translated here as "custom", however, is not kanshu but rather

fushu (not a legal term, and perhaps better hanslated as "sense" or "feeling'). Thus, this
judgment should not be taken as implying a tegal presumption in favour o/immediate
binding effect. On the other hand, in another judgment rendered soon thereafter which
also upheld an informal agreement for the sale of soyabeans between the same parties,
the Tokyo District Court expressly rejected that there was a "commercial custom
(shokanshu) whereby a contract is formed only upon executing a contract in writing".3e2
None of the judgments regarding alleged informal sales of goods discussed by Iked43e3

nor that of the Kobe Distict Court regarding the export sale of New Zealand bee{3ea

refer to what is normal or usual or "the practice" generally. Instead, Japanese courts
examine closely all the circumstances to determine what the parties intended in the
particular circumstances.'es More noticeably than in inforrral lease cases, and in quite
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Aboven386,109.
See generally lkeda, above n350,226-235.
Above n 5.

Above n 341 (Kawashima's eryhasis).
Marubeni lida KKv Ajinomoto KK,26 March 1959, Tokyo Distict Corut (10/3 Kanrinshu 594,

Above n 350,216-223.
Above n 29: l0 December 1962, Kobe District Court (13/ll Kaminshu 2293) [Fnvlty].
Those circumstances can include a course sf dsaling between the particular parties, for
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sharp conftast to alleged infonnal agreements for the sale of land, the courts do tend to
uphold informal agreements for the sale of movable goods. There are exceptions,
however. One was very protracted litigation which finally confirmed that no binding
conhact for the sale of standing timber in Tohoku was intended, immediately upon oral
agreement reached in 1950.3e6

Another more recent example is a rare reported case in which parties to
negotiations may have at least impliedly referred to later drawing up contract
documentation - with regard to a ship sale, thus allowing some comparison with some
of the US and English maritime case law discussed above (Parts [.A.4 and tr.C.3). In its
1986 judgment in Leonhardt & Blumberg [sic] v lino Kaiun KK,3e7 the Tokyo District
Court held against the foreign finn alleging that an immediately binding informal
agreement had been reached. Five conditions had been recorded over the course of
extensive negotiations: (i) "prelaunch inspection", (ii) "approval of specifications,
blueprints and manufacturers' list", (iii) "drafting of a construction/sale contract", (iv)
"Japanese government approval", and (v) "agreement on details". The Court held that
"at least" (ii) and (iii) had not been satisfied, showing insufficient intention to be legally
bound. Condition (v) was probably the phrase "subject to details" in English, which
seems to have been the language originally used in written communications during
negotiations, so it may have influenced the result. But the Court did not expressly rely
on this condition in concluding that no binding informal agreement had been reached. It
also weighed very carefully a range of facts and arguments, stemming particulady from
this being quite a complex deal involving a ship not yet completed and a shipbuilder in
financial difficulties. Thus, no general rule giving high priority to the phrase "subject to
details" can be extracted from this judgment or from Japanese case law or reported
arbital awards involving ship sales, let alone charterparties. Rather, Japanese courts
seem to apply in maritime law cases the sort of close exarnination of the facts and broad
weighing of factors which underpins their decisions in the other contexts just
mentioned.

Similar factors seem to have been balanced, on a close examination of all the
facts, in cases involving oral agreements for services. In Moriwaki v Fyuchazu
Futtobont Kurabu KK,3e8 the Tokyo District Court upheld a soccer player's claim that

'nstence with respcct to fxing the purchase price for soba (buckwhea0 in Frji Seifun v Nomura, Tokyo
High Court 22 December 1969 (I0/l2Tosai Minjiho, 310).3e6 The final case in this saga rs Takase v Urabandai Sanrin Kumiai,Z2 lune 1967, Supreme
Court (488 Hanrei Jiho 63).tn Above n 34: Tokyo District Courf 30 May 1986 (1234 Hanrei liho 100). Although condition
(v) was termed "agreement oa 6stails", agreemeut in writing may have been inferrable from the fact that
most correspondence was in writi"g, the parties were experienced commercial entitics and so on
(compare Shananlo KK, above n 33Q.ret 25 October 1996, Tokyo District Court (740 Rodo Hanrei 9l). See also the case note by K
Kawai "Puro Saklca Senshu Keiyalat o Mitome, Chimu ni yotz Togai Keiyalat Kaijo o Muko to shite
Kytyo Shiharai SeilEu o Ninyo shita Jilcen [Case Upholding Clqim for Wages Payment llslding Void
Team's Coutract Termination after Findi'g a Contract for a Pro Soccer Player]" (1998) 49 Doshisha
Hogaktr 216. Compare Marcb above n 25, 112-113 (telling a story of a baseball player in the 1970s
getting away with hsaking his contract of emplolment). Professional sporb may be a rather special area
of law and practice in any jurisdiction, however. In England, for example, see S Greenfield and Guy
Osbom Contract and Control in the Entertainment Indus@ (Ashgate, Dartmoutb, 1998) especially 23-60
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an agreement had been reached to play for the . defendant club for one year. Key
considerations were timing, detail of terms used, and subsequent conduct.3s

Other cases in which Japanese courts have carefully reviewed all the facts,
drawing on factors similar to those developed by courts in the US or elsewhere yet
without suggesting any presumptions or prima facie rules, involve alleged oral conhacts
of guarantee. In Kyoto Shinyo Hosho Kyokai v Terada,m the Kyoto District Court
refused to uphold an alleged oral agreement for Terada to become surety (rentai
hoshonin) for a loan of Yen 500,000 advanced by a Kyoto financial institution in favour
of Terada's acquaintance, Kitagawa. Terada had accepted to secure the loan of Yen
250,000 provided for Kitagawa to buy a tuck, and this was originally recorded on a
"Introduction Note (shokaisho)" sent by Kyoto Shinyo to him. Later a Kyoto Shinyo
official increased the amount to Yen 500,000 as part of a refinancing agreement:
Kitagawa wanted another outstanding obligation for some Yen 360,000 owed to Kyoto
Shinyo by his parents as sureties under a separate loan. The official had telephoned
Terada allegedly to confirm him become surety for Yen 500,000. However the Court
held that Kyoto Shinyo could not prove that agreement had been reached as the
increased amount; Terada contested the official's view, and the latter's file note "30
October l0.30am - confirmed guarantor's intentions" was held not to be enough. The
Court also held that there was "inadequate evidence to find that there was a close
enough relationship between Terada and Kitagawa and his father to justiff Terada

(entitled "Rough Trade: Contract and Control in Football").3ee At the request of the manager for the club's forwards, in December 1993 the then eighteen
year-old player had returned from Brazil where he had been baining. J[g mensgel told him that selection
would take place in the early New Year. On 29 December 1993, though, he telephoned the player to say
he wanted to employ hiq and would send documentation and details such as the noney involved- The
'"1.lotification (tsuchisho\" which arrived on 3l December stated that it'tereby notifies you that the Club
wishes to conclude a 'Standard Form Pro Athlete Contract' with you on the following terms", lssslding
details on salary (base salary, match premiums and so on) and a contract term from the date of execution
until 3l January 1995, and stating that further explanations would be provided as to hostel
accornmodation. On 15 January t994 the rnenager met with the player and went tbrough the standard
form. He offered a longer term contract but the player preferred one year. The latter then sigued and
sealed two copies of the form, which already contained the manager's name and the Club's
represeutative's seal. Tbe player then got his mother as guardian to sign and seal the contract forms, and
sent them to the Club. On 8 Febn:ary 1994, however, the nutrager totd him he wanted to terminate the
contract because the player allegedly could not keep up in practices.

When zued, the Club argued that it had intended to conclude a contract only after seeing the
player play, not on 15 January; that it got the player to srgn the contact forms only for convenience; and
that no contract was formed due to blanls lsmaining on the form, The Court held that it was not
unnatural for the Club to conclude an immediately binding agreement without having seen him play, in
the light of his career aud in anticipation of his further potential. It rejected too the Club's argument that
further agreement wi& the coach was necessary, saying that this was a mattcr intemal to the Club and
that the nnnager (legalty empowered to concludc contracts with players) had to take responsibility for his
actions in this case. The Court also noted that the Club's letter used the language ordinarily used to
express an offet, and that the conbact form was a detoiled one. Remaining blads were hetd to be
unimportant in the circumstances. Finally, the Court stressed many acts of zubseque,nt performancc by the
Club, including a salary palment (tcrmed as such) paid on 25 January, gnrslling the player in National
Health Insurance, and letting him iqls the dormitory accommodation.

'o0 1l April 1986, Kyoto DistrictCourt (603 HanreiTaimuzu 60).
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assuming a liability of Yen 500,000".40r The Court also suggested.that telephone
confirrnation had its merits, just noi in these particular circumstances involving
increasing a surety amount, thus not laying down even a prima facie rule against
enforceability of oral surety agreements.

Recently, in Kuramoto v Mitsubishi Oto Kureditto Risue KK decided in
L997,&2 the Sapporo High Court also refused to uphold an alleged oral surety
agreement; but based on particular facts. A man (A) agreed to buy a cax from the
Hokkaido Mitsubishi Automobile Sales Co. A also agreed to the Mitsubishi Automobile
Credit and Leasing Co (the PlaintifD paying the sales price in one instalment in his
place, and then claiming repayment in 60 monthly instaLnents under a credit contract.
Further to the latter contract, A asked a friend working at a small bar to ask the woman
managing the bar (the Defendant) to become his surety (rentai hoshonin). On 28 April
1994 the Defendant received a telephone call from an employee of the Plaintifl
explaining that (i) that he had nominated her as surety for the purchase price and (ii) the
total price and the instalnent paynent amounts and timing, and asking'\rhether there
was no mistake in proceeding, grven these contentsn'. She replied that there was "no
mistake". When A defaulted on the second instalment, the Plaintiff sued the Defendant
alleging a binding oral agreement had been reached on this day. She argued that she did
not intend to be bound then. Rather, she thought she would be able to check with A that
this was correct, and then make a final decision when a written contact was sent to her.

The trial Court held for the Plaintiff; but the High Court reversed. It held that
the Defendant's response was a mere precursor to possible intention to become a surety,
and did not express her intention to be immediately bound by a suretyship contract. The
High Court noted that there was also a written conbact on the Plaintiff s standard form
between A and the Plaintiff, with the Defendant's name written in but not in her
handwriting; with a stamp affixed containing her surname, but that it was not her stamp;
and that this document was executed on 26 April, two days' before the phone call.
Although not completely certain, these additions to the contract were found probably to
have been made by A. Given the sequence of events, it could not be argued that the
Defendant had authorised A to make them in her stead. The Court also noted that the
Defendant had agreed to become swety for Yen 600-700,000, not the final amount of
atnost Yen 3,000,000. In these circumstances, it held that the Defendant thought that it
would still have an oppornurity to see and stamp a written contract document, and that
there was no final agreement reached on 28 April.

One commentator has suggested that the High Court's approach accords with
peoples' expectations and "legal consciousness" in Japan, suggesting that no reported
decision has ever upheld a purely oral contract of guarantee. However, it has not been
suggested that this pattern has been elevated into a prima facie rule or legal presumption
against enforceability, for instance by invoking lcanshu nndEr article 92.{3 Rather, as in
Kyoto Shinyo Hosho Kyokai, the particular facts in this case strongly suggested that an
immediately binding informal contract was not intended. There was a strong possibility

'rot Above n 400, 61.82 24 April 1997, Sapporo High Court (1029 Kinyu Shoji Homu 23).&3 K Noguchi "Denwa ni yont Hosho hhi no Kahtnin ta Hosho Keiyafu no Seihi [Formation of
Guarantee Contracts and Telephone Confirmation of Intentions to Guarantee]" (1998) 633 NBL 72 75
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of fraud by the Plaintift possible misunderstanding by the Defendant, complicated by
the intermediation of her bar's employee; and the fpe of suretyship alleged was a rentai
hosho conhact, under which the surety is jointly liable rather than liable only on the
default of the primary obligor.

To furttrer indicate the importance of a writing in the circumstances of
Kuramoto v Mitsubishi Oto Kureditto Risue KK, however, the Court cited provisions in
the Instalment Sales Law 1961.* These require the financier to provide a written
record of certain matters promptly upon conclusion of an instahnent credit contract.
Such provisions in special legislation may contain fines for breach and are usually
construed as giving only private law remedies expressly provided, and hence not as
invalidatingalrry conbacts where there has been no unriting delivered.{s This case shows,
however, that such specific legislation can still encoruage Japanese courts in a particular
direction, as can also happen in French law but appears much more difficult in the
English law tradition. Arguably, this too may encourage the emergence of more
substantive reasoning in Japanese law.ffi

[I Correlations with Greater Content Formality in Specilic Statutory
Requirements

The contrasting approaches identified for the four jurisdictions in terms of general
contract /aw rules - at least between the US and (probably especially) Japan at the
substantive end of the spectum, and New Zealand, (and perhaps especially) England at
the formal end, and at least in some important areas (such as land sales or maritime
cases) - appear to be largely paralleled by the major statutory proscriptions as to formal
requirements for contract validity or enforceability. In both England and New Zealand,
the requirement of a signed writing for most sales of goods was abolished only in the
mid-1950s. That could have been within the memories ofjudges in the 1970s and 1980s,
whan they began to develop inferences or presumptions against the binding force of
informal agreements in certain other oontexts (above Parts II.A and tr.8). A signed
o,nriting also is still required both for contacts of guarantee and for sales or dispositions
of interests in land. Indeed, for the latter category, the legislative requireme,lrts in
England were made more resfrctive by an amendment in 1989, and English
comrtentators have tended to welcome the strict interpretations adopted by English
courts.fi7

By conhast, in late 1997 the New Zealand Law Commission issued a
Preliminary Paper recorlmending immediate abolition of statutory miting requirements
for conhacts of guarantee. It also invited discussion on the advantages and

'f{x Kappu Hanbai ffa, LawNo 159, 1961.
'0i See for example Michida, above n 30,209-212.,r{6 See generally D Harris and D Tallon Conftact Law Todry: Anglo-Fretrch Comparisotts
(Clarendon Press, Oxford, 19E9) 189-191. See also above Chapter One Part tr.A; Part Two Intoduction
Parts I and Itr (on the difficulties of codi$ing English lew).&7 QsmFare for instancc A J Oakley "The Signature of Contacs for the Sale of Land" (1996)
Cambridge Law Jounal 192 with M Haley'Land Contracts: Injudicial Facts and Judicial Fictions?"
(1993) 22 Anglo-Am L Rev 475.
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disadvantages of abolishing those for sales and dispositions of interests in land, while
phrasing the arguments to reveal a distinct preference for abolition.*t But these
proposals have met with general indifference - usually fatal for a law refonn proposal,
since if there is no constituency favouring repeal the status quo will probably prevail

- along with significant opposition. The Auckland Distict Law Society objected to the
proposal to abolish formal requirements for guarantees, and arguments were also made
that they should be extended to cover indemnities. a6 McMorland, a leading
commentator on land law, came out stongly against the suggestion that requirements
should be abolished for hansactions involving land. One criticism was directed towards
the Law Commission's view that courts would still act on "the prasumption [sic] that
there is no intention to conhact until there is a signed contract in writing", pointing out
that such a tendency would likely be weakened by repeal of the Act, at least over the
longer term.aro Another objection was that there is no empirical evidence about the
"cautionary" or "protective" firnction possibly served by present statutory
requirements.arr Most importantly for present purposes, a third criticism counters the
suggestion that "the requirement of signed written evidence is irrational if the factual
position can be established by some other means", arguing that other means may create

extra costs and uncertainty.4t' The forrrer suggestion involves reducing content
formality, in favour of more individualised determinations of the parties' tnre intentions.
McMorland's counter-argument evinced a willingness to countenance the preservation
of content formality, albeit to pursue different objectives, including the pursuit of
certainty even if this conflicts with giving effect to true intentions. As seen from the
case 1aw analysis above, openly focusing on promoting certainty has also been stressed

in England and New Zealand, only to a much lesser extent in the US, and rarely in
Japan.ot3 This relates to the notion of "didactic fonnality" discussed below (Chapter
Four Part m.D), namely the degree to which courts try to steer the "law in action" rather
than (systematically and openly) trying to leam from it. For present purposes, the key
point is that retention of statutory form requirements is strongly urged by prominent
commentators in New Zealand, opposing a reduction in content formality in its legal
system. As of October 2001, the Law Commission's reform initiative had apparently
stalled. Although indifference may be part of the reason, the fact that the proposal ran
counter to formal reasoning pattems is likely to have played a significant role.ato

'roE Above n 208: NZ Law Commission Repeal of the C-ontracts Enforcemqt Act 1956: A
Disanssion Paper @reliminary Papcr No 30, Wellingtoq 1997). See also D F Dugdale "I)o TVe Need the

Contacts Enforcement Act?" [993] NZI'I239.s) McMorland, above n 121: D McMorland "In Defence of 'a Certain Ludic Charm'' (1999) 14

JCL 108, l0E.

'ro McMorlan4 above n l2l, tlz.4rr McMorlan4 above n 121, 113-114. It appears that other opponeots have also insistcd that
consumers need to be protected against over$ hasty decision-making: Persoual communication from Don
Dugdale (Law Commissioner in charge of the projecl at the time), 14 December 1998.

't2 McMorland, above n 121, 110.4r3 See for example Chillingwonh (above n 7) and The Junior K (above n Il); Conco,rde (above n
16) and SheII Oil (above n 132); compare Friendly I rn Telemetq (above n 22) with Teachers (above n
2s3).{r'r Similar preferences for formal reasoning in England and Austsalia have been suggested for the
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A broad correspondence is also evident in Japan between the legislative
framework and the courts' approach to interpreting the significance of formalities in
confract negotiations. Paralleling the more substantive approach to the latter described
above (Part tr.D), the Civil Code lays down no formal requirements at all for validity or
enforceability of contracts, of whatever type. This is remarkable in that otherwise the
Code drew heavily on French law and German law when it was enacted in 1896.{ts
German law, in particular, requires writing for gift promises, and to form contacts'for
the sale of land, or for suretyship (unless this is a commercial hansaction from the
guarantor's point of view). Except for gifts, French law does not impose such strict
requirements for contract validity. However, it excludes the testimony of witresses in
certain significant tansactions in the absence of specified writings, and this strongly
encourages the use of writteir contract documentation in practice.aru A French law
professor engaged by the Japanese government in the late 19th century to help draft the
Civil Code, de Boissonade, suggested provisions along similar lines in Japan, which
also had a shong hadition of documenting transactions by writing. In the end, though,
no hace remained of his suggestions in the Civil Code.orT This blank slate at the level of
the Civil Code, then, parallels and may help explain the more substantive approach
taken by Japanese courts even today, in the general law on contract formation. However,
as in the US, that approach also allows for courts in some cases to require formalisation
before finding that the parties intended to be legally bound. Further, judgments refusing
to enforce oral suretyship contractsars may represent the slow emergence of a more
formal tendency, linked to the'onew formalism" in specific legislative initiatives noted
already by Ota and Michida in the late 1980s.41e

The US does not fit ttris pattem so readily. Despite its substantive approach to
the latter issue under general contract law (above Part tr.C), and its overall substantive
orie,ntation along other dimensions of formal reasoning and in its institutional
framework (above Chapter One), almost all US states retain writing requirements for
both land sales and contracts of suretyship. Indeed, under the Uniform Commercial
Code (UCC) or its incarnations at the State level, sales of goods for more than US$500
also require a signed writing.a2o honically, then, at the legislative level US law appears
more fomral than England or New Zealand.

difliculty in enacting commercial and contract law reforms adopt'ng more substantive approaches. See,

respectively, R Goode Commercial Law in the Next Millenniln (Sweet & Maxwell, London, 1998) 26; R
Buckley "Commercial Law in the Next Millenium - A Revicw of the Hamlyn Lectures Delivered by
Professor Roy Goode" (2000) 12 Bond L Rev 1 15, 1 16.4r5 See generally K Mukai and N Toshitaoi "The Progress and Problems of Compiling the Civil
Codc in the Early Meiji Era'(1967) I Law in Japan 251'ZKiagawa. Raqtion und Fortildung det
Europaischen Ziilrechs in Japan [Reception and Developmert of Europeon Cillr,I Law in JapanJ (Alfrcd
MeEner Verlag, Franldrg 1970).416 K Zweigert and H Koeu (T Weir trans) Introduction to Comparative Law (3 ed Clarendon
Press, Oxfor4 1998) 368-373.

'r? Kagaw4 supra n 344. OB Boissonade generally, see E Hoshino 'T-'heritage de G Boissonade
dans le Code Civil et dans la doctrine du droit civil au Japon" (1991) RIDC 407.

'rr Kuramoto, above n 402.

're Above n 342. See also the Kyoto Shinyocase (aboven400).4m Famswortb" supra n 211.
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However, even more so than in those jurisdictions - with their vestiges of the
Statute of Frauds for land and guarantee contracts - the UCC's rules requiring signed
writings for such sales of goods have been subject to very extensive exceptions and
qualifications.o" Thus, their contribution to more content.formality is offset by their
low mandatory and interpretive formality (above Chapter One Part tr.C). Further, a
longstanding and clearly expressed guiding principle of commercial law refonn in the
US, driven especially by Karl Llewellyn from the 1940s and resulting in successful
implementation of the UCC in the 1960s, was to replace formal requirernents with
substantive reasoning based approaches (above Part Two Innoduction Part D. In
discussions over the 1990s about large-scale revision of the UCC, there were powerful
calls for the writing requirements to be abolished.att However, in one of the last drafts
published before reform discussions were suspended, due to broader political
controversy, it was suggested that a formal requirement be retained, but for contracts of
US$5000 or more.o" It see,ms that US lawyers vigorously opposed outrigbt abolition,
although there was also some opposition from scholars, suggesting for instance that

- courts have been adept in getting around statutory form requirements to uphold bargains
involving relatively simple deals or parties in continuing relations. aza Lawyers'
opposition is understandable in view of their financial interest in having rules requiring

willoftendraftorcheck);and,indeed,inhavingcomp1icated
exceptions or qualifications (that will continue to generate disputes and court cases, on
which lawyers will also advise). Such self-serving tendencies may yet be overcome,
however, due to the robustly substantive approach of US courts in interpreting the
parties' intentions myway, and the substantive orientation of US law generally (above
Chapter One Part tr.C).

IV Conclusions

In view of its more fonnal tendency at the level of general contract law legislation such
as the UCC, US law probably should be located closer to the formal end of the spectnrm
compared to Japanese law. That is also reinforced by the wanring note sorurded by
Friendly I tnTelemeter.nr While now infrequently cited in Second Circuit judgments, it
may underlie the tendency mentioned above (Part tr.C.l of this Chapter) for courts to
expressly state and apply x lange of specific factors to be considered in determining the

12t Famswortb supra n 211.1xtr R Speidel "The Revision of UCC Article 2, Sales in Light of the United Nations Convention
on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods" (1995) 16 J Int'l L Bus 165.12t See Section 2-201 in the Proposed Revisions of UCC art 2, presented at the Annual Meeting of
the National Conference of Commissione$ on Unifonn State Laws @enver, 23-30 July 1999), available
tbrough &e Commissioners' website maintained by the Univcrsity of Pennsylvania Law School, at
<http//www.law.upenn.edufulc/ucc2/ucc299am,hh>. The revision process iself was already called into
jeopardy at that Meeting: see below Chapter Three Part IV.A.121 See for example J S Johnston 'The Statute of Frauds and Business Norms: A Testable
Game-Theoretical Model" (1996) 144 U Pa L Rev 1859. Compare E Posner'Nonns, Formalities and the
Statute of Frauds: A Comment" (1996) 144 UPa L Rcv 1971.125 AbovenZ2.
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general issue of what the parties intended in the circumstances.otu Yet the latter rernains
the overall test, demonstating the very substantive approach of US law as well. Neither
US nor Japanese law has developed notions like "presumptions", mostly favouring -but
very occasionally favouring - the immediate binding force of informal agreements, as

proposed by some English and New Zealand courts and commentators.azT

Deciding whether English law is more or less forrral than New Zealand law,
along this dimension of formal reasoning, is also quite difficult. In view of the English
legislative refonn in 1989 and its aftermath, along with various fonnal tendencies
recently (above Parts tr.A.1 , A.2.and A.4), compared to a possible move away from the
more formal reading of earlier Court of Appeal precedents in New Zealand (Part tr.B.2),
English law arguably should lie closest to the formal end of the spectrum.

Hence the four legal systems can be positioned as in Line 2 in Figure 3 at the
outset of the Inhoduction of Part Two of this thesis (above). Most importantly, at least it
can be concluded that both English and New Zealand prefer distinctly more formal
reasoning compared to both US and Japanese law. This is consistent with the cenhal
thesis advanced, as well as the differing orientations as to legal reasoning and
institutional stnrchrre in each of the four jurisdictions, discussed above both generally
(Chapter One) and in relation to conhact law theory development (Part Two
Introduction).

In this Chapter, uncovering sometimes subtle differences in reasoning
regarding rules for forrral requirements in contract formation, particularly in general
contact law, has required quite exhaustive examination of trends in case law and
judicial or academic reasoning, in several broad sub-categories. The task was rendered
more difficult by the fact that no case has arisen in atl four jurisdictions which is
precisely or even substantially identical. In any event, differing or identical results in
such a case would not necessarily reveal much in general about the nature of reasoning
preferred, which is the main focus of this thesis.a2t Another difficulty is that certain
categories of cases, such as those involving land, may have different relevant
signifi.cance in the body of litigated case law (and in broader socio-economic context)

t26 See especially Consarc, above n 23. Tharls are due to Geoff Mclay for pointing out in
another context that claborating a "shopping list" of specific factors to bc applied, to detcrmine specific
cases, might promote a more formal tendency. However, this dspsads on the nature and scope of the
factors, and how much they invite consideration of a broad range of evidence, as well as the process by
which the evidence is weighed- In the US, the latter includes decision-making by juries, which allows for
significantly more substantive reasoning.

A related point is how case law evolves. US law appea$ more formal than Japanese law
because of a greatcr willinpess to expressly follow precedent (especially in the Second Circuit
subsequent to Telemeter). This tends to heighten and reflect greater "authoritativeness formality" (above

Chapter One Part tr.A). Consistenfly with 6e theory that Japanese courB are not bouad by a doctine of
sbre decisis, they do not cite prior relevaut judgments of superior courts. Yet a careful reading of some
judgments shows that in fact some (especially) lower Coure are following zuch precedeub. See for
example Fujisaun (above n 373), in which the Tokyo District Court used ahnost identical vTslding to that
used in Suehiro (above n 355).t27 For a rare suggestion of a presumption in favour of the binding force of informal leases, see

Thomas I tn Koolty, abovc n 139.4u Compare Brownswond, above n 35.
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within each jurisdiction.aze A final difficulty is that the law never stays still, in each of
these jurisdictions. However, the analysis above has revealed quite endwing
divergences in reasoning patterns in these various jurisdictions. It thus finds affinities
with the work of contract law theorists who are sceptical about rapid nansformations in
contract law within particular jurisdictions; and, frequently, about existing or readily
attainable convergence emong them - especially towards the neoclassical model in US
law (above Part Two Inhoduction).43o Such results are also largely consistent with
patterns uncovered in many other areas of law and legal institutions generally (above
Chapter One), and may be related to differences in the development of contract law
theory in the various jurisdictions (above Part Two Intoduction). Further, the analysis
and conclusions in this Chapter, focused on the dimension of content formality, need to
assessed in conjunction with those directed to other dimensions, especially authoritative
forrrality in relation to context (Chapter Three) and to time (Chapter Four Part II) in
conhactual relationships, os well as the notion of "didactic forrrality" (explained in
Chapter Four Part m.D).

In passing, this analysis has also noted how courts in all these jurisdictions
manage to award some partial remedy even when they hold that no contract was
intended to be immediately binding. Sometimes this is achieved by providing a remedy
in restitution.o3r Promissory estoppel has provided another avenue particularly in the
IJS.432 Perhaps even more so, many Japanese courts achieve similar results by drawing
on the general principle of good faith set out in article l(2) of the Civil Code.a33 By
contrast, the possibility of a legal duty to negotiate in good faith was decisively rejected
by Steyn J n The Junior K,o3a along with the possibility of estoppel.ots A further
hlpothesis, therefore, is that even extending the analysis to examine in what ways and
how fiequently other private law remedies and doctrines are applied to provide a partial
remedy, in cases of informal agreement, would reveal a similar pattern to the contract

12e Compare Ellinghaus, above n 12.

'!o See for example R Bigwood "Conscience and the Liberal Conception of Contrac[ Observing
Basic Distinctions" Part One (2000) 16 JCL 1, 2; J Wightnan Contract: A Critical Commentary (Pluto
Press, London/Chicago, 199Q 8l-94; R Hilltman "Ihe 'New Conservatism' in Contract Law and the
Process of Legal Qfuang€" (1999) 50 Boston Collegc L Rev 879. See generally above Part Two
Intoductiou.
'rr Compareforexample UsforUseof Cortolano&Barone (aboven25l)withDrcksoz Elliott
Lonergan Ltd v Plumbing World Ltd [1988] 2 NZLR 608, very cursorily discussed in J F Burrows, J Finn
and S Todd.[aw of Contract in Nant Zealand @utterwortbs, Wellington, 1997) 139.1tz See for example EISI (above n 326). See generally E A Farnsworth '?recontractual Liability
snd Prstiminary Agreements: ldl pssling and Failed Negotiations" (1987) 87 Colum L Rev 217
'r33 See for example Suehiro (above n 32); Talcemoto Kensetsu KK, above n 323): Momojiro KK,
above n 326. See generally S Kawakami "Keiyaht Junbi Danlui de no Shingizofu ni Motozuht Chui
Gimu lhan to Babho Sekinin piability in Damages for Breach of a Duty of Care in the Contact
Formation Stage based on the Doctine of Good Faith]" (1995) 10 Shiho Hanrei Rimalusu 48; S

Kawakami 'fapan" in E Hondius (ed) Pre-Contractual Liability: Rqorts to the l3th Congress,
International Academy of C-omparative Law (Kluwer, Deventer, l99L) 207.4r4 Above u 11.4r5 Debattista, above n 104. Compare J Steyn "Tbe Role of Good Faith and Fair Dealing in
Contact Law: A Hair Shirt Philosophy?" [991] Denning LI 131. See also Akiens, above n 68, and morc
generally RHalson'"The Offensive Limits of Promissory Estoppel" [999] LMCLQ 256.
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law nrles discussed in this Chapter. That is, one would expect resfiaint on the part of
English and New Zealand courts and commentatots, compared to more active use of
those other remedies and doctines in the US and lapan. Further research in this
direction would necessitate additional exhaustive analysis. More productive and
relevant to this thesis is to examinp some relevant contact law principles in broaden
context while comparing no<t the four jurisidictions' approaches in another major area
of contact law, contractual unfaimess (Chapter Three).
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Cnaprnn Trnpn : UNr.lmtrrnss IN CoNTRAcTINc

Intoduction: Authoritative Formality and Source-Oriented Standards of Validity
The'Fine Prinf ' Doctrine
Good Faith, Unconscionability and Undue InJluence

Itr.A US Law
I Conso[dation of Good Faith Doctine
2 Expansioa of Unconscionability Doctrine

Itr.B EnglishLaw
I Denial of a Generalised Duty of Good Faith
2 Denial of Unconscionable Bargains Doctrine and Faltering Growth in Undue Influence

Doctrine
III.C New ZealandLaw

I Denial of a Generalised Duty of Good Faith
2 Decline in Practice of Unconscionable Bargains Doctrine andFaltering Growth in

Undue Influence Doctrine
III.D Japanese Law

I Consolidation of Good Faith Doctrine: Civil Code Article l(2)
2 Public Order and Good Morals: Ciyil Code Article 90

ry Specific Legislative Intervention to Contol Unfaimess in Contractrng
IV.A TheUS
IV.B England
fV.C New Zealand
fV.D Japan

V Conclusions: Authoritative Formality and The Contextual Dimension

I Introduction: Authoritative Formatity and Source-Oriented Standards of
Validity

As mentioned above (Chapter One Part tr.A), Atiyatr and Surnmers argue that an
indispensable dimension of formality in legal reasoning is "authoritative formality":
rules or other legal phenomena, such as conhacts, must be recognised as legally
authoritative. One subdimension of this is validity formality, which is higher when the
validity of legal rules or phenome,na are source-oriented, and lower when content-
oriented. Later they remark that 'lrivate contact, the largest body of govenring norms
in the American system, is also subject to wide-ranging content-oriented standards of
validity".' Some examples given briefly, exarrrined in detail in this Chapter as attempts
to control "confracfual unfaimess" more generally, include: (i) the "fine prinf' doctrine,
(ii) the general duty of good faith and fair dealing, Md (iiil the docfrine of
unconscionability.

Atiyah and Summers impliedly conhast the position in English contract law,
which still adopts a more classical (and" indeed, neoclassical) approach cenked on the
agreement or intentions of the parties to determine the validity of contacts.z Hence the
focus is more on source-oriented standards of validity, generating higher validity

I P S Atiyah and R S Summers Form and Substance in Anglo-American Law: A Comparative

Ptudy of Legal Reasoning, Legal Theory, and Legal Institutions (Clarendon Prcss, Oxford" 1987) 51.
' Compare for exa:nple P S Atiyahln Introduction to the Law of Contract (5 ed, Clarendon Press,
Oxforq 1995) 7-15.I Macneil "The Many Fuhues of Contact'' (L974) 60 S Calif L Rev 691 argues that
one feature ofboth classical and neoclassical coubact law is a shared fixation ou divorcing contractual
relations from thcir socio-economic context, rendering thsm more "dissrete". See also gcnerally above
Part Two lntoduction

I
II
m
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formality and therefore authoritative fonnality in legal reasoning in contractual settings.
That therefore reinforces the more formal orientation of English law generally along
this dimension (above Chapter One Part tr.A), and along the others set out above
(Chapter One Part I[); conversely, that more formal overall orientation underpins formal
lsasqning in dealing \ rith problems of contractual unfairness. Similar mutual
reinforcement can be expected in New Zealand, while Japanese law takes a more
substantive approach closer to that in US law.

In fact, Paxt tr of this Chapter finds that courts in all four jurisdictions have fied
to control contactual unfaimess by applyng principles similar to the "fine print"
doctrine. That holds that if a term is unusually onerous, it must be brought reasonably to
the parties' notice. The doctrine can be seen as simply reinforcing the notion of the
parties' agteement as the source of authority for conhactual norms and obligations:
merely requiring that that agreement be reached upon a consideration of all relevant
factors or aspects of the hansaction. The salne can be said for the canon of contra
proferentezl interpretation, parallels to which can be found in some of these court
judgments, since in most variants that doctrine requires an ambiguity in the parties'
agreement or expressions of intention. Contrary to the suggestion by Atiyah and
Summers, therefore, the "fine print" doctrine may not reveal very sharp contasts
between English and US law, nor between New Zealand and Japanese law.

However, closer examination of cases discussing or related to that doctrine, such
as Livingstone v Roskilly' in Nery Zealand and those involving information provided by
telephone ("Dial Q2") in Japan,* reveals other legal principles potentially presenting
sharper differences in approach. These cases suggest that there are certain minimal
obligations which will be imposed by the courts, even if the parties' agteement is
unambiguously to the contrary. That implies more content-oriented standards of validity,
and hence more substantive reasoning. However, New Zealand law has adopted a
comparatively fonnal orientation in developing contract law theory (above Part Two
Introduction Part IV), fonnal requirements for contact formation (above Chapter Three
Parts tr.A and III), and in its dockine of frustation (below Chapter Four Part tr.B).
Hence, attempts to push New Zealand law regulating contacfual unfairness towards
more substantive reasoning can be expected to generate distinctly less resonance in

the US). Part tr suggests that this is so.

Part of the reason for such differences can be found in the scope of the two other
examples suggested by Atiyah and Summers, discussed in considerable detail below

eart m). One is the notion of a generalised duty of good faith. As in English law, most
New Zealand courts and commentators have been unwilling to bring together disparate
stands of law into such a generalised duty, which migbt then intoduce or reinforce
more substantive 16lssning in other areas. By contrast drawing primarily on German
law and legal theory, from the early 20th century Japanese courts and scholars began to
recognise a broad duty of good faith. It was eventually enshrined by a rather rare

legislative amendment to the Civil Code n L947: article l(2).' The UCC, finalised in

3 1nl2l3 NZLR23o.n Se" generally T Matsumoto"Nyubijinau to sono Kisei - Denki Tsuhin Riyo Bijinesu o Chushin
ni shite [Reg,rlating New Businesses: Businesses Using Electric Transmissions]" in lwanami Koza
(cds) ,Slrold Seilco*u to Ho [Law and Cottsumer LtfeJ Qwanani, Tolgro, 1996) 131,133-143.5 See generally J O Haley The Spirit of Japanese law (University of Georgia Press,
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1952, also included a generalised duty of good faith at least in contract performance
($l-203). It was approved in the Restatement (Second) of Contracr promulgated by the
American Law Institute in 1981 ($205). In general, moreover, the duty of good faith has
been developed by the courts in similar categories of cases in boB Japan and the US,
such as breakdown in contract negotiations (culpa in contrahendo)o and termination of
long-tenn contractual relationships (such as distributorships or franchise conhacts).

In some sub-categories, Japanese courts instead have invoked the Civil'Code's
older proscription of contracts "conhary to public order or good morals" (article 90).7
That has been used to stike down or limit liquidated darnages clauses perceived as

excessive, and to control certain types of guarantees of another's debts given by
potentially vulnerable parties (such as bar hostesses). Courts in the US, England and
New Zealand instead have addressed these issues instead through venerable but tightly
circumscribed doctrines derived from Equity: those against 'lenalty clauses",s and
doctrines of unconscionability or undue influence.

The doctrine of unconscionability, the third main sxample of content-oriented
standards of validity in US confract law given by Atiyah and Summers, appears
particularly apposite for highlighting the more forrral approach of English contact law.
The English courts of Equity founded the doctrine in cases relieving "expectant heirs"
of nnconscionable bargains; but drastically narrowed its scope n Fry v Lane.' Abnost a
century later, in Lloyd's Bankv Bundy,ro Lord Denning attempted to revive the doctrine.
Combining it with other categories of legal and equitable relief including undue
inlluence, he proposed an overarching principle of "inequality of bargaining power".
The latter principle, like the rare attempts to develop a generalised duty of good faith,
has come to nought. Even other judges in Bundy who strrck down contracts preferred to
adopt other reasoning; Lord Denning's principle met with scepticism from conventional
commentators in England; and it was firmly rejected by the House of Lords rn National
Westrninster Bank Plcv Morgan.rl

Nor has the doctrine of unconscionability really re-emerged in English courts,
despite the House of Lords generally becoming less conseryative since the mid-l990s,12
and the attempt to expand the equitable doctine of undue influence rn O'Brien aad

Athens/London, 1998) 162-166; B Jaanlot Labonnefoi dans les contrats: itude comparative d,e droit
frangais, allemand et japonais fGood Faith in Contract: A Comparative Study of French, German and
Japanese LawJ (Dalloz, Paris,2001) 50-57.6 See generally above Chapter Two Parts tr.D and [V. For a concise overview of conflicting
scholarly approaches to good faith doctrine in the US, see E A Farusworth The Concept of Good Faith in
American .Law (Cento di studi e ricerche di diritto comparato e staniero, Rome, 1993). For a

comprehensive study from one of those perirpectives, see S Burton and E Anderson Contractual Good
Faith: Formation, Performance, Breach, Enforcenenl (Littlc Brown, Boston, 1995).7 See generally A Omura Kojo Ryozoht to Keiyalat Seigi [Public Oiler and Good Morals, and
Contractual Jusnce/ (Yuhikalu, Tokyo, 1995).t Atiyah and Summers (above n 1, 51) also mention the regulation of penalty clauses as an

example of a more content-oriented shndard of validity in US contract law. Japanese law appears quite

similar, whereas the Euglish law tradition remains more formal; but this is major topic for future more
detailed comparative shrdy, as mentioned below in Part [V.e (tgg8) 40 Ch D 3L2. See generally $ Fnmqn "Docrines of Unconscionability" (1987) 16 Anglo-
AmLRev 191.ro 

tt975l eB 326,332.rr 
tt9E5l Ac 6t6.rz See above Chaptcr One Part tr.A.
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Pix.t3 Those cases laid down new principles to deal especially with the problem of a
potentially vulnerable paxty (such as one spouse) agreeing to secure another's debts
owed to a financial institution. Even in those two judgments, however, the House of
Lords tried to draw some narrow bright-line rules, such as the institution having
constuctive notice of undue influence between the spouses only if "the transsslien ir ,,
its face not to the financial advantage" of the spouse seeking to set it aside. More
content-oriented rules, for example that the financial institution take "reasonable steps"
to avoid such constructive notice, ryqe interpreted by subsequent cotrrts reskictively
and in a "creditor-sympathetic" way,l4 by reducing the duty to one primarily of urgiig
the surety to take independent legal advice. Admittedly, the English Court of Appeal
was so shocked b.y the circumstances of one more recent case that it held such urging
not to be enough.ls To set aside an unlimited guarantee by a junior employee given to
secure her company's debts, however, the Court had to revert to arguing that the
situation fell within the narow window of the more general equitable jurisdiction to
shike down unconscionable bargains, left ajar in Fry v Lane.r6 Further, despite the
view of some commentators that this judgment might mark the revival of a broader
doctrine of unconscionability in English law," more recent cases such as Royal Bank of
Scotland v Etridge (No 2) have indicated that this remains very improbable.'o

Similar reticence in expanding the doctrine of undue influence became apparent
in New Zealand too. In ASB Bankv Harlick,re the Court of Appeal overturned tnJ Higtt
Court's ruling and enforced the mortgage grven to the bank by elderly parents to secure
their son's loan, by finding that theirs was just a nonnal family relationship so there was
not even any undue influence. In l\ilkinson v ASB Bank Ltd,20 where the bank
conceded the possibility of undue influence, the Court upheld the securities provided by
an elderly woman for her husband's accountancy practice and family firm (in which she
had no fi.nancial interest), finding that the bank was justified in relying on a solicitor to
give "independenf' advice, Many English judgments along gimilar lines were referred
to; but not Burch.'' Tellingly, unconscionability was not even axgued. The doctrine of
unconscionability survived in New Zealand despite its virtual demise in England in the
late 19th century, but New Zealand courts nowadays apply it cautiously."" T\ey shess
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r3 Barclays Bank PIc v O'Brien [993] 3 WLR 786, CIBC Mongaga Plc v Pin & Anor [1993] 3
wLR802.rt B Fehlberg "The Husban4 thc Banlq the Wife and Her Signaturc - The Sequel" (1996) 59 MLR
675. See also N S Price "[.Indue Influence: Finis Litium?'(1999) 8 LQR 8.

'5 Credit Lyonnais Bank Nederland NV v Burch |9971 I All ER 144. The Court held that although
a bank can usually presume that a solicitor will perform their professional duties and give independent
advice (even if retained by the bark), it cannot when it hows or ought to loww that this presumption is
false because the tansaction is exceptionally onerous or inappropriate. See M Haley "Mees and the
O'Brien Defence" (I998) JBL 355, 368-369.

:: F4y, above n 9.
" M Chen-Wishart "Ibe O'Brien Frinciple and Substantive Faimess" (1997) 56 CLJ 60; A Mason
'The Lnpact of Equitable Doctrine on the Law of Conhact" (1998) 27 Anglo-Am L Rev 1, 7. See also H
Tjio "O'Briez and Unconscionabiiity" (1997) 113 LQR 10.rE tl998l 4 All ER 705. See P Giliker "Barclays Bank v O'Brien Revisited: What A Difference
Five Years CanMake" (1999) 62 MLR 609.re 

U9961 I NZLR 655. See also Dungey v AI{Z Banking Group M) Ltd (1997) 6 NZBLC 102,
194; Low v Swanson (9 June 1997, unrqorte4 Higb Court Aucklaud Registry, CP 191/96, Roberbon I).20 tl998l I NZLR 674.2t Above n 15.2:t See for s;nmFle Low v Swanson (above n 19), where the plea of unconscionebility fail€d along
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anyway the procedural prerequisites for the doctrine (such as lack of independent
advice), rather than the substantive aspects (especially inequality of the bargain
reached) which arguably open the way more readily to broader consideration of more
content-oriented standards of validity.

The preference for undue inJluence dochine in both jurisdictions, moreover,
may be related to the conceptual distinction maintained by most courts and
commentators. That is that undue influence goes to the consent of the vulnerable party
(which can be seen as the more source-oriented approach), rather than wrongdoing or
victimisation by a parfy in a superior bargaining position (a potentially more content-
oriented approach;.13

US law has retained both doctrines, undue inlluence and unconscioaability. It is
the latter, however, which has become increasingly prominent over the last half centnry.
The doctrine of unconscionability was ensconced in the UCC ($2-302) and then the
Restatement (Second), ffid has generated extensive academic commentar"l.za Much
more so than New Zealand courts, US courts have also impugned as rutconscionable
contacts in certain commercial settings, particularly involving distributorships and
franchises. Substantive inequality in the bargain reached also can play a more direct role.
In these respects, Japanese law exhibits a more substantive approach as well, albeit by
applyrng doctrines of good faith and (more rarely) article 90 on public order.

Over the last few decades, all four legal systems increasingly have enacted
legislation aiming to control unfairness in contracting. Turning general principles (often
developed through.the courts) into specific statutory rules, however, tends to heighten
formal reasoning." This occuni especially if they are enacted in specific legislation
rather than codifications like the UCC and especially the Japanese Civil Code. Formal
reasoning also can be heightened if rules are tightly drafted and limited in sphere of
application, &d if courts and commentators interpret them naro*1y.26 A11 these
tendencies are apparent in England (Part IV.B), with older specific legislation such as
the Unfair Contact Terms Act 1977 and the Consumer Credit Act 7974 having been
little used to strike down or reform unfair or extortionate contact terms. They also
shield English contact law generallxFo- the power now given under the Unfair Tenns
in Consumer Conhacts Regulations'' to regulate certain consumer conhacts under the
rubric of "good faith", although there are signs that this manifestation of European
Union @I) law is now begiruring to have a wider influence.28 Similar problemi are
apparent in New Zealanrd, perhaps even more so given the absence of direct influence
from other systems of law (Part IV.C).

with that of undue influence. The development of unconscionability doctine may also have been
impeded by the caution shown in the Privy Council's decision in O'Connor v Hart U985] I NZLR 159.o See for example N Chin and P Birks "On the Nature of Undue Influence" in J Beatson and D
Friedman (eds) Good Faith and Fault in Contract l^aw (Claretdon Press, Oxford" 1995) 123. But sce R
9igwood'tJndue Inlluence: 'Impaired Consent' or 'Wicked Exploitation'?" (1996) 16 OJLS 503.
'+ See generally L A DiMatteo "Equity's Modification of Contract: An Analysis of thc Twentieth
Century's Equitable Reforrration of Contract Law" (1999) 33 New England L Rev 265, 288-294.
') Atiyah snd $rrmtn€rs (above n 1, 9G97) that by ib very natrue, legislation tends to have higher
'tank formality", "contcnt formality" and "mandatory formality".

:: Atiyah and Summers, above n l, 96-98.
'' SI 1999 No 2083, amended by SI 1994 No 3159 (1 July 1995), to incorporate EC Directive
g3ll3lEEC. Sec generally N Lockert andM Egan Unfair Terms in Consumer Agreemen*: The New Rules
Explained (Jobn Yfiley, Chichester, 1995).
" Compare for example J Beatson'TIas the Common Law a Future?" (1997) 56 CLI 291,292.
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By contast, a burgeoning array of legislative initiatives over the last few
decades in the US, designed to protect small businesses as well as consumers per se, has
not put anynoticeable dent in the willingness of courts and commentators to develop for
instance general dochines of unconscionability. Rather, developments have proceeded
in tandem (Part IV.A).2e The same can be said for Japan (ParffV.D). Although it has
enacted fewer specific statutes, it can now draw on those as well as a rich variety - if
not a great amount - of reported case law policing unfairness in contracting. Lateral
pressure from bar associations and from adminishative guidance add to the picture.3o
All this supported powerful calls for new consumer contract legislation, enacted in 2000.
The Consumer Confracts Act goes beyond the EC Directive approach in controlling not
only specific unfair terms, but also the process leading up to the conclusion of the
contract." Even if legislation is not enacted in such'arnbitious terms, and even with
very recent stalling in proposals to revise article 2 of the UCC, the intense politically
charged debate and stong involveme,nt of legal acadernics seerns likely to encourage
further substantive tendencies in case law and theory development in both Japanese and
US law regulating confractual unfairness.

II The "Fine Printt'Doctrine

The first example given by Atiyatr and Summers of conte,nt-oriented standards of
validity in US law is the so-called "fine print" doctrine. A contract term can be refused
effect L""",rr",3t

although the writing may plainly have been an offer, the term was not one that an rrninitiated
reader ought reasonably to have understood to be part of that offer. This rezult is particularly
easy to reach ifthe term is on the reverse side ofthe form and the reference, ifany, to terms on
the reverse side is i6elf in fine print or otherwise inadequate.

Further, for instance in sales of goods, the $2-316(2) of the UCC requires that written
disclaimers of the imFlied warranty of merchantability be reasonably "conspicuous".33

Similarly, in the English law nadition, the "ticket cases" established that
reasonable notice is required of unusual and onerous terms.3a More generally, in
Interfoto Library Ltd v Stiletto Ltd,3s the plaintiff zupplier was denied paynent
pursuant to a clause imposing a high daily charge for hired hansparencies not retumed
after a certain period. The English Court of Appeal held that the defendant had no
obligation to make such payrnents, because the plaintiff had not glven sufficient notice
that such an onerous term was included in the contact document.

a See generally K Teeven 'i4. History of Legislative Reform of the Common Law of Contract"
(1994) 26 U Tol L Rev 35.t0 V Taylor "Consumsr Contract Governance in a Deregulating Japan" (1997) 27 VUWLR 99.3r Sce B Fujioka "'shohisha Keiyalatho (Kasho)' no Gutaiteki Naiyo ni Suite' no Gaiyo [Ovcn"iew
of the Concrete Contents of the Tenatively-Entitled Consumer Coutracts Law]" (199E) 636 NBL 16; and

L Nottage'tsridging the Gaps in Japan's Regulatory Framework" (August 2000).43 CCH Asiawatch 6.
" E A Farosworth Contracts (2 e4 Little Brown, Boston, 1990) 314.33 As defined inUCC $1-201(l).34 J F Bunows, J Finn and S Todd Lmt af Contract in Neyv Zealand @utterworths, Wellington,
1997) 189-192.!5 

t19891eB 433.
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Likewise, rn Livingstone v Rosktlly, Thomas J drew on the 'ticket cases" to ask:
"did the notice on the wall [of the bailee's premises] impose an onsrous condition [on
one reading, excluding the bailee's liability even for negligence] that should have been
specifically drawn to the plaintiffs attention?".'o In this case, notice was held to have
been inadequate, and the exclusion was not allowed.

,,Japanese courts have used similar techniques in the "Dial Q2" (or'Dial 0900')
cases." Typically, one issue was whether the defendant, party to a telephone contract
with Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Company OITT), had to pay NTT charges for
information supplied over NTT lines from an information provider to a third parfy (such
as the defendant's child). l.{TT's argument was that it had amended its standard form
telephone confract to record that the party agreed to its collecting such charges on
behalf of the information provider. However, in th9 first major decision on this point,
the Osaka Disfrict Court held for the defendant.3s The Court reasoned that it was
"exceptional" for one party (the defendant) to bear an obligation towards another G\ffT)
for the acts of yet another (the information provider); and that when the amendment was
madg the general public was unaware that the charges for such services could easily
escalate. Thus the Court held that the amendment had not been made sufficiently clear;
the defendant could not be said to have agreed to such an unusual and onerous
amendm ent. Other judgments have generally following this lsassnin g.3e

Thus, on the one hand, the general concem and approach in Japanese law bears
some similarities to that of US, English and New Zealand law. The issue is whether an
unusual term was reasonably brought to the other party's notice. '?.easonableness" is
clearly a content-oriented standard of validity, pointing to a more substantive approach.
On the other hand, these cases can be fitted within a classical framework, reducing this
particular aspect of contract formation to the question of whether the parties have
agleed, as analysed through the conceptual structure ofoffer and acceptance.oO

Japanese law reveals a similar ambivalence in the overlapping but more
general area of doctines of contract interpretation. For instance, in a broad sense, the
Osaka District Court judgment might be seen as interpreting the contract contra
proferentem.al But this doctrine, which first insists on finding an *ambiguity" in the
parties' agreement, still stesses the latter as a sowce-oriented standard and thus
remains a more fonnal approach.

:: [lee2] 3 NZLR 230,238.
'' Ma$unoto, above n 4.t: 22 March 1993 (820 Hanrei Taimuzu 108).3e Compare for exennfle the Suprene Courrjudgmcnt of 27 March 2001, rmreporte4 Case Ju 766
of 1999, Petty Bench. However, the Court exhibited tendencies towards more substantive reasoning to
bolstcr the conclusion that NIT could not enforce 3 sleim for Dial Q2 services included pursuant to its
standard forrr telephoue contact. The majority judgment noted that the US had euacted legislation to
regulate such services as long ago as 1988, and that telephone seryices werc widely used and indeed
indispensable to everyday life. Concurring judgments added that disclosure requircments were especially
needed and expected in Japan's deregulating telecommunications market, and that analogies could be
drawn from Commercial Code provisions requiring disclosure in the course of performancc of insurance
contracts.
'to Atiyah, above n 2.4l Thaals are due to Tsuneo Matsumoto for this suggestion- If this is so, it may represent a
significant developmcnt in the Japanese caselaw. Iapanese courts have rarely attempted to develop this
doctine, at least in the formproposed by Japanese scholars (A Omr:ra "Keiyaht Naio no Shihoteki Kisei
fPrivate Law Regulation of Contract Content] (l)" (1991) 473 NBL 34,39).
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More forthrightly, most noticeably in a recent series of insurance conhact cases,
Japaaese courts have developed principles of "reasonable interpretation" @ortteki
kaishalat) and "restrictive interpretation" (seigenteki katshahl. A clause can be
interpreted "restrictively" where a literal reading would lead to 'tnreasonable results".42
Unlike the pure version of the contra proferenten doctrine, this may not require
Japanese courts to first shain to find some ambiguity.For instance, in another Dial Q2
case, the Okayama District Court declared the same clause to be unenforceable, arguing
that it must be so interpreted because its content was unreasonably onerous, even if the
clause could be said to be as unarnbiguous as NTT had asserted."' Once agatn, this may
represent a tendency in Japanese courts towards applyrng more directly content-oriented
standards of validity, and thus a more substantive approach. On the other hand, this still
occurs under the guise of interpretation of the parties' agreement, and the precise
implications of these cases have been vigorously debated.s These counter-tendencies
indicate the resiliency of a forsral approach.

Rather similarly, in Livingstone Thomas J argued that the notice in question did
not unambiguously exclude liability for negligence, so it could be construed contra
proferentem against the negligent bailee.as However the Judge also suggested that
looking for ambiguity could result in "artificial or stained interpretation".46 Thomas J
asserted that another key issue was whether the parties "intended" such a clause to be
the subject of proper.and reasonable performance, rather than providing an exclusion
even for negligence."' This, however, seems very close to reviving the doctrine of
fundamental breach: the notion that a court will impose minimal obligations in certain
contracts, overriding the parties .intentions as evidenced even by the clearest of
exemption clauses to the conrary."o Other New Zealand courts have not been quick to
pursue this altemative line of reasoning, beginning with the Court of Appeal in
Shipbuilders Ltd v Benson.4n Io *y event, Thomas J's own insistence that maintaining
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42 Omuta, above n 23,39. Onnrra cites for instance a Supreme Court decision of 20 February 1982,
limiting the effect of a clause tequiring n'60 days' notice" of claims to the insurer, given its supposed
purpose and legal character. Also, in a case quite similar to Interfoto (above n 35), a judgment of the
Yarnaguchi Higb Coutt (12 May, 1987) only allowed partial enforcenrent of a clause providing for high
liquidated damnges on termination, arguing that it was difficult to foresee that such a clause would have
been included in the written contact, and that its content was unrer[ionable (Omura, above n 7,37, n 6).
See also Y Yasramoto *Futo Jolo to Kojo Ryozoht [Unfair Terms, and Public Order and Good Morals]"
(1994) 66 Horitsu Jiho 101, 103 (n 9).13 Unrcported, 19 May 1994- See also T Matsumoto *EC Directive on Unfair Terms in Consumer
ConbacB and Japan: Does Japanese Law Meet the Standards Set by the Directive?" (1994) 2 Consumcr
LJ 141, 143.4 

See for example S Yasunaga, "Hokenkeiyaht no kaishalw to yalclcan *uei [The Interpretation of
Insurance Contacts and the Contol ofstandard Termsl" (1994) 56 Shiho 109.
'ts Livingstone,aboven3,234-235.

: Liingstone, above n 3,235.rt Livingstone, above n 3,235 atd239.
'n C Nicholson "Bx6luding Liability for Ncgligence: 'All Care and No Respoasibility' in
Livingstonev Roskilly" (1994) 24 V(JWLR 289, 308-312.
'e V99213 NZLR 549, 561 (CA). Although a sign worded "all care no responsibility" was
perceived as ambiguous by Thoma" I in Livingstone, in Shipbuilders the Conrt of Appeal found
uuambiguous the declaration that the storage was "at ownsr's own risk" given that there was se,parate
refereucc to insuranoe responsibility. Sce also Richmond Ltd v DHL Intemational M) Ltd (L991) 3
NALC l02,ll8 (CA), furtber shessing tbat words should be given their nalrral plain meaniag in the
light of the conEact as a whole; and Victor Hydraulics Ltd v Engineering Dynamics Ltd [1996] 2 NZLR
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minimal obligations still involved interpretation of the parties' agreement - however
strained - was an indication of the continued importance of appeals to "source-oriented"
standards in New Zealand contract law.

In sum, the Dial Q2 cases and Livingstone can be seen as developing a test
similar to the "fine print" doctrine. Alternatively they can be seen as promoting an
expanded canon of contra proferenten interpretation - or, indeed, of "restrictive"
interpretation or some version of the doctrine of fundamental breach. Even on that last
view, however, these developments are ambiguous: they can be viewed as representing
either a more substantive approach, or as reconcilable with a formal approach to
contract law. Hence a closer comparative analysis of more wide-ranging controls of
unfair contract terms is called for.

III Good Faith, Unconscionability and Undue Influence

UI.A US Law

Consolidation of Good Faith Doctrine

Atiyah and Summers' second example of substantive, content-oriented standards
of validity in US contract law is "the general obligation of good faith and fair
dealing".'u A brief survey of the scope of this duty indeed provides significant conhasts
with the English law tradition. It also uncovers close parallels benreen US and Japanese
law.

The Uniform Commercial Code ($1-203) and the Restatement (2nd) of Contract
($205) state that every contact imposes a duty of good faith and fair dealing in its
performance and enforcement. As in Japan, this duty has acted as a lodestone in
defining and refining performance obligations. It determines what incidental
performance is required, such as reasonable cooperation so as to satisff contracfual
conditions, or what are reasonable demands in requirements and outputs contracts.Sl
The duty has also helped to refine rights of enforcement. It softened the rigour of the
"perfect tender" rule, preventing rejection despite minimal deviations in contract
performance. Generally, the duty is associated with the rule tlat only a "material"
breach can justiff the other side exercising a right not to perform."

More ambitiously, but equally familiar to a Japanese lawyer, the duty has
become a focus for discussion as to whether there is or car be an obligation to negotiate

235 (HC), following DHL to give the exclusion clause its plain meaning and refirsing consider the
doctrine of fundamenal breach. Compare also Wespac Banking Corporation v M M Kembla Nent
Zealand Ltd [2001] 2 NZLR 298 (HC), wherc Livingstone was argued only for its statemeDt that clauses
could be read contra proferentem; and Rogers v HIH Casualty & General lrcurance (NZ) Ltd (11 April
2000) unreportcd CA 28L199, Blanchar4 McGechan and Young JJ, where the words of an insurance
policy were read objectively and ejusdem gmeris, and (upon ambiguity) contra proferentem, to allow the
slaim.50 Above n 1,51.5r H Hunter'The Duty of Good Faith and Security of Performance" (1993) 6ICL 19,23.52 Hunter, above n 51,23-24. Compare the recent decision of the Privy Conncil, on appeal from
Hong Kong, refusing to allow equitable relief where ptucha"er was a few minutes latc in settling a land
sale tansaction, because time had bcen agreed to be of the essence: Union Eagle Ltd v Golden
Achievement Ltd ll997l 2 WLR 34 1.
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in good faith towards conclusion of a fulI conhact.s3 More surprising is the way cirse
law can emerge, in a sudden and higbly visible manner, drawing on this broad notion of
good faith. For instance, the duty of good faith has played arr important role in setting
standards and regulating the interests of contacting parties in automobile or gasoline
distributorships, and in franchising. Typical problems, such as the enforcement of the
right to terminate, atfacted wide public interest. In the 1970s, in particular, specific
federal and state legislation was enacted. Yet the enactrnents have retained standards of
a similar level of generality as the duty of good faith and fair dealing. By heightening
the overtly political background to. the legislation, the development of this area of the
law remained notably substantive.)a

Also beginning in the 1970s, some US courts began to overtnm the longstanding
doctrine that an employer could terminate the conhact with an employee "at will". They
created various public policy exceptions to this dochine, contolling termination, for
instance where it had followed from an employee's refusal to perform an illegal act.
Some went further and read in a duty of good faith to contol the employer's right to
terminate at will, as where the employer's motive was to deny the employee an agreed
bonus despite years of satisfactory service. These developments also atEacted
widespread public 

-i-nterest, because many courts then went on to allow large claims for
punitive damages.ss However, in the 1980s, these developments slowed. In 1988, a
more conservative Supreme Cowt of California stressed the limits of the public policy
exception, and decided that the breach of an implied duty of good faith should only give
rise to a contract claim, thus limiting the scope for claiming punitive damages.s6
Nonetheless, even the possibility of a claim in conhact for compensatory damages for
breach of the implied duty remains a serious consideration for Califomian employers,
particularly as it is unclear whether such a duty can be avoided even by the clearest of
language excluding it.s7 Furthermore, as of 1993, seventeen out of thirty-six states
recognised a cause of action based on a'duty of good faith.ss Thus, in the area of
employment contacts, the duty of good faith has played a highly visible role in
developing the law. Also, although proposals to restate or clariff standards by statute
have not met yet with the results evident in the area of distributorships and franchises,

53 Courts in the US have adopted various techniEres to promote such a duty, although they still
tend to require a recognisable preliminary agreement, or some form of a conEachral agreement to
negotiate in good faith. See E A Farnsworth "Developments in Contract Law During the 1980's: The Top
Ten" (1990) 4l Case West Res L Rev 203, 212). Compare for exaryle Consarc Corp u Midland Bank
lvl (1993) 996F 2d 568 (2d Cir), discussed above Chapter Two Part n.B.l.s1 S Macaulay 'I-ong-Term Continuing Relations: The American Experience Regulating
Dealerships and Franchises" in C Joerges (ed) Franchising and the Law: Theoretical and Comparative
Approaches in Europe and the United States 179 (Nomos, Baden-Baden, 1991). Thanks are due to
Richard Boast for zuggestrng the possibility that legal reasoning in a particular area can become overall
more substantive in natnre as a result of a highly politicised l1y-malcing process. Com['are Atiyah and
Summers, above n l.5s S Macaulay, J Kidwe[ $/ IVhidord and M Galanter Contracts: Law in Action (The Michie
Company, Charlottesville, 1995) Vol 1, 471481. QsmFare also J W Parker "At-Vfill Emptoyment and
the Common Law: A Modest Proposal to De-Marginalize Eryloyment Laf' (1995) Iowa L Rev 347.56 (1988) Folry v Interactive Data Cotp 47 Cal.3d 6i4 (Cal). See also J Peterson, "The Duty of
Good Faith in Insurance Relationships: The Decision in Gibson v Parkes District Hospitaf' (L994) 24
VUWLR 189, 198-199. Compare also R C Henderson "The Tort of Bad Faith in First-Parry Iqsurance
Transactions after Two Decades" (1995) 37 Arizona L Rev 1153.s7 Macaulay and others, above n 55, 501.58 Macaulay and others, above n 55, 48?.
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the discussion remains highly political.se Overall, this area also remains characterised
by distinctly substantive reasoning.

Also in the 1980s, the duty of good faith was applied to cases involving an
aspect of "lender liabilit5/'. For instance, a bank was held liable when it refused to
advance further fundgto a borrower, deqpite the agreement permitting the bank to do so
if it felt insecure.60 An American commentator notes that such limitations on
enforcement of rights may operate under other principles such as estoppel or waiver;
but he-is generally comfortable with this additional control mechanism open to US
courts.o' Hunter implies that in deciding where to draw the line, the courts do and must
have a mechanism to undertake sufficient inqurry into the details of the parties'
relationship:62

Contary to the Objectivists who held sway arourd the turn of the century, the most important
determinant in contract performance - and in the security of perfonnance - is the relationship of
the parties to each other.

Similarly, the Court of Appeals for the 9th Circuit reinstated a jury verdict holding an
oil company liable to an asphaltic paving contractor for failing to give adequate notice
of its decision to raise prices, despite the former's standard form expressly reserving the
right to set prices, giYgn the pervasive practices on Oahu Island of giving notice in
similar circumstances.o' Macaulay and others suggest that the court was impressed by
the close links which had developed between the contractor and local staff of the
multinational oil company over the course of the eleven-year requirements contract:
"The Court looked to the relationship rather than the abstractions of formal contact
law." s Thus, on occasion, the duty of good faith can provide another useful
mechanism allowing -US courts to search out and give due weight to the "real deal", not
just the'laper deal".65

Several of these applications of the duty of good faith, d in distibutorships or
employment, carl be seen more generally as controlling unfaimess in conhacfual
relationships whsre standard forms are particularly common. The same may be inferred
from its application to the control of disclaimer clauses in wriuen conhacts. Adams

5e Macaulay and othen, above n 55,488490.60 (1985) KMC Corp v Iming Tntst Co 757 F 2d752 (6th Cir). Compare generally J M Paterson
"Limits on a Lender's Right to Repalment on Demaod: Constuction, Irrylication and Good Faith?"
(199E) 26 AustBus L Rev 258.6r H Hunter 'The Duty of Good Faith and Security of Performance" (1993) 6 JCL 19, 23-25. See
also DMatteo, above n 24.52 Hunter, above n 6I,25-26.
: (1981) Nanatculi v SheII o.l664F 2td772 (9th Cir).H S Macaulay, J Kidwell" W TVhit'ord and M Galanter Contracts: Law in Action (The Michie
Company, Charlottesville, 1995) Vol 2, 367. The Court stressed 'the close, almost symbiotic relations
between Shell and Nanahrli on the island of Oahu, where the expansion of Shell on the island was
intimately connected to the business growth sf |.[enakrrti" (above n 63,773). The Conrt also held for
Nanakuli on the basis of trade usage, superseding the contact v/s1ding, approving of commentary

tlggesting that obsolete rilslding should be ignored in when at variance with actual trade practices.D Macaulay and others, above n 55, 366. See also above Part Two Intoduction Part I. Compare J
rilhite "Good Faith and the Cooperative Antagonisf'(2001) 54 SMU L Rev 679 (agreeing that good faith
should be used to determine the broad context of parties' relationships, but arguing that tlat this oftctr
involves "cooperative antagonism" nther than outright cooperation).
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asserts that the duty has been used to contol clauses limiting guyers' remedies to repair
or replacement, and limiting liability for consequential losses.66

2 Expansion of Unconscionability Doctrine

In fact, to strike down the offending clauses, the two cases respectively cited by
Adams relied primarily on th9_ third example given by Atiyah and Summers: the
doctrine of unconscionability.ut US ..r"r inuotui"g AirUbuiorships and franchises
have also relied more on this other broad and "content-oriented" standard, set out
prirnarily in UCC $2-302.68 Furthermore, the noticeable growth of the doctrine of
unconscionability has been underpinned precisely by perceived inadequacies of
classical doctrines, such as the "fine print" doctrine (above Pafi ID, in contolling
unfaimess in standard form conhacts. Specifically, it was appreciated that an inquiry
into whether the clause was sufficiently brought to one's attention" and therefore agreed
upon, would offer insu.fficient protection to a parfy who happened to have read and
understand a particular clause, but who had proceeded to contact on the basis of that
forrr. Instead, the main problem was seen to be whether that party really had any real
freedom to negotiate standard conhact tenns - the more substantive problem of
inequality of bargaining power. 6e

UCC $2-302, epitomising this new concern, was soon criticised as "the
Emperor's new clause", for failing to give clear guidance to US cowts.70 In fact, the
courts have generally applied it with care." This has been so particularly in disputes
between businesses.'' However, even within that category, sufficient cases do apply the
doctrine of unconscionability to enswe it remains anotherimportant residual technique
for controlling unfairness in contractual relationships. T3 On occasion, the broad
wording of the doctrine of unconscionability has allowed some US courts to strike
down contracts on the basis of severe conhactual imbalance, even without some
procedural impropriety in the bargaining process.Ta Generally, it has bolstered the
resolve of US courts to embarlg where necessary, on a wide-ranging investigation of the
conkacting parties' relationship.

6 
J Adams "The Economics of Good Faith in Contract'' (1995) IC:, L26,l35-136 (n 39).67 
See Eckstein v Cumming (1974) 321 NE Znd,897, g0Z-gOi (Ohio Cit App); and Select pork v

Babcock Swrhe (1981) 640F 2d'747,149 (8 Cir). The former involved the Ohio equivalents of UCC g2-
719(1)(a) and $2-302; the latter involved the Iowa equivalent ofUCC $2-Zl9(3).w See for example E Jordan "[Jucooscionability at the Gas Station' (1978) 62 Minn L Rev 813,
830.6e Famswort\ above n 32, 316-319.70 A Leff'"[Jnconscionability and the Codc - The Enrperor's New Clause" (1967) l 15 U pa L Rev
485.7t A Angelo and E Ellinget '"lJnconscionable Contracs: A Comparative Study of the Approaches
in England, France, Germany, and the United States" (1992) 14 Loyola LA Intl & Cotop L J 4SS, 50+
505. Leffs fatalistic prediction thus has proved conect (above n 70, 558): '"The courts will most likely
adjust encrustitg the irritating aspecs of the section with a s6qsthing nasre of more or less reasonable
applications".
" Famsword:, above n 32,331-332.

:t. See for example Macaulay and others, above u SS,7gB-7gg.t' DMattco, above n 24,292; Farnswortlr, above n 32,334. Both point to exce,ptions, but note that
the more frequent approach is for US courE to rcquire a mixhre of both aspects. See also 1'or e:(e"rT'le
NEC Technologies Inc v Nelson (1996) SE 2d 769 (Ga.); Ameican Eofiware Inc v ALI (1996) 54 Cal Rptr
477 (CalApp).
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Thus, as Atiyah and Summers suggested briefly over a decade ago,75 d.octrines
of good faith and of unconscionability indeed remain prominent exaurples of "content-
oriented" standards of validity in US contact law.

III.B English Law

I Denial of a Generalised Duty of Good Faith

By contrast, English law remains noticeably reluctant to develop a broad duty of
good faith. Certainly, in Interfoto. Bingham LJ did suggest that cases such as the "ticket
cases" went beyond "a question of pure contracfual analysis, whether one parfy has
done enough to give the other notice of the incorporation of a term in the contract".76
The Judge argued that they were also concerned with the broader question of "whether
in all the circumstances it would be fair (or reasonable) to hold a party bound".
Bingham LJ linked this latter question to "an overriding principle that in making and
carrying out conffacts parties should act in good faith", noting the principle's existence
in many legal systems. He noted however that 'English law has, characteristically,
committed itself to no such overriding principle, but has.developed piecemeal solutions
in response to demonstrated problems of unfairness". " A number of such solutions
were then listed, such as Equity's contol of penalty clauses.

These comments need to be kept in context. Already in 1956, an English jurist
had cleverly attempted to bring together various sfrands that might amount to, or
overlap with, a general principle of good faith.78 Yet no momentum was generated in
England until the 1990s, primarily in response to the new Unfair Terms Regulations
being passed due to obligations under EU law." Two examples should suffice to show
how difFcult it will be to develop rapidly a generalised duty of good faith in Engtish
law.80

75 Above n 1.76 Above t35,439.77 Aboven35,439.78 
See the pioneering study by RPowell "Good Faith in ConEacts" (1956) 9 CLP 16.7e Above t27.ln Australia, there was some revival of interest in the late 1980s: see H Lticke

"Good Faith and Contactual Performance" in P Finn (ed) Essays on Contract (Law Book Co, Sydney,
1987). Publicatioa of that fine study was quickly followed by R Goode's admonition ('"The Codification
of Commercial Law" (1988) 14 Mon LR 135, 151): "It is surely high time that English law adopted a
general principle of good faith and cast off its historical shackles". In England, this led to a more
camFrehensive overview (J O'Connor, Good Faith in English traw, Darbnouth, Aldershot, 1990), and
then more attention from J Steyn ("The Role of Good Faith and Fair !6sling in Contact Law: A Hair
Shirt Philosophy?" [991] Denning LI 131). However a significant upsurge in interest has only become
evident since it became clearer that developments in EC law would impact on domestic law (sec for
example P DUS/'"LJnfair Contact Terms and the draft EC Directive" (1993) JBL 67; R Goode Zfte
&ncept of Good Faith in English traw (Cento di studi e ricerche di diritto coryarato e staniero, Rome,
reez)).E0 See also R Brownsword "General Considerations" in M Furmston (ed) The Law of Contact
@utterwortbs, London" 1999) l, 67-85. He suggests that Bingharn LJ evinced a "neuhal" approach to a
general doctrine ofgood faith, seeing it as (a) cquivalent to the sum ofvarious specific doctrines aud (b) a

matter of indifference which approach is chosen. He conkasts the 'talf-committed neutaf' who rejects

ft) in favour of the specific rules, often including familiar terminology, as well as rnany outright sceptics.
However, Brownsword favours what he sees as Lord Steyn's preference for a general doctine of good
faittr, rejecting both (a) and (b).
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One way of improving the acceptability of such a duty may be to give it quite
detailed contents or conceptual stmcture, to avoiding the^criticism that applying the
duty wilt become a matter of unfettered judicial discretion.ut However, this nrns a risk
of overly restricting the opportunity to reconsider the broader contours of the law of
conhact. For instance, it is now cornmon to begin by stessing that conceptually a duty
of good faith is (or should be) more limited than a fiduciary duty. Specifically, the duty
of good faith is seen as a duty to "act honestly" and "have regard to the legitimate
interests of the other parfy", whereas the duty on the fiduciary is to place the interests of
the beneficiary above its own.82 A sharp distinction is then drawn between contract -
supposedly cenhed on self-interest, even if attenuated in exceptional circumstances by
the imposition of a duty of good faith - and fiduciary duty.'

Certainly, fiduciary obligations have differed historically from confactual
obligations as to burden of proof, remedies, and so on.8a For practical pulposes, those
distinctions often remain important. But there is a risk in then reasoning baclorards,
defining or redefining new rights after ide^nfifying differing legal consequences, as
English private law has often tended to do.u) Such an approach can obscure areas of
actual and potential overlap. It can lead to an overly schematic view of the conceptual
bases for each area of law, and thus limit the opportunity for more wid.e-rangrng
reconceptuali sations.

Tttus, when confronting English law, one versed in Japanese law (below Part
m.D.l) might well ask whether it might not be simpler to dispense wittl - or at least
tone down - some of the kaditional incidents of a fiduciary relationship. Instead, some
of those incidents could be absorbed by a broadened duty of good faith. The overall
nature of that duty would then be likely 1e shengo, and the resources available to pursue
new directions to expan$ with more wide-ranging implications for the development of
contract law as a whole.oo In the US, even those who wish to retain certain distinctions
recognise more blurring of the edges between conhactual and fiduciary duty.87 No
doubt this has encouraged supporters of the "economic analysis of contact law", who
argue that fiduciary duties should be absorbed into a contractual frnmework.88

PARTTWo/ CHAPTERTTRE

6r J Carter and M Furmston "Good Faith and Fainress in the Negotiations of Contracts (Paxt l)"
(1994) 8 JCL 1, 5-6. See also H KoeE "Towards A European Civil Code: The Duty of Good Fai6" in P
Cane and J Stapleton (eds) The Law of Obligatiotts: Essays in Celebration of John Flening (Oxford,
Clareudou Press, 1998) 243, 246 (noting this sort of objection from various English jurists), 250-25L
(argutng that German experience shows that judges, even within a civil law tadition, have been careful to
develop categories in which good faith doctrine applies).
'3 Carter and Furmston, above n 81.83 IMaxton"Contract andFiduciaryObligations"(1997) ll JCL 222,224.8'0 Above n 83,226. See also L Sialy "Commentary on 'Good Faith and Fairness in Negotiated
Contacts"' ( 1995) 8 ICJ- L42, lU.ti FLawsonl CommonLawyerlnolaattheCMlLaw(AlnArbor,UMichiganPress, 1955) 141.E6 As mentionedbelow (textatn 114 and 115), art 1(2) has developcd a firiction that is bioadly
seen as "equitable", prompting wider jurispmdential debate. Of course, there are also more classical
Japanese contract law theoriss who dislike zuch attempb at broader based reforrrulations: compare for
s;amFle N Higuchi "Contemporary Concepts of Contract in Japan" @aper prese,nted at the confereuce on

l'.kg.t Crisis? Japan and Asia", Melboume, 12-14 August 1999).o' D DeMott'Beyond Metaphor: An Analysis of Fiduciary Obligation" [988] Duke LI879, 896-
E97,901,90G911,tt F Eastertrook and D Fischel, "Contract and Fiduciary DuV' (1993) 36 J L & Econ 425,427.
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Altematively, it could underpin an extension of "relational conhact law".8e By contrast,
when considering the principle of good faith in English law, the present preference for a
clear taxonomy of fiduciary and confracfual duty stifles more expan.sive reformulations
of what is, or should be, seen as cental to conhactual relationships. All this appears
symptomatic of a wider uneasiness in the formal English law tradition towards more
substantive legal reasoning.

A second difficulty is apparent from another recent review of areas where the
notion of good faith may be immanent within the English law tradition. Wad.dams
argues that there is inadequate justification for a wider duty of good faith.eo His main
criticism is that its ordinary meaning would seem to lead English courts into excessive
consideration of a party's subjective intentions or motives. This criticism can also be
seen as a reaction" representative of a fonnal approach, against a more content-oriented
standard, whose contours would have to be fleshed out, and which might require the
English legal system to undertake more substantive reasoning - even on occasion
inquiring into matters subjective to the parties.

Waddams instead proposes that the areas reviewed ffe, and should be,
controlled merely by two principles: protection of reasonable expectations, and
unconscionability. Hence he criticises Bingham LJ's suggestion, in the Interfoto case,
that the doctrine of unconscionability might be built up into a wider notion equivalent to
a duty of good faith." But this advocacy of a bioadened docfine of unconscionability
is pre'mised on a rejection ojwhat might be an even broader content-oriented standard, a
general duty of good faith." Furthermore, the availability of other means of protecting

te C Dickersou ("From Behind the Looking Glass: Good Faith, Fiduciary Duty, and Permitted
Harm" (1995) 22Fla State Uni L Rev 955, 958-959) argues that "good faith aud frduciary duty represent
application of the same parameters to facts at opposite ends of a single continuum", criticising the
tendency to stess discontinuity. Furthermore, she suggests that one key parametq is the extent to which
the stnrcture of the relatioashiF creates power and conflict of interest in the actor (subject to one of these
duties) compared to the other parry. The other parameter which she believes has been somewhat lost Aom
view is the harm perceived and imposed on that other party. This theory arguably opens the way to a
'telational contracf' analysis of tbe stmcture of the relationship and its inherent nonrui. See for exarnple I
Macneil, 'Values in Contracl Internal and External" (1984) 78 Northwest Univ L Rev 340. See alio R
Gordon 'Macaulay, Macneil, and the Discovery of Solidarity and Power in Contact Law" (1985) Wisc L
Rev 565. However, as noted by J Carter and M Funnston ("Good Faith and Fairness in the Negotiations
of Contracb (Part 2)" (1995) 9 JCL 93, 119) '1he relational feature of contract is not well developed in
either Austalia or England". Even less so, in New Zealand. See for example L Nottage '?lanning and
Renegotiating Long-Temr Conbacs in Ncw Zealand and Japan: An Interim Report on an Empirical
Research Project" (1997) NZ Ir Rev 482, 485486 (discussing Pina Restuaran* ffi) Ltd v Pepsico
Australia Pty Ltd,, unreporFd, Hrgh Cou+ Auckland Rcgisty, CL 35192, Robercon I); Btlgota
Enterprises Ltd & Ors v Dynoclcs Franehbe Systems (NSW) Pty Ltd (6 luly 2000) unreported, Court of
Appeal, CA 69199 and 81/99, Richardson P, Henry and Keitb JJ (disapproving of Hnrrmond J's
application of New South Wales law to suggest that a franchise relationshiF or clauses in the contract
imposed duties of good faith - eveu though the Judge found these had been breached). Compare also
above Part Two Introduction Parts I-Itr with Part IV.e0 $ !y'sddarnq "Good faitb, Unconscionability and Reasonable Expectations" (1995) 9 JCL 5i.el Waddams, above n 90, 61. To very similarsffsgq sec J Stcyn "Contract Law and the Reasouable
Expectations of Honest Men" (1997) 1 13 LQR 433, 438-439. However, as showu by his judgment in The
Junior K (above Chapter Two Part tr.A.4), by rejecting the sophisticated comparative jurispnrdarce on
good faith doctrine, there is a great risk tbat more specific doctines such as estoppel will not be applied
and dcveloped.e2 Compare for exanple R Brownsword "Good Faith in Contacts Revisited" (1996) 54 CLP lll,
arguing tbat a regime systematically promoting good faith requires an underlying ethic of cooperation. He
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reasonable expectations has not prevented the development of such a duty in US law
(above Part m.A.1).

2 Denial of Unconscionable Bargains Doctrine and Faltering Growth in
Undue Influence Doctrine

Waddams' ,alternative proposal, that unconscionability be expanded into a new
broader principle,e3 meets wittr ine difficulty that its English law variant has been
characterised by piecemeal and limited development.ea Englis! courts may retain the
doctrine to apply in particularly egregious c-ases, l:l<e Burch." Yet it has hardly ever
been applied to disputes between companiss.e6 This contrast to the role, albeit residual,
that unconscionability or good faith can play in such contexts in the US.

Any consideration of unconscionability under English law therefore needs to
consider the doctrine of undue influeqce." In practice, some cases in England bring
arguments based on both doctines.e8 Characteristically, however, Engliih law has
again respected the historical development of undue influence as a doctrine separate
from unconscionability and other equitable doctrines, again with historically separate
remedies. This helps explain the rejection by the House of Lords of Lord Denning MR's
suggestion in Bundy, that all these doctines be drawn together by "a single thread ...
' inequality of bargaining powe,r"'. ee

Further, part of the relative appeal of undue influence doctrine appears to be its
conceptual basis, said to focus on the plaintiff s vitiated consent or impaired agreement

- a more source-oriented standard of validity - compared to unconscionability, directed
towards the defendant's overreaching or exploitation of the plaintiff.tm Un*ittingness
to transcend or at least reformulate such conceptual foundations explains the
retrenchment of the docfuine of undue influence since 1993, when n Pitt and O'Brien

goes on give philosophical and institutional reasons for rooti'g this ethic in the promotion of individual
autonomy. However, one could add other normative and empirical considerations. See below Part Tbrce
Chapter Five. Compare also R Brownsword, above n 80, 145-158.et Waddams, above n 90.

e5 Above n 15.e6 A rare exception is Alec Inbb (Garages) Ltd v Total Oil (GB) Ltd 1198571 AU ER 303, where
the Court of Appeal upheld the decision that a renegotiated contract including a covenant tying the
plaintift to purchase petrol exclusively fiom the defendant, was not unconscionable, nor a restaint of
tade. This judgmcnt has not been cited in any later reported case law involving claims of
unconscionability raised betwccn two or more companies. Nor has this writcr been able to find any cases
raising such claims, let alone one where the bargain has been set aside as unconsciouable.e7 Io US law, the expansisa of a very broad notion of unconscionability, and the early emergence
of thc doctrine of economic dr.uess (Farusworth, above n 32, 286), work to reduce the scopc of
application - and theoretical and practical relevance - ofundue influence.et See for exaryle Bundy,abovc n 10, 337.

Above n 10, 337. Interestingly, his Lordship had adverted to US law during argument (above n
10, 333). Compare Morgan, above n 11, 708 (also citedby Atiyah snd $rrrnmen, above n 9, 5l). See also
J Beatson'"The Common Law Today'' [1991] JBL 78, 80. Reccntly, however, some scholars at least have
expressed renewed interest in the possibility of drawing together tbreads io 16s F.nglish law of Equity: see
1'ss sxnmFle M Halliwell Equity and Good Conscience in a Contemporary Cont*t (Old Bailey Press,

I,ondon, L997); A Dunn "Equity is Dead: Long Live Equity!" (1999) 62 MLR 140.
Chin and Birks, above n 23; J Beatson'Tnnovations in Contract An English Perspective" in P

Birks (ed) The Frontiers of Liability (Oxford University Press, Oxford" 1994) Vol 2, L28, L39.
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the House of Lords attempted to extend it to cases involving _third parties (mainly
banks).ror Interestingly, however, rn Smith v Bank of ScottandJL2 the ilouse of Lords
sitting as Scotland's ultimate appellate court held that the bank in question had to take
certain steps in situations similar to those addressed n Pitt and. O'Brien, but without
imposing such obligations on the basis of undue influence. As Lord Clyde observed:

It seemq to mc preferable to recognise the element of good faith which is required of the pank] on
the constitution of the contract of [guarantee] and find there a proper basis for decision. The law
already requires ... that there may arise a duty of disclosure to a potential [guarantor] in certain
circumstances. As part of that same duty of good faith which lies behind that duty it seems to me
reasonable to accept that there should also be a duty in particular circumstances to give the
potential [guarantor] certain advice. Thus in circumstanbes where the [bank] should reasonably
suspect that there may be factors bearing on the relationship with the debtor the duty would arise
and would have to be fulfilled if the [b^nk] is not to be prevented from later enforcing the coutract.
... This is simply a duty arising out of the good faith of the conbact to give advice. It is
unnecessary on [this] approach ... to deem the [bant under Equity,] a potcntial participant in any
misrepresentation by the debtor.

This clearly points the way towards a much broader, content-orie,nted approach; but it
draws on the civil law hadition in the sq)arate jurisdiction of Scotland.ro3 A similar
reformulation in English law seems improbable for several reasons. One is its more
formal orientation towards contact law generally and in this particular area.lo4 Another
is the existence already of a large corpus of case law and commentary which has refined
the contours of undue influence doctrine in the wake of Pitt arrd O'Brien.ros Most of
this proceeds on the basis of a reluctance to revive and expand a doctrine ofto

be merged with a doctrine of undueunconscionable bargains, which might then
inJluence.l6

More forrral reasoning is also reinforced b;1Pitt abolishing the requirement that
the defendant establish "manifest disadvantage".'u' While this helps the defendant and
potentially broadens the scope of application of undue influence doctrine, it means that
the focus is directed on the process leading up to the bargain concluded, rather than the

t02 1997 SLT 1061, l068 (followed by Lords Goff, Lloyd and Hofuann).r03 See above Part One Introduction. Compare also R Evans-Jones '{eceptions of Law, Mixed
f-38al Systerns ard the Myth of the Genius of Scots Private Laf'(1998) 114 LQR 228.rw Also, in its legal system overall, for instance in the lack of constitutional review (above Chapter
One Part II.A). In Germany, for instance, the latter has played an inportant role in developing the
doctrine of good faith to apply to these sorb of third-party sihrations. See N Horn (L Nottage trans)
"Gertrlan BaDl6' Dutics to Inform and Give Adyice" fNovember/December 1998] European Bus L Rev
376.r05 S Goo "Enforccability of Securities and Guarantee afuer O'Brien' (1995) 45 OJLS 125, l3l; A
Lawson *O'Brien and its Legacy: Principle, Equig and Certqinty?' (1995) 54 CIS 280, 286 and 288;
Fehlberg above n 14; Tjio, above n l7; Gilfter, abovc u 18.fo5 See for exarnple Jones v Morgan & Anor (28 June 2001) unreported, English Court of Appeal
Civil Division" Lord Phillips It4R, PiU and Chadwick LJJ; Portman Building Society v Dusangh & Ors
(19 April 2000) unreported, English Court of Ap'peal Civil Division, Simon Brown, S/ard and Sedley LJJ.
But see D Cap,per "[Jndue Influence and Unconscionability: A Rationalisation" (1998) 14 LQR 479
(gg"i"g the two doctrines can be merged).ru' Certainly if actual undue inlluenc€ is established and perhaps even in cases where undue
influence can be presumed (Pra above u 13, 807-9). Sec A Berg, "Wives, Guarantees - Constrrrctive
Knowledge andUndue lafluence" [1994] LIVICLQ 34, 38.
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its substantive justice.l9s Arguably, the latter invites more substantive reasoning, by
requiring for instance an analysis of how markets are constituted.loe Furthei, by
allowing banks simply to urge independent advice from solicitors, English courts
narrowed the scope of application of undue inJluence doctine as reformulated tn Pitt
and, O'Brien.tr0 As also mentioned above (Part I), several rules laid down in those
judgments were 'tright-line" ones anyway.By limiting the inquiry into whether the
bargain was to the "financial" benefit to the defendant, for instance,'ll ttre courts (and
banks) need not investigate the more intangible - even "subjective" - aspects of her
relationship with the primary debtor thought to have unduly influenced her or
misrepresented matters. A much more content-oriented test, still anathema to most
English jurists, might have been: "whether the transaction is unreasonable to the
defendant in the light of the particular benefits she obtained from her relationship, and
wider community interests". Or, more simply, "whether enforcing the hansaction would
be conhary to good faith".

m.c New Zealand Law

Denial of a Generalised Dutv of Good Faith

Many of the fears of English lawyers about inhoducing the notion of a general
duty of good faith would be shared by their New Zealand counterparts. Admittedly, in a
short reaction to Waddams' critique, Sir Robin Cooke remarked extra-judicially that:l12

A distinct possibility is that the corlmon law of contacl at least in some of its national versions,
would unhesitatingly accept the proposition in the Restatement (2nd) of Contract l$205, on good
faith], embodying as that does an elementary human notion.

Further, he seems to have implied that Waddams' particular fears, of thereby making
conhact law too subjective, were overstated. However one cannot make too much of
either suggestion.l13

Similarly, tn Livingstone,rla Thomas J supported Bingbam Lf's attempt to

-ft om-disparate-stra,nds-ofJhe-law-eontrslling--unf,air-ssntract$--s oerething-

A rare exception in the English literature, one which does not app€ar to have gamered much
support is S Smith 'In Defence of Substantive Fairness" (1996) 112 LQR 138.rot Compare for example P Atiyah "ConEact and Fair Exchange" (1985) 35 U Toronto LI l; H
Collins Regulating Contracts (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1999).ll0 Fehlberg, above n 14; Jones, above n 106; Portsnan, above n 106.trr O'Brien,above n 13, ?98.rrz R Cooke "Introduction" (1995) 9 JCL 3, 9. Cooke pointcd out that "the difficulty of peering into
the human mind leads to something close to an objective standard of good faith", and later that "in default
of reliable evidence of actual motive, objective standards would be applied". This might be interpreted as

leaving open the possibility sf'g5tallishing and argring a party's zubjective intentions, in appropriatc
cases.ll3 The former merely involves a "distinct possibility". The latter may require too much lssding
between the lines, particularly given New Zealaud courts' noticeable reluctance recently to look into
subjective factors even when clearly established or at least strongly arguable. See generally for exo'ry'le
D Mclauchlan "Actual Consensus Ad ldem: Unnecessary But Sruely SuIEcient?" (1995) 1995 NZLI45;
D Mclauchlan '"The Plain lvf6aning Rule of Contract Interpretation" (1996) 2 NZBLQ; D Mclauchlan
"A Conbact Contadiction" (1999) 30 VTIWLR 175. Compare above Part Two Introduction Part IV.E.rr{ Livingstone, above n 3,237,
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amounting to a general duty of good faith. Indeed, Thomas J was prepared to go further,
arguing that:l15

I would not exclude from our [New Zealand] common law the concept that, in general, the
parties to a contact must act in good faith in making and carrying out the contract ... pord
Mansfield's] tradition vftrs never swamped in the United States as it was in England by the
formalism of the 19th aud 20th ceuturies. But the principle has survived, I zugges! as the latent
premise of much of our law relating to formation and performance of contacts.

After presenting examples from New Zealand contract law, the Judge concluded that
either his or Bingham LJ's "... principle is influential in deciding the question of
whether it would in all the circumstances be fair (or reasonable) to hold a party bound
by any conditions, or by a particular condition, of an unusual and stringent natrrre".ll6

However, Thomas J added these "general considerations", as he tenned them, to
the main reasoning he adopted to decide the case.llT That reasoning itself contained an
alternativb argument that has been criticised as reintroducing into the doctrine of
fundarnental breach. Consequently, although this case is unlikely now to be directly
ovemrled, its effect as precedent is likely to be reskicted to its more taditional analysis:
interpreting lFe term in question as ambiguous and thus to be constnred contra
proferenten.tto Other courts have been reluctant to draw together various doctrines in
support of a general duty of good faith, as attempted by Thomas J.rre In his valedictory
lecture in 1995, Brian Coote was critical of tendencies towards "unjustified
generalisations" in New Zealand contract law, giving as one example the very
"generalisation from the defences of fraud and unconscionability to a positive
requirement of good faith, partig$urly in negotiation, which some academics maintain
despite denial by the courts".''u The thnrst of this criticism might well extend to
Thomas J's attempt at generalisation.

Consistently with this sort of criticism, New Zealand commentators are only
beginning to consider the possibilities - and still, at this stage, mostly the perceived
limits - in developing a general du-ff of good faith in relation to the law of fiduciary
obligations or equitable principles."' Thus, the germ of a general duty of good faith

::: Livingstone, above n 3,237-238 (citing Interfoto,above n 35).Itq Livingstone, above n 3,238.rr7 Thomas J therefore may be considered a 'lragmatic neuhal", like Bingham LJ, or perhaps a
'half-committed neutal" who prefers broad standards over detailed nrles; but hardly as robust as Lord
Steyn in promoting a general doctrine of good faith. Compare Brownsword, above n 80, n 92. Thanks to
Rick Bigwood for suggest'ng an argument along these lincs.tlt Above, n 49.lle Although not in the context of exerytion clauses, Tompkins J has zuggested that the tend of
autborities does not support Thomas J's obiter dicta regarding a general good faith obligation in New
Zealand contract law: see Isis (Europe) Ltd v Lateral Nominees Ltd & Ors (17 November 1995)
unreported, High Court, Auckland Registry. Compare the earlier more optimistic tone of M Whincup
'T-essons ftom New Zealand" (1993) 90/35 Law Society Gazetle 22; and a tentative attenpt by Master
Kennedy-Grant to deal with a claim of au implied term of good futh, n AIIen v Southland Buildhg and
Investment Society ll995l2 NZLR 304.r20 B Coote, "Contact - An Undsrview" in B Brown (ed) Contract - An (Jndeniew: Souvqrir at a
Yaledictory Lecture 13 (Legal Research Foundation, Auckland 1995) 13. But compare R Sutton
"Commentar5r on 'Codification, Law Refom, and Judicial Development'" (1995) 9 JCL 200.
'zr For example C Rickett Equity in Commerce (NZ Law Society Seminar Paper, Wcllingtoa 1993)
4-6. But see D Mclauchlan "The 'Ncw' Law of Contact in New Zealant' (1992) NZ Recent L Rcv
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may have now been planted and some shoots may be emerging.l" But the creation of
such a broadly content-oriented standard in New Zealand contract law appears to face
similar obstacles to those encountered in English law.

2 Decline in Practice of Unconscionable Bargains Doctrine and Faltering
Growth in Undue Influence Doctrine

The doctrine of unconscionability in New Zealand also faces difficulties in
developing a more substantive orientation. Courts do continue to stess that a finding of
unconscionability involves balancing a range of considerations, which might be
conducive to such reasoning depending on their scope and the processes by which they
are applied.l23 However, loweicourts have recently latched on to the set of factors and
weightings conveniently presented by Tipping I in Bowkett v Action Finance Ltd.r2a
These parallel those culled by Chen-Wishart from a compendious review of
Commonwealth case law on unconscionability.t" However, iome of her bolder
observations have not been developed by New Zealand, courts. For instance, although
her work has been instrumental in reinshling "contracfual irnbalance" or "substantive
unfaimess" as a factor whose importance tends to be hidden from view, that factor
remains limited. At most, it acts as a presumption of overall unconscionability, or (more
often) diminishes^lhe degree of other "procedural" elements needed (the so-called
"sliding scale"). 126 Yet Chen-Wishart also pointed out that a truly_ exceptional
contractual imbalance may be conclusive in finding unconscionability.l2T Thai point
was not taken up even in the Law Commission's draft scheme, proposed in 1990; and
that scheme itself was perceived as going too far in stressing the role of contractual
imbalance.t28 Nor have the courts been keen on the notion of looking into non-financial

436); the more extensive investigation by Maxton (above n 83); and (partly inspired by Smith, above n
102) C Rickett'Banks and Their Securities: More on the Three Parry Cases" (1998) 8/5 Conv Bulletin 56,
l_q'59; C Rickett'"Ihe Financier's Duty of Care to a Sruety" (1998) 114 LQR 17.t22 See for insranss the dicta in Eldamos Investments Ltd v Force Location Ltd and Ors (1995) 17
NZTC 12,L96. His Honour appeared to have no difficulty in the concqlt of having to "negotiate in good

-faitb"'T-emmn-t 
SJmybE--

that the notion of a geoeral duty of good faith imiposed by law may come to be more acceptable once NZ
courts have developed experience and confidence in defining the contours ofduties ofgood faith agreed
on by the parties: see Farnsworth, above n53,210-212. See also Carter and Fr.rmston, above n 68, l17; G
K Flht "'Enforce Them All': A Battle Cry for the Beleaguered Agreement to Negotiate" (1995) 13 Aust
Bar Rev 262; I M Paterson "The ConEact to Negotiate in Good Faith: Recopition and Enforcement''
(1996) l0 JCL 120.r23 Contractors Bonding Ltd v Snee U9921 2 NZLR 157, 174 (per Richanlson I). Compare for
example the broad appmach adopted by Second Circuit Courb, and especially other US Courb, in the
area of contract fomration described above (Chapter Three Part tr.C).t71 

U992) 1 NZLR 449,46046L For insunce, this restatemsrt was invoked - if not necessarily
rigorously applied- inHarlickv ASB BankLtd [995] 5 NZBLC 103,675 (HC).tc) M Cten-Wisbart Unconscionable Bargar'ns @utterrrorths, Wellington, 1989).t26 See for exaryle Bowkett,aboven 124, 46L.r27 Chcn-Wisharq above n 125, 106-107. Admittedly, mostly Canadian or older English authority is
cited. But this still contasts with thc more forthright recognition of this possibility in the US @Matteo,
above n 72) nd,particularly in Japan, drawing on European law (below Part tr.D.2).
"o New Zealand Law Commission "Uttfair" Contracts (Law Commissisa Prgli"ninnry paper No 11,
Wellin$on, 1990). D Mclauchlan'tlnfair Contracts - The Law Comrnission's Draft Scheme" llgglJ NZ
Recent L Rev 311, 32L-322. See generally above Part Two Introduction Part IV.E.
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or subjective factors in determining the degree of conhactual imbalance.l2e Lastly, it
seems very unlikely that New Zealand courts will find unconscionability in disputes
between two commercial parties. In the rare reported or unreported cases involving such
disputes, relief has not been granted.''u It seems likely that very unlikelihood of
succeeding in a defence of unconscionability in a commercial setting deters parties from
raising the matter in court in New Zealand, as opposed to the US (below Parts III.A.2,
IV.2), where there is a sufficient smattering of cases and certainly enough statute law
and commentary to present an unconscionability defence with a minimum degree of
credibilify.

Similarly, the contotus of undue inJluence remain quite restricted. New Zealand
courts have adopted the framework set out by the House of Lords n Pitt and O'Brien;
but they have usually managed to dismiss pleas of undue influence raised against
financiers.'"' Part of the reason is that, as in later English case law, the courts have
allowed financiers to avoid being fixed with notice of^wrongdoing simply by
recorrmending that prior independent legal advice be taken.'" Arguably, by focusing
on the financier's improper conduct, the High Court's decision inASB Bank v Harlick
pointed to the possibility of unconscionable bargains doctrine subsuming that of undue
influence. But critics have argued against this tendency to develop an overarching
concept in this way, somewhat bemused by a more explicit and ambitious attempt to do
so in the New South Wales Court of Appeal recently.l33 Often, nndue influe,nce
doctrine's orthodox focus on voluntariness of the complainant's consent has been used

tze Compare Chen-Wishart, above t 125,54-56. For instance, see Bowlett (above n L24,461). But
see Richardson J in Snee, above n L23, 174. Note, however, the ambivalence of allowing this broader
inquiry. It promotes more substantivs lssssning, by allowing an examination of subjective motives and
the like (compare Brownsword above n 92). Yet it usually restricts the scope of application of fte
doctrine, because more bargains are likely to be found substantively fair.r30 Compare Chen-Wishar! above n L25, 35. See for example Walmsley v Christchurch City
Council [990] I NZLR 199; Fonhwith Shelf Co No 95 Ltd v Alaander & Ors,4 August 1995,
uueporte4 High Court Wellington Registry, Ellis I. (Thanks are due to Justice Wild for mentioning the

r3r See Tilialo v Contractors Bonding Ltd (I5 April 1994, rureported, Court of Appeal, CA 50/93),
and the reversal of Harlick (above n L24) in IJB Bank Ltd v Harlick & Anor (above n 19). Furthermore,
the Court of Appeal remains on record as requiring rnanifest disadvantage evcn in cases of achral undue
influence (,Snae, above n 123, 166). This has attacted some criticism, but primarily for the way it narrows
the scope of equitable relief (C Callaghaq 'Manifest Disadvantage in Undue Influence: An Aaalysis of
its Role and Necessity" (1995) 25 VLIWLR 289). If this requirement is abaudoned, howcver, another
irouy arises (cornpare above n l9): more pleas of undue influence sny succeed, but the inquiry wiU
involve even more formal reasoning because courb will not examine the zubstantive fairness of the
resultant bargains.r32 D Wcbb 'T-egal Advicc in Sruety Transactions: A Duty-Based Approach" (2001) 19 NZULR
264,287:

In formulating nrles to protect sureties the courts have sought to meet the exigencies of financc. As
required, clear guidelines have been provided tbat can be followed more or less mechanically in
most cas€s. ... The duty to exercise discretion has beeu shifted to a $oup of professionals more
adept in the area - lawyers.r33 C Ri.k"tt and D Mclauchlan "[Jndue Influence, finansiem and Third Parties: A Doctrine in

Transition or the Emergence of a New Doctrine?' [1995] NZ L Rev 328,332-336. Compare a phnng and
H Tjio "From Mythical Equities to Substantive Doctrines - Yerkey in the Shadow of Notice and
Unconscionability" ( 1999) 14 ICL 7 2.
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to distinguish it from the law of unconscionable bargains.l3a Rick Bigwood has
repeatedly argued that the former doctrine should be redirected towards the alleged
wrongdoing or exploitation on the part of the party seeking to uphold the promise made,
in three-party situations such as Harlick as well as situations in which the claim is
simply whether one party unduly influenced another. r35 Especially in situations
involving multiple parties, this may promote more substantive reasoning by shifting the
focus towards the broader social and institutional context of promising. However,
Bigwood's argument is ultimately rooted in a liberal theory of conhact which gives
primacy to the autonomy of promisors. Policing exploitation by promisees is aimed at
expanding the ability of promisgls to bind themselves through voluntary agreement,
thus advancing their autonomy."o Further, he wishes to retain distinct doctrines of
undue influence and unconscionability, rather than merging them into an overarching
standard, which might further promote substantive reasoning by allowing new
considerations to emerge more freely.lban is possible under the rules and precedents
established by discrete sets of rules."' Albeit without any significant philosophical
underpinnings, the same is tue of Matthew Conaglen's recent suggestion that doctrines
like undue influence (redirected towards a focus on exploitation, as Bigwood urges) and
unconscionability should be repositioned on a "continuum which represents the
different power relationships which are possible between contacting parties".l38
Refusing.-to follow the suggestion by Lord Denning in Bundy, Conaglen insists that his
thesis is:l3e

aimed more at a classification and understanding of the legal doctrine as it currently stands,
rather than a normative deveiopmental discussion. tilisj discussiou of the concept of duties of
good faith is not intended to replace the distinctions emong the doctines of duress, undue
influence, and unconscionable bargains with a single principle, but rather to recognise a general
principle which encompasses and encapsulates the theoretical explanation of the inter-
relationship among the individual doctrines as they curently exist.

Thus, as with suggestions of an overriding duty of good faith, New Zealand lawyers
appear cautious about releasing a new standard, broad and content-oriented as in the US

& Anor (above n 104), the Court of Appeal re-emphasised this distinction, referring also to Birls and
Chin (above n 77). Callaghan (above n 13l, 302-312) also argues advocates victimisation and inadequate
c-onsetrt as being the proper underlying principles of the doctrine of trndue inlluence.rr) R Bigwood "Conscience aud lhe Liberal Conception of Contract Obsewing Basic Distinctions"
Part Two (2000) 16 JCL 191. Compare P Watb '"The Role of Conscience - A Commentary on
'Conscience and the Liberal Conscience of Contract"'(2000) 16 JCL 223,227-232; Chen-Wishar! above
n 125, 91-93,3544.136 R Bigwood "Conscietrce and the Liberal Conception of Contract Observing Basic Distinctions"
Part One (2000) 16 JCL l. Compare for exeuple C Fried Cantract ,4s Promise: A Theory of C.ontracanl
Obligation (Harvud UP, Cambridge Mass, 1981); B Coote '"The Essence of Contacf'Part One (1988) I
JCL 9l; and above Part Two Intoduction.r37 Compare for example Phang and Tjio, above n 133, lO4-107. These scholars from Singapore
arguc that alsdening the extension of undue inlluence as zuggested by O'Brien, in favour of a b,roader
unconscionability docrine as preferred in Commqcial Ba* of Autralia Ltd v Amadb (1983) l5l CLR
447, may allow a more direct focus on community standards as well as substantive fairness, although they
arc disturbed that even unconscionabitty doctrine has tended to give primacy to proccdural fairness.llt M Conaglen "Duress, Undue Inlluence, and Unconscionable Bargains - Tbe Theootical Mesh"
(1999) 18 NAJLR 509.r3e Above n 138; 543. Compare Bundy,above n 10.
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and Japan, into the ordered realm comprised of the main contract law doctines
regulating contractual unfairness.t{ That is another hallmark of a more formal system.

III.D Japanese Law

By contast, at least at first sight, Japanese contract law appears distinctly open
to content-oriented standards of validity in this field. Closer analysis shows that
Japanese law has been slow to develop - and especially to apply - such standards,
particularly in regulating unfair contracts on standard forrrs. Hence there are noticeable
formal counter-tende,ncies, despite an overall more substantive orientation compared to
both English and New Zealand law.

As mentioned above (Part tr), some of the Dial Q2 cases found ways to strike
down an onerous clause. One view of the Okayama District Court case, in particular, is
that it opens the way to more direct consideration of its 'tnreasonableness". Although
still mentioning "interpretation" of the parties' intentions, the Court was appare,ntly
prepared to read the clause down to the point of Leclaring it unenforceable, even if it
could be held to be as clear as NTT had asserted.'"' However, particularly from a US
perspective, one might have expected a more direct challenge to such onerous clauses in
standard form contracts, relying expressly on a general standard similar to good faith or
'hnconscionability", rather than the more classical technique of "interpretation".

I Consolidation of Good Faith Doctrine: Civil Code Article 1(2)

The broad duty of good faith set out in article l(2) of the Civil Code has been invoked
to justiff techniques of contract "interpretation" which sometimes seem to derogate
from even the most clearly expressed intentions of the parties. However, the focus is
still ostensibly on intentious, and such derogation is often criticised.lo2 This suggests a
formal reaction. It also makes it less surprising that article 1(2) was not expressly relied
on in the Dial Q2 cases, to shike down the clause in question.

On the other hand, article LQ) was specifically - and successfully - argued on a
further point, namely the effect of a second clause in the NTT standard fonn contact.
Th-at-Claus

accessing the information provider. The Osaka Distict Court expressly decided that it
would be contary to "good faith" to allow NTT to rely on it. Once again, a major
reason was that the public was not aware of how charges might easily escalate. But the
Court also called on article 1(2) as firttrer grounds to justify the extra step of tying the
second clause to the first, which provided for the new service in association with the

r'xr But see McLauchlan and Rickett (above n 133), e:cploring the potential fqs in'Fosing an
equitable duty of care on banks in these situations. See also C Rickett "Banks and Their Securities: More
on the Tbree Party Cases" (1998) 8/5 Conv Bulletin 56, 59):

because if [Trpping J's] comments [in a concurring judgment in Wilkinson (above n 19)] are read
alongside .Snitft [abovc n 102], ihe j''mt from notice in Egrty to a contactual reguirement of good
faith is not a particularly large one. Indeed it may be so ap'pealing as to become iresistible.

See also C Rickett'The Financier's Duty of Care to a Surcty" (1998) 114 LQR 17.I'rl Above n43.r12 See for example Yasunag4 above n 44. See also K Yamamoto in H Endo, H Mizumoto, Z
Kitagawa and S Ito (eds) Minpo Chului [Commentary on the Civil Code] (Seirin Shoin, Tok]o, 19E9) 37,
52.
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infonnation provider and which had already been "interpreted." as unenforceable. Thus,
the invocation of article 1(2) to bolster the court's interpretation of onerous contract
terms can still be seen as requiring a focus on "interpretation" of the parties' intentions
- again, a formal approach. Alternatively, it may indicate a more substantive approach,
but one limited by more fonnal reasoning in first "interpreting" another closely-related.
clause as not to be strictly enforced.

More important uses to which article 1(2) has been pu! in controlling unfair
terms particularly on standard fonns, should therefore be surveyed to detennine the
extent to which it acts as a content-oriented standard introducing significantly more
substantive reasoning into Japanese contact law. At first sight, article 1(2) appears
highly content-oriented. It simply provides:

The exercise of rights and the performance of duties shall be done in faith [simgz] and in
accordance with the principles of tust [seijitsu].

This seems dangerously broad to a common lawyer, particularly an English or New
Zealand lawyer. In fact ironically, article 1(2) was an amendment made to the Civil
Code rn 7947, under the Occupation's pro-democracy reforms. However it has roots in
Roman law and has been shaped by the civil law tradition; the provision itself is closest
to article 2(1) of the Swiss Civil Code.ra3 Nonetheless, article 1(2) might seem
particularly open to moral reasoning. The requirement of "trust" (bonne foi) in article
1134 of the French Civil Code is similar (albeit theoretically applying only to
performangg of agreements), and aimed at reinforcing the moral principle of pacta sunt
servanda.'" Furthermore, even set out in the corresponding broad duty of Treu und
Glauben in perfonnance of obligations articles 242 and 157 of the Gennan Civil Code -
the original "emperor's clauses,I45 - requires consideration of "trade practices"
(Verkehrssitten). Yet in Japan, from its inception in pre-1947 case law and academic
writing, the duty of good faith has been taken beyond the individual's moral imperative
faithfully to perforrr assumed obligations. The duty has been extended to faithfiil
enforcement of rigbts, and thence into more general consideration of socio-political
factors and how private law relations should be developed.l6 Neverttreless, wfether as
a window into individual morality or wider socio-political considerations, the wording
of article 1(2), its pre-I947 antecedents - and indeed some significant doctinal
developments towards the etld ofl and immediately after, World War tr - all presented a
comparatively wide avenue for more substantive reasoning in Japanese contract law.

On the one hand, some connection between the duty of good faith and individual
morality remains apparent. One of the duty's generally aicepted functions is an
equitable one, covering cases that overlap with Anglo-American law's equitable

r43 pt ftsrrnaga in T Taniguchi and K Ishida (eds) Chushafu Minpo [Commentary on the Civil
codel Vol I (Yuhikaku, Tokyo, rev'd ed 1988) 71, 7l-74. compare also Horn, above n 104.rs Above n 143, 71. But compare J Gordley The Philosophical Origins of Modern Contact Law
(Clarendou Press, Oxfod L99L) 217-227, arguing that the Code was not founded on natual law concepts,
nor on any other coherent philosophical principles.14) So dubbed ("ldnigliche Paragraphen") by W Hedemann in 1910, because thc duty rapidly came
to be applied not just in performancc of obligations, but also in enforcement of rights (above n L43,72).
Comoare Lcff. above n 70.ftf6 K Ya:namoto"shingizohr, Kojoryozoht [The Duty of Good Faith, and Public Order 8nd Good
Moralsl" (1992) 144 Hogafu Kyoshitsu 42,43.
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principles of "clean hat'tds", laches, and estoppel - the duty not to act so as to conftadict
one's earlier acts.l47 This leads to fruitful jurisprudential discussion even among civil
law professors in Japan as to the proper role of this. equitable function in these cases, in
the context of an overarching duty of good faith.t"o Furthermore, for instance in the
estoppel cases, it leads to interesting attempts to reconcile the more subjective focus on
one party's prior and subsequent conduct per se, as opposed to the more objective
approach of protecting the other party's reasonable expectations stemming from the first
party's prior acts.la

On the other hand, although the duty of good faith is broadly worded, it is hardly
boundless. In fact, a second function of the duty of good faith in Japanese law has been
simply- to expand on the often rather sparse provisions and concepts of the Civil
Code.''u This function is particularly evident as regards performance of obligations.
Similarly to.US law, for instance, it applies a typJ of de minimus doctrine to
performanco,lst and supports the notion of u" pti;.rsz The function is also evident
regarding the exercise of rights, as when the duty of good faith takes into account the
obligee's (right-holder's) duty to cooperate in the obligor's.performance, to cure a
minor defect in the latter's notification of readiness to perform.t)'

More ambitious, perhaps, is a willingness at times to invoke the duty of good
faith to develop new conceptual categories, such as the notion of "duties incidental to
the obligation of performqlce" (fuzuigimu) or even wider "duties of protection" of life
and property (hogogimu)."" But these still stem from a fleshing out of the nature of
performance obligations, md have been met in turn by complex conceptual
reformulations by Japanese academics. Also noteworttry is the recent emergence in the
case law of a pre-contractual duty of culpa in contrahendo (keiyalat teiketsujo no
knshitsu), ev_en though - as in the UCC - article 1(2) refers only to performance of
obligations.'" But again the c_ontours of this doctrine have now been thoroughly
discussed and reconceptualised.''o

r47 Yarnamoto, above n 146,44-50.I'tE Yamamoto, above n 146,3941. This contrasts with the tendency of English and New Zeal:g1d
lawyers 1s dslimit equitable principles vis-a-vis any suggested duty of good fait\ without embarking on
wider jurisprudential inquiry. Compare for example Dickerson, above n 89.r'v For instance, in some intendcd cases the issue can turn solely on the former question, with stong
criticism directed at the first party's subjective behaviour. However, in other cases, a t1rye of "sliding
scale" may be adopted: less stongly objectionable behaviour may be supplemented by some lesser
reliance by the other party, to make out a breach of this aqpect of thc duty of good faith (Yq'namoto,
above n 146, 45). Both lines sf lgasening nay well be found in othcr cases involviag the duty of good
faitb" This might allay \f,fxddams' fears (above n 90) that recognisbg such a general duty in the English
law tradition would involve particular difficulties and risks for courts having to deal witb one party's
subiective motivations.tro- Yamamoto, above n 142,57-62. More generally, seeZ Kitagawa Minpo Koyo (I)- Minpo
So3olat [Civil Code Lecttres (1): General Part] (Yubikaku, Tokyo, 1993) 18.
'rr This restricb what constitutes a breacb, in terms of art 415 requiring performance "in accordance
with the tenor and purport of the obligation"; and the grormds for termination under art 541.
'J' Art 533. Comparc the conce,pt of "concurrent conditions" in Anglo-American law: G Treitel
Remedies for Breach olcont o"t, A Cimparative Account (Clarendon Press,-Oxford" 1988) 276-285.r)r Compare art 493 proviso.r54 Yr-'amoto, above n 142,54-55.t5t Yamamoto, above n 142,56-57.r55 

S Kawakami "Japop" in E Hondius (ed) Precontractual Liability 205 (Kluwer, Deventer, 1991).
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It is also widely acknowledged that the duty of good faith can have broader
functions, namely in "correcting" and "creating" law beyond that provided for in the
Code. An exarnple of the latter is the development of the "dochine of changed

:it"g{"qces" (iiio henko no gensolru), discussed in more detail below (Chapter Fow
Part tr.C)."' This doctrine was createdto cover situations perceived as going beyond
the notion of "non-imputable impossibility'rprovided for by the Civil Code framework.
But the various requirements for invoking the doctrine, and to a lesser extent its effect
as relief from obligations, were conceptualised well before l947.tsB Further, instances
of application of the doctrine peaked during the economic and social turmoil
immediately following World War II. Overall, it has found little favour in Japanese
courts.t" This pattern supports the general observation that the riore overtly "criative"
function of the duty of good faith has been developed rather resfrictively in Japanese
law.l60

Similarly, a dootrine which developed to limit termination of leases to
'breakdown in the fiust relationship" (shinrailmntrei hatcai no hori\, served a more
wide-ranging "correcting"t perhaps even "creative" function.l6l But the doctrine quite
quickly prompted some important legislation.r62 T'his whole area of law also has
attracted much academic comment, attempting to clariS the relevant principles and
requisites for their application in specific types of cases.163

Admittedly, this latter doctrine has witnessed somewhat of a revival in recent
decades. Courts developed similar notions to apply to new tlpes of contractual
relationships, particularly distributorships and franchise contracts.ls ln this run of
cases, often drawing on the dufy of good faith, termination has generally come to be
permitted - mostly subject to an obligation to give reasonable notice and, often, to pay
some compensation - if thsre has been a "transactional breakdown".l65 Furttrer:nore,
the inquiry of the Japanese courts into this source-oriented standard can be extensive.
For instance, rn 1977 the Tokyo Dishict Court held against a wholesaler who attempted
to terminate a retailer's conhac!_unilaterally and without notice, despite its having no
fixed terrr. The Court held that:16

where there is no relevant serious reason, a wholesaler who requests termination merely for his
own benefit or who stops delivery of food, is in fact forcing the collapse of the retailer. The
reguest for termination in effect d'meges the retailer's right to operate, and violates the
wholesaler's obligations to act in good faith [article 1(2) and in accordance with public welfare
and good morals.

t57 famarnofe, above n I42,5L-52.r58 H Kubo "A Comparative Study of the Basic Concept sf rmFossibility under Japanese, Anerican
and Uniform Law" [991] Sandai Hogalat 567.r)v L Nottage "Economic Dislocation in New Zealand and fapan: A Prelininary Empirical Study',
(-L997) 26 VUWLR 59. See also below Chapter Four, part II.C.t6o Yamamoto, above n L42,42.16l Compare the basic right to terminate "at w'ill" for non-perfomrance (art 541); Yamamoto, above
n I 13, 50.L6z Haley, above n 5, 146.

It Yarnamoto, above n 142, 50-51, 62-64.16{ V Taylor "Continuing Transactions and Persistent Mydm: Contracb in Contemporary Japan,
(1993) 19 MULR 352-398, 380-383. Compare Haley, above n 5, 147-155.ror Taylor, above n 164, 383-384.t66 Taylor, above n 164,383.
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Veronica Taylor cites this passage and this case as indicating the scope that Japanese
courts have to "... scan the agreement for its impact on the weaker pafy - the fairness
principle at work", glylg the courts "... a basis for examining the actual nafure of the
parties' relationship".'o' Of pa.rticular comparative interest is that the court signalled a
desire to temper the terminating party's pwsuit of self-interest. It thus indicates a
Japanese courts' willingness to occasionally take into consideration subjective
motivation as well as more objective factors. Yet there are many instances in which the
courts adopt a more classical, formal approach.l68 Overall, as with its precursor
doctrine of "breakdown in the hust relationship", this manifestation of the duty of good
faith may well have lost much of its primary impetus in injecting significantly more
substantive reasoning into contemporary Japanese conhact law.

The same might be said of a further set of cases that have been dealt with under
the principle of good faith, involving a guarantee given by a third party to the creditor
for the benefit of the primary debtor. Underlying these cases is not only an awareness
that the relationship between guarantor and principal debtor can be emotionally charged
and therefore risky for the guarantor, an awareness which also underlies recent Englsh
undue inJluence cases such as O'Brien and Pitt.r6e Japanese courts are also more
willing to inquire into, and directly police, the actions of the guarantor. Thus, for
instance, n L932 it was held that the guarantor's obligations under a guarantee for an
indefinite term ceased when notice of termination had been given after a reasonable
period, even if the creditor continued to supply credit to the primary debtor. However,
this sort of case is seen either as illustating another creative use of article 1(2) or, in
more traditional terms, as raising a problem of interpretation of the contact.l7o A
similar arnbiguity is apparent in another type of case where a right of immediate
termination was recognised due to an extreme change in ciicumstances in the primary
debtor's financial situation that the guarantor was unable to foresee. The Cogrl in
question relied on the duty of good faith; but other courts have taken the more
haditional route of interpreting the parties' intentions.lTl Furthemrore, although a
similar result was reached in cases of guarantees of a lease contract,lT2 the difficulty of
successfully claiming change of circumstances more generally in Japanese law (below
Chapter Four Part tr.C) must be remembered.

Uchida sees these types of cases as good examples of Japanese law's willingness
to develop new concepts to recognise underlying social concerns, such as protection of
the guarantor."' As just mentioned, however, they can be viewed from a more formal
perspective. Also, as Uchida notes, a significant proportion of these cases - certain
guarantees given by employees - quickly came to be regulated by special legislationlTa
Uchida argues that this legislation was distinctive in allowing for wide judicial

t67 Taylor, above n 164,383.l6E Compare fff gxemple V Taylor "fhe 'New' Japanese ConFacL Law and Practice in the 1990s"
in Attorney Gencral's Deparfrrent and Law Council (eds) Twentieth International Trade Law Conference
(Attomey General's Departnnent Canberra, 1993) 37.r6e Above n 13.
t70

l7t

r72

t73

t71

famnmsfs, above n 142,60.
Or of interpreting Art 589. Yamemoto, abovc n 142, 60.
See the cases cited in Yamamoto, {smamoto, above n 142,6t.
T uchida Keiyaht no sarsei [The Rebirth of contract] (Kobundo, Tokyo, 1990) 230-231.
Eoployee Guarantees Act(Mimoto Hosho I/o), Law No 42,1933.
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discretion.lts Yet the very fact of shifting contol of potential contractual r:nfairness to
the legislative arena tends to impart more "formafqy'' to the system (see below Part
f\f)."o At the very least, it works to restict more vigorous grovrth of the broader
doctrine of good faith. In fact, such a restrictive tendency continues to be evident.lTT
Lastly, all these types of cases involve third parties. The duty of good faith has not
played the major role in directly regulating unfair contract terms between two parties, at
least not una:nbiguously in the direction of the highly substantive approach advocated
by scholars such as Uchida.

In sum, the duty of good faith in Japanese law has largely developed
incrementally, generating reasonably distinct groups of cases, in a way that - like the
"fine print" doctrine - can often be quite readily encompassed within a formal approach.
Nonetheless, it allows courts and commentators an important foothold for developing a
more substantive apBroach in conkact law theory generally (above Part Two
Introduction Part [)."" This builds on the broad wording of article 1(2), its history as
both moral principle and window into socio-political factors, and the sheer quantity of
case law referring to the duty - however much in passing."' Furthermore, in some of
its marrifestations, the duty of good faith has been refined in commercial settings. This
makes it easier for Japanese courts to invoke it in other manifestations to police
contractual relationships between businesses, as well as those between individuals.
Nevertheless, this review suggests that Japanese law has tended to impart less
substantive reasoning than its counterpart in the US. Further evidence of significant
"substantive" regulation of unfair terms in Japanese conhact law must be sought
elsewhere.

2 Public Order and Good Morals: Civil Code Article 90

Article 90 is au obvious candidate. rso As with article 1(2), it potentially
amounts to a highly content-oriented standard, and hence another mechanism opening
Japanese contract law to more substantive reasoning. Article 90 provides that:

r75 Above n173,233-235.176 Atiyah and Surnmers, above n l.177 These tend to be consumer contracts, where a "creative" function is apparent as the social goal
of promoting of consumer protection. Once again, moreover, some important issues soon came to be
covered by legislation. Jarnarnofs, above n 142,64-65.r?t Hence for example Uchida's argument thst the duty of good faith calls for a version of
"relational" contract theory, underpinned by cornmunitarian moral philosophy: T Uchida "The New
Developmeut of Contact Law and General Clauses - A Japanese Perspective -" in ICCLP (ed) Japanese
and Dutch Laws Compared ([CCLP, Tokyo, 1992) 119. Compare generally L Nottage "ConEact Law,
Thcory and Practice in Japan: Plus ga Cbange, Plus c'est la M6me Chdse?" in V Taylor (ed) Asian Laws
Through Australian Eyes (Laur Book Corryaay, Sydney, 1997) 316; and see above Part Two Intoduction
and below Chapter Fivc ParF tr.8.3 and tr.r7e Z Kitagawa "Contact Law in General" in Z Kitagawa (ed) Doing Btuiness in Japan (Matthew
Bender, l{Y, loosclcaf) $95, $ 1.07[2][d].r80 So is art l(3), restrictiag "abuse of rights" (lrenri no ranyo).In practice, however, &is has
exercised even less contol ovcr unfairness in contractual relationships. One exception is its role in
limiting employers'rights to terminate employment contacb, presenting interesting parallels with the use
of the good faith principle in US law to regulate 'ht will" employment (above Part m.A.l). Yet thir use
of abwe of rights doctrine in Japan seems to have arisen out of a concatenation of historical
circumstances, peculiar to the post-War Occupation: see D H Foote "Judicial Creation of Norrns in
Japanese Labor Law: Activism in the Service of - Stability?" (1996) 43 UCLA L Rev 635. Generally,
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A juristic act which has for its object such matters as are contrary to public order loyake no
chitsujol or good morals lzenryo no fuzoful is null and void.

It too has solid roots in the civil law tradition. However, a comparison with the
corresponding article 138 of the German Civil Code (BGB), for instance, suggests that
article 90 is a more content-oriented standard. First, a component common to both
article 90 and BGB article 138(1), the standard of "good morals" (zenryo no fuzolat or
gute Sitten), opens the path to consideration of moral questions. Indeed, its German
proponents spoke of gute Sitten as promoting "moral interests", while critics in Japan
argued that what became article 90 would dangerously conllate morality and law.l8l 

-

Article 90 adds a second component, however: "public order" (oyake no
chitsujo). This component was deleted from the first draft for BGB article 138. The
draft had been criticised for its perceived lack of clarity, particularly in the light of its
short history."' But supporters responded that this component couldbe used tJlaentify
"general interests of the state", relating to fundamental rights inherent in the legal
order.'"' In fact, this is how it was seen by its proponents when included in article 90 of
the Japanese Civil Code.rsa Thus, although inviting a consideration of more objective
factors than in the case of "good morals", the inclusion of the still quite novel
component of "public ordef'also opened article 90 to more substantive reasoning.

Thirdly, article 90 does not list specific requirements, such as those now
contained in BGB article 138(2): "exploitation of the distressed situation, inexperience,
lack of judgmental abilify, or grave weakness of will of another".l8s This has led to
broader application of this article, compared to article BGB 138. On the one hand, legal
theory and case law development in Japan has interpreted article 90 widely, so as to
cover the 'hsurious" transactions that BGB article 133(2) had been specifically drafted
to cover. On the other hand, by not listing more specific requirements as in article
138(2), article 90 has been able to avoid the German law's tendency to interpret those
requirements restrictively. Thus, as with some US unconscionability cases, Japanese
courts have allowed relief where there is no obvious weakness exploite4 but a grossly
disproportionate bargain.ls6 In sunr, even a brief comparison with a similar civil law

abuse of righb doctine has been more prominent in regulating real property rights: see for example K
Sono and Y Fujioka "The Role of the Abuse of Right Doctrine in Japan" (1975) 35 La L Rev 1037; Haley,
above n 5, 156-161.r8r K Hayashi "Doitsuho ni okeru Ryozohtron to Nihonho no Kojoryozo&z [Public Order and Good
Morals in Japancse Law, and the Theory of Good Morals in German Law]" (1992) 64 Horitsu Jiho 244,
245.

::: Dating back only to the French Civil Code of 18M: Hayash! above n t65,246.
'o Hayashr" above n 181,247-248.tE Yarxlamoto, above n 142,42.r85 Translation by M Bonell An International Restatement of &ntract Lan: The UMDROIT
Principles of InternatUnal Commercial Contracts (Transnational Juris PublicatioDs, Irvington,I{Y, 1994)
102. These requirements were in fact broadened by an amEndment to the German Civil Code, fo[owing
the enactment of the Law on the Regulation of Standardised Contact Terns (lGBGe) on 9 December
1976. Previously, requiremenb were defined as exploitation of"tbe need, carelessness or inexperience of
another" (translation by Angelo and Ellinger, above n 52, 483). Note that the latter Sansbfisa snd
ensuing discussion relates to art 138(2) prior to tfiis amendment. However &gir rnain point holds. Despite
,tr" .nsndment the listing of spccific requiremens continues to undermine fte dcvelopmcnt of art 13E(2)
(see Hayashi, above n181,247).
f t6 Hayashi, above n L81,247.
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system generaUy supports the initial impression of article 90 as a highly content-
oriented standard in fapanese contract law.

This may not have been the framers' original intent. They appear to have taken a
restrictive view of the scope of article 90, seeing it as an exceptional restriction on the
primary principle of parry autonomy.l8T HoweuJr, academic commentary soon began to
view article 90 more expansively, as an overriding principle constraining party
autonomy. Similarly, case law soon went beyond questions primarily of individual
morality, such as contracts harming fanily life, and beyond questions regarding the
minimal interests of the state, such as conhacts to further criminal activities. Article 90
began to be invoked as a means of policing fairness in a wider range of tansactions,
commonly grouped as usurious. That category included not just excessive interest
charges, but also cases involving certain employee guarantees (mimoto hosho) and one-
sided conftact terms. Overall, commentators largely contented themselves with
grouping these cases into such broader categories. As a common tlread, article 90 was
seen to tnm simply on "social appropriatenesso' (shalwiteki datosei), sometimes linked
to the even broader standard of 'hatural reason" (lori).t"

However, as with article 1(2), a closer analysis of reported article 90 cases
reveals the extent to which the potential for broad application, unleashed by the form it
took in the Civil Code, has been circumscribed in practice. A useful illustration is
provided by the cases that came to be grouped under the usurious category, as they can
be assumed to have often involved standard forms and particular unfair conhact terms.
First, a few employee guarantee cases emerged prior to World War II; but all but cine
were unsuccessful. These early issues would have been largely resolved by legislation
in 1932.18e Second, a similarpattern is evident in pre-War cases involving usurious
interest rates or excessive liquidated damages clauses. Only 5 out of 26 were successful,
and problems of.usurious interest rates were later reduced by enacting the Interest Rate
Regulation Law.'" Challenges to excessive liquidated darnages clauses were no doubt
limited by^po initially strict approach to the remedy under article 90, narnely total
invalidity.ter Third, only two oui of 18 pre-War cases successfully invoked article 90 to
sfrike down "one-sided clauses". Overall, legislative intervention and a rather strict
approach to article 90 seem to have stunted its initial expansion within this category.

However, even after the intoduction of the Interest Rate Regulation Law in
1954, Nakaya reports that there remained a total of some 185 cases in a roughl] simi6l
category (covering "Indiscretion and Exploitation') through to 1990. These had a
success rate of over 500/o.tnt M*y have involved morJ challenges to excessive
liquidated damages clauses or "one-sided clauses".le3 Matching this development,

r87 Yamamoto, above u 142,42.It8 H Orita "Sewen Hanrei ni okent Kojoryozolat [Public Order and Good Morals in Pre-War
Caselawl" (1992) 64 Horitsu Jiho 61. Onjori, see above Part One (n a3).16' Employcc Guarantees Ac! above a 174.reo Risoht Seigen.Elo, Law No 100, 1954.rer H Nakaya "Sengo Hanrei ni olc.eru Kojo Ryozoht [Public Order and Good Morals in Post-War
Caselawl" (1992) 64 Horitsu 1i&io73,79.

:?: For the period 1955-89, 101 of the 185 successfully invoked art 90. Above n 191, 75.le3 However Nakaya's category appears broader tlan the pre-War category of "[Jsurioru Acts"
discussed by Orita (above n 191). It probably includes the cases like the Tokyo District Corut decision
cited abovc (n 132), and almost cerrainly the "hostess guarantee" cascs, as Nakaya's remaining category
(*Others') coutains so few cases for the relcvant period.
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article 90 has increasingly been interpreted as allowing for partial invalidation, namely
of the offending clause (or part thereof) rather than the entire contact. This underpins
continued attempts to use article 90 to chalienge excessive liquidated darnages
clauses,''" which US and English law have had to regulate more indirectly by invoking
the venerable power in Equity to sfike down penalty clauses (below Part fVI
Nonetheless, one should not overlook the initially restictive approach of Japanese
courts to this sort of challenge, nor underestimate the strength of the criticism ttrit they
are acting arbitrarily when drawing the line of partial invalidity. Consequently, the
courts may still be reluctant to support direct challenges to liquidated daurages clauses,
unless the task is made easier by other legal grounds or by particular facts.res

Another development of comparative interest in this category, after World War
II, has been the "bar hostess guarantee" cases. At least 1l cases have successfully
challenged guarantees of clients' food and drink bills, given by bar hostesses to their
managers. The courts have been critical of managers abusing their superior position,
and hansferring the risk of non-paynent by clients to their employees, a risk that is
perceived as inherently falling on the managers themselves.le6 This in itself is a more
substantive approach. But so was the approag^! of the Supreme Court in 1986, when it
refused to invalidate the contact in question."' That decision is seen as justified by the
close and special relationship that existed between the particular hostess and client. This
contrasts sharply with the undue inlluence cases in the House of Lords (above Part
m.8.2), and the unconscionability cases in New Zealand (Part m.C.2). The judgment
suggests a greater willingness of Japanese courts to delve into the entire relationship -
including its non-financial elements - to determine the actual benefits intended or
enjoyed by the parties in each particular case. Lastly, a flexible approach to achieving
more substantive justice in such cases is evident in other decisions that have allowed the
hostess to claim mon€J back from the manager, despite having invalidated the
underlying guarantee. t'o However, since 1985 the bar hostess cases hardly figure
among reported court cases.

A final important development in the post-War case law is the increased
challenge to particular "one-sided clauses", especially exemption clauses in
standardised agreements. In 1982, an influential commentator urged Japanese courts to
invoke article 90 more vigorously to stike these down. The reasoning was highly
substantive: article 90 was a flexible standard that should move with the times and give
more weight to consumer protection values.lee However, critics pointed out that this

tt: See for exarnple the agency case discussed by Taylor (above n 164,389-390), where only 25%
of the liquidated damages anount claimed was awarded.res For instance, the t sk of drawing the line and finding a term to be only partially invalid was
made easier in a recent case in the Kobe District Court (iudgment of 20 July 1992). The court allowed
enforcem€nt of only one half of the lnmF sum liguidated damages clained by a franchisor. The court
stessed the fact that the franchisor had subsequently varied an identical contact with another fraachisee,
ggreeing to reduce fte liquidated damages by exactly one half.rn Nakaya, above n l9l, 75.te7 Judsment of 20 November 1986.te8 N"k"yc above n 191, 79-80.ree I Kato Minpogaht no Rekishi to Kadai [Civil Code History and Issues] CYuhftakr\ Tokyo, 1982).
Professor Kato was 6 lssding exponetrt of the .talancing of interests,' methodology in Japanesc civil law
theory, which is oPen to more substantive rcsssning. Seeg Rahn Rechtsdenken und Rech&aufassung in
Japan lLegal Thought and the Conception of Law in Japanl (C H Beck, Mtinchen, 1990), 248-264. See
also Omura above n 7.
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proposal ran counter to the reticence of the courts to invoke article 90 in this area and
reemphasised its taditional conceptual limits.2m

Among those cases that continue to challenge exemption clauses, many have
applied either or both article 90 and the duty of good faith.zor The post-War
development of partial invalidation as a possible remedy under article 90, and its
application in more commercial cases, have encoruaged the courts to more actively
promote fair dealing between particular parties.2o2 This has taditionally been thl
preserve of the duty of good faith. However, such crossovers have attracted
considerable concern from commentators, who generally have attempted to reinstate the
original conceptual differences between the two articles.2o3 Furthermore, courts seem
careful to respect the fundamentally different legal consequences provided for in the
two articles: article 90 provides for invalidatioq whereas article 1(2) merely limits
rights. In particular, for instance, when the consequences of applying the former later
prove to be unpalatable, they have switched to applying the latter.ze

Finally, the courts have often dealt with problem areas with potentially
widespread repercussions-,^such as insurance conhact standard forrrs, with techniques of
conhact "interpretation".205 Commentators do note that even "restictive interpretation"
runs into difficulties when an agreed clause is absolutely clear; but there is a concem
lest application of article 90 be taken as widespread opprobrium of practices in an
industry.'u" Overall, the hend in these areas also indicates a fomral tendency.

Further, Nakaya points out that the difficulty in drawing a line between article
90 and article 1(2) is reduced in practice, by problern areas being "siphoned off' to be
addressed through legislation as well as techniques of contract interpretation. Such
tendencies invite a more fomral approactr, particularly in Japan where the law-making
process in the areas under review does not seem to have been as politicised as in the US.
This strengthens the conclusion that article 90, like article 1(2), has not led to quite the
degree of substantive reasoning that might be anticipated from an initial reading. The
resultant more formal aspect to the.development of article 90 may help explain why it
has apparently never been invoked in the Dial Q2 cases. It could be seen as too
"aggressive"tvt - or, put more theoretically, as too direct an application of a content-
oriented standard. Nonetheless, over the 1990s, contact law theorists have attempted to
broaden the conceptual basis of the public order docfiine, in light of new sets of cases in
which article 90 has been applied by the Courts. Keizo Yamamoto, for instance, has
focused on liberal philosophy reflected in Japan's post-War constitutional order.208

2oo Yamamoto, above n 142, lO4.20r Such as contacts of carriage: Nakaya, above n lgl,77-78.202 Nakaya, above n 191, 74. Also recall the 19?7 termination case (above, n 160) which apptcs
both articles.

:* See also Yasunaga, above n 44, 103 and 10G102.2v Nakaya, above n l9l, 87.205 Yasunaga, above u 44, 103.206 Yasunaga" above n 44, lO7,lO3.207 Thanlc are due to Tsuaeo Matsumoto for this phrase. See also his gcneral criticism of
insufficient judicial activism and consumer protection measures in Japan: "Consumer's Rights and their
Enforcement in Japan: Case Studies of Unfair Practices and Product Liability" in I{ Kroesch-ell (cd) Recir
und Yerfahren [Law and ProcedureJ @reiburg, 1993) 93. Compare generally above Chapter One Parb
tr.C and tr.D.zo8 t( ]amamofs Kojo Ryozolat no Sailosei [The Reconstntction of Public Order and Good MoralsJ
(Ynhikaku, Tokyo, 2000).
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Others attempt to bring into private law adjudication some considerations found in
competition law, such as market share, yet focusing on doing justice in the particular
case rather than the effects of the impugned transactions on the relevant markJt.2oe The
latter theories, in particular, may add a more shongly substantive dimension to the
development of article 90 jurisprudence; but they may be darrpened by furttrer
legislative developments.

Mpecific Legislative Intervention to Control Unfairness in Contracting

An overall pattem therefore begins to emerge, particularly from the analysis of the
comparative development of doctrines of good faith and unconscionability. US law
prefers a highly substantive approach. Japanese law takes a zubstantive approach,
tempered by formal dimensions evident from a closer analysis of actual developments.
New Zealand and English law tend to retain a resolutely fomral approach, although the
latter is increasingly challenged by the broad standards and political dimensions
involved in the influx of EU law in this field. The dichotomy seems to be reinforced by
each legal system's approach to the question of legislative intervention to contol unfair
confracts.

IV,A US Law

The development of US law in this field remains largely driven by general
doctrines of good faith and unconscionability. Certainly, as mentioned above @art
m.A.2), legislation has been enacted at both state and federal levels to regulate
particularly acute problems with specific types of contracts, commqnly in standard form,
such as distributorships and employment contracts. But that legislation retained
noticeably content-oriented standards, built on earlier case law developments, and is
itself the result of and part of a visibly political process.2ro Otherwise, there is general
satisfaction with what lsslainsn on the whole, a comparatively broad and substantive
approach. This can also be seen in aspects of the s6smFts to revise UCC article 2
(Sales), suspended in 1999.

A major step in the revision process was the publication of the Executive Report
of the Study Group of the'?ermanent Editorial Board" (PEB) in 1990. First, it did not
recommend any significant changes to the present $2-316(2), which requires that
written disclaimers be "conspicuous". Its interim report had tied to dilute this
requirement, by adding that even if the disclaimer could not be said to be conspicuolls,
it would be valid if the buyer knew of it.2rr It is not surprising that this proposiiion was
deleted in the Executive Report. US commentators' early appreciation of the problern of
how to deal with such an alert - but'keaker" - contacting paxty underpinned the later

zcp S Kozuka "Competition Law, Deregulation" and lwidilication-'in T Ginsburg, L Nottage and H
Sono (eds) The Multiple Worlds of Japanue Law (University of Victoria, Victoria 2001) l0l.
"v Macaulay, above n 54; Macaulay and others, above u 55. But see I P Nehf '"Textualism in the
Lower Courts: Lessons from Judges Interpreting Consumer Legislation" (1994) 26 Rutgers LJ l.
2f r H Sono "UCC Dai Ni Hen luaibail * Koit"t Sagini mtnt dendai Keiyati Ho no lchi-Dola
[The Revision of UCC Article 2: PEB Study Group Reporb, Llewellyn's Rich Legacy, and Modcrn
Contract Lawl (l)" (1994) zt4 Hokudai Hogaku Ronshu E37, 886.
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emergence of more direct regulation of unfair terms under broad standards of
unconscionability, not just by focusing on the parties' agreement.2l2

Secondly, there was little momentum on the part of the PEB Study Group to
overhaul the broad standards of unconscionability laiddown in the UCC.2r3-hdeed, its
Preliminary Report proposed that $2-308 be hansferred to the more general article l, as
a guiding principle for the whole of the UCC, not just for article 2 on sales.2la
Furthermore, the majority rejected the proposition that the provision differentiate
between consumer sales and sales between merchants.zls ThiJ tends to confimr the
impression that unconscionabilify in US law remains available as a residual technique
for conholling unfaimess, even in cornrnercial situations.2l6

Finally, the importance of principles of good faith was also largely confirmed.
The Executive Summary confirmed that rejection of goods (under $2-601) must be in
good faith, in derogation of the sfict "perfect tender ruIe", for instance.zlT A minority
even suggested more generally that the revised UCC adopt a type of "material breach"
framework.''o Furthennore, the majority insisted that termination of continuing supply
conhacts "at will", under $2-309, be done in gqp! faith.2le There is some attempt to
reemphasise the objective aspects of the inquiry;22o but that itself can be substantive in
orientation as well.

From 23 to 30 July 1999, the National Conference of Commissioners on
Uniform State Laws (NCCUSL) met in Denver to try to reach fi.nal agreement on
revisions to UCC article 2. The attempt foundered, ostensibly bec.ause priority had to be
given to enactment of new legislation on licensing contracts,"' which was achieved
after altering the original timetable. Equally important appears to have been vehement
objection from industry representatives to certain proposed provisions, particularly a
draft art 2-207 relating to the binding force of contract terms disclosed only after

?tz Above Part m.A.2.2r3 Compare J Munay '"The Revision of Article 2: Romancing the Prism" (1994) 35 William and
Mary L Rev 1447, 1496-1497.2t4 The effect of $2-719, as a basis for invalidating exemption clauses regarding personal injury, is
also largely retained in the Executive Report H Sono "UCC Dai Ni Hen (Hanbai) no Kaisei Sagto ni
mint Gendai Keiyalat Ho no lchi-Doko [The Revision of UCC Article 2: PEB Study Group Reports,
Llewellyn's Rich Legacy, and Modem Contact Law] (2)" (1994) 44 Hohtdai Hogalat Ronshu 1293,
1299-1300.2r5 Above n 213, 1307.216 Above Part m.A.2.2r7 However it proposed to rerain the rule in consumer sales, as a protective mezuiure (above n 211,
885-886).2t8 Proponenb alluded to the similar 'fundamental breach" concept in srt 25 of the Vienna Sales
ConveEtion2te Abo, notice must be given or the bargain may be held unconscionable under $2-309(3) (above n
213, 1330).u0 The Preliminary Report proposes to expand $2-103 (referring to the more "objective" indicators
of fair dsaling in thc trade) to encoryass non-merchants as well as merchants, and to intoduce more
objective indicators into $1-201 (presently referriag to tbe more "zubjective" indicator of 'tonesty").
Above n213, L335-6. See also S Burton "Good Faith in Articles t and 2 of the UCC: The Practice Vied'
(1994) 35 V/illiam & Mary L Rcv 1533, t56l-1563.z?t Rules for contacting in the new trading environment created by rapid dwelopments in
information technology gD is another heavily politicised area of debate, although industry interests were
able to steer the debate towards less stingent nrles, thus reduciug the scope for more substantive
reasoning. See for example G Evans and B Fitzgerald 'Tnformatiou Transactions under UCC Article 28:
The AscEndency of Freedom of Contact in the Dgrtal Millenium?" (1998) 21 UNSWLI 4M,431432.
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payment, which was seen as too favourable to consumer buyers.2z? There was also
concern over draft article 2-105O), a new provision which had proposed that:

In a consumer contract, a nonnegotiated terrr in a standard form record is unconscionable and is
not enforceable if it:
(l) eliminates the essential purpose of the contact;
(2) subject to [article 2-202 @arcl evidence rule)], conllicts with any other material terms to

which the paties have expressly agreed; or
(3) imposes manifestly unreasonable risk or cost on the consumer in the circumstances.

The wording was novel and very broad, compared even to draft article 2-105(a) which
basically restated for non-consumer transactions the present UCC prohibition against
unconscionability. Further, the commentary to the draft had noted that although US
courts had tended to interpret the latter as requiring "a certain quantum" of both
procedural and substantive unconscionability, implying that this would continue to be
so under paragraph (^),"t "so-called procedural unconscionability is not required" for
paragraph (b) consumer conhacts. Perhaps this invitation for courts to directly address
substantive inequality of the bargain, at least in consumer hansactions, was seen as /oo
substantive in approach at least for a sizeable contingent of US jurists.za However, the
commentary went on to note a number of other draft provisions in which consumers and
consumer contracts were treated differently (usually more favourably than in business
dealings). Industry objection to these may have been more important in derailing the
enactment process at the meeting.

Certainly, Jean Braucher's remarks more than two years' earlier therefore
proved trre in L999: 'Treahnent of consumer hansactions is a contested and potentially
consensus-breaking question in all ... projects [underway to reform the UCC]. Much
could change in the final months of drafting and the enachnent phase may also produce
surprises and controversy".225 Indeed, thJ Reporter in chargl of revising uii"l, 2,
Richard Speidel, resigned in protest along with the Associate Reporter, Linda Rusch.
The project is presently suspended, and enactment of a new article 2 within the next few
years seems highly improbable. This process therefore illushates the difEculty of
enacting legislation in the US. However, this situation may also prompt courts and
commentators to continue developing the law related to conbactual unfaimess in a
highly substantive manner, as they have done in other areas of US law (above Chapter
One Part tr.C). It also shows the highly politicised nature of the process leading to
legislation which is enacted in this field, arguably reducing the heightening of various

tn See for gxamFle NCCIJSL (ed)'?toposed Revisions of Uniform Commercial Code Article 2 -
Sales" (28 June 1998) (available, along with all other Conference draffs and official connnunications, at
the University of Pennsylvania Law Library wcbsite:
<http://www.law.upenn.edMibrary/ulc/ucc2/ucc299am.htu>). Thanls are due to Hiroo Sono, who

3$ended the meeting, for providing this iillormation

:. Citing NEC Technologies znd, American Sofiware (above n 74).
"' The draft also included many other proposals promoting more substantivs lsasqning, such as
material breach conceDts in drafr art2-701.uE J Brauchcr 'horeword: Consumer Protection and the Uniform Commercial Code" (lgg7) 75
Wash U LQ l, 2. See also J Braucher '?olitics and Principle in the Drafting of the UCC Consuner
Protection Provisions" (1996) 29UCC L J 68.
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dimensions of formal reasoning usually associated with hansforming legal norms into
statutory form.226

IV.B English Law

Atiyah and Summers admit that in English law the enactment of the Unfair
Contracts Terms Act 1977 (the UCTA) does import more content-oriented standards of
validity^i+to this are4 in particular through its test of "reasonableness" for exemption
clauses."' However they suggest that the UCTA will continue to be interpreted in the
nalrow, formal fashion prefened in the English law fradition. It is certainly important
not to over-estimate the role of the UCTA in changing the tenor of English conhact law
in this field.

As Adams and Brownsword conceded in 1988, the scope (or "sweep') of the
UCTA remained restricted by reluiring 'teasonableness" of the clause to be tested
when the contact was concluded.""o By directing the focus of inquiry to that point of
time, to a more specific source, this can be seen as a formal restiction. Furthermore,
they noted that the UCTA implies a restiction in'!itch":22e

judges should uy to infuse some degree of consistency and generality into their rulings an4 in
particular, should avoid a one-off approach to the regulation of commercial standard form
exernptions.

This can be seen as reskicting the scope for inquiry into more subjective considerations,
an additional avenue for more substantive reasoning. Lastly, Adams and Brownsword
pointed out that one strand of the case law may be taking a more expansive view. But
they indicated that this development may leave too much judicial discretion, and noted a
more restrictive stand in the case law as well.230

The reskictions of the UCTA can be further brought oy!.by a brief comparison
with the EC Directive on Unfair Tenns in Consumei Contracts."' The UCTA is largely
limited to the regulation of exemption clauses, not the broad spectrrm of clauses
covering agreed remedies. Nor does it extend to insurance contacts, a major category of
consunxer contract.z32 Although there have been a few judgments rendered in recently
relating to the problems under the UCTA, their impact is circumscribed.233

:: Comparc Atiyah and Summers, above n t, withMacaulay, above n 54.4I Above n l, 52. Foreign observers have tended to see the UCTA in this light see for exo'qple H
Koetz "Taking Civil Codes Less Seriously" (19E7) 50 MLR 1, 4-5. Also, in Interfon (above n 35, 439),
Bingham LJ alludes to thc UCTA as another'liecemeal solution" to the general problem of unfaimess in
Enelish law.22s- J Adams aud R Brownsword'oThe Unfair Contact Terms Act A Decade of Discretion" (1988)
104 LQR94, 116.?:ts Adarns and Brownsword, above n228, 116,230 Adams and Brownsword, above n 228,97-99,104-105. The restictive approach is associarcd
withPhoto Production Ltdv Secuicor Transportltd [1980] AC827, discornaging judicial interveution"
compared 6 George Mitchell (Chesterhill) Ltd v Finney Lock Seeds Ltd U98312 AC 803. Compare also
Smith v Eric S Bttsh [1990] 1 AC 831, where the House of Lords held to be reasonable I term o(sluding
l$bi[ty for negligence of surveyors (engaged by a building society) to home buyers.rt LockertandEgan, aboven27.232 fi Q6llins, "Good Faith in European Contract Laf' (1994) 14 OJLS 229,241-242. See also D
Y-ates "Commentary on'Two Concepb of GoodFaith'' (1995) 8 JCL 145, 149, 151.4' Sce for examFle Thomas Wiaer Ltd v TBP Indttstries Ltd (1994) Tr L R 145); and S Males
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The Directive has its limitations too. First, article 5 requires terms to be "plain"
and "intelligible", and construed contra proferentern lu1 Qsllins argues that this can be
justified by the more limited notion of "market failure", and sees article 5 as "the formal
test" required by the Directive. This parallels the point developed above (Part tr),
narnely that the "fine print" doctrine and certain techniques of contact interpretation can
be quite readily reconciled with a "formal" approach to contract law anyway.

Collins also argues that article 3(1) sets "the substantive test", but then notes
limits. First, although it challenges terms that cause a "significant imbalance" in the
parties' rights and obligations under the contract, the focus is only on the subsidiary and
collateral obligations (wananties, exemption clauses and agreed rernedies), and whether
they are balanced in some way in the consumer's favour. Pursuant to article 4(2), the
Directive does not cover the principal obligations, such as the nature of the goods or the
price. Thus, Collins suggests that its motivation in promoting "substantive fairness" in
exchange is limited, a1ld ssrtainly does not extend to "social market" objectives aiming
to raise overall minimum standards in the market for goods. However, he suggests that
the latter objectives might be read into the second requirement of article 3(l), the
requirement of good faith. The Prearnble suggests an underlying principle promoting
broader "solidarity" in contracting in consumer markets. But he acknowledges that a
more "formal" reading of good faith is also possible, limiting the requirement to
procedural fairness in the bargaining process, and perhaps to the regulation of "fine
print" problems - again seen in tenns of "market failure". This main tension justifies the
view expressed by another English commentator in the mid-1990s, arguing that it was
"arguable [whether the direct reference to goo{ faith in the Directive] will have
profound effects on the English law of confracts"."*

Generally, there may be a particular risk of conflicting readings when an English
lawyer approaches a Directive, the product of European law and mainly Continental
conce,ptions, using English techniques of statutory interpretation.23s This problem is
compounded when those in England do not follow developments at the European level,
despite the growing overall number of 'teferences" made to the European Court of
Justice (ECI) by national courts in EU member states for assistance in interpreting
Directives affecting private law.236 An exarnple of this indifference is the lack of
attention shown to an important decision from the ECJ refened by a German court,
extending protections of a 1985 EC Directive on Doorstep Selling to guarantees by a
parent to.secure a loan made to a sorl provided the loan was not for business
purposes."' An English commentator acknowledges that one reason why this decision

'Notice of Contract Terms - A Common Law Requirement of Rcasonabl€ness" (1990 LQR 130
(discussing AEG (UK) Ltd v Logic Resource Ltd,20 October 1995, unreported, F'nglish Court of Appeal).
The latter case may represent an example of English law developing common law principles in the
shadow of statute law (compare P S Atiyah "Comnon Law and Stahrte La#' (1985) 48 MLR l).
However, it remains a rare instance, aad tellingly the Judge makes no explicit reference to UCTA.234 Beatson, above n 99, 143.23s See S Bright and C Bright '"IJtrfair Terms in Land Contracts: Copy Out or Cop Out?" (1995) 1l I
LQR 655; and M Aftew "Teleological Interprctation and Land Law" (1995) 58 MLR 696.uo 

See I Klauer "General Clauses in Eruopean Private Law and 'SFicter' National Standards: The
Unfair Terms Directive" (2000) European Rev Private Law 187, 189 n 5.L17 Bryerisehe Hypothekar und Wecfuelbank AG v Edgar Dieainger t199El ECR I-1199. Soe C
foerges '*Interactive Adjudication in the Europeanisation Process? [ pgmanding Perspectivc and a
Modest Example" (2000) European Rev Private Law l.
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has received virtually no attention in the UII despite the interest in these types of cases
evidenced by the bwgeoning case law on rurdue influence since the mid-1990s, E&y
simply be that "lawyers in the UK [may not have been] awrre of the uses to which their
Gennan counterparts were putting the Doorstep Selling Directive".238 Another
explanation advanced is the potential deterrent effect of s 2 of the implementing
Regulations, which specifically excludes contracts for business purposes from their
scope, possibly due to the Euglish language version of the Directive reading as applyrng
to conhacts between conflrmers and service or goods suppliers whereas the German
version reads as applying to the provision of goods and services to consumers.23e A
firrther consideration is left open, namely that "disinterest or even scepticism about
Eurooean resulation" may be related to what Ian Ramsay has perceived in English law
*.zld

a hesitancy to view the details of consunrer protection law, including statutes, regulations and codes
of practice, as soruces of general principle. Consumer protection is often viewed as represenring ad
hoc political and represeutative compromises to be contasted with the neutal 

-and 
rational

principles of the common law.

Even for English jurists aware of and open to developments at the Ewopean level, they
may find little guidance from ECJ jurisprudence on the pivotal provision of "good
faith" in the Unfair Terms Directive, for instance, first because it remains unclear
whether the Court has jurisdiction to provide its autonomous interpretation of such a
general clause. Irene Klauer makes a convincing case that it does; but then points out
that, due to the broadness of the standards laid down in the Directive, this still leaves
open the question of what sort of interpretation the ECJ might and should take. She
argues that the Court:2al

has developed a fairly consistent consumer model in its case law on the free movement of goods
and unfair competition over the last two decades, which could serve as a precedent for the l-llfD.
This consumer model is one of a reasonable and enlighted consumer. The Court rusumes that the
first right of the Eruopean consumer is to be sufficiently informed to be in a position to make
reasonable choices. Once sufficient information is provided, the Court requires the consumer to
read and understand this information. \4lhen making his or her decision, the European consumer
must not rely on taditional national consumer habits .. .

On the other hand, Klauer notes that recent decisions of the ECJ seem to have lowered
somewhat these high expectations, setting the stanlard as that of an "averagely
informed, considerate, &od reasonable consumer".2a2 Nonetheless, she agrees with
Collins that even this standard would shess conritrmer choice over protectioq and
clarity over substantive faimess. She concludes that although there are fewer grounds

23t D Geary 'Notes sa F'emily Guaranrces in English and Scottish Law - A Comment" (2000)
European Rev Private Law 25,29.23e Above n 238. This relates to the broader problem of multiple language versions of legislative
and ECJ pronouncements under EU law, in particular the ascendance of English and French as the
dominant languages in practice in Euopean institutions: see N Urban "One Legal Language and the
Maintenance of Cultural and Linguistic Diversitlr" (2000) European Rev Private Law 51.2Q Above n 238, citing I narnsay "Consumer Credit Law, Distibutive Justicc and the 'Welfare

State" (1995) OJLS 177, 196.2'r Ramsay, aboven 240,200.212 Above r240,20L.
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for transposing this "consumer model" into ECJ interpretation of the Unfair Terms
Directive, because it is less arguable that trade will be impeded by higher levels of
consumer protection (as opposed eg to advertising restrictions), it is 'Aery unlikely that
the Court will app.ff the stictest and most protective standard curently found in the
Member States".'"' This becomes particularly important i{ as she advocates primarily
in order to promote harmonisation, the ECJ further rules that member states and their
courts cannot ignore the standards of interpretation which it develops, because national
law is supposedly more protective.

In short, these studies of the ongoing elaboration of EU law affecting consumer
protection suggest firstly that English law may not adapt quickly due to lack of
awareness or language difficulties. Secondly, even if EU law does have a major impact,
it may encotrage more formal reasoning due to the "consumer model" likely to be .

applied by the ECJ. Thirdly, even if more substantive reasoning is encouraged by a
more protective model, pushing English courts away from focusing primarily on what
information was provided at the time of parties reaching an agreement, this may be
limited to defined areas of consumer protection law and not generalised to reorient
contract law doctrine and thinking as a whole. These patterns would support the
retention of more formal reasoning.

However, extensive discussions about good faith under EU law (and more
generally in contract law) have recently been included in leading texts aimed also at
practitioners,'* and more plil_osophical and contexfual studies now feature regularly in
major English law journals.'*' The Court of Appeal also drew recently on academic
commentary and EU law principles to impugn an acceleration clause in a mortgage
agreement. It emphasised the "procedural" aspects of acting in good faith (and the need
in this case to bring the unusual clause to the consumer's attention), but also noted that
substantive imbalance in obligations and detriment to the consumer were important
considerations.2o6 A recent ECJ decision, on referral from Spain, is also likely to force
English courts to take a more pro-active role in scrutinising contacts for possible
breaches of the Directive.'*' Further, more cases are expected to be brought before

213 Above n240,202.214 Brownsword, above n 80, 101-106.245 See for exarnple S Whittaker'unfair Contact Terms, Fublic Senrices and fte Consfuuction of a
European Conception of Contract" (2000) 116 LQR 95; R Brownsword 'Tndividualism, Cooperativism
and an Ethic for European Contract Law" (2001) 64 MLR 628. See also R Brownsword N Hird and G
Howells (eds) Good Faith in Contract: Concqt and Context @artnouth, Aldershot, 1999).zs Director General of Fair Trading v First National Bank PLC [2000] I All ER 371. However, as
observed by N Beresford "Irqrroving the Law on Unfainress" [2000] CLJ 242,244, the Court could have
gone further espccially ia oKntnining significant imbalance:

It is a generalising concept, requiring an examination of the typical tsansaction here (here, a
typical Consuner Credit Act loan agreement) to see whether the disputed agreement fits the
norm- Imbalance is cental to the civilian approach to unfaimess, and of particular irnportance in
England wherc the common law method tends to focus attention on precedent and argument by
analogy. "[Jnfaimess" involves the recognition of broader considerations.217 Ocuno Grupo Editorial SA v Rocio Mirciano Quintero etc,27 June 2000. Plaintitr firms sold

encyclopedias to consumers, including a contact clausc giving exclusive jurisdiction to the cor.rts in
Barcelona, thc plaintiffs' 6ain place of business. They brought suit there for non-palmen! but the
conrilm€rs did not appear. The Supreme Court in Spain had held such jruisdiction clauses to be uofair,
but the first-instance Court in Barcelona was unslue whether domestic law allowed it to detcrmine
unfairness on iE own motion. It referred to the BCJ the question of whether the Directive irqplics that
courc should be able to make determinations of unfaimess on its own motion. Although the Directive had
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English courts following 1999 amendments to the Regulations, enacted in 1994 to
implement the Directive in English law, because they widen the enforcement provisions
(extending standing to listed consumer organisations and allowing injunctive relief to be
sought in the County Court as well as the High Court), and expand tlr. r"op" to include
contracts relating to employment, family law and the intemal constitutions of
companies.2as

Already, implementation of the Directive in England appears to be having a
major impact on business practices, primarily through the vigorous activities of a
rejuvenated Offi.ce of Fair Trading (OFT),_- holding prime responsibility for its
implementation.'*' In 1999, it was noted that:')u

The OFT has investigated about 3,000 complaints under the Regulations since they have come
into force. About 75% have required action of some sort. No tader has yet forced a case to Court,
but over 1,200 terms have been dropped or revised.

Particularly notable are pro-active investigations into specific sectors, such as the
mobile phone indusky, resulting in widespread amendments to standard terms.25l
Recently, moreover, OFT activities encouraged one County Court judge to strike down
certain mortgage terms as contrary to the Directive. This is significant because of the
limited number of judgments which have strrck down such terrns as "extortionate"
nnder the Consumer Credit Act 1974.82

Such developments.,exhibit parallels with 'nsoft" regulation of contractual
unfairness in Japanese law,"' until recently (Part tV.B below). They may also indicate
a "neo-proceduralist" tendency which some theorists perceive as common to complex
contemDorarv economies with sophisticated legal systems (see below Chapter Five Part
tr.B)."4

not yet been incorporated into Spanish law, the ECJ followed its case law to argue that the aim of such
Directives should be followed "as far as possible" furesumably, not where this would contradict clear
domestic rules). It decided that the Directive did imply tbat a court should be able to rule on unfainress on
its own motion. Presumably, the Spanish Court will now strike down the jurisdiction clause, and domestic
private law may adapt more generally to this European law principle. Nevertheless, this ECJ ruling
challenges a firndamental principle of Anglo-American civil procedure: the adversary principle.

At least one English commentator has welcomed the decision as consistent with a perceived
move in England recently, away from the taditional role ofjudges as 'beuhal arbiters of private disputes
delineated as well as zubmifted by the parties for thcir resolutiou" towards more active involvement as
'lublic authoritics under obligations to give effect to legally recognised policies": S Whittaker "Judicial
lnterventionism and Consuner Coutracs" (2001) 117 LQR 215,220.z8 

S Bright "llinning the Battle Against Unfair Conhact Terms" (2000) 20 Legal Studies 331,337 .

The 1999 Regulations alss 3lqlish a schedule which had attempted to parapbrase what was meaut by
good fait\ in favou of the Directive's wording on this, thus allowing English law to draw more directly
on EU and coutinmtal law.

:'.: See generally R Colbey'unfair Tercx and the OFT'(1998) New L I 4G (l6filgl).@ L Santin'"unfair Contact Terms in the Mobile Phone Industry" (1999) 19 ACCC Journal36, 38.
See also R Brownsword, N Hfud aad G Howells (eds) C'ood Faith in Contract: Concept and Contu.t
@arhout\ Aldenhof 1999) 105-110; Bright above n 248,332 t2 (4140 complaints between 1 July
1995 and June 1999), 334 n12 (average of 100 complaints monthly druing 1998).2st Brighg above n 248,33443i.
:-'- See S eriglt "Attacking Unfair Mortgage Terms" (1999) l 15 LQR 360.D' Taylor, above n 164, 158..2s1 G Teubner "Legal lrritanb: Good Faith in British Law and How UniSing Law Ends Up in New
Divergences" (1998) 6l MLR 11.
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rv.c New Zealand Law

In New Zealand, by contrast, impetus towards a more substantive approach in
the wider legislative reform process seems, if anything, even weaker. Discussion about
the possible contours of a duty of good faith is circumscribed, lacking the stimulation of
a major outside development like the EC Directive in England.2s5

The criticism of the Law Commission's draft scheme for regulating Unfair
Contracts, y_bich had drawn on developments in Europe and Ausfualia, has already been
mentioned.'su Its demise is now seen as resulting in part from_i-1s attempt to propose a
reconsideration of philosophical underpinnings in contact law."' That such a tentative
attempt to do so elicited such a response marks a strong contast to the Japanese
experience, where a similar opportunity has been taken in its stride and has evenfually
led to some revival - now perhaps with sounder jurisprudential grounding - at the
practical level of impetus for legislative reform (below Part tV.D). Thus, as in the case
of the stalled reform of formal writing requirements (above Chapter Two Part III), New
Zealand's experience is consistent with a more fomral approach.

One noticeable recent change in this part of the contract law landscape in New
Zealand is the enacbnent of the Consumer Guarantees Act 1993. By insisting that
certain guarantees cannot be contracted out of in consumer sales, the Act imposes new
nonns of contract validity.2s8 But, compared t9 the EC Directive, it has ernirged with
little debate on possible underlying rationales."' Those also do not inform commentary

25s Art 7(1) of the Vienna Sales Convention ("CISG-, in force iuNew Zealand, from 1 October
1995) requiresthe Convention-not necessarily the parties'sales confracl-to be interpreted so as to
promote "the observance in good faith in intemational tade". However as the New Zealand Law
Commission has noted (The United Nations Convention on Contractsfor the Interzational Sale of Goods:
Netv Zealand's Proposed Acceptance (Wellington" 1992) $100), the confi.rsing wording represents a
compromise. (See also E A Famsworth 'Duties of Good Faith and p"it psaling under the Unidroit
Principles, Relevant International Conventions and National Laws" (1995) 3 Tul I Int'l and Comp L 47,
56-57.) Other than the Cornnrission's report and the article on which Parts Itr and tV of this Chapter
draot (L Nottage'Form and Substance in US, Englisb, New Zealand and Japanese Law: A Framework
for Better Comparisons of Developments in the Law of Unfair Contracs" (1996) 26 VUWLR 247') there
has been almost no published discussion in New Zezland regarding this concept of "good faith", now
incorporated into New Zealand law. The only serious atteryt to grapple with CISG, more generally, is in
the narrow context of possible law reform for Tokelau: see A Angelo n'Contact Codes, Coral Atolls, and
the Kiwi Connection" in H-J Ahrens and others (eds) Festscirirtfuer Envin Deutsch zum 70. Geburtstag

[70th Anniversary Essays for Ervin DeutschJ (Carl Heymanns Verlag, Cologre, 1998) 877.4'o Above n 128. Compare fff e:(emFle T Carlin '1\e Contracts Revie*, Act 1980 (NSW) - 20
Years On" (2001) 23 Syd L Rev 125. He notes how from the latc 1980s Australian Courts began using
quite actively the Act to stike down'bnjust" clauses in consumer conEacts, especially in cases involviug
mortgages and lending, but notes that it is being supplanted by unconscionability provisions added to the
Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth) in 1992 (s 51AA) and 1998 (s 51AC). The latter extends relief to srnall
businesses. It appears to have received little attention in New Zealarrd.E7 Sutton, above n 120.258 Furthermore, it is of potentially greater effect than an English counterpart, as it allows direct
actions against manufachuers: conpare G Howells "The Modernisatiou of Sales Law?" [1995] LMCLQ
t92.2se An exceptional early atteryt to locate the debate in broader context was provided by an
Austalian academic: D Harland '?ost-Sale Consumer Legisl,ation for New Zealand" (1988) 3 Cant L
Rev 410.
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on the new Act, even for example on the extent to which it should apply to agents,260
which should after all raise a fundamental policy issue since agencies often arise in non-
consumer settings. This hampers its potential for injecting more substantive reasoning
into New Zealand,law. Further, glven the Act's limited scope and occasionally complex
drafting,261 it too is likely to be interpreted in a technical or formal mannir, at least
initially.262

This has been the pattern in interpreting section 4 of the Contactual Remedies
Act 1979, on merger and acknowledgement clauses. It has generated a significant
amount of case law, but a literal reading of the section narrows the scope of its
application.263 Similarly, only recently has it been suggested that a firmer conceptual
foundation is needed to interpret the powers of relief from credit contracts which are
"oppressive, harsh, unconscionable, unjustly burdensome, or in contavention of the
reasonable standards of commercial practice", given to courts under section 9 of the
Credit Conhacts Act.'* However, rather than looking to general legal theory (compare
Chapter Five Part I-.-B below) or even to how similar concepts have been applied in
other areas of law,'o' the only significant attempt to meet this challenge has been to
affempt to list broad factors (mostly from reported cases) which may provide further
guidance to courts and practitioners.'oo Further, the Court of Appeal has recently

2@ C Hawes "Agents and Cousumer Guarantees" (1995) 6 Cant L Rev 164.26t Some of its complexity is noted by T Telfer "The Consumer Guarantees Act 1993" (1995) I
NZBLQ 46.26t See for example the following commentaries on a rare court judgment ap,plying the Act R Nield
"Tte Consumer Guarantees Act (1) Strike One for the Consumer" [1996] NZLI l3l; U Jagose'"The
Consumer Guarantees Act (2) Rejectiou of Goods" U996] NZLJ 133.263 See D Mclauchlan 'Merger and Acknowiedgement Clauses under the Contrachral Remedies
Acf'(1988) 18 VLIWLR 311. Compare Burrows aud others, above n 34,212-213. Even on the broader
approac\ many exclusion clauses are often upheld as reasouable. See also for example Hall v Warwick
Todd Ltd & Ors (a April 2000) u:ueported High Court, Christchurch Registy, CP 89/99, Jobn Hansen J.rs Prudential Building & Investment Society of Canterbury v Hawkins & Ors ll997l 1 NA,R 114.
1o1"i6stingly, and as he does quite often (unlike almost all other New Zealand judges), Hammond J ruged
New Zealand juriss to look to North American discussions on this brsldgl jurispnrdential issue.zor As in family law, such as the provisions of s 2l of the Matrimonial Property Act. For a recent
case showing dfis v/illingness of New Zealnd courts nowadays to upset agreed bargains in this are4 see
Wood v llood 09981 3 Nn R 234. (Thanlc are due to Bill Atkin for pointing out this judgment.)
Compare the substantive approach even of English courts with respect to matrimonial property
agreements: P Pavlou'?re-Nuptial Contracts" (1998) LL/t2198 New LJ 1857. Compare also S M Chebrey
"'Contract Not Apt in Divorce Deal"' (1999) I 15 LQR 356 (noting Xydft ias v Xydhias U9991 1 FLR 683,
in which the English Court of Appeal decided that normal principlcs of cornmcrcial contract law should

l9t be applied rrnmodificd at least in the context of agreements reached between spouses upon divorce).& D Webb "A Proposed lesisisn-lvlaking Process for Oppressive Credit Contracts" (1997) NZ L
Rev 394. See also D Webb'TVhen Will Silence Be Oppressive Uoder the Credit Contracts Act?" (1997)
NLQ 154, 158 (commenting on Hammond f's unusual atteopt m Pntdential Building and Investment
Soc of Canterbury v Hankins [[1997] I NZLR I14, to draw on North American legal theory in upholding
a claim ofoppressionl:

the bonower was intelligent experienced, advised and persisent. The writer trss asthing but
syryathy for the exasperatcd financier who declincd to conect a convenient misapplsfuensiss
which was at odds with thc clear words of the contract which the borrower could reasonably be
expect€d to read and understand"

Compare also thc early wamings about interpreting the Act too broadly, in R Dugan "The New Tnaland
Credit Contracts Act A Unitcd States Lawyer's Perspective'(1984) I I NZULR 20.
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highlighted the difficulties faced by individuals in obtaining relief on the basis of
oppression, at least where credit has been obtained to finance investnents.z6T

More generally, such "commercial borrowing" makes up a large proportion of
the case law (98 of the 244 reported and unreported judgments in the decade ending
May 2000), udth most (71 out of 98) involving a borrower defending rather than
bringing an action, and claims of oppression involving a borower in default (36 out of
41 cases). These pattems were mirrored in cases of consumer borrowing (101 cases, 69
involving a borrower defending an action; 37 out of 44 cases involving a borrower in
default). This is seen as an indication that'the law is being used not so much to protect
consumers from unscrupulous lenders, b_ut rather as a last ditch effort by some
borrowers to escape repayrng their loansrr.268 1g this view is shared by the judiciary and
practitioners, it may explain the limited numbers of cases alleging oppression (an
average of 8.5 judgments per annum), and especially a reluctance until recently to relate
principles in this area of law to broader developments in theories of contractual
unfaimess.

Unless such linkages can be expanded significantly, it is unrealistic to expect the
Minisbry of Consumer Affairs' current review of consumer credit law to propel New
Zealand's contract law generally towards more substantive reasoning. A recent review
paper noted rapid increases in consumer indebtedness, and sought views on whether (i)
distressed debtors should be allowed to apply to lenders 1o shenge contract temrs or
apply to Courts for variation if the tansaction is "unjust", ffid (ii) whether a lender
should appropriately ascertain the consumer's ability to repay. Both suggestions,
drawing on Aushalian models, have _been opposed, and are unlikely to be included in
legislation which is plannsd for 2002.26' Ag"io, while this reluctance to allow reform in
this direction may be due partly to indifference or (more likely) interest group politics,
it is likely to be related to a preference for more formal reasoning focused on an
objective determination of the parties' original agreement.

IV.D Japanese Law

In Japan, despite its distinctly more substantive approach in this area of contract
law, the tendency for important categories of unfair contract cases to be "siphoned off'
- to be directly regulated by statute - has already been noted (above Part tr.D.2).
Kitagawa lists a total of 16 statutes directly contolling aspects of contractual validity,
often in transactions on standard forms."' Each statute's area of coverage has been
limited, and even in areds where attempts to expand its scope migbt have been
anticipated the tendency has been to wait for legislative amendfirent. To a lesser degree,
this pattem holds for an emerdgg tendency to regulate unfaimess in conhacting through
local govemment ordinances.'" Combined with potential for and actual te,ndencies

267 Greenbank I{Z Ltd v Haas (27 llly 2000) unreported" Court of Appcal CA 306/99, Trpping,
John Hansen and Baragwanath JJ.us Q llrnnis "Credit Law Reform' t200U NZ-I l2l.26e Ministry of Consumer Atrain- Consunq Credit Law Reviart Part 4: Overindebtedness,
Insurance and E-Cvedit (August 2000, Wellingtou) Part 3; Personal communication, Bob Hillier
(Ministry of Consurer Affairs), 29 August 2001.

i]: Kitagawa, above n 179, $1.07[4][b].
't' The approach of thc Tokyo City Ordinance for Consumer Living (TolEo-to Shohi Seilcatsu Joref,
for instance, is rather ambiguous. It dates back to 1975, but has been periodically amended" most recently
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towards formal reasoning within the case law and commentary involving article l(2),
and especially article 90, piecemeal legislative reform - as in England and New Zealand
- has reinforced a more formal orientation in this whole area of law.

Recently, there has been considerable academic discussion about regulating
unfair contracts as part of a more general scheme. The discussion has roots in studies in
the early 1980s of overseas reforms, such as the UCTA and early initiatives at the EC
level. At the time, regulation of standard form contacts also was being investigated by
a govemment advisory body, the National Life Council. But intoduction of general
legislation containing new content-oriented standards, drawing on some of those
overseas reforms, did not eventuate. First, Japanese commentators increasingly realised
the extent - and sometimes usefulness - of "adminisfrative guidance" in regulating
various standard forms used in particular industies.2'z In some cases, as in life
insurance, the standard forrr had to be approved by the responsible Minisfuy, which was
therefore in a position to threaten de facto, if not clearly legal, sanctions to control
excesses. Such conhol was heightened by a National Life Council Committee report in
1984, which -identified problems in particular areas after widespread public discussion
and research.273 The awareness of such mechanisms, and changes thatiollowed in some
of the standard forms reviewed in that report, took some urgency out of the subsequent
discussion. Secondly, the focus of inquiry was broadened, to include discussion not
only of particular unfair contact terms, but also improper behaviour in inducing the
contract. This raised more general issues, calling for more consideration of how various
private lsw tsshniques did or might deal with this problem. Predictably, it resulted in

in 1994 (Tokyo City Ordinaace No 110, 6 October 1994, in force since I January 1995). On the one hand,
Nt 25 of the Ordinance establishes broad generally worded categories of "irnproper dsltings",
including those largely covered by doctines of unconscionability or undue influence (para 2), and those
condemning "contracb ssnhinirlg terms which are excessively unfair and disadvantageous, violating the
requirement of good faith (shingizo&r) in dealings" (para 3). Further, even after the latest amendment, the
Ordinance, aad Regulations thereunder (/cuo&r), are still largely hortatory in nature. In particular, the
sanctions for infringing the rights set out pursuant to art I and the Regulations arc that the governor may
issue guidance (shido) againsg or wam infringers (kanlalu), and may publicise details of those who
rcfuse to follow wamings (see S Ito "Futekisei na Torihiki Koi Kisei ni lunsuru To-jorei oyobi Kisei
Kaisei no Gaiyo [Overview of the Amendment to the Capital's Ordinance and Regulations relating to the
Contol of 'Improper psllings']" (1995) 1065 Juristo l4). This may also indicate a more zubstantive
approac\ fbr exnmple lower "enforcement formality" (above Chapter One Part U.D). On the other hand
the Regulations are exEemely detailed, now attempting to cover up to 40 categories of unfair dsalings.
Commentators called for attention both to unfair dealings which are arguably still not covered and to the
need for a continuous process of amendment to meet other specifi. 6lsalings as they arise. This more
fomral dimension was also apparent in calls for more specific statutory regulation in other regions. See
Note "Clrrnoht sarera Shohisha higai boshi oyobi Higai lEusai ni lcansunt Chiho jichini no Shohisha
gtosei to Shohi seilcatsu jorei no dolo [Noticeable Directions in Local Govenrment Consumer Ordinances
s1d fidminisEation relating to Prevention and Compensation of pamnge to Consumers]" (1996) 586
NBL 5. It is unclear what will happen to municipal initiatives in the light of enachent of the Consumer
Contracb Act 2000. Compare for example Nottage, above n 31.272 As described above (Chapter-One, tart U.L;, in general "sdminisfsfiye guidance occurs where
administators take action of uo coercive legal effect that encourages regulated partics to act in a specific
way in order to achieve some adminishative aim": M Yonng 'Judicial Review of Administative
Guido"ce: Governmentally Encouraged Consensual Dispute Resolution in Japan" (1984) 84 Cohrm L
R:w924,926.273 ZKitagtwa'ttnfair Contract Terms in Adrninistraliye Guidance" (1985) l6 Rechtstheorie 181.
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more general jurisprudential arguments."o Theresultant hiatus left the Japanese law on
unfair confracts with substantive roots, but formal counter-tendencies.

Considerable momentum has recently re-ernerged. Concern had grown about the
inability of administrative guidance adequately to contol the broad range of cases
involving claims of contactual unfaimess, particularly those involving consumers. The
Economic Planning Agency (EPA), the government entity responsible for coordinating
consumer policy qt--the time, formed a working goup which reported on the EC
Directive ia 7994.275 Following an interim teport L lanuary lggi',276 a final report
from the relevant National Life Council committee was published in January L999,
proposing draft legislation. As with the curent UCC article 2 amendment proposals
(above Part IV.A), this attracted considerable opposition mainly from industry interests.
However, the key players involved in the Japanese reform initiative, and the head of the
EPA,_remained confident that draft legislation would be presented to the Diet in early
2000.277 The Consumer Conhact Law was duly enacted, and came into effect on 1

April 2001.278 Some "deals" appear to have been made among differing interest groups.
On the one hand, the grounds for impugning the negotiation process and hence
cancelling the contract (Articles 4 to 7) arc relatively tightly circumscribed. On the
other hand, as well as nulliffing specified types of contract terms (under Articles 8 and
9), the Act allows - potentially very broadly - for nullification of any tenn which
expands "one-sidedly'', and contrary to the Civil Code's doctrine of good faith, the
oblig_ations of consumers compared to the default rules provided by the Code (Art
IO).T" As in the case of product liability legislation enacted in lbg4,28o this may
further encourage Japanese courts to adapt old principles to new tlpes of problems
involving consumer fairness. The current debate and the new legislation also interrelate
with "lateral pressure" from bureaucratic agencies, md attempts at "self-regulation"
within various industries.2tl This complex cbntinues to draw ou and further stimulate
vigorous and wide-rangrng academic reformulations and new theory-building, already

271 E Hoshino "Gendai Keiyalat Ho Ron - Yak*an, Shohisha Keiafu wo Kien to shite
[Contemporary Contract Law Theory - Reconsidered in the Light of Standard Form and Consumer
ContracE]" (1991) 469 NBL l; T Isomura "VerbraucherschuE und neue Aufgaben des Yertragsrechts in
Japan lConstmer Protection and New Tasks for Contract Law in Japan]" (1993) 27 Kobe U L Rev 35.ztr Matsunoto, above n 43. Furthermore, foreign obsewers have been persistently critical of
administative guidance's lack of hansparency (see for example M Dean "Administrative Guidance in
Japanese Law: A Tbreat to the Rule of Law" [991] JBL 398).tto Fujioka" above n 31.277 "'shohishakeiyalatho' Hoan Teishutsu Miofuri fPresenting a Draft Law on Consumer Contracts
Set Back]", Nihon Keizai Shimbun, 10 March 1999, 7 .27t Law No 61, 2001. An English tanslstion is available in Keizai Kikakucho (ed) ,strosirsfia
Keiyahtho [Consumer Contract Law CommentaryJ (Shoji Homu Kenkyukai, Tokyo, 2000) 226-232.z7e Nottage, above n 31.2E0 See generally L Nottage 'The Still-birth and Re-birth of Product Liability in Japau'in D Nelken
and J Feest (eds) Adapting Legal Culnres (Hart, Oxfor4 2001) 147.2tr Taylor, above n 30. The role of the bureaucracy is complicaled now by enactnent of the
Financial Product Sales Acf also in effect from 1 April2001). As well as expanding he possibility of
shirns for damages for non-disclosure by financial institutions, this law allows fql sdminislltiys
sanctions. See generally L Nottage, "Japan" ia Doing Business in Asia (looselcaf, CCII Asia Ftc Ltd,
update 42, 2000) para JPN 45-301.

Similar processes have been at work in improving Japan's product safety regime over the
1990s. See for example L Nottage and Y Wada "Japan's New Product Liability ADR Centers:
Bureaucratic, Industry, or Consumer Informalism?" (1998) 6 ZJapanR 40.
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generating repercussions beyond the area of contractual unfairness and into conhact law
theory more gene t ally.' "'

V Conclusions: Authoritative Formality and the Contextual Dimension

To test the thesis of Atiyah and Summers along another dimension, that of authoritative
formality, this Chapter has considered the extent to which content-oriented, rather than
source-oriented standards are used to determine the validity of contract law norms. The
fine print dochine or similar approaches are found in all the legal systems, but this
might be indicative of either a substantive or a more formal orientation (Part tr). By
contrast, consideration of other doctrines such as good faith and unconscionability @art
III) suggests a pattem with US law and Japanese law at the substantive end of the
spectrum, and New Zealand and English law at the fonnal end. Considering also

specific legislative initiatives related to these doctrines, and more generally to the whole
area of contract law dealing with unfaimess (Pafi I\D, reinforces this pattern. This
therefore supports the tentative conclusions reached in Chapters One and Two, and

should at least provide another ground for rejecting any lingering stereotypical views of
Japanese law as very different from US law @art One Inhoduction).

As with the dimension of "content formali!y'' explored in one aspect of contact
forrration doctrine above (Chapter Two), and all the more so with the overall
comparison of these four legal systems attempted in Chapter One, it is more difficult to
locate US law in relation to Japanese law, and New Zealand law in relation to English
law. Nonetheless, because of the much more politicised process of legislative reform in
the US (above Parts trI.A.l and IV.A) - arguably related to its more substantive
orientation overall (see especially above Chapter One Part tr.A) - and some formal
tendencies noted in Japanese contract law (mentioned especially in Parts Itr.D and W.D
of this Chapter), US law seems even more substantive than Japanese law in the area of
contractual unfairness. By contrast, because of the ffiltration of more substantive

reasoning into English law primarily by means of EU initiatives2s3 - albeit a gradual

and dif,ficult process - English law appears somewhat less formal than New Zealand
law, or at least more likely to become more substantive in the foreseeable future. This is
so despite New Zealand law theoretically retaining more scope to apply unconscionable

bargains doctrine (Paxt tr.C.2), for the lafier is applied quite sparingly and in a more
formal menner than comparable doctines in the US and Japan. Accordingly, in regard

to the overall approach to conhactual unfaimess, the four legal systems are positioned
as in Figure 3 above (Part Two Introduction). The relative positioning differs somewhat

from that posited in Chapter Two, where it was concluded that Japanese contract
forrration law was zore substantive than US law, and Engtsh law was more forlo;;al

than New Zealatd law. Nonetheless, as in that analysis, the key point emerging from
this Chapter is that each pair differs significantly from the other. This supports the other
indications of quite enduring contrasts in contact law reasoning presented in this thesis

Nz See for exanrple Y Yamarrroto *Keiyalar no Naiyo Kuei [Conhol of Contract ContenB]" in
Saikenho Kaisei no Kadai to Hola - Minpo Hyahrnen o Keiki n shite [Directions and Issues in
Reformtng the Lavv of Obligations: On the Occasion of the Centennial of the Civil Codel (NBL Bessatsu

No5l, ShojihomuKenkyukai, Tokyo 1998) 57.2t3 See also H Beale 'oThe "Euro'llsanisglisa" of Contact Law" in R Halson (ed) Exploring the

Boundartes of Contract @arhout\ Aldershol t997)23; andbelow n 248.
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(Part Two), in turn paralleling a dichotomy in legal reasoning and legal institutions
more generally (Chapter One). Once again, such results counsel caution on the part of
theorists proclaiming significant transfomrations in confract law, whether towards a
sharply more substantive approach in England or New Zealand (above Part Two
Introduction Parts III and M) or a reaction favouring more fomral reasoning in the US
and Japan (Parts I and II). Nonetheless, the picture may change if other siguificant parts
of the ptnzle - particularly principles of contract interpretafion'o* - undergo major
change.

To reinforce these conclusions - especially the relative positioning of English
and New Zealand law, on the one hand, and US and Japanese law on the other - further
research could be undertaken into other areas of law related to contractual unfaimess.
Even more so than in Chapter Two above, however, the greater breadth of the inquiry
so far affords more confidence in predicting that this pattem will hold in further areas.
Many promising avenues of inquiry follow on quite natr:rally, nonetheless, from the
analysis in this Chapter. In part that is because this Chapter necessarily has been more
broad-brush than the preceding one, by focusing on three examples mentioned in
passing by Atiyah and Summers in their study and then concentrating on points of
particular comparative interest. Another reason is that there is not a precise overlap
between the areas considered, primarily because English and New Zealand law refuse to
recognise a generalised duty of good faith and have a nzurower doctine of public policy
compared to Japanese law. One interesting topic for further comparative analysis, which
seems to suggest results consistent with the more general conclusions reached in this
Chapter, is the law in those two legal systems relating to liquidated damages or penalty
clauses. The quite substantive approach of Japanese courts has been noted above (Part
trI.D.z) and Atiyah and Summers also suggested brie-{y that the US law has adopted
more content-oriented standards in this area as we11.285 Certainly this seems another
example of a relatively restricted doctrine in Anglo-New Zealand law, unable to
develop a broader jurisprudential basis due to the prevalence of fonnal reasoning.286 A

284 Compare for example above Part Two Introduction Part IV.E.285 Above n 8.286 For example, H Collins 'Tainress in Agreed Remedies" in C Willett (ed) Aspecs of Fairness in
Contracts (Butterworths, London, 1996) 98 argues that the unarticulated rationale so far has been the
principle of corrective justice, whereby the remedies for breach of a contract should only be
compensatory; but tolerating the possibility that in a particular case the agreed rernedy may provide either
lower or (more often impugned) higher compensatioa then actual loss for breach in a particular case. He
suggests English courts allow this to permit "risk averagi"g" over many similar contracts concluded by
the firm seeking to enforce the liquidated damages clausen to encourage parties to save costs by planning
remedies. Instead qf this 'Torward looking" approach, he advocates a retrospective test along the lines of
art7.4.I4 of the UNIDROIT Principles (on which see generally Bonell, above n 185), whereby the court
can reduce the agreed sum to a reasonable anount where it is grossly excessive in relation to thc harm
resulting from particular non-performance and the other circumstances. Collins notes tbat the English
Law Commission recently rejected such an approach as too uncertain, but argues that rmcertainty is
illusory under the present rules and that the Commission's argument anyway may be another "cloak for a
different rationale of protecting freedom of contract cornbincd with an intolerance of any change in the
law". Reluctance to move in the direction he advocates, however, also is consistent with a more formal
approach to legal lsassning more generally. Cornpare another recent but rare attempt at thcoretical
reformulation: M Chen-Wishatt "Contolling the Power to Agree Damages" in P Birks (ed) Wrongs and
Rettudies in the Twenty-Firct Century (Clarendon Press, Oxford 1996) 271. Thcre remains little
consideration of these issues in New Zealand. In Japan, a retrospective test may evolve ftom Art 9(l) of
the Consuncr Contacts Act 2000 (above n278).
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second good example appears to be the slowness of English and New Zealarad courts in
developing a docnine of economic duress, and its narrow conceptual gg$erpinnings.ttt

This thesis will not examine further these doctines, or others,'oo dealing with or
touching on problems of contractual unfaimess. Nor will it address neighbouring areas;

of private law, which can be highly relevant.2se Instead, Chapter Four turns to the four
jurisdictions' approaches in their main legal doctrines dealing with supervening

287 These taits are noticeable compared to the US: cornpare E Farnsworth, Famsworth on

Contracts (Little Brown, Boston, 1990-1993) Vol I,430444, M8454. Since the 1970s, moreov€r, a

stong focus in Anglo-New Zealand law has been on "coercion of the will" rather then direct
consideration of factors other than the coerced party's agreement (compare S Smith "Contacting Under
Pressure: A Theory of Pressure" (1997) 57 CLI 343, 358-359). Further, in New Zealanl| very few cases

appeax to have upheld the defence (corupare for example Wahnsley, above n 130; Haines v Carter [2001]
2 NZLR 167). Finally, compared to the US, the doctrine of economic druess has not displaced as much
the "pre-existing duty rule", a more bright-line nrle for policing renegotiations, concenEating even more

on the original agreemetrt. In Williams v Rofey U99ll I QB 1, the English Court of Appeal finally
nndermined the rule in situations where a contacting party agrees to pay more for performance of a pre-
existing duty, a development which received cautious support in the New Zealand Court of Appeal in
(Jnited Food and Chemical Worlcers Union of NZ v Talley U9931 2 ERNZ 360,376 (per Hardie Boys I).
However, following the venerable House of Lords precedent in Foalw v Beer (1884) 9 App Cas 605, the

English courts still refused to enforce a renegotiated agreement to pay less, of a debt (see for example Re

Selectmove U9951 2 All ER 531). By contas! in Machirus Properties v Power Sports World (1987) Ltd
(26 May 1998, unreported High Court Wellington Registry) Heron and Gendall JJ followed Williams v
Rofey in frnding that the defaulting lessee had provided suffi,cient 'firactical consideration" in exchange

for a promise by the lessor to accept half the original rent plus arears. Consideration consisted in sparing

the lessor 1oo1 flading new tenants, h.ving to mitigate its loss, and the hope of a renewed lease with the

lessee. Their Honorus hcld that Foakes v Beer did not apply because there was more than just an

obligation to pay a deb! and the lessee's occupation constituted a benefit in itself. See B Coote "Common
Forms, Consideration and Contact Doctinc" (1999) 14 JCL 116 at 123. It remains to be seen whether
this development will frnd favour in other New Zealand courts; an4 if so, whether it lvill prompt a

significant expansion in economic duress doctrine to control possible exploitation in contact
reuegotiations, as consideration doctrine is dismantled. More formal reasoning may also be promoted by
the argument that one pa4y's breach or proposed breach of contract should always be declared

"illegitimate", before focusing on whether the other voluntarily agreed to a renegotiation: compare R
Bigwood "Economic Duress by (Threatened) Breach of Contract" (2001) 117 LQR 376'288 A thid issue, following on naturally Aom the discussion above (especially Part m.D.2), would
be the scope of application aud conceptual basis for the doctrine of restaint of trade in Anglo-New
Zea}and law compared to US law and Japaoese law (see also M Ogawa 'Noncoqreb Covcnants in
Japanese Employment Contacts: Recent Developmenb" (1999) 22 Hastings Int & Comp L Rev 341).

Thc picture is complicated by the heavy encroachmeirt of related statute law in these jurisdictions. In
England, that includes art 81 of the European Qommunity Treat (formerly art 85), although English courts

more bold in impuping agreements: see generally for example A Coulthsd "George Michael v Sony

Music - A Challenge for to Artistic Freedom?" (1995) 58 MLR 731. The common law of restraint of
trade is even more moribrmd in New Zealand: see generally S Judd "The Unnrly Horse Put Out to
Pasture: Tbe Doctine of Public Policy in thc Modern Law of Contract" (1998) 8 Auck L Rw 686.

Compare generally the complex development ofjudge-made law in thc US srrmmarised by E Famswortll
Farnswonh on Contracts (Little Brown, Boston, 1990-1993) Vol II, 16-39; and, in Austalia recently, by
A Buti "Salary Caps in Professional Team Sporb: An Uoreasonable Restaint of Trade" (1994) t4 JCL

130.2ae Possibly in line srith dg6lining scope for impuping bargains rmder undue influe,nce or

unconscionable bargains doctrine in recent years, for exaryle (abovc Parts m.8.1, UI.C.l), several

commentators axe now pointing to the possibility of suing solicitors advising parties in such sitrations.

See for example Giliker, above n 18; Rickett, above n 121; Webb, above n 132. See abo B Collier

'lndepende,nt Solicitor's Certificates: How 'Independent' Must the Solicitor Be?" Proccerlings of the

Aushalasian Law Teachers Association conference, Wellingto4 tt-7 July 1999, Vol l.
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changed circumstances affecting conhact perforrrance. That does raise an issue more
broadly related to the second example just given, for it can also be considered in terms
of differing approaches with respect to "authoritative formality''. It tums more on the
'time dimension', however, whereas economic duress also involves a "contextual
dimension".2s The latter also is the sole or main dimension to the other examples of
contractual unfaimess given in this Chapter.2el Combined, Chapters Three and Four
therefore provide insights into the shength of classical and neo-classical contact law
more generally in both English and New Zealand law, compared to Japanese and US
law (above Part Two Inkoduction). This important topic of debate in contemporary
confract law theory can then be related to recent sociological and jurisprudential theory
more generally, in Part Three of this thesis. That, in furn, begins to set out a broader
framework within which to evaluate developments in neighbouring areas of private
law,2ez such as product liability (related to the problem of unfair conhact terms;;te3 and
broader developments such as the emergence of new procedures or forums for resolving
legal problems in these arenas.Z%

2e0 Compare N Nassar Sanctity of Contracts Revisited.: A Sndy in the Theory and Practice of Inng-
Term Interaational Commercial Contracts (Martinus Nijhofi, Dordrecht, 1995).29r See however fre discussion of termination of ernployment and other contactual relationships
under US and fapanese law, and the intoduction to the Japanese doctrine of changcd circumstances,
above Parts m.A.2 and ltr.D.l.2s2 The iurportance of which is stressed for example by H Collins "The Transformation Thesis and
the Ascription of Contrachral Responsibility" in T rfr/ilhelmsson (ed) Perspectives of CYitical Contract
Laut @arhout\ Aldershol 1993) 293. See also above Chapter Two Part [V.nt See for 6;antFle J Feinman "Implied Warranty, Products Liability, and the Boundary Between
Contract and Tort" (1997) 75 rJ/ash U LQ 469.rA Such as the OFT in England (abovc Part m.B) or lateral administative pressur€ in Japan @art
u.D).

2E4
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Cnnprpn FouR: Fnusrnl,rrow, InmnncrrcABlllry, Cnaltcnp CrncuMsrAitcEs,
lxn RrxncorrATroN or Loxc-Toruvr CoxrRAcrs

I Further "Authoritative Formality" - The Time Dimensiou - and "Didactic Formality"
U Frustration,lmpracticabilityandChangedCircumstances

tr.A Additional Authoritative Formality: Versus the Time Dimension
tr.B English andNew Zealandlaw: Frustation of Contract
U.C US Law: Irnpracticability
n.D Japanese Law: Non-Irrputable Impossibility and the Doctrine of Changed

Circumstances
1a Renegotiating 6d planning Long-Term Contacts: Preliminary Empirical Studies

m.A Contract Law in Bools and Contract Law in Action: A Tentative Hlpothesis
m.B The Student Suwey: The Main Kato/Young Hypothetical
III.C The Company Suwey

1 The Main Kato-Young Hlryothetical Revisited
2 A V/eintaub Hypothetical
3 Weintaub Questions on Contract planning and Dispute Resolution
4 Follow-Up Interviews

m.D Revising the Hypothesis - "Didactic Formality": The "Law in Books" Trying to
Lead the "Law in Action"

IV Conclusions

I Further "Authoritative Formality" - The Time Dimension - and 66Didactic

Formality"

To reinforce the thesis developed in Part One above, a close analysis of case law
developments and judicial reasoning in one issue of contract formation (above Chapter
Two) showed how New Zealand and (possibly especially) English law tended towards

more "content formality", whereas US and (probably especially) Japanese law adopted

a distinctly more substantive approach. Surveying more briefly a broad variety of
doctrines developed to regulate contactual unfairness, Chapter Three tevealed a similar
dichotomy emong the four legal systems along the dimension of "Authoritative
formality'', exce,pt that New Zealarrd law may be somewhat more fonnal than English
law (especially as the latter comes increasingly under the influsnce of EU law), while
Japanese law appears somewhat less substantive than US law. The more formal
approach of English and New Zealand law can also be seen as consiste,nt with a

classical or neoclassical model of contact law, attempting to define the scope of
conhactual obligations with reference to what was agreed Uy thP parties, rather than

examining the "contextual dimension" to contractual relationships.'
Part tr of this Chapter argues that English and (tentatively) especially New

Zealand law likewise exhibit distinctly greater authoritative formality in a core doctrine

developed to address supervening impediments to contractual perfonnance in the evEnt

of exteme shanges of circumstances, namely the law of frushation (below Part tr.A).
US and especially Japanese law adopt more substantive reasoning (Parts tr.B and tr.C).

I I Macneil "The Many Futures of Contact" (1974) 60 S Calif L Rev 691 argues that one feature

of both classical and neoclassical contact law is a shared fxation on divorcing contactual relations from
their socio-economic contex! rendering them more "discrete". Compare also N Nassar Sanctity of
Contracs Revisited: A SUdy in the Theory and Practice of Long-Term International Commercial

Contracts (Martinus Nijhofi Dordrecht, 1995), exemining how intemational arbitators have worked

instead to recognise the "contexttral dimension". See also above Part Two Intoduction.
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Again, the conhast reveals the deep-rootedness of the classical or at least neoclassical
model in Anglo-New Zealand,law, under which the scope of conhachral obligations is
cemented closely to the original agreement of q. parties, not giving sufficient due to
the "time dimension' in contractual relationships.'

This can create particular tensions in the context of long-term conhacts. Part m
of this Chapter summarises results from recent empirical studies comparing attitudes
and practices in long-tenn contracting with regard to changed circumstances, and

especially renegotiation, in New Zealand, Japan and the US. This suggests important
differences between the normative framework maintained by New Zealand courts, and

the practices and nonns followed or preferred by New Zealanders. That gap between
conhact "law in books" and "law in action", seemingly greater than that in the US and

even Japan, at first glance appears to run counter to the thrust of Atiyah and St mmers'

thesis in regard to differences in "enforcement formality" and "truth formality'' (above

Chapter One Part tr.D). After all, high degrees of those two varieties of forrrality,
which arguably exist in New Zealand overall, should help generally in bringing the "law
in books" closer to the "law in action". To resolve this apparent inoongruity, and to
bring out a further dimension for comparing legal systems, Part Itr.D proposes a new
variety of formality: "didactic formality". This refers to the preference or tendency to
resolve any gaps by encouraging the law in action to adapt to the law in books (the

approach of most English and especially New Zealand judges and commentators),

rather than vice versa (more common in the US and especially Japan). Arguably, this

contrast reinforces the differing attitudes not only with regard to doctrines dealing with
supervaning changes in circumstances, but also with regard to contractual unfairness
(above Chapter Three) and contract forrration (Chapter Two).

In addition, however, the follow-up interviews in the empirical research (below

Pafi m.C) suggest the possibility of a new dimension of legal reasoning, or rationality
more generally, emerging in the context of long-tenn conhactual relationships. This
invites broader reflection on recent sociological and jurispnrdential theories of the

"proceduralisation" of contemporary law, and their possible relationship to the

"form-substance" distinctions discussed hitherto (below P art Three).

il FrustrationrlmpracticabilityrandChangedCircumstances

In discussing the preference for "hard and fast rules" in English as opposed to US law
(above Chapter One Part tr.D), Atiyatr and Summers argue that the contast is vivid in
private and especially contract law. They remark, for insiance, that in US law:3

Thc entire subject of excuses for non-perfonnance of contracts, and the related subject of
justified termination of contractral relations, are shaped by increasingly flexible or

discretionary notions.

z l4acneil (above n 1) also stesses the tendency of classical and neoclassical conFact law to

'lnesentiate" contractual relations, that is, to bring them ioto the presenL Nassar (above n 1) refers to this

as the "tine dinension".3 p S Atiyah and R S Srrmmss Form and Substance in Anglo-American Lwu: A Comparative

Sudy of Legal Reasoning, Legal Theory, and Legal Institutions (Clarendon Fress, Oxford, 1987), t4' On

termination of contacts, comprue also above Chapter Thrce Parb m.A.l and ltr.D.l; and below Part

IIA.
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As well as thus revealing and heightening interpretive and mandatory formality in US
law, relief provided by the doctine of impracticability can be seen as reducing
authoritative formality. The latter follows from a willingness to go beyond the parties'
initial agreement as a "source oriented" standard of validity, to allowing instead more
"content oriented" standards (below Part tr.B). Corresponding doctines in Japanese law
arguably adopt an orientation similar to US law, particularly in the "doctrine of changed
circumstances" (jijo henko no gensolat: Part II.C), in contrast to the more formal rules in
the doctrine of frustration in English and (possibly especially) New Zealand law @art
tr.A).

II.A English and New Zealand Law: Frustration of Contract

The doctrine of frustration in English law focuses on nilrow sources for the validity of
the applicable rules. Early cases, such as Taylor v Caldwell and, Krell v Henry,a allowed
an excuse from performance obligations by reading into the parties' inttial agreement
an "implied condition" or term as to the continued existence or future occurrence of a
state of affairs (non-deshuction of the music hall or the coronation procession,
respectively).

Admittedly, as the doctrine of firustration continued to exp?nd in the first half
of the 20th century, this basis came to be criticised as a mere fiction.' The tnre rationale
for excuse was seen by some as lying in the justice or equity of the case:6 the
archetypal content-oriented source of validity. Traces of this view can be detected
even quite recently. In National Caniers Ltd v Panalpina (Northern) Ltd, for instance,
Lord Wilberforce proclaimed that: "the movement of the law of conhact is away from a

rigid theory of autonomy towards the discovery, or I do not hesitate to say imposition,
by the courts ofjust solutions, which can be ascribed to reasonable men in the position
of the parties".' However, earlier in his speech he reviewed . . . theories underlying the
doctrine of ftustation, includiug that the theory that saw it as simply a special exception
which justice de,mands; but concluded that it was unnecessary to single out one: "they
shade into one another and ... a choice betweeu them is a choice between what is most
appropriate in the particular conhact r:nder consideration". In deciding to extend in
principle the dochine to leases of land moreover, his Lordship was of the provisional
view that it could be appropriate to refer to an "implied tenn" (concerning a right of
way to the premises, impeded by a council order preventing street access) or to
'tgmoval of the foundation of the contact" (narnely the use of the premises as a
warehouse).8 Lord Hailsham LC also reviewed the various bases which had been
advanced, preferred the "constuction theory", involving determining the tue meaning
of the particular conhact used.e In The Sups, Servant Two, Btn$aur LJ stated that the

o (rs63)38&s826;U9o3l2KB74o.
' S"e for example Ocean Tramp Tankers Corp v Y/O Sorfracht (The Eugenia) tl9&12 QB 226,
238 (per Denning LI). See also generally L E Trakman'Tnrstrated Contacts and Legal Fictions" (1983)

46 MLR 39.o S"e for example Denny, Mott[L9M) AC 265, 273 $m Lord Wright); Dais Contracton Ltdv
Fmeham Urban District Council [1956] AC 696, 728 (pcr Lord Radcliffe).t 

[tg8l] Ac 67s,696.t Aboven7,693.e Above n 7, 688. He quoted approvingly from Davrs Contractors Ltd v Fareham UDC [19561
AC 696, 729,where Lord Radcliffe stated that:
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"object of the doctrine [of frustration] was'to give effect to the demands ofjustice".lo [n
the same breath, however, his Lordship referred to the "true constrrction" of the
contract. rr This is also the rationale preferred by at least one leading English
commentator nowadays.l2 It brings English law back towards more source-oriented
standards of validity, and therefore more fonnal reasoning.

Another factor contributing to this turn is the retenchr,r?ent in actual application
of the doctrine, evident in the latter half of the 20th century." This began with some

important cases arising from World War II, took root in cases (especially on appeal)
prompted by closure of the Suez Canal, and is epitomised by the actual results in more
recent cases like Palapina and The Super Servant Two. The seemingly growing
reluctance to allow discharge by frushation reinforces the argument that commercial
"impracticability" of performance due to exteme changes in market conditions, as

opposed to changed circumstances following from some physical impossibility or other
circumscribed situations, is not available asi an excuse under English law.'*

Even if such high hurdles can be cleared, a party pleading frustration may not
prevail. One difficulty stems from many cases arguing that a conhact cannot be

frustrated by foreseen or foreseeable events. This can lead to the conclusion that the

party seeking frustration should have provided against those events.ls

Another difficulty is the strict view still as to frustation not being available

when "self-induced". When The Super Servant Two sank, for instance, the defendant's
contract to transport the plaintiff s drilling rig in that or another ship of the defendant

frgstation occurs whenever the law recognises that without default of either party a contactual
obligation has become incapable of being performed because the circurnstances in which
performance is called for would render it a thing radically different from that which was

undertaken by the contract. ... It is not this which I promised to do.

Lord Radcliffe wcnt on to shess that the parties must compare the terms and construction of the contact,
in the original circumstances, with the supervening events.r0 J Lauriaen AS v Wijsmuller BV ll990l I Lloyd's LR l, 8.rr Above n 10. See also Danny, Mott (aboven6\,269 per Lord Wright
12 G Treitel T'he Lavt of Contract (10 ed, Sweet & Maxwell, London, 1999) 860. See also A
Morris "Practical Reasoning and Contract As Promise: Extending Contract-Based Criteria to Decide

Excuse Cases" (1997) 56 CIJ 147,153.13 Treitel, above n 12, 820-821. See also generally G Treitel Fnutration and Force Maianre
(Sweet & Maxwelt London, 1994)255-265; F Liu "The Doctrine of Frustatioru An Overview of English

Law" (1988) 19 J of Maritime L & Comm 262. But see J Mclnnis 'Tntstration and Force Majeure in
Buildiog Contacts" in E McKendrick (ed) Force Majanre and Frusffation of Contract (Lloyd's of
London Press, London, 1991) 139; J Beatson "Increased Expense and Frustation" i:n F D Rose (cd)

Consensus Ad lden (Sweet & Maxwell, London, 1990 121. Both argue, drawing ou US or earlier

English case law, rhet commercial impracticability should be recoenised in some situations.
14 Treitcl, above n 12,792-797.15 Treitcl, above n 12, 840. After noting many dicta supporting the view that a contract cannot be

frustated by forseea or foreseeable events, ranging from Baily v De Crespigny (1869) LR 4 QB 180, 185

to Gamerco SA v ICM (Fair Warning) Agncy Ltd 1199511 WLR 1126, tZ3l, he notes:

There is sq Fnglish case in which this was the sole ground for rejecting fte plea; but it has b€en

held ihat a party cannot rely, as ground of frustration, on an event which was, or should have been'

foreseen by him but not by the other party .In Walton Harttq Ltd v Homftrys Ltd lll93ll | & 2741

the defendanb granted the claimanb the right to display an advertising sign on the defendanF' hotel
for seven years. Within this period the hotel was compulsorily acquired and demolished, by a local

au&ority acting rmder statutory powcrs. The defendants werp held liable in damages. The contact
was not frgstrated because the defendanb kuew, and the claimang did not, of thc risk of
compulsory acquisition. "They could have provided against the risk, but they did not".
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was not frustated. Using the other ship under another contact with a third party was
held to be an "election", which amounted to "self-induced" frushation. This rule
prevents parties faced with unexpected supervening events affecting a contract's
performance from allocating their remaining resources, choosing among several
contracts, even on an objectivelyrational basis.'o

Overall, such strict attitudes by the English courts seem to be related to the
restricted and exteme effects which follow if frushation is found, namely automatic
termination at the time of the frustating event. There is no obligation for the party
affected by a drastic change of circumstances to give notice tg_the other parfy; the latter
can also invoke the doctrine (even to make a windfall gain"); and the courts are not
perrnitted to adjust the parties' conhactual obligations instead of terminating them.ls
Legislation .to cover some effects of terrrination becomes of little practical
importance. '' In short, the English law of frushatiou developed out of distinct
categories of mainly physical impossibility of perfonnance; it was justified originally,
and again more recently, on what the parties putatively intend; and its scope of
application is very limited - reinforced by the extreme nature of the consequences of
finding a contact to be frustated.

The same can be said for New Zealand law, perhaps all the more so, although
there is much less case law and commentary to draw on. A standard textbook rejects the
implied condition theory as a basis for the doctrine, preferring Lord Radcliffe's 'Jwt
solution" approach premise9^on performance "radically different from that which was
undertaken by the conkact".zo But it concludes immediately:zl

Nonetheless it would be wrong to say that frustation operatcs entirely independently of tle parties'
intentions. For oue thing, the "thing which was undertaken by the contacf' depends ou ib tnre
consfiuction For another, a conhact cannot be held frustated if that would be contrary to the
conFact's express terms.

16 Treitel" above n 12, 843-846. See also A Hudson '?rorating and Frustratiou" (1979) 123

Solicitors' I 137. This strict view in maritime law is likely to carry over into Eaglish contract law
generally, given the importance of the former f9r the latter (see above Ctapter Two Part I). Compare for
example Luton BC v Triurnph Ovens Ltd & Anor (17 Octobcr 1997) unreporteq Court of Appeal, Hinl
Swinton Thomas and Pill JJ (declining to find Austration when one of two means of proceeding with a
land developmsnt conract had failed).17 Treitel (above n.12,847-848) notes tha! because frustation operatcs automatically, it:

can be invoked by either party, and not only by the party likely to suffer the ftrstrating event. Thus
wbere a ship under charter is requisitioncd, ftstration is sometimes, paradoxically, claimed by the
shipowner, cven though the charterer is perfectly wi[ing to pay the agrced hire, for if the
coryensation paid by the Government for the requisition exceeds the hire, the shipowner will
actually profit ftom the frustration.lE Treitel, above n 12, 847-858.re Law Reform (Fnrstatcd Contracts) Act 1943. See generally E McKendrick 'The

Consequences of Frustatiod' in E McKendrick (ed\ Force Majeure and Fntstration of Contract
(Lloyds of Londou Press, London, l99l) 51. For discussion of a rare case recently, see J Carter and G
Tolhurst "Gigs N' Restitution: Fnrstration and Statutory Adjusbetrt of Paymenb and Expenscs" (199Q
r0JC/--264.m Davis, above n 6,729. Coryare also Oldfleld Asphaln v Grovedale Coolstores (1994) Ltd
[1998] 3 NZLR 479.2t J F Burrows, J Firn and S Todd Law of Contract in New Zealand @utterworrfts,'Wellington,
1997) 670 (emphasis added). See Daras, above n 6.
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This more reshictive approach was reflected recently in Gore District Council v The
Power Co Ltd.22 A unanimous Court of Appeal did not allow frushation pleaded on the
grounds of commercial impracticability, for a conhact concluded, n 1927 "for all time
hereafter", to supply electricity at 1 penny per unit as opposed to the market price of
10.2 cents per unit at the time of the litigation, resulting in the Council paying only
$16,639 for electicity worth $204,529 by then. The Court agreed with Viscount
Simon's rejection of the notion that the docfine of fustration was rooted in what was
'Just and reasonable", in favour of a "proper interpretation of the conhact, having
regard to the circumstances" at its formation." Quoting from Lord Radcliffe in Davis,
as approved by Lord Hailsharn rn Palapina, the Court also stated that the test was
whether the parties' agreement:24

should not be beated as applying in a firndamentally different situation. The starting point
however, must still be the contract. The limiled scope of the principle of frtrstration, as has been
pointed out by Viscount Simonds in Tsakiroglou & Co Ltd v Noblee Thorl GmbH 11962l AC 93
at p I15, is emphasised by zuch phrases such as "fundamentally differenf' and radically different
used in the earlier cases by Viscount Simon, Lord Reid and Lord Radcliffe.

The Court then focused on the negotiations and wording used in concluding the contract
in 1927, unimpressed by the power company's arguraent that the deregulation of public
utilities in recent decades had created a very different environment. It also indicated that
government action might be a better solution to this type of problem than the private
law doctrine of frushation, a further illustation of the comparative deference of New
Zealardjudges to the legislature, reinforcing higher authoritative fomrality generally.zs

Further showing the fonnal nature of the reasoning adopted" the Court of Appeal
declined to allow this contract for an indefinite term to be terminated on reasonable
notice. It stressed that the words used were clear and unqualified, and the uncertainty
involved in formulating a reasonable notice tenn.26 By contras! neither factor was
sufficient to prevent the majority of the English Court of Appeal terminating on
reasonable notice a contract concluded Ln 1929, impo.sjng an obligation to supply water
which was expressed to apply "at all times hereafter"." Further, because the price fixed
rn 1929 was 2.9 pence (equivalent) per 1000 gallons whereas the normal rate was 45
pence by t975, Lord Denning MR simply discharged the supplier under the doctrine of

n 
1t997l r NZLR537.23 Above n 22, 552, referring to British Movietonavs Ltd v London and District Cinemas Ltd

ll952l AC 166, 181-186.24 Above o,22,553-554. Compare Davis, above n 6; Panalpina, above n 9.E See generally above Ctaprcr One Part tr.C. See also Lumber Specialities v Hodgson [2000] 2

NZLR 347 and Yestco Lagan Ltd v Anorney-General [2001] 2 NZLR 219 (p€rmitting more freedom for
the govemment to unilaterally abrogate long-term logging conbacb, by holding that the government's
actions were lawful and did not include any righs to compensaG for "takings"). Compare US v Winstar
(1996) 518 US 839 (declining to apply sovereign acts doctrinc, and then refusing to excuse the
government under its private law obligations).z5 Reticerce in the lauer respect appears consistent with the unwillingness of the Court of Appeal
to uphold "agreemenB to agree", coryared to several lssding English and Scottish authorities. Compare
D M Mclauchlan 'T.ettrinking Agreements to Agree" (1998) 18 NZLJLR 77; and. very recently,
Electricity Corporation of M v Fletcher Challenge Energt Ltd (10 Octobcr 2001) Court of Aprpeal, CA
L3A00, Richardson P, Thonas, Kei$ Blanchard and McGrath JJ.21 Staforilshire Area Health Authority v South Stafordshire Waterworl* Co [1978] 1 WLR 1387.
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frusfration. This approach was not expressly disapproved by the other Judges. Further,
as one commentator has observed from the perspective of German law, terminating the
contract on either basis could be achieved by applyrng a general duty to act in good

faith,28 and the same functional equivalence of the doctrines is achievable in this way
under Japanese law (below Part m). By refusing to apply either to relieve the supplier
under a fixed-term long-term conhact in Gore, the New Zealand Court of Appeal
demonstrates a more formal approach than that adopted by the Court of Appeal in
Stafiordshtre.2e

More generally, in denying frustration, New Zealand courts seem to place

considerable weight on the clauses used by the parties in the contact documentation. In
Maori Trustee v Prentice,'o for example, a sixteen-fold rent increase did not discharge

the lessee, primarily because there had been contractual provision for rent review
(resulting in the increase). Extreme changes in circurrstances not (or not adequately)

covered by a clause can readily be held to have been foreseen or foreseeable, and the
risk thereof assumed. Thus, in Hawlces Bay Electric Power Board v Thomas Borthwick
& Sons (Australia) Ltd, the defendants were held to a contract to take electricity from
the plaintiff even after the forrrer's works were destoyed by an earthquake. Blair J
noted that a clause provided for contingencies such as governme'lrt closure, but not
earthquakes, and added that "in a place like New Zealand where earthquakes are not by
any means unknown it cannot be said that the fact that there is such a risk is not present

in-the minds of most business men".3l ln Des Forges v Wright, Elias I (now the Chief
Justice) held that a contract for the assignment of a distributonhip agreement was not
frushated by the subsequent closure of the original manufacturer's plant, resulting In a

significant decrease (20 to 5j percent by value) of the business generated by the

distributorship. She remarked:"

the [distribution] contact specifically perrrits [the manufacturer] to vary ttre products for

28 N Hom "Cbanges in Circumstances and the Revisions of Coutracts in Some European Laws

and in Intenrational Law" in N Hom (ed) Adaptation and Renegotiation of Contracts in International
Trade and Finance (Kluwer, Deventer, 1985) 15.8 Above n27:n22.30 

U99Z) 3 NZLR 344,354-355. Conversely, see KirWand v Jaco's Timber Co Ltd (5 November

1997) unreporte4 High Cour! Dunedin Registry, Q 45197, Master Veuning. The Master found that the

purchaser Lad an arguable defense of frustation due to a change in local authority zoning rules,

subsequent 1s csnsluding a sale contact which specifically required the purchaser to enter into a covenant

with the vendor, to be entered by memorandum of encumbrance on the certificate of title, that land would
be used precisely for residential purposes. Compare Ford & Sons (Oldham) LTd v Henry Leetham & Sons

Ltd (1915) 2l Com Cas 55, where the Court was wiling to extend 8n exsuse to thc sell€r of wheat

pursuant to a clause operating "in case of prohibition of cxporl blockade or hostilities preventiug delivery

of wheat to this country", despite only some countries (not the main suppliers, the US and Canada)

having imposed bans on €xports to England-31 tl933l Nn R 873. Compare generally the unexpectedly drastic nature of the Napier

earthquake dessribed in R McGregor The Great Qualce: The Snry of the I93l Hmvlce's Bay Earthqualce
(Regronal Publications, Napier, I 9E9).
i2 - 

t19961 2 NZLR 758, 762. See also Pacific Energt Ltd v Electricity Corporation of Nev'

Zealand (1-999) 9 TCLR 227, 234-235. The defendant stessed clauses providing for certain events, and

tle contemplation of the break-up of the defendant at the time a hedge contact for clecticity was

conclude4 and Master Thomson held (in interlocutory proccertings) that the plaintifr did not have an

arguable defencc of frustration of this contact due to 6fonng€s in fu electicity market. ComPare

geuerally Treitel, above n 13.
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distribution, and seB up its own mechanism by which the parties can deal with eacb other
over variations which affect the dishibutor. That mechanism envisages alteration of the
commission sEucture or termination "on mutually agreed terms". It is not clear to me why the
contractual mechanis6 was not invoked by the appellants [assignees] after 22 January

[following conpletion of the assignment]. I consider that risk of the type which has
eventuated was foreseen and accepted by the appellants [assignees] on the basis of thc rights
available against the distibutor and that the loss of the Tenderkist product [from the
manufacturer's plant] was not x frus6sting event.

Some cornmentators have submitted that frustration should be allowed despite
an event having been foreseen or foreseeable, depending on the inference to be drawn
from not having included a clause specifically covering its occurrence. In a particular
case, that may be that they intended the law of fmstration to provide relief.33 No such
argument has been accepted in recent cases, however. This may not be surprising, in
that evidence of such an intention would be rare and difficult to prove to the court. Even
then, it focuses the argument only slightly less narowly on the parties' intentions.

More substantive reasoning, invoking content-oriented standards of validity,
seems more likely to succeed in persuading a court to recognise frustation of a
conkact.3a Yet this is precluded by the more formal approach to this area of law, and in
other areas of both New Zealand and English law (above Chapten Two and Three).

II.B US Law: Impracticability

By contrast, US law:3s

candidly recognises that the judicial function is to determine whether, in the light of exceptional
circumstances, justice requires a departure from the general rule that a promisor bean the risk of
increased difficulty of performance.

This follows from the synthesis of the law which emerged in 1952 with the UCC
(especially $2-615) for the sale of goods, reinforced more gen€rally two decades later in
the Restatement (Second) af Contracts (especially $261). 

ro Commercial
impracticability is a well-recognised category. Even Williston, a textbook writer in the
classical vein, had recognised that an excuse should be available when performance was
"not obtainable except by means and with an expense impracticable in a business
sense".37 The first Restatement, promulgated in 1931, accordingly laid down that
"impossibility means not only stict impossibility ful imFracticability''($454).

In fact, US courts have only infrequently allowed an excuse on the ground of
mere increase in cost of performing confractual obligations. But these have included
some very well-known instances, often involving large corporations othe,nnrise faced
with the possibility of financial ruin, such as the ALCOA case.rd Rather similarly, by

13 Burrows and others, above n 21, 680. See also J Burows 'Trustation" in New Zealand Law
Corrmission Contracts Statutes Rwiav (Law Cornmission, Wellington, 1993).31 Compare generally Burrows, above n 33.35 E A FamsworthFarnsworth on Contracts Vol tr (2 ed Little, Brown & Co, BostoD, 1990) 543
(anphasis addcd).36 Comment a to the latter, for instance, refers to "a just allocation of risk".37 S ril/illiston The Law of Contracu (Baker Voorhis, Ncw Yorlg 1920) $1963.3t Aluminium Co of Americav Essex Group (1980) 499 F Supp 53 (WD Pa). Famsworth, above n
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subsuming distinct categories of physical impossibility (such as continued existence of a
thing necessary for performance) under the general rubric of a 'basic assumption on
which the contact has been made", US law seerns to have encouraged courts to
sometimes recognise others (such as stikes). That too, therefore, is "in line with the
tendency^towards liberality in excusing promisors on the occurrence of exhaordinary
events"." Post-War reticence in English and New Zealand law therefore stands in
marked contrast.ao

Further, many US cases do hold against the party seeking excuse, on the
grounds that it assumed a greater obligation than the law imposes; that is, that the party
has assumed the risk. Often this is reinforced by the argument that the risk was foreseen
or foreseeable. Drawing on other compelling case law and the Restatement (Second),
however, comrnentators argue powe.rfi,rlly that the latter should only be one factor
suggesting that the risk was assumed."' As Comment c to $261 puts it:

If a supervening event was not reasonably foreseeable when the conhact was made, the parfy
slsiming discharge can hardly be expected to have provided against its occurrence. However, if it
was foreseeable, or even foreseen, the opposite conclusion does not necessarily follow. Factors such
as the practical difficulty of reaching agreenxent on the myriad of conceivable terms of a complex
agreement may excuse a failure to deal q.ith imnrobable contingcncies.

This invites a broad-rangmg inquiry on this point, with Comment c mentioning "the
extent to which the agreement was standardised, ... the degree to which the other party
supplied the terms, ... and, in the case of a particular trade or other group, the frequency
with which language so allocating the risk is used in that trade or group ...", as well as
commercial practices as to insurance and whether the person was an intermediary. US
courts have expressly adopted similar reasoning, unlike courts in England and (perhaps
especially) New Zeaiand.a)

Finally, there is less scope under US law for excuse to be denied on a strict
view of what is "self-inducing", because the UCC ($2-615(b)) simply allows the seller
to allocate remaining supplies "in any manner which is fair and reasonable". White and
Strmmef,s note that this is "descended from more than 100 years of Anrerican cases on
contact allocation", with the courts generally ratifying lFe seller's choice of pro rata
allocation methods but allowing considerable flexibility." This approach is reinforced
by the generalised duty of good faith in the UCC ($l-103), paralleled in the Restatement
(Second) ($20s).

The greater liberality and more substantive reasoning in the US law with
respect to the prerequisites for excuse, overall, is matched by a less strict approach to

23,547-549. See also J White ard R Summers Undorm Commercial hde (Vol l, Chaps I-Q $ ed,
Wes! St Paul (Minn), 1995), 171-174; S Macaulay, J Kidwell, W lVhiford and M Galauter Contracts:
Low in Action Vol 2 (The Michic Coryany, Charlottesville, 1995) 702-741.
" Farnsworth, above n 35, 550. White and Summers, above n 38, 176-177. This may have
reflected the extrcne economic dislocation which accompanied the American Civil War: compare S
Renner Intlation and the Enforcement of Contrac* @dward Elgar, Cheltenham (U'K), L999) 22./o 

See Treite! above n t3,242-255.4l Farnswortb above n 35, 554-556. White & Summers, above u 3E, 166-?0.

'2 Compare for example Opta Company of Boston v Wolf Trap Foundation for the Pa'forming
Arts (1984) 817 F 2d 1094 (Mass) with Hawlcps Bay, above n 31, and authorities cited above a 15.

'3 Whitc & Summers, above n 38, 18G181. See also J White "ConEact Law in Modem
Commercial Transactions: An Artifact of Twentieth Century Business Life?' (1982) 22 Washbum LI 1.
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their effects. On the one hand, impracticability does not automatically terminate the
conhact. The affected party must give the other reasonable notice, before being excused
of any remaining obligations to perform, and of any obligation to pay damages. This
excused failure to perform then affects the other par{y's duties of performance cr.r ,/th"
excused party had broken the contact. Hence, if the failure is material, the other party
can first suspend its own performance, and terminate after giving an opportunity for the
excused party to "cure". Prospective failure of performance due to impracticability has a
similar effect.* This conceptual structure tends to keep the contractual relationship
alive, meaning that the duty of good faith potentially applies.

Some conmentators have even proposed a duty of good faith modification, at
least with regard to long-tenn contacts.at Th"y can draw on some instances of even
more content-oriented standards of validity, such as the price adjustnent imposed in the
ALCOA case; and on $272 of the Restatement (Second) glving courts the power to
"grant relief on such terms as justice requires, including protection of the parties'
reliance interests", if this is necessary to "avoid injustice". Very few US judgmants have
gone this far.a6 However, thte ALCOA 

""se 
drew oo a bri.f pt.p*.d by Allan

Farnsworth, the eminent Chief Reporter for the Restatemenr; and has since generated a
deluge of commentary helping to keep it in the minds ofjudges and lawyers, generating
a small but steady stream of cases seeking all sorts of relief even on the basis of extreme
market price fluctuations.aT In England, dod perhaps especially New Zealand in the
light of cases like Gore, the significantly stricter approach of the courts is probably a
major reason for the paucity of litigation on this point.*o

fI.C Japanese Law: Non-Imputable Impossibility and the Doctrine of Changed
Circumstances

Like US law, Japanese law has^long recognised the possibility of relief in the event of
extreme economic dislocation."' On the one hand, this can follow from Article 415 of

s Farnsworth" above n 35, 572-573. kt 79 of the Vienna Sales Convention adopts a similar
approach: see D Maskow 'Tlardship and Force Majeure" (1992) 40 AJCL 657; S H Jenkins 'Exemption
for Nonperfonnance: UCC, CISG, UNIDROIT Principles - A Comparative Assessment" (1998) 72
Tulane L Rev 2015; and generally on "CISG", J O Honnold Uniform Lmt for International Sales under
the 1980 United Natiotts Convention (2 ed, Kluwer, Deventer-Boston, 1991).{5 

See especially R Speidel "The New Spirit of Contact'' (1982) 2I L & Cornm 193, 206-208.
'16 Farnswortb" above n 35, 580; E A Farnsworth'Developments in Contact Law During the
1980's" (1990) Case Western L Rev 203. For a representative critique, see for s:(errTle J P Dawson
"Judicial Revision of Frustrated Contracb" [1982] Jurid Rev 86.17 Macaulay and others, above n 38,732-74?. Cornpare also Oglebay Norton Co v Armco Inc
(1990) 555 NE 2d 515 (Ohio). The Ohio Supreme Court was prepared to appoint a mediator to engage the
parties in reaching a reasonable price per tonne rmder a long-tcrm tsansportation contmc! which had
provided for prices to be set in rclation to a published rate (which was discontinucd) and then upon
mufiral agrecment but which had not provided for any mediation or arbitration clause. Compare thc Ncw
Zealand cases reviewed by Mclauchlan, above n 26, which would not allow this outcome desigped to
adjust the parties' longstanding relationship in the light of radical changes in market circtrrnstances.
'tE Compare Treitel, above n 13,255-265; Gore, above n 22. See also Pacific Energt, above n 32.{e See geuerally K lgarashi and L V Rieke "Impossibility and Frustation in Sales Contacts"
(1967) 42 Wash L Rcv 445; T Sawada Subsequent Conduct and Supemening Events (University of
Tokyo Press, Tokyo, 1968); P Waer *Frustation of ContracB in Japanese Law: The Doctrine of Changed
Circurnstances" (1987) 20 L in Japan 187.
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the Civil Code, which provides that the promisor becomes liable for darnages if
performance becomes impossible for any cause attributable to him or her. By reverse
implication, the promisor will not be liable for non-athibutable performance (for
instance by an Act of God or anotler event beyond his or her control). Impossibility
here has long been interpreted as including not only physical impossibility, but also
impossibility in the light of "common sense in society'' (shakai tsunen). Thus, a
promisor could be excused if to perform his or her obligation would incur extremely
high labour or other costs (as where the seller of a diamond ring drops it in the middle
of-a lake).so

On the other hand, the more recently developed "doctrine of changed
circumstances" Qijo henko no gensoku) has proven more popular in providing relief
where costs of performance have increased dramatically, and also where the market
price of the subject matter of the conhact (such as land) has fluctuated widely. The
docfine was developed at first by Japanese academics drawing on German legal theory,
itself rooted in the wake of hyperinflation after World War I and bolstered by the
German Civil Code's express recognition of a generalised duty of good faith. The
Japanese doctrine came to be recognised by the courts towards the end of World War II,
and during the decade of economic tu:rnoil and reconstuction which followed.

One prerequisite for the docbine is a substantial change in circumstances
affecting the basis of the contact. A second, sometimes related in that it can involve
weighing any resultant disequilibrium in contractual obligations, is that enforcing
strictly the promisor's original obligation would be highly unfair in the light of the
principle of good faith. Although mainly in older cases, courts have found these hurdles
to have been cleared often enough for claims of retef under the doctrine to continue
appearing before Japanese courts, including in cases involving commercial
impracticability. However, significant numbers have failed, sometimes because of
furttrer hurdles: the prerequisites that the changed circumstances not be atkibutable to
the promisor, and that they not be foreseen or foreseeable.

The latter requirement, in particular, is criticised by Japanese commentators,
following tbe view accepted by commentators and some Courts in the US that
foreseeability should only be a factor in deciding whether the promisor has assumed the
risk which eventuated. This more flexible approach in fact appears in some lower court
decisions.5t However, the Supreme Court seems to have taken a sfricter view in a very
recent case.52 It rejected a defence of changed circumstances on the part of a golf
course management company. A group of club members had sued seeking a declaration
of their continued rights to use the golf course facilities and transfer rights, after the
company tied to levy further firnds to pay for extensive constrrction work related to
major subsidence problems ou the property. The Court held that the defendant company
had not proved that its predecessors had not foreseen the possibility of subsidence. This
restatement of orthodox principle, ed 16" 66lding itsel{, nonetheless may have been
dictated by the way in which the case came before the Supreme Court. It had involved a

50 H Kubo "4 QsmFarative Study of the Basic Concept of hpossibility under Japanese,

American and Uniform Lad'(1991) Sandai Hogalat 567.5r See for example H Kubo Kebai Hendo to Keiyaht Riron [Economic Change and Contact
Theoryl (Seibuudo, Tokyo, 1992).sz San & Ors v Painu Hintzu Gontfu KK, I July 1997, Supreme Conrt (953 Hanrei Taimuzu 99)
(noted by Noyana, 1128 Juristo 74).
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claim by members and a defence of changed circumstances by the management
company (impliedly, seeking termination of the club member's membership rights).
One commentator points out that the company might have succeeded if it had been the
one bringing suit, also invoking the doctrine of changed circumstances, but seeking onty
an adjustment in the rights and obligations on both sides.)r

This leads to the important point that under the law in Japan,'as in the US, a
right of adjustment is recognised as a possible consequence of applying the doctrine.
Indeed, as originally proposed by academics, this was to be the primary effect, with
termination only following if adjustunent was not achievable. In fact, in a sunrey of the
64 reported cases (as of 1994) where the doctrine had been invoked, only 13 first sought
adjustment and otherwise termination; 28 cases simply claimed termination. On the
other hand, contract adjustnent alone was claimed in 20 cases. Of these, adjustrrent
was allowed by the courts in nine cases; and, out of the 13. seeking adjustnent and
otherwise termination, adjustnent was allowed in four cases.t"- This may seem activis!
when compared to rare examples in the US such as ALCOA." But it should be noted
that court adjustnent in Japan has been by the lower courts (never by the Supreme
Court), always within the range proposed by one or both parties, and predominantly in
earlier cases (arising during or from World W* II).tu Partly in the hope of providing
more legitimacy and background for courts adjusting contracts under the dockine of
changed circumstances, _as well as permitting more scope for party autonomy during the
course of performance," various scholars recently have suggested a duty to renegotiate
in good faith.to Its contours remain unclear, however, and these suggestions mostly are
made in the context of much broader theoretical debates. Meanwhile, the notion of a
duty to renegotiate has not been clearly affirmed even by lower courts.se

Nonetheless, the potential for greater flexibility resulting from the doctrine of
changed circumstances in principle permitting court adjushnent may help explain, as in
US law, the somewhat greater readiness to apply the doctine compared to the law of
frushation in England or New Zealand. Likewise, the willingness to extend the Civil
Code notion of "impossibility" from physical to "practical" imFossibility (although

s3 H Kubo "Jiio Henlo no Gensoht to Yokq Kanosei - Seme ni Kisubed Jiyt no Yokcn l-I\e
Doctrine of Changed Chcurnstances and Requiremen8 of Foreseeability and Non-Imputable Causel"
(1999) 208 Hogaku Kyoshitsu 100.s K Iijima "Jijo henla no Koka to shite no Keiyaht no Tekigo to Kaijo [Rescission and
Adjusbent of Contracts as Effects of the Doctrine of Changed Circumstancesl" (1994) 35 Toritsudai
Hogakkai Zassbi 12755 ALcoA,above n 3E.55 See fixther L Nottage 'Economic Dislocation in New Zealatd and Japan: A Preliminary

Empirical study''(1997) 26 VUWLR 59.)t Y Wada "Choki Keiyafu to Jijo Henlco no Gensoht pong Term Confrcts and the Doctine of
Changed Circumstancesl" (1998) I126 Juristo 240,244.)! See for exarryle Kubo, above n 51,2421' K Yamamoto "sailosho Gimuron ni Tsuite [On thc
Duty to Renegotiatel (Part One)" (1996) 63 Hosei Kenkyu l; K Matui "Katei ShikoteW Ho Shisutqnu to
Sailcosho Gima $\e Process Oriented Legal System and the Duty to Renegotiatc]" (1996) 115
Hitobubashi Ronso 250; S Kiayama "Keiyaht Kaito no Purosesu ni lcansunt JakJcan no Kosatsu [Some
Reflections on the Process of Adjusting Coutactsl" (1998) 31 Hosei Riron 197, especially 2Ot-203.5e Compare K Igarashi *Jijo Hako - Keiyalat Chosei - Saishogimu" (1997) 2 Satsudai Kigyo
Homu 47,65-66, with T Uchida "Keiyaht Purossu fo I/o [Contract Process and LawJ" in Iwanami 1(sza
(ed) Shalailagaht no Hoko W - Shalai Hendo no Naka no Ho [Directions in Social Sciuces (6): Law
Amidst Social ChangeJ (Ivr'enami, Tokyo, 1993) 129, 150.
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there is far less reported case law decided on that basis) may be tied to the fact that
allowing an excuse on this ground .does not automatically terminate the contactual
relationship. Instead, as in US law,ou the effect on the other party (for instance as to
their rigbts of termination) is detennined as if there had been a breach (so the other
parfy must usually give notice, and so on).

Although beyond the scope of this study, the Austalian law of frustration
appears similar to English and New Zealard law in its conceptual basis and restricted
scope of application.o' This helps explain the following remark by an Australian
commentator in discussing conhact disputes involving Japan and Austalia in the early
1970s:62

There was the added risk that the Japanese courts might refirse to enforce the Australian judgment
based on radically diferent law [favouring strict contactual liabilityJ -fro^ that which the
Japanese courts recognise as applicable in the circumstances.

Nonetheless, describing Japanese law as "radically different" is clearly an
over-exaggeration. As just mentioned (Part tr.C), both the doctrine of non-athibutable
impossibilrty and the dochine of changed circumstances have requirements, such as

unforeseeability, which are common to the law of frustration. Japanese courts,
especially the Supreme Court, are also reluctant to apply both doctrines to relieve
promisors. The contemporary law of frushation in England and especially New Zealand,
and perhaps Australian law, may be even stricter; but Japanese law appears only
somewhat more lenient than US law. Correctly, John Haley criticises any suggestion in
two much earlier works that Japanese law is decidedly more liberal than US law, with
respect to the doctrine of non-atfibutable impossibility.63 Later, echoing the now
shared understanding :rmong Japanese academics and commentators, Haley also
acknowledges the Supreme Court's reluctance to apply the doctrine of changed
circumstances, and concludes: '"f"be courts do not readily accept excltses. The courts
implicitly agree that certainty ond g.onsistency are cornmunity values. Particularised
justice is not an overriding concern".*

6{t Not surprisingly in the light of its heavy inlluence on Japanese contract law, this is also the
approach in German law: see generally G H Treitel Unmoglichlceit Impracticability und Fntstration im
Anglo-Amerikanischen Reclzt (Nomos, Baden-Baden, l99l); R Zinmermann'Tleard melodies are sweet,
but those unheard are s\ffeeter ...'(1993) 193 AcP 121.6r See generally J W Carter and D Harland Contract Law in Arutralia (3 e4 Butterworths,
Sydney, L996) 7ll-761. But see Codelfa Construction Pty Ltd v State Rail Authority of Netv South lfales
(1982) 149 CLR 337. The High Court of Austalia adopted a similar test to that in Davis (above n 6) and

Gore (above o 22), namely whether the sinration was firndamentally different from that provided for ou a

"true construction" of the original contract; but trnlike the House of Lords in the sirnitar Dcvu casc, the
Court held the long-term constnrction contract to be frustabd. This may signal a somewhat more liberal
approach, but the judgment was rendered well after publication of the article by Opas cited below (n 62).6t P Opas 'What Happeirs When the Contact Becomes Unprofitable?" (1973) I Aust Bus L Rev
59,62.63 J O Haley The Spiit of Japanese traw (University of Georgia Press, Athens/London, 1998)

172, citing Igarashi and Rieke (above n 49) and Sawada (above n 49).5{ Above n 63, 1?5-176 (emphasis added). Cornpare for example K Igarashi *Keiyaht to Jijo
Henlo no Gensoht [Contract and Changed Circumstanies]" in T Taniguchi-(ed) Shinpan Chwhaht
Minpo fCivil Code Commentary: Revised EditionJ Vol I (Yuhikaku, Tokyo, 1996) 62, and the

anonymous headnote commentator for Fujismva KK v Hottso KK, I Fcbruary 1989, Tokyo tligh Court
(717 Hanrci Taimuzu 155: see above Chapter Two, Parttr.D.l).
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III Renegotiating and Planning Long-Term Contracts: Preliminary Empirical
Comparisons

The following remark from another Aushalian commentator is also incomect if it
implies that Japanese courts more readily grant relief'6s

Instead of trying to spell out all possible contingencies and provisions for enforcement in
inJlexible terms, the Japanese prefer to handle problems as they arise, often recognising the
doctrine of changed circumstances.

On the other hand, although seemingly referring to a legal doctine (iijo henla no
gensolat), this remark can be read as an assertion about the lay attitudes of Japanese
contracting parties. Indeed, he goes on to mention the Ajinomoto soyabean dispute as
demonstrating an alleged penchant among Japanese businesses for inforrrality in
conhact formation, echoing Kawashima but without specifically citing his work nor the
particular case.66 March also discusses in detail the Ausna[a-Japan Sugar Case,
drawing various conclusions, such as "Long-term contacts with the Japanese suffer, in
Western eyes, from the Japanese refusal to honour the contract when circumstances
change". ut As mentioned above (Part One Inhoduction), this view of distinctly
'oJapanese" attitudes towards conhact still often parallels similar views of Japanese
conhact law, and Japanese law generally, as unique or unusual. Recent empirical studies,
however, allow such attitudes to be gauged more systematically, in broader comparative
perspective (below Parts Itr.B and C). As well as forcing stereotypes to be revised,
moreover, these studies allow Atiyah and Summers' frarnework to be expanded @arts
Itr.A and m.D), to bring out another important way in which New Zealand law and
(more tentatively) English law appear to differ significantly from both Japanese and US
law.

m.A Contract Law in Books and Contract Law in Action: A Tentative
Ilypothesis

As mentioned above (Chapter One, Part II.D), Atiyah and Summers argue that English
law is distinct from US law in respect to two varieties of formatity, enforcement and
truttr formality, reinforcing its preference for more fonnal reasoning and a

coresponding set of legal institutions. New Zealand law, it was suggested, is closer to
English law in these respects, whereas Japanese law is closer to US law.

Arguably, higher degrees of both tlpes of formality help bring the "law in
books" closer to the "law in action". Higher enforcement formality - ensuring ready
access to courts, enforceability ofjudgments, and so on - can be conceived as the law in
books being projected outwards, affecting the law in action. Higher tnrth formality, by
maintaining or developing hial processes which uncover the truth of the matter - tbe
actual facts in particular cases - can be conceived as the law in action conversely being

65 R M March The Japanese Negotiator: Subtlety and Strategt Beyond Westerntrogfu (Kodensh4
Tokyo, 1988) 112.66 Above n 65, 97-107. See above Chapter Two Part tr.D.67 Abqve t65,97.
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connected up with the law in books. From this, a possible hlpothesis is that more
fomral legal systems will better reflect actual conhact practices and expectations
(contact law in action) in their contract law rules (conhact law in books).

The following empirical data provides some indication of the former, in the
context of long-term contacting involving New Zealand, Japan and the US @arts Itr.B
and C). This can then be compared with the dochines discussed above (Part ID, to test
this hlpothesis. That leads to a refinement of the hypothesis, however, which uncovers
a third variety of formality reinforcing significant differences between New Zealand law
on the one hand" and US and Japanese law on the other @art m.D).

III.B The Student Survey: The Main Kato/Young Ilypothetical

Concerns primarily about lingering stereotypical views regarding Japanese attitudes
towards contract renegotiation led Masanobu Kato (Nagoya University Law Faculty)
and Michael Yowrg (then at Columbia Law School) to embark in 1995 on an ambitious
multinational suney of law and business students.6s This tested their attitudes,
compared to Japanese students, towards the actions of the parties in a hypothetical
contact renegotiation situation modelled on the Ausfralia-Japan Sugar Case.o'

The Kato/Young survey was devised by the Research Cenfre for International
Comparisons of Legal Consciousness, based at Nagoya Univenity Law School, and an
interdisciplinary group of nine researchers from other Japanese universities.To Along
with several others based overseas at the time, I was asked to assist in implementing the
survey.Tl It was aimed at law and business students, and has already been administered
to students in over a dozen counkies.T2 Tentative comparisons for some of those
countries were presented at an intemational conference in Tokyo in 1995, but further
data collection outside Japan and more detailed comparisons are still underway.T3 A
comprehensive data analysis for nlmost all countries wil be presented at an
international conference in Tokyo in early 2002. Already, the final results for Japan
have been published in one of Japan's leading law joumals.tn Some responses from

68 See, in more detail, Nottagq, above n 56.6e March, above n 65.70 Directors of the Center are Masanobu Kato and Michael Young. Two of the nine other
researchers based in Japan and contributing to the Center's present research project into contract
consciousness are in fact Clhinese, and one is Korean7t They included academics from Cohrmbia University (Michael Young); Humboldt University;
Hanoi University; Victoria Univenity of Wellington (the author of this thesis, at that time); and a Thai
jruist (thcn in private p'ractice, who later taught at Kyushu University).72 The main ones include Japan, China, Korea, Philippines, France, the US, Australiq Hong
Kong, Thailan4 New Zealand, the tIK and India.
" M Kato and A Fujirnoto "An International Comparison of ConEact Cousciousness - Which is
More Unique, Japan or the US?" Paper presented at the 1995 Annual Meeting of the Research Committee
on Sociology of Law Qntemational Sociological Association), "Legal Cultrue: Encounteis and
Transformations" (Tokyo, l-4 August 1995), Section Meetings Supplement 3, 39.7t Six articles beginning with M Kato and M Young "Nihonjin no Keiyahtlcan [Conce,ptious of
Contract held by Japanese]" (1996) 1096 Juristo 44. See also M Yorrng "hpanese Attihrdcs Towards
Contacts: An Empirical Wrinkle in fte Debate" (Papcr presented at "Japanese Law Online: A
Symposium", Nagoy4 9 March 2000).
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New Zealand students have also been collected, and partially entered into a database
allowing statistical analysis, although the sample is smaller.?s 

-

Multiple variants of the survey were administered in each country because
respondent o'nationalism", or systematic bias towards certain other counkies, was
considered a distinct possibility. For New Zealand, the drganisers formulated six
variants:

(1) Japanese buyer - New Zealand seller (of timber)
(ii) New Zealand buyer - Japanese seller (of ships)
(iii) New Zealand buyer - New Zealand seller (of oil products)
(iv) "Country A" buyer - "Country B" seller (of commodity X)
(v) New Zealand buyer- US seller (of oil products)
(vi) US buyer - New Zealand seller (of oil products)

All variants were based on the same Sugar Case scenario. A long-tenn supply contact
concluded at a fixed price well below the the,n market price is followed by an even
greater fall in the market price, prompting the buyer to call repeatedly for renegotiation.
The scenario is divided into fou stages, interspersed with eight propositions (qA - qID.
With respect to each proposition, respondents were asked to indicate whether they
strongly agreed (by circling 1 on the questionnaire form), agreed (2), were uucertain (3),
disagreed.(4), or strongly disagreed (5). The scenario and propositions was as set out
overleaf:'o

7s A total of 475:362 from Victoria University, 114 from Massey University, and 9 from
Waikato University. Data entry has proven quite laborious for the Japanese organi-q66. So far only 368
(254 from Victoria and 114 from Massey) have been ertered-76 The scenario and questions are not reproduced verbatim, because multiple suwey variants were
uscd. However, despite some infelicitics in expression, the wslding above is as close as possible to that
used in the student surveys. A firrther set-of suwcy questions were itrcluded to compare respondenb'
attitudes towards autbority and power, building on earlier work by Adorno. pl6liminnry data for New
Z*alndhas not yet been firlly analysed, but results from Japan suggested the need for closer analysis of
the way respondents dwelop attitudes and expectatiorui as a particular dispute unfolds. See A Fujimoto
*Keiyaht Sonjundo to Kenryoht Slrd&o [The Extent to which Contracts are Adhered To, and Orientation
towards Authorityl" (1996) 1096 Juristo 64. As well as providing theoretical challenges, this reinforced
fts imFortance of follow-up intenriews in the firrther research still undcrway.
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The Main Kato/Young Hypothetical

(r) Buyer and seller conclude a five-year contact at a fixed price halfthat ofthe then prevailing
market price; but a year later the market price drops to a quart€r of its original price. The
buyer, now locked into an expensive contract, and in poor shape financially, attempts to
renegotiate terms. The seller initially agrses to postpone sales for one year. However, during
that second year, the price drops firther, to one frffh of the original market price. The buyer
then repeatedly attempB to renegotiate a lower contact price; but, despite negotiations, the
seller refuses.

qA. It is imprudent to conclude a contract for five years for the products, whose market price
fluctustes markedly.

qB. It is natural to alter the contract terms if the merket price falls greatly, so it is reasonable
for the buyer to take the actions set out in (i).

qC. Despite the great fluctuation in market price, the seller's refusal to lower the contrsct
price demonstrates too inllexible an sttitude.

(ii) At the start of the fourth year, the buyer decides to refuse to take delivery of the goods.

qD. This action by the buyer should be supported.

(iii) The seller insists on shipping the goods, so they begin accumulating in the buyer's port. After
three months of this, towards the end of the fourth year, the seller agrees to reduce the conEact
price by one tenth.

qE. These actions by the buyer should be not be supported because one should observe terms
once a contract is msde.

qF. These actions by the buyer are ethically sordid.

qG. It is ridiculous for the seller to finally agree to reduce the contract price, despite the
originally lixed price.

(iv) It tums out that the buyer would have risked banlauptcy had it kept to the original contract
terms.

qE. Since contrect terms cannot be kept upon bankruptcy, the buyer would inevitably take
all the above actions.

As shown by the following Table 1, one striking result was the stong similarity in
overall responses by sfudents in both counties - there were no statistically significant
differences at the 95% confidence level:

Tahlc 1: Nen' Zealand vs Japanese Studenu Overall

qA qB qC qn qE qF qG qE
NZ(2e7) 2.23 3.0 3.M 3.39 2.47 2.79 3.61 2.48

Japan (2856) 2.26 2.90 2.85 3.33 2.70 J.U4 3.58 2.42

Similar pattems also emerged along two other dimensions (Tables Zaard2b,3a and 3b).
Law students in both countries (and in particular the more advanced stud€nts, especially
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in Japan) were significantly more lenient on the hlpothetical buyer than business
students. Women students (especially in Japan) were significantly more lenient than
men.

Table 2a: New Zealand Law vs Business Students

qA qB qC qD qE* qF* qG* qH
Law (l5E) 2.t7 2.95 2.95 3.34 2.59 J.UI 3.t 2)5
Business (139) 2.29 J.UO J. r) J.44 2.34 2.53 3.43 2.42

Table 2b: ,Iaponese Lalv vs Xusifless Studen*

qA' q|' qC qD* qE* oF* qG* qH
Law (1773) 2.35 2.93 2.84 3.37 2.90 3.13 3.74 2.40

Business
(r072)

2.t2 2.88 2.86 3.26 2.55 2.99 3.32, 2.45

Table 3a Nen' Zealand Women vs Men Students

qA* qB* qc* qD qE* qF* qG qII
Women (167) 2.25 2.76 2.95 3.33 2.55 2.93 3.66 2.55

Men (161) 2.26 2.96 3.2U 3.50 z.Jz 2.60 3.58 2.41

Table 3b: fapaneseVomen vs Men Students

qA* qB* qC* qD* qE* qF* qG* qII
Women (895) 2.18 2.76 2.69 3.16 2.97 J. lv 3.74 2.33

Men (1950) t.3 L 2.yo 2.92 3.41 2.63 2.99 3.51 2.46

* Indicates statistical significance at the 95% confidence level

One apparent difference is interesting. In the few cases where there was significant bias
depending on whether the hypothetical buyer was domestic, as opposed to foreign,
Japanese law and business students (combined) tended to be more lenient towards the
hypothetical foreign buyer. Two significant examples of this are their lesser degree of
moral criticism of the buyer in response to qF when the buyer is Austalian or Kore4n,
its opposed to Japanese. Consistently with this, the sub-group of Japanese law students
were also more critical of the seller (i.e. supportive of the buyer) in responses to qC
when it was a Japanese seller rather than a Korean seller. Only in responses to qD by
business students, who were significantly tougher in all cases (still rare) where they
exhibited country bias, was there more criticism of a Korean as opposed to a Japanese

buyer. Kato and Yor:ng suggest that such lenience, which they term "anti-nationalistic",
may be directly ,linked to feelings of remorse held by Japanese people nowadays

towardS (s1gans."
Rather than linking attitudes to such gelreral tends in foreign policy, howwer,

these differences may stem from increased "inter-subjectivity''.'o That is, in situations
where a Korean buyer is involve4 Japanese respondents may base their expectations on

n M Kato and S Ota "Nihonjin no Kaklcoht Imeji to Keiyalatfuwo [Contract Disputes and

Japanese Imnges of Various Countries]" (1990 1096 Juisto 60, 61.7t ComFarc the notion of 'tommunicative rationality" posited by Habermas, bclow Chapter Five
Psrt II3.2.
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their perception - correct or incorrect, as the data from Korea will eventually reveal -
that Korean legal and social nonns are more lenient towards a buyer renegotiating in the
hypothetical situation.?e Anyway, by contrast, New Zealand students emerged as
significantly tougher when the hlpothetical buyer was Japanese - although not when
the buyer was a US buyer. Perhaps they are less "inter-subjective" as a whole than
Japanese students, or perhaps they do harbour strong nationalistic feelings when it
comes to the Japanese.

Final results from the survey of US students have not been published. However,
some initial trends comparing responses from Japan with those from the US were
reported at the Tokyo conference;o' and, as just mentioned, Japanese responses have
emerged as very similar to New Zealand responses. Thus, from the differences with
regard to qC, qE, qF and qG, it can be anticipated that US students' attitudes will tend
to be tougher compared to both Japanese and New Zealand students. Furthermore, it
seerns that US responses have already started to exhibit considerable county bias -
"nationalism" or lower inter-subjectivity.- when a Japanese as opposed to domestic
buyer is postulated in the hlpothetical.o' In this respect, the overall attitude of US
students bears more affinity with that of New Zealand, than that of Japanese students.

m.C The Company Surveys2

I The Main Kato/Young Ilypothetical Revisited

Some of the scenario and propositions devised by the organisers, as translated by them
into English, might have presented difficulties for New Zealard respondents. Some of
the propositions themselves also seemed to present interesting issues of interpretaiion.s3
There was little opportunity to elicit comments on such matters from New Zealand
student respondents, as the survey was administered primarily in a classroom setting
under the usual time constaints. More importantly, a query arose at the Tokyo
conference as to whether law and business students were good proxies for lawyers and
businesspeople. Partly to address such issues, iu 1996 I administered a mail survey to
102 companies in New Zealand and 51 companies in Japan, which included the
Kato/Young hypothetical, inviting comments and requesting follow-up interniews.84

This survey included exta questions, although this made it quite long. It was
also directed to companies thought likely to have dealings with the other county in the
hope of athacting more responses and, in particular, agreement to follow-up interviews.

7e Nottage, above n 56,72. This would help explain why Japanese business students turn tough
against a Korean buyer (and other foreip buyers): they probably get less taining in'lutting themselves
in the other side's shoes" than Japanese law studenb. It would also help cxplain why Japanese business
and law stndenb (combined) are, exceptionally, tougher on the US or British buyer, in response to qD:
they may perceive law aud business ethics to be much stncter on buyers in thic sihration-to Kato and Fujimoto, above n 73.Er Kato and Young, above n 74,62.82 Sce, in much msre detail" L Nottage '?lanning and Renegotiating Long-Term Conkace in
New Zealand and Japan: An Interim Report on an Eryirical Research Projecf' (1997) NZ L Rev 482.

:t For example qE and qA respectively, discusscd at Part B.I (e) and (a) in Nottage, above n 65.t4 The full text of the company suw€y, in both Eqglish and Japanese versioos, is available on
request. Thanls are due to Yoshitaka Wada for assistance in preparing the Japanese version duing his
stay at Victoria University of Wellington in 1996.
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Twenty four largely valid responses were obtained from New Zealand companies (a
23.5% response rate), and 21 from Japanese companies (4I%).8s Their responses to the
main Kato/Young hypothetical are as follows:

Table 1: New Zealand Companies

Table 5: fapanese Companies

Comparing lines 3 and 4 of Table 4, aggregate responses ofNew Zealand comparr.ies are
quite similar to those for New Zealand students. Exceptions are to qA, where companies
consider it distinctly more "imprudent" to enter into long-term conhacts like the one in
the hypothetical; and possibly to qB, qD, qF and qG, where they tend to be slightly
tougher than New Zealand students as a whole. Aggregate responses of Japanese

companies are even more similar to those of Japanese students (see Table 5), except
possibly with regard to qG. Tests for statistical significance of possible differences
would be more reliable if the sample of company responses could be increased.
Moreover, to allow for the abovementioned possibility that legal professionals are
systematically more "lenient" than those with a business background" to a degree
similar to law students in both countries, it would be wise to increase the sub-sample of
legal professionals in company responses to a proportion closer to that of law students
in the student survey. With those caveats in mind, however, one tentative conclusion
from these results is that, in aggregate, students in both counties have proven
reasonable proxies for company personnel.

85 Tbqee of the 24 New Zealand company respondenb did not complete the second part of the
mail survey, which included the variant involving a Japanese (as opposed to New /aalar'd) buyer and

which repeated queries as to achral practices when dealing with Japanese cornpanies. Two responses

additional to the 24 were largely incomplete as to the Kato/Young hlpothetical, so responses were
excluded in that respect only. Of the 21 responses from Japanese companies, one circled'\rncertain" with
respect to all eight propositions in both varianb of the hypothetical, ending the sur,rey with the comment
that it had little understanding and experience in the area covered. Accordingly, i6 responses were
excluded in this respect; but the rest of its resporues were include4 as to its actual practices and so forth.
Some survcy responses were also missing for other questions, so the s"'nFle size for each of those varies
accordingly in the rezulb surnmarised in Appendix C at the end of this thesis.

qA qB qC qD qE qF qG qtr
l. NZ cos with respect to domestic
buyer - Q.13 (24)

1.9'2 3.29 3.08 3.54 2.46 2.58 3.46 2.62

2. NZ cos with respect to Japanese

buyer - Q.26 (21)
l.uo 3.19 2.91 2.86 2.48 2,67 3.29 2.24

#\rsZi i:lit4i;: ir'!,rQ-0;r; #?:4t: *7;*7+i \iiz'rpz':i l,'Zi%ii"

4. NZ students (297 now rnputted) 2.23 3.00 J.U4 5.59 2.47 z. t, J.0l 2.48

qA qB qC qD qE qF qG qH
1. J cos with respect to domestic buyer

- Q.13 (20)
2.t5 2.85 2.85 3.20 2.95 2.90 3.40 2.30

2. J cos with respect to New Zealznd
buyer - Q.26 (20)

z.lu z.y) 3 .0s 2. 1 z.v) 3.00 J.J) 2.40

'3;lEcosoV.erall(2p['";f 
f ;.,f"t$li+ly';,:"jbit*i $:al'Eg:l*iz i9 O',f f{,+2.9" i;2:9.&X 3,2;9S+ iBi

4. J students (2856) 2.26 2.90 2.85 3.33 2. lt) 3.04 3.58 2.42
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Comparing next the shaded Rows 3 of both Tables, a second tentative
conclusion is that overall companies in New Zealand are slightly tougher than their
counterparts in Japan. This contasts with the sfudent suryey, where there were no
statistical differences in responses between the two countries. On the other hand, the
fact that companies in Japan are only slightly more lenient may still come somewhat as

a surprise to those who take as tlpically "Japanese" the response of the buyers in the
acfual Sugar Case, described above. Agara the sample of company respondents will
need to be increased to detemrine reliably whether differences are statistically
significant, and there should be a particular focus on obtaining more responses from
New Zealand legal professionals. However, this general tendency is apparent from some
other responses from company respondents in both countries, particularly in respect to
shared attitudes towards court adjushnent, mentioned in Paft Itr.C.2 below.

Comparing Rows I and 2 in each Table, a third tentative conclusion concerns
some possible country bias among both New Zealand and Japanese company
respondents. Specifically, there seems to be a tendency among New Zealand company
respondents to be more lenient when the buyer is Japanese (what Kato and Young
would term "anti-nationalistic"); and, ilnong Japanese respondents, to be tougher
("nationalistic"). This runs counter to trends from the survey of law and business
students combined, noted in Part Itr.B above. The tentative results of the company
survey suggest that, in aggregate, respondents in both countries are quite
inter-subjective. New Zealand companies appear more ready to make some concessions
when dealing with Japanese counterparts, based in part on what some probably perceive
as significantly more lenient attitudes towards conhact renegotiation in Japan. Likewise,
the reverse occurs among Japanese companies dealing with New Zealand,. Again,
caveats apply in light of the still small sample ?gd the high proportion of respondents
with a business as opposed to legal background.oo However, such inter-subjectivity has
also been reinforced to a considerable extent by comments and follow-up interviews. A
good proportion of those with a background in business, as well as those with legal
haining, seem to become more prepared to put themselves "in the other's shoes" as a
result of actually dealing with others - although perhaps misjudging shoe size to some
degree.

A survey of US company personnel also should be undertaken to test for their
responses to versions of the main (a1o/Young hypothetical. From the results in Japan
and New Zealand, however, it can be anticipated that US students will also prove
reasonable proxies for US companies. If so, from the tends emerging in US student
survey results, US companies may tend to demonstate a significantly tougher attitude
towards the hypothetical buyer than New Zealand and, eqpecially, Japanese corapanies.
It will atso be interesting to see if US company personnel adopt a more lenie,nt
(anti-nationalistic or mor€ inter-subjective) attitude towards the hypothetical Japanese
buyer, than their US student counterparts.

t6 Another potential problem arises because the same survey included one hlpothetical variant
involving a domestic buyer, and later another largely similar variant involving a buyer from the other
counEy. There is a risk that respondents, realising this, will approach the latter in a fashion closer to that
involving the domestic buyer. However, only including one variant in each survey form would have
halved the number of potential resporuies to each variant and the differences that havc emerged in
responses to this hypothetical suggest 164 this "frami[g" problemhas notbeen overwhelming.
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2 A \ileintraub Hypothetical

Fortunately, in 1988 a quite different mail survey had already been administered by
Russell Weintraub to general counsel (in-house legal officers) of 182 corporations from
all regions of the US. He received 82 valid responses from companies of various sizes
in various sectors.sT One of the hypotheticals put to his respondents was based on the
ALCOA case.sE It postulated a simpler situation of corrunercial impracticability, where
tbe seller to a long-term fixed-price domestic supply conhact is almost banlcrupted by
adverse market fluctuation in input prices and attempts to renegotiate. Weintraub asked
specificallywhat respondents thought a court's judgment should be.

A Weintraub Eypothetical

Company A has contracted to sell B a fixed quantity of fuel oil per month at a fixed price for l0 years.
61 rrnFrcccdented OPEC oil embargo causes the cost of the oil to A to far exceed the price ftat B has
agreed to pay. A's loss over the l0 years of the contact would be so large as to require liquidation of A.
B can pass on the added cost of oil to its customers without suffering a competitive disadvanbge. A
refuses to deliver the oil at the contract price, and B zues A for the difference between the conhact price
of the oil and the much higher price that B must pay to obtain oil from other sources.

This hlpothetical was added to the above-mentioned company survey of New Zealand
and Japanese companies, to further test for differences in their attitudes towards
long-term conhact renegotiation under changed market circumstances. A variant was
added involving a domestic seller, but a fapanese or New Zealmdbuyer respectively, to
test also for nationalism or inter-subjectivity. Weintraub's mix of respondents is not
dissimilar to mine so far (see Tables 7-9 of Appendix C at the end of this thesis).
Although his srrrvey was only aimed at legally trained psrsonnel in firms, and he did not
focus on companies with dealings intemationally, the US results (Column 1 in Table 6)
can also be roughly compared to those for New Zealand and Japan (Columns 2 and 3

respectively).

Table 6: US, New Zealand and Japanese Companies

Consistently with the second te,ntative conclusion above (Part m.C.l), Japanese
companies were the most lenient. Only L8.7% answered that the buyer should receive
full expectation damages for the sellerns refusal to perform under the new circumstances.

R J We inhaub "A Survey of ConEact Practice and Policy'' ( 1 992) Wisc L Rcv 1 .

Above n 38.

87

tt

Percentage of respondents for: 4. Ji
NZ
tl6l

5.I\tz:
J

I24l
[A] B shoutd receive a judgmcnt for the difference

between the contact price and the market price
J I.J 4I.6

lBl A sbould be excused from performaace 6.3 4.2

[C] The contact price should be adjusted to avoid
ruinous loss to A, but grve B a significant savings

over cuf,rent market price

56.2 50.0

[D] Other 6.3 4.2
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They were also the most likely (68.7%) to answer that the contact price should now be
adjusted by the court, although very few (6.3%) answered that the seller should be
excused outright. Further, supporting the third tentative conclusion above, they becarne
tougher when asked what the result should be when a New Zealand rather than a
Japanese seller was involved (Column 4 of Table 6). US companies were noticeably
tougher in awarding expectation damages (35%) against a US seller, and less willing to
permit price adjustment by the court (46.2%), although some were more lenient in
excusing the seller outright (L3.7%). However, somewhat surprisingly in the light of the
results summarised so far (Parts IILB and Itr.C.l above), New Zealand companies'
responses for domestic contracting were close to those of US compeniss, not Japanese
companies (compare Columns 2 and 1 respectively).

Comments from Japanese and New Zealand companies help explain these
responses. Personnel even with more of a business background, in each counfry, were
aware of the doctrine of changed circumstances (iijo henlm no gensoht) or the concepts
of force majeure or firrstration, which theoretically provide for relief in this sort of
situation in Japan and New Zealandrespectively (above Part ID. However, in Japan they
seemed to be more unaware of the relatively restricted use made of the doctrine by the
Japanese courts. Alternatively, perhaps they were indeed aware of that, but their
responses to this hlpothetical were driven !y a preparedness to say that the law should
go further, at least in this sort of situation.o' In New Zealarrd, respondents had a better

8e The second alternative seeu$ somewhat less likely in view of another mail suwey conducted in
1993, involving Takeshi Uchida (Tokyo University), Michael Young and John Haley (University of
$/6hington). The suwey was sent to 130 companies in Japan - engaged in areas of activities broadly
similar to those suweyed by the present author, although it is not clear whether theirs were selected
randomly or not - and76 replies were received (58% response rate). Results were published in October
1997: S Kitayama *Keizohtteki Toihiki ni lansuru Kohtnai Anketo Chosa no Keftlra [Resulb from a
Domestic Mail Survey of Continuing Transactionsl (Part One)" (1997) 627 NBL 11. The following
hlpothetical is clearly based on the Weintraub hypothetical although without siting tris work (changes or
additions are marked by italics):

Company A has contracted to selJlcompanyl B a fixed quantity of fuel oil per month at a fixed price for
[5] years. lThat pice was within a reasonable rangefor both parties given the circvmstances at the time
the contract was concluded. Howa,er) A:r unprecedented OPEC oil embargo causes the cost of the oil to
A to far exceed the price that B has agreed to pay. A's loss over the [...] contact [term was] large

lenough to threaten the viability ofl A.lon the other hand,l B can pass on the added cost of oil to its
customen[. ..]. A refuses to deliver the oil at the contract price [. , .].

The following resporses were given to the question, "What attitude do you think should be taken if you
were the person in chargc in sornFany B?":

Perceatage (number of
companies)

l-ll Ultimately asree to raise the price 72 (s4)

[2] Urgc A to perform as per the coDtact, andbring suit if
it does not

16 (12)

t3l Otber 12 (e)

Five of the nine companies which enswercd "[3] Oth€t'' gave answers like '\re should look for a
corpromise after negotiating", seen as closer to [] , whereas only one gave an aoswer closer to [2]: S

Kitayama "Keizola$eki Torihiki ni lcansunt Kolunai Ankea Chosa no Ke&&a [Resulb Aom a Domestic
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sense for the reskicted scope of the docbine of frusfration; and/or were more reticent
about urgrng the courts to take it firther, even when invited to do so. @erhaps US
respondents approached this hypothetical in a similar way; but that is not apparent from
Weinkaub's rather brief report.)

In other words, the law does strucfure commercial attitudes in Japan - there is
"bargaining in the shadow of the la#'s - but perceptions of the contouri of the law's
shadow may be somewhat less accurate. In Japan, there may also be more expectation
that the law can and should accord with commercial (and social) mores - what might
instead be called "the law in the light of bargaining". Nonetheless, the difference from
New Zealand responses is only one of degree. In particular, New Zealand companies
were also remarkably prepared to perrnit court adjustment in the Weintraub hypothetical
situation - not much less so than Japanese compenies. In this respect New Zealarrd
comFany personnel also either'hisread" the New Zealand law,el which never permits
such a remedy; and/or still urge that remedy on the courts.

3 Weintraub Questions on Contract Planning and Dispute Resolution
Practices

Weintraub's sunrey included questions on actual conkacting practices anxong his US
company respondents. These were added to the survey of New Zealand and Japanese
companiss. Results complemented those derived from the hypotheticals, although the
abovementioned caveats about the small sample size and its make-up become all the
more important. The questions (q3-q8) and responses from all three countries are
reproduced below. Results from enquiries into practices in purely domestic hansactions
in the US, New Zealand and Japan are summarised in Columns 1, 2 and 4 respectively
of Tables 7-12. Ir addition, results for New Zealand companies dealing with Japan are
summarised in Column 3 of those Tables."

Responses to q3 and q4, overleaf, give some indication of how businesses in
each country approach long-term confracting.

Mail Suwey of Continuing Transactionsl (Part Three)" (1997) 630 NBL 52, 59.If response [1] can be
said to correspond roughly to responses [C] and [B] (lenience throughprice adjustnent and excuse) to the
Weintraub hlpothetical administered to the smaller sample of Japanesc conrpanies, while response [2]
corresponds to [A] (no tenience), then the proportions are roughly similar. This zuggests therefore that the
company respondenb may not have made a distinction between what a cort should decide, and what
they as businesspeople should do. Rather, at thc least the onbs who were thinking of jijo hmlo no
gensoht as potentially applicable in rhis situatioq mry si*ply have overestimated or misread the extent
to which it would actually be applied by Japanese courts.e0 R H Ivfraookin and LKornhausei "Bargaining in the Shadow of the Law: The Case of Divorce"
(1979) 88 Yale LJ 950. See also above Chapter One Part tr.D.er Compare the bmader debae on creative .-;$sldings" of law, below Chaptcr Five Pars tr.8.1
and tr.B.3.e2 Data for Japanese company practices with regard to New Zealand are not added to thc Tables,
because so rnauy fewer (only seven) have so far responded that they had relevant contracting experience
with New Zealand companies. In part, this may have been a result of spcciffing that the present author
was interested in contracts governed by Japanese law - to better compare with domestic transactions.
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(r) L o ng-Tcr m C o ntracting

3. Does your eompany enter into contracts lasting more than a year to sell your products or
services or to buy another company's products or services?

Toble 7

4. If your company enters into long-term contracts to sell or buy, circle the letter next to the
category or categories that describe how the contracts provide protection against substantial
changes ln market prlces during the term of the contracts. (More than one lettq may be
circled)

Table I

Of New Zealand companies, 73 percent conclude contacts of more than one year's
duation, compared to 81% of Japanese.companies and 89o/o of US companies (see
Table 7). This relative short-term orientation of New Zealand companies is also
apparent in their responses to the Kato/Yormg hlpothetical (above Part tr.C.2). That is,
they agreed distinctly more with qA (average 1.89), which concluded that the long-term
contract in that hlpothetical was "impnrdent", compared to Japanese companies (2.18)
We also know that US students think this is more imprude,nt than Japanese students;"
and a survey of US companies may reveal a significant difference in their attitudes too.
But such attitudes, in the case of that particular hypothetical or in reqponse to abstract
questioning, do not deter US companies from being the most willing to e,nter into
long-term contacts.

One explanation for these differences is that the tendency to use long-term
contracts is likely to be particularly sensitive to the industry or primary area of activity
in which respondent companies is engaged-s It may also depe,nd on whether a

e3 Kato & Fujimoto, above n 56, 19.ef O \Yilliamson 'Transaction-Cost Economics: The Govemance of Transaction Cost
Economics" (1979) 22 I of L & Econ 233, for example, suggesb that long-term "relational' contracting
will bc more frcquent in industries involving dealings requiring more "idioslmcratic" investme,nb, such as

automobile paft slryply. But see B Lyons & J Mehta "Private Sector Business Contacts: The Tcxt

specifically to deviation between contract and

substantial deviation between contract aud
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company is primarily a buyer or a seller.es Such variables should be controlled for,
preferably with a much larger sample of survey and interview respondents, before too
many definite conclusions are drawn.

Nonetheless, it is apparent already from responses to q4 (Colurnn 1 of Table 8),
that US companies seem to take good advantage of the possibilities afforded by US
conhact law to plan effectively for contingencies, for instance tbrough index or
renegotiation clauses. Those (comparatively fewer) New Zealand companies that enter
into long-term conhacts (Column 2) also incorporate such clauses in their long-term
conhacts, especially renegotiation clauses. Japanese companies (Column 4) undertake
less of such planning in their long term contracts, although a high proportion (42.8%)
include an "option to cancel at intervals" - which in fact reintroduces a more short-tenn
orientation even in conhacts of more than one year's duration. These results suggest an
obvious but important point: the use of long-term conhacts by businesses in a country
will depend on the degree to which the legal system supports planning and
implementing them. US and Japanese law are very supportive, whereas New Zealard
law is not. Thus, ironically, the latter may find renegotiation clauses too 'bncertain" and
therefore void.e6 Alternatively, courts in New Zealand, hay; to interpret them without
being able to draw upon a general principle of "good faith".

On the other hand, arguably greater institutional barriers to enforcing rights in
Japan may make careful contract planning less obviously worthwhile. This may help
explain why concluding contacts of more than one year may be less frequent than in
the US.'o Another explanation, though, may be the greater degree of "exha-legal"
reinforcement of promise-making between businesses, for instance through trade
associations." As a recent study has shown, these factors - facilitative contract law,
relative easy access to courts, and strong trade association norms - combine to make
long-term contacting much more prevalent in Germany compared to the UK and,
espEcially, Italy.roo

Between the Lines" in S Deakin and J Michie (eds) Contracts, Cooperation and Competition (Oxford UP,
Oxford 1997) 43, suggesting sn svslarshing tension between economic rationdity and normative
discourse.et Compare for exarqrle the differing proportions in fre suwey by Uchida and others: Kitayam4
above n 89, 12-13.e6 Compare for exaryle E McKendrick 'The Regulation of Long Term Contacts in English
Law" in J Beatson and D Friedrnann (eds) Good Faith and Fault in Contract.[cw (Clarendon Press,
Odord, 1995) 319-321; Q Lowcay "'Best Endeavours' and'Reasonable Endeavous"' [999] NZLI2LL;
ECNZ, above n 26.e7 

See generally above Chaptcr Tbree, Part m.B.l.e8 
See above Chapter One, Part tr.D. Compue Haley (above o 63, 14?-155) who talls about the

prevalence of "relational contracrirg" in Japan, and the way Japanese conhact law principles support that
(for example by punishing non-renewal of fixed terms). That is therefore a broader term, covering Bor€
than "long-term" contacts, defined for the purposes of this ernpirical shrdy (following Weintraub) as

those of more than onc year in duration. Compare also above Chapter Three Parts m.A.l and Itr.D.l
msqfisning caselaw on termination of long-term contracts; and below Part m.C.4.

'e See generally J O Haley'S.elational Contracting: Does Community Count?" in H Baum (ed)
Japan: Economic,Success and Legal System (de Gnryter, Berlin, 1997) 167.t00 J Burchell and F Wilkinson "Trus! Business Relationships and the Contrachral Environmenf'
(1997) Cambridge J Econ 2L7,222. See also $ psalcin, C Lane and F Wilkinson "Contract Law, Tnrst
Relations, and Inccntives for Co-Operation: A Cornparative Study" in S Deakin and J Michie (eds)
Contracts, Cooperafion and Competirloz (Oxford UP, Oxford" 1997) 105.
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These factors also seern important when it comes to contact dispute resolution.

Questions 5 and 6 inquired about firmsn practices in responding to requests for contract
price modification:

(b) Responding to Requefisfor Contract Price ModiJication

5. If, because of a shift in market prices, one of your suppliers or customers requested a
modification of the contracted-for price, would your company always insist on compliance
with the contract?

Table 9

6. If your compeny would sometimes agree to s modification of the contracted-for pricg
which of the following factors would be relevant to the decision? (More than one letter may be
circled)

Table I0

As Table 9 shows, a large majority of companies in all three countries would not always
insist on compliance with the contact whenr modification was requested.lol For those

l0l On a preliminary review of resulb, the percentage of Japanese companies tbat would
compromise (Cohrnn 4) seemed rcmarkably low: 52.4o/o This percentagc is distinctly inconsistent with
the abovemcntioncd second tentative couclusion based on responses to thc Kato/Young and Sfeintaub
hypotheticals discussed above, which suggested a (slightly) more lenient attitude to contact renegotiation
A closer analysis of ihe data on q5, and follow-up interviews, uncovered an rmintended ambiguity created

in the Japanese version of the suwey. I.n translation, Japanese gomFanies were asked whe&cr they would
have "assertet' (shucho sru) their strict contactual rights. Many answering '!es" saw this mcrely as a
first st€p in an ongoing negotiation prccc$r which did not preclude eventual price adjustnrcnt - whereas
*insisting" on one's rigtb in the English version implied a more categorical refirsal Thus, in spite of thc
instnrction to proceed dhectly to q7, five of thc 21 valid Japancse reE)onses which answered q5

affrmatively went on to answer q6, which focused on what drove the eventual negotiation process. Those
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that do not, Table l0 sets out the factors that they say become relevant to their decision
about modiffing the conhact. The more obviously insbrumental, profit-mocimising
factors - being able to pass on additional cost or make a reasonable profit - are
approximately equal in importance in all three counhies. Whether "the request was
reasonable under trade practice", however, was distinctly more important in Japan
(73.3%) and the US (75.6010) than in the New Zealand (42.3%). This can be explained
directly by the greater role of tade associations and other business groupings in the
former countries (especially Japan) in promoting tade practices as nonns for resolving
disputes. However, it seems likely that tade practices in those countries also have an
indirect effect: the legislatue and the courts in both the US and Japan seem to be more
able and willing to incorporate fiade practices into the 1aw.l02 Similarly, the importance
of "long relations" for US companies may reflect the greater ability of US contract law
and courts to bring such aspects into the picture when dealing with contract disputes.lo3

Finally, questions 7 and 8 addressed the opposite situation, namely experiences
in requesting confract modification from hading parhers:

(c) Reqaesttng Contract Moayicanon

7. How frequently has your company asked relief from or modilication of its contrsctual
obligations?

Table 11

five responses, at least, could therefore be considered as negative rcplics, reducing the percentagc

"""e1dingly 
(to 28.60/0, in square brackes in Column 4). The Japanese resporue to q5 then become more

comparable, and more consistent with the rcs1 ef rhis shrdy's resulb.
Interpreting tbe ambiguity to q5 in this y6y also alters the percentages for Japanese coqany

responses to q6, indicated by sErare brackets in Column 4 of Table 14.r02 Macneil, above n l; J Esser, 'Institutionalizing Indrufr/: The Changing Fotms of Contract''
[19961 L & Soc Inq 593; T Uchida, "Gendai Keiyahtho no Aratana Tenlcai to lppan "Io,ko [New
Developments in Contemporary ConEact Law, and General Clauses]" (1993) 5l NBL 6; V Taylor
"Continuing Transactions and Persistent Mytbs: Contracts in Conteryorary Japan" (1993) 19 MLJLR
352.103 The comparative lack of importance of this factor in Japan may be related to a more classical
or formal cormter-tendency in Japauese confact law. See for exaryle L Nottage, "Contract Law, Theory
and Practice in lapan: 'Plus ga change, plus c'est la mOmc chdse?"' in V Taylor (ed), Asian Lau' through
Australian Eyes (Sydney, Law Book Co, 1997) 199; and above Part Two Intsoduction Part [V, Cbaptcr
Tbrce Parb Itr-D and IV.D.

3. NZ: re J
lel

an average of less than once per year - go

an average of I to 5 -'qes per year - go to

an average of over 5 times per year - go to
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8. Describe your company's erperience when it has asked relief from or modilication of its
contractual obligations. (More than one letter mry be eircled. If more than one is circled,
indicate the relative frequency of each experience by inserting a number in each box selected, with
I indicating the moslfrequent aperience, 2 the nut, etc.)

Tuble 12

When it comes to asking for relief (Table ll), US companies do so far more than
Japanese companies, which do so sligbtly more than New Zealand companies. The
importance of "arnicable working out of the problemby adjushents in future contracts"
(see Table 12) is distinctly higher in the US (66.7%) and Japan (72.3%) than in New
Zealand. This too may be due to the support of a long-term orientation in business by
US and Japanese courts, compared to that of New Zealand courts, not just by business
associations. On the other hand, the fact that no dispute had been litigated or taken to
arbitration by a Japanese company is a reminder that significantly reduced access to
judicial institutions can darnpen the direct effect of such bends in the law.

4 Follow-Up Interviews

Ongoing follow-up interviews of company respondents have bee,n undertaken in both
J"p* -d N"* Zeahnd.rfr These have provided more than just an opportunity to
explore the reasoning behind and backgronnd to responses to the survey questionnaire,
including written commsnts added to particular responses. The interviews also suggest
an interesting new tension betwee,n conternporary contract "law" nonns and the
background legal system, and business ethics or social nonns. A basic pattern appears
common to commercial conhacting at least in New Zealand and lapan, which may also

101 So far, as of October 2001, eight co'r{'ades in New Zealand aud six in Japan have been
interviewcd- The New /sgl^fr coryanies were based in Wellington (3), Auckland (4), aud a provincial
cente (1). At least one olter in AucHan4 two in Wellingto4 and one in Christchruch remain to be
interviewed- Japanese respondent companies inten"iewed so far werc from Tokyo (4), Kansai (1) and a

provincial centre (l). At least two more (one Aom Kansai and another from a provincial centc) rcmsin to
be intcrviewed- A Fukuoka company involvcd in recent contract litigation in the Higb Corut in Aucklaud
(Tak & & Inc v AEL erp Ltd (1995) 5 NZBLC 103,887) was also intervien'ed, to get 8 broader insight
in contemporary Japanese contract practices and e:ryectations. Thrce attomcys (bengoshi) in the Kansai
arca, which was devastatcd by the Kobe earthquake in January 1996, were also interr"iewed in the latrcr
half of 1996.
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be consistent with some tendencies emerging from recent studies in England and the US.
Differing structural parameters, however, may create some variation within or alongside
that pattem

Specifically, three types of conhacting can be seen in all these legal systems,
and notably in international transactions at least between New Zealand and Japan. The
first involves one-off or spot contacts. Naturally, these can take place within the
context of a long-temr business relation. But when a dispute emerges, the tension
between "the law" and social nolms is usually particularly stark. The product or the deal
is often less complex, so contract planning may be more adequate. Altematively, default
conhact law provides more "bright-line rules". The social norms involved are also
usually less complex. But these will atnost invariably not add up to the norms now set
by "the lav/' for the situation. Generally, the result of this uneven contest wilt be that
the relatively clear law will prevail, whether in negotiations between the parties or in
court. The whole process will also be driven more by instnlnental rationality, by simple
short-run profit-maximising behaviour. But this will not always be so. A residual
tension remains between the final outcome or decision, and the process of
argumentation in the light of particular circumstances leading up to the decision.los
Nonetheless, the space created for the parties and the courts to explore this tension is
significantly curtailed by the initial choice of contact fonn, on the one hand, and the
more ready applicability of bright-tine legal rules to any dispute, on the other. As
mentioned above (Part Itr.C.3), New Zealand companies tend to prefer this t1rye of
contracting. Its contract law also appears more comfortable operating within this
normative frarnework - what Macneil and others term the "classical" model.l06 But
there remain important examples of this behaviour and this model in the US and Japan
as wel1.

A second f.pe of contacting involves long-term conhacts, of fixed duration,
with agreed prices and/or quantities or clauses providing mechanisms to settle those
within a tolerably clear range of outcomes. Examples are the Sugar Case (above Parts
m.B, m.C.1) and the Weintaub hypothetical based on the ALCOA case (Part m.C.2).
Here, the social nonns become more complex. The law also attempts to absorb them
into its normative world either through recognition of trade custom, or by developing
broader rules or "standards" - what Macneil and others have termed the "neo-classical"
or "relational" model.lo7 But there remains an ambiguity in this tlpe of contacting.
The choice of the long-term contract form, the legal principles that can come into play
in supporting that tlpe of contract and the social nonns associated with the relations
between parties can still be driven by instnrmental rationality, albeit by more long-term
profit-maximising behavioru. Often, therefore, this world remains a "neo-classical" one.
Nonetheless, there is more scope for a tnrly'telational" world to emerge: occasionally,

tos Compare J Habermas (W Rehg trans) Between Facts and Nozns (MIT Press, Cambridge Mass,
1996), especially the Translator's Intoduction, ix, xi-:oc; T Tanase "Junpo Seishin n Kenri /slrrh fRights
Consciousness and The Spirit of Abiding by the Lawl" in T Tanase and J Kinoshita (eds) Ho no
Kodogaht [Lmt and Behcvioural ScimcesJ flwnnami, Tokyo, 1991) 130; and more generally T Tanase
"Keiyalat to Shiteki Jichi: Joseua [Contact and Individual Autonomy: Intoduction]' (1993) 43 Hoso
Jiho l. See also below Chapter Five, especially Parb tr.B.2 and tr-B.3106 See for example I Maeneil l'Contract Adjustment of Long-Term Economic Relations under
Classical, Neoclassical and Relational ConFact Law" (1978) 72 Northwest Univ L Rev E54. Sce also
above PartTwo.107 Macneil, above n 106; abovc Part Two tntroduction Part L
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the business relations and social norms can create "a nonnative framework which can
tump the rational utility-maximising behaviour of actors".l08 As mentioned, Japanese

and US law seem more supportive of both worlds. That is related to and feeds back into
the way businesspeople plan and implement their conhacts - although there may be less

such feedback in J"prn, given more reshicted ready enforceability of the relevant legal
norms. konically, New Zealand law is still not supportive of either world, for instance
in the doctrine of firrshation's restrictive and "a11 or nothing" approach to addressing
complications in long-term contractual relationships (above Part tr.A). But New
Zealand companies seem to be planning and implementing long-term contacts
regardless.

A third type of contacting seems increasingly prevalent. It involves a much
looser framework agreement, superimposed over a series of individual contracts. It may
have a (rolling-over) tenn; but clauses on pricing or quantities may only be in the most
general of terms. Sometimes it can arrive on the scenes in a very low key fashion. One
(New Zealarrd) party's lawyers, for instance, had drafted a new frarnework agreement
which may have been mentioned once when negotiating individual contracts, but was
left in the drawer without any talk of its specifics, let alone elaborate negotiation and
formal signing. Another (Iapanese) party's in-house legal personnel had insisted on a
forrnal distributorship agreement with the New Zealand counterpart as part of an

in-house legal audit. In a third case, a (Japanese) shipping company had decided from
the start to make clear that its ships were to be available for three voyages at a time,
each under a standard form voyage charterparty. Contracting parties nowadays seem
quite open to concluding this sort of framework agreement. Perhaps^it is a reflection of
the penetration of legal norms into everyday life, on a global scale.'" Lnportantly, this
is not a simply a matter of reducing all contingencies to a lengthy contract document.
Instead, a relatively short agreement is added to the existing pattern of contract order
and oonfi.rmation, falced offer and acceptance, or series of deals. Many terms are very
vague indeed, more like statements of intent to cooperate closely in a long-term
buiiness association.lto Courts even in the US or Japan, able to invoke general clauses

l01t Compare H Collins "Competing Norms of Contractual Behaviour" in D Campbell and P
Vincent-Jones (eds) Contract and Economic Organbanbz @arhouth, Aldershog 1996) 88. He
demonstrates at length that the usc of long term contacts does not, in itself, necessarily cnail more than
long-term rational profit maximization. Going beyond the neo-classical world, he argues, requires
something more.roe Compare generally L M Friedman The Horizontal Soctety (Yale UP, New Haven (Conn),

1999) with below Chapter Five Part tr.8.1.ll0 A similar phenomenon has been noted in cefiain contempotary US subcontgsting relations: I
Esser "Institutionalising Industry: The Changing Forms of Contract'' (1996) 2l L & Soc Inq 593,
especially 622-623.In zubcontacting, problems of contactual unfaimess (above ChapterThree) are more

likely to emerge than in the tading rclations which constituted most of the domestic business relations

investigated in the company survey and follow-up interviews, and ahnost all of the New Zcaland-Japan

ones. Note for example the significant one-sidedness reported in both the US and Japan in, respectively, J

Kenworthn S Macaulay and K Rogers "'The More Things Change ...': Business Litigation and

Governance in the American Automobile Industry" (1990 631; and S Honma "Jidosha - Jidosha Buhin

Kogto ni okeru Shitauke Kihon Keiyalatsho no Tolarcho - Shitaulce Keiyahr no Jisshoteki Bunseki

[Peculiarities of the Basic Subconbacting Agreement in the Automobile and Automobile Parts Industries:

An Empirical Analysis of Subcontracting]" (1994) Hokei Kenknr 273. Even in such subcontracting

relations, however, a framework agreement may add some symbolic value and creatc sornc space for the

mediation of norms and fachral circumstances described in the text above. This is alluded to, for exanryle,
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in statutes and case law like the principle of good faith, or to incorporate hade practices,
would have difficulty in enforcing them. But in some cases they may, and experienced
businesspeople nowadays are generally aware of that possibility

The framework agreement also provides a new, more fonnally "normative
reference point"lll to guide parties' behaviour, or the way they axgue m"u"rs when a
dispute arises. It still seems not to be readily invoked, or specific provisions pointed to;
but sometimes it is, and at most other times it is present in a more tangible sense than a
completely informal agreement. Thus, at one stage when the New Zealand charterer
thought it might not be able to fully utilise the vessel as planned and requested the
Japanese shipowner to cancel the voyage, the latter refused to do so unless the former
covered any exta costs in reassigning the vessel, invoking their framework
"three-voyage" understanding. The latter was particularly clear in this case, and the
New Zealand charterer evenfually took the vessel and made the voyage. But in the
process of invoking this overarching agreement, more scope was created for nonnative
discussion exploring the legal rules and principles involved, and tJarelr application to the
particular circumstances the parties found themselves in. The process was facilitated by
the perception among the parties that the frarnework understanding did have some legal
effect, even if courts might have differed in this assessment, especially if following the
strict approach evident in some charterparty cases in England in recent decades (above
Chapter Two Part tr.A.4).

It seems that the benefits of this way of stmcturing contemporary business
relations, with the impact it has on dispute resolution, is not lost on New Zealand
businesspeople, especially in their dealings with Japanese counterparts. konically, again,
it is even more doubtful whether current New Zealand law and New Zealand courts can
meet their expectations and facilitate this type of contracting. The situation in the US
and in Japan seems more healthy, with the latter's problems of enforceability less
problematic than in the second type of long-term contracting. That is because what
seems to be much more important here is the partially symbolic nature of the framework
agreernent, and especially the exta space it creates for the partles to mediate tle tension
between the factual and the normative (below Chapter Five Part n.8.2 and 3).

by one of the respondenb in an analysis of electrical engineering zubcontacting in Kagoshima Frefecture,
reported by T Yamamoto "Shitaulce Torihiki Kihon Keiyalasho no Genjo to Hyojunyaklcanteki Kisei
[Regulation by Standrrd Terms and the Current Sihration with regard to Basic Subcontracting
Agreements]" in I Takahashi and S Honma (eds) Gendai Keizai to Holozo no Haluht [Contemporary
Economics and Changes in Legal SntcureJ (tokyo, Sanshodo, 1997) 412,433, n I 1.

Comparc also Deptq' and others, abovc n 100, 105, 119, obsenring that in inter-firm
contsacting involving "framework or requirement contracts under which the zupplier agreed to makc and
deliver goods on demand, but with the precise quantities being left up the buyer when it put each ordcr
in" (used by 30% of the 16 UK firms interviewed), "the legal status of the 'framework was often unclear;
only the individual orders were clearly seen as giving rise to legal commitments of payment and
performance, but there was a mutual rmderstanding that the buyer would place a certain number of orders
and that the supplier would be ready to supply".

In another businbss context compare for example E Schanze "Symbiotic Contracts" in C
Joerges (ed) Franchising and the Lav': Theoretical and Comparative Approaches in Europe and rte US
(Nomos, Baden-Baden" L99l) 67.lll T Daintith "The Design aud Performance of Long-Term Contracts' in T Daintith and G
Teubner (eds) Contract and Organisation (de Gnrfer, Berlin, 1986) 164, 187 (citing S Macaulay
"Elegant Models, Enrpirical Pictures, and the Complexities of Contact" (L977) 11 L & Soc'y Rev 507,
s1s).
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Thus, three broad patterns of conhacting are commsn in New Zealand and
Japan, and possibly England and the US. There remain variations, however, driven by
the state of contract law principles and the attitudes of law-makers, access to ready
enforceability of legal rights, and perhaps the skength of o'non-legal" norms like those
of tade associations or more infonnal business groupings. These smerge as some of the
important mechanisms and parameters to help make sense of the responses so far to the
company survey. They give new content to the processes in each conntry of "bargaining
in the shadow of the lalv", and add insights on the ongoing debate (especially in the US
and Japan) as to whether conhact law should reflect commercial expectations and how
the latter should be determined.ll2 This ties in to even broader sociological and
jurisprudential debate on the role and conception of law in complex industrialised
societies, amidst globalisation of economic and political relations,"' introduced below
(Part Three).

[I.D Revising the Ilypothesis - "Didactic Formality": The 'ol,a]v in Books"
Tryrng to Lead the 3(Law in Actiontt

Before moving to that broader discussion, recall the hlpothesis advanced above (Part
m.A), namely that more formal legal systems should better reflect actual contract
practices and expectations (conhact law In action, possibly with nomrative dimensions
related to the law) in their conhact law rules (contract law in books, defined in a more
positivist sense). Comparing some evidence from the empirical studies described above

Gart m), with the contract law rules (Part tr), seems to indicate that this hypothesis
does not hold.

For instance, there was remarkably little difference in attitudes between New
Zealand and Japanese student respondents to the Sugar Case contract renegotiation
hlpothetical. Overall they were quite synpathetic to the buyer, although preliminary
data analysis for responses from US students suggest that the latter were tougher on the
buyer. New Zealand and Japanese firms, administered the same hlpothetical, revealed
similar attitudes, althougb the New Zealand, firms were someone tougher. Given the
much more forrnal orientation of the New Zealand law of frustration (Part tr.A), much
tougher attitudes among New Zealanders should have been found. In additiorl fully half
of the New Zealand finns asked what a court should in a situation similar to that in the
ALCOA case @art m.C.2) thought that "the conhact price should be adjusted to avoid
ruinous loss to [the supplier] but grve [the buyer] a significant savings over current
market price". That, of course, is a rernedy totally excluded under the New Zealand law
of frushation, which insists on either automatic termination or (much more often) no
relief whatsoever.

The hypothesis also encounters difFculties with regard to some practices and
expectations in long-term contracting on the part of New Zealand firrrs (Part Itr.C.3).
Certainly, they undertook somewhat fewer contacts of one year or more in druation,
comFared to their Japanese and especially US counterparts. Stightly more also insisted
on compliance with the contract, in response to a supplier or customer requesting a

rl2 See above Part Two Inhoduction. Compare also for example J Pildes 'The DesEuction of
Social Capital Through Law" (199Q 144 U Pa L Rev 2055, 2055-2056.rrr Compare for example K Keith "Governatrce, Sovereigpty and Globalisation" (1998) NZACL
Yearbook 3:1997 477,
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modification in price because of a shift in market prices. Yet the overwhelming majority
did not insist on this (84.2%), with the most frequently cited factor relevant to this
situation being - as in the US - "long and satisfactory" relations with that paffy.
Certainly, too, New Zealard firms were more likely than Japanese and especially US
firms "never" themselves to have asked for relief from, or modification ol contactual
obligations. When however they did, the most cornmon experience - as in the US and
Japan - was "amicable working out of the problem by modification of the performance
of the contact in question". Such evidence also suggests that there may remain a gap
between the law in action and the law in books, surprisingly large given the ovErall
formal orientation of New Zealand law - including high truth formality in hial
processes and high enforcement formalify.

Of course, it is risky to overgeneralise from the limited set of resporuies
obtained so far. A bigger saurple may reveal a very different pattern, with contracting
characterised instead by much more careful planning and documentation, 41d lerrgh
practices and expectations with respect to renegotiations. That may be so particularly if
fimrs with no known dealings with Japan are surveyed and interviewed, and if their size
and main areas of business are different. Yet the data so far indicate a significant and
theoretically quite surprising gap.

Arguably, however, this conundnrm can be resolved by reformulating the
hypothesis, by proposing a third tlpe of formality. The strict attitude of New Zealand
courts in this area can be considered as exhibiting "didactic formality".lla This
develops an idea relegated to a footrote at the start oftheir discussion oftrial processes
in England and the US, where Atiyah and Summers remark, without elaboration:l15

Lawyers who remain preoccupied with 'law in books' when it really does not represent 'law in
actioD' may also be accused of taking an excessively 'formal' view, in a rather different sense.

"Didactic formaliff' can be defiled as the preference - or hope, however forlorn - for
any rernaining gaps between law in books and law in action to be lessened by the latter
(social practices and expectations) qsming to accord with the former, rather than vice
versa. Such formality can be expected to be greater in a legal system with higher
degrees of other types of formality, such as enforcement and truth formality, as well as

the dimensions of reasoning suggested by Atiyah and Summers.
Thus, New Zealand courts hope that by denying relief in cases l^ike Gore,rr6

parties concluding long-term supply conhacts will become more careful in planning and
drafting for contingencies, obviating the need for adjustnent during performance.ltT

rr' Compare D F Henderson Conciliation and Japanae Law: Tolarymva and Modent Yol L

(Seattle, U Washington Press, 1965) 4 (coining the term *didactic conciliation" to describe thc tendenry
of mediators in Tolugawa Japan to educate, snd imFose their views of a just solution, on disputanE).ll5 Atiyah and Summers, above n 3, 158, n 3.n6 Abovc n 22. Recall that the Court of Appcal in tbat case also expressed the hope that the
government will become involved in fssfuisning a statutory solution or framework for long-term supply
contacts involving public utilities. Since the legislature has not yet acted e1 this point, tt'is suggcsts
over-optimism or a lack of appropriate boldrcss on the part of the judges. Because it also therefore me"us
"inappropriate reasoning according to the citeria properly employed by the legal systent in question",
Atiyah and Summers (above n 3, 31, original enphasis) might vTsll criticise this as 'Tonnalistic". Broader
criticism is also attempted below, Chaptcr Fivc Part tr.A.rr7 Cornmentators may come to stress this too. For exaqrle, in noting Motor Machiniss Ltd v
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Moreover, by not readily enforcing a variety of informal agreements (above Chapter
Two Part tr.B), they hope to channel conhacting party behaviour towards more
formalisation. Finally, the courts hope that by awarding relief for contractual unfairness
in only the most egregious cases (Chapter Three Parts Itr.C.2, fV.C), cons 'mers and
others will come to negotiate fairer terms in their contracts, or at least take more care in
their dealings.tls

English courts, still reluctant to revive the doctine of unconscionable bargains
and only recently starting to feel the effects of initiatives like the EC Directive on
Unfair Conhact Terms, for instance (Chapter Three Part IV.B), exhibit this attitude also.
The decline of the doctrine of frushation in recent decades can be seerq agnin, as the
courts tying to encourage parties to plan more carefully for contingencies (above Part
tr.A).ttn This is especially so now that the types of triggering events (wars, stikes,
nationalisations, embargos, and so on) have become more well known. As noted by
Treitel in relation to commercial impracticability:Izo

English law has tended to place great€r ernphasis than American law on the ... requirements
of certainty and of the sanctity of contact even though tbe result of doing so might
occasionally appear to be harsh to one of the parties. It seems that mitigation of such hardship
should, in the view of the English cours, be achieved not by a broad doctrine of discharge,
uncertain in its operatiou, but by express contactual provisions, or, in times of general
economic dislocation (for example by war) through special legislative intervention.

Craig 1199612 ERNZ 585 in which the Employment Court denied the employer's frustration defence, G
Anderson "EC Act - Personal Grievance - Dismissal - Ilness - Fmstatiou of Contract" (1997)
Employment L Bull 56 suggested that "a sensible employer" should take steps like including a force
maieure clause.rr8- See for exarrple Portman Buitding Society v Dusangh & Ors (19 April 2000) unreported,
English Court of Appeal Civil Division, per Ward LI; Richmond Ltd v DHL International ffi) Ltd
(1991) 3 NZBLC 102,118 (CA). The notion that rules must be stated precisely for parties to plan their
contractual relationships also underlies the judgment the seven-member Court of Appeal judgment in
Aoraki Corporation Ltd v McGawz [998] 3 NZLR 286, overtuming one of its own earfier judgments.

However, it has been pointed out that statistics cited in the majority judgment "may suggest that parties
have indeed been able to make clear arrangemcnts in this area [redundancy clauses in employrrent
contracts] without legislative or court assistance" (P Pepperell 'Rules and Certainty Rule (For Now)"
(19e8) 2l TCL l).rre This appears to be of little effec! at least among zuppliers of manufachued goods in the UK
ssssgding to interviews of 16 companies carried out in 1993-1994 as part of a broader comparative
ernpirical study. None of them included hardship clauses in their conhacb with other companies, in sharp
contrast to the 23 German companiss interviewed (68% of which did so). Sce Deakin and olhers, above n
100, 124. See also the gaps between English contact law and business practices and norms, which
English courts and even law reformers seem uninterested in acknowledging or ev€n investigating morc
systematically, found by R Lcwis "Contracts between Businessmen: Reform of the Law of Firm Offers
and an Empirical Study of Tendcring Practiccs inthe Building Industry" (1982) 9 Brit J L & Soc'y 153,

and other researchers cited above Part Two Intoduction Part tr.uro Above n 13, 260. On the other hand, perhaps English law will be infrluated or pertrubed by
the more substantive approach of European law and thinking in this respect too (see for example M
Parker 'Torce Majerue in EC Law" in E McKendrick (ed) Force Majanre and Frtstration of &ntract
(Lloyd's of London Press, London, 1991) 139; T Wilhelmsson Citical Studies in Private traw (Kluwer,
Dortrecht, 1992) 180-216 (developing some principles primarily in Nordic law into fte broader principle
of "social force majeue"). However, that seems likely to be even more difficult than with regard to good
faith principles. Compare G Teubner'T.egal Irritanb: Good Faith in British Law and How UniSing Law
Ends Up in New Divergences" (1998) 61 MLR 11, and generally Chaptcr Five Part tr.B below.
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A high degree of didactic fonnality also helps explain the strictness of English courts in
not giving effect to informal dealings, especially in cases involving charterparties or
ship sales when the words "subject to details" have been interposed. As mentioned
above (Chapter Two Part II.A.4), it is hard to believe that only English courts - and not
Second Circuit courts - are capable of corectly perceiving the practice and expectations
in maritime corrmerce, or that the latter are so different in England compared to the US.
Rather, what seems to drive the English courts in this area too is the hope that by setting
a bright-line rule, they will encourage commercial parties to negotiate and conclude
conhacts in conformity those rules."'

This view of contemporary English conhact law runs counter to suggestions
that Commercial Bench judges are highly responsive to the expectations of international
haders. A representative argument along these lines comes from a New Zealander who
has made his career as an academic in Carnbridge, Len Sealy:122

The Cornmercial Court works on ss6srhing of a chicken-and-egg principle: if it gives its
clientele what it wants, they will come in goodly numbers, and if they come in such nurrbers,
the court and those who make their living from it will prosper. And what they want is a law of
conhact as seen through Lord Diplock's eyes [giving primacy to certainty, allowing parties to
look after themselves or at least take advice].

The main difficulty.with the proposition is that there is little empirical evidence as to
'khat they want"."' Sealy argues that English law's reputation for applying clear rules
attacts parties from all around the world to the Court and to arbihation in London, as

evidenced by the frequent appearance of foreign parties in reported case law. However,

r2r See especially Steyn J in ,Star Steamship Society v Beogradskn Plovidra [1988] 2 Lloyd's Rcp
583 (The Jumor K: above Chapter Two Part ILA.4). But see R Brownsword "Conhact Law, Co-operation,
and Good Faith: The Movensnt from Static to Dynamic Market-Individualism" in S Deakin and J Michie
(eds) Contracts, Cooperation and Competition (Oxford UP, Oxford, 1997) 255,259. He argues that there
are competing ideologies in contemporary English contract law, with the former giving way to the latter.
"Static market individualism", he suggests, "imposes [its] view [, of the purpose of contracring and how
transactions should be regulated, ] onto the community; and in this sense, it 'constitutes' the markeL By
cont:asq the ideology of dynamic market-individualism is to a considerable extent dependent reflecting
the practice and expectations of the contracting cornmunity (particularly thc business community". The
former ideology is very similsx to what this thesis proposes as "didactic formality", while the latter is
closer to the view taken in US and Japanese conEact law. [n view of the argumeus madc in this and the
preceding two Chapters, it ap'pears that any move in the latter direction may be much more diffrcult than
Brownsword anticipates. Coryare also his later assessment in R Brownsword "General Considerations"
in M Furmston (ed) The Law of Contract @uttenvortbs, London, 1999) l, 94: "if the recent case law
bears some imprints of dynamic market-individualist thinking, it equally bean the continuing imprint of
static market-individualism". The analysis in this Part suggests that any such transition is likely to be
difficult for New Zealand too.ru L Sealy '"Ties That Bind: Security of Contract in England at the End of the 20th Century"
(2000) 16 JCL 47,49.123 Another difficulty concen$ why judges would want to try to attract cases to their courts. This
would just seem to create more work for themselves, for no obvious financial gain. English judges no
longcr get paid by the case, a factor which has been suggested as lying behind thcir willingness to
btervene in arbital proceedings until comparatively receutly: see F Nariman, '"The Spirit of Arbitration"
(2000) 16/3 fub Int'122,23. Nowadays, one consideration may be sense of loyalty to fomrer colleagues
at the Bar, who do work involving the Commercial Court and arbitrations. But such motivations, and
many others, should and can be tested empirically. See generally F Schauer'lncentives, Reputation, aod
the Inglorious Determhants of ludicial Behaviour" (2000) 68 U Cinn L Rev 615.
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he acknowledges that this may occur "in part for reasons of history: for instance,
because the exchange or hading association through which their deal was concluded is
based there".l24 The importance of this factor should be determined by empirical
research, for example through statistical analysis of the subject matter dealt with in
cases and changes in the relevant market institution, or through suryeys and interviews.
The latter could also inquire as to what the parties really wanted from dispute resolution
in the Commercial Court, and whether they got what they wanted. It seems likely that
an attraction of London ari a dispute resolution forum will be related to factors largely
unrelated to the nature of the substantive law of contract, such as speed of proceedings,
the quality of lawyers, the independence of the judiciary from political influence, and so
on.t" Even if certainty of contact law rules is reported to be a major factor, by parties
who ended up the Commercial Court, one could investigate their attitudes after being
subjected to such rules. A starting point could be to determine how many foreign parties
who appear in reported and unreported judgments later reappear in separate proceedings,
at different stages of the Court's history. Further, because even uueported judgments
represent only a small proportion of litigated disputes, especially in a legal system
allegedly focused on certainty of outcome, one should also exarrine pattenrs in the
drafting forum selection and choice of law clauses.

All this research should also be comparative, comparing jurisdictions like the
Second Circuit in the US which also generates much commercial litigation- involving
foreign parties, yet applies more substantive contract law principles. ''o Already,
moreover, it seems that English arbitrators have not been gling parties to intemational
commercial transactions 'lrhat they want". Since the 1970s, much new arbitration
business seems to have gone to venues like the AAr{ in New York and the Intemational
Charnber of Commerce in Paris.lz7 This parallels the emergence of the 'nnew /ex
mercatoria", based on broad standards rather than bright-line rules, with which
arbitration specialists in England still seem to be much more uocomfortable about
compared to their counterparts elsewhere.lzE

In short, it may be tnre that certainty of contract law rules meets the
expectations of some international haders, but the overall and relative significance of
this is not proven. Another problem is that English law may have over-generalised from
perceptions (right or wrong) of those expectations, establishing,fpntract law rules which
then come to be applied inappropriately in other contexts.'n' Empirical studies of

t21 Above n 22.tzs Compare also E McKendrick 'English Contact Law: A Rich Past, an Uncertain Future?"

U9961 CLP 25,59; E Scrutton 'oThe Work of the Comnercial Court'' (1932) I CLJ 6 (stressing in
particular the need for speedy dispute resolution).126 Compare for exaryle H von Freyhold "Cross-Border Legal Interactions in New York Courts"
in V Gessner (ed) Foreign Courts: Ciil Litigation in Foreign Legal Cultures @armouth, Aldershot,
1996) 43.tz7 See generally L Nottage 'The Vicissitudes of Transnational Commercial Arbitration and the
L* Mercaton'a: A View from the Periphery" (2000) 16 Aft Int'I73.t28 K Berger and others 'The CENTRAL Enquiry on the Use of Transnational Law in
lnternational Contact Law and Arbitation - Background, Procedurc and Selected Results" in K Bergcr
(ed\ The Practice of Transnational Lav (Kluwer, Thc Hague, 2001) 91.rze ConPare also M Bridge "Good Faith in Commercial Contracb" in R Brownsword, N Hfud &
G Howclls (eds) Good Faith Good Faith in Contract: Concept and Context @artnou$ Aldcrshot ct al,
t999) t39,147:

It is a fair reproach to English contract law that it unthlnkingly heats the nrles and princ$les of
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contact law in action show significant gaps betwee,n the law and both practices and
expectations in many types of domestic transactions, such as manufacturing,
construction, and dealings involving the public sector.l3o Even commentators like Roy
Goode, who sees the shength of English conhact law overall as having included a
responsiveness to business expectations, believes that they are now not being met in
several areas, for instance in regard to agreements to agre€, suspension of performance,
assuralrce of futr:re performance upon funre performance, and the all-or-nothing
approach and limited scope for relief from commercial impracticability under the
doctrine of firustration. In the latter respect, despite a reluctance to allow into English
law new generalised principles of good faith and substantive unconscionability, he
argues that it presents:

a legitimate case for invoking a doctrine of substantive unconscionability. It would be
inequitable for a party to seek to hold the other to the terms of the original bargain in the light of
shenged circumstances, and reasonable that the cowt should offer him the choice of accepting
the modification or having it terminated by the court

Goode appeals to German law in support of this approach, which is also that of
Japanese law (above Part tr.D); and to other Europe&, US, and/or hansnational law in
criticising all four areas in which contemporary English conhact law is thought not to
be meeting business expectations.

However, the reluctance to countenance broader standards and applicability of
the doctrine of frustration has roots deep in English history. In 1916, in a case involving
an increase in freight ratos, Scrutton J insisted that it could only operate upon "physical
or legal prevention, not economic unprofitableness".l3l It may be that hi was in tune
with commercial expectations in the shipping tade at the time, for Karl Llewellyn
acclaimed him for the robust business sense exhibited in the Judge's later writings.l32
However, it is probably too late to know, and the more important question is whether
businesspeople nowadays would agree that cornmercial impracticability should not
provide relief. What is clear is that Commercial Court Judges, beginning with Scrutton J
and continuing with Bingham LJ in The Super Senant Two, have stressed that parties
concerned about hardship c?*sed by the sfrict English doctrine should make confrachral
provision for future events."' The didactic tone is unmistakable. Treitel also approves
of such suggestions, noting how the GAFTA standard form used in the grain hade had
included elaborate provisions, &d were redrafted after they were held not to have

commodity sales, time and voyage charterparties and so on as though they could bc ap'plied
without moffication in very different contractual settings.

Such tendencies are suely related to the fact that a significant majority of people in Englaud appear to
frnd the couris to be out of touch with ordinary peo,ple's lives. In a reccnt largc-scale survey looking at
access to civil justice generally, 66 percent thought this was so, 2 I percent were rmcertain, while only 13
percent thought they were in touch. See H Genn Patfu to Justice: What People Thit* and Do About
Going To L*, (Ilt\ Oxford, L999) 239.130 See for exarnple Lewis, above n 119; and above Part Two Intoduction Part tr.r3r Blythe & Co v Richards, Turpin A. Co (1916) 85 LJKB 1425,1427. Sce also Comptoir Comm
Anversois v Power Son & Co ll920l1 KB 868, 196 per Scrutlon LJ.n2 Compare K Llewellyn "On Warranty of Quality, and Society" (1936) 36 Cohrm L Rev 677,
707, whicb had cited Ro naasen & Son v Arcos Ltd [1932] 43 Lloyds Rep I and Scrutton, above n 125.rr! Comptoir, above n 131, 970; The Super Ser:vant T\vo, abovc n 10, 8.
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covered a particular supervening event.t3a However, Treitel's view that cases involving
such clauses should be distinguished from those developing the general docnine ol
frustation, and not inlluence the latter, runs counter to one argument presented by Jack
Beatson in favour of abandoning a sfrict rule against allowing relief for commercial
impracticability under English law:

The rules governing discharge for frustation are "default rules" provided by the law, and it is
arguable that a default rule should seek to provide a reasonable person's esrimation of what the
parties would have done had they considered the matter ...

Beatson leaves his counter-argument at that. Yet it allows for a much less didactic
approach, investigating not only foreign and hansnational rules on this point (as Goode
does), but also the standard form contracts used and other indications of what
businesspeople generally consider reasonable.

Such empirical investigation appears to have supported Llewellyn's decision to
allow for commercial impracticability and flexible allocation rules in the UCC.r35 This
was part of a longstanding and well articulated philosophy, framed by debates in
conhact law theory dating back to the 1920s (above Part Two Intoduction Part f),
which reinforce distinctly lower "didactic formality" in US law, Of course, the recent
debates about refonning the UCC have engendered empirical and theoretical studies
which question the nature of expectations and practices in different tades and their
optimal relationships to black-letter law. But they too have ingested heavy doses of
legal realism. Similar cornments apply to Japan (above Chapter Two Inhoduction Parts
I and ID.l36 By contrast, despite itutemettts by judges and academic commentators in
England and New Zealand that contract law is to be shaped to accord with the
expectations of commercial parties, there have been far fewer atternpts to systematically
and openly explore such expectations (Chapter Two Introduction Parts Itr and IV).
Combined with more appeals to the need to promote certainty and careful planning of
contractual relationships, this indicates that both jurisdictions put significantly more
weight on "didactic formality", reinforcing forrral reasoning and related institutions
more generally. It seems that Blackstone's words in 1809 still have more weight than in
the US and Japan: 'M-e_rchants ought to take their law from the courts, and noithe courts
from the merchants".I37

tr'r Treitel, above n 13,449.r35 White, above n 43.136 
See also H Katz "When ShouldAn Offer Stick?" (1996) 105 Yale LI 124g,1251,t253. He

sugg€sts that most US courts and commentators, following for instauce thc lead given in the UCC,
analyse and advocate contact law nrles by adoptrng an "interpretive" or "convention maintenance"
approacb, searching "for the parties' reasonable or customary expechtions"; "legal analpis proceeds
from the bottom up". However, he prefers a'tegulatory perspective", where "the direction of aoalysis is
topdowu". The latter can be seen as more "didactic", and the approach more cornmorr in English and
New Zealand contract law. Like that of some other critics of the '"uCC approach", however, Katz's
arguments cone primsrily ftom "law and economics' - following directly within the tadition of legal
realisrn In Japan, too, contemporary theorists trying to reevaluate the relationship between legal and
social norms draw on a hadition of legal realism, and more recently, the recelrt "law and economics"
theories in the US. See for example H Sono "Shokarchuho to Nin'i Hoki [Commercial Customary Law
lgd Default Rules]" (1999) 1155 Juristo 85; and generally above Part Two Introduction.r' K Berger '"The New Law Merchant and the Global Market Place" in K Berger (ed) The
Practice of Transnational Lmt (Kluwer, The Hague, 2001) 1, 4 n 15, siting Blaclstone's Commentaries
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TV Conclusions

Part tr above demonstrates that English and especially New Zealand law are much more
wedded to formal reasoning along the dimension of "authoritative formalif;/', compared
to US and especially Japanese law, in the "time dimension" as well as the "contextual
dimension", explored in the preceding Chapter. This Chapter focused mainly on key
doctrines dealing with the problems arising from supervening and exteme changes in
circurnstances, however, and the analysis could be broadened to consider other legal
doctrines and principles which also deal with such problems.r38 As in Chapters Three
and Two, however, the preceding comparison of key dochines gives grounds for
predicting that many of latter, related doctines will also be more formal in England and
perhap,s^especially New Zealand; but demonstrably more substantive in the US and
Japan.r3e These contrasting approaches are also likely to be found beyond contract law
per se, reflecting and reinforcing differing orientations overall.lao

Part Itr broadened the scope of inquiry differently, moving beyond
comparisons of legal reasoning to empirical studies of attitudes and practices relating to
economic dislocation in conhactual relations, especially in long-term conhacts (Parts
trI.B and C). A significant gap was identified between this "contact law in action" and
the "contract law in books", even in New Zealatd, with comparatively high
enforcement and truth fonnality which arguably draw together the law in books and law
in action more generally. Ongoing comparative research should explore that gap
further.'"' Already, it has suggested a refinement to Atiyatr and Summers' framework,
namely the notion of "didactic formality". Consistently with the rest of this thesis,
adding that third t1pe of formality to the frarnework reveals contrasting orientations
between New Zealand and English law on the one hand, and Japanese and US law on
the other, not only in this area of law but also perhaps in others such as formal
requirements for conhact formation (Chapter Two) and contactual unfairness (Chapter
Three). Accordingly, the four legal systems can be positioned along two further
dimensions (lines 4 and 5) in Figure 3 above @art Two Inhoduction).

onthe Laws ofEngland (Vol 1, 156ed, 1809) 273.I'o See for example J W Carter'The Renegotiation of Contracts" (1998) 13 JCL 185.l3e For example, the requirement that contract terms be "cerlain'i. Compare alt"ady for example
Mclauchlan and ECNZ (both above n 2Q with Farnsworth (above u 35, Vol I,353-372) aad Oglebay
(above n 47).l''{r Hence, for instance, the reluctance to recognise a duty to negotiate in good faith in employnrent
law (G Anderson "Collective Bargaining and ihe Law: New Zealand's Employment ContracE Act Five
Years On" (1996) 9 Aust J Lab L 107, L24); and attempts to rcsolve Treaty of Waiangi claims "finally"
(compare K Minogue Waitangi: Morality and Reality (NZ Business Roundtable, Wellington, 1998) with
A Mikaere "Settlement of Treaty Claims: Full and Finel, or Fatally Flawed?" (1997) 17 NZULR 425 aod
E Durie 'lilill the Settlers Settle? Culhual Conciliation and the Laf'(199Q 8 Otago L Rev 449,
45s4s9).l4l In autumn 1999 a mail survey includiag some Weintaub questions was administercd to
Japanese ssmFatries dealing with Thailan4 and Thai companies dealing with Japan, and follow-up
interrriews were conducted in November 1999 and March 2000. Clhis is part of a collaborative research
project on contract renegotiation in thc wake of the Asian cconomic crisis, organised by Yoshitaka Wada
Kyushu University) and funded by the Nomura Securities Foundation.) It is hoped that fie project can be
extended to include Ncw Zealand.
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However, even refining Atiyatr and Summers' model by adding the dimension
of didactic fonnality may not be enough to explain fully - let alone to begin justi$ing
normatively - the clearly complicated interactions between law in action and law in
books. In particular, the increasing use of and interest in frarnework agreements in
long-term contracting between New Zealand and Japan suggests an important way in
which parties revisit and (sometimes) restrrcture their long-term business relationships.
That appears not to be driven solely or even primarily by immediate or even long-term
self-interest; but nor is it driven by altruism. Rather, the framework agreement provides
a new normative reference point, which in tum opens up the possibility of new
communication processes between persons and structures within different organisations.
Except that it mostly arises from party initiative, that promotion of communication
processes finds some similarities in the creation of new tlpes of institutions and the
expand4g_ role for general clauses in Japan and in other legal systems in recent
decades.'"' Since the 1980s, various legal theories have focused on such developments
to expound theories of 'teflexive la#', or "neo-proceduralisf'theories of contemporary
law generally. These are the focus of Chapter Five below, ultimately going "beyond
form and substance".

t42 Corrpare for example T Uchida *Gendai Keiyaht Ho no Aratana Tenkai to lppanjolo [Creneral
Clauses and New Developmenb in Contemporary Contract Lawl" (1993) 514 NBL 6.
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Plnr Tnnne : FoRM, SussrA,xcE AND Nno-PnocEDURALISM

IxtnooucttoN

Part One of this thesis set out to revisit lingering stereotypical views of Japanese law as
unique or even oxymoronic, adopting a broader comparative perspective. Chapter One
expanded and updated Atiyah and Summers' "form-substance" framework of analysis,
based on various dimensions of formality in legal reasoning, two broader varietiJs of
formality, and corresponding legal institutions. The framework was extended to
compare Japanese and New Zealand law generally, as well as US and English law.
Specifically, Chapter One demonstrated that Japanese law adopts a more substantive
orientation, similar to that in US law, compared to the formal orientation of both
English and New Zealand law. It also showed the consistency of this orientation in all
these legal systems, even in Japanese law which borrowed many normative and
institutional structures from the West over a century ago. In addition, Chapter One drew
on some recent empirical studies (Chapter One Part ILD). Those provided some
confirmation of a further suggestion by Atiyah and Summers: that their thesis was
amenable to quantitative social scientific verification, not just the more broad-brush
qualitative comparative observations making up the bulk of their original study. Thus,
Part One suggested new directions for comparative legal studies, particularly those
encompassing Japanese law generally,

That analysis was necessarily very broad, covering four legal systems and
multiple parameters, so Part Two examined in much more detail whether the conhasts
applied in the narrower field of contract law. In four areas, significant differences were
found again between Japanese and US law, on the one hand; and New Zealand and
English law, on the other. This therefore reinforced the need to reevaluate any further
stereotlpes about Japanese contract law, as well as the usefulness of the Atiyatr and
Summers' framework. First, in an extended Introduction to Part Two, it was shown how
the US and Japan developed a much more substantive orientation in developing contract
law theory more generally, dating back to the early decades of the 20th century.
Secondly, applying Atiyatr and Summers' notion of "content formality" in legal
reasoning, Chapter Two focused closely on case law developed by courts in the four
legal systems to deal with an issue involving formal requirements for contract formation.
Along the dimension of "authoritative formality", Chapter Three examined in less detail,
but in broader compass, a range of doctrines related to contractual unfairness. Along the
same dimension, Chapter Four Part II considered in similar detail a narrower range of
docbines providing relief in the event of supervening changes in circumstances. Part m
then broadened considerably the scope of inquiry, by incorporating some results from
related comparative empirical studies. Those resulted in a refinement to Atiyah and
Summers' framework, namely the suggestion of a third variety of formality: "didactic
formality". Along this dimension, too, New Zealand and English law were found to
differ significantly from Japanese and US law, especially with regard to the courts'
attitudes towards supervening events, but perhaps also with respect to contractual
unfairness and formal requirements for contract formation. Combined, the contrasts in
these four areas suggest a very different orientation in contract law overall in the four
jurisdictions: distinctly more classical or neoclassical in New Zealand and English law,
compared to Japanese and US law. Part Two therefore aimed to provide new
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perspectives on contemporary debates on contract law theory generaily.
Part Three now broadens the scope of enquiry even further. Results from the

empirical study of contracting, particularly the use and functions of framework
agreements (above Chapter Four Part m.C.4), indicated the possibility of
"proceduralisation" of contractual relationships in at least some situations. Chapter Five
below sets this in the context of recent general theories on the proceduralisation of
contemporary law. It therefore proposes an even more ambitious refinement to Atiyatr
and Summers' legal framework, albeit one not necessarily inconsistent with that
framework (Part II.A). Part II.B introduces two major theoretical variants, the
systems-theoretical approach of Niklas Luhmann and Giinther Teubner (Part II.B.1) and
Jtirgen Habermas' discourse theory of law (Part II.8.2). It sets out fundamental concepts
for each, while picking out some more concrete arguments most directly relevant to this
thesis. Part II.8.3 then suggests that these offer promising new insights into the
evolution of Japanese law generally, as well as contract law and product liability law
(related to regulation of contractual unfaimess). The arguments presented are the most
tentative of all those in this thesis, but they follow the trend set by leading contract law
theorists in all four jurisdictions, attempting to develop an empirically-informed
philosophical basis for the observation and critique of coptemporary developments in
contract law.r Part III concludes by contending more broadly that such general theories
of law must be grappled with, to provide a firmer foundation in social science and legal
philosophy for "reorienting" comparative legal scholarship as well.

I Compare for example D Kennedy "From the Will Theory to the Principle of Private
Autonomy: Lon Fuller's 'Consideration and Form"' (2000) 100 Colum L Rev 94; T Uchida Keiyalat no

Jidai: Nihon Shakai to Keiyalafio [The Contract Era: Japanese Society and LawJ (Iwanami Shotcn,

Tokyo, 2000); D Campbell'T.cflexivity and Welfarism in the Moderu Law of Conuacf' (2000) 20 OJLS
477;R Brownsword "General Considerations" in M Furmston (ed) The Law of Contract @uttenvorths,
Londoq 1999) 1; R Bigwood "Conscience and the Liberal Conception of Contract Obscnring Basic
Distinctions" Part One (2000) 16 JCL l.
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Cnurnn Frvn: Fonru, SunsrANcE, AtttD NEo-PRocEDURALISM rx Coupl,Rarrvr
Pnrvlrn Lnw

Introduction
Rebuilding Legal Theory

II.A Beyond Fomr and Substance
ILB Formal, Material, and Reflexive Legal Rationaiity in Moderu Law

1 Systems Theory and Autopoiesis
2 Discourse Theory of Law
3 Proceduralisation of Japanese Law: Conhact and Product Liability

'?.eorienting" Comparative Legal Studies and Contact Law Theory

Introduction

One of the aims of Atiyah and Summers' study was to contibute more generally to
jurisprudential enquiry. By identiffing differing t5ryes of legal reasoning and supporting
visions of law in concrete contexts, namely English and US law, they called into
question the attempts by some legal philosophers to develop a "universal
jurisprudence".' Rather similarly, Atiyah had previously looked to more concrete
contract law principles to revisit broader philosophical debates about promising, while
using the latter to develop contract law theory.'

Paxt tr.A below argues that their original study did not develop adequately this
potential. That is understandable, for as it was their book ran to over 400 pages, and
some of the most interesting "proceduralisl'l general theories of law have only become
more prominent in the 1990s (Part tr.B). Nonetheless, those theories now indicate
important tendencies at least in Japanese law (Part tr.B.3), and arguably more generally
in other advanced socio-economic and legal systems (Part tr.B.l), as well as allowing
greater scope for norrrative critique of legal systems than that proposed by Atiyatr and
Summers in their work (Paxt tr.B.2). Developing more ambitious legal sociology and
jurispnrdential theory in this way, moreover, takes comparative legal scholarship further
than they were able. Contemporary phenomen4 such as globalisation of economic and
legal affairs, can then be examined in a more sophisticated manner. New insights into
contemporary debates in contact law theory are generated as well (Paxt m).

U Rebuilding Legal Theory

U.A Beyond otForm and Substancet

In concluding their study, Atiyah and Summers offer only a brief attempt at'oevaluation
and criticism" of the two legal systems they examined.a The suggest there exist strong
rationales supporting the general practice of resorting to formal legal reasoning. Those
include the conceptual or juriqprudential argument that any viable "legal" system
requires a degree of authoritativeness and forrral mandatoriness, rather than just nonns

2 P S Atiyah and R S Summers Form and Substance in Anglo-American Law: A Comparative
Study of Legal Reasoning, Legal Theory, and Legal Institutions (Clareadon Press, Oxford" 1987)
415-419.3 P S AtiyahPromises, Morals, and Law (Clarendon Press, Oxfor4 1981).t Atiyah and Summers, above n 2,420426.

I
II
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"giving rise to pqpa facie reasons no weightier than the substantive considerations
underlying them",) and several functional and pragmatic rationales. One is the legal
system's function of making decisions which have some finality, implyrng ssrtnin
procedures to be followed (at least in most cases). A second is cost-effectiveness, as
(arguably) with enforcement of conhacts based on the parties' own agreement: that
being a much cheaper basis to resolve disputes than leaving matters "at large for the
judge to decide, for instance, on what would be a fair.price for services rendered, or
whether any reliance on a promise had been justifiable".o A third justification, prop-osed
to support formal reasoning generally, is that its use may minimise the risk of error:'

When writing is required for a will for instance, this minimises the danger that we will incorrectly
give effect to what we think are the intentions of the testator, although of course it does so at the
price of excluding from consideration cases where there is very good ground fs1 thinlcing we know
the testiator's real intentions, even though they were not written down. If, however, we are yilling to
look at all the cases in which we think there is such good ground, we are more likely to go wrong
than if we exclude such cases from consideration.

That involves an empirical assumption, they argue; if this is unsoundly based, then
formal reasoning becomes inappropriate. Fourthly, "formal reasons may be justified by
value judgments about the appropriate persons to make decisions, fls in the cases of
conhacts once again, where one of the reasons for not going behind the agreement of
the parties in the actual case is the value judgment that individual freedom of choice
should be respected".s Fifthly, "there is the value of repose and security and peace in
human affairs", hence strict rules in statutes of limitations and nkhy judgments must be
treated as finally disposing of many issues".e A sixth justification is that "generally,
appropriate formal reasoning is likely to make the law more certain and predictable".lo
In addition, Atiyah and Summers argue even more briefly that all such "secondJevel
reasons" can combine, in determining the justificatory force of particular fomral reasons
in a particular context. This possibility arises because "first level reasoning" typically
consists of particular instances of substantive reasoning along with'larying degrees of
the four key attributes of formaliqy''(authoritative formality, and so on)."

Even within these strictures, New Zealard contract law seEms problernatic in
several respects. Following the argume,nt as to the third rationale, for instance, New
Zealand law's strict attitude towards enforceability of informal agreements seems
dubious in the light of several re,ported instances where the parties nonetheless seem to
have intended to be bound." The second rationale also seems weak in cases involving
very long-term confracts where frushation is argued, such as Gore,r3 since the courts

s Atiyah and Suurmers, abovc n 2,42,24.6 Atiyah and Summers, above n 2, 24.7 Adyah and Sumners, above n 2, 25.8 Atiyah and Sumners, above n 2, 26.t Atiyah and Surnmers, above n 2, 26.r0 Atiyah and Surnmers, above t2,26.lr Atiyah q1d grrmmsrs, above n2,27-28,tz D Mclauchlan 'lnformal Agreements for the Sale or Lease of Land: When Are They
Contacb?" (1993) NZ Recent L Rev 4421, D Mclauchlan "'We llave a Deal' - Mere Consensru or
Concluded Bargain?" (1990 2 NZBLQ 206; NZ Law Cornmission Repeal of the Contacts Enforcem.ent
Act 1956: A Discussion Paper (Wellingtoa 1997). Sec generally above Chapter Two Part tr.B.t' 

U9971 I NZLR 537. See abovc Chaprcr Four Part tr.A.
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must incur costs an) pay in digging into a lengthy and complicated history to ascertain
the parties' original "fu1tentions". Similar criticisms can be addressed towards
contemporary English conhact law.

Atiyah and Summers also suggest that second-order substantive reasons should
be appraised differently in different legal systems. They sfress, for instance, that
although an English court adopted more formal reasoning than an earlier US court in
interpreting a limitation statute, in the case of an insidious disease whose early
symptoms were not detectable, Iegislation dealing with this problem was quickly
enacted in the England soon thereafter.'" Their response to cases like Gore, then, might
be that formal reasoning was still justified because the New Zealand legislature or
executive can remedy any dispute remaining between the parties, or develop rules or
policies to address the issues raised in that case. In fact, this has not occured, despite
the Court of Appeal's rather shong hint that this should be done. Accordingly, even
Atiyah and Summers might criticise that judgment as excessively "formalistic" -
involving "inappropriate reasoning according to the criteria properly employed by the
legal system in questton".'"

Combined with their stess on the way legal systems tend to fit together as a
cohesive whole, and hence their skepticism about the possibility of_successfully
"hansplanting" aspects of one legal system to a differently oriented one,l6 Atiyah and
Summers seem to allow only limited potential for developing normative critique. That
potential can be drarnatically expanded by considering more broadly the historical
evolution of legal systems in modem democracies characterised by industrialising
economies and increasing social differentiatio_n. Atiyah's own monumental study of The
Rise and Fall of Freedom of Contractt' itself captured key elements in this
development in England. Ironically, the lack of such broader perspective in his work
co-authored with Summers results in theory-building inadequate to develop both a
description of where complex legal systems may be heading, at the start of a new
millennium, and how to appraise this normatively.td

A useful point of departue is to note that the main focus of Atiyatr and
Summers' study is on various dimensions of legal reasorui in a narow ("first-ordet'')
sense. "Second-order" reasons - especially the value of individual autonomy and

I't Atiyah and Surnmers, above n2,29-30 (comparing Cartledge v Jopling & Son Ltdllg63) AC
758 with Urie v Thompson (1949) 337 US 163).

:: Atiyah and Summers, above n2,31 (original emphasis). See above Chapter Four Part tr.D.16 Atiyah and Sumners, above n 2, 426428. There is now a voluminous literatr,tre on "legal
tansplants". See for el(a'yrFle A Watson'Trom Legal Transplants to Legal Forrnanb' (1995) 43 AJCL
469; W Ewald "Comparative Jurispnrdencc (II): The Logic of Legal Transplants" (1995) 43 AJCL
489-510. Compare also for example E Feldman "Patignb' Rights, Citizens' Movemcn8 and Japauesc
Legal Culture" in D Nelken (ed) Comparing Legal Cultures @arhoutb, Aldenhot L997) 2t5; L
Nottage '"The Still-birth and Rc-birth of hoduct Liability in Japan" in D Nelkcn and J Fcest (eds)
Adapting Legal Cultures (Hart, Oxfor4 2001) 147 ,

:: P S Atiyah The Rise and Fall of Freedom of Contract (Clarendon Prcss, Oxfor4 1979).
'o Summers h"s continued to write prolifically, atteqtrng to develop more general legal theory
which arguably conesponds to "second-order" lesssning: see for example R Summers "The Formal
Character of Law'Criteria of Validity for Contsacb'(1995) 9 JC:L29; R Surnmers 'TIow Law Is Formal
and Wby It Matters" (1997) 82 Cornell L Rev 1165. However, these attempts have become difficult to
follow (see for exaryle the bewildennent expressed in R Cooke "Introduction" (1995) 9 ICJ- l), and
arguably more and more staid (see L Bamett "Defensor Fidei: Thc Travails of a Post-Realist Formalist"
(1995) 47 Fla L Rev 815).
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consequentialist arguments, such as cost-effectiveness - are only considered briefly, as
just mentioned. Rather similarly, in his sociological comparison of the emergence of
modern law, Ma"x Weber focused more on internal structures of modirn law,
supporting "formal rationality", defined as a shong rule-orientation involving
conceptually constructed rules applied through deductive logic. Yet Weber also noted
that some anti-formal tendencies had emerged from the early 20th century, involving a
"materialisation" of law or the emergence of a "substantive" rationality. The latter was
characterised by a purposive orientation, whereby purposive programmemes of action
are implemented through regulations, standards and principles. As Teubner points out,
more is involved in each type of legal rationality. Historically, a formal internal
structure has been associated with a particularT'rstification of law,narnely the perfection
of individualism and autonomy; and a particular view of the external functions of law,
namely stuctural premises for the mobilisation and allocation of resources in a
developed market society, and for the legitimation of the political system:le

Tellingly, Atiyah and Summers' fourth "second-level" justificatton of formal
reasons includes the value of promoting individual autonomy. So too, in considering
differing degrees of content formality when comparing rules as to formal requirementi
in contract fonnation (above Chapter Two), a guiding premise can be to give effect to
the parties' intentions.

Yet that is not the only possible justification for such rules, ilrd for law
generally. Evelr shicter requirements for contacts to be in writing can be aimsd fo1
instance, at promoting economic planning in some socialist legal syste,ms. The
justification of law in such systems manifests itself in the collective regulation of

re 
G Teubner "substantive and Reflexive Elements in Modem Law' (1983) L7 L &Soc Rev 239,

257 (Table l). See also H Willke "Tbree Tlpes of Legal Stucture: The Conditional fte Purposive, and
thc Relational Progranme" in G Teubner (ed) Dilemmos of Lmv in the Welfare State (de Crnryter, Berlin,
1987) 2E0. Compare D Kennedy 'Form and Substancc in Private Law Adjudication" (197Q E9 Harvard,
Law Review 1685 (suggesting that the correspondence may have bcen no 6s1p than an historical
accidcnt).

Dimensions Formal Substantive Reflexive
Justification of Law -fhe perfection of

individualism and
autonomy; establishment
of spheres of activity for

private actors

'I'he collecfi ve regulation
of economic and social

activity and
compensation for market

iaadequacies

ConEolling
self-regulation: the

coordination of
recursively determined

forms of social
cooperation

.ltxternal -tr'unctions of
Law

Stuctual premises for
the mobilisation and

allocation of resources in
a developed market
society and for the
legitimation of the
political system

Itre rnstrurnental
modification of

market-determined
patterns and structures of

behaviour

Structurrng and
restnrcturing systems for

intemal discourse and
external coordination

Internal Structures of
Law

Rule-orientation:
conceptually stuctured
rules applied through

deductive logic

Purpose-orientation: Procedure orientation:
relationally oriented

institutional skuctures
and decision processes

of action implemented
through regulations,

standards and principles
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economic and social activity. Even in capitalist welfare states, this sort ofjustification in
the legal system has emerged throughout the 20th century, tied to growing
instrumentalism as a new extemal function of law, and a more pulposive-oriented
internal structure of law. It may be that this hansformation has been stronger in the US
(and Japanzo) th* in England;-but Atiyah's earlier work demonstated exhaustively that
it was very significant in England too, at least in contact law.2l His assertions over the
1990s that English law nowadays simply may be rerurning to ind.ividualistic
justifications, rule-orientation and so on, is far from convincing.22 Specificully, many
British scholars recently have drawn primarily on the legal sociology developed by
Luhmarur and especially Teubner (below Part tr.8.1) to argue that in many instances,
contemporary English law reveals a strong 'teflexive" or (neo-)proceduralist
rationalitlr, " in common with other complex industrialised democracies. Other
exarnples may be the growing prominence of the Office of Fair Trading,za offering a
new forum and procedures for the interaction of legal norms, consumer needs and. the
dictates of business organissfions (above Chapter Three Part IV.B). Although not yet
conceptualised carefully in this way, the growth of sector-specific Ombudsmen schemes
in New Zealmd,"' "collaborative govemance" in US administration,26 and indusry
association based Product Liability ADR Cenhes in Japan (below Part II.B.3 .2),27 miy
also be seen as promoting such reflexive rationality in increasingly complex democratic
economies.

II.B Formal, Material and Reflexive Rationality in Modern Law: Towards a
"Neo-Proceduralist" Paradigm

The theory of reflexive rationality accepts that focused intervention in social processes

20 
See for exarnFle M Takahashi The Emergence of Welfare Society in Japan (Ashgate, Aldershot,

1997).

:: Atiyab above n lZ.
" See for exaryle P S Atiyah "Freedom of Contract and the New Right" in his Essays oz
-Cp4tra9t_(CJqrqndenPress,_Oxford,!990J3_!5.2t - - - 

Sei for e*arniti C Scott '-fhi Proceduralization of Telecommunications I,aw'' @aper
presented at the Seikei University 50th A:rnivsrsary Conference, 'tplsams and Dilemcras in the
Asia-Pacific Region", Tokyo, 12-13 March 1999) 243; R Nobles and D Schiff'The Never-f,arting Story:
Disguising Tragic CAoices in Criminal Justices" (1997) 60 MLR 293;P Vincent-Jones "Responsive Law
and Governance in Public Services Provision: A Futrue for the Local Contrag"'rg State" (19-98) 6l MLR
362; I Black "Constitutionalising Self-Regulation" (1996) 59 MLR 24; J Black 'Regulation as
Facilitation: Negotiating the Genetic Revolution" (1998) 6l MLR 621; M King 'Children's Rights as
Communication: Reflections on Autopoietic Theory aod the United Nations Convention" (1994) S7 lvtJl.
385; A Beck'Ts Law anAutopoietic System?" (1994) 14 OJLS 401; R Rogowski and T Wilthagen (eds)
ReJluive Labour Law: Sndies in Industrial Relations cnd Employnent Regulation (Kluwer, Devcnter,
1994); C Graber and G Teubner "Art and Money: Constitutional Righa in the Private Spbcre?' (1998) lB
OJLS 61. A rather rare critique, mainly on theoretical grounds, is D Nelken 'ltinding Insights? The
Limits of a Reflexive Sociology of lau/'(1998) 25 I of L & Soc 407.24 

See for example L bantin 't trfafu Contact Tcrms in the Mobile Phone Industy" (1999) 19
ACCC Jounral36, 38; above Chapter Three Part IV3.25 See for example N Tollemache "Taking the Ombudsnan Conce,pt into the Private Sector:
Notes on the Banking ombudsman scherne in New Zealand" (199d) 26 vtjwlR 233.zo 

J Freeman'tollaborative Govemancc in fte Administrative State" (1997) 45 UCLA L Rev l.
L Nottage and Y Wada "Japan's New Product Liability ADR Centers: Bureaucratic, Industry,

or Consumer Informalism?" (1998) 6 ZJapanR 40.
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is within the domain of law, but it does not take full responsibility for substantive
outcomes. In this sense, it is 'lroceduralist" - or perhaps better 'hio-procedwalist',,
since formal rationality and classical liberal constitutibnal orders can be seen as
involving a minimalist "procedura1ism".28 First, in its justification:2e

reflexive law resembles liberal or neo-liberal conceps of the role of law. To the extent it
supports social autonomy, it relies on invisible hand mechanisms. But reflexive law does not
merely adapt to or support "natural social orders". Quite the contrary, it searches for .tegulated
autonomy"..It_seels to desigrr self-regulating social systems tbrough nonns of organisation and
procedure. [...]
[Secondly, in its extemal social functions:] reflexive law shows elemenb of ,.system

rationality" iusofar as it facilitates integrative processes within firnctionally differeqtiated
society. ['..] What is irnPortant is that to facilitate integrative processes does noq for reflexive
law, mean to prescribe authoritatively ways and means of social integration. It means to createtle structural premises for a decentalised integration of society by supporting integrative
mechanisms qdrhin autonomous social systems.

[Finally,] The "intemal rationality" of reflexive law is represented neither by a systern of
precisely defined formal rules nor by the infusion of purpose-orientation thto"gh suLstantive
standards. lnsfsad, reflexive law tends to rely on procedural norms that regul-ate processes,
organisation, and the distribution of rigbts and competencies.

By focusing primarily on the latter dimension,ad autonomous intemal legal evolution
based on tensions arising. within each stage,3o Teubner also argues thai Nonet and
Selz:nick's earlier theor/' could not adequately deternine whether there will be a
tendency for purposive/material rationality or participatory/reflexive rationality to
prevail. This requires a broader focus, he asserts. Specifically, "social developments
outside the legal systern drastically limit the potential of substantive law whiie they
systematically favour the reflexive type of legal rationality".32

Before examining that dimsnsion (below Parts tr.8.1 and 2), this highly
conceptual discussion can be rendered more corcrete by considering several examlbs
of emergent reflexive legal stnrctures, grven later by Teubner. These are so cogently
stated that they need not be paraphrased at this stage:33

Gonsider again the developmcnt of couEact law.-A tend towards zubstantive legal-rationality is -
obvious in legislative definitions qf minimal conditions and judicial concem with-the substanci of
agreements [...]. Yet if this tend is to involve 6sre rhan marginal correction of the formal
approacb, it will encounter conditions that iqFose limits on the capacity of the legal syst€Dr, some
of which are already visible today. Labour law, in contrast, is, with respJct tb colective
bargaining, chara_cterised to some degree by a more abstract contol techniqui in which we can
recognise a 'reflexive" potential. The legal regulation of collective bargaining opsrates

: Coryare P S Atiyah '€ontact and Fair Exchange" in his Essay.r on Contract(Clare,ndon press,
Oxfor4 1990) 329, 348-349. See also the early work of contqnporary liberal philosopher, J Rawls, foi
example A Theory of Justice (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1972).
: Teubner, aboven 19,254-255.30 Along sirnilet lines, and thereforc op€n to a similar critique, see for s;amfle T Tanase
"Fuhol<oi seHnin no dotalattelci friro [The Moral Formdations of Tort Liability]" in T Tanasi (ed) Gendai
no Fuholoiho ' Ho no rinen to seikatsu selcai [Contetnporary Tort Law: The ldeal of Lav' and. rte
!.rfeworldJ (Tokyo, 1992) .

'f P Nonet 3nfl p $st""ick Latry and Society in Transition: Toward Responsive Law (llarper
9olophon Books, New Yorl l97E).ro Teubner, aboven 19,245,33 Above o,L9,276-278.
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principally by shaping the organisation of collective bargaining defining procedural norms, atrd
limiting or expanding the competencies of the collective actors. Liw acempts to balance
bargaining power, but this only indirectly controls specific results.

Conesponding efforts at constucting systems of countervailing powers in other spheres,
particularly in consumer protection law, have not fared so well [...]. However, functional parallels
might be found in the "artifi.cial" creation of autonomous semi-public institutions (for examfle in
Gennany the "Stifiung Warentesf' fProduct Testing Foundation] or "Verbraucheneniale,'
[Consumer Centes]) which provide consumer infomration and political-legal representation for
unorganised social interests t...]. The role of state law is, agai:1 not substantive regulation but the
procedural and organisational stucturing of "autonomous" social processes. Organisations are
fostered to give consumers a voice. To paraphrase Joerges [...]: the law does not authoritatively
decide what constitutes the coruumer's interest; it restricts itself to defrning competences for the
articulation of consumer interests and to securing their representation. The task of the legal
system is neither to develop its own purposive prograrnme nor to decide goal conflicts benreen
competing policies. It is to guarantee coordination pn)cesses and to compel agreement. To these
observations one may add the fact that the law can help resolve inter-system conflicts by
arbitrating claims across sectors and settling boundary problems.

Perhaps consumer law provides a shaky exanple of reflexive law at work because it is an
example of the limits of the sbategy we have called "external decentalisation' [...] This stategy
necessarily fails if social asymmetries of power and information can resist institutioo"l 

"ttrmptr 
at

equalisation. One solution is for law to develop in itself "reflexive" stuctures which can
compensate for inequality of power and information, thus supplementing the operation of
decentralised systems through modes of compensatory legal logic. It is possible to interpret the
developments of certain "general clauses" or standards as evidence of a reflexive logiJ within
doctrine' For exarnple, even though standards like "good faith" or'lublic policy" are usually
regarded as instruments of substantive judicial intenentionism, they might be seen as a means of
"socialisation of conhact" quite different &om what is taditionally thought of as state
iutervention [...]. Using standards like good faith and public policy to compensate for irreducible
inequities al for exa"Tle, the level of concrete interaction between contractual partners or the
level of market and organisation, as well as at the societal level where there is an interplay among
politics, economics, culture, and law is "reflexive" insofar as the legal system itsef;'simulatesn
processes of social self regulation This means that in the case of "interactiou deficiencies,'
between conhacting parties, objective purposes and duties are defined authoritatively by virnre of
law; in the case of "market deficiencies," commercial customs are replaced by the judicial
definitions of market behaviour rules; and in the case of "political deficiencies", the fudicial
Process defines standards of public policy. Cornmon to these examples is a logic of internal
simulation. An actual deficiency in subsystem ssshanisms of self-regulation is presumed, and the- - -gener?l clause of "gbodlifrth'oi "p[blic p-olicy"is in-terprdtedas a comnand to iimirtate wifuin -
the legal system self-regulatory process€s - as they might exist - intemal to non-legal subsystems.
Obviously such a simulation has it own deficiencies. It can be perverted easily into a sheer
moralistic appeal, and its cognitive and procedural adequacy is unclear.

These ideas will be revisited below (Part tr.8.3), adding further concrete,ness by
analysing recent developme,nts in contract and product liability law and practice in
Japan. Those examples also provide some grist for the conceptual mill on which
Teubner (and even Habermas) rely when analysing those n'social developments"
favor:ring reflexive law mechanisms, derived from Luhmann's "system-theoretical"
analysis, introduced next.

I Systems TheorT and Autopoiesis

Lubmann defines a "system" simply as any sntity which delimits itself from a
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more complex "environment".34 The latter's complexity is reduced by selection of
external information and by internal structuring within systems. Systems are of various
[ipes: interactions, organisations, social sub-systems, and the social system (society
overall). Neither tlpe can be reduced to another; persons are not considered elements of
social systems, for instance, but instead constitute the environment of social syste,lns.
Importantly, moreover, modern societies are seen as characterised by social
differentiation. This means that they are no longer hierarchically sfuctured as class
societies, but functionally differentiated into the political system, the legal system,
economics, religion, education, art, and so forth.

Luhmann's theory of law begins with expectations. Environments are not only
complex, but also contingent - holding innumerable possible states of the world.
Expectations reduce complexity so we can cope with this contingency. But other
persons also have expectations and vary their behaviour accordingly. This creates the
sort of "double contingency" in interaction processes identified earlier by the sociologist,
Talcott Parsons. It requires not only expecting the behaviour of others, but also their
expectations; and those expectations can also be expected; and so on and so on. In this
dynamic, however, Luhmann argues that expectations come in two ty?es. "Cognitive
expectations" involve "learning": changing one's expectations in the light of
inconsistent or unexpected events. By contrast, "normative expectations" are d.efined as
"not leaming": maintaining counterfactual expectations, due to explanations in society
for deviant events (for example that inconsistencies are due to supernatual forces) or by
the threat of sanctions. Norms are therefore "counterfactually stabilised behavioural
expectations", which facilitate interactions by reducing complexity. To be "legal
norms", though, expectations must be generalised. In principle, this can occw on three
dimensions: temporal ftecoming enduring over time), substantive (according to whether
expectations refer to persons, roles, programmes or values), and social (involving
institutionalisation: third parties, observers or an anonymous public can be expected oi
assumed as becoming involved in the interaction). Law, therefore, is difuied as
"congruently (temporally, substan-tively, and socially) generalised behavioural
expectations". In his earlier worh35 Luhmann saw the partiiular function of law as
stabilising or guaranteeing expectations in this way, not just the contol or guidance of
behaviour - a function which could be shared by many other systems.

More recently, he has zuggested that it involves using conflicts: "a11
exploitation of conflict perspectives for the forrration and reproduction of congruently
generalised behavioural expectation*".36 He has also come to shess aspects related to
substantive generalisation" namely that the basic form of legal norms consist of an
if-then relationship or "conditional programme" (f a past even! tlen consequences),
which allocate the 'talues" legal or illegal (or'tight or wrong": Recht/Unrecftl) - that
is, through a'binary code". All this heightens his skepticism towards the materialisation
of law in the sense of the politicisation of the legal system, since the conflict perspective
is lost, and conditional programmes become future oriented. Luhmann's increasing

3{ This and the next two paragraphs draw heavily on the excellent analysis by H Rottleutbner..A
Purified Sociology of Law: Niklas Luhmans on the Autonomy of the Legal System" (1989) 23 L & Soc
Rev 779, 7EO-784.35 N Luhmann R echtssoziologie [Sociolog of Law] @owohl! Reinbe! t9Z2).16 N Luhmann "The Unity of tne Hgafsystem; in G TeuLner (ed) Autopoietb Law: A Nent
Approach to Lsw and Society (de Gnryter, Berlin, l9E8) 1, 22.
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focus on more precise functions of law, and the specific nature of legal stucturing, also
relate to his growing interest throughbut the 1980s (shared by Teubner) in "autopoiesis",
discussed below. First, however, some continuities in Luhm4nn's theoretical
development can be identified by reviewing some aspects of his discussion about
"communication about law in interaction system.s".37 This may also help to rend.er
Luhmarur's theory more concrete as well, since it refers to the more microlevel
"interaction systems", and he even draws on some early empirical sfudies of conhacting
in the US and Japan.

The fust part of that discussion begins, tlpically, by presenting more
theoretical building blocks. Interaction systems (like other systems) require
communication, which Luhmann sees as a selection of information being offered for
selective acceptance. Conflict arises when refusal to accept is made the topic of further
communication,-and escalates as "interaction systems can normally only handle one
topic at a time".38 Such "thematic concenhatigli', however, leads to simple intsaction
systems having avery low "conflict potential":3e

the very prospect of a dispute leads to such conflicts being avoided wherever possible (or, in
some cases of course, actively sought - precisely because this leads to a dispute. primitive
societies limite{ mainly to such simple interaction systems use this 6gghnnism 1s suppress or
avoid conflict. For corqplex societies, on the other hand, it can (must?) become very important
that the conflict potential be increased - in order to open up a wide range of communication
possibilities that are more varied and richer in selection. It then becomes important that conllicts
be given a form that can be used by the participants in the interaction, one that is suited for
interaction and at the same time stabilised from the outside, supported by the environment. Such
possibilities are afforded by law. It renders conflicb of a more general interest, understandable
even for those external to the interaction, and removes the odium of merely local unpleasanb€ss.
It also takes the criteria for resolving the dispute out of the hauds of the interaction partners. ...

After a long evolutionary developmeu! a clearly binary stucture has been instihrtionalised in
law, that is, in certain respects one can be either in the right or in the wrong, but not both at the
same tine. ... fFurtherl zuch binary schemata deal with normative questions, that is, with topics
that involve the contrafactual stabilisation of expectations.

Thus, Luhmann sees "legalisitg" premises of interaction as lowering a "thematisation
threshold", compared to that involved for example in language; but contends 16a1 this
will remains significant, so that crossing it requires a communication parftrer '.to
activate some special source of motivation, for example anger or a sense of justice, or
call upon some source of authority, such as legal texts that can be cited, expert advice,
or social support". "u Luhmann declines to investigate, however, whether the
development and formalisation of a legal systern has lowered the thematisation
threshold. He asserts that different situations would be difficult to compare. Giving as
examples Japan - citing early work in English by Kawashima - along with Mexico, the
US and Germany), he also argues that different jurisdictions would yield widely

37 N Luhmaan "Commtrnication About Law in Interaction Systerrs" in K Kaorr-Cefina and A V
Cicowel (ed) Advances in Soeial Theory and Methodologt: Toward an Integration of Micro- and
Macro-Sociologz:es @outledge & Kegan Paul Boston, 1981) 234 (and in slightly revised form as ch 3 in
Ausdiferemierung des Rechts, Suhrkamp, Frankfirrg 1981).5' Lubmano, above n 37, 240 (comparing the notion of "focused interaction" developed by
e^thnomethodologist Irviag Goftnan).t> l,rrhrnenn, above n 37,241,40 f,uhmrnn, above n 37,242.
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divergent results. as "social support" could vary considerably, especially gnder
industrialisation.al

Instead, Luhmann temporarily shifts levels of abstraction. He assumes that
increasing complexity of society opens the way for a diversity of interaction systems,
not just involving physical presence. It also means the emergence of a legal 

-system

based on rules. on the one hand, such rule orientation menns that:a2

the system becomes compatible with arbitary beginnings t...]. This independencc, however,
results in generalised (and thus not easily contollable) dependence on thiaggregate effect of
many interactions. As a conflict-regulating system that is always belatedly set in motion, that is,
only when called_ upon, the legal system very seldom takes the initative. [...] Excessivi
inhibition of the thematisation of law may, therefore, lead to a b?e of drying up bf tne tegat
systern' and so leave the regulation of conflict to other mechanisms - foi eiarnple morali-ty,' ignorance, class structure, or tle use of force outside the law - whose social stuctural
compatibility may be problematic.

Thus, thematisation thresholds are important not just in individual interaction systems,
but also in maintaining functional differentiation within the overall society. Fgrther,
Luhmann's concluding discussion focuses more on thematisation issues in interaction
systems, implnng that the specte of an ahophllng legal system is a quite realistic one.
For he argues, firstly, that contract formation processes tend to avoid thematisation into
the legal system. This is because "even for agreements that are understood to be binding,
insistence on a written legally binding form is probably more the exception than the
ruIe". Luhmann cites Macaulay's classic study of 'hon-contracfual relations in
business" in the US; and, intriguingly, quotes extensively from Kawashima in asserting
that "especially in the cultures of the Far East, there is reported.ly a widespread
reluctance to fix the terms of conbact in a legal forrn; this, it is felt, would show a
feeling of distrust and assume from the outset a situation of conJlict".43

Luhmann notes, however, some exceptions. One involves requests
for signing of standardised contract formsi but in this case thematisation
diffigu11i.s are thought to be mitigated by reference to an organisation (a
separate system) and its requirements. Another involves situatlons, such as
real'estate transactions, where the law itself makes validity d.ependent of
legal form - also "excusing" thenatisation. In addition, Luhmann suggests
that contracts do not become possible just because of "acceptance of the
norm of the binding nature of contracts, and the solidarity this presupposes".
To overcome "double.contingency", the te1poral ditttension - the entire priorprocess is also important. Specifically: "evsry single communicati6n is
understood as establishing or defining a commihent and used accordingly, being made
even more binding by subsequent behaviour. [...] no side is free to completely avoid

'tr Luhmann, ab_ove n 37 , 245 (citing T Kawashima 'Dispute Resolution in Conterrporaqr Japan,,
in A vou Mehren (ed) Law in Japan: The Legal Order in a Changing Society (Harvard University press,
Harvard 1963) 41).42 Luhnrann, above n 37,247.
'+3 L 'hmann, above n 37,249, n 34 (citing S Macaulay 'Non-Contractual Relations ln Business:{ plslirninary Snrdy" (1963) 28 Am Socio Rev 55; and l(ss/ashi'yra, above n 40). Cornpare above
Chapter Two Part tr.D.
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committing itself, as long as the process is directed towards agreement on a contract',.4
Nonetheless, the parties can withdraw from negotiations, using remaining open

points. Luhmann only suggests that th.e cost of opting out is to abandon the hopes of
achieving the goals associated with it.as But it also seems likely to entail the risk that he
identifies where parties do not attempt "friendly legalising" in the fomr of a written
contact, in favour of the possibility that everything can be concluded without any
corrmunication about law. That is, should legalisation later be attempted., ..th;
thematisation threshold will be higher than before, having-been raised by signs of
impending conflict and uncertainty about the legal situation".a6 -

This initial avoidance of thematisation is reinforced, secondly, by the
"de-thematisation of lad' which can arise in concrete interaction rysiem. if a
contractual dispute arises. Once initiated, legal communication is seen as propelled by
"a certain internal logic to a decision that rigorously separates right and wrong';; but this
is so primarily at the more abshact level of the legal system, which musl render a
particular decision otr any conflict brought before it. The immediate past or funge
prospects may encourage parties in conflict-charged interaction systerns to end
hostilities and settle out of court. Law will not simply vanish from their minds, says
asfunenn, but with third parties (specifically, arbihators and mediators) other topils
may be substituted and legal questions pushed out.a7 Conseque,nces, not of stictly legal
relevance, can be reintroduced. So can criteria of reasonableness, "unthematically
assuming or implying a willingness to continue the relationship or at least of once again
making claims on the moral continuum of a common way of life". Similar effectslan
emanate from secondary topics, social interaction in an everyday sense, which intemrpt
more specifi cally legal communication.as

Luhmann does not retum ftom these thematisation difficulties to re-examine
implications at the level of the legal system. Yet the latter seems to risk atrophying i{,
empirically, contract law is not used or communicated, in formation and even conflict
resolution. Not returning to implications at the less abstract level may be an unfortunate
consequetrce of Luhmann's bias towards erecting gland theoretical structures to view
the world, rather than working the other way around.oe Or perhaps he expects the legal
system as a whole to be robust enough to overcome the atrophyrng effects at the levefof
interaction systems. Whatever the case, from around this time Luhmann developed a
stong interest in the theory of autopoiesis, together with Teubner.

The key to autopoiesis, an idea derived from biology, is that a system can begin
to "constitute the elements of what it consists through the elements of which it consists".
Such an autopoietic system is 'tecwsively'' closed in that it "can neither derive its
operations from its environment nor pass them on that environmenf'.SO It is open to and
views its environment; but the latter provides perturbations or irritations which
encourage ftrther internal developme,nt of the autopoietic system based on its unique

u Luhmann, aboven 37,250..5 l,rlhtnenn, above n 37,250.

0 Luhnaon,aboven 37,251.4t 
Lrrhmann, above n 37,251-ZSZ.{e See Rottleuthner, abovc n 34. Sce also one of Luhmann's last works publishcd in English:

'Quod Omnes Tangir Remarks on Juergen Habermas's Legal Theory" (1990 17 Cardozo L Rev 883.)v Luhmann, above n 37,14, 18.
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function and distinct intemal operations. Accordingly, inquiry becomes focused on the
unique function of each system and its internal dynamics. Luhmann's later work has
elaborated these, but at higher levels of abstraction. For the legal system generally, for
instance, he has redefined its function, while stressing the mutually reinforcing nature of
legal norms (based on the binary code of right versus wrong) linked through conditional
programmes to legal acts (legislative enactments, court judgments etc, which must be
precise and definite for norms to emerge). This seems to suggest considerable
continuities with his earlier theory; but he has not elaborated them carefully.sl
Certainly he has not returned to the abovementioned dilemma at the level of interaction
systems.

Teubner does not deal well with this dilemma either. It is also troublesome for
his version of autopoiesis, because that too cenhes on a close coupling of "legal norm"
(structure within the legal system) and legal acts (its elements), depicted as follows:s2

Figure 4: Autopoietic Law

?--'

tr Rottleuthner, above n 34,793.tz G Teubner Recht als Autopoietisches System [Lmt as an Autopoietic SystemJ (Suh*arnp,
Frankfirrt am Mai4 1989), 48-56. Figure 4 is a copy from the English banslation of Teubner's book (law
as an Autopoietic System (Londoq Blackwell, 1993) 37), kindly supplied to me at short notice by Alex
Zieget
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If "legal acts" do not in fact include conkacts, due to deficiencies at the interaction level
in the contract formation stage, then this core mechanism in autopoietic law risks
breaking down. Since in Teubner's scheme "legal procedure" (developing out of
conflict) is linked to this mechanism - although in what way, precisely, is left much
more unclear - dethematisation at the conllict change should also be of concem.

Perhaps the problem is overstated. After all, many contacts undoubtedly are
thematised as legal from the start, and./or are taken through the courts - or at least seen
through "legal" lenses - through to the bitter end (compare below Part tr.8.3). Anyway,
there are many other aspects of the legal system which may not give rise to such
informational deficiencies or generate their own legal logic.tt AII this may allow the
emergence of an autopoietic legal order overall. Seemingly taking this for granted, in
his later work Teubner too has focused on implications at a very absfract level.
Nonetheless, just as most economists make assumptions they know are not accurate
reflections of reality, in the hope of generating useful predictions, core
conceptualisations of systems-theory and especially of autopoiesis should be given the
benefit of the doubt, to see if they can offer useful insights at a more concrete level.

One interesting point developed by Teubner is that:54

the relations between law and other social fields result from intemal diJferentiation of one and.
only one society. Thus, in spite of all their autonomy, they belong to the sane comprehensive
social system ar1d snnnef srryly be concephralised according to the model of two independent
autopoietic systems.

Such "autopoiesis within autopoiesis" ryuy, he suggests, make law more open than
general systems theorists had thougbt." Specifically, for instance, "in the relations
between social discourses [Teubner proposes] replacing perturbation with productive
misreading. In legal pluralism the legal discourse is not only perhubed by processes of
social self-production, but law productively misreads other social discourses as
'sources' of norgr production".to

One concrete example given involves economic hansactions. Their strrctures
are "essentially nonlegal; they build on factual chances of action and create new
chances of action, or they build on trust in fuhue changes of chances".57 Citing
Macaulay's sfudy of automobile manufactuers and dealers in the US, Teubner adds that
"in ongoing business relations it is wise to keep the lawyers out. They will distort
business realities". Yet he concludes that: 'The lawyers observe economic action under
the code legaVillegal and misread economic processes and stmctrues as sources of law.
Conversely, clever economic actors misread legal norms wrder the economic code as
bargaining chips, as new opportunities for profit-making. Again, we have a sym.biosis of

t3 For exarnple taxation: corpare J Prebble "Ectopi4 Ta:r Law and International Taxation"
(1997) 199715 Brit Tax Rev 383.sl G Teubuer 'The TVo Faces of Janus: Rethinking Legal Pluralism" (LggZ) 13 Csrdozo L Rev
1443,1447; see also G Teubner'llow The Law Thinks: Toward a Constnrctivist Epistemology of LaC'
(1989) 23 L & Soc Rev 727.55 Recall however that Lrrhmann (above u 37) had made a point along similar lines; but at a lower
level ofabstraction-t6 Teubncr, 'Two Faces", above n 54.lt Tcubner,'oTwo Faces", abov€ n 54, 1454.
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mutual distortion".s8 Elsewhere, Teubner elaborates more clearly. The legal system, by
ostensibly allowing contacts to be freely concluded with any content whatsoever,
'ocreates the fiction that the economic process itself produces legal norms ... [which it
uses] as a third source of law alongside statute and case law", even thougb studies by
Macaulay and others show that business is often divorced from the law. In turn, the
"economy reads legal constnrctions (new legal forms of contact ...) as favourable
opportunities to open up new markets and exponentially increase economic
tr'ansactions".sg

This may add an additional way out of Luhmann's dilemma, discussed above,
of legal system ahophy. But Teubner takes his own argument further:60

While the economic discourse initially disposes freely as to the content of contractual norms, it
then loses conbol and gets tied up in the self-set linkages of law. For the power of definition is
now transfered to the legal discourse which, in the interest of intemal legal consistency,
disposes autocratically over the contractual nonns, defining what the actual will of the partiis
has to be, manipulating contactual content arbitrarily ttrough "implied conditions" in
contractual interpretation, declaring contactual norms invalid in accordance with "public
policy" and setting completely new contactual norms under the general clause of "good faith".
Aad as long as the legal discourse does not overstain stuctural coupling, the economic
discourse willingly follows the legal corrections to the self-created law of the economy.

Now strikes the hour of politics! ... For sEuchual coupling, institutionalised and
made durable tbrough the contractual linla, continue to function even once the contractual
nonns are effectively changed with regulatory intentions. And the diffrcult conversion of
political decisions into ecouomic tansactions now becomes mere self-regulation of law. The
policy-oriented law deliberately regulates some nonns of contact law. It is as simple as that.
One just has to watch out that the tie between the stnrctural coupling of the economy and the
law does not break ...

In short, the linking of economics and law through mutual urisreadings, combined wittl
the autopoietic development of law, generates more potential for politics to intervene
througb that "laur".

Recently, Teubner has indicated that a similar pattern may emerge in the new
lex mercatoria rn international hade. The latter is determined stongly by consensual
ilpngements between foaders, closely connecting it to economic rationality; but this
complex may be increasingly open to (re-)politicisation.ot Likewise, Teubner sees a
similar dynamic behind British rulers of African colonies instmcting their legal

58 Tzubner, "Two Fages", above n 54, 1455 (citing S Macaulay Law and the Balance of Power:
The Automobile Manufacturers and Their Dealers @ussell Sage, New York, 196Q). See also S
Macaulay "The Standardized Contracts of United States Automobilc Manufacturers" ir A von Me!3cn
(ed) The Impact of Large Scale Business Enterprise upon Contract (Mobr, Tucbingen, 1974) ; J
Kenworthy, S Macaulay and K Rogers "'The More Things Change ...': Business Litigation and
Govertrarce in the American Automobile Indrstry" (1996) L & Soc Inq 631 .re G Teubner "Autopoiesis and Steeringr Ho* boltics Profit from the Normative Surplus of
Capital" in R in 't Veld and others (eds) Autopoiesis and Configuration Theory: Nertt Approaches to
Societal Steering (Kluwer, Dordrecht 1992) LZ7,135.60 Above n 59, 13G137.5r G Teubner " 'Global Bukowina': Legal Pluralism in a World Society" in G Teubner (ed)
Global Lcw Without A State (L997) l, 19-22. See also G Teubner "Brealcing Frarnes: The Gtobal
Interplay of Legal and Social Systems" (1997) 45 AJCL 149. On the lex mercatoria, see generally L
Nottage *The Vicissihrdes of Transnational Commercial Arbitation and &e Ls Mercatona: A View
from the Periphery" (2000) 16 Arb Int'l 73.
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frtnctionaries in the early 20th century to apply "indigenous laf'. In fact, recent
research has shown that in many cases this "law" was invented but this did not stop
colonial courts applying it: "The British thereby opened up for themselves a new, richly
yielding source of law with its origrn ostensibly lyrng in the actual social practices of
oppressed peoples - but usable by them for political manipulation".62 Here, the4 it
was community misread into law, opening the way to effective politicisation.

Finally, Teubner sets out some lessons to be learned from these examples.
refining ideas from his 1983 work cited at length above (paxt u.B).u, iirst,
decision-making bodies cannot just be pluralist. They must be closely coupled to "the
real elementary operations of functional systems", rather than just inventing their norms
freely. DIN and other safety standards bodies look promising, even if ttreir social
representativeness is questionable, because they stick closely to actual technisxl an6
economic processes. Secondly, the limits of stuctural coupling must be respected,
especially the motivational leeway of the relevant social processes. Hence "substantive
regulation of pluralist law by politics is practicable only within vely narrow limits,
while procedural regulation, the political redefinition of conhol rights, property
positions, participation rights, decision-making procedures, and rules of evidence have
much better chances of being taken up".6o Again, Teubner gives the example of
collective labour law. Thirdly, he points out that successful pluralist norm production
appears to proceed in trvo stages: law's constnrctive misunderstanding, followed by
politicisation. Again, European safety law developments seem sound "by providing for
procedwal separation of safety standardisation in private standardisation bodies, and its
political and administrative control by national or European authorities".65

From a similar perspective, Teubner cautions against the assumption that the
principle of good faith in confiact law (notably as reflected in the EC Unfair Terms
Directive) can be readily ftansplanted from continental Europe into England. He draws
on empirical studies showing that the latter's production or economic regime is a
"Liberal Market Economies", unlike that in Germany, a typical "Coordinated Market
Economy". Teubner argues that a good faith principle will not make sense to such a
regime in England if presented as a facilitative bundle of duties requiring tnrst and
cooperation, but only if the principle outlaws certain excesses of economic action. This
implies firstly that the judiciary will likely draw on an English legal tadition of
"constitutional rights" hitherto invoked against only against excesses of governmental
authority. Secondly, without a regime as in Germany in which business and other
associations cooperate to produce uniform standard contracts, English courts are
expected to continue to intervene more directly when such contacts are impugned by
consumers as contrary to good faitb" rqther than collaborating with intermediate bodies
such as the Office of Fair Trading.65' Both propositions are subject to empirical
verification. The first might be reconceptualised as the hlpothesis that English cotrts

62 Teubner, above n 59, 128.dl Teubner, aboven 19.& Aboven59, 140.65 Above n 59, 140. See also C Joerges aud others,'oThe Law's Problems with thc Involvement of
Non-Govemrnental Actors in Europe's Legislative Processes: The Case of Standardisation under the
'New Approach"' (EUI Working Paper LAV/ No 99/9, Eruopean University Institute, Florence, 2000).o)t G Teubner'I,egal Irritants: Good Faith in British Law and How Unifting Law Ends Up in
New Divergences" (1998) 6l MLR ll.
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will favour an "excludet'' approach, elaborating the contours of good faith by
prohibiting discrete categories of egregious behaviour, rather than positivily imposing a
broad renge of "relational conEact" norms. Unfortunately there is insufficient case law
yet to reach a clear judgment. By contrast, Teubner's second hypothesis already seeu5
questioaable, in light of the vigorous activityby the OFT and its impact in several of the
cases.o'o This suggests that autopoiesis underestimates the potential for "coupling" or
alternative forms of communication between the legal system and other social
sub-systems.

2 Discourse Theory of Law

Habermas argues powerfully that Teubner, by attempting to allow for some legal
"influencing" of other social spheres, however indirect, appears to part with Luhmann's
systems theory architechtonic.oo The latter is seen as entailing sbict self-reproduction of
legal discourse, whereas Teubner retains the notion of general "social comm,'nication"
(see Figure 4 above). That brings back the "lifeworld", contends Habermas, predicated
on "communicative action" which in turn builds on the properties of ordinarylanguage.
Unlike "instrumental action", but rather interaction mediated by language,
communication action presupposes an orientation towards mufual understand.ing, *hirh
serves as-mechanism-of social integratiou-through grounding shared expectations and
ways of interpreting situations.

Habermas' able translator usefully explains these core ideas as follows:67

According to Habermas, conflict resolution on the basis of reasoned agreement involves at
least three idealisilg assumptions: members must assr.rme they mean the same thing by words
and expressions; they must consider themselves as rationally accountable; aod thiy must
suppose that when they do arrive at a mutually acceptable resolution, the supporting drg ,ments
sufficiently justify a (defeasible) confidence that any claims to trut\ justice, io so fL that these
underlie their consensus will not subsequently prove false or mistaken. No local,
spatio-temporally finite consensu; can fully realise these idealisatioqs; yet if they shodd
subsequently prove false - if members discover that a crucial term was understood in two
different ways or that they were seriously sclf-deceived or that they were mistaken about
certain facts or norrns - their there are grounds for questioni"g the original agreemenb and
reopening the discussions. That is, these idealis"6,oas imply a tension between the de facto
social accept"nce ... of a goup consensus and the idealised validity .,. that such a consensun
must claim for itself if members are to accept it as reasonable. Communicatively achieved
agreements are in principle always open to challenge, and thus are at best a precarious source
of social integration. If a community is to be a stable one, then, it requires more rhau explicit
agreement as a basis for social cooperation.

65b Compare R Summers "'Good Faith' in General Contract Law and the Sales Provisions of the
Uniform Commercial Code" (1968) 54 Va L Rcv 195, and see L Nottage "Convergence, Divergence ond
the Middle Way in Unifying or Harmonising Privatc Law", EIJI Working Paper in Law Nl Z11llt
@ruopean University Institute, Florence, 2001, <www.iue.itllAWpublicalhh>) 23-ZS. See also abovc
Chapter Three Part [V.8.6 J Habermas (! Reng nans) Between Facts and Norms (MIT Press, Cambridgc Mass, 199e,
52-56. Compare also O Gersenberg "Justification (and Justifiability) of Private Law in a poycoutexngal
'World" (2000) 9 Social and Legal Studies 419.o' Rehg, in Habermas, above n 66, xv-xvi. For another concise ovcrview of l{aben!8s'recent
worl see J McCormick 'Tlabermas' Discourse Theory of Law: Bridging Anglo-American and
Continental Legal Traditions?" (1997) 60 MLR 734.
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By providing some background consensus on matters unproblematic for goup membetrs,
some stabilisation is provided by the lifeworld. This consists of three broad
components: the stock of taken-for-granted certitudes and ideas, which Habermas
defines as "culture"; the norrns, loyalties, institutions and so on which secure goup
cohesion or solidarity (]isociety"); and the competences and skills intemalised by
members ("personality").uo

Importantly, Habermas does not deny that the lifeworld is threatened by
increasing complexity and differentiation of social spheres, and the role played by legal
positivism in modern legal systems. Hence, arguably, the insights from LuhmanD's
theory and perhaps especially Teubner's attempted symthesis (described above Part
tr.8.1) retain some descriptive value. Part tr.8.3 of this chapter therefore explores some
possibilities of this in a Japanese context.

Habermas nonetheless rejects Luhmann's nturow definition of the normative,
as "non-learning" following disappointnent of expectations. Ultimately he sees the
stmcture of communicative action, rooted in lifeworld settings and ultimately by
language, as also ffili"g the law, more directly connected with social systems like the
economy and politics:o'

T_S-lubSyCtgt1,'ilalr",_gS a Lqgitiqale- qr_dEelbalbaS-b_ecolopreflelive, beloags_to_the societal _

component of the lifcworld- Just as this reproduces itself only together with culture and
personality structures through the flow of communicative actions, so legal actions too
constitute the medium tbrough which institutions of law simultaneously reproduce themselves
along with intcr-subjectively shared legal haditions and individual competeirces for
interpreting and observing legal rules. [...] Law iucludes all communication oriented towards
law, such that legal rules refer reflexively to the function of social integration directly fulfilled
in the process sf institutienalisation. But the legal code not only keeps one foot in the medium
of ordinary language, through which everyday comrlmication achieves social integration in
the lifeworld; it also accepts messages that originarc there and pub these into a fomr which is
comprehensible to the special codes of the power-steered administation and the money-steered
economy. To this extent the language of law, unlike the moral communication restricted to the
lifeworld" can firnction as a transformer in the society-wide communication circulating between
system aod lifeworld.

This more expansive view of normativity, premised on the theory of
communicative action, also leads Habermas to a necessary relationship between the rule
of law or the constitutional state and deliberative democracy, and between private and
public autonomy.To In turn, this requires rights which each concrete democratic regime
must elaborate, but which fall into several broad categories: basic negative liberties,
membership rights, and due-process rights (ensruing individual freedom of choice and
privqte autonomy); rights of political participation (to foster self-understanding,
legitimacy and public autonomy); and social-welfare rights (meeting basic material
conditions for achieving both private and public autonomy). Other chapters of his recent
monumental work address firrther normative oorollaries, such as basic institutional
linkages of constitutional democracies (such as the se,p&ation of powerstt), *d

Rehg, above n 66, n 11.
Habcmss above n 66, E0-81.
Ilabermas, above n 66, ch 3.
Habermas, above n 66, ch 4.
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rationality in adjudication and the role of the courts.72 lnportantly, moreover,
Habermas argues that these normative precepts can be empirically grounded.T3

Of most direct relevance to this Part is the_yay he brings together these shands
in a concluding chapter, on "paradigms of law".7a In particular, Habennas identifies
and criticises the "materialisation of private law" since the lgth century in Germany and
other jurisdictions, whereby democratic constitutions come to take priority over private
law and liberal legal models come to be eclipsed by the social-welfare model. Hence he
summaries as follows, for instance, "combinations of features whereby cases of liability
in business transactions were once described - and therewith interpreted -" from both
viewpoints:75

Read from top to bottom, Habermas argues, differences appears as a change in an
observer's perspective: from the action level, of individual actors in natual
(contingently changing) enviroru:rents, to that of statistically described
interrelationships of a systern, \r/ith 'lhe doubly contingent decisions of the involved
parties together with their consequences taken as dependent variables". From bottom up,
transforrration appears from the actor's perspective: from society arising spontaneously
and resisting individual actors, to a system no longer quasi-natural whereby the state
may come to be held accountable for crises. The main problem perceived with this
dichotomy is that the administation and private actors come to be perceived as involved
in a sort of "zero-sum game: what the one gains in competence the othsr loses".76
Tnstead, Habermas sees them as mutually reinforcing, just like valid or legitimate law:17

reproduces itself only in the forms of a constitutionally regulated circulation of power, which
should be nourished by the communications of an unsubverted public sphere rooted in the core
Private sphere of an undistrubed lifeworld via the networks of civil society. With this
conception, the burden of normative expectations in general shifu from the level of actors'
qualities, competences and opporhrnities to the forms of communication in which an informal
and non-institutionaliscd opinion- aud will-formation can dcvelop and interact with the
institutionalised dehlberation and decision-making in fre political systenr. t...] In the final
analysis, thc lcgitimacy of the law depends on the undistorted forms of public commrmication
and indirectly ou the communicational spherc of the private sphere as well.

72

n
71

this psial
75

16

n

Habcrmas, above u 66, cbs 5 and 6.
Habermas, above n 66, chs 7 and 8.
Habermas, above n 66, ch 9. Thanlc are due to Ke,nji Yarnamoto for refocusing attention on

Habermas, above n 66,405.
Habermas, above u 66, 406.
Habermas, above n 66,408, 409.

The Liberal View Today's View
ruugue statistical

individual, personal category, impersonal
concrete, anecdotal generalised, purged of deail
occasional, random recurrent systemic

isolated conduct part of au activity
unforeseeable (in the particular) predictable (in the aggregate)

wait and see, fatalism manageable, planning through insurance and
regulation
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Despite its proceduralist core, that understanding leads him to be critical of proposals
which tend to prioritise certain procedures as means to overcome welfari-state
patemalism. Hence, simply activating procedural stafus is not enough:78

class'action suits or conrmunity complaints, as well as the creation of ombudsmen, arbitration
boards and such, will counteract the disempowerment of overburdened clients only if collective
legal protection, besides relieving the stain on individuals through competent representation,
also lnvolves them in the organised perception, articulation and assertion oftneir own interests.
[...] affected citizens must experience the organisation of legal protection as a political process,
and thEt themselves must be able to take part in the cousftrction of countervailing power and
the articulation of social interests.

Nor is it enough just for the legislature "to make procedures and organisational forms
available for the internal constitutionalisation of different spheres of action", modelled
for example on self-governing bodies. That sort of "social autonomy'', aimed at
supplementing or replacing private autonomy, must instead be linked again to 'lublic
autonomy". Hence, drawing on empirical research, he is sceptical of some rosy views of
modem collective bargaining. Such arrangements do "not imply an unqualifi.ed gan n
autonomy for the individual employees", since they may "satis$ social claims at the
cost of dictating schernata and behavioural patterns from above. These nomrative

- controls-can have--the effecl of normalisatiow that restrict-freedom".2 Overall, -he
argues: "One cannot speciff the correct relation between material and legal equality
with a view to individual private rights alone. If private and public autonomy are
original, theLthis relation can in the final analysis be specified only by the citizens
themselves".so

In sum, Habemras adds an extra dimension of normativity to the law, building
from communicative action rooted in lifeworld contexts and ultimately in linguistic
discourse. This entails certain basic rights and constitutional structures. Nonetheless, he
accepts the differentiation of social systems. Furthermore, the normative prescriptions
he develops are supported by, and invite, empirical research. So does the determination
of the ways in which proceduralisation of law does or does not conhibute to mutual
reinforcement of private and public autonomy, in particular contexts, through greater or
lesser participation and so on by those affected.

3 Proceduralisation of Japanese Law: Generally, in Contract Law and
Practice, and in Product Liability

Having set out some conceptual building blocks of major stands in contemporary
neo-proceduralist theory, while picking out some more concrete implications in broader
comparative context, the following section applies the theory to Japanese law. Fi$t, it
argues rather generally that basic mechanisms in both systems-theory and autopoiesis,
as well as a discursive theory of law and democracy, appear to be in place in Japan as
much - or as little, if the foregoing still seems difficult to swallow - as they are in other
advanced industialised democracies. Accordingly, but also to support that tentative

Habermas, above n 66,4|1(original empbasis).
Habermas, above n 66,413. Compare Teubner, above n 33,64.
Habermas, above n 66,414,
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view, this section argues that Teubner may offer some helpful insights into the issue of
"invented taditions" in Japq1ese law and society.sl In addition, it intoduces some very
recent work by Kashizaw4o' who also draws together Luhmann and Habermas tL
analyse a range of contemporary disputes in Japan. More specifically, this section
argues that these new theoretical perspectives help explain, setting in broader contex!
results from recent empirical research into contracting (above Chapter Four Part III) and
product liability.

Few could deny that since at least the latter half of the 19th century, &d
arguably during the late Tokugawa period (at least in some respects),83 Japan has
experienced escalating social differentiation. As mentioned above (Parts tr.B.l and 2),
contemporary theorists from diverse perspectives - Habermas as much as Luhmann -
see this as a key to understanding modem law and its future path. This includes the
emergence of positivity in law, over the last century in particular. Modern private law in
J"p^o, for instance, originated in conceptual strictures laid down by the Civil Code
enacted at the close of the 19th century, refined by "theory reception" through to the
1920s in particular.sa Case law and notions of prlcedent ttt"o gt"* in impJrtarrce.ti
Especially since the 1960s, special legislation or particular statutes have played an ever
increasing role in private law.oo This development parallels major developments in
other jurisdictions, such as the US.87 The process of civil litigation in Japan, despite
loril enforcement formality and problems of access to justice-after World.V/-ar-tr (above
Chapter One Part tr.D), nonetheless has resulted in an exponentially increasing civil
litigation rate since around 1970, as in most other industrialised democracies.ss This

tr See generally S Mastos (ed) Minor of Modernity: Invented, Traditions of Modern Japan
(University of California Press, Berkeley, 1998),E2 H Kashizawa "Kenri Shucho o thien Surz Mono [Support for Asserting Rights]" (Paper
presented to the annual meeting of the Japanese Sociology of Law Associatioq Sapporo, Zi-Zl 141ay
lee9).t3 See for exampl,e H Ooms Tolaryawa Yillage Practice: Class, Status, Power, Law (University
of California Press, Berkeley, 1996).84 Z Kitagawa Raeption und Fortildung des Europaischen Zivilrechts in Japan [Reception and
Development of European civil Law in JapanJ (Alfred Metsner verlag, Franldrg lgto).oJ See for example T Kawashima '"The Concept of Judicial Precedent in Japanese La#' in E von
Caemmerer, S Mentschikoffand K Zweigert (eds) /ra Pivatum Gentium (FS Max Rheinstein) (Mohr,
Tuebinge4 1969) 87.E6 ffianks are due to 11qh,hisa segawa for pointing sut rhis pattenx in a comment at the civil
Code Centennial Conference in Tokyo, 12 November 1998, and especially in developing it fruther in
private discussions at Hokkaido University, 23 lldry 1999. See also N Segawa "Minpo [Civil Law],'
(2000) 491 Shosai uo Mado 2.t7 R Hyland'?erspectives on Private Law Codification in America in the 21st Century" (paper
presented at the Civil Code Cbntennial Conference, "Legislation in the 21d Century and Private L"*,.,
Tokyo, 12 November).EE See C IVollschlaeger 'T{istorical Trends of Civil Litigation in Japan, Arizona, Swedc,n and
Germany: Japanese Legal Culture in the Light of Judicial Statistics" in H Baum (ed) Japan: Economic
.Srccers and Legal System (de Gruyter, Berlin/l.Iew Yorh 1997) 89; L Nottage and C Wollschlaeger
"What Do Courts Do?" (199Q NZLI369. See also S Kawashima "A Survey of EnvironsreBtal taw ana
Policy in Japao" (1995) 20 North Carolina J of Int'l L and Comm Reg 231; D H Foots'Judicial Creatiou
of Norms in Japanese Labor Law: Activism in the Service of - Stability?" (1996) 43 UCLA L Rev 635; L
Nottage '"The Still-birth and Re-birth of Product Liability in Japan" in D Nelken "''d J Foest (eds)
Adapting Legal Culures (Hart Oxfor4 2001) 174; Y Taniguchi "The Post-IVar Court System as
Instrtrment for Social Change" in S De Vos (ed) Institutions for Change in Japanese Society (University
of Califomia Press, Berkeley, 1984). A different view is taken by I Sanders "Courts and Law in Japan" in
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indicates that enough "legal events" are being generated to bring private law norms to
life, thus engaging the core mechanism of legal autopoiesis described by Teubner
(above Part tr.8.1). That has been so notwithstanding the much maligned institutional
barriers to civil litigation in Japan.se Indeed, the reJent reform of the Code of Civil
Procedue may itself provide a good example of positivity in law, in that it feeds off -
and will no doubt prompt further - case law development an4^ de facto ways of
proceeding in court, underpinned by academic theory development.eo

If the key elements have entenched themselves enough to generate autopoiesis
in Japanese law, then some of the more concrete implications suggested by Tlubner
also should follow. Thus, invocations of consensus and harmony in legal iettings in
Jagan might well be explained as the law developing through creative or "productive
misreadings".'' From Teubner's perspective, it would not be surprising to find this
emerging or increasing in the latter half of the 20th centu4r, as the Japanese legal
system becomes fully autopoietic. Interestingly, Frank Upham's case study of land use
disputes in a small rural community near Kyoto, pitting buralatmin (hereditary
outcastes) against tenant farmers over more than 150 years, showed that more fornal
processes were involved in late Tokugawa and early Meiji, but more protracted informal
processes only after World War II." If notions of harmony w€re in fact invoked or
created in the latter processes, as seems likely, yet at least some of the communication
was oriented towards.the..law (thel'binary-codel ofllegaVillegal), then this may..be one
instance of creative "invention" which more generally reinforced the autopoietic
development of law. This therefore provides an altemative to the general thesis
advanced by Upham, namely that elites use further structural barriers directlv to
maintain the status quo, or at least manage social change.e3

Also consistent with this historical progression, Haley and especially
Vanoverbeke show how the rhetoric of 'harmony" emerged stongly in the context of
tenancy disputes before World War II, dwing a period of heavy industrialisation and
increasing social mobility.'* Afier the War, by contast, the rhetoric expands into a
varieties of legal settings. One fairly clear example is the development of the "abuse of
rights" doctrine to prevent worker dismissals, based on a new conception of "lifetime

H. Jacob and others (eds) Cazru, Law and Politics in Comparative Perspective (Yale Up, New
Haven/T-ondon, 1996) 3 15.

: J Haley'"Ihe Myth of the Reluctant Litigant" (1978) 4 J Japan Studies 359.ry See generally Y Tanigrrchi "The 1996 Code of Civil Procedure of Japan: A Procedure for the
Qsming Century?" (1997) 45 AICL 767. On this poing therefore, this writer must take issue with no less
than Luhmann himself (above n 37, l4Z). He dFngerously overgeneralises - to the extent he includes
contemporary Japan in "the Far East", which can be inferred from his earlier work (see above n 43) -
when he asserb: "A look at the legal cultures of the Far East also shows that recourse to the law can be
interpreted as an intention to engage in conflic! and consequently it is ittstitutionally discouraged,
(emphasis added). Thanks are due to Mark Fenwick gs1 highlighting this rather off the cuff remark by
Luhmann.el Teubner, above n 56.ez F Upham "Weak Legal Consciousness as Invented Tradition" in S Mastos (ed) Minor of
Modernity: Invented Traditions of Modern Japan (Univcrsity of Califomia Press, Berkelcy, 1998) 48.
" Uphaq above n 92. See also generally F Upham Lmt and Social Change in Post-War Japan
(Harvard UP, Cambridge, Mass, 1987).e' Haley, above n 89; D Vanorverbeke 'oTraditiou and Law in Conllict Farrr Tenancy
Conciliation and Social Change in Interwar Japan" (1998) 64/4 Hosei Kenkp Fll. Compare J O Haley
The Spirit of Japanese Law (Univenity of Georgia Press, Athens/London, 1998) 134-140.
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employment". The prevalelce of this system of employment seems to have been
exaggerated from the start,es and certainly is nowadays. Yet this seenu to have been
done "creatively", thus fostering internal growth ofthe legal system itself, rather than
acfual'ncommunity" as suggested recently by Haley.e6 A more tentative example, since
the rhetoric and the results are more varied, may be the increased application of the
principle of good faith to termination of commercial conkacts, since the 1960s.e7 A
third example may be (lack of) antitrust enforcement in post-War Japan.e8 Also
consistent with Teubner's arguments about creative misreadings would be subsequent
repoliticisation in all or any of these fields. Thus, for instance, the current debate on
legislation for consumer contracts can be seen as building on the expansion of the
doctrine of good faith in cases involving 'Veaker" commercial partrrers,ee but assisted
by creative misreadings in those cases.

Particularly when considering the process of enacting specific legislation in
contemporary Japan, howeiter, it becomes hard to ignore the broader normative
dimension stressed by Habermas, narnely the legitimacy of positive law (above part
tr.8.2). SpecificallY, the post-War Constitution guarantees most, if not all, the rights
which he argues forrr the general necessary qonditions for institutionalising democratic
processes of discourse in law and politics.lm Despite judicial reserve, thJrule of law
seems ensconced in contemporary Japanese democracy to a degree sufficient to reflect
and.promote-legitimacyjn particular-areas-of law or in particular-legal institutions-

Recently, Hideki Kashizawa has combined both discourse- and
systems-theoretical insights to analyse recent frends in a variety of disputes involving
citizens, businesses, and public authorities in Japan.lol On the one n*a, drawing on
Habermas, he argues that there are various procedural prerequisites to initiating and
engaging in cornmunication in forums for asserting rights. These include the absence of
physical coercion, sufficient infonnation disclosure, equal opportunities to express
opinions, obligations on all sides to respond, and so on. If people perceive that those
requisites are not met, Kashizawa contends, then they react violently against the way in
which the forum is constituted. Exarrples given in Japan include disputes involving
Narita Airport, filling in part of Hakata Bay in Fukuoka (where one objection was that
developers did not respond, even though they listened), resort developments, and waste

e5 Foote, above n 88.e6 H"l"y, ,Spritl, above n 94, 134-140. Compare also generally J O Haley "Inside Japan's
Community contols: Lessons forAmerica" (1999) 9127\e Responsive community 22.e7 Compare V Taylor'The 'New' Japanese Contact Law and Practice in the 1990s" in Attorney
General's Department and Law Council (eds) Twmtieth International Trade L*v Conf*ence (Attomey
General's Deparbent, Canberra, 1993) 37; and V Taylor "Continuing Transactions and Persistent Mytlrs:
Contacts in Contemporary Japan" (1993) 19 Melboume University Law Review 352; with T Uchida
"The New Development of Contact Law and General Clauses - A Japanese Perspective -" in ICCLp (ed)
Japanese and Duteh Laws Compared (ICCLP, Tokyo, 1993) 119; and Haley, SprHl, above n 94, 15l-155,
r62-t66.e8 Compare ;e1 6lamFle J M Ramseyer "The Costs of the Consensual Myth: Antitust
Enforcement and Institutional Barriers to Litigation in Japan" (1935) Yale LI 605. But see J O Haley
"Error, kony, and Convergence' A ComFarative Study of the Origins aud Developmcnt of Competition
Policy in Postwar Germany and Japan" in B Grossfeld and others (eds) Festschrift fuer Wolfuang
Filentcher zum 70 Geburtstag (JCB Mo\ TuebingeD" 1998) 876.Y) Above ChaDter Tbree Part IV.D.l00 Above Cnapter One Part tr.A.lol Kashizawa,above n 82.
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disposal.l02
On the other hand, building on insights from Luhmann's theory, Kashizawa

focuses on the stnrctures which support rights assertion. These are important because a
person against whom a right is asserted can always leave the asserter's forum for
communication. In particular, Kashizawa stresses that systemic support (public support
including legal assistance), professional support (by lawyers and other professionals),
and social support (by mass media and outside supporters) all contribute to
"self-support", which emerges out of the communication process. Specifically, the
rights asserter will by to build up a conmunication process so the other party cannot
leave, while the latter may build a communication process so that it can. One example
of the latter ("exit") strategy is waste disposal firms or developers holding many
additional explanatory meetings (setsumeilai), even if not legally obliged to do so. As
this suggests, such strategies involve costs, perhaps escalating costs.lo3

If and when communication proceeds, Kashizawa argues that "opposed
courmon topics" emerge, topics which form the dispute (such as "safety" in waste
disposal dispute resolution). These also entail the recognition that by asserting one
version of this (for instance, that the firm alleging the waste is "safe" in a particular
way) one opens up the possibility of the opposite being so: what Kashizawa describes as
the need to "take a gamble" in any strucfured communication or dispute resolution

-process. Tn waste disposal-disputes,-many.common-topics-go-to whether the.-fir.m is
"serious" or not, entailing further topics, each of which can give rise to
counter-arguments and/or evidence. However, although the parties to such a process of
communication theoretically admil the possibility of reversal, they usually do not want
to in practice. Hence, Kashizawa contends, "authoritative third parties" often come to be
interposed. Examples include the prefectural officials who sit in the waste disposal
firms' explanatory meetings to local citizens, and the Sumiya Chosadan (involving
some retired officials from the Construction Ministry, responsible for building the extra
runway) in the Narita dispute.roa

102 Another wonderful illusbation of this was provided during the concluding plenary session of
the annual meeri.g of Japanese Association of Sociology of Iaw held in Sapporo on 23 May 1999, at
which Kashizawa had earlier presented his paper (above n 82). Two co-chairs 61d implemented a novcl
procedure aimed at limiting to about two minutes the time allowed to a member ftom the floor to address
a question or comment to the presenters. One member, who had raised one question earlier in the session"
suddenly stood up and violently objected to the procedure. He argued that the Association was formed to
encourage members to express and exchange their opinions, and that the new procedure did not stley this
adequately. One co-chair immediately reacted quite vigorously, stressing that anyone could raise a
question but only for two minutes. The objector, however, then made it clear that his objection was rather
that the opportunities were unfair or unequal in that paper presentsrs were not bormd by a two minute
limit in giving their answers or replies to comnents! The co-chair then acknowledged the poin! but
insisted on snintaining the procedure which they had proposed at the start of the session. During the
exchanges, however, it also became clear that people could ask multiple questions, provided each was
kept to within 2 minutes. The objector then sat down, but later in the session asked several morc questions
(each within 2 minutes); but presenters also subseguently shortened their responses to all questions! The
point here is that this was an extemely hot dispute (so much for those harmo'nious Japanese!) generated
by a perception that a procedural'tight''had been breached.rvJ Compare Luhmann, above n 44.l0' Kashizawa, above n 82. In the conference dispute (above n 102), some of these processes were
at work too. Specifically, the co-chair riskcd being controvcrted when responding, and in effect was,
which he admitted. However he also mentioned a new topic, the initial agreemeut to the procedure, at the
start of the session. The objector in turn seems to have accepte6 thi.c, for he later asked more guestions but
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Kashizawa draws several conclusions. First, as in systems theory,
communication cannot be completely controlled.^by th. parties; it develops a life of iis
own. Secondly, parties reach "quasi-agreement".l05 This is neither the "hire agreement"
of the parties, nor its opposite, but instead something in between.l06 Although it is not
impossible for it to be overturned, that would entail large costs (in a broad sense).
Further, Iegitimacy is gained throughproce.rs, ils in the case of the "I{axita synposium"
leading to the Construction Ministry body's apology and withdrawal of enforcement of
the development approval, followed by sale of the land and agreement on a new
runway). Thirdly, Kashizawa stresses the continuities with court processes.l0T

In sum, Kashizawa provides a fruitful range of examples and theoretical
insights which build on proceduralist theories of law and society, illustating their
relevance in a Japanese context. These theories and insights will now be explored
firrther by focusing on some areas of contract law and practice, as well as pioduct
liability (indirectly relevant to contactual unfaimess). This will include revisiting
social-legal research into private law and civil dispute resolution in Japan.

Contract: Domestic and Transnational

As just mentioned, following Teubner it may be possible to analyse as a creative or
productive misreading the development of good faith doctrine in regulating contract
termination. Especially given the docfrine's uneven development and application,
making it difficult to conceive it as promoting substantive "communit5ir',108'ii may Ue
more accurate to see the good faith doctrine in private law as developing procedural
mechanisms to encourage "lifeworlt' communicative rationality in particular contexts.
Indeed, the latterpossibility is hinted at in some of Uchida's writings.loe However, it
sits uneasily with his focus on Herculean judges in the Dworkinian vein.lro Following
Habermas more consistently (above Part tr.8.2), the focus must be widened to includi
more actors, especially the parties themselves, as well as examining democratic
fundamentals theoretically related to communicatively oriented action. Systemic
constraints cannot be overlooked, either, and inquiry should be supported by ernpirical
research.

Focusing solely on those systemic factors, but at the level of interaction

within the 2 minutes each time. Otherwise the dispute might have reqqired the intervention of an
"authoritative third party" !

:t- J*:g9ll cgmpare generally T Tenase "Goi to Kankei Keisei [Agreement and Formi4g
Relationshipsl" (1995) 138 Hogaku Ronso 105.rw Kashizawa, above n 82.107 Ako noting this based on ernpirical work on contemporary dispute resolutiou in Japan, but
from a different theorctic4 nerspective, see Y Wada "Merging Fomrality aud Inforrrality in Dispute
Resolution" (1997) 27 V[IWLR45.tot Haley, above u 96.rofr See for example Uchida, above n 97; T Uchida *Keiyalu Purossu ro l/o [Contract process
and Law]" in Iwanami Koza (ed) Shalcailugafu no H4o m - Shalei Hendo no Nalca no Ho [Directiotrs
in Social Sciences (6): Law Amidst Social ChangeJ (Iwanami, Tokyo, lg93\ l2g. See also generally T
Tanase "Keiyahr to Shiteki Jichi: Josetsu [Contract and Individual Autonomy: Intoductionl" ltgj +l
Hoso Jiho l.ll0 L Nottagc "Contract Law, Theory and Practice in Japan: Plus 9a Change, Plus c'est la M6me
CAOse?" in V Taylor (ed) lsian Laws Through Australian Eyes (Law Book ComFany, Sydney, 1997)
3 15.
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systems, requires analysis of the problematic identified by Luhmann, a potential lack of
thematisation in conhact negotiations; and possibilities for dethematisation in disputes
involving contoacts (above Part tr.8.1). The increasing importance of culpa in
contrahendo doctrine, imposing liability (admittedly to varying degrees) on those
negotiating conhacts, must be acknowledggg. This too has grown since the 1960s, often
by merns of the doctrine of good faith.rt'' Also important is the trend for Japanese
courts not to recognise as legally binding mere oral or informal agreemerrts, at lLast in
contexts not involving land sales (above Chapter Two Part tr.D).All this suggests more
thematisation in Japan, moving communication into legal communication, than
Luhmann had perceived. Hence too, perhaps, the emergence of autopoietic Japanese
law overall (sketched above at the start of this Part tr.8.3).

This thematisation has a rather ambivalent nature, however, at least in one
particular context. Recall one tendency noted above (Chapter Four Part III.C.4) in
interviews of Japanese and New Zealand companies, mainly involved in cross-border
trade between the two countries. In a number of actual trading relationships - especially
those involving goods, but also some services (for example shipping) - framework
agreements had been formalised in recent years, thus adding a nev/ dimension to the
relationship previously formed by spot sales. This had more than orgq,Isational aspects,
related to the position of legal deparfinerrts or professional advisors.l12 It also involved
more than economising, sheamlining interactions through having some clauses now
collated in the framework agreement rather than appearing in various guises and at
various stages during negotiations of particular deals. A key point seerns to be that new
levels of - and opportunities for - communication were injected into the relationship
between the parties. This occurred when formalisation was first mentioned, and all thl
more so when disputes subsequently emerged. This phenomenotr may be amenable to
analysis along the lines proposed by Kashizawa. As well as the emergence of new
"common topics", often opposed by one party (not all fonnal framework agreements
were actually signed), another parallel may be the insertion of clauses in the new
agreements providing for arbihation. Even if latently, this brings in the possibility of an
"authoritative third party" becoming involved in any subsequent dispute-s-. Although
these may later serve to de-thematise communication (above Part tr.B.1113;, they too
contribute to further orienting the parties towards /egal communication.

Differences with the dispute resolution processes discussed by Kashizaw4 and
in product liability (discussed next), are that contracting parties have a pre-existing
relationship and they can provide beforehand more readily (through contractual

rrt S Kawakami "Japan" in E Hondius (ed) Pre-Contractual Liability: Reports to the l3th
Congress, International Academy of Comparative Law (Kluwer, Deventer/Boston, 1991) 207; S
Kawakami "Keiyalu Junbi Danlcai de no Shingbolat ni Motozuht Chui Gimu lhan to Baisho Sekinin
ll.iabiltty iu Damlges for Breach of a Duty of Care in the. Contract Formation Stage based on the
Doctine of Good Faithl" (1995) 10 Shiho Hamei Rimahrsu 48; Haley, above n 9+, 167-168. See
g.enerally above Chapter Three Part m.D.l.
't' CorrFare Macaulay, above n 43; H Ota "Kosho Katei ni okeru Keiyalat no Yalanryari - Nichibei
no Hilcaht wo Chushin ni shite fFunctions of Contact in Negotiation Processes' fscusing on
Comparisons of Japan with the US]" in K Fujikura and R Nakao (eds) Kolasai Masatsu - Sono
Hobunluteki Hailcei [International Frtction: Its Legal Culture BackgroundJ (Nihon Hyoronsh4 Tokyo,
1987) 203.t:' Although bansnational conmercial arbination has become increasingly legalised: Nottage,
above n 61.
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agreements) for procedures fostering communication in the event of disputes arising.
These possibilities already may be oriented in part towards legal comnwilation. Hence
the contracting parties may find it easier to actively remodel and reinvigorate their
tading relationship through the framework agreement mechanism.llo

Product Liability: Legislation and ADR Centres

The "still-birttr and re-birth of product liability law in Japan",lrs resulting in new strict
liability legislation in 1994 (the PL Law), also can be seen as illustrating the
accelerating autopoietic development of Japanese law during this century. Nonns
emerged from early litigation in the late 1960s, assisted by some academic theory
development especially in the early 1970s. Efforts to enact specific legislation
foundered in the mid-1970s, however. As well as collective action problems in new
types of disputes (such as those arising from alleged automobile defects, compared to
earlier "mass injur/' incidents), case law was too sparse. Academic theory still lacked
sophistication too, as indeed it did in other jurisdictions to which Japanese scholars
tumed at the time. Conceptualisations in product liability law developed overseas thus
scarcely registered on the "screens" of Japanese jurists at that time; even as "legal
itritants", they remained very weak.ll6 Nonetheless, cases continued to be decided by
the courts, or at least filed, and this trend developed accelerating monrentum from
around 1990. Enacfrnent of the new PL Law now creates a new source of norms to be
applied ful,particular cases, and the first judgment under the law has already been
rendered. "' This occured within a much shorter timespan than most Ewopean
jurisdictions, which incorporated the EC Directive in the late 1980s or early 1990s, and
Australia which created a similar legislative regime in lgg2. tt8 It therefore
demonstrates the high degree of positivity in Japanese private law, reinforcing its
potential for autopoietic development (above Part tr.8.1).

Another development consistent with implications from recent systems theory
comes from the broad definition of "manufacturer" contained in Article 2(2) of Japan's
PL Law.rre Arguably, this tlpe of provision is highly suited to regulatini or* trVUriA
forms of business networls such as franchise sys.tems, which have ernerged shongly in
post-War fapan as well as in other jurisdictions."u After all, Teubner contends that in

ll{ Abo consistent with this tend may be the growing use of more "constitutional" terms in
conEacts between manufacturers in thc US, noted by J Esser "Institutionalising Indusry: The Changing
Forms of Contract" (1996) 2L L & Soc Inq 593. Another may be the intoduction of various types oi
quality assurance mechanisms in inter-frm coutracting in the UK: see H Collins aud C Scott .ttnited
Kingdom" in G Bnteggermeier (ed) Rechtsprobleme wn Qualitaetsmanagemq,tvereingbarungen und
EG-Binnenmarkt [Legal Problems of Qualtty Assurance Agreements and the EU Internal MarketJ
(Nomos, Baden-Badeno 1998) 239. See also above Chapter Four Part Itr.D.ll5 Nottage, above n 88.ll5 Compare Teubuer, above n 65a.rr? "Ibuisu Fumei de mo Kel:kan ['Defect' Even when Not Clear What the Extraneous Matter'Was]" Nihon Keizai Shimbun, Tokyo, I July 1999,3.Ito L Nottagc "Global Harmony and Disharmony in Accident Corrfensation: Japan's New
Product Liability Lcgislatiou CorrrFared to the EC Directive and Part IV.A of the Tradc practices Act"
(1999) 66/2 Hosei Kcnlqru Fl.rre Compare 8t 4Q), narrowly exernpting component manufachrrers following instmctions:
Nottage, above n 118.lz0 

See generally Taylor, "Continuing ftanslstisns", above n 97.
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theory franchise systems are a mixture of contract and organisation, orienting
tansactions to individual actors and the franchise network itself, and that:lzl

This double orientation which is made in 'practice', and which combines organis4fisnal
self-regulation with external regulation by the marke! ought to become the legal model for a
notion of liability which does justice to the peculiarities of the network. hdtect regulation via
liability law which can only "hit" the self-regulatory nerve of the network if it can .'irritate" the
double orientatiou of network behaviour.

t...] On the whole, the instument of product liabitity shows many features which are "network
adeguate". It imposes increased duties of care on the head of the organisation, and makes it liable
for the orgenisation as a whole as far as this is subject to its supervision. At the same time it is
decentalised insofar as "nef' and "knof' are burdened with complementary duties of care
accorditg to the intemal division of laboru. The sharing of tortious duties of gar6 rnsans rhal
product liability refiects exactly the intenal division of labour within the network In this way it
would seem that product liability "hits" the self-regulation of the network with suficient
provision.

In addition, the PL Law's more general definitions of key conce,pts such as "defect"l22
can be seen as addressing .systemic deficiencies in a way similar to the expanded
general clause of good faith."' Following Habermas, such general provisions in the PL
Law can be appraised in discourse theoretical terms (above Part tI.B.2). They can be
seen as reflecting and inviting an ongoing process of affected goups participating in
forming new legal rules, legitimated by promoting both private and public autonomy.l24
That too seems plausible in light of the axgumentation processes plus the broad
participation in the process leading to the enactrnent of the PL Law, including new
lobbying groups, intense media pressrue at key junctures, and so on.l25

Systems theory, discouse theory, and especially Kashizawa's analytical
framework also shed new light on the emergence and the operations of the
product-specifi.c, industry qs^gociation based PL ADR Cenhes set up soon after
enactment of the PL Law.l26 Thematisation, or engendering legal 

"o--urti"ation,perhaps is even more difficult than envisaged by Luhmann (compare above Part tr.B.1).
So is the potential for withdrawal stressed by Kashizawa" since the Centres are used
primarily to gather information,l2T rather than as a fonrm to resolve disputes which
more readily can engender structured two-way communication Nonetheless, closer
analysis of Centre activities reveals that some requests for information in fact
presuppose a specific dispute and are or may be become part of a conflict, even if
eventually played out more in other forums. In sitr.rations involving significant
conflict-oriented communication, moreover, withdrawing or de-thematising also tends

r2r G Teubner'Beyond Contact and Organiz4ion: The Extenral Liability of Franchising Systems
in Gemtan La\r/'in C Joerges (ed) Franchising and the Law: Theoretical and Comparative Approaches
in EuroDe and the United States (Nomos, Baden-Baden, 1991) 105, l2l-123 (emphasis aaded).rtz Nottage, rbovc n I18.123 Compare Teubncr, above n 33.tu See also ihe positivc appraisal of "incompletely theorised agreements", drawing in part on
Habermas, in C Sunstein Legal Reasoning and Political Conflict (Oxford UP, New York, 1996).125 Noftage, above n 88.t26 Nottage and Wadg above n 27.127 T Tanase 'The Management of Automobile Disputes: Automobile Accident QsmFeDsation in
Japan" (1990) 24L & Soc Rev 651 notes g similar tendency in automobile accident dispute resolution.
Cornparc also Krshizawa, above n 103.
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to entail firther communication. ADR Cenhe personnel who have originally
communicated by free-dial telephone, for instance, may have to meet in person the
enquirer/complainant, or examine the alleged defective good and investigate the site of
anv acclclent.'--

If communication is maintained, new'oopposed common topics" also appear to
emerge. Particularly interesting is the way that focus often seems to shift away frorn the
dichotomy "defective/not defective", central to the PL Law, towards that of
"safe/unsafe". Both are related, of course, and the dichotomy rernains, so that
communication is legal from a systems-theoretical perspective. Yet the issue of "safety"
is broader, bringing in for instance the role of ex ante administative regulation. That
can only become relevant to a limited extent under article 2(2)'s definition of defect, in
which "other circumstances" is interpreted as meaning that the mere fact of compliance
urith administrative standards should not determine the question of liability.t'n

At a more abshact systemic level, as noted above (Part tr.B.l), Teubner
welcomes private associations' development of product safety standard-setting in
Europe.''u Perhaps he would welcome the emergence of this through industry-based
dispute resolution/information exchanging mechanisms like Japan's PL ADR Centes.
From tlat perspective, moreover, an evenfual repoliticisation can be expected in Japan,
for exarrrple enactnent.of broader product safety legislation in addition to the pL iaw,
as in Europe recently."'

A final point of intersection with Kashizawa's analysis is the way in which
other bodies remain indirectly involved in communication, as authoritative third parties,
for instance between consumers and PL ADR Centre personnel. Empirical research has
found or suspected considerable involvement of local govemment sponsored Consumer
Living Cenhe personnel.l32 Most obviously, this olcurs when they bring requests
and/or complaints on behalf of consumers; but it also occurs simply by them remaining
on the sidelines as another potential source of information for consumers, or anothei
step in a much broader dispute resolution process. Similarly, lawyers are involved. most
visibly in the (still few) cases which go to fonnal proceedings within the ADR Centres;
but more generally the Bar Associations also played an important monitoring role when
the Cenhes were established. A similar role was played by the media" and lobbying or
interest groups which had hitherto focused on getting the PL Law enacted; and the
medi4 with its more institutionalised m.emory, is well positioned to reemerge in this
function in the event of a major case.t" Thus, "professional support", and ..social

support" (albeit often latent), becomes apparent; but all are deeply entwined with "self
support" in particular communication settings, as suggested by Kashizawa in other
contexts in Japan (above Part tr.8).

It also seems promising to reinterpret these processes more from a discourse

t2t Noftage and Wada, above n 27.rze Nottage, above n 118.l3o 
See also Teubner, above n 6,4.l3l See for example H-W Mickliu '?roduct Liability and Product Safety - Standardisation and

Certification: The European Challenge" (Paper presented at the Sprposium on 'Products Liability:
fgmparative Approaches and Transnational Litigation", Austin Texas, 19-20 February1998).
'J' Nottage and Wada, above n 27.r33 

See also Nottage, above n 88. Compare Habermas, above n 66 (generally more sceptical about
the effects of mass media in contemforary democracies).
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theoretical perspective, connecting them to communicative action. The emergence of
common topics, bringing a risk of conhoversion, can prompt inter-subjective
understanding. But procedural prerequisites must be met here too. Nor is it enough
simply to allege that rights entailing these apply at a very general level. Rathir,
Haberrnas correctly draws attention to the need to tease out in particular settings the
moment at which private autonomy and public autonomy both are fostered (above Part
II.B.2). In particular, the Centres vary in their operations in terms of information
disclosure, although most are quite open. Some, like the auto industry's Centre, also
seem particularly set on one-way communication; not explaining well, let alone
responding well. More generally, it can be questioned whether the mass med.ia can
effectively play much of an ongoing role, since they tend to live off bigger or
newsworthy disputes. They also are continuously distracted by other topics emerging on
legislative agendas which are either simply not relevant to product liability law; or may
be, but are not subjected to more profound analysis which would help sustain interest in
the PL Law and related reforms. Nonetheless, Japanese democracy and constitutional
iurangements (in their broader sense) do not seem hopeless in such regards either,
compared to the way in which product liability issues faded from the agenda in Europe
- until the sensationalist aspects of the BSE (Mad Cow Disease) outbreak combined
with broader changes in EU law and adminishation (recent disgust with comrption or at
least lack of accountability of the Commission).t""

Overall, therefore, product liability law and practice in Japan present a
comparatively good example of the emergence of 'pluralistic coordinating forums",l3a
in both legislative and dispute resolution processes within a modem democratic polity.

m 6.Reorienting" Comparative Legal Studies and Contract Law Theory

These rich sociological and jurisprudential theories of proceduralisation of
contemporary law, presented in admittedly sunmary fashion in this Chapter, add a
further dirnension to the framework initially proposed by Atiyatr and Summers applied
in Parts One and Two of this thesis, as well as justiffing the attention throughout to
"law in actioni'as well as the "law in books". The theories also hold a broader relevance
for comparative law scholarship. Part tr.8.3 focused on specific neo-proceduralist
tendencies in Japanese law. However, as indicated in passing at the start of Part tr.B,
these theories were developed primarily by German theorists keenly interested not only
in the evolution of law in Germany, but also in other complex industrialised
democracies. As mentioned above in Part II.A, tendencies consistent wittr
neo-proceduralist models also can be detected in England, New Zealand, and the US,
although for the latter two legal system theorists have very rarely conceptualised
developments in such terms. "' Future research will need to examine those

l33e 
See generally C Joerges with S van den Bogaert "Law, Science and the Management of Risks

to Health at Natio'al, European aud lnternational Levet Stories on Baby p 'rnmiss, Mad Cows and
Hormones in Beef' (forthcoming, 2001) 7/1 Columbia J European L.rJt Compare more generally S Tnnaka'Metamorphosis of the Legal System: Towards a Pluratstic
Coordinating Forum" in Z Kitagawa and others (eds) Dar Recht vor der Herausfordering eines neuen
Jahrhunderu [Law Before the Challenge of a New Century] (Mohr Siebock, Tuebingeu, 1998) 91.I'r 

See above nn23-26. A useful framework for broader comparisons, including new directions in
Europcan law generally, is set out in K-H Ladeu'?roceduralizadon and lts Use in Post-Modern Legal
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developments more carefully, in comparison with Japanese law as analysed in part
tr.8.3 above. Yet one can expect all these contemporary indushialised democracies to
exhibit significant proceduralist tendencies, according either to systems-theoretic
approaches CPart tr.8.1) or Habermas' discourse theory of law, premised on social
differentiation in modem times @art tr.8.2). Despite the more substantive orientation
generally and in conhact law found in Japanese and US law, compared to the more
formal orientation in English and New Zealand law, over the course of this century all
four legal systems appear to have developed the core positivity of law and supporting
institutions needed to generate an autopoietic legal system (see Part tr.B.1 above,-Figure
4), or one differentiated from other social (sub-)systems (see also part u.8.2).

Theoretically, moreover, neo-proceduralist tendencies can emerge from - or
accumulate on top of - legal systerns with either more formal or more substantive
orientations. Future comparative research should investigate whether these tendencies
emerge faster or more prolifically in the former rather than the latter types of legal
systems, or inother contrasting ways; but arguably there is no theoretical necessity for
that to occur."' Indeed, precisely because these developments involve new processes,
it is likely that even similar developments - such as the emerge,nce of good faith
doctrine in England, sparked primarily by EU law (above Chapter Three Part ry.B) -will result in differing outcomes." ' Thus, neo-proceduralist theories point to both the
potential for common themes in the development of advanced contemporary legal
systems, yet different evolutionary paths.t'o This also explains pattems of convergence
and divergence in law at a global level, including the new lex mercatoria in
transnational commercial.^relationships,'" casting doubt on assertions of some
overarching 'korld law".'*u Incorporating a broader comparative perspective, therefore,
this Chapter has shown another important way - in addition to notion of "didactic
formality" proposed above (Chapter Four Part m.D) - in which Atiyatr and Summers'
analytical framework can be further developed, transcending the dichotomy of
"universal jurisprudence" and 'Jwisprudential relativis-tr.rar This also promises new
insights into "legal transplants" between contemporary legal systems arddst
globalisation of economic, political and legal relations.rat All these insights force

fbeory" (LAW No. 96/5 European University Instinrte Working Paper, Florence, 1996).

:l: Compare generally Rottleuthner, alov" o 34; Teubnei, above n 32.t't 
See Teubner, above n 32; n 65a . See also Habermas, above n 80.136 Compare also Uchida, above n 97.l3e 
See for slamJrle Teubner, above n 6l; Nottage, above n 61.r40 
See for example K Sono'"Iowards a Modem Jus Commune: Converging Trsnds in a Shrinking

World - The Law of Conbact" (Paper presented at the IALS Annual Conference, "Towards a Modern./rer
Commune", Buenos Aires, September 1995); H Berman "World Law" (1995) 18 Fordham Int'l LJ 1617;
Lord Cooke "Party Autonomy" (1999) 30 VIIIIILR 257,268; M Bonell An International Restatement of
Contract Law: The WIDROIT Principles of International Commercial Contracts (Transnational luris
Publications, Irvington (ND, 1994); W Gray "Globalisation of Contract Law: Rules for Commercial
Contract in thc 21st Century" [996] NZLJ 52. Compare for example L Nottage '"Irade Law
Harmonisation in the Asia-Pacific Region: A Realist's View from New Zealand - and a Way Forward?"
F995] NZLJ 295; L Nottage "Japanese Corporate Govemance at a Crossroads: Variation in 'Varieties of
Capitalism'?" EIJI Working Paper in Law No 20OL/7 (European University lustitutc, Florence, 2001,
<www.iue.itllAWpublicat.htn>; forthcoming also in North Carolina J In'lL & Cornm Rcg).
l': Compare Atiyah 3ad grrmmsm, above n2,415,428.t4z Compare for example Teubner, above n 65a with Atiyah and Summers (and others cited) above
n 16.
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reappraisals of received wisdom, especially tendencies still to conceive of Japanese law
as just'Tar Eastem 1a#'or even "civil law".l43

Sociological and jurisprudential inquiry along the lines proposed in this Part
Three may also reinvigorate comparative law methodology more generally. This is
important because comparative law scholarship experienced some serious malaise as the
end of the 20th century; and an appropriate methodology is still being vigorously
debated, in dealing with increasingly important new issues such as the hannonisation or
unification of private law in Europe. re Specifically, Part tr.8.3 of this Chapter
reinforced the need for theory building in comparative context to be underpinned by
empirical studies.las Yet those need not be limited to those adopting the narrower view
of social science advocated recently by comparativists wedded to the economic analysis
of law.la6 Further, although Par| tr:B stressed the potential for slmthesis betwee,lr
systems theory and Habermas' discourse-theoretical approaches to explaining
neo-proceduralism in contemporary legal systems, Habermas' more_e.xpensive concept
of normativity allows for more critique of different legal syste-..147 The malaise of
comparative law arguably arises from the attempt to avoid normative critique,
epitomised p,y the "firnctionalist" approach long advocated by scholars like Zweigert
and Koetz, ''o for arguably any legal analysis sgslains a normatlve endeavour.la9
Recent work on Japanese law, otherwise extremely valuable, is flawed by the lack of a
convincing general jurisprudential theory, able to establish grounds for coherent
normative critique as well as providing direction for empirical or descriptive inquiry.lso
The present thesis at least identifies this as a significant issue, and suggests promising
directions to be developed in further comparative studies.

For similar reasons, general jurisprudential and sociological theory along the
lines proposed above (Part tr.B) is central for further reconceptualisations of contract

143 Compare for exanryle A Marfording "The Fallacy of the Classification of Legal Systems:
Japan Examined" in V Taylor (ed) Asian Lmvs Through Australian Eyes (Law Book Company, Sydney,
l9e7) 6s.t41 On the former malaise, see for example C Rogers "Gulliver's Troubled Travels, or the
Conundrum of Comparative Law" (1998) 67 Geo rfr/ash L Rev 149 (and the various recent symposia
re-ferred to therein). On the latter, see Nottage, above n 65b.It) This is one weakness in the most recent work by Haley, ,9pin/, above n 94.r{6 See for exarnple J M Ramseyer and M Nakazoto iopono" Lau,: An Economic Approach
(University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1998); U Mattei Comparative Lmy and Economics (University of
Michigan Press, Ann Arbor, 1997).t17 Compare Gerstenberg, above n 66. See also Teubner, above n 19; D Jabbari'Trom Criticism to
Construction in Modern Critical Lcgal Theory" (1992) 12 OJLS 507.Itt See, still, K Zweigert and H Koia F W;fu tans) Introduction to Comparative Law (3 ed,
Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1998) 37.40. Conrpare for example G Frankenberg "Critical Comparisons:
Rethinking Comparative Lav/'(1986) 26Harr Int'l IJ 4l l.t're See for example J Gessner "Praesumptio similitudinis? A Critique of Comparative Law" i1
Proceedings of the 1995 Alnual Mecting of thc RSCL (International Sociological Association), Tokyo,
1-4 August 1995, Section Meetings Supplement 2, 4I,44. See also W Ewald '?osner's Economic
Spproach to Comparative Lav/'(1998) 33 Texas Int'l LJ 381.rru This is especially tnre of the latest book by Haley (Sprh!, above n 94), which reads as a
positive appraisal of Japanese law, but without articrrlating clearly any "communitarian" jurisprudence to
support that ap'praisd. This attempt remains an advance on an earlisr study, however, founded ou a very
narrow behaviouralist view of law which came in for robust criticism on jurisprudential grcuu& @ T
Johnson'Authority V/ithout Power: Haley on Japan's Law and Politics" (1993) 27 L &, Soc'y Rev 619).
A similar critique can be directed at the recstrt study by Ramseyer and Nakezoto (above n 145).
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law theory. First, just as they helped explain conternporary developments in Japanese
law and practice, they will likely help uncover similar tendencies in New Zealand- and
not just among the companies dealing with Japan, interviewed in the empirical study
described above (Chapter Four Part m.C) - as well as England and the US. Secondly,
despite autopoietic sttuctures probably being in place in all these legal systems, those
tendencies may play themselves out differently given varying legal, economic and
social systems.lsr However, as suggested by this Chapter's analysis of product liability
in Japan (above Part tr.B.3), along with the several occasions at which this thesis has
identified areas of private law related to conhact law docfrines being exarrrined (above
Chapter Two Part fV, Chapter Three Part V), further inqutry into the proceduralisation
of contract law could exa:nine hends in the law of private obligations more generally.l52
Thirdly, incorporating broader sociological and jurisprudential theory will help
underpin the development of such, c_onhact law theory with both empirical research, and
resources for norrrative appraisal. ls3

Without attempts along these more ambitious lines, stereotlpical views of
Japanese law will remain dilficult to extirpate; conhact law theory development will be
impeded; and general legal theory will not be able to draw on comparative analyses to
render it more concrete and meaningful. Already, therefore, Part Three of this thesis
introduces and begins to apply broader legal theory to reinforce the comparative
analysis of Japanese, LfS, English and New Zealand generally (above in Part One), and
their conhact law in particular @art Two).

r5l Compare for exarylc T Ginsbrug "system Change? A New Perspcctive on Japan's
Administrative Procedure Law' in T Ginsburg, L Nottagc and H Sono (eds) The Muttiple Worlds of
Japanese Law (University of Victoria, Victoria 2001) 107.t)' See also generally H Collins 'The Transformation Thesis and the Ascription of Contrach.ral
Responsibility" in P Wilhclmsson (ed) Perspectives of Critical Contact low @artrroutb, Aldersho!
1993) 293.153 

See also K Yamamoto "Glocalisation, Contract and Commnnity: Reflections on Contemporary
Contact Law Discourscs" (1999) Paper presented at the conference on "Legal Crisis? Japan and Asin", .

Melboume, 12-14 August 1999.
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Gnnrrnnr, Concr,usroxs

The Introduction to Part One began by questioning older views, propounded by
eminent Japanese scholars zuch as Kawashima in the 1960s and still influential among
some commentators outside Japan, about the marginality of law and contact law in
Japan. It was suggested that the continued athaction of such views, stressing Japan's
distinctiveness rather than features shared with other countries, had roots in the cultural
relativism in the 1960s and the 1970s, along with the pattems of Japan's encounters
with Europe and especially the US. Adding an antipodean perspective -particularly one
encompassing New ZeaIand, with its different pattern of encounters - might allow
Japan to be positioned more accurately.

Accordingly, Chapter One went beyond Atiyatr and Summers' analysis of the
more formal orientation of legal reasoning and related institutions in England, and the
more substantive orientation in the US. It showed how Japanese law bears stong
similarities with US law along major dimensions of legal reasoning: authoritative
formality (Part tr.A), content formality (Part II.B), &d mandatory and interpretive
forrrality (Part tr.C). The noticeable differences 1rys1s insfsad with English and New
Zealand law. The same pattern emerged when considering two '?arieties" of formality
(Part tr.D). It held perhaps less conclusively with regard to truth formality in Japan; but
more so when taking into account the reality of tial processes, in tum related to low
levels of enforcement formality. "Summing up" these various dimensions certainly was
complicated by Japan being sometimes more formal in orientation than the US, and
sometimes less so. Overall, however, both appeared distinctly more substantive than
both New Zealand and England (Pa.rt III, Figure 2). The general analysis of the four
legal systems was necessarily selective, but it demonstated the usefuLaess of new
conceptualisations sensitive to socio-political context, at a time when some comparative
law theorists advocate abandoning attempts at systematic or macrolevel inquiry, in
favow of post-modernist or micro-level approaches.

Specifically, Chapter One showed how Atiyah and Summers' framework could
be extended beyond a semFarison of two legal systems, at least to distinguish important
contrasts between the two pairs of legal systems examined in this thesis. This permitted
a multi-level critique of perceptions that Japan is very differe,lrt from the US, while
recognising divergences at some levels. The framework also allowed the comparison to
extend beyond the law in books to encompass the law in action, including findings from
some social scientific research. Finally, Chapter One demonstrated considerable
coherence in the orientation even of legal systems like those of Japan and New Zealand,
which extensively borrowed - or were forced to adopt - legal precepts and institutions
in the 19th century. This helps uncov€r and explain difficulties in transplanting new
legal concepts into these systems nowadays, and their general inertia" despite instances
of effective hansplants. The need for sensitivity about the fragility of borrowing among
legal systems, mentioned briefly by Atiyah and Surnmers, is becoming increasingly
relevant in an era of rapid globalisation of legal as well as economic relations.

Much of that globalisation is occurring by trans*order trading and inveshent,
involving parties actually or potentially linked by contactual relations. Partly to
examine the development of contact law in reaction to these bends, but also to further
demonstrate the explanatory potential of Atiyah and Sr:mmers' analytical framework,
Part Two focused on some narower topics. The Introduction to Part Two compared
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the historical development of contract law theory generally, showing how the healy
influence of legal realism set the stage for a much more substantive approach in the US
and Japan from the early decades of the 20th century. The survey also intoduced some
of the topics discussed in ensuing chapters, located them in terms of the debate about
the deeprootedness of classical and neoclassical models of conhact law, and reinforced
the need to examine developments in tenns of both blackletter law and contact law in
action. Chapter Two then analysed judicial reasoning in detail, primarily through case
law development, with regard to one issue in contract formation related to the broader
dimension of authoritativeness formality. Chapter Three gqmpared a broader range of
nonns developed in the four legal systems to deal with contracfud unfaimess, related to
the dimension of content fomrality. Also related to that dimension, but in its time aspect
rather than its contextual one, Chapter Four Part II discussed important legal
doctrines providing relief from supervening changes in circumstances. Consistently,
New Zealand and English contract law were more formal in their reasoning than US and
Japanese contract law @art Two, Figure 3). As in Chapter One, however, it proved
more difficult to determine whether Japanese or US law was the most substantive, and
whether New Zealand or English law was the most formal, especially as there may be
more scope for change in a particular area of law (less conshained by a full range of
interlocking institutional constraints) than at the level of the legal system as a whole.

Nonetheless, the dichotomy between each pair ofjurisdictions was consistent
with that suggested by the more general comparative analysis, so Parts One and Two
mutually reinforced each other. Part Two likewise showed the usefulness of Atiyah and
Summers' framework in comparing particular areas of law in multiple legal systems,
especially by allowing the law and practice of confracting in Japan to be positioned
more accwately. It also helped uncover and explain difficulties in reshaping confact
law, particularly that characterised quite coherently by more formal reasoning, into a
body of law adopting more pervasive substantive ssasoning. In addition, empirical
research was drawn upon to provide a greater insight into conhact law in action, and
specifically its relation to conkact law in books (Chapter Four Part III). Didactic
forrrality was proposed as a third possible variety of formality, rising to another
challenge laid down by Atiyah and Summers, namely to imagine and investigate other
dimensions of formality in legal systems. The notion of didactic formality helped
explain the greater tendency of Japanese and US courts and comrnentators to
incorporate into their conhact law the practices and expectations of contacting parties.
Although the need to do this have been expressed by some counterparts in New Zealand
and Englan4 the general approach still seems to be that contract law should lead or
chsnnel practices and expectations, at least when developments in the US and Japan are
brought into the picture. Combine( moreover, the dimensions of formality explored in
Part Two added a broader comparative dimension to ongoing debates on conhact law
theory generally.

The empirical studies intoduced at the end of Chapter Foru also revealed
mechanisms at the conhact formation and (especialty) dispute resolution stages, in at
least some types of dealings, by which both economic and legal discourse could be
engaged. This suggested some parallels first with new tlryes of legal institutions or
forums perceived by Teubner and others as distinctive of many contemporary legal
systems, and secondly with pattenrs of argumentation within constitutional democracies
characterised by social differentiatio4 observed and advocated by Habermas. Such
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neo-proceduralist theories of law, inhoduced in Chapter Five and applied to
contemporary Japan particularly in the context of confract law and product liability
(Paxt tr.B), implied that Atiyatr and Summers' frarnework requires a second and more
ambitious refinement @art II.A). More attention needed to be paid to the justification of
contemporary law and its extemal functions (similar to "second-order reasoning", in
their framework), not just the intemal structures of law ("first-order reasoning") which
constitute the main focus of this thesis. Nonetheless, the latter structures - and the
dimensions thereof proposed by Atiyatr and Summers - remain important for analysing
the emergence of neo-proceduralist or reflexive rationality in more formal as well as
more substantive legal systems. That rationality, and the instifutional frarnework
supporting it, may generate sorne commonalties between Japan and New Zealand or
England, despite conhasting orientations (towards substantive and formal reasoning,
respectively) highlighted in this thesis. Conversely, even if the US develops and
institutionalises features of neo-proceduralist or reflexive rationality, divergences from
Japan may ultimately develop. Such are the seeming paradoxes which emerge from
turning the main focus onprocesses in contemporary legal systems. Identiffing some of
the underlying mechanisms, as Chapter Five attempted to do, nonetheless allows for a
better understanding of how divergence as well as convergence can occur in
increasingly complex national and hansnational legal systems. Theories like those of
Habermas hold the added attraction of overt normative critique. Thus, rising to a further
challenge laid down by Atiyah and Summers, this thesis attempted to draw comparative
legal studies (and contact law theory) into a symbiotic relationship with sociological
and jurisprudential inqurry.

This thesis therefore aimed to contibute to three disciplines: comparative law,
conhact law, and general legal theory. Several directions for future research were set as
well. The lrtroduction to Part One invites more detailed examination of the pattems of
New Zealand's encounters with Japan, particulady in the legal arena. English
encounters have not been explored at all. Japanese companies appear to have been
heavy users of litigation and arbitation in London, so stereotypical views of Japanese
contracting behaviour and legal principles may be less prevalent than in the rest of
Europe or the US. While calling into question overgeneralisations, examining English
encounters with Japan may identiff firrther particular points of true.contast. However,
an analytical framework to position Japan in broader comparative context, like that
developed in Chapter One, will still be required. Part Two, deliberately focusing on
developments in contract law theory and specific issues arising at different stages of the
contracting process, also leaves open several areas of inquiry for future research. Some
noted in passing include related contract law doctrines, but others invite comparative
studies of the private law of obligations more generally. Directions were also set for
comparable empirical research into confract planning and renegotiation, especially in
England and the US. Lastly, Pd Three intoduced two main variants of contemporary
neo-proceduralist theory, providing the first sustained attempt (in the English language)
to begin applyrng them concretely to developments in Japanese private law. However,
further attanpts will be required as the theoretical debate continues to evolve. Further,
more research along these lines is needed for Englan4 the US, and especially New
Zealand, where these neo-proceduralist theories have received almost no attention so far.
The analysis can also be exteuded to transnatioual settings, to examine the impact of
globalisation upon conhact law and practice, as well as upon national legal systems
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more generally.
In sum, this thesis itself should be considered part of an ongoing process.

Drawing on recent legal theory as well as the framework first proposed by Atiyah and
Summers, it has set out conceptual matices for positioning Japanese law, which have
broader implications for comparative legal studies. Those matrices proved to be of value
in comparing and analysing developments in conhact law, especially in Japan, and add
new insights into contemporary debates about contract law theory more generally. This
constitutes a rather ambitious attempt to 'teorient" comparative law, contraot law
theory-building and general legal theory; but the thesis hopefirlly clears paths, and
advances scholarship, towards that goal.
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Appendix A (see above Part One Introduction):

Litigation in New Zealand Courts involving Japanese affiliated companies incorporated

in New Zealand

Parties Citation Summary and Result
Juken Nrssho Ltdv
Northland'Regional 

Council

uA ou/uu, l) lvlay zuuu,
Richardson P, Gault and

Thomas JJ

Julcen',s convrcfi.oD, tor breach of resource consent
regarding discharge of contaminants, upheld; reports
from consultants that it forwarded were admissible (as
an exception to the mle against heanay)

Juken Nissho Ltct v
A-G

(1e98) 12 PRNZ 380 Juken granted extension of time and apphcation for
leave to appeal on a question of law under the
Arbitration Act 1996 (subsequently heard together
with CCH Ltd v A-G, 29 March 1999, High Courg
Auckland, CL 9198 and l7l98, Paterson I), relating to
Crown Forest licenses

Pacrim Forest
Products (NZ) Ltd
v Mitsui & Co Ltd
& Anor

17 December 1997,
Court, Christchurch,
16/96, Hansen J

High
CP

Mitsui successfully defended claim that agreement
entered into for purchase oflogs

:itanlry 6L Anor v
Fuji Xerox NZ Ltd

) November lyyl, tlrgh
Court, Auckland, CP
479196, Elias J

.t.uJl xerox held llable, lor underpayment ot
commission and wrongful termination of ageucy
agreement

UEM
International Ltd v
The Ship
"Wellington
Mara"

(1997) 1l PRNZ 142 Detbndant's apphca[on refused, to admit Parflow
charts for containers in cargo defect dispute

A-G v Juken
Nuslro

21 August 1996, Court of
Appeal, CA 128196,
Richardson P, Henry &
Blanchard JI

Juken held to be bound by appointnent of Crown
valuer for forest license fees, despite lack of strict
compliance with timeframe set out in licence contacts

Sea Tow Ltd v The

Ship Katsuei Maru
No 8 KXN

U May IYYO, Hrgb Uourt,
Auckland Registry, AD
736196, Satnon J

uhrF rtrvolvecl rn collrston arrested, but released
because Japan Mutual Insurance Company (Gyosen
Hoken Chuokai) acc€ptablc as guarantor

Commissionq of
Inland Rel'enue v
Mitsubishi Motors
M Ltd

llgesl3 NZLR 671 (PC) Mitsubishi enttled to deduct the reasonably estimated
costs of meeting warranty claims in the year of sale.

Mitsui A Co NZ)
Ltd v
Commissioner of
Inland Revenue

(1995) 17 NZTC tz,ttz Mitsui failed to sahsff tbat CIR wmng to consider
amounts written off from failed subsidiary business
were capital in nafire, and thus deducutle

gualrty ;ystems
Ltd v Perlam Ast
Pty Ltd & Fujitsu
M Ltd

/ June lyy4, Uourt ol
Appeal, CA 187193,
Rjchardson and Gault JJ,

Sir Gordon Bisson '

Fu.litsu successfrrlly detbnded clarms rn contract and
quantum meruit for sale of computer hardware to third
parly Telecom, as subcontractor to Quality Systems
(which later lost its righB to market software to
Telecom); however CA urged Fujitsu to pay somc
commission ex gfatia!

A-G v The Ship
"Tosa Mant"

(1992) 5 PRNZ 661 Defendants' application to stike out adrdralty
proceeding, stemming from collision with police
vesset denied but leave to arnend proceeding granted
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Nippon Credit
Australia v Giman
Corporation I'fZ
Ltd & Anor

(1991) 5 NZCLC 67,498 Nippon successfully applied to strike out counterclaim
by defendant in winding up proceediqgs based on its
guarantee obligation

CBI NZ Ltd V

Badger Chiyoda
[1989] 2 NZLR 669 tsadger Chryoda (Joxxt venture between Netherlands

and Japanese Companiss, head contactor for Marsden
Oil Refinery extensions) successfully prevented CBI
(Chicago-contolled subcontactor) remitting ICC
arbitral award to courts

Japan Line (NZ)
Ltd&AnorvNew
Zealand Harbours
IOUW&Anor

ll988l NALR 87e Japan Lrne, agent tbr shtp "Toyo Fuji 2" and prevented
from discharging parts for Toyota (NA Ltd,
successfirlly claimed that defendant union members
were stiking; second defendant's plea that their
members' performance ftrstate4 by first defendant's
picket line, rejected ("The possibility ofentry by sea to
the wharf was not effectively explored and there is no
suggestion that police assistance was sought to enstue
a peacefirl enty": p884)

Dow Chernical Co
v Ishihara Sangto
Kaisha Ltd (No 2)

(1986) l TCLR 332;
(1985) 5 rPR41s

Ishihara granted relief from discovery in proceedings
brought by Dow for revocation of Ishihara patent

Fletcher
Industries Ltd v
Japan Line (NZ)
Ltd

18 October 1984, Higb
Court, Wellington
Regisry, A 313/83 and
314/83

Japan Line held liable for damage to cargo

Collings Reisch
Meade Motorcyles
Ltd v Moller
Yamaha Ltd

(lvuJ) NZULU y6,t Ly Moller Yamaha successfully claimed security for costs
in proceedings brought by plaintiffs for unjustifred
terminafion of sub-distributorship agreement

AIPENDI'ES
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Appendix B (see above Part One Intoduction):

Litigation in New Zealand Courts involving Japanese residents or incorporated

companies

APPENDICES

Parties Citation Summary and Result
Yoshimoto v
Canterbury Golf
International Ltd

[200u I NZLR 523 Appellant succeeded in claim for payment of $1
million out of the $3.2 milliea price to purchass his
land for a golf course development; written contract's
condition precedent that "all necessary authorisations
or resource cotrsents" for the development should be
obtained within 12 montts, not interpreted literally -
lateness of one consent irrelevant given all conhact
provisions, cornmercial objective, and broader
contachral matix; obiter dicta by Thomas J arguing
that extiusic evidence (earlier drafts offinal contact)
should be adrnissable, in principle

MacAlister &
Anor v Ishizuka &
Anor

18 June 1998, Court of
Appeal, CA 254197,
Richardson P, Thomas &
Keith JJ

Respondents justified in directing their compauy in
Japan to stop purchasing jackets rnanufactured in a
joint venture comtrany in which they invested in New
Zealand; offer to later buy shares at $3.50 not
oppressive

Nippon Cred.t
Bank v Air New
Zealand

E December 1997, Privy
Couucil, PC 33/97, Lords
Browne-Wilkinsor,
Lloyd" Hutton (Lords
Hoffoian and Saville
dissenting)

Nippon, as assignee of aircraft leases, reguired to
conEibute to cost of modifications 'trpon redelivery"
(Court of Appeal decision noted by Mclauchlan, 113
LQR 237)

Ohnuma v Jiang
& Anor

29 October 1997, High
Court, Auckland Registry,
cP30u97

Obauma obtained return of cash advances and bavel
expenses (?) provided to Jiang for promise to work for
her in Japan; registry of joint tenancy for home
purchased based on oral agreemeot; and so on

Fuhtmoto v Rudd
Watts & Stone

15 September 1995, High
Courl Christchurc\ CP
47195, Hollaud J

DetEndant law trm's application to join third party
insurer aliowed, in claim by Japanese investor against
law firm for breach ofcontacl negligence and breach
of frduciary duty regarding golf course investment

'lak &. co Inc v
AEL Corporation
Ltd & Anor

(1995) 5 NZBLC 103,E87 Tak successfully claimed damages (including
exemplary damages!) for fraudulent breach of export
sale contract of live Angus cows to Japan (preceded by
interlocutory judgment reported in (1994) 7 PRNZ
432)

Multrply Ltd v Uld
Mill Farm Ltd &
Ors; Millbrook
Country Club Ltd
v Mukiply Ltd &
Anor

(1995) 7 NZCLC 260,746 Japanese and New Zealandparhers in golf course joint
venture require to coryensate Hong Kong parber for
terrrinating consultancy without reasonable notice, and
$0.6 million awarded fot 40Yo shareholding in joint
venture company (with additional implied term
argummt rejected in supplementary judgment 13

April 1995, I{igh Court Auckland" g- 79/93 aud l/94,
Barker I)
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Appendix C (see above Chapter Four Part Itr.C):

Background of Survey Respondent Companies

Field of Business

1. Circle the letter in the brackets next to the one category that best describes your
company's business (if part of a family of corporations, reference is to the company

with whose operations you are most familiar):

Nature of Business US

t82l

NZ

126l

Japan

I2rl

[A] divenified, combining more than one of following: 25 3

tB] business services qthgl rhan financial 2

tcl chemicals 4 I

tD] consumer products other than food 2 I

tE] consumer services other than financial I I

iF] financial services (eg banking, insurance) 2 I 2

[G] food products 4 4

IIJ fuel other than petoleum I

m high tech (for instance computer hardware or software) 2 I I

I manufachrring hard goods (for instance automobiles or

parts, machinery, business machines)

6

[K] materials supplier (for instance paper, glass, metals, raw

materials)

2 I I

p] petoleum products 9

[M] pharmaceutical 3

[NJ publisher

[O] uansportation 3 3

[P] utility supplying gas or clectricity or both t4 1

[Q] utitity other th^" gas or electicity 2

[R] other: 4 2

(tourism)

4 (tourism)
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Size of Bustness

2A. Circle the category describing the amount of your companyts annual sales

during the most recent year.

Annual Salesr US

t82l

NZ

126l

Japan

t2u

[A] $1 billion US dollars or more 62 L2

[B] $500 milliou or more, but less than $ 1 billion 4 5 ?

[C] $100 rnillion or more, but less than $500 milliol l4 5 2

tDl $10 million or more, but less than $100 million 2 8 2

tEl less than $10 million I I

2B. Circle the category describing the number of employees in your company

during the most recent year.z

Employees NZ

1261

Japan

121I

[A] 1000 or more 1l l0

[B] 500 or more, but less than 1000 4 4

[C] 100 or more, but less than 500 6 3

[D] l0 or more, but less than r00 4 4

Bl less than l0 I

I Tbe US companies surveyed by Weintaub were asked to report sales in terms of US dollars.
Japanese companies were asked to r€port sales in Yen, taken at US$l = 100 Yeq a reasonable
approximation of the mid-rate prevailing at tbe time of the suwey. (Thus, for instauce, category [A] was
for sales of 100 billion Yen or more; category [E], less then I billion Ycn).) Hence, Japanese and US
coynFany size is direcfly comparable. New Zealand companies, however, wsre asked to rsport sales in
New Zealand dollars (with category A for sales of $l billion New Zealand dollars or more, etc). Since
New Zealand dollars are still worth less than US dollars, some of the Ncw Zealand companig5 in fact may
fall into a lower category wheu cornpared to US (or Japanese) counterparb. Although this 6snns sysl
more smaller conrpanics among New Zealand correspondents, therc is still a spread including even thc
biggest cornpanies, comparable to US and fapancse counterpaxts
' 'lftis and q2C wcre not included in the Weintaub suwey.
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B ackg ro und of Resp o n dents

2C. Please circle the category best describing the work you currently do in
your company, and any background in law.

Position and Background NZ

[25 onlyl

Japan

121l

[A] corporate afhirs; no legal background t7 11

[B] corporatc affairs; graduate (or at least

I years' tertiary education) in law

2

[C] legal affairs; gmduate (or at least I years'

tertiary education) in law

7

[D] legal affain; enrolled as barrister or solicitor (now or

previously; in NZ or elscwhere)

3 I
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Brsl.rocRAplry ArrD Rnr,.lrup Wonr<s

This thesis has been a long time in planning and bringing together. As a consequence,
several parts have had or will have a public audience, in some form or another.

Part One reflects some ideas first presented in the author's "Contract Law and
Practice in Japan: An Antipodean Perspective" in H Baum (ed) Japan: Economic Success
and Legal System (de Gruyter, Berlirl 1997) 197. Chapter One develops arguments
outlined in the author's paper, "The Centennial of Japan's Civil Code and the Future of
New Zealand Conhact Law", presented at the Ausbalasian Law Teachers Association
conference held at Victoria University of Wellington, 4-7 July 1999. That itself had
extensively updated and expanded a frarnework first proposed in the author's paper
"Fonn and Substance in New Zealand,, US and Japanese Law: What Role for Grand
Theory in the World of International Contracting?", presented at the annual meeting of
the Research Committee for the Sociology of Law (Intemational Sociological
Association) held at Tokyo University, l-4 August 1995.

Parts I-V of the Introduction to Part Two will be presented at the Australian Law
and Society Conference at Victoria Law School, Melbourne, 10-12 December 2001.
Some results from research for ChapterTwo were presented at the 18 April 1998 meeting
of the Kyushu University Private Law Study Group (Ivtinjiho Kenlryukai); ana at the
Conference on "Japanese Law Online" hosted by Meijo University in Nagoya on "The
Future ofFormal Requirements for Contact Formation in a Digitial World" on 9 March
1999, and by the Kyoto Comparative Law Center on 10 March 1999. Chapter Three is a
much revised, expanded and updated version of the author's 'Torm and Substance in US,
English, New Zealand, and Japanese Law: A Framework for Better Comparisons in the
Law of Unfair Conhacts" 26 Victoria University of Wellington Law Review 247 (1996).
Chapter Four Part II develops an argument first proposed in the author's Kyoto
University LL.M thesis, "Igirisuho no Ketshikisei to Amerilcaho no Jisshi*usei -
Furasutoreshonho o Chushin ni shite [Form in English Law and Substance in American
Law: Focusing on the Law of Frustration]" (unpublished, 1993). The discussion of
Japanese and New Zealand law in Part tr also draws on argurnents in the author's
"Economic Dislocation and Confract Renegotiation in New Zealand and Japan: A
Preliminary Empirical Study'' 27 Victoria University of Wellington Lm+, Review 59
(1997). That article also reported on preliminary results from a student survey. Results
from a company survey, undertaken with the support of the NZ Asia 2000 Foundation
and the Legal Research Foundation, were discussed in the author's "planning er1d
Renegotiating Long-Term Contacts in New Zealand and Japan: An Interim Report on an
Empirical Research Projecf' 11997) Ne'nt Zealand Law Review 482. Combined results
then were presented in Spain in the author's 'tsargaining in the Shadow of the Law and
Law in the Light of Bargaining: Contact Planning and Renegotiation in the US, New
Zealand, and Japan", published in abridged version in J Feest & V Gessner (eds)
Interaction of Legal Cultures (International Institute for the Sociology of Law, Oflati,
1998) 113. The last-mentioned work was drawn on for Part m of Chapter Fow.

The author's paper on '?roceduralisation of Japanese Law in Comparative
Perspective: Product Liability and Contacf', presented at the annual meetrng of the Law
& Society Association held in Chicago on27-30 May 1999, is reflected in Chapter Five.
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